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ABSTRACT PAGE
This dissertation charts the contested political and cultural meaning of urbanization in the
emerging plantation societies of Virginia and Maryland. Scholars have long asserted that
Chesapeake planters' desire for lucre led them to patent huge tracts of land, disperse
across the landscape, and completely dismiss urban development. However, through 17
pieces of legislation, colonists, governors, and London administrators actually encouraged
towns in the Chesapeake through the seventeenth century. Despite the environmental and
agricultural constraints of tidewater tobacco, both colonies wrestled with a perceived need
for towns, which consistently appeared to represent the best means to engineer the
region's political economy and local social order. Shifting demographics, a changing labour
system, religious conflict, and increasing imperial pressure for control created an
atmosphere in which the promise of urbanization could be a powerful tool for various
Atlantic actors seeking to shape the emerging plantation system to their purposes. They
shared a desire to urbanize the region, but quarrelled because they had contradictory
definitions of precisely what a town was, how it should function, and how it should be
governed. These divergent visions sprang from and contributed to a contemporaneous
European contest between ancient boroughs and modern cities, civic humanism and the
emerging nation-state. Towns in the Chesapeake only became widespread in the mideighteenth century, once the broader questions of political order in England's boroughs
and its plantation empire had been resolved.
Piecing together a range of sources, this dissertation emphasizes the political, economic,
and cultural context of the region's many urban plans-and especially the subtle
differences in context between Virginia and Maryland-in order to demonstrate how and
why town building remained a vital weapon in broader constitutional and commercial
disputes. Its transatlantic source base connects the Chesapeake's planners and proposals
with the contests in English boroughs and Whitehall; spatial, ceremonial, sensory, and
cultural analyses uncover the overlooked significance of urban foundations that remained
only paper plats or collections of warehouses. The project highlights how proto-urban
spaces fit within, or challenged, the emergence of a plantation landscape on the physical,
cultural, and political levels.
Part 1 explores urban plans in seventeenth-century Virginia, their connections to English
commercial and political rivalries during the Civil War, their role in provoking Bacon's
Rebellion, and finally their part in a 1680s transatlantic contest over corporate government.
Part 2 offers a parallel story of town-founding efforts in Maryland, exploring how Lord
Baltimore's proprietary authority distinguished the complexion of urban development there.
Part 3 addresses the entire Chesapeake region after 1689 (once both colonies had fallen
under royal control), tracing Governor Francis Nicholson's efforts to reshape the definition
of urbanity in the empire by founding Annapolis and Williamsburg and demonstrating how
they pushed the concept of the imperial city to the centre of Atlantic political discourse. The
fault lines of this debate had become so entrenched by the 1710s that it was abandoned
entirely, and during the eighteenth century both colonies developed new kinds of plantation
cities, freed from the bitter Atlantic disputes of the previous century.
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Introduction:
"Ruining singularity in our manner of living"
I must send them for a pattern to the whole \X'orld; yea, and
to be upbraided by the Heathen ~ations, who generally do
Cohabit. Let the Brute Beasts Check them, \vho generally
resort together in Droves; I'll send them to the F1shes of the
Sea, \vho swim together in shoals; The very fouls of the Air
do flock together; All these concur in upbratding our folly
and ruining singulanty in our manner of living, and scattered
Habitation.
Francis 1hkemle, A Plain and FriendlY Pn:m;mwe to the
Inhabitants of Virginia and Jiatyland For Pro111otin,_g Tou,n.r
a11d Cohabitation (1705)
~early

one hundred years after the foundation of\'irgtnia, francis Maken1ie surveyed the

state of both Chesapeake colonies, Virgtma and yfaryland, in hls Plain and Friend/y Pers1JJasive.
The century had brought demographic, economic, political, and social development in both
colonies. ln Makemie's eyes, ho'.\'e\Ter, V1rgtnia and

~1aryland

\vere handicapped by one vital

fla\Y, one "rwning singularity," distinguishing them from the rest of English America, the
rest of human civilization, and e\Ten the rest of God's creation. The Chesapeake lacked
to\vns. One hundred years of colonization had resulted in a

di~persed

settlement pattern,

with isolated plantations strung out along the bay's many rivers. l'vfakemie's comparisons to
the animal kingdom implied that he had more in mind than simply the economic advantages
of a commeroal hub, or the permanence of a built em·ironment; he was concerned that
settlers in their "scattered Habitations" were at risk of losing the social cohesion and political
order fundamental to all life un earth. The structures of society, politics, culture, and religion
were all jeopardized by the uniquely rural character of Chesapeake life. Throughout the rest
of his text, ?\1akemie highUghted the ways in which class tensions, the rise of slavery, the

1

limited nature of religious observance, and the uneven economic fortunes of the region were
all connected to its lack of towm. 1
Makemie was not alone in expressing these opinions. In fact, his work repre<>ented
the culmination of a century-long debate about the necessity and practicality of urbanizing
the region. Since the founding of both colonies there had been a determined desire for urban
development. Early promoters of English colonizatJon believed compact settlement of their
first colonists 'vvould assist with defence and trade as well as civility. Although most English
cities were not fortified, the rest of Europe was in the tmdst of the age of siege "\Varfare, in
which towns were dcfenshrc nodes that secured control over territory, and the English were
well a\v·are of these tactics. Equally, many of the early planners and im-estors in the
colonizing endea\-our \vere merchants \Yho were fully cogmzant of the need for an urban
rnarket to ease the exchange of goods and the regulation of trade. Finally, early-seventeenthcentury England was also int1uenced by the t1ourishing European trend of civic humanism,
wh1ch taught that tightly bound comrnunities with common interests, joined together as an
independent urb,m society, could best perfect human -virtues and seek the public good.
Yet while these ideals \vere central to the early colonizing efforts in both Virginia and
Maryland, investors and colonists V/ere still searching for a commodity that could pro\·:ide a
return on their financial itwestment; they eventually identified tobacco as their marketable
crop. A profitable agricultural product, combined with liberal distributions of land, meant
that unlike tbe Kcw ~<:therlands and New England, which developed vibrant urban
communities by the middle of the se\-enteentb century, the Chesapeake saw a rapid dispersal
of population over a vast area of largely flat, fertile land, which was well served by rivers and

1 Franos :\fakemi.:, "A Plam and Friendly Perswasi\C to the Inhabitants of Virginia and J\farvland For
Promoting Towns and Cohabitation," repnnted 1n T"=\!IHB 4 (1896): 255--:-'1 (quote, 258-59).
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creeks for rransportation. 2 Even so, the issue of urban developrrtent persisted. Efforts were
made throughout the century to reinvigorate the capital cities of both Virginia and ::Vfaryland
(James town and St. :V1ary's City, respecti,-ely). Eventually, Governor Francis ::\Jicholson
endo'\Yed both colonies with elaborate ne,,- capital cities - \v'illiamsburg and Annapolis -in
the 1690s. As early as the 1610s, the Virginia Company had also begun contemplating urban
development beyond the colonial capltals, and in the second half of the seventeenth century,
repeated attempts were made to establish a mngc of urban centres across the region. English
officials and London merchants prompted the colonies to establish towns, which were
favoured by Maryland's proprietor, 1.ord Baltimore, and were also popular w1th provtnClal
delegates. Before 1710, nearly twenty different proclamations and acts had been issued in
both colonies combined, mandating anything from four to forty different tmyns into
eXIstence. The

plan~

all ordered the sun-ey and sale of to"\\n lots, the imposition of trade

restrictions, and various other incentives designed to prm-oke colonists to invest and reside
in the new towns. Howeyer, each time the issue of urban development was raised, a contest
ensued over precisely what kind of towns would be built, by whorn, and where.
The tobacco boom had failed to address fundamental problems that urbani:>:ation
had the potential to resolve. The region still lay dangerously open to attack, its economy was
dependent on the vagaries of a single crop, and planters in both colonies fought over tl1e

For the process of settlement di~persal, ~ee Kevin Kelly, Emnumtc and Socza/ Developlllellt ofSez·enteenth-Cmtul)'
Smry Cu11nl)·, Vzry,inia ~ew York, 1989), chap. 3; Lorena S. \\'alsh. ·'Land llsc, Settlement Patterns, aod the
Impact of European Agriculture, 1620-1820,'' m Dzsrovmng the C!Je.rapealce: The HzsfOIJ' of an I:c-roDutem, ed. Philip
D. Curtin, GraceS. Bru<;h, and George W. Fisher (B3ltimore, 1\!d., 2001), 220-48;James Horn, Adaptmg to a
;veu- W'orld: En;z,lish Sorie(y in the Sevmteenth-Century Chesapeake (Chapel Hill, KC , 1996); Lorena S. \\'alsh,
"Charles County, Maryland. 1658-1"'05: A Study of Chesapeake Social and Political Structure," (Ph.D. thesis,
Jlvliclugan State l;ruvemty, 1917); Darrett B. Rum1an and Anita H. Rutman, .r1 Place in Ttme: "\I:ddlesex Comtf])
T'zrppua, I 6 50-1750 (New York, 1984); Russell R. :\fenard, I:. co nom~ and 5octtT) tn har!y Co!oma!Ma!Jialld (Ne\\'
York, 1985). For the New J\:erherlands and .\Jew England, see Donna :Vfennck, Po.r.ressmg A/ball)', 1630-1710:
The DHtch and bngiis!J HxJmienre_c (Cambtidge, 1990); Simon ::-lidclleton, h·om Privzlege.c to .&ghts: u::..ork and Polztzr_c
m Coloma! New York Czty (Philadelphla. 2006); John fredrick ~Iartin, Profits in tbe TFifdeme.r.c: Entnprenem:rhip and
the Fotmdmg ofNeJJ' hngla11rl Towns in the Smnteenth Century (Chapel Htll, .\J.C., 1991 ); Kenneth A. Lockridge, A
:Vew England Tonm: The fzrst Hundred Years: Dedham, lVIa.r.rarhusett.c, 1636-1736 (New York, 1970).
2
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best \vay to secure political order and the common good. Beginning in the 1650s, each
province also had to "\\Testle "\vith the increasing pressure of English officials seekmg greater
oversight of colonial affairs, and the potential political and economic power of towns was
vital to th1s contest for control. Officials in London, leaders in both colonies, and ordinary
men and women who settled the region all concurred that the lack of towns was an odd1ty
that had

to

be urgently addressed. However, they could not agree on how towns should be

stimulated, and as a result, all of thClr effort and concern persistently failed to generate any
towns larger than fifteen to twenty houses. Nevertheless the prospect of cities remained real
and contentious throughout the century. It was only after the failure of 0.tfakemJe's scheme
by 1710 that colonists 1n Virginia and Maryland finally came to terms with the role of the city
\Vlthin their societies. The persistence of th1s urban discourse amongst a broad spectrum of
people m a rural colomal region, which was experiencing dramatic shifts m

1t~ ~ocial

structure, econorny, and labour system., is a phenomenon that calls out for historical analysis.
\vnat roles did they believe the city should play within the emergmg English Atlantic empire,
and "\vhat can this tell us about the evolution of political culture in this plantation reg10n?
Few scholars, though, have engaged v.rith the extent and complexity of the region's
urban debate or acknO\vledged its many links to the broader development of plantation
society, culture, and politics. This is a tradition of long standing. 'l11omas Jefferson, in his

Notes on the S'tate ofVir;ginia (1781), spent only a few paragraphs on the region's towns and
cities, explaining that Virginia had "no towns of any consequence" because, the '"country
bemg much intersected with navigable waters,'' it was unnecessary for trade to coalesce in a
small number of locations. 3 Most historians have followed Jefferson's lead in one way or
another. Carl Bridenbaugh's early-twentieth-century work on the city in English America

3

Thornas Jefferson, Xotes on the Statr ofVtrgzma, ed. Dcrvid \'X?aldstreicher, (New York, 2002), 152-53.

4

completely ignored the Chesapeake, and Philip Alexander Bruce's study of the Virginia
econorr1y discussed the town-building but largely concluded that Jefferson had been correct
in his assessment. 4 Recent scholarship has acknowledged the existence of urban aspirations
in the region but has definitively demonstrated that Virbr:inia and Maryland were underurbanized throughout the colonial period and compared the dispersed plantation landscape
"\Vith the

~ew

England tmvn model. Historians ha,-e largely accepted Jefferson's premise rhat

the places desit,mated for tovms were better labelled "villages or hamlets" and were of little
"consequence." They have spent their energies attempting to explain why urbanization failed
in the region. It is worth sun-eying briefly the ways in which they have acknowledged but
downplayed the persistent ch-ic and urban discourse in Virginia and Maryland.
The first modern scholar to im-estigate Chesapeake tm,-ns was urban-planning
historian John Reps. In his volume Tidewater Jonms, Reps gathered an extensive collection of
se>-enteenth- and eighteenth-century maps and plats of urban sites in colonial Virginia and
Nlaryland and analyzed the development of urban layouts and the skills of colonial town
planners.

~Although

he drew attention to the persistent interest in urban development, Reps

was primarily interested in the sophisticated urban designs of the baroque and tl1e eighteenth
century, and in identifying their precise contours and origins. TideJJ/ater Towns was part of
Reps' larger eft()rt to trace town planning in American history more generally. As a result he
drew sharp distinctions between what he saw as provincial urban planning- typified by the
basic grid patterns of most late seventeenth century towns - and the intricate and intellectual
street layouts of\'Villiamsburg and Annapolis, precursors of Pierre L'Enfant's elaborate

Carl Bridenbaugh, Cities in the 11/i"/demess: 1/Je 1-'Zrst Ci:!ltttry ofL'rban Life m _4mnica, 1625-1742 (Nnv York,
1938); Philip Alexander Bruce, Econo?Jlic History of Virginia ill the Sevwteenth Centu~y, 2 vols. v;-cw York, 1935) 2:
522-65; the only major treatment of the town acts before the 1960s was Edward ~f. Riley, "'The Town Acts of
Colonial Virginia," Journal ofSouthern HisfoiJ·16, (1950): 306-23.
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design for \v'ashington, D.C.. 5 Reps's approach has been adopted by a number of
archaeologists, particularly Henry :\1iller and Mark Leone, investig-ating tbe Maryland capitals
of St. ::\1ary's and Annapolis, respectively. Their fine-grained research has reccwered the
details of baroque planning in both cities, but they have been reluctant to fully place these
urban designs into the context of rbe larger debate over towns in the colony. Because they
largely limited themselves

to

tnaps, plats, and reconstructions, these scholars bave been

unable to tease out the interplay between the various town-founding efforts in the ret,rion,
and rnerely trace the evolution of rival provincial and cosmopolitan styles in a reified
collection of urban fonns. 6
After Reps, the next serious engagement v.'ith to"\vns came during the mid-1970s as a
result of research and debate in the comrnunity of bistorical geographers. They challenged
Jefferson's

a~sessment

that the riverine landscape was the cause of the Che5'apeake's stunted

urbanization. Csing the metbodology of human geography, they mapped economic ties,
infrastructure, and commodity prices across the landscape. Dispensing completely with the
cultural meaning attached to urbanity, they developed their own functional definitions of
what constituted a colonial "town," emphasizing its role in distributing goods, processing
commodities, and acting as nodes of communication. They asserted that these were the
inherent functions of urbanity and they set about identifying them in the Chesapeake and the

s John W. Reps, Tidfwajer Ton:n.r: City Plan11ing in Colonial Virgim;; and Mm)1a~~rl (\X'illiamsburg. Va., 1972). For
other treatments of the urban planning process, see Syh'la D. fries, D1e Crban Idea in ColoniaiAmnica
(Philadelphia, 1977);James D. Kornwolf, "'Doing Good for Posterity': Pranci' l'\icholson, First Patron of
Architecture, Landscape Design, and Town Planning in Virgima, lvfaryland, and South Carolina, 1688-1726,"
VMJ !B 101 (1993): 333-74; Glenn Patton, "The College of\'x.l'illiam and :Mary, \Xiilliamsburg, and the
Enlightenment," Journal of the Society ~fArchitectural Hz~•1orians 29, no. 1 (1970): 24-32.
6 Henry M. Miller, "Baroque Cities in the Wilderness: Archaeology and Urban Dewlopment in the Colonial
Chesapeake," Hi.rtorical Archaeology 22 (1987): :'17 -73; .\1ark Leone and Silas Hurry, "Seeing: The Power of Town
Planning in the Chesapeake," Hzstorirai Archaeology 32 (1998): 34-62: Leone, The Archaeology of LiberfJ' ill an
Amerimn Capital.· Excat'atiolls in Annapoh (Berkeley, Calif., 2005), 83-99. One example of the use of urban
planning archaeology in a larger political framework can be found in Timothy B. R1ordan, ''Philip Calvert:
Patron of St. Mary's City," AJH'H 99 (2004): 329-49.
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colonial South more generally. Joseph Ernst and Roy Mertens inaugurated this approach,
and it was deYeloped further by James O'Iviara who studied Virginia cow1ty records and
identified places on the landscape \vhere the functions be described as ''urban" coalesced.
Ho\vever, O'Mara largely neglected the contemporary debate bet\veen colonists and officials
over the status of towns and the rhetoric involYed in that debate, and his definition of urban
functions was so loose that wherever he looked he found tO\vns, \\-ithout considering the
cultural markers and civic identity that were central to colonists' own discussions of
urbanization. 8 The problematic nature of this functional approach was underscored by the
fact that other historical geographers, Carville Earle and Ronald Grim, undertook similar
studies of the distribution of social and economic functions in other pans of the region and
concluded that their work demonstrated not the existence of many unknown to\vns but
rather the reasons why Chesapeake colonists were able to survi\Te without urban centres
through the dispersion of urban functions across the landscape.<)
i\11 of these studies provided invaluable insight into how colonial communities were

structured and how they functioned. In particular Earle and Ronald Hoffman were able to
critique and adjust Jefferson's assessment that the region's rivers had been the impediment
to

urban development; they asserted that it was, in fact, the nature of tobacco, a commodity

that (unlike grain) required little secondaty urlnn processing before export, that reduced the
need for towns. By contrast, they argued that the eighteenth century saw an urban revolution

A Ernst and fl. Roy Merrcns, '·'Camden's turrets pierce the :;kics~': The Urban Procc:;s in the
Southern Colonies during the Eighteenth Century," W'iHQ, 3'd Ser., 30 (1973): 549-7 4; sec also a very effective
rebuttal of Ernst and Mcrrcns in Hermann W'elicnrcuther et al., '·Urbanization in the Colonial South: A
Critique," U/1\ifQ 3rd Ser., 31 (1974): 653-71.
8 James O'~lara, 1-Jislorital Geography of Urban Sy.rtem Developmmt: TzdeJJ'a!er Virg;ma 111 the Eighteenth Century
(Downsview, Ont., 1983).
9 CatYillc Earle, The Hz,ofutioll ofa Tideu•ater Settlemmt .~ystem: All HalloJJ' 1J Pa11s/J, Ma~')!!and, 1650-1783 (Chicago,
1975); Ronald E. Grim, "The Absence of Towns in Seventeenth Century' Vug1nia: The Emergence of Sen-ice
Centers in York County" (Ph.D. diss., Uni\usity of :tv1aryland, 1977). Sec also Carville V. Earle, "The First
English Tuwns in );;orrh America," Geographical RetieZJJ 67 (1977): 34-50.
7 Joseph
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in the two colonies because the economy transitioned from tobacco to grain and settlement
pushed inland. 10 Earle and Hoffman's forrnula was so powerful tbat it reduced further work
on the topic. Robert ;\Jitchell, subsequently suggested that economic explanatlons of
urbanization L-<il to account for the local circum&tances tbat dre\v communities to coalesce;
yet even Mitchell's interest in balanong the local and regional factors was mainly focused on
explaining the developments of the eighteenth century, and pays little attention to broader
A.tlantic political and cultural factors that affected the perception of urbanity in general. The
combmed achievement of these scholars was to demonstrate exactly hm-v· the Chesapeake
region survived v-1.thout urban centres until the second third of rhe e1ghteenth century. But
because they used modern definitions of what constituted a town, tl1ey could not account
for the concerns of men such as Makemie. lf urban functions were fultilled elsewhere, or if
tobacco required fe"v tmvns, then why did Chesapeake planters spend so many years
attempting to n:tltiYate them. and why did they do so in such a vast range of ways? 11
The concern with identifying urban functions has also become a defining
characteristic of archaeological research into Virginia and Mar; land urban development.
;\;umerous excavations and studies of survi>ring towns such as \X'illiamsburg or fonner town
s1tes such as Londontown have revealed considerable detail about the physical process of
buildmg and inhabiting urban spaces in the seventeenth-century Chesapeake. For example,
Michael Lucas has used distributions of material goods across the former site of Charles

Carnlle Earle and Ronald Hoffman, ·'The Crban South: The l'1rst Two Cemunes," m The Cry m South"m
The Grouth of Urban Czvt!izatzon zn the South, ed. Blaine A. Brownell and Dav1d R. Goldfield, (Port
\\'aslungton, :'-l.Y., 1977); Hoffman and Earle, "Staple Crops and Urban Development in the EighteenthCentury South," Po~'Jertn 1eJ i11 Amencmz Iizstory 10 (1976): 7-18.
1' Robert D. I:viltche!L "Metropolitan Chesapeake: Rdlecnons on Town Formation in Colonial VIrginia and
1\laryland,'' in Lo1.r G1em Cm:· The Chesapeake and Beyo11d --4 Celebratzon: .rl Co!!ert10n ~/Dzsmssron Pupm P?eJfJzted at
J Conference l\fay 22-23, 1992 . .. (Cro\vnsvt!le, Md., 1992), 105-25. Other economic imcrpremttons of the
region's stunted urban gro-wth include Lois Green Carr, "'The Metropolis of :'viar;Jand': A Comment on Town
Dewlopment along the Tobacco Coast," "HH\J 69 (1974): 124-45;Joscph B. Thomas, "Setdemem,
Communlt), Economy: TI1e Development of Tm1·ns on \hryland's l ,ower Eastern Shore. 1660-1 77 5" (Ph.D.
d!~s., lTniven,tty of Maryland, 1994).
Iu
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Town in Prince George's County, Maryland, to demonstrate how various rnernbers of the
local community used the site.-' 2 Audrey Horning has also done vital work in tracing the
structural development of James town through the seventeenth century, accounting for the
types of buildings constructed and their potential uses for industrial or residential purposes.~ 3
These studies can tell us much about how the use of proto-urban spaces evolved after their
initial planning, details that are often neglected in \>.Titten accounts. Howe\'er, by focusing on
the ways buildings \vere used, these scholars consciously underscore the disjunction between
forrn and function; they seek to outline the ways in which the urban plans c01npiled by Reps
·were adapted to serve the functions of urbanity that have been desie,>nated by historical
geographers. For example llorning's work, combined \vith that of many other archaeologists
at Jamestown, inspired a broad reconceptuali:tation of Virginia's urban developr11ent by a
group of scholars led by Cary Carson; the group concluded that the idea of the city in the
colonial context was formed through a trial-and-error process of creative adaptation in
which buildings and urban spaces were ernployed for a range of different functions until the
1680s, when colonists found- in tavern-keeping and leisure functions- an urban
"prescription that worked."d Such a conclusion fails to address why colonists themselves,
particularly writers such as Makemie, remained unsatisfied. Functional analysis, whether it be
drawn from economic or archaeological data, imposes upon tbe seventeenth-century

12 Yiichael Thomas Lucas, "~ego taring Public Landscapes: H1story, Archaeology, and the ivfaterial Culture of
Colonial Chesapeake Towns, 1680-1720" (Ph.D. diss., University of .tv1arvland, 2008).
u Audrey J. Horrung, "'A Verie Fit Place to Erect a Great Cittie': Comparative Contextual "\nalvsis of
Archaeological Jarnestown" (Ph.D. diss., l'niversit:y of Pennsylvania, 1995); J lorning and J\ndrew C. Edwards,
Arthaeolugy in New Towne, 1993-1995 (\X'illiarnsburg, Va., 2000): Cary Carwn, Horning, and Bly Straube,
1!-1Ja!uatio11 ofPm;iotls "..J.rchaco!~l!)' (Wllliamsburg, Va., 2006); Horning, "Urbanism in the Colonial South: The
Development of Seventeenth-Cenrury Jamestown," in Urban Archaeology in the South, ed. Amy Young
(fuscaloosa, }Ja., 2000), 52-68; Horning, "English Towns on the Periphery: Seventeenth-Centurv Town
Development in Ulster and the Chesapeake," in Cztie.r m the !11-orkl, 1500-2000, ed. Adrian Green and Roger
Leech (Leeds, U.K., 2006); The Jarnestown Archaeological Assessment has also resulted in a series of Yolumes
published between 2000 and 2006.
14 Cary Carson ct al., ":\lew \\i'orld, Real \X'orld: Improvising English Culture in Seventeenth-Century Virginia,"
Journal ofSoutbern Hi.rtory 74 (2008): 31-88 (quote, 85).
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Atlantic world narrow definitions of urbanity and success that meant little to contemporary
English men and women. Scholars have thus demonstrated ho'vv and why urbanization was
continuously frustrated, but they have not been able to explain why it remained such a
contentious and vital issue in the colonies and in \'\lhitehall.
A\vay from debates over urb<m form and function, the influence of Jefferson's
dismissal of Virginia towns has also been felt in scholarship on the region's social and
political history. Since the 19'70s historians l1mrc spent considerable effort tracing the
contours of de\'elopment in Chesapeake society, offering detailed analyses of how initial
generations of planters carved up the land and developed the tobacco economy, and how
later generations converted to slave labour and eventually becarne divided into a distinctive
social hierarchy by the eighteenth century. Jefferson, 'vv-ho sat near the top of that hierarchy
when he penned his comments in 1781, was happy to dismiss towns and cities as irrelevant,
and so, aside fror11. accounting for sociability and elite networking in the colonies' capitals,
scholars have largely ignored their role in shaping tl1ese mid-eighteenth-century societies. 1 "
Because later generations of planter elites <lrticulated their power so effectively through an
established system of rural county courts, and because the records that have survived are
organized around counties, historians have tended to trace the gradual development of an
organized county system and established local elites out of the chaos of the early settlement
period. 16 By the turn of the eighteenth century, Martin Quitt suggests, the second

15 The landmark studies that mapped the position of the Virginia county elites in the eighteenth century include
Rhys Isaac, The TransfOrmation of Virginia, 1140-1790 (Chapel Hill, -:\!.C., 1980): Allan Kulikoff, Tobarro and Slaz•es:
The Develnplllmf ~/Southem Cultures in the Chesapeake, 1680-1800 (Chapel Hill,~ .C., 1986); T. H. Breen, Tobacro
Culture: The lvfentality q/the Great TideJJ:ater Planters on the Ez•e ofthe &7•o!urtoll (Princeton, N.J., 1987); Emory G.
Evans, A 'Topping People": The Rise and Dedine qlT, 'i1:r:,ima ~- Old Polztica! I:: lite, 1680-1790 (Charlottesville, Va.,

2009).
lu for the focus on county structures, community formation, and the development of an ehte in Maryland, sec
Lois Carr, "County Government in Maryland, 1689-1709" (Ph.D. diss., Haryard L:niversity, 1967); Carr,
"Sources of Political Stability and UpheaYal in Seventeenth Century :\fa1yland," l'vfmyla11rl Histnrical 1\Iaga{jne 79
(1984): 44-70; Carr and David W. Jordan, lviurylcmd's &t•olutioH of Govemmcnt, 1689-1692 (Ithaca, -:\I.Y., 1974);
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generations of these dominant families were pritTlarily native-born colonists, raised in the
rural environment of the Chesapeake and ready to take up the social position of agrarian
gentlemen. Although some historians, such as John Rainbolt, have engaged with the ongoing
debate about urbanization in the colonies that paralleled this process, they have portrayed
town-development as entirely an economic issue, suggesting that towns \Vere championed by
a section of the emerging elite as a temporary expedient to diversify the economy and secure
financial standing in a turbulent tobacco market, and that they were ultimately stymied by the
opposition of London officials and the majority of ord.inary colonists.
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Political historians

have also noted that the town issue provoked debate in both colonies' lcgislati\T assemblies,
but it is considered merely a minor part of the contest bet\\'een local leadership and irnperial
ofilcials. 18 These interpretations ignore the fact that urban plans were proposed by a range of

Carr, "The Foundations of Social Order: Local Government in Colonial N1aryland,'' in Ton•n and County: E.r.rap
on the Slrurture q(Lora! Covemment ill the Amaican Colonie.r, cJ. Bmcc C. Daniels (.Vliddlctown, Conn., 1978);
l.orena \\'alsh, ''Community Nen,·orks in the Early Chesapeake," in Colonial C!Je.rapeake Soczety, cds., Lois Green
Carr, Ph1lip D. ·Morgan, and Jean B. Russo, (Chapel Hill, :\:.C., 1988); Walsh, ''Charles County, Maryland." For
a similar pattern In Yuginia, see Rumun and Rum1an, Plate in Ttme; EdmundS. Morgan, American Slai.'t!J'•
AlJJm·ran Freedom: The Ordeal ~/Colonial Vir;;i11ia (New York, 1075), 131-249.
1- For scholarship on the emergence of an elite, see Bernard Bailyn, "Politics and Social Structure in Virginia,"
in Yevr:nteent!J-Century _-4.merica: ~ssay.r in Culo11ial Histon·, ed. James ::--rorton Srruth (Chapel Hill, :N.C., 1959), 90115; \1arrin I 1. Quirt, "Immigrant Origins of the Virginia Gentry: A Study of Cultural Transmission and
Innontion," Ul:.UQ, 3rd Ser., 45 (1988): 630-55; Carole Shanunas, "English-Born and Creole Elites in Turn-ofthe-Century Virginia," in Tate and Ammerman. The Chesapeake in the Sel)enteenth Cmtlll)', 274-96; KeYin R.
Hardwick, "Mirrors for their Sons: A History of Genteel Ethics in England and Virginia, 1500-1750" (Ph.D.
diss., University of Matyland, 1997); DaYid \1(7. Jordan, ":\Iaryland's Privy Council," in LtlllJ, Soriety, and Politics in
Ear{v .\L;~]·Iand· Proceedi11g.r if the Fir.;t COJiferenre on :'vfar;/cmd Flistory, June 14-15, 1974, eeL Lois Carr, Aubrey C.
Land, and f-<.dward C. Papenfuse (Baltimore, 1974), 65-87; Da,-id \V. Jordan, "The Royal Period of Colonial
Maryland 1689-1715" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 1966);Jordan, ''Political Stability and the Emergence
of a Native Elite in Marvland," in Tate and Ammerman, The Chesapeake ill the Sewn teen!/; Cmtm)', 243-73; Jon.lan,
FomzdatiotJJ ofRepresmtath•e Goz,emntenf in Ma~-y/and, 1632-1715 (Cambridge, 1987), chap. 5. For a recent
reassessment of this question, sec "Fomm: Transformations of Virginia: Tobacco, Slavery, and Empire,"
fY'lHQ, 3d ser., 68, no. 3 (July 2011): 327-426. !'or historical research linking the town-building effons to the
emergence of an elite, sec John C. Rainbolt, From Pre.rcri;7tzon to Per.rMsion: l\1anipu!ation of the Eightmztb Cen!UI)'
r 'i!J!,inia Hronumy (Port \X:'ashmgton, KY., 1974); Rainbolt, "The Alteration in the Relationship beru.een
Leadership and Constituents in \,lirginia, 1660 to 1720," !1/l\!IQ 3rJ Ser., 27 (1970): 411-34; Rainbolt, "Absence
of Towns in Seventeenth -Century Virginia," Journal ifSo;tt/Jern HisfOt)' 35 (1969): 343-60; Sister Joan de Lourdes
Leonard, "Operation Checkmate: The Birth and Death of a Virginia Blueprint for Improvement, 1660-1676,"
U7;\1Q 3•d Ser., 24 (1967): 44-74.
18 The political hlstorics of both colonies that mention the to\\'n-building plans are Jordan, Fimndations if
l?.rpresentativt Coz:emmmt, Warren ::-1. Blllings,John E. Selby, and Thad W. Tate, Colunial [ 'irginia: A Histocr
(\'Vlutc Plains, KY., 1986); Billings, A Uttle Parliammt: The Virginia Gem1-a/_ -issembly in t!Je Sevmteenth Centu~y
(Richmond, Va., 2004); Billings, "Sir William Berkeley and the DiYersification of the Viq,>itua Economy,"
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people in Virginia, Maryland, and England; they also overlook the inherent challenge that
towns with economic, political, cultural, and social pm\'er might have posed to the
developmg local elite if they \-Vete not under their control. As many of the colonies' urban
plans frankly acknowledged, seventeenth-century tmvns were regularly endowed ·with unique
pohtical and economic powers, and they tormed disunct relationships "\Vith royal authorities,
which complicated their imposition on the Chesapeake landscape. Scholars haYe thus
underestimated the role that the continued civic

di~course 111

the Chesapeake, up to the early

eighteenth centmy, had on the political and cultural position of the planter elite.
::\hkemie's anxiety about Chesapeake urban development has not been forgotten by
th1s vast array of historical scholarship on the reg10n during the past forty years. lt has,
howe\·er, been dismissed as being of little "consequence" to the larger trends of plantation
development. Historical geographers have established a nuanced explanatlon of 'Nhy the
economic and mercantile needs of Chesapeake society did not coalesce into urban spaces
and 1denufied how the functions of a town came to be provided by the rural landscape. \vith
this issue settled, research ha::; sought to t1esh out the ways in which this contentedly rural
society de,·eloped into a county-based social hierarchy complete V\ith a system of racial
slavery and a culture of deference. That town de,-elopment was perhaps part of the
Chesapeake elite's concerns over the economy and impenal mercantilism or their interest in
baroque culture has been accepted. Howe,-er, the recurrence of the urbanization issue in
both colonies, in subtly different but always contentious ways, from the earliest generations
of settlement to the 171 Os, and the considerable debate, transatlantic correspondence, and
pamphleteering it generated, has been overlooked.

VMHB 104 (1996): 433-54, Billings, Str !I: i!liam Bt1fce/~y and the Forgmg oj'Cu!onzal ! lrginza (Baton Rouge, La.,
2004); Billings, Vngtttia's Vzrmzy: Tl1ezr ,'via;estze.r' Go1'ernor GeneraL· Franri.r 1JoJYard. B,;ron I fmmrd u/ Ejjiltgham
(Fatrfax, Va., 1991); Carr and Jordan, Mal)'iand's Rew!Htzon.
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Scholars have dismissed the struggle for urbanization in the Chesapeake because they
have seen it as a simple, eastly definable proposal, as if towns in thls period had a single
uncontested set of characteristics that might benefit one group or anotl1er, tl1at might be
employed or ignored, that might fit ·within the Chesapeake economy or not. Reps assumed
that successful towns 'vwmJd have a particular street layout, Rambolt asserted that they would
necessarily involve craftsmen and manuf,lcturing in particular ways, and 0'\fara insisted that
they

mu~t

be centres for regional markettng. But early modern English urbanization involved

all of these factors, and many rnore cultural and pohtical concerns as "\Yell. It 1s therefore
unsurprising that scvcntcent1l-century legislators, colonists, and administrators thought more
broadly than modern historians when asking what exactly towns \Vete and then identifying
how they might be built 111 the Chesapeake. Scholarship mother fields has suggested iliat
defining urbanity in the early modern period and understandmg its relationship to political,
cultural, and economic pmver is more complex than historians of the colonial town-building
efforts have assumed. A nurnber of these historiographical developments c1n help

to

comphcate and contextualize the urban debate in Virginia and 1-Iaryland.
Even historians and sociologists working in the broadest sense to define the nature
of the

cit~

have struggled to identify a 0 pology of urbanization. Specialists in urban studies

during the 1960s and 1970s debated exactly ,,·hat characterised a city and undennined many
of the basic functional interpretations used by Chesapeake geographical scholarship. \Xbat
remained was a stark appreciation of the \vay in which urbanization shaped and was shaped
by tl1e power relations within a society rather than emerging merely from economic patterns.

At the forefront of this effort was the work of Fern and Braud d. In his trilogy of studies on
the early modern world, Civilization and Capitalirm, Brandel ga\"e towns and cities a priYileged
position as one of the fundamental building blocks of society, or what he termed ·'structures
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of everyday life." \v1ule he asserted that citles have a number of definitive qualities, in terms
of their dh'ision of labour and their relationship with the market economy, he also suggested
that they contain "a form of power, protective and coercn-e," which they exercised over their
hinterlands. Crucially, Braudcl did not limit th1s power to merely economic funct1ons or
urban forms but rather showed how the economic position of e1ties as loci of production,
consumption, and exchange imbued them w1th the pm;,-er to

~hape

the society around them,

and ultimately, in Braudel's vie\v, to drive the de\Tlopment of capitalism. In the words of
another historical sociologist, Philip Abrams, ·'both internally and externally the town

1s

an

mstJtutional expression of power." Furthermore, Braudel, throughout his analysis, traced tl1e
contested relationship between urban power and the rising power of the state, suggesting
that ultimately the "closed'' autonomous city gave \Yay to a '·subjugated" city that was
harne~sed b)

the state. Braudel's sweeping analysis suggests that tl1is transition, seen in cities

such as Venice, Ant\\-erp,

~A.msterdam,

capitalism and the state. These

and London, helps to explain the parallel rise of

conclu~ions

are far broader than the remit of this study, but

they do suKgest an enlarged framework for understanding the urban concerns of Chesapeake
planters. Rat.her than simply viewing the city as a collection of economic functions (\Yhich in
the case of the

Che~apeake

region happened not to coalesce) or as a limited short-term

panacea for a particular section of plantation society, Brandel's work suggests that it was a
v1tal social form with considerable political, social, and economic power , which in the early
modern era was caught between independent authority and subjugation to the power of the
state. Considering that emerging Chesapeake elites were constantly in a dialectic "\Yith the
increasingly powerful agents of the English imperial state during the seventeenth century,
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Braudel's synthesis indicates that we need to take more seriously the potential - albeit
unrealized -role that the foundation of cities played in this negotiation. 19
Nfore recent research,

hc)\vn~er,

bas turned away from the idea of a town as merely a

set of power relations by reminding us of the 'lital importance of urban space. Scholars have
demonstrated that urban spaces could be consciously crafted to express particular identities
or ideological positions, but that they could also be more easily overseen, allowing states or
elites to manipulate space to limit particular social classes, races, or genders.
rele>~ant

20

One especially

example of the use of spatial analysis is Cynthia Wall's The Litera()' cmd Clt!tmnl Spares

q/Restoration London, which shows how attempts to rebuild London follnwing the Great Fire
of 1666 were conditioned by the crown's dream of a spatial order but were ultimately foiled
by a deeper sense of spatial rnemory and identity retained by the city's inhabitants. 21 The
spatial turn has also alerted scholars to other ways in which people ha\Te defined and
interacted with the city: through the mapping of urban space, the use of urban ceremonies,
and the multisensory experience of inhabiting or passing through a town. 22 These viewpoints

Fern and Brandel, T/1e Stmcture.r ofF.!Jeo•day T4': The I it11it.r of th,, Po.mble, trans. Sian Reynolds (:\lew York.
1981), 479~525 (yuotc, 481); a summary of od1er typologies and definitions of the city as a physical or social
absolute can be found in Philip Abrams, '·Tm,,·ns and Economic Growth: Some Theories and Problems," in
Towns in5'omtie.r: bssay.r m .Ccono!Jlil' 11i.rto1J and I Jistorical So1iology, eel. Abrams and E. A. Wnglcy (Cambridge,
1978), 9-35. For Brandel's application of his ideas about shifting urban power, commerce, and the rise of
capitalism, sec BrauJcl, Tbe Perspertive of tbe World, trans. Reynolds (New York, 1984), 89-385.
zo Important t1gurcs behind Lhe spatial turn include Henri Lefebvre, :\lichel Foucault, Edward Soja, and Pierre
Bourdieu. For conc1se summaries of d1eir contributions, see Phil Hubbard, Rob K.itchin, and Gil Valentine,
cJs., f:.:ey Thinko:r on 5pare ,;nd Place (London, 2004). For a survey of the spatial turn in histonography, sec Ralph
Kmgston, ":0.lind ()yer Matter? History and ilie Spatial Turn,'· Cult11ml and Social Histoo· 7 (201 0): 111-21.
21 Cynthia Wall, The Literary and C11ltttral !Jf'!att:S nfEestomtion Ltmdon (Cambridge, 1999).
22 For an introduct10n to early~modern cartographic scholarslup, see]. B. Harley, "Meaning and Ambiguity in
Tudor Cartography," in Eng!uhMap-lvlaking 1500-1650, ed. Sarah Tvackc (London, 1983). For scholarship on
urban mapping in ilie new world, see Richard L. Kagan, Urbanllllages of tbe Hispanir rY7orla; 1493-1793 (New
Haven, Conn., 2000); Shannon Lee Dawdy, Buildin.g the Dmi's Empire: French Colonial Nen· Orleans (Chicago,
2009), esp. chp. 2; for scholarship on urban parades and ceremonies, see Simon 1'\ewman, Parades attd tbe Politia
of the Street: Festive C11lture in the barly Amnican 1\ep!iblir (Philadelphia, Penn., 1999); David Waldstrcichcr, In the
lvfidrt of Perpetual Fetes: The kfalmzl!, ofAmniran Nationalis111, 1776~1820 (Chapel I {ill, ~.C., 1997); David Cressy,
Bonfires and Bt!!s: National M~tJIOIJ' and the Prottsfant Caltndar in blizabethan and Stuarr England (BerkeleY, Calif.,
1989); Mary Hill Cole, Tbe Portable Qmen: blizabeth I and tht Politir.r of Cert!JJOIJ)' (Amherst, ;\:fass., 2000); Lois G.
Schwoerer, "The Glorious Revolution as Spectacle: A N"cw Perspective," in .c·ng!anrl's Ri.re to Grmtness, 16601763, eel. Stephen I3. Baxter (Berkeley, Calif., 1983); Peter Borsay, '"All ilie town's a SL'lge': Urban Ritual and
19
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can add complexity to our understanding of the fitful process of building tmvns in the
Chesapeake. They suggest that urbanization was not just about adjusting the way goods '\Vere
shipped into and out of the region. Towns represented a different kind of space from the
plantation: marking new towns on the map changed the hierarchy of conceived space in
Virginia and Maryland, using nascent towns for ceremonies adjusted the social context for
local communities away from the private plantations of particular individuals, and bringing
men and women together in towns altered the sensory experiences that had become typical
on isolated colonial farms. To understand the persistent and controversial debate over towns
in the Chesapeake, then, we must appreciate the way in which urbanization could reorganize
colonists' mental maps of their neighbourhoods and their prov"'ince. To,vns would generate
ne'\\~

kinds of space that might be defined and controlled by a range of different people from

imperial officials to ordinary colonists and that would compete with the social and cultural
meanings that were becoming associated with the plantation as a spatial category.
In addition to general methodological trends, recent developments in the more
specific historiography of early rnodern English urban de\Telopment also complicate the
consideration of the Chesapeake's urban debate. Virginia and Maryland's persistent failure to
establish towns stood in sharp contrast to the steady growth of English towns and cities
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The British Isles was, in fact, the only
region of Europe to see an uninterrupted rise in urban residence among its population
Ceremony 1660~ 1800," in 'I he Trans(orJllation ofbng!ish Pmtinrial Tmm.r, cd. Peter Clark, (London, 1984); for a
survey of recent developments in sensory history, see Mark NL Smith, "Producmg Sense, Consuming Sense,
Making Sense: Perils and Prospects for Sensory History,'' Journal of Social Hl~tory 40 (2007): 841-58; for the
ties between spatiality and sensory perception, sec Paul Rodaway, Semuous Ce~gmphies: Bo1>; Sense, and Place
(LonJon, 1ll94); the lcaJing scholar of urban sensory history is Alain Corbin, sec particularly AJain Corbin,
Time, De.rire, and Hon·or: Towards a Hi.rtOI_J! of the Sense, trans. Jean Birrell (Cambridge, 1995); for scholarship on the
sensory history of the carly~moJcrn city, sec Alexander Cowan and Jlll Steward, eds., The Cz~y and the Sense.r:
Urban Culture Since 1.'i00 (Aldersbot, U.K., 2007); DaYid Gatt·ioch, "Sounds of the Citv: The Soundscapc of
Early Modern European Towns," Urb<Jnlii.rto~")! 30 (2003): 6~26; Miles Ogborn, Spares q(lviodernity: London's
Ceographie.r. 1680-1780 (':\:ew York, 1998): for the partial application of sensory history to \'Cilliamsburg and the
plantation society of eighteenth-century Virginia, see Peter Charles Hoffer, Smsory lJ/or/rlr ofbarfJ' America
(Baltimore, :Vfd., 2003), 194-20.5.
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between 1500 and 1800. Initially, this growth came ah11ost entirely from the ballooning
population of London, but in the later seventeenth century the number and si7.e of
pt-u'i'incial towns also grew. Betv;,reen the years 1673 and 1690, when Virginia and ;,:raryland
were most aggressively pursuing urbanization, sixty-two new market towns were established
in England; concern with urban development, then, was not merely a product of economic
circumstances in the Chesapeake but part of a larger English trend. 23
I Iowe\rer, beyond charting the rise of towns in England, historians ha\T also
demonstrated the1r changing relationship with the state. Phil \'\/ithington, Robert Tittler,
Dav-id Harris Sacks, and Jonathan Barry have highlighted the way in which English cities
expanded their political and commercial power between the mid-sixteenth and the midse\'enteenth century by extracting new charters for self-government, and they have shown
that these new powers translated into increased ci\·ic consciousness amongst the population
and a newly aggressive mercantile culture. 21 During the latter half of the seventeenth century,
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For Cngland's urbanizing trend and its relationship to Europe generally. see Jan de Vries, I-'.uropean
Urbanization, 1500-1800 (Cambridge, l.Iass., 1984), (esp. table on 39); for the de,-elopment of London, see
Vanessa Hardmg, "City, Capital, and Metropolis: The Changmg Shape of Se\Tnteenth-Centmy London," in
Imagimng Earlp\Jodem London: Pemptzon.r and Portrayals of the Cf:yfi'om Stow to Strype, 1598-1720. ed. J. f. Merritt
(Cambridge, 2001 ); Ian Archer, J'he Pursuit ofStability: Social &lations in b!i:::ahtthan Londun (Cambridge, 1991);
1\hrgaret Pelling, "Skirting the ciry? Di~ea<:e, <;ocial change and diYided households in the sevemeenth century."
in L/i/Jdinopolir: ~Essavs in the CNI!Hral and Soda! I Izs!or)' of Barb• ]\Jodern London, ed. Paul Criffiths and MarkS. R.
Jenner (Manchester, 2000); Braude!, Strurt;ms ofF.t'CI)'dt_l)' Life, 547-56; Braude!, Perspertil>e.r of the Tf'orld, 352 85;
for the development of provincial towns and the boom of late seYcnteenth century, see Alan Dyer, ''Small
Market Towns, 1540-1 700," in The Cambndge Urban Hi.rto~y of Britain. vol. ll, ed. Peter Clark, (Cambridge, 2000);
Peter Clark, "Small Towns in England 1550-1850 : Kational and Regional Population Trends,'' in Small Toii'I!S i11
r.'ar!y "\Iodern hurope, ed. Peter Clark (Cambridge, 1995); Christopher Chalklin, JlJe Rise of the E11gltsh Town, 165018 50 (Cambridge, 2001); Peter Clark and Paul Slack, Engli.rh Tonm.r in Trau.rition, 1500-1700 (Oxford, 197 6); Peter
Clark, Counto• Tmms in Pre-Indu.rtrial En._g!mul (Leicester, U.K., 1981); P. J. Corfield, The impart of English Towns,
1700-1800 (Oxford, 1982); Rosemary Sweet, The bn.glisb Town, 1680-1840 (London, 1999); David Souden,
"Migrants and Population Structure in Later Seventeenth-Century Provincial and :tv1arket Towns," in Clark.
Transformation ofEnglisb Prozinria! Tozz'n.
2' Phil \\ 1ithington, The Politics ofCommollwealth: C"'itizem and 1:/wwn in barjy Modern l:.ngla11d (Cambndge, 2005);
Phil \\'ith.in~>ron, "'I\vo Renaissances: Urban Political Culture in Post-Reformation England Reconsidered,'' The
I-fi.rtmira!.Jo11rna! 44 (2001 ): 239-267; Robert Tittler, The lvfimtJation and the Ton·n.r i11 bng!and: Poliiic.r and Pnlitical
Culture, c./540-1640 (Oxford, 1998); Robert Tittler, Town.rpeop!e and :Vation: EnJ;!i.rh UdJan Expmence, 1540- I MO
(Stanford, Calif., 2002); Roben Tittler, An!Jit,xture and J>mnr: ]'he Tmmhaii and the English Urban Cotn.>Jitlflzjy,
c.l500-16..f0 (Oxford, 1991); David Harns Sacks, T!Je II:!deniJ!f!, Gate: Bristol and tbeAtlantit; 1450-1700 (Berkeley,
Calif., 1993); David Harris Sacks. "Freedom to, Freedom from, Freedom of: Urban Life and Political
Participation in Early Modern England," Citizenship St!!dies 11 (20ll7): 135· 50; DaYid Harris Sacks, "Bristol's

this urban independence was gradually whittled av,;ay by the centralizing efforts of the
English state. Cities had their charters recalled and redrafted, constraining their powers and
bringing their economic capacity under royal control."' Although Peter Borsay has argued
that eighteenth-century English provincial towns experienced an "urban renaissance," it was
of a very distinct nature from the civic culture of the pre-Civil \\far era -it was characteri7ed
by the migration of rural gentry and officials into towns and the creation of polite, refined
hubs that linked rural areas to the cosmopolitan culture and centralized state administration
of London. 2(, Scholars \Vorking on the English Atlantic have noted the im.portance of these
patterns in the founding or development of particular cities and towns, but even for more
urbani:..-:ed regions they have rarely demonstrated tl1e breadth and signitlcance of tl1e townbuilding discourse for the emergence of political culture. The shifting meanings of tl1e city
and civic culture in England provided a vital context for understanding why Virginia and
.0.hryland wrestled repeatedly with what kinds of towns they were attempting to establish. 27

'\\.'ars of Religion,"' m Tmm and Countrystde tn the Hnr,lish l<,;tdution, ed. R.C. Richardson (Manchester, C.K.,
1992); Jonathan Barry, "Civility and Civic Culrure in Earlv :Yfodern England: The :tvfeanings of C rban
I'reedorn,'' in CZvil Ilisturies: Hssr!ys Prmnted to SirKtith Thomas. cd. Peter Burke, Brian Harrison, and Paul Slack
(Oxford. 2000); Jonathan Barry, "Bourgeoi~ Collectivism? l:rban Associations and the Middle Sort," in The
"Yiidd!ing Smt ~/People: Culrure, Socie(y and Pobtics in l:-ng!a11d 1550-1800, eeL Jonathan Barry and Colin Brooks
(l ,ondon, 1994);Jonathan Barry, "The Press and the Politics of Culture in Bristol 16!i0-1775,'' in Culture, Po!itic.r
and Soricty in Bntain, 1660-1800 cd. Jeremy Black and Jeremy Gregory (Manchester, 1991); for another
perspective on the vibrant life of se\Tnteenth-century English proYincial towns, see .t\lan EYetitt, "Country,
County and Town: Patterns of Regional EYolution in England," in 1l.1e Hzghtemth Century Tou·n: A ]vader in
Eng!i.rh Urban Hz.~to~}J, 1688-1820, ed. Peter Bot·say (London, 1990).
25 Paul Halliday, Dismem!Je?ing The Borf; Po!itir: Pmtismz Politic.r in bng!andj· Towns, 1650-1730 (Cambridge, 1998);
Carolyn Andcrvont Ec.hc, ''?>lew Buildings, ).Jew Taxes, and Old lntcrests: An Urban Problem of the 1670s,"
The ]otmzal if13riti.rh Studies 6 (1967): 35-63: Ga1y S. De Krey, London and the Restoration, 1659-1683 (Cambridge,
2005): Gary S. De Krcy, A Fmctured Sodetv: The PolitiCS o/Lmzdon in the rlntA<ge o/Parly, 1688-1715 (Oxford,
1985); Steye Pincus, 1688: The rlrst Modem Revolutiun ('-Jew Haven, Conn., 2009), (csp. chp. 6); John Brewer, Tht
Sinoz•s ofPou,er: 1f:7m; Money, and the Gl{l!,fish State, 1688-1783 (London, 1988).
26 Peter Borsay, The Hn,glish Urban Renaissance: Culture and Socie() in the ProtiildalTown, 1660-1770 (Oxford, 1989);
another manifestation of tlus new form of urbanity was the writing of urban histories, sec Rosemary Sweet, The
W7 n'ting if Urban Hirtotics in Lighteentb-CenfHIJ' England (Oxford, 1997); for a partial critique of the urban
renaissance idea sec Carl Estabrook, Urbane and 1\u.rti.- Hng!and: Cultural Tie.r and Sooal Spheres in the PrwiJt<"e, 16601780 (Manchester, C .K., 1999).
27 A number of scholars dcalmg v..1th urban development dscwherc in the Atlantic world have looked at the
nature of urban identity and culture in Europe. See 1\fiddleton, J>tm"legd to Right.r; Mcnvick, PuJSr:ssing A!bat!y;
James Robertson, ·'Stuart London and The Idea of a Ro) al Capital City," lvnaissmt.-e Studies 15 (2001 ): 37 -58;
Barry Le\], Town 13om: He Politzcal L:.conom_y ofNeJP England from Its FoHn ding to rhe Ru•olution (Philadelphia, Penn.,
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These historiographical trends suggest that the century-long transatlantic debate over
establishing, supporting, and governing urbanization in Virginia and :Vfaryland needs to be
considered from more than simply a financial perspective. Though most of the towns
established never flourished into modern metropolises, at the time of their founding they
held tbe potential to reshape the power structures in each colony or reorganize the spatial
order of the emerging plantation-dominatcdlandscapc. In contemporary England provincial
tmvns and cities were posing precisely this kind of challenge to the state. In this study I \vill
explore the plans, assumptions, and controversies over town building in the plantation
context in light of the larger questions that urbanization was asking about the power of
merchants, the meaning of citizenship, and the role of the state in Europe. 1 will investigate
the ties between the changing status of English tmvm and cities and d1e various arguments
advanced in both Virginia and Maryland about the benefits and pitfalls of urbanization for
the economic, social, and political order. Because of the complex connotations of the city in
the early modern world, Chesapeake town-building schemes became a key arena in which
colonists and officials could articulate different ideas about the balance of commercial and
governmental authority among the provincial capitals, and the colonies' communities, and
the offices in W'hitehall. The recurring failure and discord in these debates d1us played an
important role in delimiting the spatial articulation of cultural, economic, and political power
in the county courts and dispersed plantations of the eighteenth century.
2009); Mark Peterson, "Boston Pays Tribute: AL1tonomv and Empire in the Atlantic World, 1630-1714," in
Shaping rho Stum11J/orld, 1603-1714: The Atiantir Connediom, ed. Allan I. Macinnes and Arthur H. \\iilliam:;on
(Le1den, ::-.;etb., 200'1); Emma Hart, Building Charlesmn: Town and Society in the Eighreenth-Cenrury British
Atlantic \X'orld (Charlottesville, Va., 2009), esp. chap. 1. Historiam have recently begun to identify tl1e influence
of Lnglish political culture on the ideology of the Chesapeake's planter class, but despite the central role that
incorporated towns and cities played in English political culture, they have almost completely neglected to
cons1der the colonial urban plans. Sec Alexander Haskell, "'The Affections of tl1c People': Jdeology and the
Politics of State Building in Colonicti VIrginia. 1607-17 54" (Ph.D. dis~., Johns Hopkins U niversitv, 2004);
Andrew Pitzmaurice, "The Civic Solution to tl1c Crisis of English Colonization, 1609-1625," Histmical}ourna!
42 (1999): 25-51; Peter Thompson, "The Thief, tl1c Householder, and the Comrnons: Languages of Class in
Scwntecnrh-Centm; Virginia," lVMQ 3rJ Scr. 63 (2006); Antoinette Surto, "Built Cpon Smoke: Politics and
Political Culture in Maryland, 1630-1690" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 2008).
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Any investigation of these issues is inevitably hampered by the

paucit~·

of sources

surviving for the se,·enteentb-century Chesapeake. Local records and private correspondence
are thin on the ground, and because few of the towns prospered it was less vital to retain
derails of land sunTys and sales. Archaeologists have done important vmrk reconstructing
the built environment of a number of s1tes, John Reps >,vas able to cornpik a considerable
collection of maps and plats for the proposed sites, and Joseph Thomas has demonstrated
the potential of statistically analy:cing what land records do survive for a number of \lfaryland
towns. 28 I lo\vever, in searching for ever rnore precise details about what was sold and built,
these scholars have paid little attentJon to the sources that can tell us most about the
intentions and philosophical underpinnings of urbanization in the region, namely, the
legislative records of both colonies' prm"lncial assemblies, the correspondence of their senior
officials, and the reports on the issue in \Xll1itehall. 29 Detailed analysis of prm·inClal
gowrnment records has largely fallen to the foremost political historians of both colonies,
\X:"arren Billings and Da\Tid Jordan, who ha,·e noted the role that tO\vn building played in the
contests between English officials and provincial delegates but rarely explored the meaning
of these debates. This study \v1ll analJ7e in detail the origin, considera6on, and
implementation of every urbanization scheme in the two colonies, followmg the proposals
fi·om the coloma! capitals to London and out into the tidnvater countryside. It "'rill
supplement official government records with close readmgs of pamphlets, pri\Tate letters,
and provincial maps and will usc all of this information to reconstruct protourban

:~Reps,

Tzden;ater T01m.r; Thomas, ·'Settlement, Community, Economy."
Although dcbatcs amongst proYmcial dckgates and colonlallcaders ineviwbly pnvilcge the perspecm-c of the
elne, it j, pos<;ible to note many occasiOns "\Vhen these men receiVed petitions from the local communitic' they
represented, and a number of nmes when the:y adjusted the1r plans accordingly; 'tudying these indirect
mflucnccs of poor and nuddling colorusts is not the ideal way to understand theu cultural assumptions about
urbanity. but I would argue that it is morc rcvcalmg than s1mply relying on a quantitatl\"C analvsis of the1r land
purcha,es and probate record,, which are the only direct evidence that most such men and >vomen left.
29
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ceremonies and sensescapes as well as the political, cultural, and economic assumptions of
the various groups involved in the urban debates.
In reconsidering these legislative battles and Atlantic debates 0\'er urbanization, it is
important to ask certain analytical questions. Firstly, who advocated particular plans: Engljsh
officials, tobacco merchants, an emerging colonial elite, or ordinary planters? By considering
the petitions and letters that prompted urbanizing efforts in both colonies, it is possible to
determine where d1c impetus 'Nas coming from at \Tarious moments, and studying the county
records in some cases can reveal \Vho actually rnanaged the irnplem.entation of schemes or
handed over their tobacco to buy lots. \X'ith the help of published biographical research for
the region's leading farnilies and some adilitional

im~estigation

in English archives, it has also

been possible to sketch out their preconceptions about urban culture in England. 30 Secondly,
when ilid Chesapeake planters and officials renew their interest in urbanization? The dates of
the various town plans are obvious from the surviving records, but the larger question is
how these urbanizing projects fit within the changing circumstances of the colonies. Did
they arise at moments of particular political tension? \\!ere they tied to the changing price of
tobacco or the power of a particular merchant netvmrk, or directly to the changing role of
the city in England? Thirdly, where ilid the various plans suggest that towns should be built?
Contemporary opinion oft suggested that planters were only interested in towns near their
own property, to reduce the potential incom'enience of shipping all their goods through the
sitcs. 31 In reality, although self-interest played a role, negotiations over the locations reflected

3u There arc a huge number of genealogical and biographical publlcations for the colon1al era in both Virginia
and :.'viaryland, but the easiest index to na\'igate Virginia sources is Earl G. S\vem, Virginia Historical Index
(Roanoke, \'a., 1934~36); no similar index ckists for Maryland, but an excellent source for the h1story of
prominent families is Edward C. Papcnfuse, Alan f. Day, David W. Jord:m, and Gregon~ A. Stiverson, eds., A
Biographical Didiunary ofthe iViatyland L~gidature, 1635 ~ 1789, 2 vols. (Baltimore, 1979~85).
3' For example: A Lette1~from Air John Clayton ... to the Rqyd Sorie~y i\iqy 12. 1688, 11, in Peter Force, ed., Trads and
Other Pupers Edating PnndjJa!fv to the Or{~in, S ett/emmt, and Progre.rs of the Colonies in North America ()lew York.
1836), 4: 11; ·'Robert Quarry to the Board of Trade, Aug 4th 1703," CO 5/1262, III, f. 156~57.
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the roles the towns were intended to play and hmv their pohtical and economic power \vas
to relate to the counties that already divided up the region. Furthermore since scholars have
noted that the patchwork of soil quality and landholdH1E?;S meant that certain areas of the
Chesapeake prospered while others stagnated, and it is v-ital to ask if tmvns were planned
differently in particular parts of the region, reflecting their relative economic dev-elopment.:< 2
Finally, there is the question of how towns \vere to be founded. \.Vhat incentiv-es were m.ed
in the various proposals to encourage urban gruwth? These ranged from lmvs requtring aU
1mports or exports to be shipped through the towns to
urban
to

sclf~govemment.

prm~isions

for the establishment of

Also, how were public buildings, ceremomes, and sounds intended

delineate urban space? Each method of stimulating tm:m development connoted

parncular kinds of urban power that would senTe different interests in the Atlantic world.
i\ns\vering these questions ultimately helps to explain \Vh) vanous people in Virginia,
1Iaryland, and London \Vanted to build towns and what purposes they felt that those towns
would sen·e 1n the plantation economy and colonial polity. Placing the debates, official
correspondence,

~md

local activities in dialogue and tracing their chronological de\·elopment

makes clear that town building served multiple purposes and meant Yery different things to
different members of the Atlantic community as thetr 111terests shifted through the century.
This multiplicity of meaning illuminates why town building remained such a troublesome
issue for both Virginia and .:\faryland throughout the seventeenth century as well as how it
influenced the developing relationships among elites, common planters, and imperial
oftJcials in a society converting to plantation slmTery and being bound into the English state.

>:Lorena S \X'alsh, "Summing 'll1c Parts: ImplicatiOns for Estimatmg Chesapeake Output and Income
Subrcg10nally," WJJQ, 3•d Ser., 56 (1999): 53-94; Douglas ;\·I. Bradburn and Coombs, '·Srnoke and ;\lirn.m:
Rcintcrprctmg the Soctcty and Economy of the Se,·entccnth C:nturv Chesapeake," Lit!anllr Studzes 3 (2006):
131-5":'.
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In order

to

demonstrate the evolution of the urban debate, this study 'i.Vill generally

proceed in a chronological fashion through the developments of the seventeenth century,
but with one \rital except1on. Because urban development posed such a serious challenge to
the political order within colonial society, rl1e debate inevitably differed considerably
between Maryland and V1rgmia for as long as they conformed to different models of colonial
gmTrnment- Virginia became a royal colony in the 1620s, ,.,~hereas \1aryland was the
personal proprietary domain of the Calvert famlly (the Lords Baltimore) until they were
thrust from power m 1689. The answers to the key questions about who "\vas proposing
urban de,Telopment and how, thus differed between the two colonies for much of the
century. The first two sections of this study therefore trace the question of the city in each
colony separately until the overthrmv of Lord Baltimore, while the third dra\\TS the debate
together in the post-1689 era when both colonies came under the influence of the same
crmn1 authority (and for a while, even the same appointed governor, Francis ;..Jicholson).
Scholars dealing with urbanization, and even those addressing the social and economic
development of the region as a whole, have generally paid htde attention to the distinctions
between the colonies. ' 3 This study will demonstrate d1at although the em'lronmental and
rnercantile challenges of the two proYinces' tobacco agriculture and tidewater geography
were broadly similar, and towns were thus retarded in both, their distinct political structures
had a significant impact on how colonists negotiated them. Town building is an imTaluable
example of how a common Chesapeake problem could be debated and addressed in distinct
ways in the region's two constituent polities because of differing interpretations of English
politlcal culture. The imTerse is also true: the fact that discussions of urbanization differed in
important ways benveen the two colonies highlights the fact that these debates were weighed
For example, sec Earle and Hoffman, ''The Crban South;'' Earle and Hoffman, "Staple Crops and Urban
Development;''
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dmvn with pohtic1l and social connotations and not merely about addresf;ing structural
economic problems.
Ultimately, however, ?vfakemie's 1705 pamphlet was addressed to both colonies. His
concern was for the "ruining singularity'' of the Chesapeake as a whole, and he saw the
political, cultural, and economic ramifications of stu11ted urban development as essentially
the same for Virginia and

~faryland.

His comment reminds us tbat the t\vo colonies were

both part of a larger Atlantic world and both linked to the English political culture that
spanned that world but also that the1r complete lack of cities and towns and their widely
scattered populatJon made them a unique part of that world. ?\fakcmie also warned hi!> fellow
colonists that cohabitation in towns \vas a fundamental characteristic of all human society,
and yet, as successive wa\~es of scholarship on the early modern city have demonstrated,
there was no straightforward answer to what a town was, how it \V,lS governed, and what
powers it exercised over the surrounding countryside and the regional economy. As the
nature of urbanity and the power of the state were shifting in this period, the spatial
framework and political order of a plantation society '.vere also being coalescing across the
Chesapeake landscape. Because that landscape and its main crop were not conducive to
restricting trade and naturally promoting urbanization, colonists and officials throughout the
region's maturation returned repeatedly to the question of stimulating towns and wrestled
\Vith what kinds of towns might best serve their interests. It was only when a fully fledged
system of large plantations and slave labour was t,ecurely under the control of colonial elites
who were reconciled to the English imperial mercantile system, that the dramatic potential
of tmvn founding was laid aside. Though their transatlantic debates did not spav;rn a net\vork
of cities, they did leave an indelible mark on the political culture of these plantation colonies.
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Part One
Civic Ideas in Seventeenth-Century Virginia
A Himsy Hotilla of nvo makeshift ships Hoated into the James River in the spnng of 1610.
On board were the survivors of the Sta Venture, includmg Virginia's ne\v lieutenant
governor, Thomas Gates, who bad set out for the colony the previous year but had wrecked
on the island of Bermuda. Having endured a torrid and contentious stay on that rocky midAtlantic outcrop, they ,,·ere eagerly anticipating landfall at Jan!estown, the brave beachhead
of the young colony. \-x,bat they found is now infamous. The \Vintcr that had just thawed had
brought sickness, starvation, and death; less than half the settlers remained to recount what
became knmvn as the ''Starvmg Time." Confronted ,-dth what one contemporary rather
laconically termed a "strange and unexpected condition," the new arri\·als were aghast. \\'hat
they witnessed as they made landfall at Jamestown was seared onto their memories and later
recounted in pamphlets and treatises that ha\·e made the gnm picture famous; the surviving
colonists looked like animated cadavers and had been forced to eat "vennine," boot leather,
and eyen exhumed human corpses. Jamestown met none of the ciY.ic standards of a city. 1
These horrific accounts represented a clear inversion of all the expectations of
personal ciYility that English colonists had hoped to bring to the New \X:'orld. 2 But for
contemporary commentators, the sickening degradadon afflicting human body and soul was
only part of the problem; they subsequently spilt as much ink evoking the skeletal remains of
Jamestown itself as they did the people who wandered its streets. \X:.itness \\'illiam Stracbey

Vir§,>irua Company, .A True Declaratzun ~{the estate iftbe Colome ofVn;gzma, 1610,111 Peter Force, ed., Tmrts and
Other Papers Etfatmg PriJhipally to the Onj!,ill, Settk111mt, and Progress if rht Co/omrs m J'v01th Amenca,fivm the Dzsco/Jfl)' of
tbe Col!ntry to the) ·ear 1776, 4 vols. (~nY York, 194"7), vol. 3, no. 1, 18; George Percy,".:\ Trewe Relacvon of the
Proc.cedinges and Occurrcntes of Moment wluch have hapncd in V1I!:,'1nia," I)/a's Quartcrj) :vlaga'l!ne 3 (1922):
269.
2 Karen Ordahl Kupperman, 17ie Jamestown Prq;ed (CambJidge, Mass., 20U7), 254-55; James Horn, A Land As
God Made It: Jamestmm and the Buth ifAmerzca ~ew York, 2005), 160.
1
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noted the "emptie houses" that had been "rent up and burnt," and the fortress gates liberated from their hinges - stood propped up against the partially dismantled palisade.
Virginia had been founded as an enterprise of urban merchants and speculators who, as
early-seventeenth-century citizens, located civil discourse in tl1e buildings, streets, and ch'ic
spaces of a town. The Virginia Company had given strict instructions that the colony's new
to\vn should be laid out in orderly fashion around a market square and bad repeated these
provisions to Gates before he set out on his ill-fated voyage. 3
The story of colonist Hugh Pryse provides the perfect example of how urban civility
was tied to urban spaces. Driven to madness by privation, Pryse invaded the marketplace Jamestmvn's central civic space- to proclaim atheistic sentiments and then quickly met what
was considered a deserved end from the sting of an Indian bow. Early seventeenth century
civility was grounded in the polite converS<ltion of public spaces but, surrounded by derelict
houses, J a1nestown's market square had not been able to police Pryse's outburst, and it \vas,
ironically, "sa\·age" justice that ended his sacrilege. \\nether they were praising or maligning
Jamestown, writers focused not simply on private buildings but on hmv those buildings were
laid out to craft streets or marketplaces as communal locales.
On tl1ese civic spaces rested not only the social health of the colony, but also its
economic well-being. \X'illiam Strachey noted how the colonists' woes had resulted trom
private interest trumping the public good, par6cu1arly ·when ship captains' manipulated the
market in provisions. In any English borough such transactions \Vould have been strictly
governed by the corporate authorities in the formal marketplace, but Jamesrown \Vas lacking
3 Samuel Purchas, Haklu;•tu.r Po.rthunms or Pwchase Hi.- I'ilgrime.r..., 20 vob. (Glasgow, 1906-1908), 19: 44-45.
Scholarship has cast doubt on the claims about starvation and cannibalism at James town, suggesting they ma\·
have been constructed to conform to English ideas about incivility. The same pattern can be observed in Lhe
comments about the built environment, regardless of its true physical condition upon Gates' arrived, see
Rachel B. Herrmann, ''The "tragicall historic": Cannibalism and Abundance in Colonia!JamestO'.vn,'' Jrj\IQ 3"1
Scr., 68 (2011): 47 -74; Michael A. J.aCombc, "A continual! and dayly Table for Gentlemen of fashion":
Humanism, Food, and Authority at }amestmm, 1607--1609," AHR 115 (201 0): 669-687.
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this cruc1al imtitution. The lack of urban civic space meant that the "privie factionaries'' \Vho
had misgoverned the colony, could esche\v the public oversight nf a concerned citizenry, and
seek out "darknesse, to wipe away or cover their ignoble and irreligious practices." In the
comfort of secrecy, ill-governed men could engage in sloth, idleness, and corrupt dealing,
abandoning the common good. Thus, in multiple ways the human frailties on view at
Jamestown were merely a symptom of a broader lack of order and civility within the
settlement's governance, which was tlghtly bound up '.Vith Jamestown's physical decay. 4
~onetheless,

the bundles of sticks and teetering shacks that passed for Jatnestown

stlll held pmverful meaning. A final episode in this sorry chapter of James town's history
underscores this point. After spending some days smTeymg the renmants of the oncehopeful town, Governor Gates made the decision to abandon the settlement and transport
the sickly stragglers to safety. This news sparked "a generall acclamation, and shoute_ of joy,"
but actually leaving the town prmred more contentious. Some of the men who had endured
such hardship at James town were "intemperate and malicious., ad\-ocates of putting the
whole place to the torch. \\'hen Gates discovered the plan, he reminded them that they knew
"nott butt thatt as honneste men as ourselves may come and inhabitt here." He remained
concerned about the success of his entreaties, though, because he made sure that he
personally '.vas the last man to board the departing convoy. 5 Likely Gates still harboured
hopes of the Virginia Company re-establishing the town or tYen of his intercepting a
resupply ship during his departure (as in fact he did). 6 However, given the ruinous state of
the buildings, so assiduously chronicled by Gates's colleagues, James town was hardly prime

Percy, "'Trewe Rclacyon,'' 269; Purchas, Haklu;tu.r Po.rthu11111S, 19: 46, 50-51. On the important d!,tinctjon
between pu bllc and pnnte space in Enghsh cn'ic culture, sec Pilll \\'1tlungton, The Poiztics oj (o1l!momNalth.Citizens and rrewmz t!l £ai!J' Modern £JJgialld (Cambndgc, 2005) chap . ..,_
o PercY, ''Trcwe Rclacyon,'' 269-70; Purchas, 1 Iak!u;'fus Posthu111us, 19: 54; A True Dtc!aratmn, 18.
6 Horn, /1 I .-and /1s God j,Jade It, 160, 2-:6 n. 23.
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real estate. In addition, the instructions he had received many months before in England had
advised him to relocate his "situacion or citty, because the place is unwholesome and but in
7

the marish ofVirginia." Gates's carefully choreographed departure from the town was
therefore probably as much about the complex patchwork of meaning and memories as it
\Vas about company policy. Firing the town, for those who advocated it, represented a
chance to expunge the mem01y of the place and take revenge on the physical structures that
had defined their deprivation, but to Gates Jt threatened to incriminate in yet another act of
barbansm and inciYility. The ruins of jamestown surYiYed unscathed and \vere quickly
rctnhabited, but for the next ninety years appreciation of what became Virginia's "mo:;t
ane1ent" town would be mixed \v-ith threats of arson and abandonment."

The story of Gates's arri\·al at Jamestown and desperate efforts to sa\·e it from burmng 1s a
fitting place to begm a study of urban ideals in the colonial Chesapeake. Of course, by 1610
colonial projectors and compan) planners had already debated at length about the settlement
they envisioned for Virginia;

111

their original instructions, they had advised settlers to build a

town with "your houses Even and by a line that Your Streets may ha\Te a Good breadth &
be carried Square about your market place" because in a new town "order is at the same
price v.-ith Confusion."9 But Gates's experience foregrounds the dramatic divergence
between this ideal and the reality, \Yhich would characterize the region's town-building
enterprises for more than a century. It senres as a stark reminder of the stakes involved in
the pursuit of urbanity. 'Wl1en some commentators described] ames town or other nascent

"''lnsttucuons for S1r Thomas Gates for the government ofV1rginia," 1609, m David B. Qmnn eta!., eels., l\'oJJ
Amema11 IVor!d: A Vocummtary HJSror)' ofNorth Amerira ro 1612, 5 Yols. (1'\ew York, 1979), 5: 212-18.
'Instructlom to Governor 'Ihomas-Cclpeper, 6'} Dec. 1679, 1n CO 5/1355, p. 345-4'7.
9 V1rgin1a Company, "losm.tctions gwen by \\ay of Achxe," 16U6, in Philip Barbour, eel.. The }all!ts!own VID'ages
Under tbe first Charter, 1606-1609, 2 vob. (Cambndge, 1969), 1: 49-54.
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towns as "handsome" and ornamented, or derided them as de.;;olate, it was far more than an
aesthetics judgement. 10 Town buildmg was fundamental to the political and economic vision
of early colonial planners, and \vould remain so for many decades. Urban spaces were also
powerful containers of memory in early modern England;

~treet

layouts and ci\'i.c spaces

offered a level of permanence that transcended the demolition or destruction of individual
bmldings, and corporate instituuons -.,vith their ceremonies and offices provided a richer
collective memory than rural parish residents could generate.: 1
ln the years follmving the Reformation

111

England, royalmcorporated boroughs had

been steadily rising in numbers and accruing power, property, and rights. They had become a
seedbed for civ1c humanism. \'Xihen Elizabethan courtier Sir Thomas Smith sun-eyed the
emerging English state in his De republica Anglomm, he judged that cit1zens - the enfranchised
residents of the kingdom's boroughs -were a vital and substantial social category, second
only to gentlen1.en. Urban corporations -.,...-ere therefore vital cogs in the political economy of
England; they represented part of a patchwork of local government structures that made up
the commonwealth, and the idea of a colonial \Tenture without such

in~titutions

was

unthinkable. It helped, also, that urban citizens were gaining prominence economically. Their
mercantile endeaYours were being transformed as English trade shifted to a focus on exotic
imports, and they became adept at utilising the establishment of jmnt-stock companies to
exploit these opportunities. 12 The Virginia Company of London, first chartered in 1606, \Vas

Ralph Hamor, A Tme Discour.re oft!Jc PJHellf State of Vz~[J,mza (London, 161 .S), 29-30.
On the power of memory 10 hum&rust conceptiOns of urban space, see Gatl Kern Paster, Tbe idea of tbt Cit)" in
the Age of Shakespeare (Athens, G A, 19~5), 18-21; CyntbJa \Vall, Tbe Literary• and Cu!tuml Spaa:s ~[Restoration
London (Cambndge, 1998), chaps. 2-3; SteYen l'vfullaney, The Plan of the Stage: Lmn.re, Play and Power i11 Renaissance
England (Chicago, 1988), chap. 1; Rhonda Lemke Sanford, .\fap.r and .Memory· 112 Earb•l'vfodern f:_ngland: A S fltJe of
Plac-e (New York, 2002), chap. 5.
12 Philip \V-1thington, "Two Rena1ssances: Urban Pohncal Culture in Post-Reformauon England Recons1dered,'"
Histonral journal 44 (2001): esp. 239-240; Dav1d Hams Sacks, The !Viden/1\g Gate: Bmto/ and rhe At/ant;r bono"!),
1450-1700 (Berkeley, CA, 1991) chaps. 1-2; Robert Brenner, .\Ierrhant.r and Revo!utzon: Commmzal C""han..ge, Po!ttzca/
Conjlzrt, and Londo11'.r Overseas Traders, 1550-1653 (Pnnceton, 1991 ), chap. 1.
JO
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one of a growing number of such enterprises. Although it boasted considerable noble and
gentry support, it \Vas fundamentally drawing upon the impetus of the citizens, guilds, and
the corporations of London and other English boroughs.

13

Virginia was thus born with a

civic political culture. The borough was to be a key part of the governmental superstructure.
There is nothing ne\v in simply sugEsesting that towns were viewed as fundamental to
the process of colonial development. It has become a commonplace of scholarship that
urbanity bred civility in early modern English parlance.

14

But because we have ignored

precisely how this process worked in the minds of Virginia colonists, conventional historical
account merely view it as a hopeless dream. They note that colonists had been lured to
Virginia \ldth the pron1ise of generous land grants and were more eager to seat their land
than develop towns. This preference, coupled with the agricultural constraints of tobacco
and the unhealth) environment ofJamestown, meant that urbanity was not to be. Once
freed from the idealistic shackles of the Virginia Company, settlers \Vere quick to abandon
tmvns and embrace the rural county structure of governance that remains the bedrock of the
region to this day. Given this historiographical consensus. scholars who approach the townbuilding efforts of the later seventeenth century tend to dismiss them as short-sighted
economic panaceas or unrealistic flights of fancy. 15 The image of the isolated Chesapeake
planter has only been underscored by comparisons with the nucleated puritan towns ofJ\'ew
England, particularly salient to social historians vvho migrated to the Chesapeake from
previous town studies. The result is a strangely bifurcated understanding of Virginia's
J3 For the capitalmvolvcd in the Virginia Company sec ibid., 107-111; Bob Gibson, "Investors in the Virginia
Company" in Virginia Company Archil'es, (2007) online at http:/ /W\\'w.virginiacompanyarchives.amdigital.co.uk
14 Carville Earle and Ronald Hoffman, ·'The Crban South: The First Two Centuries," in The City in Suuthan
l-li.rt01y: The Gron•!h o[Urban Civt"li'jation in the South, eeL Blaine/\. Brownell and David R. Goldfield (Port
\\'asbington, N.Y., 1977), 24-25; Kuppcm1an,Jame.rtoll'n Pro;ect, 2R3-84.
!5 John Rainbolt, hmn Pnsmption to Persuasion: LHanipnkz!i011 ofr/Je HigMeenth-CentU~)' r irginia Econo~y (Port
Washington, ~.Y., 1974) passim.; Earle and Hoffman, '"1l1c Urban South''; Ron Hoffman and Carville Earle,
"Staple Crops and Urban Development in the Eighteenth-Century South," in Perspectiws i11 American Hz:rtO'()', 10
(Cambridge, 1977).
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political culture -the grand transatlantic political questions of parliamentar~' government and
colonial rights have been divorce;d from \vhat social historians have portrayed as the slO\v
and organic e\-olution of local government, about which no one in London supposedly
cared. 16 If we go beyond the basic assumption that to\\-ns represented civ-ility and commerce,
we w1ll be better able to understand how the structures of local government that were
developing in se\-enteenth-century Virginia reHected colonists' wider
commomvealth and its place in the

Engli~h

under~tanding

of the

Atlantic Empire.

lt 1s indisputable that towns did not Hourish 1n tl1e Virginia tidewater in the early

se\-enteenth century. Yet '\Ve should not be so quick to dismiss the colony's urban dreamers
and the political assumptions that underwrote their plans. For many years colonists, officials,
and ambitious projectors in England groped and fumbled for a system of local and
provincial government that fit the environment, settlement patterns, and expectations of all
concerned. The hope of urban development never disappeared during these years, and
Virginia became a laboratory for testing different urban forms and political structures that
en1erged from English debates over civ1c power and independence. The degree of liberty
and autonomy that urbanity promised in Virginia thus varied. Incorporated boroughs did
gradually give way to rural counties, but the process was

t~1r

from smooth and steady.

These chapters "\Vill trace the faltering steps to define local government in the colony
and to ddine colonists as gentlemen and yeomen rather than citi?:ens and journeymen. They
ViTill

pay particular attention to the sporadic outbursts that hint at a simmering discontent

beneath the surface of this process. Chapter 1 will examine why incorporated boroughs were

Examples of the poliucal narrauve mcluJe: \X'arren Billings, John Selby, and Thad Tate, Coloma! Vu:gzma: A
Hi.rtory (White PJ.:uns, N.Y., 1986); \\/'esley !<rank Craven, The Southem Colonies m the Se!Jenteenth CetttNry, 16071689 (Baton Rouge, La., 1970); tills contrasts with the narrative of local countY commuruty deyelopment m:
Darrett Rutman and _'\ruta Rutman, A Plare in Ttme: 1\iizddlm-..: C'ozmry, Vtr:gmia, 1650-1750 ~ew York, 1984),
chap. 2; Kevtn P. Kcllv, ·':CconomJc and Soc1al Den·lopment in Seventeenth-Century Surrv County, Virgtnia,"
(Ph.D. russ., Gnn·ersity of \Vashmgton, 1972).
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the first choice of Virginia's early v1sionaries and why colonists became increasingly unhappy
with this arrangernent in light of merchant activities in both the Chesapeake Bay and the
streets of London. Because of these disputes on both sides of the Atlantic during the years
of Civil War and Interregnum, the Restoration ·dsion of city buildmg was distinctly different,
and chapter 2 explores thls plan and the opposition it faced fi·om ::--Jathaniel Bacon's
upn~mg.

Chapter 3 \vill conclude this section by exploring the sudden surge in urban

development efforts in the colony dunng rhe 1680s- primarily the result of di,rcrging
political and economic interests \Yithin the English empire. lt will uncover how this resulted
1t1

a complicated transatlantic fight resurrecting many of the alternative urban definitions and

civic identities, at precisely the same time that they \l\·ere being violently reassessed in
England. Throughout the seventeenth century Yirginians continued to \vrestle '"--ith
essentially the

~ame

problems of urban development and civil government that had plagued

Thomas Gates. L1ke the earliest settlers, they continued to look to England for the principals
of ciY:ic and corporate government to control trade, church, and state. But they were
perpetually frustrated because "vith England itself in tunnoil about these questions, civic
ideas became a topic for transatlantic debate.
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Chapter One
From Tmvn to County:
Testing Civic Ideals, 1607-1659
In 1662 G(n ernor S1r \lV 1lham Berkeley became the latest coloma] leader to take up the
challenge of urbamsmg Y1rgm1a. The centreplece of h1~

DC\\'

plan was the construction of 32

bnck hou~es at Jamestown, and to ~pread out the cost of this mammoth bUJ!dmg project, Jt
was dended that "each of the se\-eral seaventeen counties f"\vouldj build one house ,. The
symbohc

~lgJ1lr1cance

of ~uch a prons10n

"\Ylll

be comidered more thorough]) m the nc:xt

chapter, but for the moment lt 1s suffinent to note that \'1rgm1a's new cap1tal c1ty was to be a
product of 1ts sh1res. Th1s was quite a reversal. The 11ut1al plan for the colony calltd for
Jamestown to be the seat of gm ernment and the centre of all admmlstratwn, and even when
the colomsts began scatter themselves along the James Rl\'er hke dnftwood on the ucle, local
authonty "\Vas to be devolved onto four mam borough corporations. Each corpora non wa'i
to have 1ts O\\'n hmterland, admm1stered by the c1ty's

mag~strates

and officers. The remams

of th1s four-borough system are foss1hsedm the names of the some of the counues that
Berkelev called upon to contnbute to the Jamestown rebu!ldmg effort- Charle'i Clt),
Ellzabeth Clty, Hen nco, and of course James C1ty County Itself- but the balance of local
authonty had defimtl \·el~· shifted <>mce those mltlal urban plans. James C1ty County \\as now
bemg called upon to ass1st

tn

the rencwatlon of the yery c1ty that lud grven 1t 1ts name. 1

The object of th1s chapter 1s to reveal whv the poht1cs of Vlrgtma's local government
changed so much m the fifty years before Berkelc3 's ne\\ plans. The mterverung penod had
seen a tobacco boom and the oversp1ll of Enghsh settlement from the James Rn er mto the
York, Rappahannock, and Potomac nvers as "\veil as the Eastern Shore. Settlers, freed from
HS, 2 17 2-76, Susan
193S), 3 99 101.

1

~1)

ra Km~sbun, eel, Fhe Rec01rls ofth( T'zry,trlta Compa17J, 4 yo]s (\\ aohmgtoo, D C , 1906-
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the fear of Indian raids, had scattered themselves on large pri\·ate estates along the major
river arteries. But these de,·elopments alone do not explain \vhy ideas of urban form and
function should have changed so dramatically. The answer lies in buw settlement patterns
and forms of local government affected the shiftmg balance of power \Vi thin the colony between royal governors, English merchants, and planters large and small -during these
formative years. As we shall see, Virginia planters did not simply drop the idea of urban
government ,,,ben the Virginia Company was discredited, only to pick it up again in the
1660, once their county structure was established. Through a series of tense political
episodes, mterested parties advanced different plans for urban and rural local government
that smted their own \"isions of order - plans in \vhich the possibility of becorning part of, or
cltrectly patromsing, a corporate urban community 'vYas always under debate.
After disastrous early efforts to establish James town as a trading post, the Virgirua
Company proposed a new network of urban corporations for the colony with the hope of
establishing the kind of economic oversight, civic mvnership, and unity that
the colony had lacked thus

t~1r.

the~·

beheved

\\'hen the crown took control of the colony, royal advisors

debated a more rural structure that befitted their concerns with land tenure, agriculture, and
the irritable state of England's boroughs in the later 1620s. Ultimately, ropl authorities

111

the colony came to see urban development at J amesto\\·n and the creation of an artisan
community in the town under the direct patronage of royal officials as useful safeguards
against the aggressive mercantile acti-v-ities of London merchants. \'Vhen Parliamentary forces
prevailed in England, though, interloping merchants once again reframed the commercial
and political plan for the colony by proposing dispersed corporate colonial towns that
appeared to offer the best means to manipulate V1rginia trade and government. The efforts
of leading royalists to strength the county structure and cultiYate Dutch trading connections
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during the 1650s was a direct response to this new corporate threat. Thus, when Berkeley
returned to the gcn'ernorship at the Restoration, he confronted a colony that bad adapted a
county structure to fulfil many of the traditional responsibilities of a corporate borough.
Virgima, condJtioncd by both the transatlantic politics of civ-ic corporations and the realities
of a Chesapeake reg10n financially trapped in tobacco monoculture, had gone from town to
county. But- as would be the case for the re&t of the century- rhe very fact that Chesapeake
towns persisted on a thin tissue of economic viability meant that they could always be
rethought, replanned, and reclaimed by those with different political object1ves.

Before considering the Virginia Cornpany's urban plans in detail, lt 'vill be helpful to d1scuss
briefly the different urban milieus that English colonial planners were exposed to. The
company ordered the initial settlers to plan and build a to\vn because early-seventeenthcentury projectors had no experience of rural colonisation. EYerywhere English planners
looked for inspiration they found important reasons fur dense settlement patterns and urban
foundations- namely, trade, defence, order, and ciYility.
It is well known that England was a late bloomer on the Atlantic imperial stage. For
more than half a century before the establishment of J amestmvn, the English had been
nibbling speculatively at the edges of the massive Spanish empire in South and Central
America. Rivalling or neutralising Spanish imperial power was high on the list of moti\rations
for English colonization, and some of the country's privateers saw Jamestmvn as a potential
safe harbour from which to launch attacks on Spanish shipping. It should come as no
surprise, then, that the Virginia Company was well aware of its national riYal's settlement
patterns and colonial governance. English colonial boosters such as the Robert Rich, 2"'1 Earl
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of\\1arwick had obtained a good understanding of Spanish colonial tmvns, often in the
process of looting them. 2
English planners assumed that they would mimic Spanish to'-'\'ns because they
emrisioned an economic structure that would replicate the success of their rivals further
south. Exploiting local resources (ideally precious metals), utilising densely settled, organi7.ed,
but tractable Indian labour, and channelling the profits through fortified urban ports was
considered the recipe for financial success in the ::'\Je\v Wlorld at the turn of the seventeenth
century. A compact resource-ruining centre was certainly one of the dreams for Jamestown.
John Smith infamously lambasted colonists for hopelessly seeking gold when they could
have been planting com to see thetn through the winter. Archaeologists have also discovered
clear evidence of colonists smelting ores in a search for valuable metal alloys such as brass an enterprise that, while perhaps less foolhardy, still reflected an urban-industrial vision. 3
Even if mines were not readily available, there was also the option of establishing a
lucrative trade with native peoples, based at a mercantile urban hub. The viability of this plan
was on view throughout the Portuguese trading posts in the East Indies, and the English and
Dutch were also increasing their presence in this eastward trade using the same strategies. It
is significant that the marketplace '''as one of the two civic spaces (the other being the
church) that Virginia Company instructions insisted upon. Initially, all food and supplies
were to be organised and rationed by the colony's leaders, and so a central marketplace was
clearly not for exchanging the necessities of daily life; it reflected tl1e civic importance of a
2 Kuppcrrnan, JamestoJNI Pro_jert, 30-36; \X'csley Frank Craven, The Di.rsolntion oftht f /irginia Compan_y: Tfx Failure~{
a Colonial Hxpmment (Gloucester. Mass., 1964), 124-40.
; John Smith, Demiptiott ofVitginia and Proceedings of tbe Colonie, (1612) in Lyon G. Tyler, ed., Narratives q(Datfy
T/irginia, 1606-1625, (Kcw York, 1907), 136, 138; Ca11cr C. Hudgins, "Articles of Exchange or Ingredients of
New World Metallurgy?: An Examination of the Industrial Origins and .:VIctallurgical Functions of Scrap
Copper at Early Jamestown (c. 160'-17)" Emf} Ameriran Studies 3 (2005): 32-64. Some part of England were
also experiencing an upturn in mining communities independent of the Spanish success in South "\merica. See
Audre; Horning '"A Vcric Fit Place to Erect a Great Citric': Comparative Contextual Analysis of
Archaeological Jamestown" (Ph.D. diss., L:niversity of Pennsylvania. 1995), 88.
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communal urban space, but it also suggested the intention of organising a profitable bazaar
to which native peoples \vcmld bring exotic commodities for barter. 4
Unfortunately for the investors and adventurers of tl1e early Chesapeake, its dense
alluvial soil did not conceal any buried

treasure~,

and the native population did not have the

easily exploitable riches that Cortes had found in Mexico. However, lt is a mistake to suggest
that once colonists resigned themselves to "manuring" the land for its bounty they
immediately dispensed \v:ith the nicety of tm\·ns and cittes. Spain's l'\e\v \X1orld cities all had
agricultural hinterlands m·er ,,-hich they exerted admmistrathT control. By the time Virginia's
four urban boroughs were designated in 1618, the tobacco boom \Yas already beginning and
the necessity of agr1culture was firmly understood. Incorporated towns were allotted bundles
of agricultural land. lt is tl1erefore necessary to reach beyond mercantile explanations to
understand Virginia's urban origins. 5
Competition \v-ith the Spanish empire \Yas not simply about organising a settlement
system designed to amass the largest chest of gold coins. English antipathy to Sprun was
rooted in the two kingdoms' confessional differences, and tl1e colonial venture in Virginia
was at least partly about securing a corner of the New \X'orld for Protestant sooety. 6 But
because both cultures shared the European Renrussance faith in urban forms and functions,
the cities of the Hispanic Catholic Empire in the Americas would have to be at least
matched, if not outshone, in order to prove the superiority of Protestantism. Images of
Spain's New World cities, which reflected their political and social order, had already begun
to

appear in print for European audiences. These maps and images emphasized urban grid

4 On Jamestown'~ Jmb to the East Ind1a trade, see Alison Games, The W'eh qlEmp;rf: English Com10polztans man
"'"{ge of c.'\.pansion, 1560-1660 (Oxford, 2008), chap. 4. For the search for the )Jorthwcst Passage sec kuppcrman,
jaJ!Jdtown Propel. 152-55; Virgmia Company, ''lmtruct:ions giYcn by way of Adv1ce,'" 1606, in Phihp Barbour. cd.
Th,-.fallkSfown V~}agu Cnder the f<zrst Charte1; 1606-1609, 2 Yols. (Cambndge, 1969), 1: 49.
s Kingsbury. Record.r, 3: 99; "Proceedings of the Virt,'lt11a Assembly, 1619,'' m Tyler, Narratzve.r, 257; fuchard L.
Kagan, L'rban Tma..ges qlthe Hispanic World. 1493-1793 ()Jew Ha\cn, Conn., 2000), 26-28.
6 James Horn, A La11dAs God .'viade It:James!oJI'Il and the Birth ofAmmca ~e\1." York. 2005), 125.

plans and drew attention to central plazas and marketplaces. They showed even the most
virulent Protestants in Europe that a Carholic monarch was bringing urban civility and
Christianity to the wilderness.' So \Vben the Virginia Company began to lay out Jamestown,
the stakes \vcrc high in the imperial battle between Catholic and Protestant civility in the
~ew \Xlorld.s Ralph Hamor, a Virginia colonist who "\\Tote a glowing commendation of the

colony in 1615, ,,~as clearly influenced by this concern with urban appearance. He promised
that any new immigrants "shall finde a hansome howsc of some foure rooms or more," with
a healthy portion of fenced ground as a garden. More importantly, he dwelt on Governor
Thomas Gates's new urban foundation at I Ienrico, explaining that, true to civic virtue and
the public good, Gates had laboured tirelessly on the project "without respect to his owne
health or particular welfare" and completed it before any private homes were constructed.
The result "\V<lS "3 streets of well framed howses, a hansom Church, and the foundation of a
rnore stately one laid, of Brick, in length, an hundred foote, and fifty foot wide, beside Store
houses, watch houses, and such like.'' 9 Hamor's description was graphic and pictorial. It was
designed as an early counterblast against the woodcuts of cities such as Santo Domingo that
were circulating in Europe. 1c' English readers of Hamor should rest assured that Spanish
spies making observations on this new urban community would not mistake it for a
disorganised rabble, as they had in fact done in the earliest years of the colony. 'I These
comparisons continued through at least the first three decades of English settlement in
Virginia. In fact, they became more explicit. In 1622 the Company wrote to demand urban
7 i\lthough the Spanish monarchs >vere extremely reluctant to allow images of thcu imperial cities to circulate in
print for fear of attack, stvliscd and oft-copied cngra>iogs were multiplying rapidly at the turn of the
sevemeenth century, largely in the hands of Dutch printers and cartographers. Kagan, Urban flllages, chap. 4.
8 James Born suggests that the primary 1nspiration behind grid-planned towns with central marketplaces in
both Virginia and lreland can be found in Spanish New World urban designs (Horn, ~-i I Alid As GodAfade It,
268n.18).
q Ralph Hamor, A True Disroum ufthe Pmmt State if Virginia (London, 1615), 19, 29~32.
Jn For reproductions of d1csc \Vidcly circulated woodcuts, sec Kagan, Urban Ima;gfi, 72, 84, 92.
!. ''Letter of Don Diego De :'violina, 1613;' in Tyler, Narratiz;e,c, 221~2.
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settlement, referencing the "the example of the Spaniards in the \Vest Indies." Then,
responding to aspersions cast upon the quality of Virginia's urban environment by ::'-Jathaniel
Butler, the colony's assembly in 1624 argued that Jamestown fared '\vell because "If we may
give Credit to those, >.vho are accounted tl1e most faithful Relaters of the \\-'est-Indies, many
Cit1es of great Rumour there, after threescore Years Progress, are not to be compared in
the1r Buildings to ours." Jamestmvn was carefully crafted, then, to compete as much with the
circulation of Hisp"wic c1ties' "great tumour" as w-ith the circulat10n of their gold
dou bloons. 12

If the English found motive and inspiration in the I Ibp,1nic world, the1r firsthand
experience of town building came much closer to home. Just as the Virgmia Company was
drafting plans for the voyage to America, l:nglish courtiers \\Tre reinvigorating their efforts
to

conquer and "ci'i'ilize" their near Irish neighbours to the west; '-'v-ithin a few short months

plans '\Yere afoot for comprehensive colonisation of large parts of Ireland, London's craft
guilds and livery companies were drafted 1n to ass1st, and towns became a central plank in
the construction of a ne"vly envisioned Anglo-Irish commonwealth. 13
The brunt of England's colonising 7eal in early-seventeenth-century Ireland fell upon
me province of Ulster, where twenty-five incotporated boroughs were proposed and the
London companies took responsibility for two major new ports, Coleraine

~md

Londonderry. The sites were em'isioned as trading and industrial centres to be developed by
speculattve investment from England, and in many respects this was akin to the early
fumbling efforts at Jamestown. In 1621 the Virginia Company e\-en nudged the co1poration
of London to settle and develop the landholdings the city was entitled to in Virginia,

12 ~athanid

Butler, "'The Gnmaskcd Pace of our Colony 1n V1rginia," 111 Kmg>bury, &cord.,·, 2: 375;JI-1B, 1: 23.
Jane H. Ohlmcycr. ""Ci\1llzingc of those Rude Partes': Colonintion Wlthml3ritatn and Ireland, 1580s1640s," 1n The 01igmr ojElllpire, ed. Nicholas Canny (Oxford, 1998), 138.
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"haveinge allredie done the like in Ireland \Vith verie good Successe.": 4 Ho\\'ever, l.:lster's
proximity to the English economy, coupled with the much bgher migration rates and at least
some preexisting trade networks, meant that these Irish experiments vvere destined to have
the upper hand over James town economically and demographically in the early decades of
colonization.: j

If Irish experience in the sixteenth century bad taught the English anything about
colonization, though, it was bow dangerous it could be. ] -arger armies than were ever sent to
Virginia had been embarrassingly tripped up in Ireland on more than one occasion, and
fortification efforts were ongoing. 1l1c value of compact urban settlement for the purpose of
defence was therefore all too apparent. 16 Such concerns were ev-ident from the very start in
Virginia, when the company's instructions that the site of James town be selected for the
purposes of defence infamously resulted in the decision

to

settle on an unhealthy low-lying

island. Pamphleteers also made much of the defensive works erected at the new settlement
of Henricus in 1611.

17

The strict military rules known as the Lan/eJ Diu'ine, }vforall and 1\Iartiall

came into effect in Virginia that same year and lasted for half a decade, and it was under this
system that urbanisation and defence in the colony were most synonymous. The laws
emphasized the duality of the colony's settlements by describing them as "towne or fort" on
most occasions and appointing "GcnTernors or Colonels" to hold absolute authority in them.
14

Kingsburv, Records, 1: 489.
Audrey Horning, "English Towns on the Periphery: 17th Century Development in Ulster and the
Chesapeake," in Adrian Green and Roger Leech, cds., Czties iJZ the fJ'/orfd, 1500-2000 (Leeds, 2006), 61-81;
Nicholas Canny, ''English ;\figration Into and Across the Adantic during the Scventeend'l and Eighteenth
Centuries," in EumpMns on the }How: Studies in EumjJealt i"vlzf!,rafzon. 1500-1800, eel. Canny (Oxford, 1994), 39-75;
Andrew Hadfield, "Irish Colonies and the }unet-icas,'' in Enviszomng and Eng!isb DllljJire:.JamtS!OJI'Il and the M~aking
of tbe North Atlantir lVorld, eeL Robert Appelbaum and John WoodS\\ cct (Philadelphia, 2005), 174.
Jt, Francis Bacon made this defensive urbanisation a point of particular emphasis in his comments on the
colonial plans for Ireland, sec _fohn Reps, Tidewater Tonns: Ci(y Planning in Colonial Virginia and ;\Jm)!and
(Williamsburg, Va., 1972), 11-13; l\;icholas Canny, The Elizabethan Conquest ofIreland· A Pattem Ertab!zsbed, 156576 G'Jew York, 1976), chaps. 2 & 7.
17 Virginia Cornpany. "Instructions given by way of Ad,-ice," 50: Tbe Nen' LJft v[Virginca: Dtc!aring the former
.rurceJJe and presmt estate ofthat plantation, Bei!(g the Second part ofNwa B1itmmia (1612), in Force, Tradr, vol. 1, no. 7,
13; Hamor, z 1 True Di.rrourse, 29.
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1\ll colonists were to reside in the fortified area; the gates ·were to be strictly guarded so that
colonists could not leave to tend their farm plots each morning until "certaine Serjeants" had
been sent "to discouer forth right, and vpon each side, as farre as the hmmits of that fort are
prescribed." 1b Even after military rule in Virginia \Yas discredited, the safety offered by urban
settlement was still a major part of its appeal. \'V11en hundreds of colonists were killed by the
Powhatan confederacy in 1622, Company officials in London asked senous questions about
the way colonists had spread out and occupied isolated plantations over the prev'Jous halfdozen years. Although they blamed each other, both officials and Virginia councillors
claimed that greater urbanisation could have prevented rhe tragedy. 19 Indian threats
dimmished as the century progressed, but the fear of attacks from. rival Europeans only
heightened, and defence was sporadically cited as a primary moti,-e tor encouraging Virginia
tovm building (especially during times of European war) . .:\s practically no English tmvns
were iort1fied, but Irish boroughs were built to face continued military coni1ict through the
seventeenth century, it seems fair to conclude that the crenubted Irish town framed the
concept of the defensible city in the Anglo-Atlantic. 20
Although the new towns of English Ireland boasted fortifications to keep out
rebellious armies, tl1ey were supposed to be porous enough to allow cNil culture to filter
outward into the Irish com1tryside. Crown officials often cited a lack of urbanisation as one
of the great shortcomings of the Irish Gaelic community and a root of its incivility and
disordered government. Concerted Irish attacks on the English mercantile presence in Insh
lb The la\\·s were a reacuon aga111;,t d1e 1ntcrnal dissension withm the colonv and external threat ofinchan
attJJcks that had precipitated the horntic Stan·ing Tm1e. ''For The Colony in Virginea Britannia. Lawes Dnunc,
1forall and rvfartial1, &c.," m Force, Tru-ct.r, vol. 3, no. 2, 32, 39.
19 I<ingsbury, Rerords, 3: 169,4: 11-12.
2 For ln~h fortified towm and tbe impact of s1ege warfare in the ~e\-cnteenth century, see James Burke, "Siege
\Xlarfare in Seventeenili Century Ireland," 1n Conqlicst and fus;stance: IY7ar in Sevmteent/J-Cenfuf) Irekmd, ed. Padraid
Leruhan (Le1den, 2001), 257-92; Raymond Gillespie, "\\"ar and me Insh Town: The Early :-fodern Expenence,''
1n Conquest and Emstance, 293-316. For the lack of fornficatlons in English Cltlcs, sec Cobn Platt, TheAnh;tecture
ofMedzel'tl/ Brztam: A Sotza! History (l'\ew Haven, Conn., 1990), 43, 94-95.
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ports during the Elizabethan period had also done little to convince thinkers and officials in
London that the Irish were predisposed to urban life. 21 As a result, town building became
part of an effort to wean Ireland from its scattered pastoral structure through regularised
compact settlements. Bandonbridge in Munster became the first English imperial town
established on a strict grid pattern, and Londonderry and Coleraine were also designed in a
manner reminiscent of the orderly instructions sent with the first Virginia colonists,
complete with central square marketplaces and straight streets.

22

Hm,\'e\Ter, it is important not to ov-erdraw the evident comparisons between
England's main two colonial arenas and assume that lessons learnt in Clster were being
directly applied to the Chesapeake. In the first place, the Ulster urban project was only one
part of a multifaceted effort to settle Ireland, which also included hefty rural estates and
systems of tenancy. As a result the young towns were not often called upon to bear the full
weight of administration and, even when they were, they were often under the direction of
tTlembers of the newly created English landowning elite. These towns, placed in a relatively
well knmvn environment, as part of a general integration of Ireland into the English state,
were a different endeavour than building a company colony around a series of incorporated
cities and tl1eir common land. 2 -' Secondly, although tl1e Irish and the Powhatans shared many
marks of "incivility," the importance of town building in their respective reformations \Vas
very different. Few Englishmen in early Virginia disputed that the local Indians lived in
towns; it was, in fact, one of the great points in tl1eir favour when planners waxed eloquent

2: "\Jicholas Canny, Ki;\~rlom and Colony: Ireland and thr At!all/1( U: or!d, 1560-1800 (Baltimore, .Md., 1988), 46-50;

Nicholas Cannv, "England's Ne'-'' World and the Old, 1480s-1630s," in Canny, Ot~i!,illJ of Empire, 148-169;
Ohlrneyer, '"Civilzinge of those Rude Partes,"' passim.; Hadfield, "Irish Colonies and the Americas," passim.
for the attacks particularly on towns during the early 1570s, see Canny, The Elizabethan Conque..-t, 146.
22 Canny, Kinj!,rlo1!1 and CoiOII)', 49; Horning, ''English Tmvns," 65-69; Reps, Tirlumtfr Towm, 12-20.
2 3 Canny, Kingdom and Co!ot~y, 46, 50-51; Horning, ''English Tm,vns," 65.
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about how easy their transition to civility would be. 24 Although during some moments of
peace in Virginia there may have been pretensions toward bringing Indians into English
towns, the primary concern in organising Jamestown lay with safeguarding the governance
and order of colonists being sent out into the wilderness; if Indians ·were brought to civ1lity
in other -.;,vays (primarily com'ersion to Christianity), their existing towns might be adjusted
accordingly. 25 Tenancy and towns in Ireland were part of an effort to shift the Gaelic
population from a predominantly pastoral agriculture to a settled arable system, and by some
accounts the towns appear to have attracted a sizable number of conv-erts to urbanism. 26
Ireland was clearly, therefore, an important and contrasting zone of English imperial urban
development, but we should not assume, just because small cities such as Londonderry and
Coleraine grew \Vith slightly more vigour than J arnestown, that they became the sole role
model~

or the overachieving older siblings of Virginia's struggling capital city. Both urban

arenas of empire clrew from a common well of English experience in slightly different ways.
James I already had hundreds of incorporated towns and cities \Vithin his realm before the
settlement of Ulster or Virginia, and they were experiencing an urban political renaissance
founded upon much more ancient precedents.
Most of the men who formulated Virginia policy in this period were first exposed to
colonies not through arduous sea crossings or mercantile account books but from the
Karen Kuppcrman, Set/ling n;ith thelndians: The Meetin.g of brz~iish and lndiau Culture.r in Americ.1, I580-1640
(fotowa, KJ., 1980), 46-47.
25 The structure of Ralph Hamor's pamphlet, A True Discourse of the Pre.rent State ofT 'irgi11ia (1615), docs imply
that d1ere lS a connection between English town deyclopment and the peaceful conversion of nauve people,
but equally he notes that Gates' peace treaty '.Vith Powh::ttan explicitly insisted that the Indian~ stay a';l·ay from
English towns (sec Hamor,~ 4 True Discourse, 13-18). At no point in d1c so-called ''Greate Charter'' that
established Virginia's corporate to\\·ns did thcv 1mplv a path to cJtizcnship for d1c local native population. Sec
Kingsbury, Records, 3: 98-109, 470. In a number of cases, English setdements were established atop Indian
towns, but the local population had been v:iped out or had fled (sec 1{om, A Land A.r God !\fade It, 165-66,
18S-86). The only extant plan for the colony that implies tl1e eventual incorponcion of Indian towns was
developed by John Maron in response to the crisis of the early 1620s. Sec Kingsbury, &cord.,, 3: 707-10.
"" Cannv, Kingdom and Colony, 46; Horning, "English Towns," 76. For a similar discusoion of English objectiYes
in Ireland not directly related to towns, sec Jack P. Greene, Pmphems and Centrr: Constituttonal Developltlflll in the
Ex!ttzded Polities of the Briti.rh hmpire and the United StateJ; 1607-1788 (Athens, Ga., 1986) 8-9.
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voluminous tornes they poured oyer in grammar school or university. The classical \vorks
that had been rediscm'ered in the Renaissance 'vvere now the core texts of a humanistic
education in England, and they spoke at length about the colonial projects of both Roman
and Greek civi]jzacion, which were first and foremost urban endeavours, replicating the citystates that planted tbem and controlling their surroundings from a closed fortified pos1tion.
The wealth of comparisons Englishmen in Virginia saw between classical
O\vn led them

to

effort~

and their

priorJtize compact urban settlement. One of the lengthiest allusions came in

the Virginia Cornpany's 1610 promotional tract, A Tme Declaration ofthe EJtate

if the Colonie in

Virginia. Faced 'W1th having to explain the '.veil-publicised failures of the early settlement

period, they highlighted poor leadership and self-interest that worked against the common
good; they then reminded well-educated readers that:
Tac1tus hath obsen·ed, that when Nero sent his old trained
souldiers to Taranturn and Autium, (but without their
Captains and Centurians) that they rather made a number,
then a Colony: euery souldier secretly glided into some
neighbour Province, and forsook their appointed places:
which hatched this consequent mischeife; the Cities were
27
vunihabited, and the emperor was frustrated.
The implication was clearly that colonies must he civic communities where men pursued the
common good, and that such places \vere inevitably populous cities. John Srnith and Edward
Maria \\ 1ingfield both made similar observations, pointing instead to the internecine conflict
between Romulus and Remus that plagued the mythical foundation of Rome. \X'ingfield
went even furtber and likened the disputes at James town to "that venom in the mutinous
brood of Cadmus," referencing the tumultuous foundation of the Greek city ofThebes. 28

r \'11·t,>lnia Company, A '[me DerlamlloJJ of!he rstate ofthr Colome of Virypua, 161 0. in Peter Force, eel., 'J racts and
Other Papers Relatzng Prznrtpall} to the On,[!,lll, S ett!etJJe1tt, and Progre.r.r of tf,c ColonN.r ttl North A mema, from the Dz.rcOWIJ' of
thc Countr:y 10 the Year 1776, 4 vols. (1\:ew York, 194 7), Yol. 3, no. 1, 15.
28 John Sm1th, The Gnz~ra!! 1-l!.rtotie ofVtrgznia (1624), in Tyler, Narratives, 365; Edward ~faria \\'mgfield, DtJ·course
(1608), in Barbour, The ja!llestown V ?Va..f!.eJ, 1: 213. For the story of Cadmus and the mythical foundation of
Thebes, see Edward Tripp, CIVJnll's Handbook qfC!asszca/ J\{ythology ~ew York, 1970), 14D-43. Ius also worth
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These clas::;ical urban allusions were not merely ornaments of scholarship. They were
proof-texts justifying a particular kind of civic urban community that was being pursued in
both the )Jew \Vorld and the Old. Andrew Fitzmaurice has demonstrated that early Virginia
colonisation was marked by a strain of civic humanist thought then popular in England,
inspired by classical examples and the experience of contemporary Italian city-states. Many
post-1609 promotional parnphlcts "\VCre dominated by themes of virtue, honesty, and
industry in the pursuit of the common good of what was increasingly seen as a new
commonwealth in Virginia.-' 9 Classical learning taught that these personality traits were best
sustained \J.rithin an urban environment. Aristotle's view of the polis as a human community
associated together "in a good life, for the sake of attaining a perfect and self-sufGeient
existence" was the bedrock of this understanding. Citizens bound together by a dense web
of rights and responsibilities- the dvitas- could attain the much-cm·eted virtue that was
necessary to form res publica- the common good or commonwealth. This classical
formulation was only accentuated by St. Augustine's translation of it into the realm of
Christian virtue in Tbe Cif::y ojGod. 30 The ideas were reworked countless times by Renaissance
scholars such as Giovanni Botero, Jean Bodin, and, in the English context, most famously by
Thomas More's vision of the capital city of Amaurot in his Utopia. They were hugely
intluential across Europe, particularly in the Italian city-states t.hat sought to resurrect the
classical republican politics ofRome. 31 Phil \\lirhington has recently demonstrated that their
impact "\vas also significant in the towns and cities of England; although these cities could
noting that Gm·crnor \Xlilliam Berkeley continued the theme of allusion to classical colonialism when he
compared Virginia to Rome and made reference to Romulus. Sec \'('arrcn Billings, The Paper.r of Sir William
13crke!~y. 1605-1677 (Richmond, Va., 2007), 162-63.
: 9 Andrew Fitzmaurice, ''The Civic Solution to the Crisis of English Colonization, 1609-1625," Jlutorica!Jouma!
42 (1999): 25-51.
Jo A copy of St. Augu5ttnc's The City of" God was amongst the books donated to the Virginia Company for the
use of a propm,cd college in the colony during the early 1620s. See I<ing5bury, fucordJ, 1: 421.
3: Kagan, Urban Imagp, 10-11, 20-24; for the influence of Augustine and :Vforc on English thinking, sec Paster,
The Idea of the City, 10-18, 30-32; Withington, Po!itic.r of Commonwealth, 53-56.
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not

a~pire

after the independent political power of Venice or Florence, they did become

great practical laboratories of commonw-ealth principles, emphasizing the irnportance of
ci1/zfas and demonstrating it in their cot1Jorate institutions, their religious and ceremonial life,

and their everyday interactions. 32
It \vas inevitable that these principles would influence

~e\\-

\Vorld settlement, and

the fact that classical texts so frequently also referenced colonisation made the connection
that much more obvious. Spain and England's shared stake in these ideas heightened the
competition invoh-ed in foLm(ling James town. With this in mind, it is also possible to look
back at the Virginia Company's classical exemplar of :Nero. The renowned tyrannical
emperor had deviated from the ideal course of Roman colonialism by failing to send the
right leaders, capable of holding the masses to virtue and the common good; without this
commitment- the creation of civitas- the new cities could not be inhabited and the whole
colonial venture fell apart. Virginia planners, therefore, did not simply advocate urban
development to ape their classical heroes. Cities and to"vns were an

es~ential

ingredient in

building a comrrionwealth in the New \\lorld. 33
Huddled around a table in a smoky London chamber in 1606, the founding members
of the Virginia Company, collectively dreaming of the New \Vorld, anchored those fantasies
on one particular urban space that \Vas to be constructed in a defensible location up a
northv;resterly tending river. By now it should be clear that the foundations of these urban
dreams were not a straightforward effort to copy any particular precedent. They were drawn

32 Phil \'\.'ithington, The Pn/itzcs of Commo!lwealth: Czti~pns and Freemen in barly }vfor!em bi{J!,land (Cambridge, 2005),
53-66.
33
Barry Lev; has recently argued that civic humanism was largely the preserve of radical purit~ms in English
towns and villages. and that it was translated directly to New England to form the basis of Massachusetts's
distinct town structure. In fact, the imperatiYcs driYing Vir!:,>inia policies and reforms before the mid -1620s \Vere
also shaped by a rich tradition of ciYic humanism grounded in corporate ideals, albeit one with a 'lightly less
radical religious edge. Sec Barry J .c:Yy, Toll'fl Bom: The Politiral EcoiiOJJ()" ofNew Eng/andji-om its Founding to the
Revo!tttion (Philadelphia, Penn., 2009), chap. 1.
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from a wealth of assumptions about the economic, military, and political necessity of towns
and cities. All of the logic of early modern English society suggested that urbanity would be
vital. The following century would gradually disprove some of these notions: the d1spersed
tobacco economy would quickly militate against the mercantile

neces~ity

of towns, and urban

development would become ent\vined with the quest1on of diversification av,:ay from the
depreciating \\Ted. After 1622 the military threat& to Virginia, whilst still troublesome,
became sporadic, and so the need for tightly packed settlements for defensive reasons was
raised only fitfully. But, as Alexander Haskell has suggested, tl1e question of whether Virginia
was a healthy commonwealth persisted throughout the se\Tnteenth century. ' 4 In this context
the idea of to\vn as cit'Z"taJ- as more than a collection of storehouses encircled by a sturdy
palisade - was vital to the political self-definition of the colony. This interest in the m

publican town, beginning v-ath the reorganisation of tl1e V1tginia Com pan) and the so-called
"greate Charter" of 1618, will be the focus of the rest of this chapter.

**"'
Assessing the early years of disease and deprivauon, officials reached the grim conclusion
thatJamestmvn \-Yas an unhealthy and unpromising place for Virginia's main city, hut this
realisation did not dampen their resoh-e to found a colony predicated upon urban
development. In 1609 they dispatched instructions to found a ne\v city upriv-er from
Jamestown and they published a new pamphlet in London emphasizing that their ultimate
goal was not solely the current ill-fated site but the establishment of six or seven "capitall
tO\vnes, twenty myles each from other ... [that] shall all endevour for a joint stocke." It was in
response to this vision that Ralph I Iamor wrote so hopefully of the "han some" wwns that
had been established. Hov;'ever, \vhile these urban developments were putting down a few
Alexander Haskell, '''The Affections of the People': Ideology and the Pohtics of State Buildmg m Colonial
V1rginia, 1607-1754" (Ph.D. d.Jso;.,Johns Hopkms Uru,·erslty. 2004).
34
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shallow roots in Virginia soil. another far more lasting crop was estabhshed: the colonists
finally 1dentified tobacco as a suitable crop with significant European demand. By 1616
prodigious quantities were in producuon. The perfecting of the profitable weed was a
godsend for the Virginia Company, which ·was running troublingly short of financial
resenTs. Company officials \v-ere no\\' able to distribute land in lieu of financial payouts,
which, \\1tb the prospect of a lucrat1vc cash crop to plant, promised the added advantage of
stimulating a healthy emigration rate to the colony. These private plantations \Vould come to
play a major role in V1rginia's demographic and geograph1c expansion during the next
decade, but the nev:s ·was not all positive. Tobacco, despite its popularity, had a dee1dedly
bad reputation in English sonety and, far more troublingly, the boom risked pulling Virginia
away from the urban form and balanced economy that Gates and Dale had been strictly
instructed to pursue before em.barkmg for the colon). These fears spurred a radical
reassessn1.ent of the whole frame of colonial government, and serious re-commitment to the
ideal of civic corporate political culture in the late 1610s.

35

\\!hen new deputy governor Samuel Argall arrived atJamestmvn in 1617, he found it
once again in a ruinous condition. Colonists were "in good estate and injoyng a firmer Peace
and more plent)" and were found to ''cheerefully labor,'' but they lacked clothes and homes.
Even more ominously, James town's civic spaces had been completely compromised; the
church was "downe," the marketplace and streets that were the

arte~ies

of communal life

were "planted with Tobacco," which bespoke private profit, and all the common projects
the town had embarked on, such as the palisade, the well, and the bridges across the island,

15 "'\/om Bntafl!lta: ()_ffirif1g Mo.rt Icxrellcn! jiYttes ~)' P!tmring Zf1 r/ 'zrgtma (1609), in Force, TractJ, Yol. 1' no. 6, 25;
Hamor, A Tme Dz.rcour.re, 29-30; luexander Bro-wn, Tbe Gwe.ri.r of tbe Unzted Statr:s, 2 Yols. (New York, 189-), 2:
777; Ilorn, A I LmdAs God Aiade It, 207-14. For a simple numerical summary of the rapid expansion m tobacco
cultlvacion, <>ee ''Lord Sackville's Papers Respecnng V1rgirua, 1613-1631," AHR 27 (1922): 526.
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had fallen apart. For men concerned with the civitas of town life, this \vas a dark and

.
16
d esperate p1cture.
But despite these sorry scenes, Argall resolved to once more reim-1gorate Jamestu\vn
as Virginia's capital city. I Ie relocated a large number of the upriver settlers back to the town
and boasted in letters to London about the way he \vas restoring this urban space that he
preferred

to

Bermuda Hundred or Henrico. \"Vny he took this course of action is not entirely

clear, but as he took one of the first large private land grants in the colony- Argall's Gifton land ,1djoining .James town Island, it was probably a decision driven by private interest,
and this is \\'here Argall erred. He had been instructed to redevelop the company's landsalso near the tovm -and secure h1s mvn subsistence using the acreage designated as
"Governor's Land," but he instead claimed personal property rights for Argall's Gift,
brought over a team of new colonists, and began developing the area as a private plantation.
The Company's new liberalised land policy had certainly sparked other private ,~emures
besides Argall's, but whether the gm ernor was within his rights to pursue this private project
was scarcely the point as far as observers in London were concerned. Looking back on the
eYents of this period a few years later, Company treasurer Edwin Sandys claimed that Argall
had taken ''the Companies Garden" that had profitably supportedJamestuwn and exploited
it for private purposes until it "was gone and Consumed." 'TI1e choice of language \vas
particularly emotive -Argall's private voracious appetite was consuming the safe pastoral
garden that had served the common good of the community. 37

36

Kmgsburg, lvcords, 3: 71; Tdcr, J\Jan·afives, 330.

r Kingsbury, Recordr, 1: 350-51, 3: ~). For discussion of Argall's G1ft as a suburb of Jamestown, see Henry

Chandlct: forman, ""l11e B) gone 'Subberbs of James C1tne,"" ff":\1Q, 2nd scr., 20 (1940): 47 5-86, Alam Charles
Ombw, Goz,ernor :r Land: Archaeology of I!.mjy Set'enlemth-CI:Jztmy Vn;gmta SettlwMt!s (Charlotte~ nlle, Va , 1990)
pa%1111. (csp. 3-9), For Argall's efforts to frustrate the development of rival corponltlons in the area, sec lvor
Noel Hume and "\udrey )Joel Hume, Tbe Arc!Jaeofo,gJ ofJ:Iartzn's HN11dred, 2 vols. (Philadelphia, 2001), 1: 18-21.
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Because of h1s preoccupation \-\'lth private projects, Argall also had difficulty
enforcing his w1ll upon the colony. He attempted to utilise the martial law adopted by Gates
and Dale earlier in the decade. In more

pro~percms

and less dangerous times, though, these

methods came in for increasing cntique. The new gmTrnor was forced to acknmvledge
alternati\Te claims to civ1c authority rooted in the colony's other proto-urban settlements.
\\i'hen he claimed authority over the community at Bermuda Hundred he did so by referring
to himself a& ''a member of that City," thus recogilizcd that the "Citizens" of the settlement
at Bermuda \vere working \Vith recognized framework when asserting their "privileges" in
the face of his more martial authority. The theory behind the Lau;s Divine, J'fora!, and ,\Imtial
had been that virtue could only be secured through force and oversight. Under these laws
the towns had truly been defensive bulwarks against attacks both internal and externalspaces for suryeillance. Howeyer, the evidence from Bermuda Hundred suggested the first
fruits of a citizen community where virtue could be secured through pri\'ileges and
community, and membersbp implied a measure of responsibility for governance. The
rnessage that was reaching the Company in London, then, \Vas that their new go\·ernor was
unable to lead effectively because he was putting private interests ahead of the common
good and stifling the nascent civic community that might cultivate it. Argall claimed to have
set men to "\York rebuilding the structures of James town that had fallen into ruin, but from
the perspective of civic commonwealth tradition he had neglected the corporate, communal
parts of urban life that made it so central to an orderly, peaceful, and profitable society. 05
The promise of economic success in the tobacco trade from 1617 onward also
exacerbated the dissonance between marshal to"\vns and civic communities in V1rginia. A
>s Kingsbury, 1\.t:cords, 3: 76, 92. The com1dcrable dnnsion that exists amongst scholars about the degree to
,,·hich Argall pursued marnallaw dunng his tenure as go,-ernor 1s largely rooted 111 the contradictory pnmary
sources that v.-cre generated dunng a later inquiry into Argall's misconduct. Sec Cra,cn, Dmolutzon oft,)e Virgittta
Compa!:J', 3':'; Philip L. Barbour, Pombo!ltas and Her IJ:odd (Boston, 1970), 188, 216-18.
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commodity market was emerging on the James River, ,md the London merchants who
controlled the Virginia Company seized this first opportunity to skim off a profit from the
colony by devohing the provisioning and tobacco trade to a monopoly subcompany called
the Jvfagazme. These merchants reali?:ed that colonists whose clothes had recently been
described as "ragges" and '.Vere clearly in need of the \\;hole gamut of European goods,
promised to be malleable clients for a monopoly company touting the comforts of home.
I fowc\ccr, tmde in Europe was gm·erned by rules controHmg prices and limiting corrupt
double-dealing, but these mechanisms were anchored in urban institutions, which even at
their most oligarchic contained a modicum of citizen sovereignty. Consequently, when
barrels of tobacco started stacking up on the wharves of the James River, the company's
trade pri\1leges and the practicalities of boom-time commerce made for a troublesome mix
of authority and economic interest. In 1618 the Virginia Company recel\·ed new complaints
about trading exploitation. One of the Company's leading figures, Sir Robert Rich (future
Earl of\\'arwick), wrote that the merchants dominating the trade '"affected nothing but their
mvn immoderate gain, though with the poor planters extream oppression, as appeared by
their magazine." Equally, howe\·er, those \vith a financial interest in the Magazine accmed
Argall of undermining their endeavours and attempting to "m-erthrow" the colony's only
sure means of supply. In short, trade in the Chesapeake ·was becoming a mess and Argall,
'.vithout the assistance of corporate <wersight, seemed unable (or even unwilling) to establish
control. To the Jacobean mind, Virginia's politics needed one thing- chic communities.'

9

Amongst Virginia's leading critics in London was John Bargrave, who claimed to
have been caught out by the corrupt practices of the few merchants who dominated the

19 ICings bury, &cords, 2: 51-55, 3: /1-73; Craven, Disso/urzo11 ofthe Virgzma CoJJJpm:y, 41-43: Rubert Brenner,
Aftrrhant.r and Re~;o/ut;on: Commtrcza! C!Ja11ge, Fob tical Conflut, and l1mdon'.r Chxrseas Traders, I 550-165 3 (Princeton,
1991), 96-99; 1\lexander Brown, The rll:ct &jJub/;c In Ammra (l'\ew York, 1898), 279.
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colony. A ship captain and sm<1ll merchant who had used the new pri\·ate plantation system
to gain a toehold in Virginia, Barg1·ave hoped to trade in the colony, but he claimed that
:-\rgall repeatedly harassed and dela; ed his cargoes. Upon his return to England, his cargo of
tobacco 1vas stalled by customs collectors alued with the merchants 1vho controlled the
Magazine, and by the time it was released the price of the leaf had collapsed. Bargrave did
not wait for anyone to extrapolate the broader ramifications of his own hard-luck story. He
confidently proclaimed that he was "rhe An,-ill of the malice & greedy desires of the
Governors both here and lin Virginia]." The .:'vfagazine was "a Company of ffaccon" which
had become the "m1stress of the Company" and thus ''publique good \Yas forced to serve
private gane." As a result of this scheming, Bargrave claimed, the planters were ''groaning
under the oppression of their governors"; they were "depri,-ed of their lives and goods &
n1any were brought into Condemnacon & sla1Tery" by what he boldly called ''Tyranny." This
appears rather an excess of bluster and rhetoric for a man cheated of a [e,,· hundred pounds'
worth of tobacco, but it rang true in the ears of those \\·ithin the company who were
committed to a civic hum.anist vision of an urban commonwealth. Bargra\·e's case rumbled
on for many years and e1·en reached the Prh·y Council, but h1s critique, supported by
corroborative evidence and the news of Argall's despoiling of the common land, pushed the
company in London into urgent action to reinvigorate the ciYic constitution of the colony. 40
In 1618 a new plan was drawn up to address these myriad issues, and was dispatched
''rith George Y eardley, who replaced the disgraced } .. rgall as gmTernor of Virginia. The
guidelines, which Yeardley rather grand1loquently referred to as "the greate Charter,'' have

1° Argall was related to Sir Thomas Smith, mercantile leader of the Virgmia Companv, who bore the brunt of
the criticism for the Magazine's suppo,cd corrupt trading. Sec Kmg&bury, Recordr, 3: 517-20. For more details
on Bargraye'~ complmnts, ~ec Craven. D1sso/ittzon of the Vit;gmia Compattr, 2 7 9-81; Brown, First &:public, 267-68.
Philip Barbour clairncd that Bargrave's complamts against the Magazme "\Verc not directed at "<\rgall (he suggests
the t\\ o were long-rcm1 friends), but Bargra\ c's imputation against the "governors" m Virginia at the time
(wluch included Argall) is fatrly clear. See Barbllut. Pocahontas, 70-71, 217-18.
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become famous in Virginia history because of the provision they made for the colony's first
assembly. That, though, was not the document's main objective and certainly not \vhy the
new governor felt inspired to give it such a prestigtous title, as numerous scholars have been
at pains to point out. Instead the document dwelt extenshrely on land tenures, legal rights,
and the remvigoration of the colony's corporate structure. It is a mistake, howe\'er, to see
such mundane topics

111

a "greate Charter" as e\'idence that V1rginia was already turning

to

a

pragmatic model of government where s1mply distributing arable land to farm tobacco was
of sole irnportance. The method of land distribution was not intended to sirr:1ply exacerbate
the feeding-frenzy for quick protlts, it was 1ntended to shape the distnbution of power on
the local level through the mstitution of corporate towns. Land grants and provine1al
assemblies were merely support structures for civic institutions that were absolutely central
to the company's stated pnmary objecti\·e of estabbhing ''a flourishing State."
~'\t

the heart of the charter lay an attempt to address the contradiction that was

confounding the company. Short on cash, its members had to encourage pnvate plantations
in order to fund nevv emigration and supply, and they had also learnt that private bnd grants
stimulated colorusts' productivity. Yet such grants (as Argall's tenure had demonstrated)
could easily plunge the colony into much-feared faction and disorder, riskmg the whole basis
of the commonwealth. In order to bridge this troublesome contrad1ction, the company
placed faith in the unity and harmony that could be achieved through a series of independent
chric corporations each charged with jurisdiction and supported '"-1th a hefty endowment of
public land. The first four of these cities, Jamestuwn, Henrico, Charles City (formerly
Bermuda Hundred), and "the Burrough of K1ccov;'tan," were to be company foundations
that would set the framework of the initial constitution and bouse the major institutions of
the commonwealth- namely, the goyernor's residence and the proposed new college. The
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small private grants to indiv-iduals (one hundred acres for early immigrants and fifty for more
recent arri,Tals) were to be held within corporations that would tie landownership to
particular rights and responsibilities \-Vithin the community. The charter implied that
colonists would reside \-Vithin the urban limits of the corporations and travel daily to farm
their private plots. These towns were to be followed by the establishment of urban centres at
each nc\-v private "particular phntation," the rules of which \\·ere strictly delineated in the
ne\-V charter. Such urban foundations would eventually be "incorporated by us mto one body
corporate" so that they might "live under Equal and like Law and orders with the rest of the
Colony." It was dear that being part of a civic community was considered the only way that
virtue and ril;itas could be rnaintained, even on the private plantations. The ·'generall
Assembhe'' which the company established was to be partly composed of ''burgesses" drawn
fron1 the vanous corporations that were to be the bedrock of the political

S) stem.

\Ve should

not, therefore, mistake the liberal land grams and encouragement of particular plantations as
a turn to a rural model. The company made very dear that no settlements should be "placed
straglingly in cuvers places" and that ci-v-ic institutions were to be the root of governance. 41
Each corporation, both public <111d private, \vas to receive an allotment of common
or "public" land. The charter noted that all of "the most famous Common \XI ealthes both
past and present'' had followed this "laudable Example." Compan} plantations were to
recel\Te a grant of three thousand acres of pubhc land while private plantations would be
allowed fifteen hundred acres for tl1is purpose. At first glance the term common land
appears to reference the medieYal English agricultural tradition of common fields within
which peasant farmers from one village would all cultivate strips of ground; this system was
coming under threat in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as the gently enclosed land

41

Kingsbury, Rccordr, 3: 98-109, 310-11, 482-84.
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and farmed it privately in smallLmlts. This enclosure movement \vas rooted in the same
desire for private landownership that drove the establishment of private plantations in
Virginia, so such a prm'i<;ion appears incongruous. T. ooking more closely at the public land
plans laid out in the charter clarifies the situatlon. The large acreages were to be divided
amongst tenants who \vould be transported to the colony at the company's charge and
wouJd work the land as individuals, paying back half of the1r income as rent. This income
would, it was assumed, not only fund the Virginia Company back 111 London but also
support the costs of the colony's councillors and the officers of each of the boroughs. The
land allocated to the college and to the governor would be exploited in the 5ame ,,~ay too.
\\ihen understood 111 this way, the comrnon lands that were apparently so essent1al to
the establishment of a healthy commonwealth uke on a d1fferent complexion. lnstead of
being reminiscent of village agriculture or the English manorial system, they most closely
rei1ect the increasingly prosperous circumstances of English corporate boroughs in the
preceding century. Robert Tittler has demonstrated that English corporations \Vere amongst
the leading beneficiaries of the Henrician Reformation in England. during "\Yhich time they
staked a claim to large acreages of confiscated church property in and around their
boroughs. These large landholdings rapidly enriched the corporations and allln;ed them to
assert increasing control over the local community. This puwer, authority, and prestige
enabled the civic urban ideals of the late-sixteenth-century boroughs to flourish. Corporate
leaders were able to lmver the duties and fees of civic membership and increase the benefits,
and they were better able to eschew the local gentry's influence. These were the prosperous
and contented circumstances in which men

~rcre

thought to be able to act virtuously and

independently in pursuit of the common good. Thus,

~rithout

a stake in common land to

balance the private interests of their individual farms, the Company assumed that their new
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corporate towns v,:ould not be able to achie\·e the ci\·ic ideals of a true commomvealth. They
explained in a public pamphlet that a healthy stock of tenants on the corporate lands served
everyone "as "'Tell for their ease of publicke hurthens, as for support of publicke Justlce,
good order & government." As Sandys noted to his colleagues, "the maintaining of the
publiq in all estates bemg of noe lesse importance, even for the benefit of the Pri\·ate, then
the roote and body of a Tree are to the pcrnculer branches." 42
Beyond these general guidelines about prhTate and pubhc landmvnership, the charter,
111

the form that sun.j\TS today, did not go into rnuch detail. There is, hm,vever, a tantalrs111g

blank space of several lines in the manuscript copy of the charter immediately before the
111structions about establishing the corporations. The text before the blank space reads:
"forasmuch as our Intent 1s to Establish on Equal..." Presurnably these omitted lines held
the key to understanding precisely how the company envis10ned the corporate structure
prorn_oting equality and "\Vorking \Vith the private ventures. They have probably been simply
lost in transcription, or perhaps the; \Vere left blank in the original while the Com pan)
resolved disagreements about this most philosophical portion of their text. 13 Either way,
hown·er, by using the other documentation generated by the company in the subsequent
three years it is possible to piece together precisely how they saw the corporations taking on
political and social responsibilities v;Tithin the commonwealth. It is clear that they intended to

Ib1d., 1: 268,3: 99-102, 277. For Engli>h corporations' acgm~1tions of church land dunng the slxteenth
ccnmr:v, sec Robert Tittlcr, 'I he Reforma!tOJI and the Towm in btiJ!,fand: Polztzcs a11d Polz!lirJ! Gtlture, r./5-1-0-1640
(Oxford, 1998), chap. 4-5. I· or the enclosure movement 111 England see Joan Tlnrsk, "Enclosmg and
Engros<ing," m The Agmnan Ri.rto~y ofEnx,iand and W'alrs, T -olttme IT~· 1500-1640, eel. Th1rsk, (Cambndge, 1967),
200-55; C. G. A. Clay, Economzc Expawzon and Soaa! C'haf!ge: En,glm!d 1500-1700, 2 vols., (Cambndge, 1984), 1: 6781. For rhe mt1ucnce of the enclosure moYemem in early \'1rg~rua, see _Jess Edwards, "'Set\\ ecn 'Platn
w·udernes<;' and 'Goodly Corn Fields': Representmg Land L·se in Early Virginia,'' in I'.nmiomng an I:.ngluh
bmpm: Jamestoum a11rllhe Jvfak-111/!, of tbe "',\.j011h Atlantic !Vorlrl, ed. Robert Appelbaum and John \X'ood S'.\CCt
(Pluladclphia. Pa., 2005), 217-35. !'lor discussions of the impact of the enclo~ure movement on settlement in
early ~'\merica, sec DaYld Grayson ,t\llcn, In bngli.rb W'qyJ: 'The Aiovement of Sodet;es and the Transfer uflJJrai Loll' tmd
Cu.rtom to Massacbmetts Ba), 1600-1690 (Chapel Hill, .I'\. C., 197 5); "t\llan Kuhkoff, f-<rom Bntzsb Peasants to Colonial
At~~m'ran f-<armm (Chapel Hill, -"l.C., 2000), 7-38.
4o I<Jng~bury, &:cords, 3: 100.
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move the corporations a\vay from the

m~artial

control of military captains and colonels. The

charter had outhned that martial law should be replaced by new "just La\vs for the happy
gwding and governing of the people," and eighreen months later, 1n the summer of 1620,
Edv,'in Sandys set about perfecting the detmls of the plan in a further set of propmals to the
Virginia Company about the colony's constitution. He firstly advocated codifymg the rules
and regulations that had already been issued, but in addJtion:
A Thirde parte remayneth of the pticularr Governmt by ,,·ay
of Incorporacon for every Cittie and Burrough web I wish
may be for all of one and the same rnodel uniformitie beinge
not onely a norisher of Amytie butt also a greate ease to the
Generall Government. This pte is to be committed to fuwer
Comittees expert 111 the government of the Corporacon of
this and other Citties of this Reahne to frame out of them a
rtorme moste htt
- wr
r
yt peop1e. 44

Ultimately, four separate committees for the different corporations prO\·ed too onerous and
one fiye-person committee was established. At its hc:ad sat Robert Heath, Recorder of the
corporation of London. There could be no one more qualified than the legal counsel to the
kingdom's largest corporation, who

111

addition had, the previous year, successfully drafted

an adnntageous new charter for London that had fmstrated many in the Jacobean court.
Nicholas Ferrar was also named to th1s special committee, probably reflecting his famrly
lineage in the guilds and corporation of London and perhaps also his recent lengthy sojourn
in the city-states of Italy. Although these men's labours may not have borne fruit- if they
did, the documents have not survived - tbe membership of the committee suggests that the
Virginia Company was serious about the urban structure they envisioned for the colony and
about the creation of civita.r rather than simply a huddle of contiguous buildings. 45

44

Ib1d., 1: 394.95, 3: 99.
Ibid., 1: 396. For N1cholas Fcrrar and Robert Heath, sec Paul E. Koppcrman, ''Heath, Sir Robert," and
Nicholas \V. S. Cranfield, ''Ferrar, ~ichola<,," in Oxford Dzrtzonary of1Vatiolld l3iograp~y, U'WK.oxfon::lc1nb.com.
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E\·en if these corporate constitutions never made it to Virginia, it is endent that the
company 111 London still operated under the expectation that civitaJ ';vas developing there. On
a number of occasions, they called upon the boroughs to act volumarily and corporately to
achieve an end that they framed as the common good of the colony. The most obYious of
these tasks was the maintenance of a church and minister, but they also mcluded the support
of Indian cl1ildren through the process of conversion and education. Perhaps the most
f:,11·andiose task \vas the erection of guesthouses. /\_fter the ''greatc Charter" \vas issued in

1618, the company began a concerted effort to ship over mcreasing numbers of colomsts to
occupy the nev:ly established common lands. Unfortunately, faced with a flood of
immigrants arriving at the \vrong tlmes of year \>.·ithout supplies, Gm·ernor Yeardley
struggled to feed and house them. Guesthouses were the company's solution to tbis
dilemma. They called upon each public corporation to erect a large tenement - 180 feet long
and nearly 3,000 square feet -where new arrivals could be housed '\Vhilst they worked to
erect their U\vn private d'\vellings. Because no one -was to perrnanently reside in the new
buildings and because they -were designed to facilitate the peopling of the public land with
profitable tenants, the company saw them as the perfect example of a selfless public service
to wbich each corporation should be happy to contribute. As a token gesture, though,
company members promised to send "two Kine or He1fers''

to

gra:r:e the land of each

borough that complied. In stark contrast to the authoritarian methods that had prevailed
earlier in the decade, they sa1d tbat tbcy would forgo their "absolute power" in order to "try
the love of the Colony, [rather] than their obedience by command."

46

Tbe corporations civ-ic powers were also called upon to address the mercantile
problems in the Chesapeake during these early tobacco boom years. The much-maligned
Kingsbw-v, Records, 3: 106, 276-78, 47 0. For the problems encountered bv the new waYc of settlers and the
f,Ttlesthouse project, -;ee Craven, Dis.rolution of the r T!rgima CollljJai!J', 154-59, 171-73.
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Magazme was ills solved m January 1620, and from that pomt onward the com pan) sought to
supply the colony through mdrv1dual contracts for partJCular voyages. The end of the
0.1agazine marked the sounng of relations \V1tbm the company leadership m London. Rver
smce ill reports began appearing about Governor Argall's admmlstration, there bad been
cnt1c1sm of the wealthy London merchants, such as Thomas Sm1th, who led the Company
and held a stake m the l\Iagazme- they compnsed the '·ffaccon" dut John Bargrave
attacked so bitterly. The "greate Charter" and the efforts of 1618, though largely
rcpresenung the ne;,, 1deas of Ed~.,-m Sandys and lus allies, had enjoyed at least the
bcgrudgmg cooperation of Smith. But In 1619 Sandys replaced Smith at the head of the
company and tens1ons between tb.e1t two groups of supporters - descnbed as ·'gentlemen"
and "ciw:ens" respectively- became worse. 47 \X'1th the company full) under 1ts control, the
former group was able to abohsh \Vhat lt saw as pm·ate mercancle profiteenng at the
expense of the )Oung colorual commonwealth. \v'ithout the Maga:nne monopoly, the \ve1ght
of n1ercantile overs1ght was now placed upon local corporation offic1als m Y1rgmu. Sandys
and h1s fellow gentlemen intended to rad1cally reshape the colony's econom) '.-\'lth a renewed
push for d1Vers1ficat10n of production. In 1619 the company sent as many as fifty craftsmen
and arusans

111

a smgle srup, to reonent the economy awa? from the tobacco that rnade

colorusts so dependent on merchants and also to populate the corporations \Vlth men

~ Cta\ co. DissolutJoo of the Y11 gtma Com pam, 25-29, 46, 115-116. The fact that the ''gcmlcmcn'' of the
company, led by Edwm Sandys and the Earl of Southampton, IOStlmted these reforms m opposttlon to
mercanule "Clti7cns" may appear countcrJOtUJt!Ye. However, CIVIC humamsm \Ya> ccrt.:unly not hn11tcd to
cmzcns, and Sand\ s, as a pathamcntary leader \vho fought agd!Ilst excc~Sl\T court control, wa<; \\ell aware of
th1s chscourse. lo adJmoo, the London alJcrmco \\'ho were termed the ·'cmzeos" of the compaor were
'>nmewhat atypical becau'>e, as yery wealthy metchant'>, they were commttt:ed to a ngtd corporate h!etarchy and
were strongly alhcd with the Jacobean cow·t. Sandys's key alhcs 10 the V1rg1ma reforms, the Fcrrar brothers,
were e:Acmplar<; of a farmly wnh J nndon cJtlzem' herJtage that did not side Wlth Thoma<; Sm1th and hts fellow
\\ealthy merchants. For Sand) s's pohtrcalidcas >ec Horn, A La11d As God Made It, 134-36. For the I'errar
bwthcrs' family background ;,ee Ctanficld, "'Ferrar, NIChola;,,'' and Da'ld R. Ransome, ·'Ferrar,Joho,'' m
O:,jord Dtc!zollary oj Nat;onal Bz~J!,raph;, www oxforddob com. For the conservative poht1cs of the London
aldermen 111 th1s penod. <;ee Brenner, Jfcrchtmts mtd Rewlut,on, 92 112, 199 218
4
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capable of regulatmg the1r 0\\11 trade. 18 Sandys brought forward h1s proposal for drafnng
borough charters onlv a fe\\T months after the

d1~solunon

of the 2\Iagazme and the sh1pment

of the craftsmen to the colony. It 1s thus temptmg to surm1se that Sand; s mtended to mclude
partlal mercantile mTers1ght 111 the corporate charters that he hoped to draft m 1619 In any
case, 1t 1s clear that the new company leadersh1p

wa~ an.Alou~

market controb typtcal of an urban corporatton They

kmd~

to encourage the

m~l~ted

to the colony\

of

leader~

m 1621

that "the \farkett be opne for all men, that the chantahle mtcntton of the Ad\ cnturers be
not abused, and turned lnto pnvat game." They explamed that the; found market forestalling
or engrosc,lng to be ahhorrent ev1dcnce of the "oppression and grmdmg of the poore" and
1
.l t l1em " 'ie\Tere1y to pmus h e " an} sue h " \vl.h.e d an d b ar b arous " acUvltles
1eqmreu

19

It 1s dlfficult to assess how V1rgm1a colomsts responded to the corporate model that
the charter enJomed. ~\" \-Ye ha\ e already noted, the '·cltlzem" of Bermuda Hundred had
Hexed thetr muscle" agatmt Samuel A1gallm 1616 so there \v·as certamly a recepnve audlence
for the teform.;;, but 111 the few other recotd'i that survl\ e the Bermuda colorusts never agam
"tyle themseh e" thl<; way. Elsewhere, good records <;urn\ e from one of the pn\Tate
plantat1ons- Srntth's Hundred, on the north bank of the James above Jarne~town. The
founders of th1s prl\Tate venture, \vho mcluded GmTernor Yeardle) h1rnself, not only 111')1Sted
that the colomsts
and

fea~t

estabh~h

a town on the1r arm, a! but abo lrud do\\Tn a senes of cet ernomes

days des1gned w ensure communal umty. They confident!; \Hote a} ear later of the

"Towne nowe called Berkeley, where . a hopefull foundacon 1~ layd."'u
\Xben the representanves of the vanous corporatlons gathered for the fit st general
assembl) m 1619, the} responded posltl\Tely to the charter; they pushed the Company to
Kan.n Bellinger \\'chncr, 'Crafnng LJVe:,, Crafnng SocKt\ m Se\ cntcemh Centun Jamt.WJ\\ n, Vng1111a"
(PhD d1s:,, )Jc\\ York Uruvctslty 2006), 12"'
49 I-..mgsbun, Records, 1 394-95, 3 487
'" Ib1d , 3 200, 202, 207 8, 380
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send more men "hither to occupie their landes belonging to the fO\ver Incorporations, as
well for their owne hehoofe and poffirt as for the mruntenance of the Counsel." Governor
Yeardley even complained that the ten-mile radius between boroughs

~md

privare plantations

- intended to limit conflicts between the corporatiOns over common lands -ought to be
reduced in order to allow them to "dra'vve nearer together.'' The representatives also eagerly
rook up the role of controlling the tobacco market, fixing prices for the leaf that they
communJcated to the merchants. Aspects of the legislation that they drnv up were de,Tolved
onto individual corporations, such as the control of idleness and the supervision of colonists
\vho wished to travel beyond the corporation. In addition the clergy of tbe colony's
churches, 'vvhich 'vv-ere all supposed to be based in and supported by the boroughs, \\'as given
authority to oversee social issues which mirrored that of an Enghsh parish. But the
assembly's actions did not imply a plan for corporate independence or the cultivation of selfgovernment, which is perhaps too much to expect from representatives of such small
communities only just emerging from military rule. 51
lt was always going to be difficult for the company to quickly realise its objective of a

network of corporate boroughs in a few short years. Its members wilhngly admitted that they
sought only the beginnings of a governmental system, not its full formulation. 52 \v'ith
tobacco leaf fetching prices that one might expect from gold leaf, it was unsurprising that
planters were preoccupied with their o\vn private estates. But the company never really made
provision for the common land it repeatedly insisted was so essential. It shipped colonists
over to act as tenants and relied upon Yeardley and his successor, Sir Francis \"Vyatt, to put
tl1em to work, but the

immi~:,rrants

\vere never properly supplied and the governors lacked

the infrastructure v.ritbin the boroughs to administer hundreds of small tenancies, gathering
'i Tyler, :'\!arra!zve.r, 25"7-60, 263-64,270-72.
;z I<.ingsbury, Record.r, 3: 310.
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rents and distributing supplies. 53 Late in 1619 John Rolfe wrote to the company that
although Yeardley ''hath bounded the lymytts of the 4 Cerporacons," the most recent
shipment of tenants was so poorly supplied that he had been forced to loan them out to
private planters in order to keep tbem alive. None of this was calculated to preserve the
brittle cizitas that the company hoped to create. In the summer of 1620 (while Sandys
planned the crv1c charters for the boroughs and wrote of testing the colonists' lm·e), the new
secretary in Vtrginia, .John Pory, lamented that the planters were disinclined to any public
project; he explained that Yeardley had tried to get the members of the James City
corporation to contribute a little labour to repair a bridge and the fortificat10ns, but, despite
the fact that the work was for "ye use and defense of ye same Citty," the citizens "repyned as
much as yf all their goods had bene taken from them." No comment better reflects the gulf
between ideal and reality in the Company's colony. 5 4
\~lith

the expected protlts not flmving back

to

the coffers in London, the money for

shipping tenants to the common land quickly dried up, but the urban plan still did not
change: the cmnpany continued to grant private plantation patents on condition of
establishing a town that could in due course be incorporated. l:ltimately, though, the
Company had

big_~er

problems than the proclivities of their colonists. Heightening tensions

with the local Indian population burst forth in the spring of 1622 when Opechancanough,
heir to his brother's Powhatan Confederacy, led a coordinated attack on most of the English
planta6ons up and down the .James. Approximately a quarter of the colony's population was

53 George Sao d) s- Edv.'ln 's brother- had been sent to V1rg1ma as a resiJem Treasurer to oversee the
collection of financial obligatiom in 1621, but he had no chance to establish a svstem before the lnd1an attac-ks
of 1622. See Craven, Dmofimotz uf t!Je Vugmia Co1lljJaf!v, 148-75, 188-89; Horn, A Land As God J1adf It, 243.
54 Kingsbury, lV:cords, 3: 241-48, 302. Governor \\iyatt was also forced to wnte to the company admmmg that
he would need speoal!st workers to bulld the guestholiSe at James to'.\ n because the corporation coulJ not (or
would not) complete the task (Mcllwrune, Joumal.r of rhe House ojB11rgess, 1: 17).
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killed in one day of fighting. The attack effectiyely "'Tiped out some private plantations and
public boroughs, but James City and Elizabeth City escaped. 5 '
Opechancanough's assault was obviously a setback for the settlement plans Sandys
and his colleagues had formulated in London, but they saw it as dh'lne confirmation of the
evils of the disorganised government that had persisted in the colony. In the immed1ate
aftermath of the attack, GmTernor \Xi'yatt gathered all the sun·ivors in a few select pr1vate and
public locattnns and contemplated relocating a large number of them across the Chesapeake
Bay to establish a new town and fmi on the Eastern Shore ("\vhich had escaped any violence
on the fateful day). The proposal involved allocating to three or four hundred men a garden
lot of only four acres each within a fortified settlement; the council in Virginia later wrote
that the plan \Yould "noe doubt have drawne one the buildinge of fortiiled Townes.'' This
was unmistakably reminiscent of the military plan that Dale and Gates had developed in the
early 1610s but, \\i.thout private estates, common land, or incorporation, it was hardly a
reflection of the borough plans that had been cultivated over the precedmg few years.
Unsurprisingly, \Xi'yatt's proposal differed markedl) from the initial reaction in London. TI1e
company wrote urgently in August, immediately upon learning of the attack and \vyatt's
proposed solution. Any threat to proper!) in Virgmia risked disillusioning priYate investors
in England, and they realised that news of the colonists abandoning the entire James River
and fleeing across the bay was likely to destroy tl1e project in the London press. They
advised \\'yatt to assist the private planters with reoccupying their land, but crucially he was
to ensure that they desisted from "inordinate straggling," by which religion, "civill life and
securitie" all "run hazard of perishinge." He \vas to use his authority to restrain any
settlement that he judged unable

5'

to

protect itself, but he was also to go further "for the1r

Kingsbury, Records, 3: 624, 632; Horn," 1 Land As God "\lade It, 228-34.
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better Civill go\'ernrnent (which mutuall societie doth most conduce unto)" by seeing that
"houses and buildings be so contri\'ed together, as may make 1f not hansome Townes, yet
compact and orderly villages.'' Typ1cally the company concluded that anyone who resisted
this scheme was simply acting "to the satisfieing of their private interest, although wth the
rwne of the publicque State." Replying to these orders, \'<:'yatt expressed surpri'ie that the
company was adyocatmg scattering tbc colonists once again, a statement that reflectedpanly by necessity- a more martial understanding of urban form and functJon. The
cornpany had been insistent on the aclvantages of orderly boroughs, but this was not the
same tiling as cramming the whole population into a barncaded fortreo.s. 56
The point is most ably proved by the famous engra\rmg of the 1622 "massacre" that
has been attributed to ::\1atthaeus

~1enan

(fig.l ). Unsurprisingly, it shows Indians n:mrdering

defenceless English people, but the context makes clear that there is much wrong with the
settlernent under attack. Firstly the houses in the forefront are disorgatlised and scattered
instead of being organised into rows, and the public space of the street is not pa\'ed or even
levellecl off- insteacl it appears to be undulating dirt. The settlement has no palisade, ancl its
exposed waterfront lacks any docks or \Vharves. To make matters \Vorse, the d1visions
between private and public life appear to have broken down as a number of the victims were

;6

Kmgsbmy, Records, 3: 656, 669, 4: 12.
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F1g. 1: Matthaem Menan, The Mas<;acre of the Settler m 1622, Plate", Alllerlca, Part 13 (1628). Image courte<;y
of the V1rgm1a Hlstoncal Soclety.

eatlng a meal in the street when the attack occurred. To emphasize the problem, the 1mage
contrasts 1t "\Vith another scene m the distance in \vhlch a compact town w1th sprres, steeples,
and a sturdy wall is usmg heav) armaments to successfully fend off nat1ve attackers.

~either

of the t\\ 0 English groups in the picture was isolated m a lonely cabin 1n the woods, but one
7

represented a cooperative urban community that had engaged in collective ciYic projects and
the other was a collection of settlers who had huddled their homes around a muddy field.

07

'" \!enan engra\~ed the image. for the thJrteenth volume of the "A.mcnca collection. 1t 1s dtfficult to know if
l\ferian had acce~s to any mformabon beyond the text it.,elf. l3emg ba~ed m continental Europe (m Frankfurt)
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The colony proved incapable of recovering quickly from the 1622 attack. The new
colonists sent by the company were ravaged by disease, and a war of revenge conducted
against the local Indian population took attention a"\\Tay from other projects. Back in London
Opechancanough's strike had also spelt the beginning of the end for the whole Virg1111a
Company venture as Sandys's enemies united behmd a series of 11l reports to seek the
revocation of the charter. One such epistle came from

~athanicl

Butler, tormer governor of

Bermuda, who unflatt..:ringly compared Virginia's built cmT1ronment to '"the meanest
Cottages in England" and simultaneously noted ineffective gmTernment and disregard of
lawful proceedings. I I1s comments were echoed by 1Dndon alderman and company mvestor,
Robert Johnson, who contrasted the "umty and love" the colony had supposedly enjoyed
under Sir Thomas Smith "\Vith the present '"Civill discord and chssencon." Sandys' faction had
failed to prov1de the fmancial or administrative support to realize their civic vision for
Virginia, and the colony's cities were no match for Opechancanough.
Sandys's brother George, who had arrived in Virginia orily a few months before the
attack, continued to write reports advocating the orderly reduction of colonists into
boroughs. "How is it possible," he asked, "to goyerne a people so dispersed ... l1ow can they
repaire to di\Tine senTice, except every plantation have a Minister? how can we raise soldiers
to goe uppon the enimy or workemen for publique imployments ... ?" .:\1en such as George
Sandys represented a possible resolution to the problem of the colony's settlement system they had the education to understand the corporate ciYic humanist vision that underlay the
company's plans, but they also had experience of the practicalities of V1rginia life.
Unfortunately, the Company did not last long enough to enjoy these benefits. In the spring

Menan "\vould have been more familiar than hls Bntish contemporanes Wlth the Ideal of the heanly fortified
as it lS pictured ln the background of the engraving, sec :\fichacl van Groesen, '1 hf Rej>mentat10ns of the
Ot'iima.r W7orld in the De Bo· Col/trt;on of I 'oyages (1590-1634) (Le1den, 1\'eth., 2008), esp. 480-81.
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of 1624, the enterpnse "vas wound up and George

Sandy~'s

chfficult questions, which were

quickly becoming a royal problem, truly became a Royal problem. 5 ~

**"'
\\!hen James 1 took personal control ofVirgima, it \vas not at all clear what he intended to
do \Vith it. To make matters \Vorse, within a year he \Vas dead and his son Charles I was left
to formulate a colomal policy. The colony's straggling manner of settlement continued to be
one of the primary causes of unease. Before James had approved theQr£o lPmranto tbar put
the V1rginia Company to the S"\vord, a variety of new gm~ernmental plans and proposals
began to appear in direct response to the perceived failings of the Sandys admimstration.
\\lith the king more than three thousand miles away, and soon to become entangled in a
rnorass of dornestic :issues, it was still difficult to enforce a settlement, civic, or economic
structure on the young colonial society. Yet this did not diminish the political

~ignificance

of

these questions in the minds of planners and officials. As the threat of Indian attack
temporarily receded during the next two decades, the landscape of the colonial tidewater
region was reshaped and settlements fanned out along the rivers. Social

historian~

have done

an excellent job recounting hO\v this dispersal took shape, but they have largely overlooked
how politically charged the process was. Despite initial unease, urban development again
became part of official policy in an effort by royal ofticials to retain control of a new breed
of ambitious colonial planters and merchants. 59

K:ingsbury, lVcordr, 2: 373-76, 4: 24-25; 1-lorn, A Lalld As Cod Jiade it, 244-45; Cra\ en, Dz.rsolutum of the
Virgmza Compaf!y, chap. 9.
59 For the inopportune death of James I, sec Craven, Dissolution of the Vzrgima Compa~y, 329. On the graJual
expansiOn of settlement through the Chesapeake region in the postcompany period, sec James Hom, Adapting
to a Neu· fVorld: l:t~g!zsh Soaety in the Set•wtemth-Cmtuo• Chesapeake (Chapel H1ll, N.C., 1996), 136-60; Darrctt
Rutman and Aruta Rutman, A Plare in Time: Mzddlese-..: Counl), Vir;s1ma, 16'i0-1750 ~ew York, 1984). chap. 2;
Russell Menard, "Bnt1sh .i\figranon to the Chesapeake Colorucs in the Sev-enteenth Century," in , cds., Calonzai
Chesapeake SoCiety, ed. Lois Green Carr, Philip D. Morgan, and Jean B. Russo (Chapel Hlll, ::\!.C., 1988).
58
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Anyone with a finger on the pulse of the London political scene in the early 1620s
would have identified that the Virginia Company "\vas the sick man of the Jacohean court. It
\vas embroiled in a scandal over tobacco customs contracts, practically bankrupt, and
repeatedly lampooned by its former members. In 1623 the King established a commission to
investigate the tTlany fa1lings of the Virginia venture, and the evidence amassed by the
company's opponents. One group of sailors recounted ·vividly the civ-il degeneracy of
Jamesto-wn -they noted that the wharfs were ruined, the storehouse under water, and the
streets and ctvic spaces strewn with unbuned corpses. These vvere pictures of a particular
kind of neglect of institutions and e1vil bonds. More importantly, colonists had lacked viable
defences with \Vhich to repel Opechancanough's attacks in 1622. The commission, in
agreement with tl1e testtrnony of John Smith, '''ho had been brought in as an expert 'vVitness,
concluded that chaos in

Vir~rima

had resulted from a lack of dear leadership and an

overabundance of offices. The company's borough plans and seeding of miniature private
corporations had proceeded too quickly. Thts conclusion was a practical one, but it also
represented distrust uf the whole civic corporate ideal among some sections of the court. 60
Even bet"ore the company was dissolved, new gm--ernmental fon11s, tied to England's
heritage of rural government, were being proposed.] ohn Martin, a disgruntled private
plantation ovvner who fought the company for a number of years over his patents, first
proposed a reorganisation in London in December 1622. Arbitrarily narrowing the local
Indian population to a round number of thirty--two tribes, he clain1ed tl1at each tribe had
"one espcciall towne seated uppon on the three greate RhTers wth sufficiency of cleared
ground fit for the plough." \)7ith convenient symmetry, Martin proposed that the crown
might order tbrty--two of England's shires to '"send over 100 men a peece to posesse theisc

6' 1

Crayen, DuJo!ntwn

~(the

T 'ztgima Cumpany, 251-91, 295--98; I<.:ingsbury, RecmdJ, 4: 93.
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32 sheires as Servants unto them furnished out bv them." The ties betv,:een the "she1res'' of
Virgima and England would be permanent, since the profits of each Virginia shire would
return to its cotTesponding English locale, which vvould then "yearely send over good store
of Comodities to increase their several shem:s \vth fresh supplies and much gayne." The
whole goYernment structure \vas to ret1ect shire, or county, government. Each English shire
would nominate "Jm.ticcs of peace ... and other Officers under them as here

111

England."

?viartin 's new \"1S1on of the colony thus consciously rejected the urban corporation form. The
only towns \vere to be the county seats that would be stolen frotn the native people readymade- "\fartin made no mention of a distinct class of c1tizens. For a colom· less than twelye
months remoYed from the bloody day of Inman attacks, it is possible to see the appeal of
Martin's plan. lt addressed the Indian question because all of the to"·ns were to be "seised
on at once," quashing any future threat. It also ga\·e 'hrginia a direct connection to the shires
of England, \vhlch might ensure colonial stability, order, and hierarchy by retaining the
continual int1uence of traditional English communities, inste<ld of attempting to bwld it
through countless semi-independent corporations. \1\.here<lS the company had sought to
drum up support in the many market towns of England, Martin wanted to redirect attention
to county communities, and his radical plan represented the opening salvo in a fresh debate
about settlement structure and political authority. 6 '
John Bargrave, the merchant who had condemned the Argall administration and
partly inspired the company's 1618 reformation, proposed another solution. He had a tense
commercial relationship \vith

~fartin,

whose Virginia landholding bordered his own, but they

also developed family ties and so it is not impossible that the two men mtght have shared a
drink while hashing out the probletTlS of the colony in the early 1620s. \X'bether or not
6'

Kmgsburv, Rewrds, 707-1 0; Cta\ en. Dzssolut;on of the Vngi11ia Company, 117 -20;
of]ame.rtown Isla>7d (\\iilllamsburg, Va., 2000), 3: 235.
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~f ard1a

McCartney, Documentat)'

:\fartin was his inspiration, however, Bargrave was beginning to articulate a dlstrust of the
whole company. He had previously accused Smith and Argall of tyranny, but Sir Edwin
Sandys and Yeardley, by contrast, were nmv guilty of a "populer government." He argued
that their plans for borough corporations, "d1rectlic take away power of the monarchic" by
"profuse throv;-ing out hbertie'' and creating chaos. In December 1623, when the company's
fate was practically sealed, Bargrave began floating his own reahgnment of the colonial
cnterprisc.c,z He recommended that sizable grants of nnv land be gnTn only to those who
held a large Lnglish estate and that all the leading planters already in the colony be required
to hold estates in England. The two sets of land would be tied together in perpetuity and
would neyer be able to be sold separately. Furthermore, governance in the colony was to be
stnctly divided into estates based on the number of servants a given planter had imported.
Three hundred sen·ants would be sufficient for a planter to be eligible for the highest offices
\\rlthin the cotnmonwealth, with four degrees of "citizens" belo\Y them, and two degrees of
sen·ants and tenants. The rankings within society would be passed by primogeniture to the
eldest son, but Bargrave's was anxious to point out that his plan allowed for social rnobility
because simply hy raising the money to import additional servants, "the meanest servant"
could eventu<lll) rise to the office of "a lord patriot which is the greatest place the
commonwealth can beare." In common \vith Martin's plan, then, large landholders frmn
England's shires were to be trusted above the wealthy English merchants and commercial
opportunists v;Tho had cynically governed the colony for private interest. A class of
transatlantic landholders would hold an interest in the good government of Virginia but also
a concern witl1 maintaining its ties to the English Crown.
for John Bare;rave's conflicting connc:cuom With John 1\Iarun, ;,cc i-hrtha \X'. ;,Iccarmey, r 'uginza Immigrants
and Adv·mturm 1607-1635: A Biographiml Dictional)' (Balumore, Md., 2007). 109-10; Lyon G. Tyler, The Ll·ad!e of
the Rep11blzc:jame.rtown and]ames Rzver T zrgzma (Richmond, Va., 190U), 126; Craven, Dzssol11tzon of the Virgmza
Compai!Y, 278 83; "Lord Sack·nlle's Papers,'' 509.
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Bargrave insisted that current planters gather together to found settlernents that
\vould eventually reach the 1deal population of 300, by "planteing themselves as neere to one
another as may bee." But be envisioned towns, common lands, and "cuntrie ''illages,"
radiating out\vard from the centre of each plantation. Towns \>;ould be gmTerned by civic
mstJtutions, as the cornpany had enns10ned, but voting was to be restricted. Corporare
officers, who could come only from the c1tizenry, were called upon to elect a governor for
the tmv·n from amongst the highest rankmg ci6zens as well as a "patrician" to represent
them on a provincial level from the gentry or '"Patriot" class. This procedure was clearly
reminiscent of the more oligarchic of England's incorporated boroughs and it had clear
connections to the reliance of some English towns on the patronage of wealthy local gentry.
Some English boroughs had developed rigorous corporate independence, while others relied
upon this patronage; Sandys lud modelled Virginia cities on the former, and Bm·grave now
turned to the later. 63 Although a small-scale operator in tl1e English Atlantlc world, Bargrave
was '.veil educated in a civ'ic humamst curriculum. He came from a '.Vealthy Kentish family
and his brother was Dean of Canterbury Cathedral. His proposal frequently cited Cicero and
Aristotle to emphasize tbe ideal form of the commonwealth. Drawing from the humanist
theory that subjects' hard-won affection bred civ'i! obedience, he explained tl1at his objectiye
was to institute the "mutual! duties of commandeing and obeyeing" and, through "justice
and bountie," to instill "naturalllove and obedience." Thus citizens from the highest estates
were given status and positions within an urban corporate frame'.vork in which they could
pursue ciz•ita.r. However, these towns would be strictly controlled to ensure that only people
capable of ci\,'ic virtue would be allowed to direct the community. Rather than relying on
63 "Lord S:tckvillc's Papers," 509-13: Kingsbury, Records, 4: 408-41; CSP Coloma!, 1: 60, 70. For subtly dtfferent
views on the patronage of English boroughs by local gentry, sec: Catharine Patterwn, Urban Patrona,ge in bmiy
,\Jodmt bng!and: Corporate BoroHgh.r, The L,anded Elzte, a11d The Crowtt, 1580-1640 (Stanford, Ca., 1999), passim.;
Robert Tmler. The Rejormatzon and the TmJJm, 166-76.
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virtue bred through shared, equal stakes in common land, Bargrave's plan rested on a
patchwork oflarge landholders who might patronise urban communitics. 64
Bargrave's and Martin's plans channelled the uneasy attitude of English planners and
projectors toward Virginia's settlement system in tvw '"'ays. First, like the royal commission
of 1623, they both shO\\·ed a marked and perhaps inevitable renewal of interest in the
defensive capab1lities of tuwns. Martin's plan depended ent1rely on using the forces of
English shires to effectlvcly enslave aH the tide\J;ater's native towns, and Bargrave explained
how his plan would enable '·Patriot" planters to raise and comrnand troops whilst also
garriwning their corporate towns. These two systems reflected a sense that wvms were more
easily defensible, but that urban civic institutions \Vere not ideally smted to corrunanding
troops on the field of battle. 63 Second, the plans also reflected a concern that tbe company's
eagerness tu incorporate public boroughs and private plantations had undennined authority,
increased mercantile chaos, and even threatened to pull it a\vay completely frorn the sphere
of English control. _Although the crown's interests \\'ere mainl) pecuniary and its knowledge
lim1ted, Bargrave and Martin both demonstrated that the company's urban plans were
threatening to royal interests. An increasing number of small private merchants ·were trading
to

the Chesapeake, and sen1i-111dependem boroughs would offer them ample opportunity to

escape royal oversight of their trading practices. Only properly administered towns, whose
interests were fully connected to those of the English Crmvn, would be beneficial in the new
era of royal control. Events in England in the later 1620s, as the country's corporations
actively resisted new royal impositions of taxation, backed up this conclusion. Although

Gf Kingsbury, Recordr, 4: 409. Por Bargrave', farnily connection,, see McCartney, Vu:gmia Imm~gratits, 109-10;
Stephen Bann, Under tbe Sign:.Jolm Bargraz•e a.c Collectm; Trazde1; and IF itnm (~>\nn Arbor, :\fich., 1994), chap. 1.
For the importance of "affection'' 111 c1vic dlscour<;e during tlus era, >Ce Haskell. '·Affecnons of the People,"
chap. 1.
6 ' Mcllwame,Joumalc oftbe House ojBllrge.rses, 1: 37-40.
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Bargrave's radical plan \vas never put into action, it likely got the ear of the newly crowned
King Charles I in 1624, given Bargrave's close family connections to the royal court.
Crucially, the King decided not to place the colony back into the hands of its former
administrators, such as Sir Thomas Smith and the Earl of\'Varwick. 66
Yet in spite of Martin and Bargrave's ambitious new plans, the 1620s sa\v no
comprehensive new schema for settlement and politics in Virginia. This \vas primarily
because [<:ing Charles, \vas wise to something that colonial planners often overlooked- the
huge financial burden of instituting radical refonns or urban foundations in a distant colony.
Though the settlement system and government of Virginia may have been far from ideal, the
king spent the rest of the 1620s seeking ways to reap greater protlts from the colony, rather
than sinking in a new trariche of investment. He was troublingly noncommittal about the
let-;itimacy of the General Assembly and the validity of Virginia's land grants -the two issues
that combined to determine the political geography of the colony. As a result, Sir Francis
\'V'yatt, Virginia's tlrst royal governor dedicated much of his time to negotiating tobacco
prices with the crown and wrestling with the issue of land tenures. The colony's wealthiest
planters set to work increasing their yield across the tidewater. They had once again scattered
up and down the riv-er and addressed their own continued fear of Indian attacks by
palisading their homes in settlement compounds. 67
This development did not totally preclude urban growth. Tbe ":Kew Towne" area
immediately to the east of the old fort at Jamestown had been sun-eyed and sold for urban

66 For the state of trade and royal revenue in this era, sec Brenner, Aferchant.r and Reva!ution, chaps. 4-5. For
13argrave's connections 'i.vith \Villiam Laud and the Caroline court through his brother Isaac, see Bann, Under the
Sign, chap. 1.
07
For the colony's concerns over land rights, sec J. Mills Thornton, "The Thrusting Out of Governor Harvey:
A Seventcenth-Centut)' Rebellion," VA11-1B 76 (1968): 17-19; \lCarren Billing>, ed., TIH Old Domi11iu11 in the
Sevmttmth C'entury: A Dorumenta~--v l-list01y off /irginia, 1606-1700, rev. ed. (Chapel Hill, :\".C., 2007), 297. For the
increasing prc\·alencc of palisaded homes during this period, sec Humc, Arrhaeology at hfmti11'.r l-T1111dred, 1: 85112; Ivor .1'\oel Hume, Martin's H11ndrcd G'Jew York, 1982), 235-39.
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lots in 1623, and the group of merchants and speculators who came to dominate the
Chesapeake trade in this decade, particularly George Menefie, Richard Stephens, and \villiam
Peirce, established warehouses there along the riverside. The members of the General
Assembly that gathered in 1624 were somewhat pleased by the recent uptick in recovery
efforts- they favorably compared their new developments at Jamestown \Vith the tm,vns of
the Spanish \'\'est Indies, and 'Within a few years the receiwd wisdom of the mercantile
community, noted by one visiting Dutch merchant, was that a base in the tmvn was
necessary.GH Archaeologists have also revealed that there ,,~ere probably more artisans in
1620s Jamestown than v:e prc,iously imagined. A gunsmith named John Jackson rose to
prominence in this decade and owned a sizable property in the most desirable waterfront
location. Jackson held public offices and even served as a burgess, dernonstrating the
potencial political power available to the English "citizen" in the colonial context. 69 Yet none
of this translates to evidence of a consciously civic or corporate political identity. The
"Cytcies & fortified Townes" that \vyatt had proposed in the afterrnath of the uprising \vere
m·erlooked, and he did little more than unsuccessfully attempt to limit trade to Jamestown."n
\Nl1itehall's indecisive approach to the colony changed some\vhat in the late 1620s.
\vyatt had continued to report to London that the scattered settlements were vulnerable.
More troublingly for Charles, he had not been able to realise the increased royal revenues
projected by taking personal control of the colony. It was a mark of how desperate tl1e
crown was when, in 1628, it almost signed off on a radical plan to establish a royal monopoly

?\1artha \Y!. :VkCartney, James City County K~)'S!one q( the Commomnalth (Virginia Beach, Va., 1997), 45~46;
Horning, ''Verie Pit Phce," 138; Mcllwaine, JoumaLr q( tbe Hou.re ofBurgesses, 1: 23; Dutch merchant David
DeVries quoted in Cary Carson et al., "i\lew World, Real \\'orld: Improvising English Culture in SeventeenthCentury Virginia," jolfmal ofSouthem HZ:rtory 74 (2008): 71.
69 Horning, ·'Vnie Fit Place," 122~87; \\'ehner, "Crafting LivTs," 107-77, 427-53; Audrey Horning and "wdrew
C. Edwards, Archaeology in Nw• Towne, 1993-1995 (\\'illiamsburg, Va., 2000), chap. 13; Cary Carson, Audrey
Horning, and Hly SLraube, Evaluation ofPm,io!ISAnhaeo!o,gy (\Villiamsburg, Va., 2006), 45-47,96-108.
oo Kingsbmy, Records, 4: 102.
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on the import and sale of all tobacco. The motive behind this proposal \Yas a renewed belief
that private merchants were stilJ exploiting the Chesapeake trade. Some Virginians were
complaining of "unconscionable and cruel merchants," and Charles \\'as in no mood to be
tolerant toward the merchant commumty that was simultaneously resisting his revenue
efforts in England. It \vas in this context that the crmvn dispatched John Harvey, a ship
captain who already had some experience ofVirgmia and held land

inJame~town,

to

reorgamse the colony's commerce and settlement. Royal officiab made clear that Virginia
had thus far been ·\,•holly built upon smoke., and that this needed to change. "t
I Iarvey arrived in the colony in 1630 and 1m mediately set to work raising new
cornmodities and shipping samples back to England. \Vithin t\YO months he had travelled up
the James River in search of the abandoned Iron \vorks from the company era. lle forced
craftsmen to pursue their trades instead of planting tobacco, issued an appeal to England for
more such artisans to be sent, and renewed the effort to stimulate urban gro\vth by lim1ting
all trade to Jamestow·n (an earlier restriction of this sort had fallen into abeyance).
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Han·e)

had been im·olved in trade at Jamesto\vn during his brief stay in the 1620s, and so it is
entirely possible that his rene\\·ed energy for diversification and urban development arose
from a genuine (and self-interested) belief in the profits that might accrue. Archaeologists
have identified evidence of a manufacturing "enclave" in the outbuildings scattered near the
new home that he built in the northv.·est corner of New Town -including a furnace, a

JI JB, 49 (quote). Tobacco prices fellm these' cars, adding to crown revenue problems. Sec Fdmund .Morgan,
Amerzcan Sfu!Jfl)', Amertcan Freedom: The Ordeal of Co!onzal Vugzma (t\cw York, 1975), 134-36; Brenner, }/[erchantJ
and Rei'Oiutioll, 199-201, 221-26; rDK>rnas Cogs,vell, '"In the Power of the State': 11r. Anys\ Project and the
Tobacco Colorues, 1626-1628," bzglzsh 1-iistorzca/ Rez•M;, 500 (2008): 35-64; JHB, 45-49; CSP Coloma!, 1: 86.
n "Vtrgm1a in 1629 and 1630." V\fJIB 7 (1900): 376; "\'1rgmJa in 1632-33-34," f :VIJTB 8 (1900): 148; HS, 1:
163,208.
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brev,:house, and an apothecary- and have likened tlus effort to similar elite experiments in
industry taking place m England.- 3
Howe..cer, it is essential to put Harvey's efforts at urban manufacturing into the
broader context of his political m1ssion and h1s eventual ignominious ouster from office in
1635. His relationship with the merchant-planter faction on the provincial council, who had
gained control of trade in Virginia durmg the 1620s, \vas sour from the very start of his
tenure; by 1631 h1s transatlantic opposition had gained enough strength to dominate a new
royal commission in London headed by the Earl of Dorset, "'-hich quickly recommended reestablishing the Virginia Company under the leadership of HalYey's nvals. I larvey's
commerc1al and urban activities must be understood in the broader context of the Dorset
Commission. LAJmost as soon as he arrived in the colony he began writing in exasperation
about the cutthroat way London merchants negotiated in the colony and the depnvations
that resulted. During his first few years in Virginia, he shepherded through legislation that
sought to limit tobacco output and clarified the legal definition of market forestalling, as \veil
as the previously mentioned encouragements to manufacturing at Jamestmvn. He also
floated the idea of establishing a formal customs office at Jarnestown. In short, Harvey saw
it as his responsibility to bring Virginia and its trade truly Vv·ithin the sphere of ro~"al control.
He encapsulated the scope of the changes he envisioned when be declared that \vith "God's
assistance" he would "constantlie follow those \vayes which are most proper to make
[VTirginia] a countrey." This statement hints that I Iarvey's economic policies and urban
developments were not simply a commercial endea\'our: they were an attempt to reshape the
political economy of the colony. I Ie sought to personally redevelop J amestmvn so that he
could become a patron to a new commercial and civic community of artisans and craftsmen,
73

Homing, "\'enc F1t Place,'' 146-87. For Harvey's propcm 0\\'ncrship in Jamestown during the 1620s, sec
McCartney, DocHmmtao• Hzstory, 3: 155-57.
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which might counterbalance the influence of the wealthy planter-merchant nexus. Harvey's
scheme sornewhat resembled tl1e civic plan that the Virginia Company had envisioned in
that both plans involved urban political influence over a chaotic commercial comrnunity, but
I Iarvey's was more consciously bwlt around a core of t,rubernatonal control and ·was not
intended to be replicated quickly across the \-vhole colony.- 4
This commercial politics throws a nnv light on IIalYey's redevelopment plans at
Jamestown. :\frer erecting his substantial residence in the town, he made it the central
gathenng place for all government functions and for any \'.isitors to the colony - he '''tote to
London officials that he "may be as well called the hostc as governor of Virginia."- 5 Thomas

Yong, ,-oyaging to the newly established Maryland colony in 1634 noted that he had been
generously entertained at Jamestown by Harvey and that visiting the governor's compound
in the capital satisfied in some S)mbolic way his "desire to see the country." Yong also
implied that llat\-ey had successfully gathered a coterie of allies around him at James town.
He noted that wlulst in the town he met "dayly with severall of the best and most
understanding sort of the Inhabitants of this place ... and [therebyJ I find really that the
present Gcn-ernor hath carried himselfe here with very great prudence." In 1634, the year
before Harvey's expulsion from office, most of the colony's councillors d1d not speak so
generously about him, but it appears that the men Y ong met specifically in and around
Jamestown were the governor's allies. Yong's experience suggests that there \:>.·as a deeper

74 CSP Cohnzal, 1: 130. ''Virgima in 1629 and 1630," 382;; "Virgima m 1632-33-34," 149-SU, 155-56; l-IS, 18892, 2m-s. For a thorough SU!Yey of the merchant-planter elite thai had come to dominate \Tirgima and Engli~h
Atlantic commerce by tills penod, see Brenner, J1ercbants and Revolution, 116-48 (for the Dorset CommiSSion,
see 130-34). Por these men's connections to the attempt to reestablish the Virgirua Company and oust
Gm·crnor HanT\", sec Thornton, "Thrusting Out of Governor i larvey."
7'- "'VIrgima 111 1632-33-34," 1SO.
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politico-economic purpose to Harvey's efforts at James town -he was manufacturing not
simply iron, but also a commercial-imperial nexus to govern Virginia. 76
The governor's vision of a reorganised Virginia geography that would facilitate
diversification and royal control of trade "\vas not limited to Jamestown. He also reimagined
the Virginia counttyside from wilderness into pasture. Drawing from a plan originally
devised by Governor Wyatt, he had a palisade constructed across the James-York Peninsula,
through modern-day \v-illiamsburg. The result, he proclaimed to London officials, was "a
safe range for cattle near as big as Kent." Scholars have noted how this palisade transformed
the agricultural vision ofVirginia and permanently reconfigured the Rnglish relationship
\Vith Virginia's native peoples, but they have done less to understand how it affected the
colony's conceptual geography. As already discussed, civic ideals in seventeenth-century
England closely connected open spaces (such as marketplaces and streets), fair trading, and
the public good whilst linking clark, concealed, and private locales "\Yith underhanded
factional profiteering. By bounding the region, Harvey sought to make it into a
comprehensible and controllable patchwork of pastures and fields, thicldy inhabited, instead
of the dense forest that only occasionally gave way to clearings. He also sought to make the
space behind the palisade a land of small planters. When \X!yatt first proposed the plan in the
1620s, he noted that it would decrease the size of \veal thy planters' landholdings and create
towns and villages. Harvey's new plan explained that once the fence was completed, a fiftyacre lot would be given to anyone who would settle near it, confirming the vision of small
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It is, of course, entirely possible that Captain Yong was deceived mto this opimon by the sly tongues of
Harvey's enemies on the council, but such an assessment seems unlikely for two reasons. First, he was not
completely unfamiliar with the hostilitv then prevalent in Virg1nia because he elsewhere noted Samuel
Matthews (one of Harvey's opponents in the council) as a troublemaker. Second, Yong's connections with the
Maryland venture were calculated to raise the ire of the Virginia merchant-planter elite who opposed Lord
Baltimore's patent, and it thus seems unlikely that they would have gone out of their way to befriend him and
speak well of Harvey simply to put on a united front. Ibid, 156-57; Clayton Coleman Hall, Narrajzws o(Emfv
Mar_)'kmd 1633-1684 ()lew York, 1910), 60-61.
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independent fanners. This fit neatly with Harv·ey's broader endeavours. One of his ma.tn
crimes in the eyes of leadmg colonists \vas his refusal to grant new titles

to

land. Instead of

large plantations, Harvey envisioned small farmers scattered across a pastoral landscape
behind the palisade, with the commercial and political oversight for this rural hmterland
secured to his loyal coterie in a revitalised urban centre ofJamestown. 77
But the mercantile leaders

111

Virginia and London were not about to cede control

over their profitable trade to a Harvey-patronised hub. Although Jamestown did not ha\T
the look of a bustling metropohs, it did have vested interests. One of the largest planters of
the period, George :\Iencfie, had also begun dabbLing in cli'.Trsified products, and there arc
hints that he operated a forge of his O"\'i'n on the eastern fringes of tl1e town. 1Ie mvned
prime waterfront property in Ne\1' Town and enjoyed close connections with a number of
the large merchants of whom Harvey was so suspicious. In 1626 .Menefie's influence made
him the official merchant and factor for the corporation of James City, and in 1629, just
before Harvey's arrival, he represented James City as a burgess in the General Assembly. But
over the next four years, while Harvey expanded his enclave in the town, :\fenefie translated
much of his effort toward the de,·elopment of a private estate at Rich l\ieck that he rather
tellingly called ''Littletov,;n." He became one of Harvey's sternest critics and, during the
fateful council meeting in \vhich Harv·ey was "thrust out" of office, :Menefie said enough to
warrant the governor striking him on the shoulder and branding him a trrutor. Although
Menefie was perhaps the planter-merchant most im-ested in James town before Harvey's
T _'\lack of genume enthusiasm among&t the Vtrt,'lrua rnercham-plantcr ehtc: for HarYey's Vbton of a mi.xed
pastoral landscape of small fanns may cxplam why the pahsade quickly fell into chsrcpair after Han·cy's tenure
as governor and \''a' pracncally invisible by the later Se\·enteenth cenhn)'. "Virgirua in 1632-33-34," 157; "Str
Thomas \Xivatt, Governor: Documents, 1624-1626," 11/JViQ, 2nd scr., 8 (1924): 164-67; IIS, 1:208. For scholarly
treatments of the pa!J~ade that discuss Indian relations and agriculture, sec Pbtlip LeYy, "A :\Jew Look at an Old
\>?all: Indtans, Enghshmen, Landscape, and the 1634 Pall,ade at }.fiddle Plamauon," I ',HHB 112 (2004): 22665; V1rg1rua DeJohn Anderson, '·Animals 111to the \Vllderness: The Development of Livestock Husbandry m
the Seventeenth-Century Chesapeake," \\'::VIQ, 3rd ser., 59 (2002): 37 7 -408; A.nderson, Creaturrs ofbmj!/re: How
Domest?cAmmaLr Transfolmed Ear{} Amerzra (Oxford, 2004), 109-17.
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arrival, the ne\\. gm:ernor's plan inevitably ov-ertutned other apple carts too; he personally
\\·orked to re\rive the shipbuildmg industry when another merchant, \\i'illiam Bennet, had
invested in this craft, and he developed a very tense relationship "\Vith Samuel Matthews, who
had invested heavily in dh·ersification away from the colony's capital.- 8
:;\;ot coincidentally, it was in these tense circumstances that Virginia's first

count1e~

were founded, just a few months before I Iarvey was ousted from office. The legislative
record for the assembly of 1634 m \Vh!ch Vlrf:,Dnia was broken up into eight counties has not
survived, shrouding the decision in considerable 111JStery. Scholars have tended to view the
movement

to

form counties in relation to the long-term structural needs of local

government in a rapidly growing and dispersing colony, but they have overlooked its close
relationship with the politics of the early 1630s. 79 The battle over how potential county
powers would balance against

Harvey'~

authonty in Jamestown was probably tense. Over the

pre\·ious four years, l Iarvey-inspired development in the town had been matched by
devolutions of authority to the monthly courts that had been gathering in outlying parts of
the colony since the mid 1620s. In February 1632, in the aftermath of a brief detente
between Haryey and his councillors, he assented to the first such efforts by the council,
while at the same time he began legislating for diversification and attempting to restrict all
trade to Jamestown. The pattern continued when the laws were rnvorked in the autumn of
that same year. Harvey insisted upon limiting trade to Jamestown and drafted an official
statement to that effect -specifically citing royal authority- that was to be posted to the
mast of each incoming ship. In this same session the monthly courts were re-legislated, but
-s :\fcCartne\·, Dom?mntal)' Hzs!OIJ', 239-40; Horning, ''Verie F1t Place," 152-55.
\X1arren Rtlhngs bas argued that the decision ·was a direct response to recommendat1ons from one of Charles
I'< numerous commisswns on Vtr~:,>inia, thi< one headed bv Arcbb1shop William Laud, see \Xiarren l\1. I3illmgs,
"The GrO\vth of Poliucallnsurutions 111 Virguua, 1634-1676," rr:HQ, 3'd scr., 31 (197 4): 225-42; see also
'lnornton, ''Thrusting Out of Go;,ernor HatTey," 24-25; Craven, Southem Colonie.r, 166-72; Robert \\beeler,
·'The County Court 1n Colonial Vtrginia," m ed., }own ami Comtty: bssr~vs on the Structurf ofLocal Govfmment m the
Ammcan Colome.r, ed. Bruce C. Daniels (Middletown, Conn., 1978), 111-33.
"9
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Harvey was careful to retain as much control as possible over appeals and complaints arising
. procee d"mgs. &0
from th eir

Over the follo,;v1ng winter of 1632-1633, the divisions only hardened as the
merchant-planter leaders took their complamts about the trade restnctions to England. By
December the Commissioners for Virginia in London had received word that the restrictions
were ''to the great prejudice of the petitioners," and they drafted an order to have the
provision repealed. Though Jt does not appear that formal word of this disapprmTal reached
VIrginia by the spring, there were enough grounds for concern that another assembly,
meeting in February 1633, explained that they "though[t] fitt to explayne the sayd acts [about
the tobacco tradejm many parts and particulars, and t.o make some alteration in some of
them." They reiterated the Jamestown trade restriction and offered encouragement to
tradesmen at Jamestov.:n, but they also provided a quid pro quo reinforcement of the
councillors' spheres of influence through the prm'ision of five (later seven) dispersed
·warehouses for the inspection of all tobacco exports that would fall under local authority.
This compromise apparently did not satisfy Harvey's councillors, however, because another
assembly was called in the summer of 1633 and yet another in 1634, during '.vhich the
decision '.Yas taken to establish the county structure. Han-ey's surviving correspondence
suggests that these years saw a relentless rise in the tensions bet\\'een himself and the
council. Because the legislation founding tl1e counties has not survived, scholars are forced
to infer hmv much authority these early county courts could muster over their local
communities. They do not appear to have been gh-en similar mercantile controls

to

those of

an English borough, and there were probably no provisions for marketplaces or trade
bylaws, suggesting HatYey was careful to retain economic oversight. Ho'.vever, whatever

ou

·'Virg1111a m 1631," V..\1HB S (1900): 43-45; HS, 161-64,168-70, 185-94.
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powers the county courts enjoyed could only boost the status of the council members and
burgesses "\vho sat on them and help them establish local spheres of mf1uence. 81
The single most suggestive piece of ev1dence that the county structure was a product
of I hrvey's poutical troubles, however, comes from his own correspondence. Throughout

1634 and 1635, right up until he was fore1bly shipped back to England, his letters made no
mention of the sit,rnificant decision to divide the crown's first and largest Atlantic dominion
mto shires. In the summer of 1634, he wrote a lengthy account of his successes with
diversification and the erection of the palisade but did not recount any of the ,,-ranghng over
monthly courts or the movement toward creating county jurisdictions. Some
correspondence is undoubtedly lost. but that this contentious three-year process of transition
through monthly courts to shire benches went utterly unrecorded in Han.Tey's sutTinng
letters at least hints that it arose from sornething other than his O\vn animus.
The same pattem also held after Han'ey's ouster frorn the governorship in the
narrative of those e\'ents penned by his close ally Richard Kemp. Describing the meetings
and conferences around the colony that were supposedly inspired by anger at Harvey and
eventually led the govemor to take action against their local leaders, Kemp consciously
attempted to deny the county structure legitimacy. Instead of giving the meetings the veneer
of legality the councillors obviously intended them to have, Kemp noted that one of them
had occurred "in a place called Yorke" and that the informant had been told he should not
enter the building where the gathering was occurring because "there was a Court kept there
of the inhabitants thereabout." For the remainder of the letter he described the geography of
Virginia not in terms of counties but rather just as "upper parts" and "lower parts." Kemp's
81

C\'P Coloma/, 1: 158; IlS, 1:203-13,223-24. I base the assumption that monthly courts had few mercannk
pmYers upon the fact that they wne later explicitly granted these powers 111 the 1650s, see liS, 1: 412-14. Por a
thorough cxarnmanon of the ongms of the count) cot1rts in Virgirua and the way they helped bwld local elites,
see B1lllng>, '"Growth of Poll neal Institutions in Virgmia," 225-42.
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account of the event.;; empha.;;1zed the \\a\ m wh1ch the colony's councillor<> .;;ought to frame
the1r opposltJonm tetm'> of legmmate loc,ll county courts, whtle Harvey

v\Ta~

loath to offer

them '>uch legJtlmacy and ~aw ht'i seat 111 Jame'itown as the true locm of authotlty 82
In the sprmg ot 1635, the counCJl undcrmme Harvey's gnp on James town w1th a
'lhow of mtllt.it) force

111

the heat t of the tO\J.Tn The counc1l's choreographed confrontat1on

\>.71th f Iarve; ''a" a pohttcal allegorv mtcnded to demomuate that he had lost the affect1on
and support of the people ofVtrgmra Bnngmg troop'> mto the street" of the colony'<; onh
urban "pace, and mto an arena where Han e; had pre\1ouslv dommated pohucal soc1et;, also
demonstrated that the governor could not keep the town 1solated as a power
ftolTl the d1ssat1sfacuon that pre\Talled

111

ba~e

dtstmct

the country at large ln Man land, fifteen vears latet,

rebels would force thett gmTernot to leave the town and meet them

111

the woods before

'it11ppmg hun of authont; - markmg cornplete the1r reJecuon of that colony's c1p1tal c1ty, but
111

1635 Vugm1a, the cmmcillors staked a drum to control the town and make 1t pait of the

connnonwealth that they tepre'iented by marchmg 'iolillers through the 'itreet'i Rather than
rejectmg the town ennrel), they were re1ect1ng the pohtlcal 'Structure Haney had giVen lt b

3

Durmg the summe1 of 1615, HanTey \"\ a'i forced to make the em barra'iSmg jOurney
back to England to report on ht'i £allures \X111le not happy w1th h1s conftontat1on,ll St\le, the
Kmg could not be seen to bo\v to colo111al mutmy, and so by autumn 1636 Hanre} \\a'l
recommtsstoned, restocked, and resolved to return the colony Yet there \vas sull no easy
resoluuon to the qut.sttons of pohucal and econom1c structure that hngered m V1rg1111a -\s
soon as HanTey landed agam, he began reas~ertmg hun'>elf on the county ~'stem that had
betra} eel h1m.

F1r~t

he ordered the counc1l to gather at Ellzabeth Cttv, where he appomted

"Ylrt,l"J.llia In 1632 33 34," 157 58, "Vl!t,l"J.lli<l m 1635 The Dcpo<;mg ot Gmernor Hat\ cv," r "\1HB 8 (1901)
302-6 ror J thorough narrame of the eHnb of 1635 and Hann '<; remm al, o;ee 'TI1ormon, '' fhrustJng Out of
Go\ croor 1 L:n vc\ '
01 Ha'>l-ell, "Affecuom of the People," chap )
Be
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ne\v comn1issioners and a ne\\ sheriff for that county, emphasizing his pmver m"er the
7

appointments. He subsequently repeated the pattern across the colony. He also redoubled
his effort<; to foster development at Jamestown. Anyone prepared to build in the tO\vn was
offered free land, and current land owners who left tbeit plots vacant might expect to be
w1seared. Harvey later claimed that twelve ne\v houses were built ·within two years ofh1s
return and that there ·was not "a foote of ground for half a mile together by tl1e Rrvers syde"
that remained unoccupied in 1639. Archaeological evidence corroborates the conclus10n that
it >vas after Harvey's return that his key ally in the colony, secretary Richard Kemp, began an
ambitious array of building projects. Harvey bad also won royal support for a new
statehouse 1n Jamestown >vhilst sojourning in England, and he began gathering the funds for
the project imrnediately upon his return.
George Donne, another of H,uyey's sympatbisers, also drafted a pamphlet on his
behalf that laid out the political logic behind urban development. Donne argued that
Virginia's problems arose from overmighty and overambitious planters who saw themselves
as equal to the governor and tbat the only solution was to rescue tbem from tbeir barbarous
self-interest. He likened this process to the way in which Rome had rescued Europe. How
was Virginia to cultivate a Rome for itself? Donne's answer \\:as

to

attract "Sober Well-

disposed and Religious persons: Artificers of all trades able and ready, willing and
endeavouring for the glory of God, the honor of tbeir :.Jation, the senrice of their Prince and
their own commodity to rectify

to

perfect A common wealth considerately begun." The

pamphlet read as a clear political justification for Harvey's diversification efforts at
Jamestown. Tradesmen would better cultivate civitas and thus perfect the commonwealth
whilst remaining loyal to the king. Donne's arguments obvriously had an impact in \\'hitehall

84

because encouragernent of artitlcers and tradesmen featured m Virginia's gubernatorial
instructions through the early 1640s.

84

Aside from cultwating a reliable political constituency, Harn:y's urban development
had

al~'ays

been intended to ensure control over trade. \Xncn he returned to the colony, he

renewed this project. Kemp, had written to the king during the governor's absence, arguing
for a central port and customs house, and Harvey probably corroborated these reports
during his meetings 111 Wnitehall. Charles I, desperate to better secure any revenue he could
lay his hands on, readily concurred, so when 1 iaJTey returned to Virginia he quickly revived
his plan for channclhng all of the colony's commerce through Jamestmvn with rencv,-cd royal
support. \\'hen he reconvened the assetnbly in the spring of 1638, he anticipated acrimony
over the plan and irnmediately presented the order from the King that they "cons1der of

.
. d 'V'
some con\'ent pace
1 to b nnge
yor to b accoe to, as to one or more appomte
ware lwuses. ,clS·
This opening sahro sparked the most acerbic exchange of the whole session. Burgesses
claimed that the plan "would bee vet) chargeable and burthesorne to the whole Colony,"
citing the costs of building the "\\hltehouses, the vicissitudes of shipping hogsheads to
Jarnestown in bad weather, and the lack of small sloops to do the transshipping. For the first
time in the history of the colony, they \Yete resolutely unapologetic when they cited the "the
ren'loatenes of our Plantacons one from another" and pointedly requested that ships be
allowed to "come into every County." Harvey responded that "by pretendinge disability to

"Vtr;rtnia in 1636-'8: Harvey's Second AdminimatJon," V;'v[HR 10 (1902): 265, 272; T. H. Breen, "George
'V1rg1nia Re\'itwed': A 1638 Plan to Reform Coloma! SocJety," UIL'viQ, 3rd Ser., 30 (1973): 449-66
(quote, 462). Harvey noted m his correspondence that he had begun grantinf' free urban lots, but because
statutes from thi'i period ha\'e not sumved "ve can only as'>ume that the prov1s10ns were akin to another law of
thts kmd passed m 1643. Sec "'Virgima under Gmunor Han"cr," 1/}f/ IB 3 (1895): 29-30; HS, 1: 252. For
archaeological reports on Kemp'~ property at Jamesro"'n, see Cary Carson, ct. al., Em!uano11 of Prmous
A1r/Jaeolqf)' (\X'J!ltamsburg, Va., 2006), 63-67.
,;s "Virg1nia in 1638-39," V\111B 11 (1903): 46; ''\'Jrguua in 1636: The Adnumstration of\X'est and the Rcmrn
of Haney," VMHB 9 (1901): 38-39;]/fB, 1: 57. Dunng tbc late 1630s Charles l v;as again contemplating a
cenual tobacco contract restricted ports promised to simpllfy the operation of this new mercanule monopoly.
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Donne'~
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build stores yu intimate howe sick and languishinge a comon wealth;. u have,'' making clear
the connection he saw between the commercial order and the ci,-il order of the colonv. But
it \vas the nature of this connection that remained at the heart of the debate. The burgesses
had not become staunchly anti-urban: while petitioning the governor and crown for a system
of coinage in Virginia, they argued that one of 1ts posttive effects '\Vcmld be encouraging
urbanization. But they were not prepared to sec their trade funnelled through a single
commercial and political entrcpot \\'here f IatYey presided. 86
The burgesses lost the battle in the assembly that spring, but the war continued,
became iust as Harvey arti\Td back in Virgmia, some ofh1s fiercest critics crossed the
~\tlanttc

the other -.v-ay to face reprimand for their revolt. Being near the pulse of\\i'hitehall

action and in close consort with their mercantile connections in London, these men were
able to turn their punishment into opportunity. The reinforcement of Harwy's critics,
cornbmed with the onset of financial troubles for the governor, helps to explain the
complicated events that unfolded in transatlantic commercial and urban policy over the next
fev.· years. Although Harvey had returned to Virginia with instructions

to

unify trade m

Jamestown and erect a new statehouse there, his proclamation to this end did not receive a
warm welcome in London. In July 1638 the Committee on Foreign Plantations reported to
the Privy Council that it had received two petitions complaining of the plan and protesting
that there were insufficient facilities to accommodate all the trade goods. Although they 'vvere
not prepared to completely rescind the prm·isions, the committee members suggested that
the Privy Council write Harvey a stem letter instructing him to get warehouses built as
qwckly as possible. \\'ith Harvey absent for just a year, the London trading community had
proved able to swing \v'hitehall opinion partially behind their picture of precisely what the

b6

JH13, 1: 60-61.
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Jamestown waterfront looked like and how \Tiable Harvey's young town was. As the
goYernor hirnself said, they took advantage of "the priviledge of the distance between them
.
~ J .
an d us, to 1.onng
to yo r I _or PP' suel1 apparent ta
s1tyes an d untrut11s. ,87'

W'ben he learned of the complaints, I hrvey \\TOte a response in \Vhich he explained
that trade restrictions had been affirmed by royal orders. Furthermore, he \Vas "required to
endeavour to reduce, and dra\V the people into Townes wch as yet is by noe other meanes,
and wayes to be effected then by confining the Trade to one place, wen will draw merchants
and Tradesmen

to

build and inhabit together." He shifted quickly and easily between the

economic argument that a central port 'vvould bring prosperity, manufacturing, and cheaper
goods and the political argurnent that it reduced the drunkenness and disorder of isolated
rural life. For llarvey these t\\'O factors were tightly bound together - economic controls
bred a responsible civic community and allowed for royal oversight. He summed up this
perspective when he claimed that unless commerce was centralized at James town "there
rnust be rather a scrarnbling then [sic] a Trade" and that those who opposed him did so
''\:i'out regard had to the 'vveale publigue." According to the governor, ship captains and
merchants were now discouraged from their enthusiastic urban developments at Jamestown
by the hints that the provisions might be overturned, but in reality it was mostly Harvey who
was suffering. His investments in Jamestown had led to overwhelming debts, and any
temporary doubt about the town's future spelled personal financial trouble for him. 88
Scholars have blamed Harvey's bleak situation simply on short-sighted attitudes in
\'X;'bitehal1. Although officials had forwarded the complaints about James town to the colony,
' 7 "Viq,>.inia in 1638-39," 46-47; ·'Virginia under Governor Harvey," 29. Harvey was com'inced that his enemies
had engineered these "false'' reports and petitions in I ,onc.lon and uscc.l their connections to wngglc out of
responsibility for deposing him. Sec "Virginia under Governor fhrvev," 31; "Virginia in 1638-39 (Continued),"
VMHB 11 (1903): 169-82.
' 8 "Virginia under GoYernor Harvey," 29-34, Por Harvey's financial troubles, see A1inutes of the Counczl and
General c&urt of tv!oniall /irginia, 1621-1632, 16 70-1676, with 110/e.r and excerpts jiri!il original Council a11d Gmera! coutt
rerords, into 1683, flOW lost (Richmond, Va., 1924), 497-98.
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the Privy Council reaffirmed their commitment to the principle of confining trade. A few
months later, protests against Han·ey rose enough to topple him from office once again permanently this time- and Sir Francis \X'yatt was asked to again take control of the colony.
But the Privy Councilmstructed him to maintain trade restrictions and press on wtth efforts
to force tradespeople 1nto towns. Their only concession was to allow him to "choose some
other place for the chief town & rendez-v-ous of the Governor" if he felt the conditions at
Jamestown were as unhealthy and unhappy as they had been told. Political and economic
control \\'ere not to be separated, howev-er, and. to ensure an image of long-standing royal
approbat1on of the town, even 1f \X:'yatt chose to relocate the capitaltt vvas to retain "the
anc1ent name of James Town." ::\lone of this indicates \X11itehall opposition to urban
development; 111 fact, it suggests considerable eagerness on the part of officials in London,
which was subverted and redirected by a transatlantic battle for mercantile control.&

9

The early years of royal rule in Virginia did not silence the questions about urban
development. Royal officials had not placed the same faith in corporate civic communities
that company officials had, but they recognized that a colon) v-rithout towns would be hard
to govern, hard to defend, and especially hard to exploit for revenue. Martin and Bargrave
were the first voices of scepticism about the corporate structure the company had set down,
and although their plans were not adopted, their recognition of the need for a more
centralized and hierarchical structure of government and settlement was presCient. Over the
following two decades the tobacco boom enhanced the connections and influence of a select
group of planter-merchants on the colonial council and they came to blows with crm\·n
officials (particularly I Iarvey) over precisely these issues. With so much profit at stake, and
3" "Vlrt,>"irua in 1638-39," 54-57 (quote, 55). Audrey Horrung :,tndently maimams that new resolute \X1utchall
opposmon was chrectly responsible for ovcrturrung all the provisions for urban dcYelopment that Harvey put
1
1n place. Sec Hormng, "Vcric Fit Place," 147. Ultimately \\ yatt dcCJdcd 1n favour of rctaming the capital at
Jamestown and pas~ed an as-;embly act to confirm tlus. See HS, 1:226.
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httle 1mperial power available to control trade, Harvey was in an 1mpossible situation. He
recognized the potential of traditions of English urban commercial m,-ersight in this tluid
mercantile \vorld and sought to buildJarnestown as a hub for political and economic control.
In this \vay his efforts not only revitalized the structures and spaces of Virginia's only
remaining city, they also maintained the connection beN.:een urbanity, civic institutions, and
political authority in the colony, in a far more direct way than scholars ha\-c pre\'iously
appreciated. It was only in response to Harvcr's assertion of authoritr at Jamestmvn that the
V1rginia elite embraced a county structure for the colony. Over the follm1,-lng twenty years
county and town would become entwined in a complex dialectic spurred on by the economic
and political chaos of war in the to\vns and cities of the mother country.

Arriying for his second term a" governor of Virginia, after the testy years of Harvey's
administration, and with the status of Jamestovm hanging in the balance, Sir Francis \'\'yatt
faithfully acted on his instructions. He codified the suggestion that the town be the "rendezvous of the Governor" into a law requiring him to reside in the town and subsequently
obeyed it. He also saw that Haryey's liberal building provisions for Jamestown were restated
in the ne\v laws of 1641. At tl1e same t1me, however, his predominant goal during his brief
second stint as governor was to heal the wounds in Virg-inia society- Jon Kukla has aptly
described it as "somethmg of a caretaking operation." He quickly made peace witl1 the
leading merchant-planter faction who had unseated Harvey and began a series of reforms
that gave increasing authority on the county courts. Though many of these new pmvers were

89

necessitated by Virginia's rapidly expanding population, but they still boosted the local
authority of the leading mercbant-planters. 90
In the midst of these negotiations, in 1642, S1r \~'illiam Berkeley armTd to replace
\\!yatt and was forced to immedJately wade into the questions of local autonomy and
autl1ority that bad plagued his predecessors. He bad been 6riYen instructions identical to
\'i?yatt's, including encouraging urban craftsmen and channelling trade through Jamestown.
I {m,,·evcr, it was clear that

\~'yatt

had been right to real.it-e that local government needed

to

be strengthened in the rapidly expandmg colony and that towns \Vere not going: to instantly
appear on the landscape to structure tl1is expansion. Berkeley agreed to devolve more
authority on the counties, but he made sure

to

retain direct control over them and cultivated

allies to sit on the county benches fi:om amongst leading colonists who were not connected
to the merchant-planters who had overthrown Harvey. To reinforce his status with this
other group of large planters, he also built his own rural estate some distance from
Jamestown ~1is later-famous Green Spring plantation). 9 '
~onetheless,

tension between London merchants, colonists, and the crmvn increased

through tl1e Civil \~-ar period. \X'artime cbaos meant a free market where English and Dutch
merchants competed for the tobacco trade, but the metropolitan merchants alhed v:ith
Parliament resented the competition from Holland and did everythmg they could to exclude
it, including yet another proposal to revive the Virginia Company. In these circumstances
control of Jamestown remained as v-ital for Berkeley's efforts to retain royalist control of the
colony, as it had been to Han·ey. Controlling a central commercial port would help Berkeley

°For W) art's efforts at Jamestown, sec \'V'arrcn Billings, Sir lf'ii!ta/11 Berke!e; and the Fm:gmg of Colonial Vugmza
(Baron Rouge, La., 2004), 44; for hts pol1t1cal rapprochement wirh the merchant-planter faction hc::tded hy
Samuel "vfatthnYs and \~71ll!am Claiborne, sec Bilhngs, A Lttt!t Par!wment: The T'n;gmia General. ~sstmbjy m tht
Sevcttltenth Centu~y (Richmond, V a., 2004), 22-23; Jon Kukla, Pohlzmflnstitutwns in Vtr.5ltzza, 1619-1660 (New
York, I 9f39), 99-1 OS (quote, 105).
91 H.S, 1: 269, 303, 306; Btllmgs, Papers ojS1r Wz/!zam Berke!~y, 66.
9
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to re::;ist the dominance of Parliamentarian merchants who were now not only attempting to
exploit colonists but also trying to overthrow the king. One Dutch merchant, David
DeVries, recounted in a tra\-el diary that be received a warm welcome from Berkeley at
Jamestown and an offer to spend the \V1nter in town \J.rith him.q1 Berkeley reinstated Harvey's
distribution of free lots to those who would build in the town whilst also ensuring personal
parronage of the site by buying property, beginning work on a town house, and gaining
direct control over the parish living. There is scattered evidence to suggest that he may even
have attempted a fonn of incorporation at Jarnestown

to

reinforce his patronage over the

political constituency there. He began allowing the city a burgess in the assembly in 1CA5 (for
the first time since the establishment of the county system in the early 1630s), and made
provision for a formal N-ice-weekly market there in 1649, powers traditionally associated
\Vith corporate boroughs; one law passed in 1646 referred obliquely to the "corporation of
James Cittye." Robert Brenner has argued that Virginia beca1ne effectively an autonomous
society in the 1640s, gowrned by Berkeley, trading extensively with the Dutch, and resisting
the impositions of pmverful London merchants. If this was the case, then the continued
agenda of institutional and social development at Jamesto\-\'n was at the centre of Berkeley's
atternpts to retain independent oversight of trade and free commerce with the Dutch.''3
That was certainly how things appeared to Parliamentarians in London, who grew
frustrated with Berkeley's resistance as their control over England strengthened. The late

o2 For Lhe new plan to rees1abli~h the Virginia Company, see Billings, Papers ofSir l!iz!ltam Berkelqy, 40-46;
Billings, utde ParliaJ!lmt, 26; Warren Billings, Sir Wiiliam Berkeley and the l:oQ;ing of Colonial Virginia (Baton Rouge,
La., 2004), 86-88; Kukla, Po!ztzca! Institutzons, 98-99. For the Dutch trade in the Chesapeake, sec April Lee
Hatfield, Atlantic Virginia: Intercolonial Relations in the Seventr:wth Cmtury (Philadelphia, Pa., 2004), chap. 2. For the
perception that Berkeley was favouring this Dutch trade, see Benjamin Worsley to Samuel I lartlib, Aug. 13,
1649, in The Hcut!ib Papm: Second Edition (University ofSbeffield, 2002), 33/2/lA; Brenner, lvferchants and
Rtrolution, 588-90. for DeVries, see Dm·id Peterson DeVries, Voya,gesfrom Holland to America, trans. Henry C.
Murphy (New York, 1853), 182-83.
03
I IS, 1: 242, 252, 300, 319, 362; Billings, Papers of Sir IFi!liam Berkele)', 36, 66; Brenner, ,\1erchants and Ret'olution,
584-87.
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1640s saw an upturn m discussions about the Chesapeake, not only in the halls of power but
also in the pamphlet press. London merchants who fanmred the Parliamentarian cause were
particularly galled that Berkeley \vas continuing to persecute rel1gious dissenters in Virginia
and supporting his gmTrnmcnt by collecting duties on tbe considerable Dutch tobacco fleet
that he allo"\ved to weigh anchor at Jamestown. The status of James town as a ci,Tic space and
the economic organisation of Virginia came in for severe critique during these years. 94
Tbe London merchant community became closely connected to the circle of
rt"publican reformers led by Samuel Harthb and John Dury, who were arguing in the summer
of 1649 for a complete reorganisatlon of Virginia gmTtnment. Coordinating the merchantintellectual connect1on was Benjamin \vorsley, whose name would later become
synonymous with the first

~a,'igation

Act. \X'orsley proposed that Virginia ought to fall

under the control of four commissions, two drawn from Parliament and two directly
representing the corporation of London. He hope to replace Berkeley, bar all commerce
with the Dutch, and then reorientate the colony's economy tmvards a diverse range of goods
(including flax and rice) and manufactures (such as lmen and liquors). The payoff would be
rnore than financial because by this "increase of trading & Manufactures ... Industry &
Civility \Vill bee Countenanced'' where debaucher) and idleness then reigned. Although
\-x:-orsley's proposals \Vere not hea\'Y on details such as town founding and made no mention
of Berkeley's seat at Jamesto"\Yn, their focus on cultivating manufactures and urban craft
industries indicated a close connection v;ith a discourse of civic imprm·ement -the plans
would ensure "that pubhcke minded ch-ill or good men, might have some power or
Interest." Though still drawing on the same urban civic tradition, this connection between
economic development and civic government, instead of generating the loyal constituency

94

Brenner, }viercbants and fuvo/ut70n, 588-98.
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that Berkeley and Harve) had sought, '.vas designed to build independent commerCial
comrnunities that could foster links with their fellow English boroughs that had recently
thrmvn off the oversight of the monarch. Both Berkeley and his opponents \vere seeking to
control the political and economic power structures of Virginia and botl'l drew on civic
tradit1ons to achieve this end, but they each saw tmvns- and tradespeople having a subtly
different relationship w1th pmvcr and authority in the colony. 95
ImplcmcntatJon ofW'orsley's proposals never went much beyond appointing the
commission and sending new Parliarnentarian emigrants to the colony, but an idea as to how
urban-civic-tradition-inspired government might be imposed on Virginia can be found in a
1G49 pamphlet by \X'ilham Bullock. Loosely connected to Worsley and the Harthb circle,

Bullock had begun making preparations to lead a company of colonists out to settle in
Virginia. In Virginia Impmttalb' Examined he laid out the business plan for his venture, "vhich
largely involved cultivating English wheat as a staple instead of tobacco. But he also
e2.pounded on a new constitution that he believed would right the errors in Virginia society
typified by Berkeley's administration. The resulting plan downplayed the Importance of
Jamestown and the centralisation of trade, preferring to emphasize the opportunity to build
individual estates. 96 Yet Bullock's framework for colony-\vide government took a form
strongly reminiscent of an English corporate borough; it "\vas to consist of an appointed
council that annually selected a governor from within its ranks according to seniority- akin
to a :Mayor and Aldermen's Bench- and this governor's role \vas to be more hea\'ily
circumscribed than Berkeley's commission speciBed. Generally Bullock argued that

95

·'-\Memo on the Virgmia Plantations,'' in Hart!tb Papen, 33/2/22B; Benjamln \X'orsler to John Dury, Aug.

r, 1649, 1b!d., 33/2/3/\.
Bullock's nsion of diversified plantatlons \\'aS the result of his correspondence \v.ith the wealthy \'Jrgtrua
planter Samuel Matthews, \Vho had mamtamccl connecnons to the London mercantile world and was im okcd
in the thrustlng out of Harvey, see TI1ornton, "Thrusting Out of Governor Harvey."
96
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Virginia's government was like a building that had thus far been weakly joined together "\Vith
only personal ties and that required sturdy institutional bonds rooted in "the quintessence of
the people." \'.Z:.'hile Bullock was not explicitly propounding a new urban vision for the
colony, he was drawing on the ci-v-ic commonwealth tradition of English boroughs, just as
\'Vorsley was doing when he spoke of Virginia being "civilly inhabited." These men were not
just make a cynical grab trJr soils of Virginia once the King's failures had left Berkeley
isolated, they \Vcrc employing ideologically charged language and political philosophy about
civic corporate pmver which had inspired them to overthrm-v· the King in England and which
they bclien:d '.vould reinvigorate his oldest New \\!orld colony9 '
Little of this \vould have mattered to the political and social topography of Virginia if
it had simply remained on grubby print pages in London's inns and offices. 1-iowever,
Parliament did approve an expedition to the Chesapeake, giving radical merchants the
chance to put their plans into action. Four commissioners, backed by a lleet, ousted Berkeley
and replaced him with Richard Bennett.'~ 8 But as the pamphlets and epistles had implied, the
radical faction saw deeper structural frailties in Virginia society that could not simply be
solved by replacing the head of the body politic. .As soon as Berkeley had surrendered
control of the colony, the comn1issioners summoned an assembly and introduced an array of
legislation, amidst which was an act "Concerninge townes and corporations." It \vas radically
different from the proposals Hanrey had pushed through. The preamble set a clear tone:
"\'V11ercas nothinge "rill more Conduce to the good subsistance and welfare of this Countrey
of Virginia in the peaceable government thereof, and the Increase and maintenance, of trade,
William Bullock, Trirginia !?Jipmtial!y Examined and I ..eft to P!!hlick VieJJJ ... (London, 1649), 17-23, esp. 17;
Benjamin \\'orsky to Hartlib, Aug. 13, 1649, in Hartlib Papers, 33/2/2A. For a recent discussion of Bullock's
work and the context of Virginia reform in the late 1640s, see Peter TI1ompson, ''\\iilliam Bullock's 'Strange
Adventure': A Plan to Transfonn Seventeenth-Century Virginia," WMQ, 3rd Ser., 61 (:2004): 107-28. For civic
ideals and the coming of the English revolution, see \Vithington, Politics ofCom!llonwcalth, chap. S.
98 For a brief summary of the arrival of the commissioners and surrender of Virginia, see Craven, Southem
Colonies, 253 58.
97
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and Commerce, then the gatheringe, and settling the people, and Inhabitants into tO\vnes,
And Corporations.'' Politics and economics were bound up neatly here, just as they had been
in \'\7orsley's proposals. Berkeley and Harvey had also sought to control commerce through a
loyal town, but the real difference in philosophy can be obseJTed in the verb use- where
Harvey had talked of the need to "reduce" people into towns, the new leg1slat1on spoke of
"gathering, and settling." This new proposal made no mention of.Jamestown, where
archaeological evidence suggests that the only urban progress had actually occurred, and
111stead s1mply made it legal for the people "of any, or Ev-erye Countye, to agree, and Joyne
among~t

themselves in a societyc, and Incorporated bodye, or bodycs Jn one, or more

places." The emphasis "'as upon creating political units that could control trade in each
county, rather than forcing people to huddle together at James town. They \-Vere empowered
to yearly elect a mayor, a shenff, twelye aldermen, and an unlimited number of free
burgesses. This corporate body could "Injoye such priviledges and freeclon1s as any the
Incorporated townes of England doe," mcluding making by-laws and controlling the market
through grants of urban freedom. This legislation, coming fast on the heels of the
Parliamentary takeover, was intended to undermine tbe political and commercial position of
Jamestown and spread mercantile control around the colony. The London merchants leading
this assault probably counted on being able to more easily int1uence these independent
commercial communities, especially if they could be peopled w·ith particular allies from each
part of the colony. Even those \-vho were not already allies might be counted on to become
so, prov-ided tbe experience of acting as civ-ic officials had the same impact on their political
persuasions and interests that it had had in many English boroughs and that \X'orsley
predicted when he spoke of "publicke minded ch-ill or good men."
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\'('arren Billings, "Some Acts :-Jot in Hening's 'Statutes': The Acts of 1\ssembly, April 1652, NoYember 1652,
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By one of these measures the act

~ucceeded

- within a couple of years there were

reports of failed businesses and bankruptcies at Jamestown. Hown-er, the corporations that
the 1652 plan proposed never appeared. Very little e\"idence Sut\'1Yes from the Protectorate
period in Virginia \Vith which to gauge the debate over urban development, but the fact that
no corporations survived until the Restoration seems to suggest that they never gained any
momentum. Despite \\1or~ley's grand plans it appears that the government

1n

London \\"as

satisfied enough, and preoccupied enough, not to meddle in Virginia dunng the remainder of
the decade. Metropohtanmerchants were equally distracted by war with the Dutch and
efforts at conquest in the Caribbean. Throughout the decade trade in the Chesapeake
remained confused, with continued Dutch influence and rival I:nglish merchant-planter
networks ,-ying for a share of the market. Given this instability no group of colonists or
Atlantic traders could muster the will, confidence, or capital to take the burgesses up on their
offer. Besides ·which, diversification never took hold either, so the structural dynamics of the
tobacco trade still meant that it could be carried on at mdividual planters' wharves, and the
reality of ilie Chesapeake's riverine landscape was obviously not changing. !On
County government, by contrast, anchored its position on the Virginia landscape
during the 1650s. Six ne\v counties hived off from older ones, and this reduction in county
si:ze, e\Ten though it was paired with population increase, made ir easier for the network of
local elites to oversee trade and foster commercial connections "\Yith smaller planters,
effecuvely bypass111g the need for corporate trade controls. The commercial legislation that
was apprmred 111 ilie later 1650s located all new controls in the county system rather than in
Jamestown or in a series of independent boroughs. In 1655 the assembly made provision for
county leaders to appoint marketplaces in their jurisdiction, and they were strongly
and July 1653," I '7\!IHB 83 (19 7 5): 70. For usc of '"reduce," sec "Vtrgmia under Governor Harvcv," 29.
1\JO Carson et al., "::\"ew \X'orld, Real \X'orld," 73.
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encouraged to cluster public buildings and sen"ices at these sites, but no mention was made
of incorporation or resident tradesmen. It was clear that mercantJle control was still viewed
as a bulwark of civility and the common good, but v;rith the county system now firmly
entrenched, any urban corporate de\"elopment would have been a threat to the existing fault
lines of political topography that had been scored across the tide"\vater landscape. :;\low
corporations could never be the

seed~

from which commomvcalth sprouted in Virginia, and

towns would ah,vays be threatening rival jurisdictions that were placed atop the existing
garden like an ornamental boulder. 101

The county nurkerplaces proposed in the late 1650s represented one end of an arch of
urban debate that began \vith Sir Ed,vin Sandys's ambitious reorganisation of the Virginia
\"enture in 161 R, and mm·ed through Harvey's ambitious plans at James town and the
audacious effort to incorporate boroughs across the colony in 1652. Viq;,rinia scholars have
focused attention on a rnuch broader arch of local go\·ernment that originated in the 1634
decision to establish county courts. Because the county system endured and became the
building block of modern local gm'etnment in Virginia and the United -States more generally,
they h.ave been more than justified in this pursuit. However, this approach has overlooked
the fact that in contemporary England the most Yital debates about local government
revolved around corporations and that therefore we must look at the competition between
the repeatedly frustrated urban development projects and the county courts to understand
hmv the political culture of the Atlantic world was being played out in the early colony.
Throughout these early years, to·wn development "\vas never simply a theoretical
question of defence, di\'ersification, or devolution of political and economic pmver -it was
HS, 1: 412, 476. For the' sequence of countv fonnatwn, sec Michael F. Doran, Atla.i of County Botmdm)
Chaltges Z11 Vu;gmza, 1634-1895 (Athens, Ga., 1987), 6-15.
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ahvays a complicated balance of these considerations. Because of the traditions of English
boroughs, the prospecr of town development \Vas seen as a means of generating an efficient
and civic-minded political institution that could regulate trade fairly for the common good.
Hmve\ret, when the common good was a hotly debated top1c, the

que~tion

was what end this

urban influence would serYe. Harvey's plans represented an attempt to harness JamestcN.:n as
a c1vic commumty- "'·itb himself at the apex- and usc this position to oversee trade and
secure royal revenue in the face of an

aggre~sive

mercantile faction. \X'hen that faction won

out in England and executed the king, they were free

to

propose a n·ry clifferent urban

vision for Virgima through which their allies could accrue civic powers and thus anchor their
trading connections across the colony with little interference. Although the towns
themselves chd not appear, the burnishing of county elites' political and economic status
during the 1650s changed the complexion of V1rginia's nagging urban problem. Faced with
these altered circumstances and a new urban ideal in England, Governor Berkeley pursued a
very chfferent urban course when he returned to power in 1660.
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Chapter Two
The Restoration Urban Vision, and its Discontents,
in England and Virginia, 1660-1677
On many unrernarkable days during the 1650s, \X'illiam Berkeley tended to his impressive
Green Spnng plantatton, keeping a lmv profile in Vtrginia politics. He watched as the work
he and HanTy had put into Jamestown !:-'radually crumbled away. He undoubtedly knew
about the 1652 plan to propagate corporations across the colony, its quick demise, and the
perpetual itch for marketplace controls amongst rhe county elites. He knc\v more than
enough about the Kavigation Act that now required all tobacco to be shipped to l:ngland,
and kne\,v just enough about the ways

to

bypass the restrictions by dealing \11--ith rnerchants

from Kew ::--.letherland. Finally, in the spring of 1660, as the new crops began to

~prout

at

Green Spring, Berkeley's political career also began to show signs of ne\,V growth. Although
Charles H had not yet been re~tored to the throne 111 England, a return to monarchy was
looking increasingly likely, and besides, Berkeley was the best cand1date left to guide Virginia
in these uncertain tin1es. Tc)\J;;ard the end of March, he resumed his gubernatorial seat and
almost irnmediately resurrected his agend<1 for urbanisation and control of trade. 1
Howe\-er, circumstances in England had changed. Even \,1;-i.th the restoration of the
monarchy, the Parliamentary-era

S~'Stem

of mercantile restrictions remained -largely owing

to the new ktng's desperate financial straits. Just as significantly, the new regime dramatically
adjustmented the relationship benveen the crown and England's urban corporations in the
\vakc of the Civil \!Car. After v1siting London and rubbing shoulders with the new royal court
in the early 1660s, Berkeley realised that be could not simply continue fighting the battles of
the Civil \\iar era. The town plan for Jamestov:n, which he had inherited from Harvey, of a
For Berkeley's enforced retlremcnt, see \X'arrcn M. Btllings, Szr Wi!!zam Berkeley rllld the For:ging of Coloma!
Vzrginia (Baton Rouge, La., 2004), chaps. 7-8. For the urban plans in interregnum V1rginia, see above 95-102.
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ru\"erstfied civic hub that could dominate colonial trade 111 a free market and fight off the
influence of overweaning London merchants was no longer going to sit well \\rith the royal
imperial \"lsion. In the first place many London merchants had emerged from the crisis
unscathed,

de~pite

thetr prior politicalloyalttes, because they had changed sides at the

opportune moment and greased their dramatic change of heart with a hearty purse of
change. Secondly, there \vas a general mood of scepticism in \XIh1tehall about traditional
urban corporations -many courtiers \Vere inchned to blame England's cities for the radical
politics of the 1640s and shared Thomas I-fobbes's view that they represented "m.any lesser
common\\"calths in the bowels of a greater, like worms in the entraih of a natural man." 2
This chapter and the next will explain how the intensification of empire and the
changing nature of the town during this period were caught up together in the English
Atlantic \vorld. Berkele) astutely trimmed his sails to match this new English vision and
atternpted to put it into practice in the colony. However, he faced the same challenges that
dogged his king in England. People familiar w1th the kingdom's rich civic trachtions were not
prepared to allo\v them to be eroded by royal writ and warrant. Berkeley's Jamestown plans
failed before the King's, because he could not convince colonists to spend the greater sums
of money required to construct this new vision from scratch. The expensive and exclusive
town became a target for anger and resentment and, ·when rebellion broke out in the colony
in 1676, some of the rage was directed against the Restoration urbanism, and jamestown was

burnt to the ground. Eventually, though, the Stuart pretensions to absolute power over
England's towns fired rebellion in the mother country too.

**""

z Thomas Hobbes, Lmatl>an, or The 7vfattrll Forme, e7 Power of a ComlllomPea!th I<.cc!esia.rtz.all or Cni/1, cd. Richard
Flathman and Dav1d Johnston (1'\ev,' York, 1997), 169.
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"-\!though \'C'illiam Berkeley had kept a studied silence about English politics and mercantile
policy dunng the later 1650s, others had not been so circumspect. A number of complaints
from Virg-inia had reached the officet> of the Protectorate in London. 'Ibe main grievance
was the 1'\av-igation Act. Passed in 1651 at the instigation of London merchants, the act
supulated that all colonial exports must be carried to English ports by Enghsh merchants. It
\Vas des1gned to cement the dominance of the capital's mercantile faction that Berkeley and
Harvey had been fighting agrunsr since the 1630s. Though rarely enforced throughout the
decade because of wars and domestic disputes in England, resenHnent and complaint about
the act \vas widespread/ Anonymous epistles that arrived in 1.ondon argued against the
restrictions and cited the bleak conditions in Virgmia. \'{i'ithout the profits from trade with
the Dutch, they claimed, no grand projects could be undertaken, the \Yestem expanses of the
colony could not be mapped, and the plantations \vould run short of labour because only
Dutch merchants could supply them with African slaves. If they \\'ere allowed

to

trade freely,

the long-term return to England \vould be infinitel) greater. Beyond simply petitioning in
London, new efforts to organise county-administered marketplaces in each tidewater locality
during the late 1650s were also part of the effort to sei;>;e back local control over trade and
engage on an official and organized lewl with the Dutch merchants visiting the Bay. 1
As much as colonists might have grumbled, there was probably little confidence in
Virginia that the mercantile system would be set right \vhile Crom-well or Parhament ruled

3 Billings, Szr [.f?tf!zaJ!I Rrrke!ey, 115, 118-19. For tl1c l\:avigation /IH of 1651, sec Robert Brenner, JJc-rrhantr and
Ret·olutzon: Commerczal Change, Poll thai Conjlirt, and London :r Oz•erseas Tm&rs. 1550-1653 (P11ncc:ton, l\: J., 199 3),
598-628; Thomas Lcng, BiJamin tvorsley: Tmde, IndN.rtry, and the Spirit zn RezJo!utzonmJ' Ent,lalld (London, 2008),
chap. 3; Robert ::-.I. Bliss, Rct•olut;on and Bmpzre: English Po/;tzcs and the AJ/Jeriran Colonzes in the Sez>enteenth Cmtur}
(.\>[anchester, 1990), chap. 12. For the continued Dutch trade in the region during the interregnum, see Apnl
Lee Hatfield, Atlant;c Virgmza: Inten·o/onza! &lationr m the Sewntrmth CenfuiJ (Ph1ladelphia, Pa., 2004), chap. 2, esp.
48-SU; John R. Pagan, "Dutch Marinme and Commerc1al Actlnty in 1\Iid-SeYcnteenth-Century \'lrg111ia,"
V.\1HB 90 (1982), 485-501.
'":::--lotcs on lmpronng the Tobacco Trade,'' Rawhnson Mss. A38 f. 703-6, BodleJan f..Jbrary, Oxford (Virginia
ColonJal Records Project); H.5', 1: 412,476.
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the empire. Berkeley and the numerous ro; alist emigre planters in the Chesapeake merely
strengthened the extensive, but techmcally illegal, mercantile connections with the Dutch
commercial empire. In early 1660, hm\·e,-er, prospects for undoing the NaV1gation acts and
legally establishing free trade began to look decidedly rosier. The son of the late Charles I,
Charles Stuart, arrived in Dover on I\Iay 25, 1660, and within a few days he made a
triumphal entry mto London to reclaim the throne as Charles H. 1 Almost certamly standing
amongst the jubilant cro\\·ds on the streets of the metropolis "\Vas merchant Jobn Bland.
Although Bland had not explicitly opposed to the Protectorate, he had endured his share of
commcrc1al struggles with Parliamentary officials, and he was a close business associate of
royalist merchant Andrew King, who gained office during the Restoration. The Bland family
held land and mercantile interests in Virginia and had close ties to Berkeley, but John also
traded in the more prestig10us Spanish market and had few connections with the upwardly
mobile raclicaltnerchants \Vho had fired the revolution and tried to gain a stranglehold over
colonial commerce. He, thus, took a dim view of the strictures of the

~avigation

Act. The

king's return offered an opportunity to turn back the commercial policies of the merchant
faction that Bland and his Virginia partners so disliked, and so he launched a thorough and
scathing attack on the 1\:"avigation Act. However, it was also the most comprehensi\·e
defence of traditional civic urban development in Virg-inia that the period would vdtness. He
ensured that town-building immediately returned to the colonial agenda. 6
Bland began by attacking the men who had formulated the original

~avigation

Act,

claiming they \Vere naive and focused on private profit- a notable contrast with the ci;:ic

s Por a brief survey of the reasom for Charles Il's restoration, ~ee J. J\1. Sostn, F.n,_g!z.rf, A1t1enca and the Restoratzon
J1onarch_y of C!J._;des 11: Transatlmzt;r Pu!ztm, Cotmmrce, and Kinshp (Lmcoln, 1'\cb., 198U), chap. 2. f'or Charles II's
reception in London, see Gary S. DeKrey, umdon and the Restoratzon, 1659-1683 (Cambndge, 2005), chap. 1.
6 :\ev1lle \X11liams, "The Tribulations of John Bland, Merchant: London, Seville,Jamesto\\·n. Tangier, 16431680," T "MHB ~2 (1964): 19-27; Billings, Sir U7illzam Berkel~)', 75-76. Brenner, .\1erchants and &t•olutzon, 633-37.
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ideal. Mercantile restrictions, he claimed, would ultimately strangle the colonial economy and
actually undermine royal revenues in the long term. I3land advocated a new ci·v:ic plan that he
claimed would serve the common good rather than the private interests of those who
advocated the Navigation Act. The key feature was to be a completely free trade, but this
was to be in the service of making Virginians "industrious, striving \Vith each other to gather
rogcther in Societies, and building of Towns." In Bland's thinking, then, towns were
communities of men competing for business but also sharing common interests and
negotiating in a transparent marketplace where everyone would be encouraged to act fairly
and industriously. He used the experience of rapidly developing English ports such as Dover
and Deal, and

~ew

Amsterdam, to demonstrate that "the concourse of shipping" was the

key to building these urban con1.munities and fostering "ingenious men" who could add
value to b,1sic commodities. Bland's ideal, then, was that the crown promote, instead of the
Navigation Act, a free trade that was restricted to certain ports in each river where fees could
be collected but where trades and crafts would also develop, and societies and civic
institutions could foster common interests and social order. Bland was not overly acquainted
with Virginia's returning governor, but he had neatly captured the essence of Berkeley's
former vision and the hope of many planters that the new lcing might resurrect those plans."
Wnile Bland was formulating his treatise in London, Berkeley was engaged in the far
more practical business of reestablishing his powers in the colony. But once those formalities
'\Vere concluded, he immediately began rebuilding the urban system he had been forced to
abandon in 1651. During the spring assembly session, he got approval for a new commercial
deal with representatives from 1\'c\.v ::\!etherland because he shared Bland's optimism that a
new English regime would allow greater freedom of trade. By October news of Charles II's

7

"Virginia and the Act of ~avigarion," FAIHB 1 (1893): 145, 150-55.
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restoration, along with Berkeley's new commission as gm·ernor, reached the colony, and
with a tirmer gnp on the levers of pow·er Berkeley began comprehensive changes. Trade was
once again restricted

to

the town. The footpath and horse trrul that crossed Powhatan

S\vamp onto the Jsland were made passable again so that people could tind their way to the
town, and, even more ambitiously, Berkeley extracted permission to begin work on a new
statebouse for the capital. Jamestown was emerging from its stupor, and its civic power, and
that of other potential towns, was recot,mised once again when the General Assembly
reconvened 1n the spring of 1661. They re"\\'tote the rules of representation in the colony and
guaranteed the city its separate burgess,

promi~mg

simultaneously that if another town could

reach one hundred tithables, it too could send a delegate to sessions.'
The shabby state of jamestown was not the only thing on the governor's mmd as he
resumed his position in Virginia in 1660. Berkeley inherited an economic crisis. The colony
still relied exclusively on tobacco for its transatlantic trade and consequently its supply of
finished goods. However, with its population rapicUy e:Apancling over the past two decades
and \·ast new tracts ofland being brought under cultivation on the ?\fiddle Peninsula and
:N"orthern Neck, the output of tobacco "\\'aS skyrocketing and price was plummeting.
Diversification away from the weed had gone from being an advisable idea to a full-blown
necessity. Berkeley himself was already working on new products at h1s Green Spring
plantation, and he returned to power with a plan to introduce these new crops, ci6ng the
"Incertaine valle"\v of tobacco" and "the unstaplenes of the Commoditey.'' Amongst
Berkeley's leading candidates as Virginia's alternative to tobacco were "Iron, S1lk, flax, hemp,
and Potashes." The crucial detail about these items was that they would all require secondary
processing and manufacturing before they ever left the colony; iron had to be smelted, silk

8

Billings, Szr Wzlliam Berkelt()'. 123-27, 130; HS, 2: 13, 20.JHB, 2: 8.
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spun, flax and hemp woven, and potashes boiled. If Jamestm.vn could be rede\·eloped as

<1

major port of entry for the colony, then it might also provide a home for these crafts and
skills, just as Harvey had attempted

to

foster ironworking there in the 1630s. Equally, if all

tobacco \vcre traded through.Jamesto\\'11, it might reduce the total tobacco output and raise
the price of the weed relative to the ne\V staples also being bartered there. 1t is important,
howc\Ter, not to

0\Tr~tate

the connection between Berkeley's diversificat1on goals and his

ideas about urban dn-c!opment and mercanttle control. The plans for the statehouse at
Jamestown and sh1pping restrictions were kept separate from the d.iversification efforts in
the 1660 and 1661 assembly sessions, and the 1660 act for the promotion of the leather and
linen 111dustries specified that facilities should be built in each county, reflecting that fact that
most manufacturing in England was still a rural pursuit during th1s era. 9
~Although

Berkeley left us few hints as to his precise scheme upon his return to

power, his act1ons imply that he hoped to rebuild the urban structure that had been
abandoned. In a close parallel to the system Bland was then suggesting in London's halls of
power, Berkeley was building an active free port tmvn that \.vould remain under his guidance
and supervision and that might cult.ivate trade in new goods and restrict the tobacco crop.
With the ground\.\'ork in place by April1661, Berkeley received the blessing of the assembly
to

sail for England and present his reinvigorated proposals, and the burgesses' appeals

against the mercantile system, to tbe newly restored monarch. 10

Warren M. Btlltngs, "Sir \'\"Jlliam Berkeley and the Diversification of the Yirgmia Economy," VM EIB 104
(1996): 433-54:John C. Rainbolt, }rom Presrrzption to Pm·uaszon: Aianipulation of Eig!Jtmzth Cen!UIJ' f irgima Eronom_y
rl)ort \\"ashington, KY., 1974), 35-54; Billings, cd., The Papers ~(!Vzllzam Berkel~y 1605-1677 (Richmond, Va.,
2007), 162;Jon Kukla, ed., "Some ;\cts Not in Herung's Statute~: The Acts of A%ernbly, October 1660,"
Vlvfl IB 83 (1975): 88-89. For Enghsh manufactunng and prLwmcial to\\ ns, see Paul Glen rue and Ian \\?byte,
"Towns in an At,>Tarian Economy, 1540-1700,'' m The Cambndge Urban Hzrtory ofl317fmn, vol. 2, ed. Peter Clark
(Cambndge, 2000), 167-94 (esp. 181-84); John Patten, Engl1sh Tmz•ns 1500-1700 (Polkestonc, 1978), chap. 4; for
an alternate Yiew, see ::'hgel Goose, "Enghsh Pre-Industrial Urban Economies," in The Tudor and St11art Tmz'i1: A
Reader m Enghsh Urban 1 Tzstory, 1530-1688, eeL Jonathan Barry (London, 199U), 63-73.
10 Billings, Szr Wzlham Berkelf)', 133-35.
9
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**"'
Both Bland and Berkeley had misread the mood in the metropolis. The machinery of state
that had been erected during the 1650s would not be easily dismantled. Although Charles II
brought some fiercely loyal allies back from exile and appointed them to senior positions, he
also made room for plenty of those ·who had served under h1s enemies. London merchants
and financ1ers negotiated this transition because their money and commercial knm:vlcdge
m,1de them invaluable allies when

Charle~

returned with a se\'erdy depleted budget and a

less-than-secure grip on pmver. The preem.inent figures in this group '''ere Martin Noell and
Thomas Povey. These two friends had risen rapidly through rhc ranks of the metropolis
during the 1650s, making huge amounts of money fron1 the disrupted and illsorganised trade
in the Caribbean and as customs farmers for the Protectorate -

~oell

was the most

prominent and "\vealthy merchant in all of interregnum London. Tlrey had also demonstrated
their value to the state by lending vast sums to fund Cromwell's conquest of Jamaica and
equip the new Caribbe<111 colonies •vith labour. As a result, "\\'hen they agreed to welcome the
king back to England, he was more than happy to find a place for them within the new state
system . .:\fen such as Pm'ey and

~oell

had a much larger financial stake in the l'Javigation

system than Iberian merchants such as John Bland who dabbled in colonial commerce, and
they \Vere not about to surrender that interest. Parliament approved a plan for a new royal
~avigation

Act within a couple of months of Charles II's return to England, and from that

point onward Berkeley's vision for Jamestown was bound to change.'

1

Other changes that were also afoot in the early Restoration years would have just as
profound an impact on Berkeley's plans. Although Charles II had been swept back to power
on a wave of royalist enthusiasm in 1660 and largely assumed the legal fiction that he had
Charles :Vl. Andre\\ s, Bntish Commt/!ees, Commtssions and Councils nfTrade and Plan/afton, 1622-1675 (Balumorc,
Md., 1908): 49-53.
1:
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been king since the day of his father's death, there were constitutional questions about the
nature of his new relationship \Yith the kingdom. Charles had confirmed all the land
transactions of the interregnum through his declarations at Breda, but he had not settled the
issue of royal charters, many of them

to

urban corporations, that had been superseded by

Parliament oyer the past decade. Many former Parliamentarians and rad1cals had \Vithdm\Yn
from the corporate bench in England's boroughs, and most cities were reUably loyal by the
time of Charles H's return, but simply continuing the realm's urban government under their
mterregnum charters "\Yould engender a crisis of legitimacy. Furthermore, royalists who
returned to England \Vith Charles well remembered the role many independent boroughs
had played in overthrowing his father. \Villiam Cavendish, Marques ofNe"\vcastle, counselled
that '·Every corporation 1s a petty free state against monarchy" and that he h<1U to grasp the
opportunity to '"reduce and keep them in their due subjection.'n
ln 1661, pressure was building in England to address the issue of the kingdom's
corporations. Just a few months after Berkeley arriYed in London, Parliarnent finalised "An
Act for the well Governing and Regulating of Corporations" in December 1661. The
Corporations Act, as it was known, provided for a major overhaul of the kingdom's
boroughs. lt allowed the Icing to appoint commissioners in each county who would mspect
every chartered borough, administer the monarch's Oath of Allegiance and Supremacy to all
town officers, ensure that they had all recently receiYed the Anglican sacrament (to \veed out
radical nonconformists), and expel any man who refused to comply with these strictures.
Although many of the expulsions were approved by the majority of England's corporate

Paul Halhday, Dzsmembenng the Body Po!ztzr: Pmtisan Po!ztus in bi~f!,l,md'.r Towns, 1650-173() (Cambridge, 1998), 54,
73-85 (quotes from Cavenchsh. .'i4, 85). For Enghsh corporate politics during the Civtl \\.ar and lmerregnum,
·wh!ch mspired Cavenchsh's pess1misnc ,-iew, see Ian Roy, The English Repubhc, 1649-1660: The Vtew Prom
The Town Hall', 1t1 Republ!ken und Repub/zkams111us im Eumpa Derftnhen Neuzezi. cd. Helmut G. Koemgsbcrger,
(~funjch, 1988): 213-37; a number of specific case stuclJes can be found 1n R. C. Richardson, ed., Tmm and
Count~tstdt Ill the Fcnglish Rez,oiution (.:\fanchester, 1992), chaps. 1-6.
12
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officeholders, the shift toward central control and royal authority m boroughs \vas cle,1r.
}.;fore than a third of all corporate officeholders were removed. 13
~or

was it simply the city governments that were changing. The civil \var and

disruption of the past two decades had damaged the very fabric of most English cities. \'Vith
the Restoratjon came new waves of rebwlding and improvement, focused on different
architectural styles and a new class of \\"ealthy urban elites. The \vholesale gentrification of
London was obviously given a boost by the Great Fire in 1666, but even before that the
Pri\y Counctl reg1stered alarm at the rapid rate of building, especially outside the ancient city
walls of 1"on don, tmvard \X' cstminstcr. The city Berkeley returned to after a t\\"cnty-ycar
absence was undergoing a drarnatic change of gov-ernmental structure and visual character. 1'1
Berkeley drafted ne\Y proposals for the colony and presented them to the king just as
the Corporation Act was approved and while the commissioners were fancing out across
England to sun"ey the boroughs. \v1ule he wrote and lobbied he also naturally gravitated into
the circle of his brother, John, who had recently married into the

cit)

's merchant

commucity. Berkeley appears to have been able to \vin the support of a number of his
brother's friends and relatives for his plans for Virginia, but in the process he also certainly
learned the subtleties of the new king's attitude to cities, boroughs, and commercial policy. 15
Furthermore, Berkeley likely had access to another plan that leading merchant and
colonial policy maker ::\1artin Noell had drafted both to coincide with Berkeley's hearing in
\\'l1iteball and as a riposte to John Bland's earlier proposal.

~oell's

plan probably appealed to

13 Halliday, DzsnHI!Jberzng, 85-105. For statistics of excluded officeholders, dra,vn from a sample of thi1"ty-s1x
towns, see ib1d., 95
1\ Privy Coune1l :Vlinutes, :Vlarch 20, 1660/1, 1'\auonal ArchiYes of UK, PC 2/53 f. 111. For the rcbwlding of
London, ;:ce Cynthi:1 \\'all, The l1tcrary· and Cultural Spaces of Restoration London (CambrJdgc, 1999);
.i'vflchad Cooper, 'A :\fore Beaunful Clry': Robert Hooke and and the Rebwldmg of London after the Great
P1rc (Stroud, U.K., 2003).
1' For LonJon's royahsm dunng the 1660s, sec DeKrey, 1,ondon and the Restorafton, chap. 2. For Berkeley's
negonations m London dunng late 1661, see Billmgs, Str U7i//,am Berke!q, 136-46.
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Berkeley because it pointed out that Virgmia had fallen behind New England and Barbados
purely because of a lack of tmvns, despite being superior in narural resources; it also
contended that "experience hath shewed us in all times, that [town de\Telopment] hath bin
the first ground, and Policis, upon which all prosperous Colonies and Commotnvealthes
have Subsisted and advanced into greater Dominions.'' These were attitudes that agreed with
Berkeley's. Ho\\Tver, the details

of~oell's

proposal \Tered away from the commonwealth

ramifications of tow·ns, and their influence on the prosperity of the colony, to argue that
urbanity was really necessary for "the Increase and Regulation of Trade and the Benefitt of
the Crmme, and the a\·oyding fraud in the prucments of his Majesties Customs, and publick
Dutyes.'' Such aims "\vere, in the reactionary, royalist London of 1661, the indisputable
definition of the public good; any who could not be conv-inced, Noell insisted, ,,-ere seeking
private ends. He proposed that the king simply mandate that trade be confined to one or
two locations in every river; only those "\vho could afford to develop commerce at the sites
(more than likely the transatlantic merchants themselves) should gain "severall Priv-ileges and
immunities." At face value 1\:oell's plan looks sirnilar to those promoted by Harvey in the
1630s and by Bland more recently, but the de\·il \\:as in the details. This royally administered
and merchant-led scheme represented a shift in Atlantic geopolitics. The towns 1\:oell had in
rnind were not the independent boroughs that London merchants had advocated in 1652,
but neither were they gubernatorial strongholds or centres for the county elites. Instead they
were to be nodes of royal control, rooted in a close alliance bet\Jireen the crown and a narrow
oligarchy of rich Atlantic merchants, just like the Anglican royalists who had recently been
cemented in boroughs across England by the Corporations Act.

16

H• "Proposalls concerning bmldmg of Towns," Egerton :MS 2395, f.666, Bntish Libran. There is no definite
evH.lcnce of authorship on the manuscnpt, but cataloguers at the Bnush Library bebeve lt to be m the
handwriung of~Iartin ::-.Joell. 111e only other likely canchdate would be Thoma~ Povey, ·who appears to have
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Sir \X:'illiam Berkeley's response to these developments was decis1ve. By the end of
January 1662, he had composed and printed /1 Di.rcoune and Viezl'

~f

VirpJtzia. Its proposals

\V(mld have been familiar to those who had knuwn Berkeley's dealings in the colony: they
\vere plans for ambitious diversification into a variety of new goods and commodities, and
an encommm on the resources of the colony. Berkeley, \vho still harboured ambitions of
getting \Tirt,>inia exempted from the 1-\avigation Act, also outlined his vision of free trade. He
hinted that tm>•ns might play a role in makmg free trade profltablc in Vtrginia when he noted
that 1f the Dutch controlled the colony they would have made it into the ''mart" of America.
1--[o\Ye\·er, the pamphlet did not explicitly advocate any urban plans. In fact,

lt

worked hard

to

make the colony seem like an organised rural comnnmity free from troublesome pohtics.

~\t

one point Berkeley rehearsed the fan1ily names of colonists, making connections to

English gentry hnes, in order to prm·e that they \\'ere "as good families as any Subjects in
Cngland." Even h1s appeal for more, and better qualified, labourers and craftsmen suggested
that those who currently led the colony were neither craftsmen nor manual labourers but
rural investors who, "like Architects ... can design excellent buildings, but hav·e not the Skill
to Square their timbers, or lay their bricks." Diversiiied product1on, then, was not going

to

turn these rural gentlemen into m·ermighty, middling burghers of independent corporations;
rather they would be gentry managers of colonial development, Yery much akin

to

those

Charles II was then appointing to reform England's towns. Moreover, instead of focusing on
making Virginia a commercial hub and securing separate and distinct local privileges,
Berkeley framed his plans as a means to help the colony's loyal planters produce goods and
commodities "to the \X/ealth, and Glo0;" of "our ~ation." 1 -

gathered the collection of document~ that have survned m Egerton 2395, and Ius autb.orslup would not alter
the argument made here.
1" Billings, Papa:r of!Vzlizam Berkti~y 1605-1677, 161-68.
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The explicitly urban part of Berkeley's vision for Virginia \vas actually repackaged
and separated from the agenda of commercial and indmtrial development. The gmTernor did
not even head the project, preferring instead to hand off responsibility to the Reverend
Roger Green, a clergyman who had travelled from Virginia

to

London with Berkeley. The

result was an advice narrati\Te originally presented to the Bishop of London but then
pubhshcd under the title Virginia's Cure. Ostens1bly the epistle was intended to propose ways
to address the ''unhappy State of the Church in Virginia," but Green believed tbat at the
heart of this problem lay ''our People's scatter'd Habitations." He painted a \Terbal picture of
plantations stretched out along the many rivers ofVirgima and colourfully descnbcd the
colonists' remoteness and failure to gather for regular church sen-ices as robbery against
God's just right to homage. Such robbery had put Vrrginians "under the curse of God.''
Green followed this with a li<>t of more practical problems, including a hck of "Christian
1\ieighbourhood, or brotherly adriwnition ... adrninistrations in Sicknesse, and Distresse,"
and "the Benefit of Christian and Ci\'il Conference and Commerce." The ''civil commerce"
that Green had in mind was not trading barrels of tobacco but exchanging words and adv-ice.
He explained that \\rithout towns the whole system of informal oversight and management
of people's social and moral actions was impossible. 18
Green's sentiments deliberately emphasized not economics and trade- he said it was
not within his expertise to comment on these "Temporal" issues -but the social disorder
that resulted from scattered settlement. Instead of a commercial hub at James town, he
adnKated for a network of towns, with one in each county across the colony. Instead of
commercial controls and stimuli to force trade into towns, he was advocatmg a collection

18 R. G., Vu;gmza's C"t1re, or, An ad~Wt'e narmfit'e wncernmg Virginia (1662). in Peter Force, eeL, Tract.r ,md Other
Papns . .. (\X ashmgton, D.C., 1844), 3, no. 15, 1, 3-4. For a wider dJscussion of Green's miss10n, sec EJ·ward L.
Bond, Damned Souls m a Tobac('(J CoiOfl)'." Relig1un m Snrenfeenth-Cenfttl)' Vzigmia (Macon, Ga., 2000), 190-94.
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throughout the panshes of the kingdom to fund the construction of buildings. The primary
focus, then, was upon developing the built environment of a modern town, rather rhan
generating the independent civic identity that was the root of so many English co1porations.
Green's suggestions actually bad more in common '>Vith the building appeals that towns
around England launched in the seventeenth century, trying to attract sponsorship to erect
new town halls. Funhermore, he laid out m precise detail how the urban spaces should be
used. All great planters w1th more than a set number of sen-ants were to be "enjoyned" by
the Icing to buiJd a house in their local town and resort there weekly in order to attend
church services and public events. This was strikingly sim1lar to the pattern of urban
habitation by English county leaders in the Restoration and early eighteenth century. 1"
Green's proposals contained ties to the cornmonwealth ci,-ic traditions of the early
se\·enteenth century. He suggested that besides enforcmg morality, the confluence of people
would facilitate "raising Companies of the best qualiiled, and most able persons to combine
in Designs, most advantageous to their O\Vn ,md the pubhck \'{Teal," and they may eventually
"incorporate into Societies for this end." The civic virtues that corporate life had been seen
to proYide in pre-Ci,-il \\'ar England shaded easily into the moral virtues that Green was
advocating when he spoke of to\vns prornoting "the comely order of the Christians
Government, the ambiablenesse of their Conversations, their J\Ieeknesse, Humility, Charity,
their Righteousnesse, shining as the Light, and their just dealing as the ~oon-day." 20
These ''Tcre famihar claims to the Restoration audience, but such cohesiye self-aware
communities, conscious of their interests and public duties, were the "petty free states" that
\X;illiam Ca\Tndish had warned against. Green was careful to counter this image by framing
1" Ib1d., 4, 6-8. For e:Atensi,·e fundraJ.smg campaigns for public bmldmgs by English local authoriac.:s in this
penod, see Robert Tittler, Architecture and Pulnr: TIN Town I-I all and the Bnglish [ Trban Commum(y c. 1500-1640
(Oxford, 1991), 51-5"7 •
zo R.G., T zrgzma's Cure, 8, 11.
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his whole appeal in a paternalistic structure, descnbing it as a proposal for "reducmg ...
Planters into Tmvns," in notable contrast to the 1652 town act's language of "gathering and
settling." Also, as already noted, only the great planters 'Nere to be reguired to build town
houses, thus ensuring the better sort fotmed the bedrock of these communities. The whole
purpose of (.;.reen's design was to make planters more easily managed and morally guided,
rather than empowcnng them. I k wrapped up this picture with an agricultural metaphor,
comparing \hrginJans to "plants [that] no\v grow w1lde in that \'-Cildernesse" and proposing
that his plan would make the colony "like a garden enclosed, like a Vineyard fenced, and
watch'd like a flock of Sheep." Such oversight allic;d

\\Tll

with the order and stability that

Charles ll was hoping to establish in England. \X'hen Green spoke of "well governed" and
'\\rell ordered" towns, he was rehearsing sentiments very much after the king's own heart.~:
Once Berkeley's urban agenda \Vas thus subtly realigned to Restoration ideals, the
crown was happy to consent to this aspect of his plans. In September 1662, shortly before
the governor left London to return to his colony, he received new instructions reflecting this
royal approval of town building. In fact, to\vn founding \vas the first detailed item in the
instructions. The order represented a combination of ~Iartin

~oell's

plan with Roger

Green's; it called for one town on each of Virginia's rivers as ::\loell had proposed, and also
insisted that Berkeley and the royal council \\Tre to contribute to the development of
Jamestown by each building a new house there, reflecting Green's \rision of elite urban
leadership. Curiously, the instructions also cited, as a guide, Virginia's "Neighbors of New
England, who obliging themselves to [build tmvns] have in few years rmsed that Colony to
breed wealth Reputation & security." New England's to\\'l1S hardly reflected the new
Restoration urban vision in England, but in all likelihood this advice was rooted in the

z: Ib1d., 8, 13, 15. For the

lan~:,ruage

of the 1652 act, see above 99-100.
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mercantile experience of members of Charles's circle who traded with New England and was
primarily about appealing to V1rginia colonists' pecuniary mterests. The elitist ideal about
\Vho should build in the tidewater's new towns certainly did not match the compact and
rclatiycly egalitarian structure of J\'cw England tmvns. \'Vl1atcver \Xl1itehall officials had in
mind, hmvever, \vould have to be parsed and debated in the colony. Most Virginians did not
have access to Cavendish's cymcal

a~sessment

of urban poEtics or a detailed knowledge of

the recent building and development that Berkeley had navigated in Restoration London.
Because they lack the English Restoration context to fully grasp the K.ing's new instructions
to Berkeley, how they would respond to this new urban \rtsion remained unclear when t11e
governor boarded h1s ship to return to the colony. 22

**"'
Berkeley had scarcely

fim~hed

unloading his trunks and crates at Jamestown in ~ovember

1662 "\Vhen he called for a new assembly session. \Vhen the burgesses gathered the following
month, he did not hesitate to put h1s mstructions into operation, proposing legislation for a
grandiose redevelopment of Jarr1estown. C nfortunately we have no record of their debates
and disagreements during those short winter days at the capital; all that survives is the
legislation eventually p<lssed. Considering that Berkeley's proposals represented a ne\v kind
of urban development tor the colony and the fact that later sources would completely
disagree about which sections of society opposed the plan, this gap in the records is all the

B!l.l.tngs, Papers of.Szr lf7illza!ll Berkelt!J', 177-78. There 1s a wealth of controven,y over the characterization of
tov. n government and life in early-seventeenth-century New England, but few would cla1m that 1t \vas as
consciou~ly oligarchical as the strucrure propo<;ed for Virginia in Berkeley's new instructions. For example, sec
Kenneth Lockndgc, A 1\ew bngland T01vn: 'The r""irst Hundnd 1-ears (l"cw York, 1970); Dav1d "AJlen Grayson, In
bngl1sh W{DS: The MovtJJMI! ofSoctttzes and the Tramftral ofbnglish Lora! Law and Custom to AiaJJachuJettJ Beg in the
Sez;entemth Cmtm)" (Chapel Hili, ~.C., 1<J81);Jobn Frederick Marun, Profiuln The WlidemeJJ: Entrcprenmr.rhzp and
the Foundi11g ofNell' England toJP·ns m the \mnteenth Cenfm)l (Chapel Hlll, N.C., 1991).
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more lamentable. The surviving acts, however, do allm\ us a glimpse at how Berkeley and
7

his burgesses interpreted their instructions. 2'
Firstly, the General Assembly placed great stock in the royal approbation for the new
tmvn building project. They claimed they \\Tre enacting the legislation not because of the
clear benefits to the1r own security and protlt but because .it had been "encouraged by his
majesties royaU commands, to which in dutie wee are all bound to yeild a mot-t ready
obedience.'' In a subsequent letter, leading councilor Francis Moryson cast doubt on
whether the king had ever oft1cially ordered the town plan (rather than just approv-ing of
Berkeley's ambition). By beginning the legislation \v-1th this preamble, however, Berkeley and
the burgesses were consciously attempting to make the redevelopment of J arnestown mirror
as closely as possible the form of an explicit royal grant or charter to a corporate tmvn. The
to\vn was to be a \-isible symbol of the colony's connection with crown authority. 21
The main thrust of the legislation was unlike any prior tmvn plan in the Chesapeake.
Instead of gathenng people together at new urban sites using commercial regulations, the act
outlined an architectural town vision. Despite the fact that sorne buildings still stood at
Jamestown, including the one where this legislation was drafted, the "towne" was apparently
to consist entirely of thirty-two ne\v fully brick houses, each "forty foot long, n·venty foot
wide ... the roofe

to

be flfteen foote pitch and to be covered \Vith slate or tile." Specifying

completely brick houses was a bold move; although brick was being increasingly used in
English towns to prevent fire, it was still a rare commodity in Virginia, and archaeologists
have repeatedly shown that the decision to build in brick \vas as much about status as
practicality. The houses were also to be arranged into a neat square design specttled by
Berkeley. In the late 1610s the Virginia Company had gestured tmvard sturdy houses and
23
ZL

B1lhngs, Szr lf'zl!tam Berkeley, 174-75.
HS, 2: 172; "Franci~ Moryson to Lord Clarendon."
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orderly streets, but no urban plam had ever pre\·iously achieved th1s level of ~pecificity. The
legislation even covered the deta1ls of the labour invohred in building each structure and
specified wages and time Iim1ts fiJr each house undertaken. All of this architectural detail
sugge~ts

that Berkeley intended to maintain close oversight of the ne\v tmvn. I Ie had in mmd

a particular urban scene he was trpng to recreate. The act made th1s oversight eas1er by
mandating that urban development was to be funded through a general levy of thirty pounds
of tobacco per poH, but managed by the justices of each county bench wl10 were more
beholden to the governor, and by other \vealthy colorusts who could agree to undertake the
construcrion of an individual house. The object wa5 thus to create a town that ret1ected the
latest trends that Berkeley had observed in London -dominated by large, expensi-v-e
building, and under the direct control of himself and his leading colonial allies. This town of
thirty-two brick houses orientated around a square would box out the existing structures and
the building style they represented - the act prevented any new wooden houses being built
alongside the ne\v homes -and reflect an elite urban vision. 25
The most obvious discrepancy benveen the finished act and the plans debated in
London earlier that year was the single-minded focus on Jamestmvn. Although the act
pronded that in future years money could be raised for the erection of towns along the
colony's other ri\rers, this was something of an afterthought, relegated to the final paragraph
and written in such a way that any development along these lines \vould have required
further legislation to get off the ground. 26 Ostensibly, reluctance to establish other towns
retlects Berkeley's former bias in favour of a central mercantile entrepot for the entire colony
25 HS, 2: 172-""'6. For the sigruficance of bmldmg 1n brick m the colonial Chesapeake, see Cary Car~on et. al.
·'Impermanent Architecture in the Southern American Colonies." \X'mtcrthur Portfolio (198 1): 135-96 (esp.
161-03).
2° The act failed to actually specify prense locanom for these future additional sites. Furthermore, although 1t
proYJded that trade m certam counnes would be restricted to Jmnestown. lt made no ~unilar determination
about which counties would fall under the aegis of an; other new towns. These rcgulauons would have
necessitated further legislation. Henning, Sratutes, 2: 176.
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through which he could control con1merce, in contrast to Noell's ideal of a number of
convenient trad1ng centres on each major ri,rer. However, the mercantile restnctions in the
act only demanded that trade on the upper James River, not commerce for the whole colony,
be channelled through the tO\\-n, so the restriction to one urban centre was not entirely
about economic power and influence. The \vhole tenor of the act ''ras actually about unifying
the colony m a cultural rather than economic orbit around Jamestown, as its requirement
that each county contribute to the cost and management of one new tmvn house in the city
suggests. This was not simply a device for spreading the costs of construction around the
colony, \vhich could hmT easily been done just by collecting the thirty pounds of tobacco
frorn each colonist and pooling thern in a central fund. The county-centred plan was about
creating a direct connection bet\,Yeen each local comrrmnity and the capital city. Jamestown
was to be Virgirua in miniature. In fact, even when building progress in the first year proved
slow and the burgesses did decide to pool the money and build a limited number of houses
each ) ear, the plan rernamed to eventually divide the finished properties amongst the
counties. Because each county's leaders would be responsible for managing this property,
they would also be the most likely to visit or rent the site, allowing the local elites to he tied
directly to the governor and royal authority through urban space. The burgesses themselves
were at least partially responsible for developing the plan for county control of constructlon,
but Berkeley admitted later that he had happily consented to their desires. The plan offered
an urban stake

to

those aspiring planters who represented their counties in the assembly but

who could not alone shoulder the cost of building a whole town house. In this sense it
allowed Berkeley to culti\ratc a broad-based network of county leaders tied directly to him.
This de,Telopment reflected perfectly the vision tlut Robert Green had elucidated in

Virginia'J- C11re; it was also precisely correlated with the contemporary process in England
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whereby rural anstocrats in the Restoration era came to encircle the royal court at
\'\'estmmster and lesser county gentry esrablished sm<lller versions of this elite c1rcle by
grav-itating to their local county town during particular seasons of the year.r

If "\Ve consider the legislative context of the 1662 act, this county-centred vision
makes even more sense. In the early 1660s, Berkeley assented to new laws that strengthened
the position of the county bench while also bringing it more closely under gubernatorial
control. During the same a::.scmbly session \vben the Jamestown plan passed, rhe burgcsse::.
also legislated to allow Virginia's counties to make their own bylaws, and this law came
immediately before the town act in the session's lcgtslativc record. For the first time m
V1rgima, the assembly was articulating a \'ision of local government in which counties and
towns were complimentary institutions. Rather than establishmg the network of trade hubs
that :;\Joell and his colleagues had envisioned, Berkeley was constructing a political centre for
Virginia along the lines of Restoration London and allO\vmg county leaders to exercise more
decentralised control across the rest of the colony. 28
Under the new urban plan, secular county governments were to orbit around
Jamestown, but there was also a parallel centralisation of Virginia's ecclesiastical structure. In
the late-1660s, the king, in concert with Gilbert Sheldon, Archbishop of Canterbury, had
plans dravm up for the establishment of an American bishopric based in Virginia, with a
Cathedral at] amestown. It is not clear whether Berkeley knew or approYed of the plan, and
it was fat from popular with Virginia elite who were being asked to invest in the town, but it
almost certainly reflected a 1Tital second part of Roger Green's 1'ision of urban development
in Virginia as a means of overseeing religious practice- Green had Erst presented his ideas
Ibid., 2: 172-73;]1-lB, 2: T; Billmgs. Paptrs of .5/r IJ:O"iihatll Berkeley, 189.
HS, 2: 18-21. 64, 73, 75, 83, 103. 171. In rcal!ty the expansiOn of county authority was an acknowledgement
of the de facto po\\'ers cl1at counncs had acquired during the interregnum, sec \\'arren 1\f. B1llings, "The
Growcl1 ofPolittcal Institutiom 1n Virg1111a, 1634-1676,'' W~\IIQ, 3•" Ser., 31 (1974): 231 34.
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to Gilbert Sheldon in 1661 when the latter was Bishop of London. The language of the royal
proclamation establishing the bishopric overlapped in key ways with the urban \-ision Green
had set out. The bishopric was to facilitate "the discipline of good manners" and ensure that
"piety and charity be fomented and conserved among all men." Furthermore, it would boost
the urban status ofJamestown by enabling it to formally take the title of a city. 'jamestmvn
be from now and hcncdc1tth forever a city," the proclamation explained, '"and we will and
decree that it be called and named the City of Jamestown." The secular hierarchy being
pursued through a new urban space at Jarnestmvn was to be complemented by a religious
hierarchy anchored at the town. A leading ecclesiastical figure at Jamestown would help to
ensure that, instead of becoming a radical independent corporate community, the tmvn
would served as a symbol of royal and religious authority in the colony, fully under the
supervision of spiritual and temporal authority. The bishopric challenged the position of the
Virginia elite who were supposed to gather at Jamestm,\'n because it made the office of
bishop for America an independent authority in the town that reported directly to the
archbishop in Canterbury. If Berkeley envisioned an elite town where leading colonists could
gather under his authority, then a directly appointed cleric who gathered the colony's clergy
there and reported back to the crown integrated James town even more with the English
empire than the governor had planned. Local leadership in the colony sa\v to it that the plan
was never put into action. However, the bishopric proposal suggests that planners on both
sides of the Atlantic during this brief Restoration zenith v,rere thinking in the same way about
tl1e nature of colonial urban development- that it should be orderly and hierarchical,
marking clear lines of political authority on the landscape. 29

"Draft Statute for the Creation of a Bishopric in Virginia," f. 152-54, Owen \\lynne Collection 238,
Codrington Library, All Souls College, Oxford (Virginia Colonial Records Project). This document is in Latin,
but a translation can be found in \Villiam Cabell Brown, "Draft for the Creation of a Bishopric in Virginia,"
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**"'
\l?irh the leglSlation in place, Virginians were faced w1th the far trickier job of actually
constructing a modern brick metropolis on the banks of the James. Tv1:o major fires have
ripped through James town since the early 1660s and almost all the records of James City
County have been lost, so historians are almost entirely reliant on the \vork of archaeologists
ro piece together \vbat physical structures "\Vere actually erected. Fortunately, in some cases
detailed excavations over more than half a century ha\T unlocked considetable insights, but
other bulld.ings scarred by earlier, less sophisticated archaeological techmques remain a
mystery. \X1hat 1s abundantly clear, however, is that in rbe early 1660s Berkeley personally
mTrsaw a considerable urban renaissance effort at James town, wh1ch involv-ed new
architectural forms and the prominent use of brick.
At least four counties and five indiVIduals ininally agreed to begin construction of
houses at James town, and Berkeley himself proposed to erect eight houses, supervise the
work on the statehouse, and become the major landlord of the town. Survi\'ing historical
records

SU~!Sest

that within a year four houses had been bwlt. Because their exact locations

are not mentioned, \\'e cannot correlate this detail to the archaeological record, but it is clear
from. that record that major new buildings were indeed erected at James town during the
1660s. Most ambitious was a rO\v of eight houses on the northwest end of the town, near the
isthmus connecting tbe island with the mainland. 'TI1ese eight houses were built in two rows
of four, back-to-back, onto the end of which was connected the newly built statehouse. In
addition, two other buildings, knO\vn to archaeologists as structures 17 and 115, are almost
certainly products of this era. These brick piles are actually

t\\'O

further groups of rowhouses,

V.\1HB 36 (1928): 45-53. 111L~ most thorough di;,cussion of the V1rgm1a elite's >trugglc against an Ep1~copal
hierarchy, and pamcularly agrunst this plan for a bishopnc, can be found 111 Bond, Damned .5ouls, 204-215 (esp.
214, n. 80). lioweyer, Hond fatls to connect the plan with the regenerauon efforts the crown had ordered for
Jame!>town and thus concludes that Enghsh offie1als \vere slmplY nruve to appmnt a ·'ridiculous'" site for a see.
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containing three and four houses, built in the early 1660s but onl; sporadically occupied and
never completed. Stalled building and unoccup1ed units suggests that the town plan qmckly
ran into financial difficulties; such an assessment is supported by the few scraps of
documentary evidence we have about the building process, and by the fact that none of the
other twenty-four houses called for by the 1662 act have ever been defimtely identified.'('
The exact nature, style, and purpose of the three groups of rov.+ou~es that were built
have come in for significant archaeological debate. In the 1930s Henry C. Forman argued
that the connected series of homes with unified facades was intended to replicate fashionable
London residences of the Restoration era. This mterprctation >-vould certainly fit with the
rhetorical implications of both the legislation itself and Green's lengthy treatise on the
importance of elite urbanity. Hmve>--er, a reassessment by Audrey Hormng has cast doubt on
Forman's findings. Horning claims that the presence of rowhouses was not inherently elite
because the row form of connected buildings was a cheap and efficient style that predated its
fashiOnable use in the rebuilding of London. Hornmg points out that the number of
abandoned structures and the use of one unit as a jall probably made them less than
desirable real estate, certainly not on a par with London's fashionable \X:'est End. Instead, she
argues that they were intended as specubtive ventures to house urban craftsmen, akin to
those being quickly thrown up in England's industrialising small-towns and villages, and
were thus intimately tied to Berkeley's concurrent efforts at dh,ersificatlon: they would

>r )HB, 2: 2"7 ; ''Franci, ivforywn to Lord Clarendon, 1665," Clarendon Mss. 83, f. 390, Bodleian Library,
Oxford, L:.K. (\7irgirua Coloma! Records Project); General Assembly accounts, September 1663, Clarenuon
Mss. 82, f. 275-7fl; [John Cotwn], '"The History of Bacon's and lngram's Rebelhon," printed 111 Charles ,\f.
}illdrews, ed., Nmmtn•es of Imurrect;om, 1675-1690 (Kew York, 1915), 69-70. For Berkeley's work on the
statehouse row complex and the chsputes oYer Its provenance, see Billmgs, Szr Wzlham Berktlr)', 179-83; ."wdrey
Hornmg, '''A Vene Fit Place to Erect a Great Cittie': ComparaU\e Conto..rual Analysis of Archaeological
Jamestown" (Ph.D. di<;s .. Uruver,ity of Pennsylvania), 297-307. For the other tcN,homes, Ib!d., 258-61,285-95.
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provide housing for new kinds of \vorkers, and the speculation Itself was intended to
substitute for falling tobacco protlts in the same way that diversification was. 31
Certainly most of tl1e men who agreed to build the houses already had roofs over
their heads and so clearly lntended to make a profit. Howe\'er, Homing's conclusion that the
Jamestown plan was thus intended merely as cheap housmg for urban artisans who never
materiahsed docs not square \'i'ith a close tcadmg of the written sources. Fir:>tly, the fact iliat
the buildings nc\-cr ach1eved aesthetic unity does not preclude the 1dea that rt was the
original intent of the legislation, as lts explicit reference to a square des1gn for the thirty-two
houses and stricture about tl1c usc of brick certainly imply. Such an organised aesthetic
would have been unnecessary if the builclings \vere intended for industrial purposes.
Furthern1.ore, one of the three groups of houses, the so-called Ludwell Statehouse group,
partl~"

consisted of a new chamber for the General Assembly, and it would seem unhkely that

the colony's leaders envisioned the additional homes attached to their new hub of colonial
governance as noisy foundries or stinking tanneries. Secondly, although Horning points out
that some of the rowhouses were used to process flax, the diversification legislation that
Berkeley had guided through the assembly made explicit provision for linen and leather
production in each Virginia county rather than at a centralised site, suggesting th<1t it was
never intended to develop into an exclusively Jamestown-based urban industry. The town act
itself made no promises about future manufacturing at Jamestown. As noted ahm"e,
although new manufactunng centres were being developed by ambrtious landlords in
seventeenth-century England, most manufacturing 'vYas still a rural pursuit. Evidence trom
Charles City County- not far from Jamestown- suggests that separate manufacturing
facilities were established there 111 the early 1660s, retlecting this English rural trend. A final
Henry Chandlce Forman, .Jal!ltJ/own a11d St. .\1m; 's: Buned CZ!ze.r of RoJtlanrt (Balt1morc, Mel., 1938), 164-74;
Horning, "'\"erie Fit Place," 263-84, 286, 311-21.
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indicator that the legislation was not initially intended to generate poor-quality indu~trial
workshop housing comes from the fact that it openly acknowledged the houses themselves
would likely not generate much profit. 'TI1e act, howe,Ter, insisted tl1at only home builders
\vould be allowed to erect stores tor mercantile trade, which the authors were convinced
would realise the true financial success. Thus the 1662 act clearly suKgests that it was
commerce and politics as much as speculation and industry that provoked the limited
development that did take place. 32
Berkeley did intend the colony to <-Uversify and had royal sanction to promote such
efforts, and ambitions for economic growth were obv1ously intended to encourage leading
colonists and merchants to invest in storehouses as well as fine homes at James town.
HmYever, he also had wider civ--ic purposes for his metropolis that were conditioned by new
ideas about elite town government and mercantile control in England. The idea of wealthy
gentry allied with leading merchants, all living in towns, \vas ernerging in England during this
period. lt was this ideal, which Roger Green had articulated in Virginia's Cur-e, that had led
the assembly to specify the precise architectural details and layout for Jamestown and that
had caused them to lean on the various elite benches of county justices to invest collectively
in urban space that was in some cases more than a hundred miles from their home~. lt was
these principles that also pushed them to turn one of the new buildings into a guildhall
3' l-iS, 2: 172. 174-75; Kukla, "Some Acts,'' 88-89. For the Ludwcll-Statchousc group, and the debate oyer
whether it was, in fact, the colony's statehouse or not, see Billings, Sir rf'illia!IJ Berkek)', 180-81. For
manufacturing in Britain, sec n.9 above. For manufacturing in Charles City County, sec CO 1/40, f. 140-50.
Part of Horrung's ar.gumcnt about rl"lc speculative industrial nature of d1e Jamestown rowhouses is based upon
her rejection of the status assumptions of building in brick in seventeenth-century Virginia. She ar~-,oucs that
brick architecture ,,~as more common than we have appreciated and that its use was merely tied to the
increasing concern with fireproofing in English towns. Fire prevention \.\as undoubtedly an important factor in
decision makmg, but the iconic Great Fire of London had not occurred when the 1662 legislation was
developed, and the language of the act docs not imply such pragmatic considerations - it suggested that only
the brick houses would be symbolically cons1dcred part of the mwn. f"urthermorc, when Thomas Ludwclllarcr
described the developments to officials in \\'hitehall, he laid particular emphasis on the fact that it was a "towne
of brick." which, if brick was an cntirdy practical consideration, seems an oddly mundane detail to emphasize
to the kingdom's highest-ranking civil servants. J~lorning, "Venc Fit Place,'' 188-228; "Thomas LuLhvcil to
Lords of Trade, 10m April1665," CO 1/19. f. 75.
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where the wealthy gentry-merchant community they envisioned could meet and symbolically
flex its muscles. It is indisputable that the few houses that were erected at Jamestown \Vere
far from luxurious, and some probably were soon rented out to poor colonists, when it
became clear that tbe urban vision Berkeley had sold to investors was not going to
materialise, but this does not mean that they were ne\Ter intended to be anything more.' 3
It was the unfam1liar nature of thirty-nvo brick houses organised into a fom1al square
and built as a civic project that ultimately doomed Berkeley's endeavour. Amongst the
members of the council and colony leaders, \Tty recent immigrants from England such as
the Ludwell brothers imTested in the town's property because they were familiar with the
urban ideas that Berkeley was propounding, but most of the \\·ritten records describing
Jamestown in the 1660s and 1670s are pervaded \\·ith confusion and uncertainty about the
nature of the work. \Vbose town should Jamestown be, and who should be investing 111 the
urban vision? Berkeley himself, writing to the Lord Chancellor, Clarendon, just a fe\v
rnonths after the legislation had passed, explained, "The poorer sort see that want and
misery will sooner Come upon thern for want of Town then on the rich men,'' and were
therefore more anxious to support the town-building effort. But just a year or

t\\'O

later,

council member Franc1s Moryson, again \\Titing to Clarendon, n..plained that the urban plan
had onl} resulted in four or five houses and had d1sillusioned many poorer colonists and
e\-en caused "bundreds of people" to desert the colony. These were dramatically conflicting
accounts of the impact of the town act on the colony's different social strata. 34
Berkeley may have been relying on the eager assent of the burgesses as ev-idence of
enthusiasm amongst the "'poorer sort" in the coun6es, and he certainly had reason to
''for tcference to the merchant hall, see CO 1/19, f.75. Horning acknowledges d1e probable e:xistence of thls
civic ;,tructure but does not address the rarruficauons of 1ts construction. See Hornmg, '·Yene Pit Place:' 300.
34 B1lliogs, Papers o(5ir tt'i!liatn Berkelq, 189-91; '·Francts Moryson to Lord Clarendon, 1665.'' for the Enghsh
background of the Ll1dwell brothers, see Btllings, S1r H/1//iatn Berkel~, 131.
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convince potential urban im'estors on both sides of the Atlantic that there was a latent mass
of colonial poor ready to take up urban occupations and service the tov,:n. However, the
governor did chum. that these poor men were '\nllmg to Contribute" suggesting that
collections of the tobacco dues for the project, rather than just v:ishful thinking, stood
behind his st,ltement. If poorer colonists were prepared to take urban development seriously,

it undermines traditional scholarly interpretations tbat have argued tbat ordinary men and
women in Virgmia resented the gmTrnor's ambitious plans and the speculative buildmg that
Horning suggests was pursued. These pre\'lOus interpretations rest firmly on ~foryson's
claim tbat "hundreds of people" had been scared a\\'ay from the colony by the costs of the
town-building endeavour. Both Moryson's and Berkeley's statements likely contained a
measure of hyperbole, but if \\'e take them both as rooted in some grain of truth, then there
was clearly some disagreernent about '-'Yhether town building was within the financ1al means
of ordinary colonists, bringing us back to the question of ""hat kind of town was being built.
The only contemporary description of the early results of the rede\'elopment comes
from Thomas Ludwell, the secretary of the colony and a close ally of Berkeley. He wrote to
England within a couple of months of Francis \Joryson's doleful epistle, \rv-ith a contrasting
description. "ln obedience to h1s l'via"e' Royall instructions;' Lud\vell wrote, "we haYe begun
a tov..:ne of brick and have allreaddy built enough to accommodate both the publique affairs
of yc count!)' and to begin a factory for merchants, and shall increase it as there shalbe
occas10n for it.'' At no point in this description did Ludwell refer to industrial developments
or cheap speculative housing for workers. He saw the town's functions as public and
mercantile, and these clearly had elite connotations. Lud\\'ell also adopted the language of
the act, which had specified that the town would be entirely constructed of brick, thus
technically excluding the older wooden structures from consideration as part of the civic
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body. The act had made clear that no new wooden houses could be bwlt at Jamestown, so
unless poor colonists agreed

to

rent from their county leaders or the wealthy counCillors who

could afford to build the brick homes, then they could not move to the to\\"n and become
part of the urban community. Berkeley may have insisted that the "poorer sort" \vere
interested in the developments at Jamestown, but in the same letter he had already implied
that the tuwn he 'vYas planning to build was not intended primarily for them. Although he
noted that the town was a means to bnng drversitlcation into "those Commodities" that had
been long hoped for, he smnmed up 1ts mission as makmg the colony "civill, rich, or happy,"
tappmg into a more cultural and political vision of the urban ideal. 35
The problem, however, ,,-as that a rnercantJle and elite tmvn along the lines that
Ludwell described \\'aS of linuted appeal in the colony as a \\·hole. The costs of constructing
the homes prm-ed more than the province could bear. The thirty-pound tobacco le\·y raised
in the counties being insufficient to build the complete complex, prmrision was made to
extend the plan for a number of) ears, but it eventually fell apart and some of the houses
that had been started were left incomplete. As Berkeley had noted, he could not get enough
of the colony's wealthiest planters to im-est in urban property, probably reflecting the
squeeze on capit,1l resulting from a fall in the tobacco price. Furthermore, even the colonial
elite still had to manage their plantations and could not afford to spend part of their year ar a
miniature court at Jamestown. The idea of a merchant's hall and mart at Jamestown was
hampered by the same difficulties that the colony had long endured, since loading and
unloading goods at individual plantations had not gotten any harder. The restrictions of the

1662 act had only ever threatened to channel a fraction of the colony's trade through the
town, and the burgesses eventually repealed those restrictions. \\'hen the second Anglo-

'' CO 1/19, f.75; HS, 2: 176; Billings, Papers of Szr Wdlzam Berkeley, 189.
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Dutch war broke out in 1665, it only added to the uncertainty of the mercantile system and
militated against serious imTstment in a trading port. 30
Ultimately, the scant evidence that has sun:i,-ed about the rationale behind the
building work suggests that it was confused. Berkeley dtd intend to diversify the colony's
economy and saw the functions of a tmvn as important to th1s effort, but he also \Yorked
\\rltb the 1662 assembly to codify a very spec1fic vision of the to"\Yn as a political and cultural
metropolis for Virginia, through which he could unite tbe pro,""tnctallcadership of the
colony's counties. This vis10n was reflected in the buildings Ludwell described, but
archaeologists ha\T astutely identified the short \>rindow of success and ultimate frustration
of the plan. If speculative urban development at Jamestown had been entirely tied to
diversification of the colony, then it seems likely that Berkeley \vould

pre~ sed

ahead "\Vith it

for the remainder of his governorship, just as he contmued to promote new staple
commodities. But because it was, at least partly, a political endea-v-our, the county leadership's
lukewarm response, Berkeley's success in unify the colony's elite w1thout gathering them at a
court akin to \Vestminster, and the increasing frustration of ordinary colonists \vhen they
realised that the town was to be an elite folly led him to quietly neglect any further efforts at
_)an1estown.

)7

H1storians' understanding of Berkeley's goals at James town has been hampered by a
dislocation of Virginia's economic problems from the political de,'elopments in England
during this period. Archaeologists and historians have tied urban developments to Berkeley's
diversification agenda and seen the combined package as a topic of contest between ordinary
colonists and tbc emerging prmrincial elite. John Rainbolt pejoratively ascribed the project to
''' JHB, 2: T'; Horning, '·V cne Fit Place," 284-92; BJ.llings, Szr IF i//iam Berke/~y, 184. Por the 1mpact of the
second Anglo-Dutch War on Virgtrua, sec BJ.llings. S1r IF i/!wm Berkt!~)', 203-8.
3" For Bcrkclc; 's success in unifvmg the elite, sec Bilhngs, Sir fJ:71i!zam Berkeley, chap. 11; EdmundS. Morgan,
Ammcan 5/a~·ery, Americal/ Freedom: The Ordeal of Coloma/ T~irginia (Kew York, 1975), chap. 10.
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the governor's "prescriptive" style of leadership and argued that everyone outside his small
coterie of allies resented the impo<>ltions as elite profiteermg. The rowhouses ha\-e thus been
interpreted as part of a desperate, arrogant, and ham-fisted effort to force the colony mto
economic development, \Vh1Ch eventually provoked rebcllion. 3 ~ But this interpretation
neglects the complex and contested definition of urbamty that was circulating in the English
\tlantic world after the Restoration. By examining the attitudes toward civic politics and
urban life in England and under::,tanding the political ferment in the London through wh1ch
Berkeley and Roger Green trod

111

1662, we begin to separate the connected but distinct

!:>sues of diversification and urban development. 1t becomes clear that the 1G62 tmvn act in
Virgima was the product of Berkeley's adjustment to ne"\V royal imperial expectations he
encountered 111 London, and to the political and cultural vi.s1ons of leadership and unity
bemg marked on the landscape ofW11itehall and \\/estminster. He had realised that the
Virginia capital could no longer flourish as a commercial free port, so he formulated a
Restoration urban \'ision that included some building speculation but also a healthy dose of
political and

socialleader~hip.

The Jamestown plan was not just a product of Berkeley's

narrow clique of wealthy allies; it was actually part of his effort to strengthen such a
cornrnunit) of county leaders and ensure their

lo~ralty

to him through a cultural hub. \v'hen

these wealthy men proyed unwilling or unable to make the necessary investment, preferring
to consolidate their control 111 the counties, this particularly urban vision \vithered, not to
reappear for another forty years. But Berkeley's was not the only civ:ic ideal in play in
Restoration Virginia. The complaints and concerns of ordinary colonists, mstead of being a

Rambolt, rrom PrermpttM to Per.rua.rtun, chap. 2; Hormng, "Vene FH Place," 153-56, 268-69; Blllings, .Sir
ff?i!!zatJJ Berke!~y, 14 7-48, 184; S1~ter Joan de Lourdes Leonard, ·'Operation Checkmate: The Birth and Death of
a Virg_1rua Blueprint for Progress, 1660-16"'6," W:HQ, 3'd ser., 24 (1967): 44-74; ivforgan,Amencan .\lavery, 18791; Angelo T. Ange!Js. '·'By Consent of the People': R10t and Rcgulaoon in Sc\·cntccnth-Ccntuf) Virgima," in
Coloma! Chesapeake: NeJJ' Perspertivu, ed. Debra Meyers and l'vfelanie Perreault (Lanh:lm, :VId., 2006), 120-21, 135.
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critique of all urban development, represented a different strand in Enghsh thinking about
to'.vns- one that drew from the independent civic vision of Civil \Var-era boroughs and was
to retain traction through the troublesome 1670s. '"

If you had exited the ramshackle rowhouse on the end ofStructure 17 at Jamestown in 1670,
turned right, and walked westward past a collection of ri,-er wharfs toward the colony's
statehouse and the thm

tsrhmu~

ofland that connected Jamesrown Island to the mainland,

you \Vould have passed a number of other buildings, many of them still wooden structures.
After a fe\v hundred yards, you \\'Ould have been \valkmg across the threshold of the original
James Fort that the Virginia Company had dreamed would one day become a bustling l'\ew
\'Forld metropolis, but you would not have recognised any remnants of old palisade '.valls.
Just ahead of you, on the right, however, some distance from the remains of Berkeley's
urban endeavours, would have been an imposing wood-frarne home built with sturdy beams
on a brick foundation. This house dominated Jamestown's market square and churchyardits oldest civic space. Drawing closer,

}OU

might ha\-e heard the nmse of tankards knockmg

together, shouts and laughter interspersed with conversation, or the groans of men rolling
barrels of tob,lcco and grain in and out of the basement. If you had knocked on the door
frame and enquired for the householder, you \vould have encountered one of two men either the well-educated tavern-keeper and lawyer Richard Lawrence or the wily Scottish
merchant and onetime governor of Carolina \\1illiam Drummond. The house stood at the
corner where their property hnes met, and modern scholars cannot be certain which man
owned the modestly impressive pile. l'\o matter, though, because one could easily have
>9 For a more general d1;,cussH..>n of Bcrkcle; 's attempts to cultiYate polmcal connectlons "\\lth the count;
leaders from across the colony and consolidate Virgirua into an ollgarchy, see \'\?arn;n ::-.1. Blllings, "'Virg1rua's
Dcploured Condition,' 1660-1676: The Comtng of Bacon's RcbeUion" Q)h.D. d1ss., l\:orthcrn llltno1s
UniYers1t;·), chap. 3 & 5.
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encountered both men; they were good friends who shared particular financial interests in
the little town, as well as political opinions and a decided dtslike for the gm-ernor. If you
engaged them 1n conversation about the state of the town you had just wandered through,
you would have been confronted with a \-ery different urban vision from the one Berkeley
had brought back from England in 1662. The wooden house flew in the face of Berkeley's
a:c.pirations for a brick tovm, yet it rivalled the governor's planned homes for size and :c.tature.
It welcomed visiting merchants and sailors, but also servants and slaves, and it became a
centre for discussion and dissention from the colony's authorities. Through the law courts
and the mercantile storehouses of the town, Lawrence and Drummond challenged the
governor's authont-y and created a civic space that they could dommate. In short, they drew
on a long tradition of independent urban identity, which "vas also flexing its muscles in
contemporat) England against the rising tide of Stuart ambition. 40
A few years later, in 1676, the resentment these men felt about the governor and his
activities at Jamestown fed into a much larger crisis over Indian attacks and colonial taxation
to provoke them mto leading a violent rebellion. In the midst of this struggle, the) laid claim
to the civic identity of James town but then, fearing to surrender its talismanic authority over
the colony to Berkeley, they burned the whole city to the ground, each setting light to his
ovm home in the process. To appreciate the role town development played in shaping
political debate 111 Berkeley's Virginia, we must recognise the discontented undercurrent of
Lawrence and Drummond and investigate the urban vision they shared \\rith many ordinary
colonists across the tidewater.

-to Dct.atls of the Drummond-Lawrence House supplied ln corrc<>pondcnce with Preservation V1rginia,
Archaeologist, Jamie May. Por a description of the recent cxcaYauons at the Dmmmond-Lawrencc House, sec
http:/ /;,vww.preselTatJommg:trua.org/ rediscoycry /page.php?page_id=360. Por a good summary of the
commumty that \C~'as cstabl1shed around this house, sec Stephen Saunders \X/ebb, 1676: T"he hnd o;"A111erican
Independence C"ew York, 1984), 25-27.
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The story of this countercurrent does not begin with Lmvrence and Drummond,
hcl\vever. \vl1ispers of an alternative urban vision \Vere heard as far back as Berkeley's 1661-

62 visit to London. Probably approached by Berkeley and his allies as they tra\ded the inns
and taverns of London looking for corroboratlve te:;timony for their plans, a former servant
named Anthony Langston, who had fallen on hard times, was provoked into addressing the
Council for Plantatlons about the state of Virginia and its need for urbani:::.ation. His primary
objecnve was to sell a new project for iron mining and smelting in the colony, \vhich he
probably hoped to spearhead himself, but he also focused on the need for towns. Langston
had only recently returned from nearly fifteen yeats in Virginia serving the common\\'ealthera governor Richard Bennett, so he was alrnost certainly unaware of the d1strust of English
borough corporations that was circulaung in \'\'hitehall. Perhaps tl1is explains why his treatise
was the only document in the debate to make repeated and deliberate references to "Townes
and Corporations." Langston's report rarely separated the corporate pol! tical foundations of
a tmvn from urbanity- the two were almost always mentioned together, reflecting the fact
that Langston believed any urban development in Virginia would have to politically distinct
from the counties of the existing scattered plantation landscape. He argued that few current
colonists would freely move into towns and that a better solution was to establish distinct
communities of emigrant artisans who could form corporate bodies and trade with the
existing rural economy. He made a long list of the kinds of men he envisioned as part of
these new urban communities: "Brickmakers, Bricklayers, Carpenters, Sawyers, Joiners,
Plaisterers Coopers Glasciers and Smiths, Tanners," as well as shoemakers and shipwrights.
These were not the weavers and ·vintners that Berkeley's Discourse and Vie1v had advocated
sending to the colony under the charge of the provincial elite; they were petty urban
craftsmen who would service the domestic economy rather than the transatlantic staple
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trade. Langston claimed that without a "trade between Tmvn and Country," other specialists
in diversifying products could not be sustained. Rather than discussing the effect ne\\T
products could have on the colony or the religious order that Roger Green had dreamed of
in Virginia's Cure, Langston placed his fa1th explicitly in the insmutions of the artisanal
corporation to bring justice and prosperity to lts hinterland. Distrust of the existing elite and
the need to reempo"ver corporate institutions in the body politic pervaded

hi~

plan. Fe"v

people in W'hitchall were in the mood to consJdcr such a proposal for a corporate
renaissance in Virginia, and the sche1Tle they agreed to with Berkeley, as we have seen, was
quite different. But Langston's points suggest that ordinary colonists who had laboured

111

the fields of Virginia and drunk in the back-lane grog shops of old Corporate London, rather
than the fashionable neighbourhoods of \Xi.estrninster, had not gi\Tn up on the rich
corporate heritage of pre-Civil \Xi"ar England and consequently had v·ery different ideas
about how to urbanise the colony.'11
liJthough Langston's plan for \Tirginia was never revived, it was onl) a couple of
) ears before \Vhitehall oHicials were confronted with a similar proposal relating to the new
Carolina colony. \vl1ile sojourning in England, Berkeley, along w1th his brothers and a
number of other prominent royal courtiers, had secured a patent to found a proprietary
colony in Carolina, and wben he returned to the Chesapeake he was tasked with recruiting
settlers to travel south and take possession of the northern section of the grant, around the
Albemarle Sound. Berkeley and h1s fellow propnetors in London were concerned that the
colonists not scatter themselves across the region patenting huge tracts of land in imitation
of Virginia's experience, and Berkeley received repeated warnings about the dangers of this
"-\nthony Langston, "Cndated Report, Briti<;h Library, Egt.rton ::O.fss. 2395, f. 366-68. A transcnpt of this
document can be found 1r1 '·:\nthony Lang& ton on To\\·ns, and Corporanons; and tl1e Manufactunng of Iron,"
lf:\fQ, 2nd Ser., 1 (1921 ): 100-106. For detaJls on Langston's hfe and h1s nmc 1n \'1rginia, see "V1rgm1a in 16621665," T7J\1HB 18 (1910): 412-13.
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dispersed "ettlemem. However, instead of requiring urban deYelopment, they planned for a
compact collection of narrow land grants, each \Vith 66 feet of water frontage and stretchmg
6,600 feet back from the riverbanks. The plan was intended to seat t\\To hundred households
in a mile and a quarter square but also to ensure that they could pursue agriculture and grow
staple crops. It represented the same faith in organised rural community development that
lay behind Berkeley's strengthening of the county structure in Virginia and his rejection of a
corporate model J-(Jr urban development. Ultimately, however, the

~>tnct

control over land

grants only bred anger and hostility bet\veen the new settlers and the proprietors, particularly
Berkeley, who came to blows ,,-ith the man he had appointed to oversee the ,-\lbemarle
settlement, James town resident \'\'illiam Drummond.'12
The proprietors belie,-ed that settlernent in a constricted plantation landscape would
be "better then in townes," but the men who set out to colonise the Albemarle reg10n
begged to differ. One of the region's early settlers, George Milner, wrote a lengthy treatise
on the issue, probably with the approval of\\Tilliam Drummond. There had never been "a
t1ourishing rnuch less a lasting \Veale Publick'' ever established, he claimed, "upon so inartificial! foundations as hath hitherto been laid boath here as well as in Virginia &
:Maryland." The region lacked the "first matter or composure thereof (viz) Towns, Trade &
Coyne." :Milner's sophisticated argument drew on natural philosophy, arguing tl1at few
animals in the whole of creation lived in such a scattered manner; "men considered out of
this Circle or line" of urbanisation, he claimed, are "in a petpetuall state of \Var & mutuall
feare of each other." He rehearsed the civic humanist benefits of communal urban life,
claiming that towns ''by ye benefit of a constant co1werse do whet, polish & improve ye

Billings, Papers of Sir ff??l!tam Btrktf~y, 203-4, 206-8; Billings, S;r Wt!!iam Berkeit)', 16~ -68; \\-csln- Frank Craven,
The Southmz Colonzes zn the Seventeenth Cmtl!r)', 1607-1689 (Baton Rouge, LA., 1949), 321-28; Noclccn Mcllvcnna,
A Veo' }viutmoHs People: The Struggle for North Carolma, 1660-1713 (Chapel H1ll, NC., 2009), 31-33.
42
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manners & w1ts of men." Such fears of chsorder and aspirations for ciYility may have been
shared by Virg1nia leader<; such as Berkeley, but the solution J'vlilner proposed \-Yas starkly
different from the fine "towne of brick" that Berkeley had carefully planned out. Firstly, he
argued that the colony ought to adopt wampum (belts made of shell beads that were used to
trade \-Yith native tribes up and down the east coast of America) as an interim currency. This
de facto coinage \\'ould fac!litate the same kind of local exchange and domestic trade that
Langston had hoped to cultivate between the "Town and the Coutry." In amanng deta11
;\iilner laid out how the wampum would promote a kind of rough, egalitarian town:
That a Target maybe [at the tmvn site] setup, at \vhich, on a day appomted, a
small piece of Plate or two may be shot for. W'nere each person yet is
desirous to shoot may put in his six, eight, ten pence or shilling in English or
Indian moneys, more or less. proportionable to the value of the Plate or the
number of persons that shoote. That in the mean tllTle, for a beginmng, three
or fower Boarded houses \\'lth Shops in them may be erected ... That by the
day appomted for Shooting t\-vo or three Butchers & Hucsters Stalls be there
forth. And that they & the Shop-keepers be injoyned neither to give Credit
or take any other payment for their wares lthanl Indian moneys, unless
English, during this meeting.
This inaugural fair was to be follm\'ed by three or four per year, in addition to regular ·weekly
markets at which butchers and craftsmen could sell their products. Each site \vould
eventually become a "towne corporate," and men who resided or traded there could be
"enfranchised" and granted "benefit, immunities & other advantages." .\t the core of
::\filner's vision were craftsmen labouring in a corporate community, and he e\'en advocated
shipping these men into the region from Barbados, where, he claimed, they were bemg
squeezed out of the market by skilled slaves. This was a long way from the neat brick town
that "\Vas to act as a social hub for Berkeley's allies and tbe transatlantic merchant community;
even if the gcwernor had intended to set up manufactures at James town they were to be in
rented houses owned by county leaders and they tl.t into the grand imperial mercantile
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visions he "\Vas attempting to develop. Milner's articulate rebuttal mocked Berkeley's lack of
progress and put forth a traditional civic vision of craftsmen and communal activity as the
bedrock of urbanity. 43
There is some e....-idence that the plan for Carolina may have even affected debate
over towns in Virginia during the mid-1660s. By the autumn of 1665, enthusiasm for
development at Jamestmvn had dipped, and in October the assembly issued an order that
had some interesting similarities to Milner's proposal. Apparently if:.,rnoring the fact that the
1662 act had made provision for the future development of one town on each of the
colony's great rivers, the burgesses agreed that each county would be allowed to discuss the
establishment of up to two quasi-urban clusters of buildings and functions. County trade
would be contlned to these sites, and the church, courthouse, and sheriffs oftlce would all
be relocated there. In common \Vith j\;filner's plan, the new proclamation empha!'ized the
congregation of social, political, and economic functions in order to gather the local
community. It specitled that each county community was to take part in a simple majority
vote to decide \vhether such locations would be established in their locality -an ambitiously
democratic move. The county leaders in the assembly who drafted the plan probably did so
with contldence in their ability to sway their neighbours' votes on the issue, so in this sense it
differed from

~filner's

and Langston's insistence on a distinct independent community of

urban craftsmen. It also did not directly challenge the Jamestown redevelopment: the
George 2>1ilner, "Proposals in order to d1e Improvement of the County of }Jbemarlc in the Province of
Carolina in point of Towns, Trade & Coyne," f. 661-65, Egerton ~Is. 2395, British L1brary. It is 1mpossible to
know how Milner's treatise made it to London (where it survived in the records of gm·ernment officials), or
what response it received iliere. Milner himself was clearly ·well educated and was probably a member of ilie
prominent .Yfllner family of Isle of\\itght County, Virginia, from where mit,rration to the Albemarle region
·would have been a relatively straightforward overland journey. It seems likely iliat :Milner's plan w:ts
encouraged by \Villiam Drummond, whose only surviving le-tter from his ume as Carolina governor also
includes a plea for more craftsmen and tradeRmen to be sent w the colom•. ]n all likelihood tbe proposal was
carried to England by an approYing merchant connected to 1\Iilner and Drurnmond, perhaps one wiili
connections to ilie Caribbean iliat would explain ilie plan's emphasis on developing products for export souili
and its eagerness to sec naftsmen brought from Barbados. For the \Elner family in .t\ansemond and Isle of
\\'ight counties, see Virginia S. Hershey, Those Southem lvfi/ners (Self· published, 1980).
43
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proclamation did not contain the prom1se of incorporation or even the word "town." It ·was
likely akin to the proposals for marketplaces that had been contemplated in Virginia during
the late 1650s and prefigured the county towns that the burgesses would lobby for during
the 1680s. \'V'hat is clear, however, is that the assembly's order represented a growing sense
of dissatisfaction \Yith the expensive and impractical proposals Berkeley had set forth, even
among the leading planters from each county who sat in the government. Their opposition,
just hke ::\i1lner\ and Langston's, was not a complaint about urbanisation per se but simply a
critique of the ambitious Restoratlon model Berkeley had adopted and a conviction that
ordinary colonists should get a chance to shape the political and econom1c topography of
their local communities and govern any prospective urban foundations that were erected:14
Although the county leaders had not been persuaded to construct and maintain
refined urban abodes in Jamestown, the city '.vas not without residents during the later
1660s, and they too began to articulate clisquiet about the overambitious Restoration
rede,·elopment that Berkeley had imposed. Two of the most important townsmen \Yere
Richard Lawrence and \'~?illiam Drummond, whose house we ha'\ e already encountered. In
1667 Drummond had returned from Albemarle in disgrace; he was ejected as gcwernor of
the colony by Berkeley after a letter he \vrote severely criticising the governor was
intercepted and brought to Jamestown. From that point onward, Drummond sulked around
the governor's city, probably still exploiting hls mercantile connections across the Atlantic
\vorld, and fighting with Berkeley when the opportunity arose. 4 ' Just before Drummond
returned from Carolina, a new immigrant moved into the house next to his on the
]HB, 2: 30; HJ, 1: 412, 476.
Billings, Pa,Dcrs oj Szr William Bn-ke!q, 293-95; B1llings, 5zr If ?llzal!l Ber!aley, 16'7-68. \\'ilbam Drummond was
not as active m town bus1ness as Richard Lawrence, hm he was clearly a proacti\-e commumty member. as
eY:tdcnced by lns appointment to build dcfensn·e works at Jamu,town during the Anglo-Dutch wars.
Drummond fatled to complete the task to Berkeley's sausfactton and came m for further cnuosm. See H. R.
Me llwame, eel., ?vfimJTe.r of the Comml a11rl Gmeral Cu11r! ofVngmw, 2nd ed. (R1chmond, 10'79), 334, 342; Billings, Sir
Wzl!iam 13erkel~y, 168-69.
44
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Jamestown market square. \X'e have no way of knowing why Richard La\vrence came to
Virginia, but reports suggest that he was intelligent and ambitious -he quickly married a
widow with a healthy tavern business in the capital, converting one of the tavern's chambers
to serve as a law office and a temporary home for the papers of colonial secretary Thomas
Ludwell. Lawrence had been educated at Oxford, which was a mark of learned distinction in
Virginia society and probably made him an interesting conversant for men such as Ludwcll.
I 1e probably also had tics to t11e Parliamentarian faction during the Ci\"U \x7ar- his arrival in
Virginia during the early years of the Restoration may haYe reflected a decline in his fortunes
amidst the rising tide of royalism. \Vhatcvcr tl1e cause of his emigration, it is clear that
relations between La'>.vrence and the colony's elite, such as Lud'>.vell, quickly soured; the
innkeeper-cum-la\v'yer began associating with the out-of-favour \X, illiam DrU1Tlmoncl. 46
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The exact identity and origins of Richard Lawrence are something of a mystery. Contemporary accounts note
that he had studied at Oxford but gJVe no other information on his background. The U oivcrsity of Oxford
records mention only two men named Richard Lawrence who attended m the right chronological window. One
was the son of George Lawrence of Steeplcton, Dorset, who attended l'vfagdalen College in the late 1630s.
Virginia antiquarian Edward Neill posited confidently that this was the future Richard Lawrence of Virginia,
but there arc a number of problems v.ith this intcrprcration. Flrstly, he was born in 1616, which wotdd make
him the relatively yenerable age of 60 when he was supposedly fighting alongside Nathaniel Bacon in 16"76.
Secondly, other English sources suggest that this Richard Lawrence was a prominent Parliamentarian who
fought for Cromwell and authored a radical religious tract in 1657 and then disappeared from the records (one
nghtecnth-century Dorset antiquarian claimed that he died in London as a foot soldier). 'Wbilc it is possible
Lawrence may have authored the tract and rhcn slipped away to the colonies at the Restoration, no
contemporary records suggest that he had a level of theological prowess commensurate with such a
publication. The second Richard Lawrence referenced in the Oxford records is far more shadowy - he
attended New College bct\\ccn 1650 and 1653 and was the son of clergyman, but there arc no further details
about his family or place of origin. Howcyer, this man would likely have only been in hts forties during Bacon's
Rebellion, making him a more likely canchdatc for an active rebel leader. There 1s, of course, the poss1bility that
the story of Lawrence's uniYcrsity attendance V\'as fabncarcd (although corroborating accounts do suggest he
was learned) or that the Oxford records from this turbulent time are incomplete. If one of these t\vo men was
in fact LaV\'rcncc rhc V1rgioia rebel, howc\·cr, we can conclude that he had at least some Parliamentary
sympathies, from primary ev1dcnce in the case of the first candidate, and, in the case of the second, from the
fact that he attended the university during the Commonwealth period under the chancellorship of Oliver
Cromwell. I'or conternporary accounts, sec Thomas lv1athcw, "The Rise, Progress, and Conclusion of Bacon's
Rebellion in theY cars 1675-16 76" [1705), in Andrews, 1\'arrati!Jes, 27, 40-41; Uohn Cottonj, ''The Hisrorr of
Bacon's and Ingram's Rebellion," in Andrews, 1\,'mratit•es, 96. for Lawrence housing the secretary's records, see
Mcllwainc, Mimtkr of !be C01mcii, 390. For the Oxford records, sec Joseph Foster, ,-ilumini Oxonim.1is: The
Aiember.r of tbe Univmity of Oxford, 1500-1714 (Oxford, 1891). 888. For records of L:nncnce's landholdings at
Jamer,rown, sec Samuel H. Yongc, "The Site of Old 'James Town' 1607-1698," h\1HB 11 (1904): 262-64;
Martha McCarmcy, Dorumenta~-y His!O'i)' of]amestowlzlslalld (\Villiamsburg, Va .. 2000), 215-16. f'or mterpretations
of the life of the Richard Lawrence "''ho attended :\.fagdalcn in the 1630s, sec Edward 1\:cill, l ,·irgmia Caro/orum:
Tbe Colon)' U11der the &tie of Charles the Fit:rt mzd Seco11d, A.D. 16:!5 -A.D. 1685 (Albany, N.Y., 1886), 366; Toby
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As the tavernkeeper at one of Jamestown's major establishn1ents, Lawrence began to
exerCJse an independent and antagonistic urban1dentity that peeks through the very thin
documentation of the period. Because Berkeley conducted government primanly from his
Green Spring plantation bouse and most of his councillors and intimates resided on their
plantations, tl1e town that had been planned as an urb,m cultural entrepot was left largely in
the hands of men such as Lav,Tence. In 1671 the townsmen defeJted a major plank of the
Berkeley plan by reccivmg permission to repair and maintam their old wooden houses, which
the governor had hoped to eclipse with his formal brick plaza. In the tmvn of wood,
Lawrence welcomed visiting ship captains to his tavern and dealt directly with them, worked
for the General Court to investigate commere1al deals that fell into dit'pute, and began acting
as a sutYeyor for local boundary quarrels. He \Vas not just 111 the courts as a witness either. In
the spring of 1672 he began representing clients at the General Court and he also racked up
a number of personal suits in the early 16..,0s. Some of these cases were probably simply
cases of mercantile debts, but arnongst this liugious record hes evidence of Lawrence's direct
challenge to the provincial government's control of Jamestown. One of the few prm·incial
government officials who did reside in the city was the clerk of the general court. In autumn
1672 La\\Tence launched a spurious legal case in which he accused the current clerk, Richard
A\\-borne, of murder. Lawrence's bombast was able to convince the James City court, but
when the case was brought before the council it \vas summarily d1smissed; the following
spring Awborne launched a countersuit against Lawrence (also dismissed), suggesting that
the acrimony between the two men persisted. Although no charges were ever proved on
either side, the case was enough to get A\vborne removed from the clerk's office, and
La\vrence may have considered this to be victory enough. But the courtroom was not the
Barnard, ·'Lav-Tcnce, Richard," O~ford Dhtional] oj NatiOnal Bzo,graphy, http://\\ ww.o"forddnb.com; John
Hutchins, The Hzsto~1 and-'" lntzquzties of the Count)' of Dorset. (Ltlndon, 1774), 564.
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only place \vhere he challenged the government. Sometime during the winter of 1673/4 he
launched a verbal assault on Virginia councillor >Jathaniel Bacon Sr., quite possibly from the
parlour of his tayern. In the same space that \Vinter, he also welcomed some of Berkeley's
servants who had fled Green Spring without the authorisation of the governor. In the
absence of county records for James City County the evidence is sparse, but what there is
seem:> to suggest that Lawrence was challenging the governor's authority, and doing so
specitlcally within an urban context. He took on a prominent role in the town and attempted
to create a

ci,~ic

space where anyone critical of the government could conYerse (even

Berkeley's runaway servants), and he hounded provmcial officials who attempted too close
an oversight of this urbanmdependence. Lawrence had grmvn up in an era when bnglish
towns, run by men like himself, had asserted distinct political identities and helped to topple
a monarch, and there is a good chance he was

S) rnpathetic

to their cause, so it nukes sense

that once he settled into his prominent home at the heart of the old centre of Jalnestown, he
would seek to resist the

Restoration~planned

vision that had been half-heartedly imposed

upon the town. 4'
Lawrence's assertive attitude toward Jamestown did not develop in a yacuum. In the
1670s Virginia was becoming a desperately troubled place. The costs of preparing the
province for Dutch attack, of pursuing Berkeley's elaborate di\Tersitlcation agenda, and of
buying back huge tracts of the colony that the king had heedlessly granted to his court
favourites, combined \vith the continuing decline in the price of tobacco, led to a crippling

47 ~IciJwame, .\fmutes ofthe Countt!, 20-,218, 222-23, 228, 236-38,293, 297, 313, 343~44, 371~72, 375;JHB, 2:
56; Nfartha McCartney, Documental)' 1Its!OIJ' ofjame.rtown Lrland, Vo!u!l/e 3: Bzo_gwphm ojOJJ'IIfrs and Reszdmts
(\\'!lham~burg, Va., 2000), 215~16. The t1rst person to 1reat RKhard Lawrence in deprh- but '-''lth httle
cons1deranon oflus prercbellion actincies- was Thomas Jefferson \X'ertenbaker, ·'fuchard Lawrence: A
Sketch,'' If' }dQ, 3rd Ser., 16 (19 59): 244~48. \X.arrcn Billings has discovered e\"idence that dunng th~.: earl; 16 70s
Lawrence gamed access to the assembly by rcpresennng Lower Norfolk County, but by 1676 he was
repre;entingjames Cn:y. See Billings, Szr Willzam Berkel~), 234.
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tax burden on ordinary colonists. 48 ::t\:onetheless, the governor and his allies pressed on with
their agenda and simply called the same compliant huddle of burgesses back to James town
repeatedly to sign off on their administration.

\~'hile

Lawrence was lambasting the governor

from his home inJamestmm dunng the wmter of 1673/4, disgruntled colonists on the other
side of the ri\"er in Surry County rose in a short-lived protest against t11e hea\y taxation
burden. 49 Even greater problems lay around the corner, however, because as the Dutch
menace lessened again w1th a metropohtan peace worked out in 1674, settlers were facing
the growing threat of Indian attacks along the colony's many frontier regions, \vhich now
stretched between the fall hnes of all the major ri;,-crs of the Chesapeake Bay. Various tribal
groups

111

the region, coming under pressure from Iroquois warnors to the north and the

English to the east, began to strike out against these encroachments \vith increasing
frequency through the decade and had a profound impact on the internal policies of both
Chesapeake colonies. 50
Into this tempestuous melee of troubles, in the summer of 1674, stepped a young
English colonist named Nathaniel Bacon. Although still not thirty years old, the young man
had already enjoyed a dramatic and chequered career, including 1:\vo spells of dissolute living
at Cambridge, a grand tour of Europe, an unapproved marriage to the daughter of a famlly
neighbour, and various bad debts and shady deals. As a fresh start, his father's cousin and
~athaniel's

namesake, Col. Nathaniel Bacon Sr., a prominent Virginia leader and friend of

Berkeley, set the young man up ;,vith a handsome estate and an immediate seat at Berkeley's

rrom

48

For these problems, see B1llings, Szr U7zl!iam Berkeley, chap. 12: \'X/ ebb, 1676, 11-21; Ram bolt,
Prf.imption,
96-98; Brent Tarter, ·'Bacon'f> Rebellion, the Gnevances of the People, and the Political Culture of
Scventeenth-CentW) Virg1rna," V,\1IIB 119 (2011 ): 3-41
49 For Berkeley's repeated calling of the same as~emblv during these years, ~ee Billings, f:l I .ttt!e Parliament, 43.
For the protest 111 Surry County, see Billings, .\1r !FtlhatJJ Berkcle)', 226-27.
SL A neat summary of the lnchan chplomacy that led to a rising tide of nolence can be found 111 \\'ebb, 1676, 2325. See also \\'llcomb E. Washburn, Tbe Govmzor a11d the Rebel.- A llzstnry ofBaron's I<.ebelhollm 1 -1(f!,i111a (l\:cw
York, 1972), 19-25.
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council table. Young Natharuel, however, had misgivings. His neVv· estate was close to the
frontier region where violence \Vas most pronounced, and the governor's underwbelming
response to the threat angered him. There is no evidence that he took a deep interest in the
growing hostilities of Caroline politics before he left for the colony- he had quickly
abandoned his only stay in London, where he was supposed to study at Gray's Inn -but
having grown up in a tJme of such dramatic1lly shifting poEtical fortunes, and having
tra\·elled to the great

city-~tatcs

of Italy (albeit whilst wrestling \Vlth smallpox), he had picked

up enough polit1cal philosophy to be dissatisfied \\71th the distribution of pm,yer and
autbority in Vlrgtrua. \\fhate\·er inclinations he began with \vere reinforced by Richard
Lawrence, whom he appears to have quickly befriended. lle likely sat in Lawrence's ta\·ern
and heard the proprietor rail against "the forwardness advarice and French despotick
rnethods of the govern'r,'' which echoed the growing critiques of Charles Il in England and
seemed to fit with Berkeley's apparent disregard for the ongoing slaughter on the frontier. 51
Encouraged by di::;gruntled frontier settlers, Bacon began pressuring Berkeley mto
allm,·ing him to lead a force against the locallndians and, faced Vv1th this threat to his
leadership, Berkeley felt compelled to call fresh assembly elections and find a comprornise
·with tl1e young rebel. Dunng the assembly in the summer of 1676, Bacon '\Yas captured,
pardoned, and released, but he soon made a dramatic return to Jamestown at the head of a
volunteer force and faced down the goYernor to demand bis military commission. Because
Bacon's primary concern lay with defending the frontier, he breezed into and out of town.'

2

All the while, however, the new assembly sat deliberating further structural cbanges to the
colony, attempting to address the issues of taxation and administration, which irked more
than just the frontier communities. The task \vas all the more difflcult because of the delicate
B1llmgs, Szr U:'zll!atn Be1kel~v, 232-33; Webb, 1676, 27-29; Andrews, Nmratir•e.r, 40.
;z A conClse narrauve of Bacon's actions can be found 1n \\.ashburn, Govemor and the Rebel, chap'>. 3-5.
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balance between Berkeley loyalists and Bacon supporters that the recent elections had
generated. (Amongst the leaders of the disaffected party in the chamber ,,·as Rtchard
La>,vrence, who had been elected as the burgess for Jamestown.) The twenty acts that were
approved reflected the balance of opinion- they limited the power of nJen such as Bacon to
call impromptu gatherings, but they also clipped the wings of Berkeley's friends on the
council and his appointed sheriffs in tl1c counties, '>Videned the electorate for county and
vestry elections, and addressed abuses of power by county justices. These acts represented
the long-standing complaints of most ordinary colonists who were dissatisfied with Berkeley
but not gripped by a bloodlust to massacre Tndians. 5 l
ln recounting this agenda, however, scholars ha\re entirely overlooked the piece of
let,rislation that was probably of most interest to Richard Lnvrence -"An Act Limmitting the
Bounds of James C1ttie." JamestO\vn bad long been entitled to elect a burgess to the
assembly, but the boundaries of this electoral district had remained hazy. The act clarit1ed
that the to\vn encompassed all land on the island, which extended as far as Sandy Bay (on
the isthmus connecting Jamestown to the mamland) but no further. Only "housekeepers,
freeholders and freemen" within these limits were to count as elecrors, "any custome or
usage to the contrary notwithstanding." The act also tacked on a provision to allow the
townspeople to formulate tbeir own byla\vs, freeing them from the oversight of James City
County. These reforms suggest that, as Jamestown's new burgesses, Lawrence was
prompting the assembly to legislate the separate urban identity he had been asserting for
Jamestown throughout the decade- clarifying the town's boundaries to demarcate a zone of
urban control. A couple of years earlier, town residents (perhaps led by Lawrence) had
peti6oned to create a town common on the island, rdlecting a similar anxiety about borders

51

Billings, Sir Wzlbflm

Berke/~y,

239-43, Tarter, "Bacon's Rebellion."
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and authority. It 1s not clear who had customarily voted illegitimately in Jamestown elections,
but the most likely candidates are the Berkelian allies who owned land near the city but spent
most of the year at their plantations outside the town. 'Ibe provision for bylav\'S did not
explain ho'>v said lmvs would be decided upon by the freemen, but dc\-cloping an institution
to debate and decide on by-laws (and advoca6ng for the common ownership of a town

common) raised the prospect that a separate corporate jurisdiction might be created. The
cxpamion and defimtion ofJ ames town's civic identity in this legislation challenges the
scholarly consensus that Virginia colonists saw all of the governor's urbanisation efforts as
an expensive waste of time. I ,ed by Richard Lawrence, the assembly was not rejcctmg urban
development per :;;e but objecting to the authoritarian manner in which Restoration
development had been carried out. ' 4
\X"e cannot conclude that this was just Lmvrence's personal agenda. The assembly of

1676 was interrupted by a showdown bet\veen Berkeley and Bacon, after \vhich the session
wound up and, sensing a lack of support, the governor fled to the Eastern Shore of the
colony, and Virginia was engulfed in nine months of chao~ and civil \l\'ar. Even in the rnidst
of this \var, though,

111

his infamous "manifesto" of complaints, Bacon cited Berkeley's

failure in the distinctly urban arena of "Advancement and propagation of Trade, liberall Arts
or sciences."' In his "Declaration of the People," issued at the same time as the manifesto, in
the midst of the rebellion, he claimed that Berkeley bad done nothing to advance the colony
"by Fortifications, Townes, or Trade"; crucially, those public works that had been attempted
had been "for the advancement of private Favourits." In another letter Bacon wrote that
Berkeley's elite allies had corrupted the civic space using "the Arts, Artificers, promises and
Arguments that are used to sway and bring over the minds of men in Townes." Keeping the
s• H.S, 2: 362; I\kllwainc, .'vfzmttes of tbe Counrzl, 324. For Lawrence's membership in the assembly, sec AnJrcws,
:-...Tarratives, 96.
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ci\'ic sp<lCe separate, as Lawrence had proposed in the assembly, \vould presumably militate
agarnst such nefarious pract1ces. 51
Furthermore, the grievances of each county that were collected by the royal
cotmmssioners in the aftermath of the revolt can also reveal how ordinary men and women
viewed urbanization in the mid 1670s . .:\fany of the grievances correlated with the legislation
from the 1676 assembly about corrupt county government and high taxation and several also
complained about Berkeley's town-bui.lding efforts. I Iistonans have made much of these
cmnments, suggesting that they represented a cmnplete rejection of the urban agenda in
Virgima. In fact, the petitioners from Isle of\v'ight, Surry, and Stafford counties, who voiced
these cornplaints, generally took issue

"\Vlth

the style and manner of the building process, not

the town-building agenda as a "\Vhole. The county most concerned about developrnents at
J amesto\vn was Surry, v.:hich lay immediately across the river from Jamestown. The
peutwners there said that "great quantityes of tobacco" had been levied for the tmvn
building but that the townhouses "were not habitable by reason ye were not finished." They
also offered a Vl\'id characterisation of Jamestown as an urban space, explaining that it was a
"place of vast expense & extortion." These were not the complaints of people who saw no
reason for towns; they were a cntique of Berkeley's O\Trarnbitiuus, centrally planned design,
wh1ch, instead of providing a genuine urban community that those just across the James
River could have traded with, had focused on creating an expensi\'e rendezvous for
coune1llors, burgesses, and wealthy merchant factors. Far from being opposed to all urban
de"\'elopment, in fact, many of the petitions that "\Vere gathered in 1677 called for new town
developments, including a prescient plea from York County for a new capital city at I'vliddle
Plantation (the future site of\villiamsburg) and

'5

a11

urgent request from Rappahannock

"Proclamations of Nathaniel Bacon," [/,_\JHB 1 (1893): 56, 59; "Bacon's Letter:' CO 5/1371 f. 124-26.
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County "that care may be had for the erecting townes in every County in this Collony wtl'all
Convenient Speed." Considering the anger that was expressed towards the local county
leadership in many corners of the colony, new urban commumties with distinct social and
pohtical hlerarchies may have e\'en been viewed as a way to neuter ehte influence.

36

The events of the rebellion itself had underscored how important urbanity '\vas to rhe
colony's political consttturion and, if anything, had raised the stakes over who controlled the
region's urban spaces. \V'hen Bacon returned to Jamcstmvn ,,-ith his troop of volunteers to
extort approval for his military commission from the assembly, derisory contemporary
accounts suggest that he hngcred in the tmvn soaking up the atmosphere of power before
ne\vs from the frontier forced him to satiate the anger of h1s men w-ith a carnpaign. No
sooner had he reached the Virginia backcountry than news reached him of Berkeley's failed
atternpt to raise a force against him and subsequent fught to the Eastern Shore. Bacon
quickly retraced his steps and occupied James town, and it was at this point, with the colony's
only urban space secured, that Bacon felt confident enough to issue his truly rad1cal
'·Manifesto" and his "Declaration of the People.'' The fact that Bacon made these bold
statements from Middle Plantation rather than Jamestown perhaps reflected a continued
distrust of the Berkelian symbolisrn of the capital, or it may have been purely a question of
space and comTemence, because there was more high ground at Middle Plantation on which
to encamp an anny and it lay on the main road up the peninsula to the frontier. l\;onetheless,
he recognized control of Jamestown as crucial to his politicallcg1timacy. Bacon quickly

56 CO 1I 39. f. 197-242. Brent Tarrar has recenlly called for <;cbolars to make better use of the post-rebellwn
grievances in understandmg the causes of the revolt, and he uses them to emphasize the problems vmh local
leaderslup m the 1670s, but he neglect to mention any of the comments or concerns about urbaruzation d1at
run throughout the countv griC\ anccs- sec, Brent Tarter, '·Bacon's Rebclllon." For the misuse of the
t,>nevances as e';:idence of anti-urban sentiment, see Angehs, "By Consent of the People."
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returned to his war \l:ith the Indians, leaving a garnson at James town to guard the s; rnbolic
heart of the colony, but this precaurjon proved ult1mately insufficient.'Reinv1gorated by a minor victory over Bacon's allies on the Eastern Shore, Berkeley
launched a counterattack. Si,s>nificantly, instead of landing at the tip of the peninsula and
marching inland, or sailing up the James
\vhich would probably have brought a

to

hunt down Bacon along the fall line (both of

S\\~ftcr

end

to

the rc'\·olt), Berkeley elected to retake

the colony's only urban space and reclaim the legitimacy that it implied. As genera6ons of
colonists haJ discovered, the city was isolated and badly provisioned '\Vith food and fresh
water, but it was rich with symbolic si,s>nificance. A letters to the king from Berkeley's key
allies, Thomas Ludwell and Robert Smitl1, wlllie the gun:·rnor was s6ll on the Eastern Shore
had already proposed that if English troops \1\·ere to be used to suppress the rebellion, they
ought to be sent ·'dJrectly to James Tov,:ne" and should 1mrnediately call a ne\v assembly to
reestablish order. Tllis suggests that the plan for first reoccupying the capital had been
che,ved o\·er by the gO\·ernor and h1s allies before they ever acted upon 1t, and it also
explams why, once they had taken possession of the town, the; attempted to consohdate the
position rather than striking out across the country to track down rebels. For Berkeley and
Bacon, Jamestown's status as a governmental centre made it a node of power amidst the
tidewater landscape; it defined how they structured their political acth'ities, whether by
bypassing the capital or focusing disproportionately on its occupation. 111e city was thus at
the crux of a tension reminiscent of seventeenth-century London's struggles bet\veen court
and corpora6on- it was the very heart of government and authority for tl1e colony, and yet

CO 1 j 37, f. 35-38. Por a narrauve of these e\'ents, see Webb. 1676, 44-50. Por the geographv of :tvfiddle
Plamauon at this ume, see Jenrufer Agee Jones, "'The Yery Heart and Centre of the Country': Prom l\Ilddle
Plantation to \\.!lhamsburg," m !1/ t!liam.rburg, l 7Z!J!,tnta: A Ctty Before the State, 1699-1999, ed. Robct1 P.
Maccubbin (\\!1lliamsburg, Ya.: Cltr of\X'illiam~burg, 2000), 15-23.
57
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it had an independent community of tavernkeepers and townspeople such as Lawrence who
resisted an authoritarian vision of its dailv life. 58
Such divisions \\ ere all the more difficult to resoh-e when the colony's economic
7

circumstances produced no ovenvbclming organic urban growtb, and they would persist m
the Chesapeake for many years, but during the autumn of 1676 they reached a crescendo of
llames. News of Berkeley's successful return to Jamcsto\vn reverberated around the colony,
and cv-1dence suggests that dunng the governor's fleetmg occupatlon of the town Bacon may
have suffered considerable desertions. Berkeley himself certainly thought so: he later
recounted arguing with his deputies during the siege and representing "to them the
reputation we should lose iby abandoning the town] and not only that but many hundreds
that were now declaring for us.". Bacon quickly realised that he \YOuld haye to act to secure
the cit; once again. He marched his force to the isthmus connecting Jamestown to the
mainland, dug siege trenches, and

,,~ithin

a n1atter of days had ousted Berkeley from the

to\vn. \Xflth the gm:ernor's retreating ships once again slinking down the James, Bacon,
Drummond, and La\.vrence made the bold dec1sion to set the town ablaze, starting with their
ov;Tn prestigious houses. The conflagration etweloped the small settlement. 59
The fire left a scar not only on the Chesapeake landscape but also on Virgmia
political culture. Seeking partly to excuse Bacon's actions, some contemporary
commentators and historians portrayed the decision as purely tactical, but other observers
were not convinced- Ann Cotton, in her epistolary descnption of the

e,~ents,

noted that

Bacon "burns it downe to the ground to prevent a futer seege, as htl' sazde'' (my emphasis). 60

Andrews, Na!Tatives, 22, 68, 128-29; CO 1/20, f 218~ 19; CO 1/38, f. 35.
Andrews, Nmmtn'eJ, 129-36; Billings, Pa,vm ofjzr ll/zl!zam Berke!~, 572~ 73.
6u "/ill Account of Our Late Troubles in Y1rgmia, \vritten m 1676, By 1frs. An. Cotton, of Q. Creeke," 8, in
Peter Force, ed., Tracts and Other Papers Relalt11g Prmczpal!y lo the Ongw, Settlrmmt, and Progre.r.r of the ColonieJ i11 North
"1mmca (New York, 1836), vol. 1.
58
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Cotton knew that JatDestown posed little threat to Bacon simpl; as a military outpost.
Decades of experience had taught Virginia colonists that as a fortifica6on it was far from
1deal, situated as it was on lo\v-lying, nonagricultural land, v;rith minimal supplies of fresh
water and a brutal disease em;ironment. There were not enough houses in wh1ch to station a
·viable army, and even \Vith the food stores that had been left in the cellars Bacon had been
able to break the :,pirits of Berkeley's men within fi,·e days -and the stores, of course, were
now gone. 61 The rebels were far more concerned \\·ith suppressing the symbolic significance
of the space for Berkeley. The governor's bold reconquest had demonstrated that despite
Lawrence's efforts in the assembly, it was still primarily a seat of provmcial authority rather
than an independent borough. lt was safer to destroy completely this rough-hewn copy of
Restoration urbanity. Cnfortunately for Bacon, he did not long outlive the town; after he fell
victim to
to

di~ease

within a few months, his revolt crumbled and Berkeley returned once more

exact bitter retribution on his follmvers. 02
The battle over Jamestown's 1dentit) is one of the most overlooked <1spects of

Restoration Virginia and Bacon's Rebellion. The conflagration at Jamestown is generally seen
as another lamentable episode in the history of the failed urban efforts, and the complaints
about the excessi\·e costs of town bwlding are portrayed as evidence of a narrowly pragnutic
individualistic attitude on the part of ordinary Virginians, \Vho \vere sa6stied to toil away in
pursuit of short-term goals on isolated plantations, unmolested by any governmental

61 This was the ao:~essmcnt of at least one anonymous cont<:mporaf) commentator. His account mcludcd a bnef
dcscript10n of Jamestov. n Jsland as '·]ow ground, full of ~farchcs and Swornps, which make the A1re, espee1ally
1n the Sumer, imalubritiou~ and unhealthy: It is not at all repleni~hed w1th springs of fre~h ·water, and that
wluch they have m thetr wells, brackish, 11l scented, penunol!S, and not gratcfuli to the stumack wh1ch render
the place improper to indure the commencement of a siege." Anon., A Narratwe of the Tndzan and C11'il U7arr, 69.
:Modern ecologtcal study also supports thi:; vie\\" of Jamestown'& seventeenth-century cm·ironmcnt: Carville
Earle, "Em-ironment, D1sease, and Iv!orral!ty m Early V1rgirua," in Th.: Chcsa,iJMiu m rhe .\evmteenth Centu~J: Essq;s
on Ant,lo-AIIIm·ran Sorifi:Y, cd. Thad \'V'. Tate and David L. Ammerman (Chapel T-Hl, KC.. 1979), 'JG-125.
62 For detatled treatment of the retnbutions, see \X'ebb, 1676, 124-27, 149-56.
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sche111es or initiatives. 6 ' But a close reading of the debates and complaints cannot support
this irnage or account for a manlike Richard La\\Tence, '''ho more than one chronicler of the
rebellion fingered as the real mastermind behind Bacon's bombast. For Lawrence and his
disaffected friends, a town was not an expensive luxury but a necessity, and the way that
town was gm·erned and political debate structured 'vv~thin it was the best mdicator of the
health of the entJre body politic. Berkeley's Jamestown and the 1mage of ebtc urbanity that
Roger Green had lmd out in Virginia's Cure were reminiscent of Charles TI's attempts

to

gain

increased control of Engltsh tmvns, and they were atnong the most visible signs of his
"French despotic methods." Unlike Charles II, however, Berkeley had not been able to
attract enough loyal supporters to shore up tlus urban edifice, creating the space for men
such as Lawrence to assert claims to town comn1on land and hound the clerk of tl1e council.
Charles was rightly concerned about Berkeley's leadership after news of the revolt reached
England; the aging governor was recalled and died shortly after returning to England. 64
However, the king \-v·as overconfident in questioning Berkeley's failures in
government, bec,1use before Virgmia had full) regained its equilibrium, a similar crisis broke
out in England. In the mid-1670s polit1cal tensions surfaced about the king's succession.
Charles was a Protestant, but had gradually increased toleration toward Catholics while
persistently fmling to father a legitimate heir, making hls Catholic brother James, Duke of
York, next in line for the throne. Partisan conflict burst forth in 1678 when a fabricated
story of a Catholic plot to murder Charles spread through London faster than tl1e fire had
ten years before. For the next ten years, royal authority in I ~on don and many other boroughs
around tl1e kingdom was tested. Charles II and later James II redefined urban go,·ernment
Tlus cnnque 1s directed pnmarily agamst Ra1nbolt, 1-<rom Presrn,Dtzon, chap. 2; Angehs, ·'By Consent of the
People."
6 4 Both Thomas Matthew and John Cotton blamed La\vrcnce for the ideological core of Bacon's Rebellion, sec
Andrews, Narralwe.r, 40-41, 96 (quote, 40). Por Berkeley's recall, see Billings, Szr !vil!zam Berkel~)', 249-51.
63
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during these years and sharply constricted the independence of boroughs, changing the
connotations of urban government for the entire English Atlantic world. 1' 5
As these dramatic changes gripped London they were increasingly acted out on the
metropolis's stages, which were enjoying a Restoration renaissance, through satirical and
political theatre. However, because of the tense political atmosphere plapvrights of all
persuasions were forced to seck out new setting and allegorical frame,vorks through which
to

comment on rbe c,-ents of the city. It is testament to the /\ tlantic nature of the debate

over the nature of civic politics and its relationship to \Vider authority in Virginia, that at least
one 'vriter in the mettopole -the leading royalist and pioneering female playwright Aphra
Behn- dedicated an entire play during this era to exploring Bacon's Rebellion, and reflecting
on the similarities between the domestic troubles of London and Jamestown's malaise. 66
Behn's play, entitled The !VidOJJJ Ranter: OrA fliJtory

~~Bacon

in Virginia, was written in

1688, after a decade of tumult in English urban politics, during which nmTlerous corporate
charters had been revoked and remodelled and the cto\vn had taken direct control of the cit)

For the urban character of the Restoration political crisis, see Paul D. I {alliday, Di.rmetJiberini!, the B&c[~ Polztic:
Partisan Pulz"tirs in England's Toll'm, 1650-1130 (Cambridge. 1998), chaps. 5-7; G:uy S. De I<rcy, Londun and the
Restoration, 1659-1683 (Cambridge, 2005), 169-386; Tim01hy I Iarris, I JJndon Cnmdr in the Re(~;n of Charles II:
PropagaNda a11d Polittc.rfiwn the l{esloration to the Exdttsion Gi.ris (Cambndge, 1987), passim.; Jonathan Barry, "The
Press and the Politics of Culture in Bristol 1660-1775," in Ctil!ttre, Pu!itic.r and Sotid)' itt Btitain, 1660-1800, ed.
Jeremy Black and Jeremy Grego!) (Manchester, 1991), 49-82; Ian \X:'. Archer, "'Politics and Go\crnmem 154U1700," in Calllll1ir{ge Urban Hi.rt01y, 2')4-60.
6 " for the partisan political stereotypes of Restoration theatre, see Susan J. Owen, Restoration Theatre a11d Cli.ris
(Oxford, 19%), chap. 4; MarkS. Dawson, Gentzlity ami the Comic Theatre of Late Stuart 1 ~ondon (Cambridge, 2005),
27-71; Susan Owen, "Behn's Dramatic Response to Restoration Politics," in The Cambridge Compamon to Aphra
Belm, cd. Janet Todd and Derek Hughes (Cambridge, 2004), 68-82. The heyday of Bchn's partisan city comedy
form came amidst the Exclusion Crisis (1678-1681) ,,·hen she produced (amongst others) .Sir Patimt 1-"amy, The
Second Part of the Rover; The Rfiundbeadr, and The Ci!]•-Heim.r. But bcvond the satire of urban ci6zens, Behn had
also explicitly explored the relationship between the country and tl1e city 1n these plays. ln Sir Patient Fancy the
eponymous character 1s a hypochondriac \'Vhig alderman who repeatedly threatens to flee the city, implying that
even citizens are ternfied by the plot-ridden urban landscape they have created; toward the end of the
Exclusion Crisis in The Cz~y-l feiress (1682), the country appears to im·adc the town and achieve a more ideal
balance aR Lady Galliard (<he heiress of rhe title) likens bcr townhouse balcony, where she can discourse with
her Tol)' suitor, to a '"City-garden." Por another perspccti\'e on pastoralism in Behn's works, see Edward
Burns, Restoration Comr:qy: Crises ofDesire and Identity ()Je\\' York. 1987), chap. 6. For Behn's other plays cited
here, sec J anct Todd, eel., W'urks ofAphra Beh11, vols. 6-7 (f .ondon, 1996).
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of London in an attempt to quash opposition. lt was Behn's final '\vork, and ref:1ected on this
process just it came crumblmg apart with a groundswell of opposition to James II that led to
the Glorious Re\'Olution and his expulsion from the throne. The play it<>elf '\vas a heavily
fictionalised dramatisatlon of a rebellion that had gripped Virginia twdvT years earlier.
Behn's retelling of the revolt meddled wirh numerous detruls, including excising Sir \villiam
Berkeley entirely, and establishing a romance between Bacon and a local Indian queen,
however 1t paid particular attention to Jamestmvn's urban inferno. Rather than lamenting the
fire as a

S) mbol

of colonial incinlity, however, Behn's pro-Stuart politics led her to

dramatlZe the rebellion as a cont1ict bet:"\\·een Bacon, the legitimate cavalier patriarch of
Jamestown, and corrupt urban authorities

111

the colony. She adjusts the story of the

Jamestown conflagration to suggest that it was pnmarily the fault of an mept and disloyal
urban elite and that Bacon eventually spared the city from the flames because of his royalist
heroic character. This reworking of the story demonstrated that there were common
concerns on both sides of the Atlantic about how a capital city should function and how it
should be governed. Although Behn portrayed Bacon's attitude tmvardJamestown in ways
that were completely at odds ,,·ith the actually civic opmions of men like Richard La,vrence
ten years before, she had readily identified that the political status of James town and London
was bound up with questions about legitimate authority v.rithin the realm in general. In this
way Behn used the gm·ernment, social sphere, and eventual conflagration of J an1estown to
comment on the status of the urban debate in England. The U7 idmv Ranter, therefore, is not
simply an English v-ision of the exo6c colonial world but part of a circum-Atlantic debate
over urban political culture m an era of expanding state and imperial control. Although lt
was written ten years later, after much unrest and division in 1680s England, it sen'es to
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emphasize the stakes that had been involved in the debate over James town during Bacon's
Rebellion and the way in which they resounded around the Atlantic world. (' 7

There is no question that Restoration Vtrginia "\Vas a disturbed and divided society. Deepseated troubles, rooted in the uneven distribution ofland, tbe form of local go\rernment, and
the woeful price of tobacco, not to ment10n the menace of I ndtan attacks, gradually brought
Berkeley's administration to its knees. I Ii&torians have charted these troubles and explained
why they drmre a wedge bem·een Berkeley and the majority of ordinary colonists. They have
highltghted the governor's autocratic political ideas as the root of his dmvnfall, and John
Rainbolt has summed up his attitude toward economic policy in particular as "prescriptive"
rather than "persuasive." 1le suggests that everyone understood the colony's economic
woes, but most colonists resented the elite's expensi\·e projects for addressing the problems.
In the process, howe\rer, scholars have fallen into two traps. Firstly, they have fully equated
tmvn development with an economic diversification agenda, when it was in fact a far more
complex political and cultural calculation with roots dating back to the very foundation of
the colony; this has even influenced the way that archaeologists have viewed James town and
led them to simply search for changes 111 urban functions as

<l

yardstick for ''success."

Secondly, tbe focus on "prescription" has deprived ordinary colonists of agency in the
shaping of colonial pohcy and ideas about Virginia's social structure. Berkeley has been seen
as tbe only projector and planner in the pcnod, and sceptical colonists worried about the
following year's tobacco han-est have been reduced to miserly naysayers. 68

7
Por a more detailed analysis of the play and the way that It rd1ected upon the circumstances of the debate
oyer Jamesto\Yn 111 the actual rebellion, seeP aul :!\fu,selwbite, '"\Xi.hat To"n's tl11s, Boy~·: Engltsh Civic Pol! tics,
Virgima's Urban Debate, and Aphra Behn's The \\'tdow Ranter," Admtzc Studtes 8.3 (September 2011): 1-21.
6F Rainbolt, From Pre.rmptwn, chap. 2.
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In fact, most Virginians in this period had experienced the most turbulent and jarring
pohtical dislocation in Enghsh society for half a millennium, which had unfolded over the
prn-ious two decades in the mother country. Questions about the mdependence of towm
had been a major part of tbcse disputes, and the Civic Corporations Act of 1661 ensured
they remained so after the Restorat1on. These constitutional conundrums were circulating in
the Atlantic \\Torld, and so \\Then Berkeley travelled to Restoration England and returned wrth
a new redevelopment plan for Jamestown, devoid of any references to manufactunng, and
\V:ith scaled-down an1bitions about the to\vn's mercantile controls, it was more than an
economJc experiment. Disputes over Jamestmm paralleled a general increase in resentment
of Berkeley's administration over the next fifteen years, but settlers did not merely resent the
unbearable costs of the plan imposed by a narrow coterie of ehte statesmen. The question
was not whether towns were too expensive, but what the money and effort \-\'as expended to
create. Once colonists got a clear sense of the Restoration vision of a capital cit-y arranged
around a grand brick square with the governor as primary landlord and the county elites as
rnajor stakeholders, the; baulked. \\Then the costs involved and the threat of war discouraged
even most of the governor's allies from partaking, James town's renaissance was largely
abandoned, which only created a space for more modest urban residents to build and repair
their wooden houses and assert their own independent identity. This more traditional urban
identity ultimately fed into the rebellious sentiment in V1rgmia and helped to spur on
Bacon's uprising to bring down the \vhole edifice of Berkeley's

Re~toration

dream.

This was not just a case of metropolitan norms miscarrying in the colonies, though.
Beginning in 1678, plots, parades, and protests gripped England's towns for a decade and
revealed that direct executive control over urban institutions was resented just as strongly in
the kingdom's British provinces. The trouble "'rith towns in Virginia '.vas part of an Atlantic
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debate about urban governance and the nation-state. 69 The connections between the battle
over James town and the Stuart crown's fight with the London ci6zenry were so pronounced
that they were picked up by :\phra Behn. Lmdy Jamestown and mighty London were cit1es
of vastly different scale, but this discrepancy should not be an excuse to dismiss the political
connotations of the colony's protourban space. Charles II had proposed that Jamestown be
forever known as "the City ofJamestO\vn," and the little settlement on the James River was
consistently referred to as the "metropolis" ofVirginia.- 0 This was not a goal for 5ome
distant future or a dry form of seventeenth-century irony. In both England and its young
colony, projectors, politicians, and plebeians aU wrestled with how far the city (especially the
capital city) existed to project royal or provmcial authority and social hierarchy on the wider
society, and how far it was designed to cultivate common interests and community that
would breed civ1c virtue, mdependence, and conditiOnal loyalty. In Virginid cruestions about
who controlled the pace and direction of di,-ersification or "\vho manipulated the tobacco
crop, and in England disputes about who regulated religious tests or selected
parliamentarians, were all caught up in this question of urban g<wernance.
English events of the 1680s, which inspired Behn's retrospective on the Virgmia of
1676, also shaped the changing politics in the colony more directly. Charles and James's
shmvdown "\v1th the kingdom's boroughs during the decade was part of a broader tightening
of the machinery of state that also encompassed much closer oversight of England's
American empire. In the aftermath of the rebellion in Virginia, both these newly zealous
English authorities and the colonial leadership returned again to urban development as an

Pmcus, 1688, 15-:--60; for other perspectives on the capttal city m the emerging emp1re, see :\{ark Petersen,
"Boston Pay~ Tribute: Autonomy anc.l Empire in tbe Atlantic \X'orld, 1630-1714" in ShafJtn,{!, the Stttmt Worlc/,
1603-1714: TheAtkmtzc Cotmcctions, ed. Allan I. Macinnes and Arthur H. \X'Jll!amson (Le1den, 2005), 311-335;
James Robertwn, "Stuart London and the Idea of a Royal Capital City," Rmaz.r.ranrc Studzes 15 (2001): 3"'-58.
70 Rro·wn, "Draft for the Creation of a Bishopric in Yirgm1a," 48. A couple of examples of the use of
''metropolis" :md the direct comparison to London are CO 5/1355, fol. 263-7; CO 1/39, fol. 240.
69
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econornic and political panacea. Cnsurprismgly, though, given the turbulent nature of
English urban politics and the continued tobacco depression, to-\vn planning remained
contested. The prcrdncial elite crafted nev;; urban plans designed ro address some of the
frustratton that had been vented on the buildtngs ofJamestown, but tbeywere forced to
confront a new imperial st,lte that had a clear idea of what urban government should look
like not only in Cheshire but also in the Chesapeake.
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Fig. 2: TO\,·ns founded in \'irgirua, 1680-1706. Town names arc onl; gwen where the name is used 111
contemporary sources. Map dra\Yn by Sarah Park.
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Chapter Three
"that most necessary Concern of Towns":
Local Community and Atlantic Empire in Virginia, 1677-1688
An aJr of uncertamty hung over Virginia in the spring of 1677. Though trees and fields
sprouted new growth, it was yet unclear \.Vhether the colony itself \vould see this kind of
rebirth. Derelict and looted plantation homes pock-marked the landscape, and despite royal
instructions to tl1e contrary, many of Bacon's men were S\vinging from the end of a
hangman's noose. Jamestown was in an especially woeful state: all the rowhouses were
burnt-our skeletons standing guard ov-er empty streets. And it was not just the physical
structures that lay in ruins. The comrnunity and social order that Berkeley had worked hard
to foster had collapsed. The leadership of the old gmTrnor's allies had been undermined,
and they worked furiously to exact retribution. ln re-establishing their position, though, this
colonial elite encountered a new opponent- the royal commissioners who had been sent to
restore order in Virginia, and \.vho arrived in january 1677. S1r Herbert Jeffreys (appointed to
replace Berkeley), Sir John Berry, and Francis Moryson had instructions to limit
recriminations and establish irnperial oversight. Their presence and their agenda were
resented from the moment they stepped off the ship and it \vas quickly apparent that
Virginia would not be remodelled \.Vithout a fight. Homes had to be rebuilt, crops planted,
and courts and churches reopened, but how to achieve these goals on a firmer foundation
was as yet unclear. 1
Three and a half thousand miles away, London had already recovered from its
devastating fire, but was also l1umming \Vith uncertainty and tumult. Charles II's liberal
attitudes toward Catholicisrn, his too-friendly relationship \vith the French court, and the
1 Tlus dcscripnon ofV1r!o>inia 1s largely drawn from CO 1/41 and 5/1355. Sec also \\'arrcn M. Billings, Sir
W dliam Berkel~y and thr F01:gzng of Coloma/] irgtitza (Baton Rouge, J,a., 2004), chap. 14; Stephen Saunders \X'ebb,
1676: The End ofAmerzran Independence (Kew York, 1984), 127-64.
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increasing tax burden were all sore subjects, especially in the capital. By 1678, the crisis hit
fever pitch

,,~ith

the spurious discovery of the Popish Plot, and a furious attempt began to

remove James from the line of succession and clip the wings of royal authority permanently.
Faced with these challenges, the king t,:rradually came to articulate a more expansive view of
royal prerogative and became increasingly suspicious of the urban politics and popular
protests that gripped the kingdom\ boroughs. As discussed 1n the previous chapter, the
1680s would be a time of dramatic urban change in Enghsh politics. 2
In the rnidst of these crises over the political and social constitution of an G:nglish
corporation, the idea of towns in Virginia returned to the forefront of prov-incial and
imperial pohcy. After reading the county grievances from across Virg1ma, many of \Vh1Ch
advocated urban de,Telopment, \'>i/11itehall officials decided that towns "\Vould be central to the
renewal of the colony. As early as December 1677, they wrote to Jeffreys to ask, "'\\7hat are
the most conn·nient places within your Goyernment for building of Towns for the
convenience of Trade and Security of the Inhabitants, and hm,v they ma) bee settled?" 3
This simple query launched a decade of tr,msatlantic tussling. \\'hat were tl1e tnost
"con\-enient" places? The answer depended upon whose convenience \vas paramount, and
what kinds of places were to be created. Past urban efforts in V1rginia had stumbled amid
tensions \\Tjthin the colony or between planters and merchants, but new town-building plans
would pit colonial leaders against \\n1tehall officials who were being schooled in the riotous
realities of English ciYic government and the Stuart monarchs' ambitious state-building. The
RestoratJon urban vision of elite speculative building and royal control was bearing fruit in
London in the form of ambi6ous boosters such as Nicholas Barbon, "\Vho produced his
2

For English domeStic politics in 1677-78, ht'e Mark I<mghrs, J>ollt!cs and Opinion in Clim, 1678-81 (Cambridge,
1994), chap. 1. for the royal attitude to boroughs, see Paul Halliday, Dismembmng tbe Bud) Po!ztir: Partzsan Po/ztzcs
tn bng!anrl:r Toll'ns, 16i0-1 TJO (Cambridge, 1998), 124-43.
3 co 5/1355, f. 240 43.
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Discom:re SheJJ!ing The Great_,- ldvantagej- That NeJP-Buildi;~gs, _And !he bnlarging ofToums and Cities
Do bring to a i'\!ation just as VIrginia's rede,-elopment was being inaugurated. 4 Imperial officials
\Vho now adnKated urban development in Virginia sought to use towns as nodes of empire
-places \Vhere administrative power could reside, information could be gathered, and fees
and taxes could be collected. At the same time, the colonial elite who had been thrust aside
by the: rebel& were seeking to reassert and secure their po\\-cr, and they saw a town in every
county as a useful anchor for a sturdier ne\v h1erarchy and a space \vhere troublesome
inferiors could be managed. Through the 1680s they increased slave importations and
fostered their considerable plantation estates. \i(/ith African labourers now tending the
tobacco, towns might provide an outlet for excess white labour, but only if they remained
under local elite control. 1 These two urban objectives were more thoroughly articulated than
an; that had gone before, and the; mevitably clashed during the following decade.
John Rainbolt recognised a populist strand in the Yirginia elite's urban development
plans dunng this era, and described 1t as part of a policy of "persuasion," but because his
concern was \Vith the colonial economy he dism1ssed the perspective of English authorities
as merely a product of imperial mercantilism. 6 In so doing he vastly cnrerstated the degree of
opposition and scepticism in England over colonial urbanization and reduced the issue to
one of domestic social h1erarchv within the colony. Other scholars have analysed the contest
between Virginia's leaders and English authorities owr town building for the contribution it
made to the questions of colonial rights and constitutional procedures, but they overlook the

[:'-.licholas Barbon], ~ 4 Discourse Shewing The Great Advanta.f!p Tl;,;t New-Buzldings, And thr EiJ/afJ!.ZII.g ojTouws and
Do bring to a Xatzon (London, 16~8).
5 EdmundS. Morgan,Amenran S!mJery, Ammcan Frerdnm: The Ordeal of Coloma! T -zrgzma (:'-Jew York, 1975), chap.
15; Russell :\lenard, "from Sen-ants to Slaves: The Ttansformation of the Chesapeake Labor System," Southern
Studir:s 16 (1971): 355-90; John Coombs, "Bmlchng The Machine': The DeYelopmcm of ShYery and Slave
Society 1n Early Coloma! Vtrgmia" (Ph.D. chss., College of\Xhlliam and Mary, 2003), passtm.
6 John Rainbolt, rrom Pre_rcriptzon to Pn·.ruastoll: .""vfan~'JUklltOII ofC!J!,htemth Century T 'ugzma I:-conomy (Port
\\'aslungton, )JY., 1974), chap~. 5-6.
4
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fact that the stakes involved \vere far more than assembly prerogativef; and gubernatorial
liberties; urbanization challenged the whole structure ofVirginia society and the penetration
of empire into the shallow creeks and rough-hewn tobacco barns of the Chesapeake
landscapc. 7 This account will combine the provincial debates with the few surviving accounts
of town building in Virginia's disparate locales during the decade, with transatlantic
epistolary exchanges, and \Vith urban development in England, to uncover the true political
and imperial stakes of the urbanization. Throughout the decade, through t\:.mr pieces of
le.srislation and countless sets of orders and instructions, town development was at the heart
of most major constitutional struggles, and urban space became a key battleground where
Virginia's place within the tightening English imperial web was fought out.

The royal commissioners, hastily dispatched from England upon news of Bacon's Rebellion,
were still battling the \v--inter swell of the

~orth

Atlantic 'vvhen William Berkeley vanquished

the remnants of::\Jathaniel Bacon's army. He set out to reestablish the colony's constitution
by calling a new assembly to meet at his Green Spring Plantation a month later. The new
imperial officials with orders to replace Berkeley and investigate the causes of the revolt were
therefore not warmly received. 8 ~onetheless, the royal commissioners tried to exert control
over the rebuilding of the colony. Instead of waiting for Berkeley's new assembly to gather,
they bypassed the provincial body and the county benches by issuing an order to the sheriffs
of each county to compile lists of popular grievances. They also demanded that aU county
officials take new oaths of loyalty to the crO\vn. They were convinced that the Virginia elite
had lost the confidence of ordinary colonists and believed that the easiest way to rectify the
\\!arrcn.M. Billings, [ /zl;ginia's Vicerqy: ThtirAiqjuties' Govemor General: Francis Jlmmrd, Barvnl--lou;ard ofEJ}irt,gham
(Pairfax, Va., 1991 ), chap. 6; Billings, A Little J>arliammt: Tbe Vil;ginia Cm~ral Assembjy in rhe Seventeenth Clmtury
(Richmond, Va., 2004), 184-88.
8 Billings, Szr LFilliam Berkel~y. chap. 14.
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problems was to establish direct ties between imperial officials and local communities. In
soliciting the people's grievances, the commissioners repeatedly cited rhe king's personal
interest in the concerns of ordinary people and stated that they should bypass the structures
of authority in their counties '\\'itl1out any kind of feare or favour of or to any person or
persons of what Degree, ranke or quality." The gathering of grievances from across the
colony was deeply resented by Berkeley's allies; they viewed it as a trespass on their spaces of
political influence, and in fits of rage and exaggeration some even claimed that it '.Vas more
illegal than Bacon's rebellion itself. 9
\).7riting to England within days of their first landing, Berry and Moryson also
explicitly tied political upheaval to the colony's social and settlement structure. They clailned
that ordinary colonists resented Berkeley's vengeful retribution. Cnless "care be not had ho\v
to

heale up mati.ers firmly ... they will either Abandon their Plantations, putt off their

servants, and dispose of their Stocks, and away to other Parts; or else the most part them will
make Come instead of Tobacco and soe sullenly sit down carelesse of \vhat becomes of their
mvn Estates, or the Kings Customes.'' They argued that existing local government had failed
to

provide a civic arena in '.vhich ordinary planters had a stake; the dispersed manner of

settlement was already well known, and the prospect that it might get worse if colonists
'·sullenly sit do'.vn" necessitated action to preserve order and, crucially, royal revenue.
Political order, settlement structure, and economic output could not be disentangled in the
aftermath of the reYolt, and although there was no mention of new towns at this stage, the

Samuel \\'iseman, the commissioners' secretary kept a notebook that has smTi,~ed. On the t!rst page he listed
all Virginia's counties, suggesting that the structure of local political pO\ver was central to in their vic\\ of the
commom>.'ealth. See i'vlichacl Leroy Oberg, ed., .SaliJuel Wi.re111an's Book ofRPcord: Thf OfficiaL4<"count ofBacor/r
fubelh.on, 1676~ 1677 (Lanham, :\fd., 2005), 29, 68~ 71; Coventry Papn&, Longleat House, Wilt&hire, vol. 78, f.
168-69. :Yfost counties returned grievances, but the lists reflected continued struggles in local communities. for
the grievances, see CO 1 /3'), fols. 194-255; for analysis, see Brent Tarter, "Bacon's Rebellion, the Grievances
of the People, and the Political Culrure of Seventeenth-Century Virginia," TJl.,iHB 119 (2011): 3~41.
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royal commissioners were clearly aware that rnore thorough imperial oversight of the

. . .
co Iony ' s 1oca1 po1"1t1ca1mstltuttons
was necessary. 10
In this tense atmosphere, the new assembly gathered. The elected burgesses were
mostly Berkeley's allies '>vho had lost a great deal in the uprising and they spent a month
ruminating on how they m1ght recoup their losses ,md strengthen their hold on the colony.
In addjrion to condemning rebels and compensatmg loyalists, they began to redraw
Virgima's political topography. Although they ignored almost all of the grievances the
co1T1m1ssioners collected, they acted upon a number of those presented from the counties of
the Northern Neck. They agreed

to establi~h

a commission of local men to redraw all the

county boundaries so that they cut across that peninsula rather than running dmvn its sp111e.
This was an explicit slap in the face of the king's chosen proprietors who claimed the sole
right to grant land and organise settlement in that region. The decision to establish the local
conunission asserted that local leaders should have the right. to organise their settlements as
they wished and that this might avert further upheaval. E
On the same day, burgesses also made a far more dramatic move. w-ith little debate,
and scarcely any pnor hints in letters or reports, they assented to another of the

~orthern

::\leek counties' demands, about the need to mm'e the colony's capital northward. TI1e
delegates bluntly noted that:
the state house being now Burnt downe by that Arch Reb bell and traiter
Bacon the younger, and also tl1.e houses in James City .And for as
much as Tyndalls poyntc is supposed and accompted, to bee the most
Conuenient place for the Accomodation of the Country, in gennerll to meet

~athaniel

111

Oberg, U:7isemul7:' Bouk, 67.

]l-IB, 2: 68-80: l TS, 2: 366-406. Else\\ here in the colony. Berkeley and his allies scquestenng goods from
former rebels. \.Vhen pushed to justif} his actions, Berkeley danned that "almo't all my :\!eighbours haYe had
11

considerable shares of my Goodes, and they have bccne v..illmg to spare mce some Corne and Hoggs, in lieu of
,,-hat they stole from mce.'' He imphed that the rebellion had overturned d1e local hierarchy and sequestrat:ton
of goods was a natural wav of rcbwlding those ucs. The vicums l!kcly c!Jd not sec it this way, but it suggests the
way el!tes sought to re-establish polit:tcal order at the neighborhood le,-el. See Oberg, !Vzseman :r Bouk, 82.
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att, that therefore the state house for the time to Come, Bee Built att Tindalls
poynte.
\V"ith a few scratches of the clerk's pen, this tlrst post-war assembl) gathered at Green Spring
elected to reorientate the entire geography of colonial Virginia. They would abandon
Jamestown and build a new capital at Tindal's Point at the mouth of the York River (no>,v
known as Glouce~ter Point). This hastv order reveals a number of 1mportant things. 1 '
Firstly, the translation of the capital underscored the delegates' belief that they, and
not the royal comrnissioners, should cletlne the rebuilding process to suit the1r own needs.
They may baye sought to relocate the assembly away from the royal commisstoncrs' base
near the ruins of Jamestown, where the commissioners imtially intended to house as many
troops as pos~ible. The commisstoncrs opposed the relocation vigorously, describing
Jamestm\·n as "the antient & most conyenient place of congresse" and suggesting that any
move would "bee destructive to the Kings ... interest." Jeffreys argued that Tindal's Pomt
was "more remote and lesse tltt for Public Conv-enience and Fortitlcation'' and that the
proposal was just designed to slow reconstruction at .Jamestown and leave him ·'destitute of
a Place to putt my head in."''
Secondly, the decision demonstrated d1at local leaders did not think the poliucal and
economic functions of a tovm needed to be \velded together. They permitted the rebuilding
of houses at James town but saw no dissonance in d1en mov·ing d1e colony's capital city to a
completely different river. Equally, the provision for the new capital was extremely low on
detail- no money was set aside, no site was to be suryeyed, and the order never implied that
the new capttal vmuld garner the status of a "town." In an appeal to the crown in support of
the new capital, the burgesses did note that the site boasted "greate helpe to a tO\vn or city"

[I IB, 2: 78.
n CO 1/39, f. 199; Cm·emry Papers, Longleat House, vol. 78, f. 44.
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in the form of ·wood and fresh water and that it was comTrlient for trade, but planters from
the Middle Peninsula and

~orrhern ~eck

were motivated by their own convenience and the

influence tl1at would redound to tllem t11rough closer prox1mity to the capital. 14
Berkeley's alhes who met at his plantation m the spring of 1677 acted out their belief
that the reestablishment of order in the colony \\:ould require a reestablishment of spatial
and social boundaries. They definjti,,e]y reasserted their control over V1rgm1a's local
Institutions, and the ev1dence of the ::\Jorthern Neck petJtiom suggests that tmvn
development may have already been lurking in the minds of the men who pulled the strings
at Green Spring. But they were concerned primarily with polttical organisation. Given the
fact that the rebellion had only ended a few months before, and many colonists were faced
w1th lost reYenue, looted hom.es, and unplanted fields, it is unsurpnsing that they did no
more than explore ne\v ideas during their first new session - in fact the 1deas about towns
and a new capital were all the more ambitious in the circumstances, and would likely have
developed internally ifWrutehall's ne\v representatives had not made their presence felt. The
burgesses were not wrong to sense a threat from the arrival of soldiers and officials on
Virginia's shore in early 1677. In London there was also serious debate about the state of the
colony. That debate, just like the one going on in the colony itself, was framed by the belief
that V1rgmia's local institutional order needed to be adjusted. English officials were as
concerned as the colony's burgesses that Virginia embark on a urban de;'elopment plan.
For London officials who only ten years earlier had endured the "\v-orst urban
conflagration in English history, the news of James town's incineration probably weighed
heavy on the mind. 15 However, before news of the arson ever reached \'V1utehall, there was
already a sense that stunted urban development had played a part in the revolt. \'V"illiam
14

15

{l-IB, 2: 73-78; Coventry Papers, vol. 78, f. 303.
I be news of the Jamestown fire wa~ central to pnnted accounts of the rebellion, see above p.l56-60.
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Sherwood, who brought the first account of the rebellion to England, despite departing
before the fire at Jamestown, began his narrative with a rumination on Virg-inia's lack of
urban developmem. Though Shenvood's pamphlet's subtitle promised ":\Jurders" and
"Rebellious outrages," his account opened vvith a detailed explanation of the Virgima court
system, the counties, and the composition of the provincial assembly. Immediately after this,
Sherwood touched upon the colony's failed "endea,·ours of fortificacions." Rather than
discussing the potential role of fortifications
rebellion,

howev~er,

111

defence against Indtans or in suppressing

Sherwood focused on the \vay that they might have centralised shipping

and trade, "causcing \X'arehouse& to be built, and soe

l11

p'cess of times Tmvnes." He

recounted how Berkeley had advocated for tmvn development and spent vast quantities of
his O\A'n money at Jamestown, but the "importunity" of the burgesses had blocked the plans
and colonists had patented huge tracts ofland and "turne[d] Land lopers" (speculators). The
nature of this speculation had pushed colonists to the frontier and bred the confrontanons
with Indians that were at the core of Bacon's uprising. Colonists' f,1ilure to settle in towns,
then, was at the very core of the colony's "Deploured Conilltion." It had bred rev~olt. 16
Implicit in these early pages of Shen.\·ood's account was a plan for restructuring the
colony. Although he rnade much of Berkeley's 1660s endea\·ours to redevelop ]an1estown,
Sherwood's complaints shifted the debate slightly. Moving from discussions of the counties
to the idea of bringing the "tobacco of every County ... top 'ticular places," he replaced
Berkeley's

single~ minded

focus on Jamestmm \Vith a vision of trading entrepots across the

colony. Sherwood construed the town not as an elite island but as a mercantile centre for the
county communities. At these sites trade could be managed and English shipping protected
by urban fortifications. Although his description of the county system had not been negativ-e,
\'>V'ilham Sherwood, "Vugirua's Dcp[ourcd Condition,'' m Co!lectiotu of'the ,\Iassmhmetts I listorzral Soaef), 4th scr.,
9 (1871): 162-65. Shef\vood was also key to Jamestown rebuilchng, see McCartney, Dorumenfm) Hi.rtory, 319 22.
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it did suggest that important po'-'vers had been devolved across the landscape. The to"vns he
hinted at establishing promised to bring order to settlement and trade.' 7
Sherwood's analysis alone would have done little to provoke action, but his ideas fell
on fertile ground. The revolt in Virginia had severely reduced tobacco exports and thus had
a dramatic impact on customs reyenue. \\7ith other sources of royal income also constricted,
the crmvn was facing a financial crisis, which "vas contributing to political meltdown in the
metropole. Any scheme to quickly reestablish order in the colony and \vring additional funds
out of the tobacco trade was soothing to royal nerves. 1' Furthermore, the suggestion ilt with
existing royal efforts to also expand customs and excise income in England during this
period by restricting trade

to

urban hubs. Charles ll's chief baron of the exchequer, Sir

Matthew 1 Iale, had penned a detailed treatise on the hierarchy of port towns in England, and
in 1671 the crown had stopped farming out customs collection in English ports. Just as
Sherwood sailed into the Thames, Whitehall officials were debating ending the bnn on
excise collection too and had begun the effort to establish a strict oversight system for trade
in all of England's towns. Sherwood's opinions, combined with the lists of grievances from
Virginia counties calling for town establishment (which arrived in London by the autumn of
1677), invited administrators to solve the colony's problems and their own revenue concerns
in one dramatic moYe. 19
After the grie,-ances of Virginia's counties were collated and sent to England with
the commissioners' confirming opinion that towns were "greatly to be desired and well to be
encouraged,"

\~bitehall

officials \,\Tote to Jeffreys (who remained in the colony as lieutenant

Shetwood, "Yirg111ia's Deploured Condition," 164. Englioh shipping was vulnerable in the Chesapeake
during the Dutch wars because of the failure to organize fortifications. Sec Billings, Sir Lf/ i/liam Berkeley, 221-26;
April Lee Hatfield, Atlantic Virginia: Intercolonial Relations in the Set•entemth Cmtttry (Philadelphia, Pa., 2004), 48-52.
18 Knights, Politir.c and Opinion, 20-26; Robert ~f. Bliss, &volution and bmpire: bng!iJ!J Polilies and the Ame1ican
Colonies in the Seventeenth Cmtttr)' (l\1anchester, 1990), chap. 7.
!9 R. C. Jarvis, "The Appointment of Ports," bconomir HiJtury Rfliew 11 no. 3 (1959): 455-66; William Ashworth,
Ct1stom.r and Exrise: Trade, Produaion. and Consumption in Engla11d, 1640-f 845 (Oxford, 2003), 110-16.
17
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governor) asking h1m to recommend locations, citing the crucial dual purpose of '·Trade and
Security." Jeffreys never responded- he spent much of 1678 battling opposition from the
pro\'incial council, continued Indian unrest, and chronic 1llness that finally spelt his demise
in December of that year. 211 This did not deter metropolitan officials. Just a month after
soliciting Jeffreys's advice, they began planning an agenda of urban reform, suggesting that:
There bee Tm,·ns built there on one each great Rt\Tt if possible. And in
order thereunto that after suHicicnt notice to provide \'Farel1ouses and other
conveniences, noe shtp:; whatsoever bee permitted to load or unload but at
ye satd places where the Townes are designed, the chiefest whereof to bee
neer the abovementioned Fort. And in case chfferent Interests hinder ye
Assembly there from agreeing the places. I I is Maty on report of the case to
direct them and to grant them all necessary pnvtleges as to Trade and
Markets.
The stipulation of towns on each river

r::~ther

than towns for every county marked a shift

a"vay from the proposals in the grievance petitions, suggesung their intenuon to maintain
control of the process from \Vhltehall "vhilst garnering the benefits of urbanization. 21
Even though the policy was a key plat"k of the royal redevelopment plan for Virgmia,
any further action was entangled in the chaos that engulfed England in 16 78. The initial
plans were made

111

early January, but no proposals were finalized until the follmving

December. Colonial affairs took a back seat to the domestic crisis of the Popish Plot. 22 The
hiatus allowed time for more opinions to he gathered. Virginia's governor Lord Thomas
Culpeper Geffreys was acting as his lieutenant in the colony), still in London, began receiving
epistles from Virginia's prm<inci<llleaders who \\'ere frustrated with Jeffreys, and London

2 ~'

Oberg, U7zseman'r Book, 215; CO 5/1355, f. 240-43. For Jeffrey's difficult tenure in Virginia, 1.ee \\iarren l\J.
Blllings,John C. Selby, and Thad W. Tate, Colorual Virgima: Ji Hz.rtOI) (\\hrc Pla1os, ::--.;. Y., 1986), 99-103.
2. co 5/1355, f. 259.
22 111e plan is first mentioned 111 CO 5/1355, f. 258-62 and later in 1bid., f. 263-61, 326-56 (csp. 345-47); see
also CSP Coloma!. 10: nos. 846, 84-, 855. for events m England, see Tim Harns, PolitH:r Under the Lattr Stumts:
ParT) Co11jlut m a Dmded Soczety, 1660-1715 (I .on Jon, 1993), chap. 4. Gary S. DeKrcv, Lottdon a11d tin Ef.l!oratwn,
1659-1683 (Cambridge, 2005), 157·66.
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tobacco merchants manoeuvred for position in the post-rebellion marketplace. 2 ' Most
importantly, hown:er, events m England made crown officials even more anxious about
revenue but less convinced of their power ro control civic institutions. Radicalism and
demands for the Duke of York's exclusion from the succession \vcrc national phenomena,
but street demonstrations and protests in I Imdon drew particular attentJon to urban unrest.
The king made plans to limit opposition in the boroughs and meddled "'·itl1 London's
internal politics as far as he was ablc.

24

W!l1en the Commlttee for Trade and Plantations

reassembled in December 1678, they persisted with their new plan for town development
but began thinking seriously about its political implications. They had prcnously failed to
decKle ·'whether such Tmv·nes !built in V1rgmiaj shall bee incorporated or ha,-e leave to send
Burgesses." After little debate they concluded that politicisation of these new urban nodes
was dangerous and unproductive, and the prov-:Ision vvas dropped. 25
Pinally, the debate in \'V"hitehall culminated in a new set of instructions for Culpeper
by the end of 1679. His main objective \vas to secure the royal tobacco revenue on a
permanent basis, but the urban ideas that had circulated around \v1litehall for two years also
featured prominently. Although Culpeper had recei\-edletters from the colony asking him to
advise against rebuilding] ames town as the "metropolis," the royal instructions ignored this
caution and insisted that the king had been "giv-en to understand that James Tmvn is not
only the most ancient, but the most convenient place for the Metropolis of Our said Colony
and Dominion.'' The instructions explained that the primary goal was one to\vn on each
river to which all trade could be confined, and then insisted that of "tl1e success hereof you

Although these letters ha...-e not <;un·i...-ed, Jeffreys believed tlnt such a corre~ponJence existed. See Covenuv
Papers, f. 214, 226, 268-71. Por merchants' inYolvcment in tl1c post-rebellion debate, see CO 391/2, f. 259-60.
2L DeK.rey, London and the Rr:.rtorat10n, chap. 7; Tim Harris, London Crou,ds zi1 the Re\gn ofC:harie.r 11: Prvpaganda and
Pohtir.r from the Rutomtion unttl the l::.xdu.rton Cnszs (Cambndgc, 1987), chap. 6; Halhday, Dzsmembmng, 124-31.
2' CO 391/2, f. 275- 7 8. For the part of Culpeper's mstructions on town bulldmgs, see CO 5/1355, 345-47.
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shall, from time to time, give us an account." 1\s Culpeper prepared for the arduous ocean
crossing in the early months of 1680, what was eminently clear was that \Xi'hitehall officials
had not just given a nodding consem to town building as an idle dream for Virginia (like
Charles's attitude toward Berkeley's plans back in 1662), they had crafted the plan as a finely
honed tool of empire in the light of contemporary Enghsh experience. Culpeper was under
orders to make the king's definition of imperial urbamty a reality. 26
\>?hen he arrived in the colony, hm•·ever, Culpeper did not find a fcrnlc env1ronmcnt
111

\\·hlch to cultivate royal urban designs. The colonial elite had worked hard to res1st

imperial impositions v,·hilc \\l1itehall \Vas dithering w.irh domestic

i~sucs,

and their attitude

toward political control of colonial space had hardened further. They had not stopped
complammg about Jamest0\\"11 and had refused to work on redeveloping the city.~" Philip
Ludwell had launched a rnore direct challenge to spat1al authority

111

the colony when he

lambasted Go,·ernor .Jeffreys, describing him as "a pitiful little fellow" during a drunken rant.
According to a \J>'itness . .John S<lyre, Ludwell \vas \•cry conscious about where he \-Vas \vhen
he made his statements, goading Sayre to accompany him "across the Ri'ver'' to repeat the
statements. At this point Ludwell was living on the family estate in James City County, but
he obviously felt more comfortable expressing rebellious sentiments north of the York River
where he felt Jeffre} s held no sway. The prO\-incial elite also acted through legislation to
strengthen their hold on the colony's county structure after Jeffreys's demise in December
1678. Durmg the Apnl 1679 assembly session, they passed an act to significantly case the
drafting of county bylaws by the local justices. 28

CO 5/1355, f. 326-56 (esp. 345-47).
For the persistence of relocatlon efforts, see Coventry Papers, ,·ol. 78, f. 303. For the elite's slow prot,l"J.·cs& 111
rcbuildmg.Jamcstown, ibld., Yol. 78, f. 44.
2R Ibld., \"Ol. 78, f. 134; HS, 2: 441.
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The 1679 session, hov,;ever, also demonstrated continued divisions "vith the colony's
gentry over the rebuilding process. The burgesses had passed an act allowing Lawrence
Smith and \\<"illiam Byrd to settle frontier garrison communities at the heads of the
Rappahannock and James Rh·ers under their personal command and empowering tl1em to
create their own byla"vs and militias distmct from the existing cmmty structure. Th1s
provision \vas particularly unpopular with

~icholas

Spencer, a council member from tbe

Northern Neck, ·who likened the plan to gathering "all ye Ill Humors of A natura!l body ... in
any one part" ancl saicl it would thus ''Endanger ye whole." \X'hen Culpeper arrived in the
colony, he concurred with Spencer's interpretation; he described the frontier settlement plan
as "Cantonizing" and "not for the interest of the Country." lt represented a new way to
organize space and authority m the colony, and Smith's grant on the Rappahannock River
posed a particular threat to Culpeper's proprietorship in the i\lorthern ::\leek. 2q Another
project that sought to vmrk n1ore closely with Culpeper's proprietary pretensions was the
brainchild of Northern Neck planter \'V"illiam Fitzhugh. Fitzhugh proposed to farm the quitrents from his entire region (paying Culpeper a lump sum for the right to extract money
from locals) and create an almost subfeudal barony, but the ne\v governor declined the offer.
All of tl1ese rival plans sug_g;est that the political topography of Viq:,rinia remained in flux after
the re\·olt; different factions had definite ideas about how power should be marked on the
landscape and were working toward them. Culpeper blocked the frontier "cantons," but the
determination and division on display made it almost inevitable that the colony's leadership
would be unreceptive to \'Vbitehall's version of urbanisation too.' 0

2" Ibid., 2: 448; Cm·entry Papers, vol. 78, f. 398-400; CO 1/44, f. 398. \\-ilham Blathwayt also expressed
anXJetles about thls land t,>ram 1!1 \\1utehall. See "'\'V"illiam Blathwayt to Lord Baltimore, 4th :\;ov. 1679,'' Papers
of\\ Jlliam Blatlmayt, vol. 18, John D. Rockefeller Library, Coloma! Williamsburg Foundation.
3u Richard Beale Dav1s, IFzlliam rl.tzhugb and Hz.c Chesapeake World. 1676-1701 (Chapel Hill, ~.C., 1963), 146-47.
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If the spatial pohtics of Virginia \vere still disturbed on Culpeper's arri,,al, the
economy was in even worse condition. The temporary rise in tobacco pnces inspired by the
rebellion had encouraged product1on and flooded the market. As elite planters struggled to
re-establish their social order, they could no longer count on the weed to return a healthy
profit. Former allies of Berkeley were once aga1nloudly advocating a ces<>ation in planting
and a range of diversification measures, and Culpeper himself \\Tote to England that "the
lmv price of Tobacco staggers me'' and that "the continuance of it, v;1Jl be the Totall and
speedy ruine of this noble Colony," But planting cessations and drversification did not
square '''ell wirh the crown's desperate need to maintaln tobacco reycnucs. 31
These factors combined to make the assembly meetmg of 1680 a tricky proposition.
Culpeper's first astute action was to reestablish the spatlal hierarchy of the colony. He partly
achieved this object by moving into Green Spring Plantauon, Berkeley's former home a fe\-v
miles from Jamestmvn that had long-standing associations with authority over the Virginia
landscape and had been a hub for the opposition to Governor Jeffreys. \X11en the assernbly
session opened, Culpeper then made his way from Green Spring into the ruined capital that
the Virginia elites were contemplating abandoning. Over the next two days, he engaged in a
complex set of ceremonial procedures, calling the burgesses to meet him at the courthouse
and then accompanying them to church before gathering them again in his presence, finally
approving their nomination of a speaker, and \-velcoming them with a introductory speech.
These elaborate steps were not innovative, but the fact that Culpeper insisted on them
suggests that he was reconnecting political order with the built environment of James town
just as he had been instructed to do. \X'e cannot know what the burgesses made of these
prefacing perambulations, but two weeks into the session, when the proposal to relocate to
Y CO 1/45, f. 188. For tobacco prices in thJs penod m Maryland, see Russell ,\{enard, ''Farm Prices of
Maryland Tobacco," J,iJ-:LH 68 (1973) 80-85; Rambolt, hmn Prtsmptzon to Persttarzon, 110-13.
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Tindal's Point (now in direct contradiction to royal instructions) was raised once again, it "\vas
voted down- Jamestmvn was re-estabhshed as the royal seat ofVirginia. 32
The more difficult task lay in securing royal revenue and urban development more
generally throughout the colony. In his opening remarks, Culpeper tasked the assembly with
laying as1de the dl\'isions of the post-rebellion period and approving permanent tobacco
duties, but he also explained:
I am further Expressly Comanded to Acquatnt you that his maty haveing in
Councell Concluded on ye ~ecess1ty ofhaveing one or more Townes in yt
Country (\vi.hout wch no othr nacon e\Tr bagun a plantacon, or any yet
thrived as it ought) & observed yt all other meanes have bin uncesscfull bath
in order thereunto Resolv-ed as soonc as Storehouses & Convencys Can be to
prohibitc for shipps tradeing here to Load or unload but at Certaine fixed
places to be appointed under ~ecessary Penalties in ye denominacion
whereof and all other C1rcurnstances yt may make ye thing practicable. He
thinks fit to take his measures by ad\'ice from hence - lle doubts not but in a
matter of such Consequence sevll diHiculues \vill occur & as Little but yt on
due Examinacon they will be Remedy ed.
The emphasis here was very clear. "Crban development was a royal plan and Culpeper was
merely seeking adv1ce from the colony to lessen the problems of implementation. Elsewhere
in his speech he expressed concern about falling tobacco prices, but at no point did he cite
long-term economic advantages of urbanization- it wa~ clearly a royal project and not a
provincial panacea. Over the next month, however, the assen1bly did make a number of
suggestions for the "Good of ye Country," and urban establishment became caught between
Culpeper's royal in~tructions and the planters' dre,1ms of resurrecting the price of the weed.''
Over the next few weeks Culpeper's efforts to secure a permanent tobacco duty were
repeatedly frustrated. Burgesses concluded that "his Majesties poore Countrey" could not
bear further financial burden. Two weeks into the session, after tl1ey again refused to

>2 JHB, 2: 119-20, 135. Por the s1gnificance of Green Spnng, see Virginia B. Pnce, ·'Constructing w Conunand:
lhvalr1es betv.een Green Spring and the Governor's Palace, 1677-1 ~22." 1~'111 IB 113 (2005): 2-45.
"JHB, 2: 148.
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reconsider the1r decision, the governor called them to join him in a conference. As the)
prepared for a sbm.vdown 'With the governor, the burgesses spent the1r morning debating for
the first time the issue of town development. The only outcome of the dit>cussion was a
resolution that to\vns for the colony's various counties should "be appointed by ye
Burgesses of this hou::;e" rather than by "the ffree holders in Each Countie." The delegates
were ev1dent!y concerned to retain control of town placement rather than surrendering it to
the ,-ictssitudes of debate amongst the \dder populace of each county -including former
rebels. \X"hat is striking about their decis10n, however, is the way that it cotnpletely
contradlctcd Culpeper's initial orders. The king had never implied that ordmary colonists or
burgesses would select new town locations, and he certainly had not imphed a town in each
county. The burgesses had ev1dently decided to make the1r stance on urban de\·elopment
clear just hours before their conference with the governor about imperial taxes?~
After being pre,·ailed upon by Culpeper that afternoon, the burgesses agreed to the
perpetual tobacco re\·enue the crown so dearly desired. Having \VOn these victories, the
governor was not inclined to fight them over any further royal policies, and this may have
been part of the deal he agreed to get the revenue measure passed; as1de from making such
compromises, Culpeper had few ways of forcing the assembly to approve the revenue
measures. He allowed the session to continue long enough to design and draft a to'lvn act but
took little further part in the discussions. Culpeper's failure to enforce royal control over the
urbanizing agenda during the \\"aning days of.June 1680 had consequences for the rest of the
decade because it reinforced tbe conviction of post-rebellion councillors and burgesses that

14
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they ·were free to shape the colony's political topography, despite \Vbitehall's detatled and
considered instructions about the pro,-ince's urban foundatiom. 3 '
Remarkably little disagreement or debate was recorded about the final shape of the

1680 tmvn legislation. 1t '\Vas fonnulated by a committee composed of burges~cs from across
the colony, which may explain why it was accepted by the whole chamber \vith little dissent.
IlO\\-eYer, the lcgidation ,-ividly demonstrated the conceptual distance between Enght:.h
officials and colonial rcprcscnta6vcs on the it-sue of urban development. Tts very

c'\i~tencc

contradicted Culpeper's orders to simply gather opinions about the plan. Compounding tllis
divergence, the burgesses went to considerable lengths to insist that, like the other legislation
Culpeper had been ordered by \X'hitehall to solicit, their town plan was enacted "by the kings
most excellent majestle by and with the consent of tl1e generall assembly," meaning that it
already had royal assent. The act's preamble explained its aim not as reasserting imperial
order but as addressing the "present and continued lowness of the price of tobacco." The
rest of the lengthy act outhned where towns would be laid out, \'\.-hat price was to be paid for
the land, ho\V it would be sold and built upon, and ho\l.; trading would be restricted to the
sites. The bill only briefly referenced support for tradesmen and artisans, and never
mentioned ta..x collection or enforcement of the :\lavigauon Acts. It sought to integrate
towns within the existing economic and political order. The towns were described as being
appointed "for" the counties rather than within or beside them, and county justices were to
appoint and oversee the ffeoffces (trustees) of the town land. Despite all the economic
regulations about gathering and storing tobacco, no institutional framework \vas put in place
to enforce these rules, so this role to feU upon the county courts. The existing planter elite

''Ibid., 2: 130-32, 135, 138;

IJC; 1:9.
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each county were unmistakably intended to dominate the new spaces, which would be
agricultural marketing centres rather than independent civic entities or imperial outposts. 36
The idea of a town as a natural node of authority within a dominant county structure
made sense to the Chesapeake planter elite. Scholars of sev-enteenth-century English history
disagree about how far the county, or shire, formed a coherent political and social
community, but those who do find shires to be important loci of identity suggest that the
county tmvn was a focal point for expressing such identity. In the later seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries, this pattern intensified as rural gentry invested in shire to\\'ns, irnprov-ed
their built environment, and made them into regional social hubs. Such English cultural
developments were only embryonic during this period and probably not \\i.dely understood
in the colonies, but the focus on building one town in each county and bringing it under the
purview of local elites bespoke the deeply rooted shire-town traditions on which these
English de\Tlopments were based.

37

The legislation was a consummate piece of political engineering. The burgesses took
the imperial plan for towns and used it to reinforce their control over the region's tobacco
market and its communities. They even added clauses preventing tobacco exports before
March 20 each year to artificially inflate the price, despite not offering an explanation of how
this would assist urbanization. They also stated that a complete "Vacancie from planting
[tobacco] will undoubtedly help" \\1.th "the reduceing us to Townes" and popula6ng tbem

3v
3

7
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"with many and Opulent Inhabitants." Knowing that urhan development was crmvn policy,
they attempted to leverage their O\vn financial and political gain:l 8
The ongins of the fresh dispute over towns in Virginia dunng the 1680s are thus far
from straightforward. They \\"ere not merely part and parcel of an economic reform agenda
dreamt up by Berkeley's former allies; they ·were connected to an actl\T debate about urban
governance that was taking shape in England during the Exclusion Crisis. For \'Vbitehall
officials urban development plans "\vcre about 1mperial control over the colonial mercantile
and economic landscape that \vould parallel the ini1uence they were seeking to build within
England itself. Colonial leaders responded by claaning they had suddenly "growne sensible"
of the1r "\"\lild & Rambleing way of Living & And therefore are desirous of Cohabitation."
In fact, they \vere reacting to the prospect of imperial tm\·ns filled \vith customs collectors
and officials. Opposition crystallized in the tmvn act of 1680, which attempted to appeal to
abstract civic ideals whilst subverting the king's urban objectiYes. The burgesses integrated
tmvns into their own vision of a ne"\v economic and political landscape. As colonial secretary
~icholas

Spencer pointed out, the plan they had dreamt up was unlikely to raise tobacco

prices or crO\vn revenues because of the "multiplicity of places appoynted.'' He suggested
instead "one place in Every great River," which \-vas precisel) ""hat \vbitehall officials had
always sought and would continue to seek throughout the decade. Royal opinion about the
purpose of towns "\Vas to harden ev·en further through these years, beginning with the
decision to disallow this first Virginia plan of 1680; local determination to dommate county
communities would continue to chafe against it.'g

**'"'
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Over the next fe\,\ years, the transatlantic conceptual f.,rulf over the town issue widened
7

because of changing expectations in London and the tactics of colonial leaders seeking to
harness potential urban pm\'er. T,ocal justices used urban de,relopment as a means and a
manifestation of their power over the commumty by centralizing county institutions in the
prospective towns and by using their mercantile and political position to challenge the
authority of merchants and the very hlghest echelons of the colony's elite. But urbanization
was also framed by a rhetoric of popularity- urban boosters claimed that towns were places
of opportunity for ordinary colonists, fostered out of concern tor the economic and social
health of the \vi.der community, just as leading planters transitioned to a slave labour system
that made them less reliant on the toil of their poorer neighbours. This use of the town as a
symbol of community leadership brought the burgesses to blows \vith governors and
officials "'Then they tried to redraft the legislauon through the decade. Each new \'ersion of
the town plan met '-'Yith more incomprehension in \'\1litehall as officials cond1tioned by
traumatic urban dislocation in England refused to recognise any nonimperialurban plan for
Virgmia. Because English officials and local justices could not agree on where the balance of
local authority lay, the proposed towns remained empty fields and wooded riverbanks.
To understand how battles O\'er the towns played out in tide\vater communities, it is
vital to appreciate the dramatic changes that were refashioning the reg1on's economy during
these years. Although the price of tobacco was falling- a fact that the colony's leadership
was extremely vocal about - diversification was occurring in Yarious quarters and the large
planters who held prestigious provincial offices were expanding their estates and their labour
forces. Tn the prime tobacco-growing areas the wealthiest planters were shifting to a slave
labour force during these decades and adjusting their production to \Vring a profit from the
weed despite the unfayourable market. Although this pattern had its roots in the 1660s and
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1670s, its pace quickened in the post-rebellion era. TI1e wealthiest slaveholding elites created
even more distance between themselves and the lower class of whlte

coloni~ts

who held few

slaves and owned less land. 4u Having a dependent labour force of sla\-eS and an efficient
tobacco-fanning operation, elite planters came to see their estates

a~

self-contained spaces

on the colonial landscape, :fully under their control, and the county bench gathered these few
elite men who each controlled their tespectrve

t!efdom~.

They expressed this vision in new

architectural styles. Through the 1670s leading planters bwlt new mansions, many of them in
brick; they divided their private domestic space from that of their labourers and organized it
to

promote refinement and order. Burgess \\'illiam Fitzhugh, who expended a considerable

sum on building a slave labour force, also erected a thirteen-room home in Stafford County,
and provine1al councillor Ralph Wormeley developed his Rosegill home \v1th nmnerous
dependencies to reflect a visible hierarchy on the landscape- \\/ormeley's home was
compared to a village in and of itself. After Bacon's men destroyed many of these fine
homes, the elite planters wasted little time before rebwlding them. 41
Under these circumstances the possibility of urban de;-elopment across the tidewater
represented borh a challenge and an opportunity. Despite the turn to slave labour, numerous
sen·ants were still joining the labour force when their terms of senxe ended, and the only
land available was eitl1er on the frontier or in marginal areas of the tidewater where they
could never hope to make quick profits. Towns provided an alternative, a space to pursue
arttsanal crafts and help diwrsify the Chesapeake economy. If this population was

John Coombs, "'Bu.tlJing 'The ?v1achinc,"' chap. 3. More general d1scussion of agriculturallmprovcmcnt and
diverstfication can be found in Lorena S. Walsh, "'Sumrmng The Parts: Impl..Jcations for E'nmating Chesapeake
Output and Income Subregionally," IJ;;;\IQ, 3'd Ser., 56 (1999): 53-94; Douglas ;\1. Bradburn and Coombs,
"Smoke and l'vi1rrors: Reinterpreting the Society and Economy of the Seventeenth Century Chc~apeaJ,c,"
AtlantirSrudtes 3 (2006): 131-5""'.
4 ' Coombs, ·'Bwldmg 'The Ivfachinl',"' 199-210. Carson l't. al., "Impermanent •.Uclntecture in d1c Southern
Amen can Colonies," \\'mterthur Portfoho 16 (1981 ): 161-63; For contemporary ev1dencc about Rose,gtll, sec
Carroll C. Chowning, "Some Colonial Homes of:Midcllesex Counr:y," !VJ\{Q 2nd Ser., 22 (1942): 144-46.
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marshalled into towns

b~,

imperial officials- men such as Jeffreys who had prompted them

to draw up lists of complaints against the provincial elite- then the large planters' control of
the colony's hierarchical political and economic structure "''ould be jeopardized. But if the
towns were organ1zed under the aegis of the county bench- as the 1680 legislation
suggested -they vcould provide a supennsed outlet for ordinary colonists. However, the
situation v.,-as further complicated by the fact that the local elites were not always a
homogenous group, bcmg divided by shades of opinwn and personal rivalry. How towns
would be built and populated was therefore a question of local social and economic ambit1on
entangled \vitb A.tlantlc political concerns.
It is extremely hard to gauge the implementation of the 1680 town act because of the

patchy nature of Virginia's county records. ln some places where records sun-iye the act was
barely noted, probably because local justices elected to await confirmation from England
before beginning any expensi'.-e preparations. ln other places de,-dopment was more
forthcommg but was ultima tel; St) rnied by indecision in \Xnitehall about the legislation's
fate. Tills study will consider a range of counties, selected fron> across the colony based on
survival of records. The examples come from a cross-section of the economic subregions
that scholars use to frame their analysis of seventeenth-century Virginia. 42
In Surry County tbe justices reacted quickly to tbe legislation, but their ardour soon
faded. In York County, by contrast, despite the voluminous records, there is no e>"idence
that any progress was made responding to the initial legislation that year. 43 Even in
Middlesex, where the act's author, Robert Beverley, exercised his influence, the county

In some coumje~ only probate and land records have survived, rarher than tho'ie of 1he court's administrauve
duues, making l i much harder to idenufy the chronology of urban de,·clopment. For the subregional
breakdown ofVtrgtrua and ltS mfluence on social development, see \X'alsh, "Sunurung the Parts."
43 Surrv Couotv Court Orders, 1671-1691, Sept. 8, 1680, Sept. 14, 1680; Edward :VL Rile;, "The Fouodmg and
Development of Yorktown, Y1rg10m, 1691-1781"' (Ph.D. diss., 1..:-ruverslt:y of Southern Califorrua, 1942), 24.
42
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bench did httle to foster tmvn de\·elopment untll their October n1eetmg of 1681, more than
a year after the leg1slat1on had been passed and a month after it was supposed to have taken
effect. The delays and inactlon suggest that even enthusiasts such as Be\Terle} hoped to get
royal appro\Tal before taking action and \v-cre only forced to move on their own when the
crmvn was unresponsnTe. They no doubt ,1ppreciated how d1fficult lt would be to force
merchants to abtdc by the mlcs

'vl'illlc

they remamed uncontlrmed by \X1utchall. 44

Once the M1ddlesex JUStlces decided to

prc~s

ahead with thCJr town, they appomted

Ben·rley and Abraham \X eeks as 1ts ffeoffees and ordered them to purchase and survey the
plot

111

just rhree days. The process ev1dently took longer, however, because a month later

the court prud three thousand pounds of tobacco

to

anotl1er just1ce, Chnstopher Robinson,

'·for Severall meetlngs at h1s house about ye Towne." J'vilddlesex was typicalm 1ts retlcence
but eventual comphance w1th the act. In Lancaster County one anx1ous petitioner had
constructed a house and ">·essels" (presumably tor transshipment of goods to the town)
before the oftic1al survey and wanted to ensure h1s land was respected. In

~ovember

1682 (a

year after the act \\'as supposed to take effect) the assembl; prud fees for the surveying of
tmvm in fourteen of Virgima's t\venty counties. 45 Lord Effingham, who became governor of
Vtrgmia 1n 1684, informed \Xn1tehall that many people had mvested in warehouses. The
pattern of delay followed by implementation sug,_g;ests that county justices were not opposed
to

urbani~ation,

but were fully aware of the Atlannc Implications and were \Vary of wagering

their fortunes whtle awruting news from London.

4~
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The ::-.fiddlesex County JUStlces approved the tO\\ n land purchase m August 1680, but no furd1cT actJOn was
taken to ~uryey ilie land untll October 1681. ?vliddlesex County Court Order l3ook, vol 2, f. 41-42; Darrett l3.
Rutman and Anita 1 I. Rutman._ -1 Place m Tzme: l\fzrldlesex Count;; Vnyp11a, 1650-1750 \?Jew York, 1984), 214;
t':velyn Q. Ryland, ct. al., C1banua: A Port Tonnm T trypua, 1680-1980 (Charlotte, N.C., 1980), 12-13.
45 .:-.uddlesex County Court Order l3ook, Yol. 2, f. 41-42, 49; Lanca~ter Countv Court Order l3ook ~o.2, f. 56;
46 \\'anen .:--1. l3illmgs, Papers of Fnmm Howard, 13aiVI7 1-iOJmrd ofbJfingham, 1661-1695 (Richmond, Ya., 1989),
211. Payments to sutve) ors suggest that b\ the November 1682 a<;sembly tl11rteen of the t\\enty sttes had been
surveyed. See Mcllwame, ]ot11nai of the Hotife ofBurgesses, 2: 170-83
7
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E\·en if they were not prepared to hazard their resources on bricks and mortar,
however, some county leaders still expected the towns to support their control of the local
market. \'\·ben September 29, 1681, rolled around, a few counties sought to comply with the
act's trade restnctions, and considered legal cases for Its infringement. \\'ith tobacco prices
troublingly low, scholars have assumed rhat their motivation was to remove supply from the
market through confiscation in the hope of driving up the price. Rumours in the colony
cc:rrainly suggested that Robert Be\Trley in Middlesc'C, \Vho '.vould later lead the tobaccocutting riots (also intended to cut supply and raise prices), wa:;; "'stirring up informations agt
ships upon the pretence of forfeiture by the act of Cohabiration.'' 47 Ycr a closer look at the
details of the cases in .:\liddlesex County re\'eals more nuance. Beverley never brought suits
against ships m violation of the act. The only two such suits '.Vere both brought by Thomas
\vbarton, a local attorney and friend of Christopher Robmson who had hosted discussions
about the town act at his home, sug,g;esting a larger network of local leaders hoping

to

enforce the restrictions. The cases were also not random - they were brought against two
ships that both traded regularly in the area for the same merchant consortium. Most of the
trade in Middlesex County was dominated by R<llph \vormeley, an extrcrnely v;'ealthy planter
and member of the provincial council, and the ships belonged to his English trading
partners. Families such as Robinson's and Beverley's coveted \\lormeley's mercantile
connections in England, and their initial efforts to lead the urban development movement
and enforce the act's restrictions went beyond a desire to simply raise the price of tobacco:
they \vere attempting to stifle and redirect the pattern of trade. 4R In Stafford County similar
motiYes led \villiam Fitzhugh to initially organize for the county's town to be at tbe mouth

H}C: 1: 19; Ram bolt, rrom Presnipt;on to J>ersuaszon, 117-20.
"hddlcscx Count\' Court Order Book, vol. 2, f. 60, 64; Ryland, Urbanna, 14-15; Rutman, A P!are m J'tme, 21115. For detail on Thomas \\'barton. see Ih1d., 110.
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of Aqma Creek- not mconvenient to h1s home- but by the spnng of 1683 he was e\'en
schemmg to make b1s 0\\'n wharf the only port of call m the county. 49
There was also a less commere1al side to the promise of urban power, encap<>ulated
m the new courthouses that a number of counties debated erecting in the young towns. In
"!\Jovember 16R1 the ?\f1ddlesex JUStices empowered Beverley and Robmson "to agree wth
\'\1orkemen

& ptoV1de T1mbcr & all other .Matenalls to butld a Coune house

A new courthouse was also built in Accomack's

dc~It:,mated

111

ye Towne."

town s1te at Onancock. In some

cases tlus most grand of county public buildings \Yas at the very centre of the ne\\' plan for
the tmvn, beside an open marketplace at the centml crossroads, clearly \Vlth the iotentwn of
creating a C1Y1c space."0 The act itself had not stipulated that courthouses be relocated, but
bmlcling a courthouse was an overtly pohtical mmT; 1t demonstrated that men such as
Be\'erley had ahva) s env1sioned the tuwns as county hubs where their authont)

111

the

con1.mumty could be cemented through the ownerslup of urban space close to the organs of
local government. If tmvn development had been merel) about rrusing the pnce of the weed,
then 1t would have mattered httle whether the courthouse \vas part of the new complex or
whether county justices such as Beverley got the cha11.ee to lay out the streets and sell off the
lots. The \Yay that initial urban planning 111 counties proceeded, though, demonstrates that
powerful politicalmfluence \vas at stake in shapmg a prospective county-town.
In some counties, \vhere there was httle cohesion amongst the elite, th1s potential
political power led to conflict. The owners of land that had been

de~ignated

for towns

resented surrendering Sltes they already knew to be pnme commere1allocations, espenally
when they would receive only a fixed pr1ce in return. In Lancaster County, where the town

4q \\'ill.tam Fitzhugh 1rut1ally comphed w1th the town act, but then developed the plan to prornotc ills wharf as
the mc1cantuc center for Stafford. Sec DaYlS, Wzluam t'ltzhu,gh, 101, 103, 108-9, 13"'.
' 0 HS, 3: 59; Surrv County Court Order~, 4'" Jan. 1680/1, Surry County Order Book 16-1-1691.
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was planned to sit on Carter fan1ily property on Corotoman Creek, a dispute delayed "\Vork.
:\s early as January 1681, the justices were forced to call all those "persons concerned in the
Sale of the Lands for the to"\vne for this County" to the court and ask them to bring e\'idence
supporting their right to the land. \XIbether the Carter family were objecting to the town
location or whether others feared their intluence over the site remains opaque because no
record surv1ves to show whether the conference took place. In Surry the jm-tices attempted
to broker a deal with hle of \X'ight County to appoint one town between tl1em on the county
lme and thus share the cost, which was sanctioned by the act. County burgess Samuel Swann
nixed the idea by claiming that the act, "\Yhich be had clearly hdped to in£1ucnce, had
stipulated specitic locations and should be obeyed. Cnsure how to proceed, the Surry justices
abandoned urban development indefinitely and began expensive renovations of the existmg
courthouse, located some distance from the proposed to"\vn site.

51

The situation in Middlesex County is better documented. There the act had specified
that the tovm should be on the land of council member Ralph \Vormeley. On face value the
decision made sense: 1f trade was to be confined to a tovm it would have to be convenient
for the most powerful planter in order

to

be viable. This was not how \Vormeley saw it,

however, especiall) after \\i11arton pressed suits against the ships dispatching \Xi"ormeley's
tobacco. The act had empowered a group of lesser but still prominent Middlesex gentry to
purchase fifty acres of land just across the creek from \X'ormeley's plantation complex at
Rosegill, and then allmved them to sell it to whomeYer they chose. Their actions, along with
efforts to relocate the courthouse to the site, promised to reorganize the county's social life
under their aegis, in a busy little metropolis that would confront \X7ormclcy wbenc\Ter he
looked out of his chamber window. Ship captains who came to Rosegill Creek to call upon
;: Lancaster County Court Order Book 16150-1686, f. 25, 41-42; Surry County Court Orders, Sept. 8, 14, 1680, ,
Surry County Order Book 1671-1691.
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the old councillor might be tempted to sojourn instead in the little town where Bev-erle),
Robinson, and their colleagues would be ffeoffees, landO\vners, and commercial agents.
Robinson actually lived just on the other side of the proposed tO\:vn and was arguably better
placed to influence it than \vormeley. 52 The tmvn might also have disrupted \'V'ormeley's
agricultural operations, with animals roaming out into rhe fields from pens in tbe town, or
servants and sla\TS surreptitiously \vandering the other dtrectton \vhcn they ought to have
been tendmg rhe1r master's tobacco. 53
\\lormeley, who attended few county court sessions despite his councillor's
prerogativ-e to do so, made a point of appearing to discu&s the act, and be also arnved
midway through the spring 1682 session when the court heard the case of the shtp captains
accused of violating the act. Otherw1se, though, he repeatedly refused to cooperate; he never
attended technical planrung meetings, instead forcing the county justices to vtsit Rosegill as a
delegation and plead with rum to sign the deed for the land. 5'1 The justices' battle to gain
control of the town land and construct the courthouse lingered for t\"\:enty years as
\v'ormeley was determined that any legittmacy or authority the town might offer to the likes
of the Robinson and Beverley families should always be subservient to his position 111 the
county hierarchy. Middlesex's tension \\:as extraordinary, but the fight demonstrated the local
stakes invoh-ed in town-building efforts. By founding a town, selling plots, and regulating
local trade, county justices could reinforce their power and influence even at the expense of
the most elite members ofVirginia society. 5°
For some justices town development also held the promise of cultivating loyalty
from their middlmg and poor neighbours. Even though support tor craft privileges bad only
52
53
'

4

5"

Robmson's home was west of d1e Slte, Rosegill was across the creek to the east. See Ryland, Urbanna, 14-15.
:\1iddlese2>. County Court Order Book, \'ol. 2, f. .516.
Ibid., f. 41-42,64,474, 5U9-12.
Ib1d., f. 512-17. For more un the Middlesex d1spute in the 1690~, see belowp. 389,469-71.
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been lukewarm during the drafting of the plan, many leaders portrayed urbanization as an
example of their beneficence to the ordinary planters who might take advantage of petty
trading and crafting opportunities. The act offered five tax-free years to those \vho
established themselves in urban trades, and the burgesses also appealed to the crown to offer
permanent tax breaks to town dwellers, framing them as urban "immunities.'' 5" Their targets
were men like Thomas Dmry in Lancaster County, who was the first to take up the
opportunities afforded by the act and attempt to establish
York County, where the first efforts

to

h1m~elf in

the county town. In

establish YorktO\vn m the early 1690s ha,·e left a

reasonably complete collection of land records, the ev-idence suggests that e\-cryone from the
governor to ordinary labourers mvested in town land.,- From Stafford County, \Vllliam
Fitzhugh, who had played a major role in drafting and debating the legislation, wrote that the
implementation of the act would require recruitmg urban craftsmen from England. It 1s
ultimately impossible to calculate how many middling colonists were tempted to mo\·e into
tO\vns, but the mm1bers were certainly never equal to these ambitions, since English finished
goods still dominated the market and the implementation of the town acts throughout the
decade remained uncertain. Town lots mcreasingly fell into the hands of the wealthier
planters who could afford to spend capital to unseat mercantile networks m their cotmt)
much in the way that the Be,·erley and Robinson families invested in Middlesex's town to
compete with \Xron11eley. '

8

The local leaders nevertheless sought to portray their urban endeavours in a populist
light. Many of the reports sent to

\~nitehall

during the early 1680s emphasized the level of

HS, 2: 4~6. TlllS prm-ision was mitially included at the behest of rhe prm'incial council. Sec TJC, 1: 9.
Lancaster County Court Order Book Ko. 2, f. 56; Riley, ''Founding and Den:lopmcnt of Yorktown," 42-46.
5~ DavJs, fFilliam Et7(hugh, 82. Effingham commented that ;,orne people Imcsted all d1ey were word1, Implying
they were not the wcahlncst colomsts (B1llings. Papers of Frmms Hml'arrl. 211 ). J .Jttlc cvtdcncc of this bwJding
boom has surv1ved, mo;,t of what can be known has been sun-eyed in Reps, TzdeJI'afer Toii'I7S, 67-75.
56
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popular support for towns and the ways in \vhich local leaders were harnessing and directing
popular energy. During the initial debate over the legislation, the committee appointed to
d1scuss it had concluded that it was "Soe much desired and of soe great advantage
poore Colonic." Secretary Nicholas Spencer "\Vrote

to

to

this

England that circumstances had

induced "inhabitants of the Country to thinke of CohabJtation.'" Their theory was that low
tobacco price& hit small planters hardest and that towns offered them alternative crafts and
markets as well as boosting the pnces they received for the1r crop. This argument abo
allowed local leaders to clairn that. they were seeking the public good through ci\TJc
mstitutions, attempting to prov:lde stability and order, and \Vlnning the affections of ordin,1ry
planters in the process, thus consolidating political control over their local communities. 59
This context helps to explain how town development on the Middle Peninsula
degenerated into riot during the early summer of 1682. During the early months of the ) ear
leaders in ;\liddlesex County had begun their suit against the ship captains for violations of
the to\vn act, and th1s sparked more widespread unrest. Lord Baltimore, writing from
:Maryland in March, noted that there \Vere "some discontents and di"s'1tisfaction 111 Virga abt
the huisnes of Cohabitacon."60 Robert Beverley used this air of uncertainty to make fresh
appeals to poor colonists in Middlesex and Gloucester. He circulated a petition calling for an
assembly and a tobacco stint, and goaded Henry Chicheley (the acting go\Ternor of Virginia
in Culpeper's absence) into backing the implementation of the town act. Chicheley \vas in a
tricky

po~ition

because v.-1thin days he received word from England confirming that the

5" ]I IB, 2: 136: CO 1I 45, f. 190. Politics in V1rgmia had long hinged on gammg the affections of the ordmary
planters. Sec Alexander Ha<;kdl, '"The Affecnons of the People': Ideology and the Polltlcs of State BUllchng m
Coloma! \'1rgmia, 1607-F54" (Ph.D. diss.,Johos Hopkms l'nlwtsity, 2U05), pass1m.
6cl CO 1 I 48, f. 185-86.
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crO\vn had suspended the act. The elderly acting governor called the assembly but then
quickly prorogued them again without allm.ving time to pass any new legislation. 61
These actions, hm.vever, had gi,-en Be1-erley the ammunition he needed. He returned
home 1vith copies of the truncated assembly proceedings (which he acquired as clerk of the
assembly) and used them to assert that metropolitan officials had failed in their duty to
protect ordinary colonists. Beverley provoked groups of young men to roam the Middle
Peninsula during the heady summer nights of 1682, wantonly cutting and destroying all the
tobacco they could find in order to vent their spleen and aruficially manufacture a shonage.
I 1e then framed these events to claim that poor

coloni~ts

the failure of the town plan and low tobacco pnces.

had been driven to desperation by

~-\le:s:ancler

B. Haskell has dernonstratecl

that these "plant-cutter riots" were a well-organised piece of political theatre intended to
dernonstrate to the king that colonial officials had lost the affection of the people, but it is
important to recognize that the riots flmved directly from the failure of the town legislation.
The use of the riots as political theatre \.vas intimately connected to the efforts of men such
as Beverley to construct new towns as centers oflegitimate political and economic authority
\.llithin the local community. 62 E\-ents in Middlesex County demonstrated the potential of
urb,m development on two le\-els -in the competition between individual members of the
local elite, andm the arena of Atlantic competition over mercantilism and empire. Beverley
and his friends wanted to build a town on Rosegill Creek not only to assert their local
economic and social position but also to get that position recognized in the 1vider
commercial and political world of the English Atlantic.

**"'

co 1I 48,f. 228, 321; co 1/51 ,f. 316-18: co 5/1356,f. 175-87;JHB, 2: 158-69; Io.JC: 1: 16, 19-21.
The Council framed the populanty of enforcmg the town act very chffcrt·ntly. They chumed that Beverle; '>
attempt tO enforce the act was demagoguery and "to the great cilssatisfaction of the most and but part of ye
colonr,'' (mr Italics). CO 5/1356, f. 176. See al<>o H:~skell, ·";\ffecriom of the People,"' chap. 6.
6'
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The rneaning behind Virginia's town bmlding and riots was not lost on \X·nitehall offinals.
They were acutely aware of the stakes involved in urban development and had spent the
entirety of 1681 debating the Virginians' plan; it '\Vas, in fact, their failure to reach a speedy
decision that left the colony in such a dangerous limbo

111

September 1681 wben the act was

supposed to take effect. During their deliberations, the crown's administrators were
particularly sensithTe

to

the populist argument advanced by Virgtma's leaders. Making their

irutral report on the colony's plans

1n

January 1681, the customs commissioners emphas1zed

that, despite their protestations, the Virginia plan including a tobacco cessation would only
help the large planters '\Yhn could weather the short-term fall in income, whereas their
original town-building proposals had prmnised to "be of Gen1 Good to the Planters as \veil
Rich as Poore." lt made sense that, if properly executed, urbanizatlon could thus win
popular support for the empire and also supplement royal revenue in the process. This belief
was reinforced later in the year when Lord Culpeper, returned from Virginia, \vrote that
to\vns should be the colony's highest priority because they '\vere "a Remedy to all persons
,md greevances." 63 The problem for tTletropolitan officials, however, was "'"hat Culpeper
termed the "ill use made of'' the legislation by the \ 7 irginia elites. Policy makers believed that
they \vere in the best position to organize commerce and offer ordinary colonists a helping
hand out of poverty. The customs commissioners' report underscored the link between
urban development and the transatlantic merchant community; towns were not to be subject
to the desires and designs of local gmTernment but were to serve imperial purposes. The
commissioners emphasized this point of view by expressing shock that the Virginia General
Assembly would even contemplate legislatjng such towns when "setting out of\'X/barfes and

CO 1 I 46, f. 165-66; CO 1I 4:, f. 180. ~"'..;, Rainbolt ~uggestcd. many royal policies m these years were "tailored
to sen c the 1magincd interests of the common planters." Sec John C. Rainbolt,".'\ :t\:ew Look at Stuart
'Tyranny': The Crown's Attack on the Y1rginia Assembly, 1676-1689" VJ:IHB "'5 (196"'): 387-406 (quote, 402).
61
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ke) sis never done m England but by his MatJe> Comission directed to the effect of his Ma"e'
Customes." Of course, Culpeper had never been instructed to extract a town act from the
Virginia burgesses; he was only supposed to consult them on the plan. 'l11e commissioners'
response articulated an autocratic view of tmvn development and mercantile control identical
to that ""h1ch had inspired the crown's iniual instructions to Culpeper 111 1678. 64
Tl1e Committee for Trade and Plantations turned to Culpeper and a cotene of
] ,on don merchants to help determme how to renegotiate the urban plan that they remained
committed to. Culpeper "\Yas happy to proffer suggestions because his proprietary estates
meant he had a major stake in rhe profitable go>Ttnance of Virginia. He persistently
maintained the necessity of towns and also proposed ancillary measures in support of the
diYersiflcation effort, such as the king distributing Haxseed to all middlmg planters. \'\lith a
particularly perceptive eye to changes in V1rginia, he also noted that ordinat) colonists
suffered while tobacco prices sank, primarily because "our buying of Blackes hath extrernely
contributed ... by makmg more Tobacco."65 After a year of debate, the custorns
commissioners intimated that though the) rejected the deadlines put in place by Virginia's
burgesses because such deadlines would not allow time for the bwlding of the necessary
warehousing facilities, they adv1sed that the act he redrafted in the colony. Culpeper had
been particularly vocal in stopping them from completely rejecting the act, and >von new
instructions that simply told him to get it revised so that the towns would be established
before it took effect. 66 Tbe crown had not completely abandoned its dream of an urban
renaissance in Virginia. Rather, the length of time it took them to tease out a compromise

CO 1/47. f. 252-53,258-62.
CO 1/4"", f. 258-62. For Culpeper's )Junhern ~eck prupnctary, see Billmgs, Colunia! [ ZJgznza, 104-05.
6 " CO 1/47 , f. 252-53. Scholars chsrruss Culpeper's opm10ns, clairrung that lu& bncf v1sits to V1rg:uua reflected a
dismrercst m anvthmg apart from his own rc\·cnuc, but he persi~tently lobbied m London for the town plans.
See CO 1/47, f. 180, 258-62; CO 5/1356, f. 141; Davis, !i/i/1/{Jm FlT'::jJHgb, 134; Billing~, Coloma! Vnginia, 104-08.
Gc
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reflected the fact that

the~'

dearly desired urbanization prov1ded it '''as on different terms to

those drafted in the colony. By contrast, the appeals for a tobacco ce<;sation, which had
ne\Ter been royal pohcy, had been summarily dismissed within a few months. 6 "
Upon recei,-ing the customs report, the Committee for Trade and Plantations
suspended the town act in December 1681 and restated the royal dictum that urban
development needed to be under the control of royal oHic1als and English merchants, not
county grandees. 6R \"X'hitehall's resolve stiffened even more after news of the plant-cutter
riots arrived. Yirginia secretary :\licholas Spencer first connected the riot to urbanization in a
letter to London officials. He claimed that "want of cohabitation and the distance wee have
stretched the hnes of our seatments Lays open the Go,-ernment to rnany disorders," such as
the present riots. The Lords of Trade wholeheartedly endorsed this opinion when they
anxiously prompted Culpeper to return to the unsettled colony in autumn 1682. In the
detailed report of e\-ents that he was instructed to write, he was to pay particular attention to
the misapplication of the town act and to advise how it might be amended to ensure greater
imperial control and more reliable revenue. Less than a year later, when they were debating
fresh instructions for Culpeper's replacement, Lord Effingham, the Lords of Trade repeated
the request for information about the town act in order to better control its implementation
from London, and they also ordered Effingham to proclaim the king's decision to overturn
Virginia counties' powers to issue their own bylaws in a further effort to centralize control
over the d1sparate plantation colony. 69
Opposition to the Stuart monarchy in England during these years was also
strengthening royal resolve to assert prerogative. Stuart loyalists began attempting to whip up

68

co 1/46, f. 165-66.
co 5/1356, f. 3-6.
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CO 1/49, f. 106; Mcllwmnc, E;..;ccutzve Journals, 1: :P; CO 391/4, f. 194-99, 204-9.
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popular opposition to the exclusion mo\'ement, and there was also a concerted push to
reorganise and reassert royal control over English boroughs. A new absolutist vision was
articulated, grounded on direct connections between crown and subjects and sidelining
troubling local ch-ic institutions.- 0 This process "\Vas most pronounced in London, where the
cro"\vn asserted authority in the face of an obstinate city corporation. In September 1682
Charles forced some opponents out of the London corporation and a year later he took the
momentous step of recallmg the corporation's charter. From then on he gm-erned the city
clirectly, appointing a clic1ue of loyal aldermen and quashing the common counol.-. Among
this

~mall

group of city allies were tobacco merchants such as John Jeffreys and Jacob Lucie.

Eager to retain these n1en's support, the king consulted them on mercantile issues and civ1c
gm-ernment. Lucie became an alderrnan, and the crown simultaneously crafted an imperial
pohcy designed to help hm1 and his fellow merchants control an; urban authority that \•:as
created in the Chesapeake. The Stuart \'lsion of the state during the 1680s demanded that
rnen such as these retain economic and political control over civic instltutiom on both sides
of the Atlantic.- 2
\\then nev;'s of these decisions reached the colony, informed and thoughtful men
were well aware that the) were part of a concerted Stuart vision of empire. After acting
governor Sir Henr:- Chicheley heard of the suspension of the town act, he wrote a letter to
his brother Thomas -who served on the Committee for Trade and Plantations and was a
loyalist (Tory) patron and MP for the borough of Cambridge- articulating the connection
-o IZrughts, J>obtics and Opimon m Cmzs, chap. 9; Harris, London Crou,ds, chap. 6; Halliday, Dismembenng, chap. 6.
"1 DcKre\·, London and the Jvstoratzon, 3!:12-86.
-: ·n1e customs commis~ioners noted that they consulted with "many Merchants in London and Bristol!," and
Jeffreys and Lucie were amongst the brggcst tobacco merchants in the capital. Sec CO 1/47, f. 252;.Jacob J'v!.
Price "Jeffreys, John" in O:iford Dutzuilal)' ofNatiOtta! RNJ,_f!,raph)' (hereafter ODJVB), hl!p:.,/ DD&::I\.J>.sf.or0dnJ.:>LQLl1L
Jeffreys testified to d1e Lords of Trade about Vrrgmia dunng the autumn of 1681 (sec CO 391/3, f. 297 -301).
for Luc1e as an alderman, sec i\lfrt.d P. Beayan, Aidermm of the 01)· ojLo11don (London, 1908), http:/ /ww\I.'
.british- history.ac.uk/sourcc.aspx?pubid=558. For the politics of London's tobacco merchants, sec Jacob vf.
Price, Perry ofumdon: A ramify and a Firtll 011 tbc Seaborne Frontter) 1615--1753 (Cambndgc, Mass., 1992), chap. 4.
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he saw between the urban-planning issue and the extent of Imperial authorit~".-, Chastising
his brother's faith in the Stuart project, Henry defended his decision to initially prosecute
ship captains under the town act, arguing that "if wee may not put in Execution what arte
concluded & determined in this Country, the Country then bath noe po>ver to act in
anything they have done, and all power in these parts must cease till a full Confirmation
from England, ,,-th the Royall assent." 74 This, he claimed, was an impractical imposJtion of
imperial politics on local government, especially when metropolitan officials "\\'ere so tardy in
their responses. The problen1 that Chicheley had identified would remain at the heart of the
town debate for the rest of the decade. Building towns as both phys1cal and civic
cornmunitles raised a host of questions about the practicahty of imperial interference in the
local government of a colony d1ree thousand miles away. Prevailing scholarly interpretations
of tmvn building have placed it in either a transadantic contest over mercantilism or a local
battle over county hierarchy. ln reality the local was the imperial -the contest over what
kind of to"\\'ns would be built in the Chesapeake represented d1e outer limits of the Stuart
state's attempts to reconfigure local government and soc1ety across their dominion. -s

**'"'
The immense task of negotiating tbis div1sion fell to Francis Howard, Lord Effingham, the
newly appointed governor in 1683. His orders were to reassert royal authority by clamping
down on the power of counties and rethink Virginia's urban structure - moves akm to those
concurrently being imposed on England's boroughs. If the challenge seemed daunting to
Eft!ngham as he voyaged to Virginia in autumn 1683, it would only get worse. Through

-1
-L

Cbichclcy \'otcd against exclusion on each occasJOn Sec S. L. Sadler, "Chichelcy, Sir Thomas" in OD1VJ3.

co 1/48, f. 321.

-s These t\\'O prevailing scholarly interpretations arc typified by IUmbolt, l:'rom Presrnption to Penuaszun, chap. 5;
Rutman, Place m ]lme, chap. 7; Darrett B. Rutman and Antta H. Rutman, Sma!IW'orlds, I .ar;ge Questions:
ExplomtiDm m Emfy American Socza! Hz.rtory, 1600-1850 (Charlottesnlle, Va., 1994), chap. 11.
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family connections, Culpeper had initially enjoyed the good'.vill of at least a faction of
Virginia's elite, but Effingham lacked this neKvork and his rigid loyalty to Stuart imperialism
coupled with his distrust of colonial politicians increasingly alienated most of the ruling class
in the colony. The task of imposing Wl1itehall's \vill therefore met ever-stiffening resistance.
To make matters worse, the crown's expectations moyed in the opposite direction -Charles
IT's tina! years and James TI's short reign represented a dramatic shift toward authoritarian
government in rhe kingdom. The Stuart monarchs infamously rescinded the charters of the
::\iew l2ngland colonies, but James 11 also drarnatically hiked the tobacco duty and pressed
Ef6ngham to extract royal revenue as efficiently as possible. This exacerbated the plight of
Virginia's econorny and pushed the colony to the point of confrontation wid1 the Stuart
regime. The fight between Effingham and the colonial leadership over imperial power
focused particularly on the town-development legislation, an arena in which colonial anxiety
about the economy and kingdom-wide concerns over the nature of the crown's control of
local government were intertwined. Through three assembly sessions between 1684 and

1686, Effingham and the Virginia assembly plumbed the depths of these debates, and their
constitutional wrangles are '.Vorth exploring in detail. -6
Even before the 1684 session began, it was clear that the connection between crown
government and local authority in Virginia was going to be tested. Efflngham acted quickly
upon arrival to reassert the gubernatorial right to commission local officers directly.~' But
when he met the new assembly for the first time on April17, 1684, he demonstrated that he
only partially understood the extent of the differences. He ga\Te the gathered grandees a
chastening indictment of their persistent lack of urbanization. Effingham explained tl1at tl1e

~6 for Effingham, see Billings, Virginia's Viceroy, chaps. 1-2. For royal policy, see Steve Pincus, 1688: 1lie Hrst
Aiodmt Ret'O!utioll (='lew Haven, Conn., 2010), chap. 6. Lovejoy, Tbe Glorious Re1Jo!utio11, chaps. 9-10.
7

7
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king "\Vas deeply troubled, because Virginia had "preceded most of it's l'\e1ghbours in
Anuquity," but still lacked tO\vns. Though this shameful comparison to other colonies had
not motivated them, he hoped the "great security and Benefitt'' towns promised \V<mld
encourage them to "bee noe longer deficient to your-selves''

111

delaying the project. He

empbasi?.ed the king's generosity in allmving them to frame the act to their own convenience
as f-ar as "it w1ll bcare," underscoring the assumed royal prcrogati"\T.

L~s

an opening salvo

from a new governor, this statement \\'as shocking in the extreme. Not only did Effingham
impugn the honour of mdividual colonists, calling them "deficient'' in comparison to the rest
of English 1\mcnca, he abo completely ignored the facts that the assembly had taken major
action to prornote towns t"\lll.ce in the past four years and that \X hitehall's vacillation had
provoked a violent uprising. He may not have known the details of prior town legislation,
but he knew enough to realize that his comrnents would be provocative. He was reframmg
the definition of urbanity to the Stuart "-ision, challenging colonial leaders' 1deas about
Virgmia's political topography. Eftingham's decision to lead with thls attack is all the more
odd because the updated royal instructions he had just received a few days earlier told him
merely to consult on the town-development issue. In fact, later in the sess10n he admitted to
the burgesses that the 1680 act was "not Repealed but only suspended," and so he had never
intended new leg-islation to be drafted; rather he had confronted the delegates with the town
issue because it was a microcosm of the battle he intended to wage over imperial pmver.-

8

The burgesses were suitably courteous in their response. They still had reason to be
happy \vith the gm'ernor's first move because -although Effingham would later disclaim itit appeared to be a fresh imitation to draft town legislation. The burgesses pressed their

adyantage. They spent the first few weeks of the session contesting their right to hear legal

~ 8 JH13,

2:240, 251-52; Billing<;, Papers ofFmJJct.r Howa,.d, 42.
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cases, and they objected to the revocation of the counties' pu,;ver to make bylaws. They also
claimed the right to redraw cow1ty boundaries and drafted a restatement of the tmvnbrulding plans. Their attempt to oversee county boundaries \Vas quickly rejected by
Effingham, who claimed that such decisions \ATre his prerogative, by dint of "his Majesties
Royal Authority derived unto me," but the question of towns \Vas more complex.- 9 On May
7 the burgesses began a lengthy debate about the second reading of the town act. The key
questions \vere hmv many places should be dcsig11atcd and what they should be called. The
1mtial plan made clear that the sites should centralize the tobacco trade to certain wharfs, but
if tl1is was to be the case, then should large or elongated counties be allowed to specify
multiple towns? Two towns in each county might resolv-e squabbles that threatened to
divide some counties' justices ·whilst at the same time emphasizmg local control by making 1t
even harder for Effingham to police the locations. There was evidently some disquiet,
howe\·er- in a tight vote the burgesses decided that each county could have but one to\Y11.
Then the following day, on the bill's t1nal reading, a faction (presumably those who had
advocated two towns to a count)) got the act's restrictions on trading tobacco struck out,
only for the then-neutered act to be imrnediately thrown out altogether. 80
Effingham had been monitoring the town legislation closely and the very next
morning he lectured the burgesses on the1r ineffectual debate, stressing the need to conclude
the session quickly. A few days later the burgesses responded by producing a new act for
"appointing portes for the preventmg of frauds and better securing his l.hjesties revenue."
There \vas a distinctly unsubtle semantic difference there, suggesting that the burgesses now
had a better 1dea of the extent to which Effingham hoped to replicate the English state's
urban mercantile controls in the colony. However, they were no longer prepared to call such
79

80

fi-IB, 2: 208-10, 212, 232. For the disputes oYer the assembly's pov:ers, sec Bilhngs, Vzrgi11ia's T"z'rmzy, 43-44.
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sites "towns," and they again insisted that counties be allowed to nominate t\vo or three
locations in order to water down the efficacy of the act. These key changes were an
ackno,vledgement that more sites 'vould reduce the distance ordinary colonists \Vould have
to ship their tobacco; however, the focus of debate during the session was clearly not
between delegates and their constituents over com'enience but bet\veen the dissatisfied
burgesses and the gov-crnor.b

1

Desptte its tide, the act was framed

to

be as inconvenient as possible for Effingham's

mtended purposes, and the governor quickly realised as much. He launched into a damning
analysts of the plan- calltng it an even more unrealistic version of the suspended 1680 actand then attached a copy of the commissioners of customs' report from 1681 to
demonstrate precisely \vhat the crown had had in mind all along. The 1680 plan "to raise
T\\"enty Townes out oC:\!oe Townes did seem Impracticable,'' Effingham fumed, and now
the plan was to appoint two or three in each county. In this angry rant, the

go,~ernor

revealed that he had never aimed at new legislation restating the previous act; instead he
wanted to spur the burgesses on to build the previously selected towns up to a point that he,
London's merchants, and the king would all find acceptable. Just as with the county
boundary issue that he had dispatched so quickly earlier 1n the session, Effingham did not
consider it any business of the assembly to debate the locations and semantic definitions of
urbanity. They needed only to obey the cro\\"n's vision for an urban Virginia. 02

If the 1680 legislation had left any doubt that the burgesses had a sophisticated
understanding of tbe intricacies of urban political and economic constitutions, the 1684
session removed it. They

self~consciously

debated the town legislation as a comment on the

Stuart definition inherent in Effingham's plans. Before the session ended, they drafted a
8~
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letter to the kmg expla1mng at

len~:,r-rh

why they felt aggrie\'ed to have had the1r prior town

leg1slation overturned 111 \'Vbitehall. They argued that '·your Mat1e 1s Gratiously pleased to
extend to most of the Les<;et, and most mconsiderable Corporations \Vithm yor ::Vfaties
Kingdom of England" the "power & Authonty to make & Enact Lawes, Ordinances &
Statutes, for the \X'elfare, Advantage and Good Government of their Corporation," but thls
nght \vas denied to Virginians. The ne"\vs that London's charter had been voided "\vas
certamly

among~t

corporate nghts

the goss1p

111

111

almo~t

Jamestovm that 5ummer; harkcnmg to trachtiona.l Rnghsh

this \Yay was npe w1th political overtont·s for an assembly that had just

fimshecl clebatmg 1ts own urban development. Since FHingham had left England the
preY1ous autumn, ten more English corporate charters had been reissued, and they were just
the first of more than fony that would be called 111 a11d adjusted by the crown before the year
was out. The news of events 111 London, combined w1th Effingham's dogmatic dernands,
clearly focused the1r minds on the status of corporations and the analogies between the1r
control O\'er local go\·ernment and that over English borough::;. 81
.After an uneventful \licinter, Effingham addressed the town issue once agaJ.n in a
letter to his \v'lutehall confidant \v"1lliam Blath\vayt during the summer of 1685. He
explamed that he had received a fresh pet1t1on that claJ.med the facillue<; for stormg tobacco
and housmg merchants "\Vere now sufficient to lift the suspension and fully enforce the
origmal 1680 act. Effingham noted that "some persons have 1n hopes of this ]aide out great
sums of money, many all they are worth, and now expect the returne," but equally others in
the colony "feare if Townes should be built their Diana would downe, and should not have
opportunity to Engrosse the Trade as now they do.'' It was in his interest to portray the
33 Ib1d., 2: 228-29. Assembly leader, \\'tll.tam Frtzhugh understood pohtlcs m England, and presumably m
London- 1n 1682 he made planned a "[Smanlloyahsr" club m Jamestown. So he would hkely have been aware
of t11cQ11o !f/arranto agamst the capaal's charter. Sec Dav1s, IVz!ltam F'itzhugh, 94-95. For the charters rc1ssued
dunng these months see the helpful table in Halliday, Dzs!llellllmmg, 350-53.
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colonists as hopelessly divided in their selfish efforts to grasp as much personal advantage as
possible. He ediroriah:zed to Blathwayt tbat these divis10ns were "the reason the bill did not
passe the last sessions" despite the fact that "the Country in Generall is now most desirous
of it." Of course, the real reason the btU had not passed in the previous session had been a
bitter dispute between himself and the burgesses, but it seryed Effingham's interests to
portray himself as the guardian of popular interest and royal prerogative against corrupt
colonial leaders. Precisely ho\v he was going to translate this to act1on was tested the
following autumn when he was forced to call a nnv assembly whose burgesses proved even
more mtractable on the town is!)uc. 84
Before the issue of towns was ever raised in the session, there \vere already signs of
trouble. Pirstly, news of the plan to raise tobacco duties had reached the colony and received
the predictable frosty welcome. 85 Secondly, Effingham had issued a lengthy proclamation
condemmng the Duke of Monmouth's recent uprising in England and ordered that it be sent
across the colony in preparation for a day of fasting and prayer as thanks for the king's
deliverance. The proclamation amounted to a bnef history of the failed revolt for
consumpuon by the Chesapeake's dispersed plantations, \Vhere rumours of the rebellion
abounded. Such proclamations were not unheard of in Virginia, but 1ssuing one of such
length, on such a controyersial subject, rather than relying on tl1e burgesses or the county
justices to spread the news as they saw fit, \vas an attempt

to

short-orcuit the colony's

hierarchy of power. Eft1ngham then reinforced the proclamation by referencing it in hls
opening speech to the burgesses and demanding that the delegates play along with a
ceremonial commemoration. Finally, he also used his opening address to launch a more

84
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vigourous attack on the county courts' right to make bylaws, bowing to royalmstruction on
an issue that he had ca\-ed in on dunng the 1684 session. 8''
The burgesses soon drafted an act agreemg to deprive county courts of lawmaking
powers, but they also drafted another plan for ports. The port plan had begun hfe as a
rene\ved appeal for to\\rn building presented to the assernbly by at least one county
delegation,

sugge~ting

that there \Vas at least some popular will behind tbe project.

Effingham was happy to accept their surrender on the issue of bylaws, but he was not ready
to

consent to a "new" port plan that was essentially identical to the one he had rejected

eighteen months before. He returned a heavily amended version that specified only eight
sites across the tide\vater for the centralization of customs collection and administration.
Given the interest in to\vn building that was still rife across the region, the burgesses had to
respond to the go\ernor's gambit; a number of senior burgesses formed a committee to
consider the amendments and compose a fresh justification for their version of the act. They
accepted the majority of Effingham's

change~

but explained that they could go no further

than reducing the number of sites to "one Towne, for each county" (again subtly shifting the
semantics back from port to town). 8"
The following morning, Effingham sat \Vith his council, and "perused, seriously
considered, assented and returned" the revised port act. That \\·as \vhere the real trouble
began. Still unhappy with the burgesses' second proposal, but lacking the room to make
adjustments in the margins of the drafted pages, he and the council scnbbled alterations on a
separate sheet of paper, affixed it to the text, and then signed the legislation, assenting to it
as amended. Seeing an opportunity, Robert Beverley- v,-ho had been forgiven for his plant-

Billmgs, Papers cfi:'rmzas HoJJJard, 223; Tramcnpt of the House of Burges~es Journal (hereafter THBJ),
Effingham Papers, Library of Congress, f. 5-6; Rilhngs, 1 ·n:r:,zma:i 'zcrroy, 61.
87 :\Icllwame, Lr;gislativeJournal, 76-77, 79; THBJ, f. 23-30.
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cutting escapade and returned a.;; clerk and draftsman of the new legislation -tossed the
unsigned amendments sheet aside and added the new port act to the pile of approved bills
that would be signed into Lr\\' at the end of the session. The burgesses, sensing -v-ictory,
immediately changed their tone; they composed a long address to the governor in which,
abandoning the stalling of the past three weeks, they seemed eager to conclude the
remaining issues of the scss1on.

~onethelcss,

a raft of other controvcrsJcs meant that a

whole week '"'cnt by before Eftingham ,,·as called upon

to

add his symbolic signature to the

work of the assembly. \'{'hen that tirne came, he re,·ie"\ved the act, and finding that it lacked
his final set of changes, he refused to sign it.~o
This response, predictably, launched a series of angry exchanges between Effingham
and the assembly, which ultimately led the goyernor to prorogue the session "\v':ithout passing
the plan at all. 8 The debate raised a chfficult constitutional question about whether the
<)

governor ought to sit ,,·ith the council when it debated and amended legislation as an upper
house of assetTlbly and thereby be g1Ven two chances to \'eto a particular act. 90 However,
these details have overshadowed the precise issues at stake between Effingham <md the
burgesses during those chilly winter days at Jamestown. \X11at had Effingham scribbled on
the piece of paper that Beverley so cunningly discarded as a "certain paper now waies
authentkated"? Tne answer: a thorough rewrite of the section outlining the rights and
authority of royal customs collectors in the nascent tO\vns plus a comprehensive table of fees
payable to them. This may appear a technicality -and that was hmv the burgesses portrayed
it durmg the ensuing contest, clmming the additions could easily be made by the king or a
future assembly- but the whole purpose of the town plan was at stake. Tf the act outlined

s~
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the same i:\Yenty ports as the 1680 plan and made no formal provision for customs officials,
then it effectively made a mockery of the imperial v1s1on of control through urban ports - as
Effingham noted, tbe burgesses' version of tbe plan ''Tas 1ntended not to augment royal
revenue but to "much diminish it." On the other hand, if Eft"ingbam could force the
assembly to consent to predetermined payments to customs officials who would all be under
his direct appointment, he would have a fully funded netvmrk of placemen across the colony
ro oversee trade; rn addwon, by setting the fees, he self-consciously alerted the burgcs:>es to
the extra cost and strain of administenng so many different ports rather than settling on the
eight he had initially suggested.~. In his correspondence \Vlth \\l1itcbalJ, he explained that the
hope of getting a salaried net\vork of offices \Vas the only reason he had allowed another
town act to be debated at all. The burgesses were partially malting a constitutional point m
refusing to redraft the act, but given the eagerness of many delegates for urban development
and the traction it appears to hav-e been gaining outside the assembly, their refusal to bend to
Effingham's \vill \vas almost certainly rooted in a principled objection to the specific changes
he was proposing to the plan. Having gi\·en ground on county bylaws, the) \\ere happier to
kill the town act than see it give binb to a coterie of independent imperial officials. 92
Effingham's dramatic prorogation meant that the colony limped into an increasingly
uncertain future with another tobacco-shipping season looming and still no clarity regarding
rnarketplaces or ciyic structures. In the spring of 1686 Effingham used pointedly spatial
language in writing to England about the dispute- the burgesses were "Invadeing, if not
destroying his :\hjestys prerogative.'' Two weeks later he unilaterally revoked the cow1ties'
rights to issue bylaws and began a concerted effort to remove opponents from office and

LjC, 1: 95, 98, 100, 103. Cop1es of the act with Effingham's amendments added 111 the margms can be found
Lord Howard of Effingham Papers. L1brary of Congress, and CO 1/57, 327-31.
'' 2 Billings, Papers of rlm1cis Hum.1rd, 238.
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impose himself more directly un the colony's local government. During a brief assembly
session in the autumn of 1686, he squared off against the burgesses once again over his
decision to rescind the bylaw powers of the county courts by proclamation. He proYoked
further anger by instituting a system of licensure for all teachers and tutors in the colony,
msistmg that they come to hirn at Jamestuvm rather than being approved by the county
bench. Just before dissohcing the session, he also squashed a fresh town act, explaining that
the chcquered history of the plan was under royal review. 93 \\!nile he '.vorkcd on these
centralizing projects, Effingham was not eager to call another assembly, but instructions
from England seeking more mercantile controls on the tobacco market (this time excluding
all export of loose bulk tobacco that was not packed in hogsheads) necessitated a new
gathering in the spring of 1688. Effingham may have hoped that his bitter divis10ns with the
assembly, at least as far as they related to tO\vns, m1ght have diminished in the intervening
year, smce the colony's foremost urban advocate, Robert Beverley, had died and the
go\·ernor had excluded his other leading opponent, Philip Ludwell. HoweYer, the urban plan
was more than simply the dream of an odd few ambitious colonial gentlemen such as
Beverley; it embraced a broad S\vath of the county leadership and touched deeper issues
about local authority, so it \Vas unlikel) to accornpany Beverley to his grave. 94
Sure enough, although Effingham opened the 1688 assembly by advocating a brief
meeting to pass the bulk tobacco restrictions, ·w:ithin a few days the burgesses had concluded
that the colony needed another town act. They hesitated momentarily '.vhile deciding
whether to label the legislation an act for "towns" or for "ports"; despite their anger with the
governor and \\'ith Stuart 1mperial pretensions, they opted to pander to the crown by calling

Ib1d., 238, 243-44; Billings, Virgzma's Virem;, chap. "':]1-JB, 2:269-70,274,281.
\-.ltddksex Count\' made fresh efforts to rdocatC" the courtl1ouse to the new to\\n whilst the assembly was
wrangling '.vith Effingham over the act. See 1\:!J.dcllesex County Court Order Book, Yo!. 2, f. 193, 200-201.
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the places "Ports for the better

~ecuring

his Majesties Custorr1s & re\·enues." Flattering

nomenclature \\'aS not going to win Effingham enTer, though. He promptly explained that the
failed act of 1()85 was still being discussed in \'Vbitehall and that they would do better to
spend their efforts on the business the king had directed them toward. 95 The curious wnnkle,
ho\\;ever, was that Effingham attached to h1s response a brief and crn"1tic letter he had
received from \'Cilliam Blathwayt, in which the imperial overseer excused

delay~

over the

town legislation in London and noted that he bad included copies of the customs
commiss10ners' reports . .:\:othing in the BlatlT\vayt letter exphcitly referenced a crown \Tto of
the tcnvn plan based upon the e\-cr-heightening fear in \'Vbitehall of anything that m1ght
reduce revenue, but tl1e customs commissioners' reports that "\\·ere supposed to be attached
made that perfectly clear. \vhen the assembly requested the attached customs reports,
Effingham pleaded that in his weakened and fragile state he had neglected to bring them
from his lodgings in Gloucester, but he assured them iliat the reports nixed the town
legislation and that the; should trouble themselves no further with their plans for new civic
centres across the colony. Effingham's strategy of leaYing important documents at his distant
residence had frustrated the burgesses during the previous session too, so although he
certainly "\vas not in good health, it seerns likely that his chance inclusion of the Blathwa) t
letter while forgetting the attached reports was tactical. In effect the missing documents
allowed the go\Ternor to shut down debate over the town issue. He recogni7,ed the king's
troubles in England and that imperial officials had lost patience with the inauguration of
urban impenal controls in Virginia: by this point a fresh round of rechartering in English
boroughs had met stiff opposition. Sick as he was, and eager to return to England,

9o
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Effingham used whatever tactics he could tlnd to sidestep a tmvn act that might return
%
. .
powers to th e county JUStices.

A sickl) Eftlngharn waited out the year but lefr for England ,,-ith the spring tobacco
shipment of 1689. The Virginia he left was scarcely more urbanized than clJC one he had
arrived in tlve years before, hut it was not for want of effort on either his part or that of the
colony's burgesses. I Iistorians have long acknowledged EHingham's time in Virgima as one
of contlict, but they have tended to i-ce town development as an internal economic matter
chvorced from all but the most mercenary of mercantile cons1derations. Taking their lead
from Effingham ally Thomas Clayton,

~cholars

have portrayed the burgesses as squabbling,

small-mmded men, scrambling for their own short-term convenience. lt served EftJ.ngha1n
and his friends to paint such a picture, but in reality the contest lay bet\veen the governor
and his subjects over who would establish and control potentially powerful new civic
institutions in an expanding imperial system. There were certainly contests on the local level
m·er the placement and control of ne'>v towns, but it '>Vas not these that stalled the legislation.
The problem was tl1<1t the burgesses would not allow Effingham the control over potential
Virginia boroughs that James II was coming to expect m-er any civic corporation. Because
town politics was such a big part of England's partisan divide during these years and because
control o\rer the tobacco trade was so lucrative to the royal court, the contest oyer Virginia
towns became the very core of a battle mrer empire and statecraft in the Chesapeake. Few
other issues appeared in assembly journals and Atlantic epistles v.rith such regularity.
Delegates fought Effingharn over procedures and political rights, but no other proposal
during these tumultuous years threatened such a wholescale remodelling of local power
structures. The battle for the town in :Vfiddlesex or Surry was the battle for the constitution
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of the English empire \Vrit small. Effingham achieved little in terms of concrete structures or
sturdy wharfs, but he cleared the path for his successor, Franos

~icholson,

to make

dramatic incisions 1n tl1e colony's political topography. 97

**"
Virginia's lawmakers spent much of the 1680s debating towns that were little more than sets
of metes and bounds scratched on parchment, while huddled in ramshackle taverns and halfrefurbished ruins in the only town Virginia had ewr actually spawned. Despite their best
efforts, planters from the northern counties had failed to unseat James town as the colony's
capital, and lt tl1crefore became part of the battle over political topography. \\ben the
burgesses and the governor were fighting to control Virgima's urban landscape as a \Yhole, it
1s hardly surprising that tl1ey also wrestled to define the hesitant process of rebuilding its
opital city. Bncks and mortar were less liberally applied to rebwld the city Bacon had
burned, but during the 1680s the urban space ofJamestown \Yas definitively reconstructed,
primarily by Effingham, to reassert the location as a seat of pm,ver and order for the colony.
Battles over the to\vn's official boundaries lingered, and they were supplemented by a
dramatically increasing use of distinctive urban rituals and ceremonies, and even a fight over
the symbolic architecture of new goverrm1ent buildings. These developments were a vital
parallel

to

the fight over smaller new towns in the tidewater and played just as much of a role

in defining the shape of colonial spatial politics in the Stuart empire. 98
Bacon's attack was nearly four years in the past when Culpeper arnved in .Jamestown
in 16130, but it was still a city under siege. The planters of the :Korthern :..Jeck were
7
For the mercantillst perspective on the urban debate, see Rambolt, from I'rescriptzon to Persnasion. chap. 5; John
C. Ram bolt. "The Absence of Towns tn Sc\ cntccnth-CcntW) 'llrgJDJa," Jot!mal of Southern Hzstory 35 (1969):
343-00. For Clayton'.;; comments. ~ee /l J Ater from .\1rJohn Clayton, 11. For Clayton's links ·with Effingham, ~ee
Billings, PajJtrs of f'ranriJ- Howard, 458.
9
~ The only studies that analyze the rcbu.tlchng process m the 1680s are, Cary Carson er al., '·::\;ew \\forld, Real
World: Improvtstng English Culture Jn Scvcnn:enth-Century Vtrgmia." Tournai ofSout.hem 1 Iistory 74 (20U8): 8085; Billings, A utt!e Par/;ament, Btlllng~. T Tirgmza's Vtcei"(}J'·
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vociferously advocating a relocation of the cap1tal. \X<'ith his own personal interests in
Virgima's northern regions, Culpeper was probably well disposed to these su&gestJons, hut
his instructions on the subject (drawn from Herbert Jeffreys's opinions) were \'ery clear:
Jamestn\vn \Vas the "most ancJent" and "the most convement place for the ivfetropolis of
that Country.''99 The emphasis on antiquity \vas vrital; James town had to be retained as a
symbol of the steady and permanent nature of English authority on the landscape because a
colony whose capital 5hifted hke the wmd clearly lacked order. It mattered htdc that
Jamestown was no more than a few burnt-out brick facades; this spot on the banks of the
James River was imbued \vcith power and authority from \\l1itehall's perspective. Culpeper
pushed the burgesses to vote down the proposed relocation of the capital, but during his
brief sojourns in the colony he did little else to rehabilitate it. I lis most significant
contribution

to

Virginia's political topography came with h1s selection of a residence for his

brief stays there. Ruined James town was hardly an option for an English gentleman of
Culpeper's stature, so he elected to take up residence with his widowed cousin, Lady Frances
Berkeley, at \X1illiam Berkeley's old plantation of Green Spring. Lady Berkeley had been
using Green Spring as a centre of resistance against Jeffreys's government in the colony and
Culpeper's decision to base himself there reinforced it as a centre of authority in the colony.
The decision did little to help resurrect Jamestown, but it did ensure tlut the centre of
political graYity in Virginia remained on the James-York peninsula. \"X<l1itehall instructed him
to see that leading planters invested in James town property, but he sanguinely recalled
Berkeley's efforts in this direction, saying that such a plan was "once attempted in vain" and
opming that "nothing but profit and advantage can" rebwJd the town. Culpeper's interest
was invariably financial. Any towns should maximise revenue for both himself and the

99
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crO\vn, and if Jame~town could not provide economic enticement to Virginia's leadmg
planters, he was not inclined to force the issue purely for political prestige. \"Xiben Effingham
arri'\'ed in the colony, however, all that changed. 100
Effingham encountered a different Jamestown to that which had greeted his
predecessor. Altl1ough there had been no large-scale public im'estment 111 the town, select
indi'."iduals had begun rebuilding. \'Cealthy colonists

~uch

as

~athaniel

Bacon Sr., Phihp

Ludwcll, George Lee, and W'tlllam Shen>.Tlod all leased the derelict Jamestown houses from
the colony on condit1on that they refurbish the properties, and Culpeper "\Vrote glowingly
about the "\Vork Bacon had accomplished by 1683. These men likely

cnvi~ioned

short-term

profit from resurrecting the provincial capital. 101 But wealthy absentee planters "\vere not the
only ones at '.-York 111 the town; it was also attracting a new set of amb1tious young lawyers
and merchants who began to reestablish a societ} of professionals. Successful Northern
~eck

planter and Stafford county burgess \\1illiarn Fitzhugh was also a practicing attorney

who debated establishing an office in Jamestown; he ev-entuall) decided against it, but he
retained numerous friends there that he promised to put to use for fellow lawyer \villiam
Leigh, who did intend to establish such a "Town practice." Crban community at Jamestown
was

re~urrected

through lawyers such as Leigh and Henry Hartwell, \v-ith \vhom Fitzhugh

corresponded about a "Bacchanalian Banquet" in the town and the possibility of establishing
a ''loyalist" (to the Stuart crown) club there. By the early 1680s prominent and learned men
who farmed plantations in the outlying regions of Virginia, such as Fitzhugh and \"Xi'illiam
Byrd (whose plantation was in Henrico County), looked to Jamestown once again for news

teo JI-lB, 2: 135; CO 5/1356, f. 141; Pnce, "Constructmg to Command," 15. On Culpeper's ambitions and his
relationship \vith LaJy Berkeley. see B1llings, A L;tt/e Parbament, 80.
M ]HB, 2: 140-42, 151-52; CO 5/1356, f. 141.
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and society. They both wrote to England larnentmg their isolation from the information
networks and gossip of "town" that might offer juicy titbits for their epistles.ll'2
The group of men "\Yho engaged in tl11S rebuilding work had no straightforward
poli6cal bent. Men such as 1'\athamcl Bacon Sr. who were more inclined to \Vork \Vith the
new imperial regime in England rebrult alongside stalwart opponents hke Philip Ludwell.
Generally, however, the reconstruction renewed the problem of the tmvn's political status.
In the spring of 1682, the only thing the burgesses achieved before Sir Henry Chlchcley
prorogued the session was a piece of legislation to determine the boundaries of James City,
confronting the questions that had been left unanswered when the 1676 act about the town's
jurisdiction had been O\'ertumed 1n the afterrnath of the rebellion. Precisely what conclusion
the burgesses came to is unknm,,n, but it was clearly insufticient; during the midst of their
bitter dispute m-er the town act vdth Effingham in 1684, they again made an abortive effort
to

pass an act about the boundaries of .James City. For those who had invested in the

rebuilding process, such legislation was an attempt to precisely define the jurisdictional
autonomy they had bid claim to, against both impenal officials and the county bench uf
James City County, and it was also likely an effort to prevent rural landholders near

Jamestov_'n Island from exercising SW<1Y over the reestablished town.M
Effingham's arri\'al, however, threatened any thoughts of autonomy. The new
governor had been given the same instructions as Culpeper to reestablish James town as a
"Metropolis," and he took this task more seriously than his

predece~sor.

Effingham did not

enjoy such a genial relationship \\:ith Lady Berkeley (who had, since Culpeper's departure,
married Philip Ludwell and welcomed him to Green Spring), so he was forced to seek his

Dav1s, W'illzam rzt:{j,ugh, 94-9 5, 121-22, 1/"'-78; Manon T1nling, ed., The ComJpo11dmrr of the Thm lfil!zam
Byrds of 1¥ rstover. Vn;gzma. 1684-1776 (Charlottesville, Va., 1977), 1: 17, 19.
10 ' ]HB, 2: 168-69,251. For :\athaniel Bacon Sr. and Plulip Llldwell, see Billings, A IAtle Parlia!llen!, 51-52.
ll' 2
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own abode m the colony. He settled on the Gloucester County home ofTI1omas Pate, the
son of a London merchant \\1th whom he dealt. Desptte bemg on the other side of the York
Rtver, Effingham began to feel out the geography of po\\Tr 111 the colony. \V'hen the time
came for the sess1on to begin, he arranged to embark on a grand procession from Pate's
home, across the York, and thence up the peninsula to Jamestmvn. Along the way he greeted
local leaders ''Tho then escorted htm to town; 1t took him seven
arduous round of socializmg and travelling, and m the

proces~

hour~ to

complete the

he met nearly four hundred

men. ::\lo like event had ever been recorded on the arriYal of a Vtrgmta gmTrnor. Effingham
\Vrote to hts wife in exasperation over the burden of the march, claimmg that he was ''forced
to

do

1t"

because tl1e gentlemen of the colony "strive to make all the Expressions of Civility"

through the event. Yet the ceremony served symbohc purposes for both Effmgham and the
gentr). The justices who met htm at each stop along lus journey allegorically alerted him to
thetr authorit) over particular counties and neighbourhoods, much as English burghers
tmght turn out to greet a monarch who passed through thetr tov.m. In followmg htm to
Jamestown, however, they marked the urban space as a seat of impenal authonty,
ceremonially tracing the flow of authonty from the local level to the provincial hub, in a
process remimscent of the many journeys Enghsh county and town representatives made

to

present a petition in \X1estminster. As \Ve have already seen, the 1684 sesston qwckly
degenerated into a bttter struggle over the control of potential urban spaces across the
colony, and the burgesses' eagerness to assert thetr own definition of local town
development fit \Vithm the ceremomal d1scourse of centre and periphery that had been acted
out before debate even began.''04

ll4 Billmgs, Pajnn of 1-'rmms Howard,~.-,: B!lhngs, [ 'zrg;ma's Vzcer~y, 37-38. On the royal progress m England, see
Mary H1ll Cole, The Portable Qmen: Elizabeth I and the Po!zttcs of CmlllOtl) ~-\mhcrst, Mass., 1909), chaps S-6. For
the dechne of royal pageantry m early-seventeenth-century England and the ri~e 111 ov1c ceremorues, see Dav1d
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The governor was frustrated by the outcome of the 1684 assembly, but he did not
gi\-e up on ceremonial plans to stamp Jamestown as a distinctly imperial seat. The follO\ving
year a couple of opportunities presented themselves. In ?vfay news arrived of Charles II's
death and the coronation of his brother James. Given the religious tensions across the
Atlantic during the past decade, the coronation of a Catholic monarch \vas a tense moment,
but Effingham did not shy away from the news. He decided to have James II proclaimed
'\vith all the solemnity and Ceremony, our Condition is capable of performing"' specifically
in JamestO\vn; only after that "vouid copies of the proclamation be sent out to the colony's
countJes. A similar pattern was followed in the autumn when new:, reached Effingham of the
Duke of Monmouth's failed plot- his proclamation narrated an official account of the re\·olt
for circulation throughout the colony, but he elected to designate a day of thanksgiving for
the foiled revolt specifically in Jamestown amidst the tumultuous 1685 assembly. \X-e can get
a sense of \\'hat degree of ceremony the town was capable of through yet another public
event t\vo years later, when Effingham issued James II's declaration of liberty of conscience

in religion: it was '·to be published in James Citty on Tuesday next, with the beat of Drum,
and fireing of the Great Gunns, and with all the Joyfullness tbat this Collony is Capable to
Express." 105 Although such proclamations had been issued in Virginia before, they had never
so explicitly outlined a topographical hierarchy between Jamestown and the rest of the
colony's jurisdictions. Later in Effingham's tenure, he introduced a two-tiered ceremonial
structure 1n which public e\·ents would occur in .Jamestown two to three weeks before tl1ey
were observed in outlying areas. This delay created time for news of the proclamation to

M. Bergeron, F.t{!!,I!Jh Ci1Yc Pa_gcmdry 1558-1642 (London, 1971). For Re,toration pageantry, see Kachenne S. Van
Eerde,John Ogtl~y a11d the Taste of His Times (Polkeswne, 1976), chap. 3; Tun Harns, Lo11don Crowds, chap. 3. Por
pageantry in the Glonous ReYoluuon, see Lois G. Schv;,oercr, "The Glonous Re\·oluuon as Spenacle: A New
Perspecnve,'' in l:'.n,g!and's Rzse to Greatnesr, 1660-1763, ed. Stephen Baxter (Berkeley, Ca., 1983), 109-150.
l•JS B.tlhngs, Papm ojFraJ1CJS Holf'ard, 205, 223; E]C, 1: 85.
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reach all corners of the colony and for burgesses to return home to lead their local
ceremonies, hut it also underscored the division benveen the urban centre of authority and
the outlying regions, and it was to become a firm part of Virginia's ceremonial structure
during the ensuing decades. Days of public fasting, prayer, and ceremony were by no means
unheard of in the colony before Effingham's arrival, but they became increasingly common
throughout his tenure; they reinforced imperial political culture acrm.s the tidewater but also

. l auth onty
. as Jts ep1centre.
.
l<lb
b o IsterecIT_amestown ' s spatla
During a brief excurs1on to New York in 1684, EHingham found something akin to
what he e1wisioned for

Virg~nia.

He wrote to the future James IT- who was tben still Duke

of York- about the city that \Vas under the duke's propnetary control. "This place is \Tty
delightfull," Effingham 111toned, "by the healthfulnesse of the ayre, and the pleasantnesse of
its situation, but much ad\'antag'd b) those amendments and reparations which the
Governor hath almost perfected in the Fort, and by his l-.lethodise111g in all places everything
so prudent!; for the honor of the GO\'ernment." \\·bat made New York so great in
Effingham's eyes was the orderly "methodiseing" that an authoritanan governor had
succeeded in1mposing. ='Jew York's apparent order was

to

be abruptly shattered just a fe"\Y

) ears later by the rebellion ofJ acob Leisler, but Effinglum's comments giYe us a sense of
what he ya]ued and sought to achieve in Jamestown. w
Eftingham also hoped to use the reemerging socialnenvork ofJamestO\vn for royal
purposes. In 1686 he wrote to \X-illiam Blathv.-ayt that he had helped to inaugurate a
"Cockney Feast" for a social club of Londoners at the town, \vhich was to be held annually
on April23, the anniversary of James II's controversial coronation. The feast had been
ll'o The first ceremony offset between Jamestown and the counues appears in )1-lB, 2: 296-7. Effingham also
1ssued orders for fast or thanksgl\'lilg m EJC: 85; Billings, Papm oj 1-o/-anczs Howard, 3"'4.
10" BiUmgs, Papers ofi~anm Hmvard, 155. For ~ew York 1n this period, sec Robert C. Ritdnc, The D11ke~r Province:
A Stu4y ofXen' York Po/ztm a11d Sorzef:y, 1664-1691 (Chapel Hill, :\!.C., 1977), chap. 8.
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preceded by a serrr1on delivered at J amestmvn church and follo\ved by the lighting of
bonfires around the tm:vn and the firing of guns. 'rl1e Cockney society's stewards asked
Effingham to get the feast's sermon published in London and also to get the event
mentioned in the London Gazette because it was "the first society that hath been m this nature
in this place.'' ''Truly," Effingham added, "I am wry glad it is begun." Though the festivities
contain echoes of the "loyalist" club and "I3acchanaban" feast that \\'illiam Fitzhugh had
corresponded about five years before, the difference in this case was the active promot1on of
a governor seeking to reinforce pohte political activities in an urban sphere and to use the
London print media to link such acth-ities to the social world of the metropolc. The story in
the London Gazette was intended to highlight the commonality between two urban societies
and create an Atlantic bridge in political culture.·oo
A closer look at the sermon that was delivered for the occasion, by Virginia
clergyman Duell Pead, re,·eals an even more detailed appreciation of the connections among
urbanity, politics, and English Atlantic empire. Pead took as his text the sixth verse of Psahn
122: "Pray for the Peace ofJerusalem." From there he began with a highly visual companson
benveen the holy city of Israel and the metropolis of England. Pead gestured toward
recreating the London

cit~

scape, ren1inding his listeners of the "colledges and schools, the

churches, halls, hospitals and almshouses, the magnificent piles of buildings which display
the \vealth as well as beauty of that famous and ancient city." For an audience of Cockneys
who cherished London as the city of their "nati\·ity," such scene setting and comparison to
Jerusalem \vas clear flattery. In th1s descriptlon, howeYer, Pead focused on religious and
educational institutions and the grand architecture of recent years in the city; in a definite
marker of the direction he intended to take, he neglected to mention the guildhall or the

lOb
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livery companies. Returning to the explication of the text, he argued that the cit) 's greatest
weakness was faction -which had been clearly on d1splay recently in London - and that
prayer should focus on eliminaung such dh'isions. ".\fodel city aldermen should be "of one
faith, one heart, one mind, and consequently in aU their meetings, consultations, debates,
rules, and praecepts, may unanimously agree to becorne exernplary in piety and loyalty."
Distru:>t of fact1on and the dream of civic w1ity were certainly not uncommon in English
po!ttical culture, but Pead went on to ac·h-ocatc a particular means of achieving this unity,
namely through the crovm. Prayer, he argued, should focus on \v·mning for the city "the
favour of God, and the good pleasure of her king. For all other ceremonies of state,
enlargement of priviledges, adclltion of riches, and accurnulation of fa-..'ours are dependent
on these." Drawing together urban architectural imagery with royal patronage, Pead argued
that London should mirror Jerusalem ·',ls a city that is compact together, or that is at unit) in
itself,'' so that "the houses are not closer seated, than the inhabitants united, the former for
the honour of the city, the later for the honour of his Majesty, and the safety of their
country." Pead wa.;; speaking to Virginians ·who sa\v London as the unique commun1ty of
their birth, yet he was portraying the city not as a narrow and closed community but as one
that might be renO\\·ned throughout the kingdom. as a symbol of the power of its prince,
James II. Such a city was a testament to the happiness and prosperity of England and its
empire. Furthermore, Pead argued that London provided a model for Virginia to also
devdop a loyal metropolis, and that the club they had formed would be the bedrock of such
an urban society, "for it can be noe shame for Virg:ima to take pattern from \vhence they
received their first inhabitants." Pead was nudging forward the self-consciously urban
mindset in the colony through this sermon, but he was also pushing a particular kind of civ-ic
vision. London - and by extension James town -was to be a city united in loyalty, overseen
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by the monarch, and undergirded by just such clubs and ceremonies as the ones planned for
that spring day in Virginia. Effingham no doubt sat proudly in the front row of] amestown's
church as Pead outlined this vision of the imperial city. w9
Although it was preached from the pulpit of the town, this ideal of the colonial
capital was contested. \\'hile they were battling the go,Ternor over townlegislauon for the
\vhole colony, the burgesses also contested his control of Jamestmvn\ urban political :;,pace.
1\fter the 1680 assembly abandoned plans to mmTe the capital, the issue ofJamesto\vn\
central pubhc building, the statehouse, remained unresolved. Early in the 1684 session, just a
couple of weeks after Effingham's momentous procession into Jamestown, the burgcs:;,es
proposed a plan for rebuilding the capital. Their ilrst priority was to consider the costs, and
they investigated royal tobacco revenues and the ease with which they could tap into them to
pa) for the new buildmg. Effingham 'Nas not unpressed. He 1mrnediately replied that they
had no right to meddle in the royal revenue, and although in better tirnes the crown might
agree to assist, currently there was no "mone) in banck undisposed." The governor managed
to push through a new tax on liquor to pay for the building. Though they agreed to this
alternate funding, the burgesses were determined to retain a grip on the bwlding process:
they appointed a committee to assess the costs and draft a detailed plan, and they resolutely
ignored the governor's pleas that they expedite the process. l._;]timately they contracted with
councillor and Jamestown landmvner Philip Ludwell, one of the fiercest opponents of royal
policy in the colony, to build the new statehouse. 11ms while the governor was squaring off

H'o Richard Beale Davis, ed., '·~-'1. Sermon Preached at James City m \' 1rgmia the 23rd April 1686, Before the
Loyal Societ) of Citizens Born in or Abour London and lnhabJUng 111 Virgm1a," ff"J,[Q 3r.l Ser.. 17 (1960): 38094 (quotes, 382, 385-87, 394).
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with the burges<>es over the defimuon of urbanity for the

re~t

ofV1rgm1a, he was aho

fightmg them for the ngbt to create the offioal spaces of the capital c1t;. 1

0

\\'ben the assembl; met agam a httle mTer a year later, the 1ssue became even more
content1ous. Effinglum told the

burge~ses

he had now sunT) ed the colony and settled upon

the Governor's Land near Jamestown as the best s1te for the governor's residence \\ih1tehall
had

m~tructed

!um to bwld. Hav-ing !>pent two years commutmg to Jamestmvn from

Gloucc&tcr, Effingham apparently \\'anted to make l11s presence more firmly felt

111

the town

and compete w1th LudwtJl, who now resided at Berkeley's olJ Green Spnng Plantauon, not
far from the 1U\v11. Tl1e same battle over fundmg erupted agaJn, hmvever, because the
governor refused to allocate royal revenue for the project, ms1sUng that the colomsts ought
to pay for h1s expensiv-e new pile. Needless to say, the home nev-er got bu1lt. 1

1

The statehouse, however, was takmg shape. Lud\vell had dut1fully begun \\'ork earher
that year and the burgesses rnet m the half-fimshed structure. ::\1oney \vas no longer the
pnmary concern

111

that fight. The assembly's plans for the bU1ldmg, though, revealed that

they mtendeJ to change the layout frorn that of the prev1ous structure. The colony's
secretary and all the essential land and legal records of rbe prov-ince were to be relegated to
the da111p basement, dug lnto the swampy soil of Jamestown Island. The "Porch Room" that
had previOusly boused these records was handed m-er to the clerk of the assembly, none
other than the stalwart troublemaker Robert Beverley. \'\'ben Effingham cballenged th1s
decision, he was tersely infom1ed that the secretary, a& a royal appointee, could not work in
an office where be tmght on:rhear the delegates debating 111 the adjmmng cha111ber. The
burgesses behevcd that thc1r chamber vvas to be at the bean of James town's urban complex
and that the spaual order emanating from 1t should be under the1r control. Comprmmse was
1

n fl LB, 2. 205-6, 209, 220, 225, 245.
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eventually reached on this issue "'rhen the burgesses promised better provision fur the
prm·inoal records, but before such agreements could be fully concluded, the session had
begun to blmv up in hitter acrimony m-er Effingham's decision not ro sign the unamended
town act. The allocation of space in the city's new stntehouse and the question of who
should pick up the hill for the governor's new suburban mansion were both challenges to
Effingham's control over Jamestown as an 1mperial ci-vic space that paralleled the more
dramanc fight about his larger urban vision for the colony.: 12
Ev-en after the statehouse \vas completed the follmving year, the burgesses and the
governor could not resolve their fight over Jamestown's prestigious pubhc buildings. Given
the burgesses' determination to command the design of the statehouse, it was hardly a
surprise that Effingham refused to make his office in whatever corner of the building the
delegates might allocate him. Instead he arranged with promment loyalist and James town
resident \\;illiam Sherwood to lease rooms in one of his town properties. Archaeological
excavations have sho\vn the move was no makeshift arrangement relegating the governor to
a grotty backroom. Shen,vood had refurbished the house he rented to Effingham \vith ornate
plasterwork and all the accoutrements of a purpose-built dining room. If the burgesses were
to hav·e a grand chamber at the heart of Jamestown, Effingham would have an extravagant

office to rival its status. 'l' The burgesses then responded in kind by outlimng a profligate
international spending spree to furnish their chamber w1th a "Turky worke Carpet for the
Assembly room also three Spanish tables for the Office & Committee rooms, two do:zen of
Russia leather Chayres, six Lanthornes, six large brass Candlestickes, & Candle Snuffers and
s1x Sconces." For a colony too poor to fund a governor's residence, tbis ·was quite a

Ibid., 1: 90-93; Billmg~,A Lirt/e Parbament, 146-47.
Carson, ":\lew \X"orlds_'' 80-85: Cary Carson ct. al., l:va!uatzo11 ofPrmousArchaeolo..r;:Y (\\1lliamsburg, Ya., 2006),
52-57.
112
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shopping list. It emphasized how threatened burgesses felt by Effingham's rented rooms a
few yards down the street. Coloma! representatives were not n1erely figbung to stay ahead of
the metropolitan fashion cun-e, they were using the tlnest objects they couJd acquire to rival
the gmTrnor's control of genteel urban space.~ 14
Eftlngham encapsulated the struggle in an epistle to Blath\vayt. One of his biggest
challenges during h1s final assembly in 1688, he explained, was the location of Philip
JJudwell's home. The governor had excluded Ludwcll from his council because of his overt

opposition and had also blocked his election as a burgess. Ludw-ell, ho'xn-er, had built the
statehouse and ov:ned a property 1mmecl1atdy adjacent. Through the

se~sion,

Eftlngham

explained, "the Caball of that Gang being Constantly held at his house" enabled him to
easily direct opposition. Men such as Ludwell resolutely stood in the way of Effmgham's
remodelling Jamestown into a loyal court-dominated capital akm to James II's
\\i"estminster. 115
Dunng those waning days of Effingham's stay in Virgmia, his name was repeatecUy
besmirched in London with accusations of corruption and autocracy. His vociferous
responses demonstrated his belief in the concept of an imperial seat. \\lhen challenged by
two naval commanders in the region, Thomas _/illen <111d John Crofts, he made his position
at James town a centrepiece of his response; he explained that whenever these men \Vere "in
James Tovme, I have constantly treated them at my owne Table \Vith the Council! with all
sutable respect.'' He implied that he had always been a\-ailable in the town to address
complaints, but the naval commanders bad preferred to stay out in the bay a\-Yay from the
colony's lcgjtimate centre of authority. \Xrhen they came to town,

~\lien

and Crofts were

almost certainly greeted in \X1illiam Sherwood's fashionable new suite of rooms. These
n JHB, 2: 283.
1 • 5 Billings, Paper.• of Franas Ho11'ard, 383. For the exclmion of Ludwell, see Billing>, Virginia's Vtrer'2)',
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~2~73.

spaces were central to the gO\·ernor's attempt to imprint impenal control on Virgirua's
capital city. Unfortunately for Effingham, the colony was still plagued by the s:une
geography that had hampered Jamestovvn from the \Try start- Allen and Crofts could
happily sa1l the Chesapeake, harass merchants, and challenge his authority \Vithout evTr
darkenmg the door of h1s urban abode. 116
Scholars assessing 1GSOs J amestovm have seen the p1ecemeal physical redevTlopment
as the origin of an urban form for Virginia, claimmg that Sherwood's refined rental rooms
presaged a limited but successful model of the capital as sunply a cluster of expensive inns
sen1ng the pretemions of local officials. Such a view 1s not incorrect- the colonists had hit
on a viable financial model- but it is only part of the story. A narrowly sociOeconomic
reckoning of adaptation and sun':ival in Jamestown neglects all the dreams and aspirations
that Effingham and others harboured for the town and their connotations for Atlantic
political culture. Sherwood's expensive house, fit£hugh's bacchanalian feasts, and the new
statehouse's Russian leather chairs were not just fashion statements; they were attempts to
mark the urban space and to clatm authority over the

colon~r's

"metropolis" within an

increasingly organized, closely governed and administered empire. Despite Berkeley's best
efforts during the 1660s, it was actually Effingham's endeavours during these test; times that
adv-anced the vision of the colonial capital as impenal social hub. Jamestown in the 1680s
lacked the ambition of Francis Nicholson's Yision for \Xlill1amsburg ten years later, but it
presaged the imperial ideas about the ceremonial and social use of ch·ic space that came to
fruition in the new capital. 'l11roughout the debates over the town acts, the burgesses \Vere
nervous about surrendering too much urban control to imperial officials, and gi,Tn the

l:G BiUwgs, Papers q(Fmncts HoJt'<Ird, 340, 351-52. Por the campaign waged against EHingham in \X11itchall, sec
Billingo. Vngzma's Vtcerc;y, 82-88.
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gli111pses of the spectacle and symbolism of Stuart civic ambition that Effingham managed to
manufacture in their midst at James town, it is hardly suq1rising. 11 '

Despite the transatlantic turbulence of the 1680s, the fight between English imperial
authorittes and the majority of the Virginia ellte over tm•:n legislation and the control of
Jamestown has been obscured. To be sure, htstorians have acknowledged the intense mtcrest
in tmvn building in the Chesapeake during this period, but it bas been \riC\ved as an internal
debate constramed by economics. One contemporary pamphlet sug;gested that "the major
Part of the J•vfembcrs [of the assembly] having never seen a Town, cannot therefore imagine
the Benefit of it, and are afraid of every Innovation that will put them to a present Charge,"
and this image of the events of the 1680s has been rephcated in modem accounts. Burgesses
have been portrayed as blinded by the short-term profits im-olved; in this disabled state they
have been pictured feeling their way to unsatisfactory solutions, swayed by fluctuating
tobacco prices and frustrated by unperi<ll

admini~trators

onl) interested in the revenue on

the next tobacco sh1p. 118 By now it should be clear that the level of constitutional and
politJcal debate about the town legislation in the colony far outstripped this account and that
veiled references to England's urban strife lay behind a number of the impasses and
innovations. To put these debates in context, it is worth briefly revisiting the pamphleteers'
assertion that the majority of colonialla\vmakers were completely ignorant of the nature of a
tO\vn and the legal, political, and economic advantages it might convey. Surveying the
membership of both Virginia legislative houses through all assernbly sessions of the 1680s

L- for tbe pragmatic evolution of a Cbe<;apeake urban "form," see Carson, ''New \X'orlds," 83-85. James
Robertson's has asserted that d1e concept of a royal capital c1ty bad fallen into abeyance by this era, see James
Robertson, "Stuart London and the Idea of a Royal Cap1tal Cny," &naissance St!Jdzes 15 (2001): 37-58.
J:S James BlaJr, Henry llartv.Tll, and Edward Clulton, The Present State ~fVz~J!,znza, and the Co!i~r,e, eel. Hunter
D1ek.inson Fansh (\1('illiamsburg, Va., 1940), 5; Ratnbolt, ".:\bsence of Town&".
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and considering how the; might have developed their ideas about urbanity helps explain the
contentious debates of these years. It is worth paying particular attentJon to members (some
well-knCY\\'n, some less so) of those sessions who, far from being urban novices, had personal
connections with corporation politics in a vanety ofEngh&h boroughs and were a'.vare of the
forces that were reshaping them.
Virginians were informed about the major pojjtical upbeavals in England during the
1680s. Effingham was alarmed, for example, by the way news of\lfonmouth's rcyo]t spread
around the colony. He claimed burgesses drew "Impudence" ii:01n the news of it, and he
was forced, as '.Ye luve seen, to issue a proclamation outlining an official account of
Monmouth's defeat in order t.o counteract contrary reports?o How did these reports arrive
in the colony? The most oHicial source was government correspondence sent to Eft1ngham
and other royal officials such as secretary :\licholas Spencer. However, little beyond the
necessary details was recounted in their letters and Effingham was likely especially careful
about whom he communicated this information to. The most regubr source of news was
therefore ship captains \Vho criss-crossed the

~\tlantic

and the merchants' letters that they

carried back and forth. In a number of cases burgesses were related to English merchants
and acted as their colonial factors, meaning they were in regular contact v.1th family
rnembers caught up in England's poli6cal unrest. John \\/oory, nephew to tl1e Yeamans
trading family of Bristol, and Peter Perry, linked to the great London tobacco merchant
:Micajah Perry, were burgesses during the 1680s for Isle of\'{;'ight County and Charles City
County respectively. The political detail and gossip in these letters may have been tempered
by merchants' efforts to remain as apolitical as possible when factious stances could be bad

11 9

B1Umgs, Papers q{Franar I Iou•,:zrd, 235-36; Duell Pead's sermon to the Cockney society also indictated intJmatc
knowledge of London's facnonabsm, see Da,-is, "/~c Sem1em," pas5im.
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for business, but the comings and goings of daily life could ne\'er be totally divorced frorn
- men w ho sI11e
. d away f rom sueh matters. 120
. . even tor
po I1t1cs
Many merchants also substituted or supplemented detailed accounts of English
politics \.Yith published material such as newspapers and books. \Villiam Fitzhugh wrote to a
business associate in England asking that he reply \Vith "your News or printed

~ews

to the

value of tv;enty or thirty shillings." The Cockney society's attempt to have Pead's sermon
published in London reveals their familiarity \\rith the role of print media in urban polirics. 12 :
Nor were urban influences in print media limited to ephemera. Some of the wealthiest
planters had acquired extensive libraries, and although the records of most ha,-e long since
vanished, we knmY that council member Ralph \Vormeley, lont:,'Lirne antagonist of J\1iddlesex
County's urban development, owned a number of important \.Tolumes that helped define
English identity in this period through chorography, including Camden's Britannia. His
shelves \.vere also replete with volumes on the geography and structure of London and one
volume simply entitled Tbe

Cz~}'S

and Trmms of England. These books did not ret1ect the recent

confrontations between the Stuart crown and the English corporations, but they certainly
put a survey of England's political topography and its evolution over the past century well
within reach. 122 \'\,nether through epistles, newspapers, or lengthy published texts, most
Virginia planters who reacbed the level of burgess could access information about the nature
and purpose of Englisb towns and their contested place within the emerging English state.

12u for political ne\vs sent to officials, see "\Villiam Blathwayt to Lord Baltimore, 9cl' feb. 1682/3," ''\Villiam
Blarhwayr to Nichola~ Spencer, 4cl· Sepr. 1684,'' Blarhwayt Papers, vol. 18. For Woory and Perry, see Lyon
Gardiner Tyler, bn~ydopedia off ·irginia Biograp~v (Baltimore, ~Id., 1915), 1: 304, 363; Thomas Jan1.s, a founder of
Hampton, was a sh1p captain and almost certainly part of tl1e Atlantic information net'o.York, sec Thomas F.
Higgins, Charles J'vL Do'.Yning, and Donald \YJ. Linebaugh, "Traces of Historic Kecoughtan: Archaeology at the
Sc..-entecmh-Ccntw)' Plantation," Virginia Department of Historic Resources, File No. 95-0649-F, 22, 118
(thanks to Hank Lutton for sharing this material). For tobacco merchants, see Price, Perry ojLO!ldon, chap. 4.
1:1 Davis, IY'iilia!J! r_,if:?hugh, 352-53; Billings, Papers ofl:mnm Howard, 256. On print media's role in the factional
poliucs of 1680s England, see Harris, London Crou'ds, 98-108, 153-55; Knights, Politic.• and Opinion, chap. 6.
122 ·'I jbraries in Colonial Virginia,'' !f:/VIQ, I" Scr., 2 (1894): 169-75. For Camden's Britannza and choro.t,rraphy,
see Richard Helgerson, For!lls ofNationhood: The F.!izabetban W1i!ing ofEngland (Chicago, Ill., 1992), chap. 3.
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;\1ore important than any quantity of printed matter, however, v.:as a wealth of liwd
experience and family heritage. In the 1680s a signitlcant number of colonists bad still been
born or lived in England's towns prior to emigration, and of the increasing number who
were native-born Virginians, many had fathers "\Yho could boast ovic associations. In other
circumstances urban officeholding in England could ea::dy pass from father to son, and so
the young men who came to Virginia from a lmcage of corporate officers were more than
likely aware of ::,uch tradiuom. /\ltbough we cannot recover the fam1ly histories of every man

who represented his county in James town during the 1680s, there is enough information to
sugge::,t a pattern. Of the 112 men who served as burgesses in these asscmbEes,
approximately half of whom were immigrants, 22 had definite, traceable origins in English
boroughs, and a further 7 of the nat1ve-born Virginians were from lineages of rich civic
tradition. Thus more than a quarter of all the men who sat in these sessions lud some
familial connection to urban communities, and given the number whose origins remain
totally obscure, the true tlgure was likely closer to a third. These were hardly men divorced
frorn the urban realities of the mother country. 123
Among the elite colonists with intimate family ties to London were \'V.illiam Byrd,
\Villiam Sherwood, and Arthur Spicer. Byrd was the eldest son of a London gold~mith, and
as such was probably groomed to succeed his father in the jewellery business and in
membership of the system of guilds, "\Vards, and parishes that made up the city until his uncle
bequeathed him a large estate on the Virginia frontier.

1 4
"

Spicer may have been raised 111

London, because his brother John lived in the city. They may both haw been scions ofJohn

12 3 Statistics dra>.\ o from a database of Virgmia burgesses for the 1680s, constructed with information dra\\n
fi·om Tyler, Hncyc!opedza off tllJ,mia B1ugraph)", ,-ol. 1, and from rf1HQ, V.i\JHB, and T_y/,T :r Quarterly, mmg Earl G.
Swcm Virgzma llzstonca! Index (Roanoke, Ya., 1934). Por ohgrarchic trachnons m Enghsh boroughs, see
W1thington, The Politics of Commonw<a!th: Cttzze11s and r~reemen in I!.arfy lviodem l;ngland (Cambridge, 2005), 66-75;
Robert Tlttlcr, Tonm.rpeople and Nat10n: bf{glzsh Urban bxprrience, 1540-1640 (Stanford, Ca., 2001), chap. 3.
124 Rlchard Croom Beatty, Wilkam l~]'rd oj!Festover (Boston, Ma&s. 1932), 1-3; Tmhng, ComLrjJoHdenre, 1: 3.
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Spicer, a London clothworker during the early seventeenth century, or egually they may both
have giO\\-n up in the town of Northampton, from \\-hence another John Sp1cer arrived In
London during these years and joined the Stationer's Company. 121 Sherwood's youth \\'as
j

spent in a very different side of London politics. Born in 1641 in \vnitcchapel, a suburban
parish outside the corporate boundaries to the east, he leapfrogged the city altogether when
he accepted an administratJve clerk's position in courtly \X'estminster during the Restoration.
D1sgraced by accusations of cheating his employer, Joseph \Xi'1lliamson, he eventually arrh·ed
In Virginia during the 1670s. 1'" We know frustratingly little about the experiences of these
men in the1r teens and t\venties, the ways they -v""iewed the city during the Restoration, and
whether they lived in the narrow lanes of old London or the polite suburbs beyond Ludgate.
\\·-hat is clear, however, is that they lived through the changing shape of city politics and had
familv members still involved in these events.
Almost as many V1rginians were tied primarily to England's other major tobacco
port, Bristol, and were thus caught up in the equally bitter politics there. John \'V'oory had
family ties to the staunchly royalist Yeamans family in the city. On the other end of the
spectrum, I\·files Cary, burgess for \\·'arwick Cmmty in the Virginia assembly, came from a
line of Bristol puritans v.\'ho were extremely active in cit) pohtics. 127 Planters need not ev•en
have hailed from one of the great trading entrepots to be \Vel! versed in English urban
n Tdcr, Clh)'clopedza, 329; London ,-\ldcrmcn's Repertories, 38, f. 103b, London ;\ktropolitan Arch1vcs;
Corporation of London Freedom Ref,'1Stry, 123 (c), London :Yietropolitan Arcluves.
126 "\Xilliam, son of Hugh and Anne ShcNood," Sept 19th 1641, Bapusmal Record of St. Mary's Whitcchapcl.
London Metropolitan Archive; Martha McCartney, Docummtai)Jl-listo~y ofjame.rtown Lr!and (\v'illiam&burg, Ya.,
2000), 319.
127 for \v"oory's fmruh- conncctwns, see Tyler, btt~ydopcd;a of Vrrginia Bzograp~y, 363. \'\'oory's mother \\'as
Pauencc \\-oory (nee Ycamans), whose brother, S1r John Y camans, was a Barbadian planter, llkcly a royalist
colonelm the Cn-il \v"ar, and a future founder of South Carolina; another member of the Yeamans familv,
Robert Yeamans, was executed 10 1643 for betraying Bristol to royalist forces. Sec Parish Reg1ster of St. Jvfary's
Rcdcliffe, Bri,tol, PCP/ St. MR/R/ 1 (b) 1-2, for 26rl' Peh. 1614/:1, and 23rrl Apr. 1633; Roberr M. \"Ve1r
"Yeamans, Sir John'' and A. F. Pollard, "Yeamans, Robert"' in ODJ\.'B. for the Cary family, see Sara B. Bearss,
eel., Dzct1ona~y ofVirgznia B10grap~y (Richmond. Va., 1998-), 3: 111-12; for d1e1r role in Bristol, sec "Cary family
Gcncaology," [ofo Bo1;. 13/2, Bristol Records Ofticc; for the later Cary farm!) 's polmcs 10 Bristol, sec Da\id
Harns Sacks, The i:Ftdemng Gate: Bmtol and the Atlantzc Ecoi/Otll)\ f.J 50-1700 (Berkeley, Ca., 1991 ), 339-43.
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politics. Effingham's stalwart opponent O\"er the town acts, Robert Be\"erley, came from a
long lineage in the to"\vn of Beverley in the East Riding of Yorkshire, but in the years before
his emigration his parents had settled in the nearby city of Hull. Born in 1635, Beverley
reached maturity just as the Civil \\.ar gripped the city, resultmg in bitter di,·isions, a purge of
the corporation, and a struggle among various armies for the town. All the while, Beverley
married and had a son. It was only when his \Vife and young child died 1n 1663 that he
abandoned I Iuil and mm·ecl

to

Virginia. The man who led the struggle to define urban

governance in Virginia was therefore a veteran of political purges and counter-purges in I lull
- he hvecl in the oty as it came to terms with Cromwell and then supplicated itself for a new
royal charter at the Restoration. I le understood the stakes of civ1c poliucs. 128
Scholars have long argued over the extent of the English cultural baggage colonists
brought to V1rgmia, but in searching for the roots of e1ghteenth-century planter gentility they
have either overlooked urban experiences or hav-e seen them as a tempering, dislocating, or
modernizing influence on new colonists that prevented the immigrant generation from
achieving the agrarian id)ll that thelt sons managed to cultiYate. This V<lstly underestimates
the distinctive political culture of English towns and the institutional structures in which
lTlen such as Byrd and \V'oory were raised. Rather than trying to typecast immigBnts as
either polite rural gentlemen or hard-nosed mercantile capitalists, we should appreciate that
profit and political culture were not polarities and that gro\ving up in the city ga•re these men
economic acumen but also a distinctive understanding of the role of the state in local
government and the market, which was forged in the tense atmosphere of city politics. 129

128

For Beverley, see Bearss, Dzctzonal)' ofV;rgima Bwgraphy, 1: 470-71; Brent Tatter, "Major Robert Bnerlcy
(1635-1687) and H1~ immediate family,'' J1qga::;_zllf o[Vtrgima Genealogy 31 (1993): 163-67. For BulL ~ee Ed,vard
G1Ilett and Kenneth A Mad\Iahon, A Hzstory of Hull (Oxford, 1980), chaps. 14-15. For the rechartenng of Hull,
see Coqx>ratlon of Hull Bench Book 1650-1667, C BRB/4, f. 363-410, Hull HJStory Centre.
129 Bernard Ba1lyn, "Po!Jtics and Social Structure in Virgmia," 1n James Mo1 too Sm1th, eel., Sevmlemth-Ccntti~Y
Ammca: Essqys m Coloma! History (Chapel Hill, KC., 1959), 90-115; ~fartin H. Qum, '·Immigrant Origins of the
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Unfortunately, for most of these men a prec1se sun-ey of the contours of their urban
ideas 1s impossible. \v-e might knO\v their place of birth, their father's occupation, or even
their primary rnercantile contacts, hut we cannot connect them personally to the factional
politics of the town. One mtcresting and important exception is \X"illiam Fitzhugh, the
planter and burgess from Stafford County who chaired the assembly's town debate

111

1684

and social1zed at Jamesto'\vn, who was forced from office during the tumultuou& session of
1685, and for whom we have a uniquely complete letter collection.

'° Fitzhugh was born the

1

youngest son of a woollen-draper in the borough of Bedford in 1651.

~ilthough

a

comparat1vely small town, Bedford '\vas tightly ensnared in the politics of Civil \v"ar England
-the presence of Puritan leader John Bunyan ensured as rnuch. Fitzhugh's family '\vas as
divided as the town itself. H1s uncle Francis fought for Parlian1ent, joining the town
corporation in 1649 when Parhament was ascendant, but h1s father, Henry, and his uncle
Robert were both already members of the corporation and their attendance at meetings
dunng the Commonwealth era dropped away sharply. Henr) Fitzhugh was mayor of the
town in 1649, a year when it was beset with factional di\·isions. Radical members of the
corporation pushed for a new parliamentary charter that would liberalize the institutional
structure, ,md Fitzhugh appears to have resisted these measures. TI1e following year he was
replaced by leading Independent John Easton, significant changes were made to the
government, and he declined to attend future meetings. Although another of William's
uncles, Hugh Fitzhugh, led an Enghsh reformed church in Amsterdam, Robert and I 1enry
\Vere never members of Bun:'an's puritan meeting in Bedford. In fact, Henry's father-in-law,
\v'ilJiam's maternal grandfather, Giles King, was an outspoken opponent of local puritans in
\'1rginia Gentry: A Study of Cultural Transmisswn and lnnovanon," fr/lVIQ, 3rd Ser., 45 (1988): 630-55;
T1mothy H. Breen, Puritans and Advwt11rers: Change and Penistwce m Earb· Amer;ca (Oxford, 1980), chap. 6:
13° For FJtzhugh's role 1n the town debate of 1684 and hts controversial excluswn in 1685, see ]I JB, 2: 136-3""';
THBJ, 7, 17, 26, 35. fitzhugh\ complete correspondence can be found in Davis, f"f!!iiaJJJ rzt::;lmgh.

a rural Bedfordshire parish and was excluded from his living during the war. The young
\\1illiam

Fitzhugh was therefore an eyewitness to tremendous instability in the civic

institutions of Bedford. Henry Fitzhugh contracted an ill-advised debt during these years
and, after defaulting, was fmced to find employment overseeing the army in Cork, \\'here he
died in 1664. This misfortune severely restricted tbe prospects of his young son \villi am,
helping to explain his decision to slip away to Virginia. The family's involvement in Bedford
politics did not decline in the slightest, hO\vever.

\~'ilLiam 's

an alderman in the town, and when he was called on

to

uncle Robert continued to act as

serve as mayor in 1679 he aided

Charles II's efforts to purge the corporation. 131
Pitzhugh bore witness

to

his continued affection for the borough of his youth by

nanling his Potomac l:Uver plantation "Bedford." Through all its factional strife and his
father's financial troubles, he retained an explicit association with the town. The survi\'ing
letters between \Villiam and his English family do not contain details of these ev-ents, but
they do sug_lSest a continued interest in the borough's civic affairs. He was also well
acquainted with the intricacies of the far larger urban sphere of London. In letters to his
family, he gave precise directions for them to navigate rhe city's streets in search of men who
nlight accept letters for shipment to Virgirua.; 32 More than just practical, though, he had a
considerable interest in towns and cities as physical, artistic, and social spaces. His \\·ill
mentions a ''Large Mapp in my Study," and also the "remt. Of the Pictures & Mapps." That

131

For a history of the fitzhugh family in Bedford, see Henry A. Fitzhugh and Terrick V. H. Fitzhugh, Tbe
of the PltzHtt._i!,h Fatlli{y: In Tn•o T ~o!ume.r (Bloomington, 2007). Por Henry Fitzhugh's involvement in city
politics, see Guy Parsloe, cd., Thl' i\;linute Book rf Bedford Corporation, 1647~1664 (Bedford, 1949), 17 ~57. For
Bedford politics in this pcnod, sec Michael Mullett, '"DcpriYcd of our former place': The Tntcrnal PoEtics of
Bedford 1660~ 1688," Publications of the Bedjord.rhire Hisroriral furords Society 59 (1980): 1~42. The Fitzhugh family
never appears in the minutes of the "Bunyan .\'lccting" in Bedford, -.vhich can be found 1n H. G. Tibbutt, cd.,
The lviinute.r ~(the Pznt Indcpende!t! C/J!!rch (11ow Bu'!)'atz lvfeffing) at Bedford 1656~1766 (Bedford, 1976). Por Robert
Fitzhugh's brief tenure as mayor in 1679, see Bedford Town l\Iinute Book 1664~1688, BB 2/2, f. 166~79,
Bedfordshire and Luton Archives and Records Office, Bedford. I am extremely grateful to James Collett-\X'hite
at the Bedford shire and Luton Archives and Records Service for his assistance in identifying these sources.
102 Davis, William Fitzhugh, 170, 200.
Histo~y
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some of these were irnages of cities is clear from an earlier letter to England about a
shipment, in which he noted that "t:Yvo of the Citys to wit London & Amsterdam were
utterly spoiled w1th the wet." Printed collections of urban images were produced by
publishers across Europe, out of an interest m urban design, but 'vvhen they portrayed places
known to the viewer they could also be redolent of space, place, and ident1ty. 1 ' 3
\~e

cannot know precisely how Fit7.hugh read these Jmagcs, but ,,.e know that he

wrote to friends about social gathermgs at Jamestown and planned the development of
towns along the Potomac \vhtle he sat in a study surrounded by these prints and engravings.
In the late 1680s, during a respite from government business, he had less reason to journey
to James town and looked more longingly at the i1nages on his desk. He lamented to h1s
London friend Nicholas Ha}T\vard that in Virginia "society that is good & ingenious is Yery
scarce, & seldorn to be come at except in books." He hatched a plan to S\vap his extensive
colonial estates for English propert-y, either rural or urban. Csing his knowledge of English
urban politics, he inquired with Dr. Ralph Smith, who, as he explained to Hay'vvard, '.vas "an
inveterate \~big & one that has good credit & Interest in Bristol with that party." Knowmg
that significant numbers of\V11igs- discontented m 1686 w1th James II's aggressive policies
-were fleeing England, he targeted the divided community of Bristol. It is unlikely that
Fitzhugh ever intended to take up residence in that town when many of his friends and
associates lived in London, but it demonstrated that be perceived and sought to work
through the social networks ofEngland's boroughs. 134

133 1bid., 161, 379. Fitzhugh's study likelv cootmned at least a kw of the recently pubbshed couotv and town
hi>tories becommg popular in England. :\o record of fitzhugh's hbrary '>Ulvn·es, but he d1d express a strong
desire to pen ~uch an account of the lmtory and geography of VIrginia lumsclf, suggcsnng that he wa5 fam!l1ar
,nth tlus genre. Ibid., 223, 245, 318-21. For the nse of tlus hterary form, see Rosemary Sweet, The IVn:tzng of
Urban llz.rtmies ;n E;ghtemtb-Centttl)' Lngland (Oxford, 1997), passim.; Tmler, Tonmrpeoplr and :Yatio11, chap. 5.
114 Davis, U7illwm Fztzhugb, 175, 177 -78, 201-5.
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F1tzhugh's associations and interests are far from typical, even for a member of the
colony's elite. But his correspondence does offer insight into hmv the lineages and
mercantile connections of other leading planters might potentially have translated English
urban political culture to Virgtnia, and helped them frame the urban debates that this chapter
has elucidated. Fit?-hugh was one of the colony's most avid investors in slave labour and a
staunch supporter of the Stuart crown in the 1680s -hardly an ally of men such as Beverley
and

Lud\~Tll

procln~ities,

in their battles against Effingham. Gi\TO his early life and his polittcal

he likely did not look on extensive civic independence "\\Tith a generous eye, but

he still appreciated the intricacies,

opportunitie~,

and identity of the borough as a social

forn1., and he still lobbied, voted, and invested to make Virginia towns a reality. .Many miles
from James town, London, and Bedford, in a d1stant frontier count-y of Virginia, Fitzhugh
was fully engaged in the urban political culture of empire, and he stands in for a whole
gamut of planters \vho had different but analogous associations \Yith towns and the political
and economic problems they posed in the Atlantic \\·odd. m

**"'
Two days before Christmas 1688, James II fled England, paving the way for rhe Glorious
Revolution. A few months later Lord Effingham skulked away from Virginia, wearied by the
continued attacks on his government. Both men hoped to return eventually to their
respecti,Te gcnTernments, hut neither ever did. Each man's tenure, however, had reshaped the
relationship between the city and the state, and the politics of urbanity and urban
development could not simply return to the status quo. These were not years of gradual
urban eyo]ution, during which the English and Virginia gentry stumbled upon new civic
forms. Tbe ferocious divisions of the 1680s recast the political topography of state and

ns For Fitzhugh'<; status as a slaveholder, see Coombs, '·Building 'the J\faclune,"'
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86~88.

emp1re. Colonists across the economic spectrum invested in to\\-ns and a sizable portion
were well versed in England's civ-ic debates. Their responses to Effingharn were not ahvays
consistent and, as the events in Middlesex County attest, they 'i-Yere rarely unified, but they
\Vcre framed by the same language of protest that characterized English borough opposition.
In the aftermath of Bacon's Rebellion, wealthy planters had set to work building a
landscape of large plantation homes, arranged around local county courthouses and parish
churches. Slave importations rose, allo\ving these same men to minimise the number of
servants they imported and thus reduce the number of former servants who might scatter
themselves across the county. Tn short they cemented the tics between thcJr sizeable estates
and the structures of local government. \V1litehall's push for urban development represented
a desire for a new and rival political order across the Chesapeake landscape, and the extent
of 1mperial oversight irnplied in metropolitan plans gre\v through the decade in parallel '.vith
the ambitions for state control m-er English boroughs. Planters, working hard to assert the
boundaries around their local juri~diction, were fully aware of this threat and <lrticulated a
\'astly different urban vision, through which they would take responsibility for a larger
number of towns. Effingham and the assembly thus fought with rhetoric, regulations, and
ritual for control of the whole range of urban, quasi-urban, and proto-urban spaces. TI1e
di\rision of the colony into commercial and political units became a thoroughly Atlantic
contest over the authority of the imperial state. The planters (through slavery and land
speculation) and the cruwn (through imperial administration and customs) had both gained
the ability to project power down to the lowest institutional levels, and had thus made these
boundaries between counties, towns, and parishes into imperial political1ssues.
Town de,relopment plans were not the only place where colonists felt the impact of
empire during these years- their tobacco prices, coinage, and Indian trade \vere all
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challenged -and there ·were countless rivalries within particular counties. HO\Ye\·er, the local
divisions on the landscape gained greater meaning. Their implications for .:\tlantic political
hierarchy were fully recogni;:;:ed and hotly contested. The stage was set for a dramatic shift in
the urban hierarchy of colonial Virginia. Jamesto\vn, unable to support the weight of political
symbolism that both colonists and officials wanted to build upon it, was abandoned, and the
colony embarked upon its most ambitious urban plan of all: the city of\X1illiamsburg. ' 36

nc. Por the impact of imperial ambitions on the colonies, see Lovejoy, The Glorious fuvo!Htion, chaps. 9-11;
Stephen Saunders \Vebb, 1676, passim.; Bliss, Rer•o!Htion and l'.mpire, chaps. 8-9; Richard R. Johnson, Ad;11stment
to Empire: The New r,l(g!and Colo11ies 1675-1715 ~ew Brunswick, :\l.j., 1981), chap. 2. For the local riYalries in the
Chesapeake, see Rutman, A Place i11 Time, passim.
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Part Two
Town Development in a Proprietary Colony: Maryland, 1632-1692
Sailing down the Chesapeake Bay, on a September afternoon in 1659, Augustine Herrman
heard gunfire and the distant echoes of martial tunes. The Bohemian, who came to play such
an influential role in :.\faryland as a mapmaker, was still at this point a Dutch emissary on an
urgent errand of diplomacy. Captain Nathamcl Utie, a member of the Maryland Council, had
made some chstinctlv unsubtle threats to the Dutch and Swechsh settlers

111

the Delaware

valley and Herrman, as a prominent burgher of New ;\msterdam, was travelling to St. Mary's
City

to

attempt peace negotiations. Vnsurprisingly, \Yhen Herrman heard the gunfire, he

suspected Utie - whose plantation was nearby - was trammg for an assault on the Dutchcontrolled region; other Maryland colonists in the area, though, were less apprehensivethey .f:,>uessed that the faint no1ses signified some kind of "feast or frolic" that had brought
together tl1e dispersed residents of this thinly settled region. \\-'ith no definitive answer to
this puzzle, Herrman and his colleagues sa1led on, and within a few days reached St. Mary's. 1
\XIbilst they awaited Governor Josiah Fendall, the emissaries dined with Lord
Baltimore's brother Philip Calvert, a senior councillor and influential figure in the colony.
Herrman noted in his diary that they "conversed about Ne'vv ::-.Jetherland and Virginia" and
debated ''the conveniences of both" until CalYert concluded that "he wished Maryland may
be so fortunate as to have cit1es and ·villages like the ::Vfanhattans." I Ierrman had other
pressing business on this mission, and did not record his

impres~ions

of Philip Calvert's

aspiration, but in his voyage to St. Mary's he bad certainly seen plenty of evidence to suggest
that this urban dream \vas far from being realised. The conceptual gap between the frontier

1 Edward C. Papcnfusc, ct al. A Bzographual Dzctionmy oJ the kiaryland I ..egp!atllre, 163 I) -1789, 2 Vols. (Baltimore:
Johm Hopkins Cniyersity Press, 1979, 1985) 2: 848.
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settlers of the upper Ches<1peake Bay, attending an isolated "frolic" at Ctie's plantation, and
the Calvert dream of ''cities and villages" was considerable. In the thirty years that followed,
the proprietors sought to close that gap, by pursued Pbihp Calvert's vision of urbanization.
They looked to other areas of the:\ tlantic \vorld and to the politics of English boroughs for
precedents, and attempted to secure their shaky political and economic hold over their
colony through a concerted, but repeatedly frustrated, strategy of urban dcvclopment. 2
It is worth noting what this cmTted mix of "cities and villages'' was not. F1rstly, it
was dei1ned in opposition

to

the percei\'ed rurality ofVirgm1a; although Herrman did not

note the balance of pros and cons that he and Calvert worked out over dinner that night,
they agreed \'irginia was not the preferable model to follow in colonization. The Calvert
vis10n \\:as

to

be distinct from its neighbour to the south. The civic incorporation efforts in

Virginia had floundered by the late 1650s, and this conversation suggests that a distinct
urban vision for Maryland was bemg worked out prior to, and independent of, Berkeley's
restoration-era plans for Virginia. Although there would be many parallels in the urban plans
of the 1:\\To colonies in the coming decades, the developments arose from different men, with
different visions and political circumstances, employing sirnilar urban ideals in similar
economic and geographic circumstances. The fact that tl1is process took subtly different
tracks in these neighbouring colomes, which shared a staple crop and a riverine landscape,
highlights the central role of political and cultural factors in the town debate. 3
Secondly, it is equally important to note that Calvert and Herrman did not conclude
that all of Maryland's troubles could be soh,ed through the de,-elopment of one large trading
:>"Journal of the Dutch Embas&y to Maryland, by Augustine Herrman," in Clayton Coleman Hall, ed.,
Namztlt'es of bar{y Ma~l!land (:\b•: York, 1910), 309-333, quotes from 316, 322.
3
Scholars have generii.lly approached urbanization questions as common to both colonJCs, see Can~Jl!e Earle
and Ronald Hoffman, "The Urban South: 'l11e f1rsr Two Centuries," m T/Je ct(y in \"outhem Flu!OIJ': The Gmwth
of l 'rbdn Czvzltzation m th< .South, ed. Blame A. Brownell and David R. Goldfield (Pon \\' ashine,l"ton, );' .Y., 1977).
24-25; Cmnllc Earle and Ronald Hoffman, ''Staple Crops and Urban Development in the E1ghtccnth-Century
South:' Perspectwes in Amencan History 10 (1976): 7-78.
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port akin to New Amsterdam. They settled on a balance of larger and smaller settlements
comparable to "the Manhattan<>" as a whole, and as dinner continued Herrman explained
that the Dutch used the term :vranhattans to refer to the entire region and not simply rhe
c1ty. Scholarship has focused some attention on the developments at St. ::\1ary's City during
the 1660s and 1670s, and connected frunt signs of a grandiose urban plan v.'itb the aspiration
Philip Calvert disclosed

to

Herrman. A dream of''ciries and villages," however, a:;ks for a

broader analy&is. :\ redeveloped capital was only the pinnacle of a larger process of rchHm.
lt is necessary to place the stuttering physical and institutional developments at St.

~'fary's

City back into the context of cohabitation proclamations and lcgi:;lation for the \Yholc
colony of Maryland to reveal the full "\\'orkings of the integrated new settlement system and
social topography that the proprietors and their circle had in mind. 4
Ultimately, of course, colonial Maryland's settlement S)Stem never did come to
resemble that of :\Jew York, and until the late-eighteenth-century rise of Baltimore, it did not
incubate a city on that scale. Urban dreams were frustrated at e\'ery turn b) forces both
internal and external to the pro\·ince, many of which paralleled the experience of Virgmia. 5
In Maryland, howeyer, the failure must be understood in light of the Calverts' aspiration for
'·cities and villages" as a ne\v method of establishing their political control over the colony.
The corporate charter of St. :.\Jary's City and the fitful plans for other ports and towns
4 Timothy B. Riordan, "Phillp Calvert: Patron of St. :\fary's Ctq,'' .'vrJ IA'f 99 (2004): 329-349. Other analyses of
St. :\fary's Cit) include: Henry M. Ivflller, '·Baroque Cine~ in the Wilderne~s: Archaeology and Urban
Development 1n the Colonial Chesapeake," I fl_;toncal Arrhaeolo;;,"'Y 22 (1987): 57 -73; Mark Leone and Sllas Hurry,
"Secmg: The Pm1-er of Town Planrung 111 the Chesapeake," Htsfoncal Archaeology: 32 (1998): 34-62; Paul A.
Shackel, "TmYn Plans and Everyday Material Culture: An Archaeology of Social Relations 111 ColonJal
Maryland's Cap! tal Cines," in Hzstorzcal Archawlog; of the Cbesapeakt, ed. Paul A. Shackcl and Barbara J. L1ttlc
(\\'ashmf,rton, D.C., 1994).
5 Historical geographers have ~UlYe;ed the morphology of colonial Maryland's settlement system, see: CatYile
Earle, 'He Eil!CI'J!.ence of a Ttdamter SettleJ7Jent Sy.rtcm: Alll-Jallow's Pan.rh, ;v[aryland, 16S0·1183 (Chicago, 19-:'5);
Earle and Hoffman, ''Staple Crops,'' 7-78;Joseph B. Thomas, ''Settlement, Commumt:y, and Economy: The
DeYclopment of Towns on Maryland's LO\Yer Eastern Shore, 1660-17 7 5" (Ph.D. D1ssertanon, Umversltv of
Maryland, 1995); Joseph A. Ernst and H. Roy Merrens, '"Camden's turrets pierce tl1c skies!': 'll1e Crhan
Process 111 the Southern Colonies dunng the Eighteenth Century," U/:1~Q, 3'd Ser., 30 (1973): 549-""4: Pat1l G. E.
Clemens, The/ 1tiantic Ecoi/0111)' and Colonial },im)'land'.r Ba.rtern Shorr: Fro111 Tobacco to Gram (Ithaca, NY, 1980).
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suggest that they were borrowing from Restoration ideas of urban political control and
seekmg to establish corporations as an alternative, and more loyal nodes in the process of
state-building. Just as in England, thls effort at autocratic tmYn deyeJopment met with a
considerable opposition, but in the colonial context of EngEsh merchants, imperial
admimstrators, and the stnctures of the tobacco economy, shouts of discontent and
dissarisfaction could find a more ready car in \\7hitehall than dist,'1·untled

Engli~h

tm,vnsmen

could eYer dream of. The proprietary authority was thus forced to balance its dreams of
unilaterally shaping a new settlt'rnent pattern and political order \Vith the need to win over
popular and impenal support for the new tovms. Urban places could only function as nodes
of control1f they actually generated the communities of loyal and empowered citizens that
they promised, and this required at least a portion of the colony's population to actively
ernbrace and belie,-e in the Calverts' urban plans. In short, the proprietors thought that
towns rnight create new kinds of citizens, but they also needed to convince colonists that
these roles existed to be filled.

~\s

a result, tmvn development became a key part of the

constitutional strug_gles benveen the Calverts and their colonists which eventually brought
down the proprietary family in 1689.
The following t\vo chapters

\-Vill

flesh out the nvists and turns of the proprietor's

urban dreams in Maryland, up until Baltimore lost control of the colony. Chapter 4 \vill
begin by demonstrating that CeCll CahTert, 2112 Lord Baltimore's difficulties in controlling
Maryland in its first few decades were partly a result of his failure to ddine the landscape
through his initial manonal system, and will then consider how the idea of "cities and
villages" \Vas his response to this problem after 1658. It will then consider the contest oyer
plans to reinvigorate St. :Mary's City and establish a network of ports, demonstrating that
these battles benveen the Calverts and their assembly were connected to wider polltical
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debates about the status of the assembly and colonists' inherent nghts. Cltimately this vision
proved elusive, and when Charles Calvert returned to England in 1678 he lamented that
"other places \\·ee have none that are called or cann be called Townes." 6 Following this
gloomy

de~cription,

~'faryland

hmvevet, the 1680s saw a rene\ved zeal for urban development in

for a number of reasons, and this will be the subject of chapter 5. It will investigate

why more colon1sts gradually came to favour urban development during this decade, but also
how they constructed their nascent c1v1c ::-ocieties

111

stark contrast to the ideals of the

Cakerts. In add1t1on lt will dernonstrate how the increasing pressure of English imperial
control that played such a significant role in Yirgrnia\ town de,Telopment, became a
troubling additional alternative in the colony. Finally, this chapter will explain how these
interests and urban v-isions came to play an important role in the events that led to the
Calverts' ouster from power in the colony. Together, these chapters will demonstrate how, in
line with Restoration experience, a ne\v system of clUes and villages was intended to assert
proprietary power, but <1lso how this vision relied upon the participation of a critical rnass of
the colonial population, many of whom drew different ideas about the use of civic political
power from English corporate traditions.

6 Archn•e.r,

5: 264.
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Chapter Four
"Our City of St. Mary's":
Lord Baltimore and Civic Politics, 1632-1678
At first glance it appears odd that Philip Calvert was still debating the settlement pattern for
his brother's colony more than twenty years after the Ark and the Do!)e dropped anchor in
Maryland. But a closer look at the turbulent times from which the colony '>vas only gradually
emerging in 1659 provides a better context for his dreams. J'viaryland's early history was
dogged by religious and constitutional divisions between Lord Baltimore and his colonists.
Because Baltirnore had been unable to assert his power mTer Maryland's social topography in
the previous decades, his brother was still groping for a new structure to impose \vhen
proprietary go-vernment was reestablished in the late 1650s. 1 Between them, Philip Calvert
and his young nephew Charles, who later become the third Lord Baltimore, formulated a
ne\v -v-ision of urban incorporations and port towns to anchor their authority over the
colony, but in the process they raised a whole gamut of constitutional questions that marred
the province's poli6callife and imperilled the very foundations of their authority.
The second Lord Baltimore, Cecil Calvert, had initially planned a manorial system for
Maryland. Leading supporters would be granted large patrimonies, with broad authority, and
numerous other colonists would be lured with a headright of land akin to Virginia's system.
Manors were more than large land grants because they were to house manorial courts
allowing the largest landholders

to

exercise a feudal form of local authority. However,

1 For Maryland between 1645 and 1660, sec Timothy B. Riordan, Thf Plundetil(r; Time: Mm]lafld and thf F.nglir!J
Civil W'ar, 164 5-1646 (Baltimore, 2004); DaYid W. Jordan, Foundatiom oj Repre.M!tativt Got•ern!J!fllt in Maryland,
1632-1715 (1'\cv.· York, 1987), chap. 2; John Krugler, English and Catholic: I/1e Lords Baltimore in the Strentrmth
Century (Baltimore, 2004), chap. 7; Carla Gardina Pestana, TIN Engli.rh Atlantic man_ 4.ge of R<t 1olution, 1640-1661
(Cambridge, Mass., 2004), 34-37, 150-54.
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manorial grants were not the full extent of Calvert's initial vision. 2 His instructions to the
first party of settlers in 1633 were to identify one location "that is probable to be healthful!
and fruitful!," \vhich "may be convenient for trade both with the English and savages." It
\vas essential that the colony ha,-e a tmvn. The settlers were to inscribe this urban centre
symbolically 'Nith a grand ceremony and an oath of allegiance to the King "unto all and every
one upon the place." They were to construct a fort on the &ite and "a convement house, and
a church or a chapel." A plat \\-as then to be drawn and sent back to England so that
Baltirnore could envision the physical layout of his central admimstrative hub. Notional
control of this particular space was clearly vital to the ne\v proprietor. Subsequent
instructions ,,-ent further; all the planters were to "build their houses in as decent and
uniforme a manner as their abilities and the place will afford, and neere adjoynmg one to an
other." Streets were to be lrud out '\vhere they mtend to place the towne and to oblige every
rnan to buyld one by an other." Baltimore's initial vision, then, was for an orderly, compact
civ1c space at the heart ofh1s new colony, over which he quite literally had direct oversight
through a hasuly sketched-out plat quicldy dispatched to his hand. 3
He was certainly well '\Vi thin his rights to expect such control; it had been explicitly
sanctioned in h1s charter. The royal license for ::'vfaryL1nd allowed Baltimore "to erect and
incorporate, Townes into Boroughes, and Boroughs into C1ties, with com-enient pri...-iledges
and immunities." 4 This provision meant that any urban places were to onginate through the
proprietor's prerogative power to negotiate particular relationships \\-ith groups of colonists
whom he felt merited such trust. English corporate charters had multiplied in Elizabethan

For the manorial system, see Garry \X heeler Stone, ''_\fanorlal ~faryland,'' J1l L\182 (1987): 3-37; I ,ois Green
Carr, Rus~ell R. Menard, and Lorena S. \\ alsb, &!bert Cole'r ll7orld: Ag11culrure and S otte!J• in Earl]· J1m]'land,
(Chapel Hill, )<.C., 1991 ). 8-12. The clearest framework of the manorial system comes from Lord Balnmore's
"Conchtions ofPlantanon," in Hall, Narratwes, 91-92.
3 Hall, I'\'arratzves, 1-:--18, 2U-22.
4 Ibid., 108.
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England on this same basis, and Harvey's experience in contemporary Virginia had likely
alerted the royal court to the problems of civic loyalty in new world colonies. Thus the point
of this urban provision was not simply to allow Baltimore ro manipulate the economy of his
new province but to enable him to gmrern it effectively by creating urban administrative
units whose priYileges encouraged pursuit of the common good, loyalty to him, and, by
extension, the crown of England. 5 Incorporation rights were paired in the proprietary patent
with the right to confer "favours, re"\vards, and honors" and "\\'hat titles and dignities soever,
as he shall thinke fit'' upon leading colonists. Ennoblement represented the other key means
of securing loyalty within the English commomvealth. The whole edifice was designed so
that "the way to honors and dignities, may not seeme to be altogether precluded and shut
up, to men well borne, and such as ... shall desire to deserve well of Us, and our Kingdoms."
A combination of factors made the realisation of such a system unlikely. First,
Maryland colonists were astute at borrmving survival techniques from their Virginia
neighbours who were certainly not role models for the kind of compact and orderly
settlement Baltimore had in mind. Second, the proprietor was constrained by the need to
attract settlers and so he favoured large land grants. Inevitably, the wealthy manorial lords
acquired land near the proposed urban centre, so although the town enjoyed some economic
functions in its early years it could never acquire the diverse patchwork of landholdings in its
hinterland that would support a large population capable of developing into an independent
corporate structure. Finally, his request for a detailed plat of tl1e initial fort settlement bints
at the handicap Baltimore suffered by his physical absence from the colony; he could only
5 For English civic life, see Phil \\hthington, Tbe Poh'tic.r ojCo;mnonwea!tb (Cambridge, 2005), chap. 2; Phil
\Vithington, ''Two Renaissances: Crban Political Culture in Post-Reformation England Reconsidered,"
Hi.rtoricalJournal 44 (2001): 239-2(J7; Robert Tittler, Tbe Reformation and The Towns in En,g!and: Polztirs and Poiitim!
Culture, c. 1540-1640 (Oxford, 1998), chap. 8. For the political culture of English corporations, see Widungton,
Politw of Commomvealth, 53-66, 118-119; Jonathan Barty. "Bourgeois Collectivism? "Crban Association and the
Middling Sort,'' in Tbe MiddlingS ort of People: Culture, Sorzety and Politic.r in El\g/and. 1550-180U, eeL Jonathan Barry
and Christopher Brooks (Basingstoke, 1994), 102-3.
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politely solicit a drawing of this first town. The contractual ritual that accornpanied the
granting of a borough charter or an honorific noble title in England could not be replicated
without the personal presence of the proprietor. As the first few decades wore on,
Baltimore found it increasingly difficult even to extract an impersonal oath of allcgJance
from colonists '.vho came to register land patents with his colonial deputie~ at St. ?vfary's. 6
Faced \vith these difficulties,

lt

is \videly assumed that Baltimore abandoned any

pretensions to urban de\'clopment. Social historians have l1ighlightcd a broad trend toward
smaller independent plantations effectiyely downplaying the efficacy of tl1e proprietor's
mtcrest in manipulating the settlement system. In this context Philip Calvert's 1650's dream
of building "cities and villages'' seems rather incongruous. ln reality, though, there had been
a strong connection between political topography and authority in Maryland's turbulent early
) ears. In a contrasted to the origins of county government in Virginia during Harvey's
troubled tenure, the Maryland county system emerged as Baltimore's first attempt

to

retain

control of his colon) by re-organising its local government and re-im,igorating the exchange
of local authority for

loyalt~·

tlut had umvritten the

philosoph~·

of the Maryland charter. But

the difficulty of making such an exchange work extended to the county units, and e\rentually
led to the plan for a radical reorganisation into "cities and villages" during the Restoration.
As large landholders congregated around St. Mary's and many inYested in parcels of
"tO\vn land," the boundary between urban and manorial jurisdictlons blurred for the tiny
population of the first decade. Baltimore techmcally created St. ::Vfary's into a county, but
since it embraced the whole settled area the effecti\re instrument of local gmrernance was to
be the manor or the traditional English unit of "hundred." :"vfanoriallords formed the
backbone of Baltimore's early government, but they proved woefully divided on a slew of
6 On oaths, sec Sutto, ''Bwlt Upon Smoke,'' chap. 5.
- Carr, Robert Cole's Lf7orld, chap. 1 (quotation, 9).
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major issues affecting the colony and most died or left the colony within twenty years. As
Maryland lurched from one crisis to another, it became evident that manors did not provide
a viable governance structure for the infant society. 8
Baltimore's authority also faced more serious and direct threats. A Virginia planter,
\villiam Claiborne actively resisted proprietary power over his trading post on Kent Island in
the Chesapeake Bay,

.,_,~hich

was within the ]'vfaryland patent bur had been settled before

Baltimore's b:rrant. Claiborne's settlement, v.'.ith its own Jnternal hierarchy, threatened the
proprietary ideal of organising and bestowing local authority directly from the charter to
manorial lords. Although Baltimore won the legal battles with Claiborne for control of the
9

1sland it was a far harder proposition to enforce his rights. Baltimore sent a string of men to
command Kent Island and control it by force, but he tried to win over Claiborne's settlers
and integrate them into his governing structure. The 1639 prvdncial assembly passed a series
of laws that acknowledged Lord Baltin1ore's sole right to the land of Maryland, then moved
on to estabhsh a series of courts and oHicers for counties, manors, and hundreds. \vith this
structure in place, the; passed another act to integrate Kent Island, making it a hundred in
St. :Vfary's County; the hundred court on the island, howe\rer, could exercise expanded
authority as needed at the instigation of the residents. These elaborate provisions soon
became moot because \Vlthin three years Kent had been created into Maryland's second
county. This was not an organic institutional development reflecting the needs of a gro'>\-ing
population; the island still boasted only sev-enty taxable men and remained under the control
of Giles Brent, who was styled "commander." The county of Kent inaugurated a new kind

F'ound.;tzow of Rr;presentativc Co!'emn;wt, 15, 20; Dav-id W/. Jordan, "Maryland's Privy Council, 163 71715," in I AW, Society, and Po!ttic.r m Earl)· klmyland, ed. Aubrey C. Land, Lms Green Carr, and Edward C.
Papenfuse (Baltimore, 197"').
"Por more on the Kent Island settlement, sec Russell Menard, ".\far~ land's 'Tune of Troubles': Sources of
PolJtJcal Drsorder in Farly St. Mary's," "\1}{\,176 (1981): 128-133; Robert Brenner, J1erchanl.r and Rel'Uiutron:
Commercza! C.oange, Po!itira! Conflict, and London's Overseas Tradm; 1550-1653, (Pnnceton, 1993), chap. 3.
8 Jordan,
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of local government framework for Maryland, driven by the need to integrate a troublesome
commumty. Baltimore was attempting, in a piecemeal fashion, to find a place for the Kent
settlers "\Vlthin hi<> structural hierarchy of provincial governance.
This experience with Kent Island became a pattern for new counties established in
the follmving decade. Baltimore was faced \\1th the necessity of this shake up because of a
brief and violent takeover of Maryland during 1645 by Richard Ingle, a

~hip

captain who

came from England claiming to represent Parliamentary mtcrcsts and sparking religious
conflict between the Catholic and Protestant populations of the province. Ingle made a
mockery of proprietary control oyer the prm--incial heart at St. Mary's and is credited \\'ith
destroying the manorial system and gi\--ing rise to an egalitarian age of small planters in
iviaryland. 1 lm•·ever, the details of Baltimore's efforts to re-establish control after Ingle left
the colony suggest a far more conscious and nuanced reshaping of the political topography.
In 1649 Baltimore returned the headright back to one-hundred-acres (it had been
reduced to fifty acres a few years before), but 1t was not because he was concerned to create
a ·'good poor man's country." It coincided with his successful efforts to lure to Maryland
displaced Puntan colonists hounded out of Virginia. He hoped to establish them in a county
structure akin to tlut introduced on Kent Island, because for all of Baltimore's previous
problems with Cla:ibome, the Islanders had remained comparatively loyal during Ingle's
depredations. 10 The Puritans established themselves in a relatively compact community they
called Providence on the Severn River during the late 1640s. In 1650 they "\vere co-opted into
the proprietor's conceptual geography of the colony under the title of Anne Arundel County

Archwe.r, 1: 330-31, 3: 47, 223, 233, 238. For the general outline of th1s new pohcy, sec R1ordan, Thr P!unrlmfi,_J;
Tum, 327; Carr, Robert Cole's [f/'orld, 3-17;Jordan, Fotmrlat;ons ofRepresenfaftz'e Govemment, 46.
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-named for the proprietor's \li1fe.: 1 In the same year the council also christened Charles
County, under the explicit command of Protestant immigrant Robert Brooke \vho brought a
si:cable contingent of settlers with him to the colony. There is a possibility that Brooke even
attempted to anchor this new county in a town foundation at Battletown -named after bis
fam1ly home in Battle, Sussex. 12
Tbe early histories of these new counties, ho'vvever, reflect how

clo~ely

Baltimore tied

political topography to loyalty. By 1654 Baltimore's appointed governor, \'V"illiam Stone, had
voided and nullified the creation of Charles County and reorganised the land as

Cah~ert

County, wrth different geographic boundaries. Brooke had become involved

the

tn

Parliamentary Commission that had ousted Sir \'x?illiam Berkeley from pmver in Virginia and
was now claiming the right to rescind Baltimore's authority too. He-and his county-tl1Us
fell from proprietary favour. The abolition of Charles County and its replacem.ent w1th
Calyert was a key part of Baltirnore's battle to retain control. The weakness of his position
necessitated the constant redrawing of boundaries and the reorganisation of lines of trust
and authonty between proprietor and colonists in an effort to sure up loyalty and order.: 3
But it was not just Baltimore who hoped to shape the formal stmctures of the
colony's landscape. The puritan commuruty in Anne Arundel County created their own
political topography and were not to be dislodged as easily as Brooke. In the confused
politics that ensued from the Parliamentary commission to govern in the Chesapeake, the
puritans rejected Baltimore's proprietary rights, challenged his charter, and lambasted his
Catholic religious ties, but the community also actively undermined the flow of Baltimore's
Arrhzws, 3: 25 I- 5 S; Land, Colomallviar)'land, 49-50, Hall, 1Vamztzves, 235 . .AI Luckenbach, Prrmdence 164 9: T be
I-lz ..-!O!) and Arcbaeoio,_t;)' ofAmze Anmdei County, lv1ao1and's Fn:rt European Settlmmzt U\nnapolis, :VID, 1995) passim.
12 Arrhu'er, 3: 237 ~40, 256. There is some dispute .:tbout the early history of Battletown. The assertion that
Brooke founded tl1e to"·n 1s made 111 Stem, A H;sfOt)' of Calvert CoJillt)', 17-21, and repeated in \'Calter Cosdon,
"Battletown on the Patuxent," Calvert Count!) Lzje, 1, (1980): 10~ 12. HoweYer, Donald Shnmette finds no proof
for tlus provenance: Donald Shomette, J ,ost Toll'ns ofTzdot·ate~·jfmyland (Centrevtlle, MD, 2000) 35~38.
1' Archtz'es, 3:2'71-2, 308.
11
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authonty across the landscape. They rejected St. 1v1ary's as a site of po"\ver, renamed their
own county to throw off proprietary patronage, and to reformulate the relanonsh1p between
county and province in the colony.

~After

their leaders receiyed Parliament's commission to

govern the Chesapeake the puritan community moved to oust Baltimore's appointed
governor \v-illiam Stone. Instead of bringing their complaints to St ;\1ary's, however, they
gathered on the north side of tbe Patuxent River ..\ccording to their own account, they then
'\,-ent over the River of Patuxent" to confront Stone, agrecmg that '"the next day they would
meet and treat in the w-oods." Stone acknowledged his untenable position and resigned the
governorship, but the \vhole interaction was played out in a physical space designed to
emphas1ze that he, and by extension Baltimore, had already lost control -woodlands had
long held connotations of being beyond the realms of civil jurisdiction. By deliberately
ignonng settlement hierarchy of tl1e colony- and emphasizing this

111

their wntten account

of the events- they turned the Patuxent into a boundary bet\Yeen two distinct communities,
and dre\v attention to the hmnal spaces where Baltimore lacked control.' 4
After Stone's surrender they recast the legitimacy of their own communities in print
just as they w.1dermined the proprietor's dom1nion over the landscape. In the 1655 tract,

VirgiNia and 1\iaJ)'land· 01~ The Lord Baltimore sptinted case, uncased and ansrvered, the leaders of
puritan faction rejected Baltimore's appointment of all local officers, calling the system not
only "ill Managed" but also "ill Founded." They also appended petitions from the Puritan
colonists designed to recast their political units as the "Inhabitants of the North-side of the
Patuxent River" and "Inhabitants of Severne, alias Ann Arundel County" and portray these
places as organic communities of"'House-keepers and Freemen" who had "none to flie to,"
and not as county communities organised under the aegis of Lord Baltimore. In fact, they

JL

Hall, 1\fmmfll'liJ~ 226-22R.
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clmmed, Baltimore had unjustly sought "to set over m the old form of Gm·ernment
formerly exercised by him" and any moves he made to reassert his power through local
governrnent were illegitimate impositions on their existing community. 15
\Y'ith Stone deposed, the colony's new leaders enforced their vision of the settlement
system. Firstly, they gathered the provincial assembly at a s1te on the Patuxent, neutering
Baltimore's capital city. They even relocated the provincial land records - the ult1mate
symbol of control over the landscape- to the site. They also removed the oath of allegiance
to Baltimore that had been requisite for new patents - denying the personal connection of
loyalty and land that the proprietor\ init1al charter had outlined. Fmally, they drm-e home
their point about ·who controlled Maryland's political and social structure by mandating that
Anne Arundel County be renamed Pruddence, throwing off Baltimore's eponymous mark
on the landscape in favour of their own personal definition of the community. 16
The final humiliation for Baltimore, though, still lay ahead. In the spnng of 1655,
Stone rallied support and reasserted the

proprietor'~

authont). He

recommi~sioned

officers

in Baltimore's name, and was also "gi\'ing out," one opponent wrote, "that he 'v\'Otlld go to
Patuxent and seize the Records of the Province." The fact that rhis \vas a crusade worth
publicising before it was achieved

sug_~ests

that the land records had vital symbolic

connotations for the legitimacy of Stone's authority. \\'hen he reached the ne\\' de facto
capital he removed the land records and immediately marched furtl1er north to face down
tl1e settlement at Providence. But his luck had run out: he '\vas embarrassingly defeated at the
Battle of the Severn. Stone was captured, and a number of his men were e\ren executed for
treason. The defeat proved that the county system had failed. There were settlements in

15

Hall, Nam1tn-es, 199, 218-20 (my emphasis).

16

Arcl'll'fJ, 1:339-356, csp. 345, 348. TI1e actual sltc of the Puntan assembly was at the home of faction leader

Richard Preston, located on the Patuxent River oouth of St. Leonard's Creek. Stein, Hz;tor;•
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of Caiz•ert County, 34.

Maryland, like Pro\'idence, that viewed themselves as self-defined communities, with their
own names and identities, which Baltimore could not even bring to heel by force.
From the Puritans' perspective, Stone's assault proved Baltimore untrustworthiness.
:\fter the battle they

commi~sioned

Leonard Strong to pen a narrative of the events, relating

their victory and ernphasinng Stone's depredations throughout the region. The account la1d
particular emphasis on the fact that Stone's men had broken into almost every house they
had encountered, "breaking open Doors, Trunks and Chests," and sei7:i.ng firearms and
ammunition wherever they found it. Despite \varnmgs from the Providence men that such
actions would bring "the ruine and desolation of the whole Province," Stone persisted, and
men "fled into the \X"oods" leaving their \\'.ives and children exposed to Indian attack.
Strong's account worked hard to prove that, far from ov-erseeing Maryland's hierarchical
settled landscape, the proprietor's men \Vere destroying whatever bwlt environment and
order did exist in the colony and driven the colonists back into the ·'woods" where Stone
himself had paced about a few years earlier before his initial surrender.:

7

It took two years for Lord Baltimore to regain control over his pronnce. However,
by the time Augustine Herrman arrived in 16S9, Phihp Calvert, the recently arri\Td secretary
for the newly restored regime, was officially able to entertain him. Troubles were not over,
(new governor Josiah Fendall prowd himself to be an unreliable ally the following year) but
from \vhere Calvert sat, across the table ti-om Herrman, some semblance of order appeared
to ha\T returned; he could discuss plans v.'.ith an eye to rcctif)'.ing the root causes of the
upheaval. It was in this context that he made clear his preference for ·'cities and ...-illages."
Balumore had been more than prepared to adjust and redefine the landownership and local
government arrangements to create bonds of loyalty, but thus far he had failed to find the

1"

Hall, }\'an·atit'es, 239,241-42.
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correct formula. The religious balance in the colony and political turmoil in England stacked
the odds against him, and early tmvn development could not have averted these crises.
Hmve\-er, the propnetor's persistent failure to control rhe pohtical and sooal topography of
the colony thus far explained why Philip Calvert thought it both necessary and possible to
build an urban hierarchy de novo in his brother's prov1nce. 1 ~
Calvert was not alone in his assessment. Three years before, when Baltimore \vas still
struggling to control his colony, a simitar path

to

stability bad been laid out by his ally John

Hammond. ln a tract entitled Leah and Rachel, or, tbe Two rruitjttl Sisters Virginia aNd ll1ary-

Land, I Iammond contrasted a glowing account of the abundance of Virginia \vith a political
narrative of struggles in Maryland. Rather than addressmg the true state of V1rginia, the first
section actually sought to highlight the inherent natural potential of Baltimore's provmce and
the later part unsubtly heaped blame on Baltimore's opponents for its retarded growth. 19
Hammond suggested Virgima had been initially plagued by self-interested men who spent
imprudently rather than investing in "any thing staple or firm" that might "make a Country
for posterity."20 ln his account th1s path \vas corrected by "diverse honest and \'irtuous
inhabitants'' under \\:bose guidance parishes were established, "famous buildmgs went
forv;ard, Orchards innumerable were planted and preserved; Tradesmen set on work and
encouraged." Although he critiqued London's urban poverty, the Chesapeake alternative was
still portrayed as settled and organised, with legal structures and permanent architecture. In
this vision, the potential for a quick profit was combined with enduring im-estment in
physical and social structures- the kinds of imrestment in the common good that typified

f'oundatzons, 98.
Early in the text Hammond makes clear tl1at he beheYes V1rgirua and Maryland to be "much of one nature,"
and that "m speakmg of [Virg1n1a]" he "includersJ both." Hall, 1'\'arratzm, 284.
2n Hammond \\aS responding to the negative portrayal of Virginia 10 \'!Ci]llam Bullock's 1649 pamphlet ] 7 i1J!,ima
Impmtta!!J E."xammed Quote: Ib1d., 286.
18 Jordan,

19
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successful but responsible craftsmen and merchants of a civic corporation. Tius moral was
encapsulated by the conclusion that Virg1111ans had finally achieved "extraordinary good
neighbourhood and Joying conversation." This image of di,Tersified planting and organised
settlement was not a thoroughly honest portrayal of the circumstances in interrq:,rnum
Virgima, but it represented the path Hammond, and probably Lord Baltimore, sa\v for
~'Iaryland's development out of political cbaos.

21

The restoration of Charles 11 in 1660 finally secured Baltimore's charter. The new king,
however, was forced to confront a situation not totally dissimilar to his subject's. \Jany of
Charles' advisors blamed the obstinate independence of the realm's corporate boroughs for
the revolution. Thomas llobbes had \vritten that boroughs \Yere amongst the "infirmities"
of a cmnmonwealth because they '.vere ''many lesser Common-\vealths in the bowels of a
greater" and cotnpared them to ''worms in the entrails of a natural man." Ostensibly this
conclusion ran counter to Philip Calvert's assessment of Maryland's troubles, but in reality
both diagnoses relied upon the same prermse. Hobbes was not counselling the abolition of
all towns and scattering Enghshmen across the realm like Chesapeake colonists. Rather, he
and many others in this period, advocated reorganising and constraining the overmighty
corporations. Philip Calvert too was envisioning an urban system he could control. Just like
Berkeley in Virginia, the CahTert's drew inspiration for urban political change in the
Restoration era. I Iowc\Ter, Charles's early efforts to put this plan into action required the
cooperation of at least a portion of the English urban population.The Calverts situation in
Maryland was no different; as they tried to urbanise the colony, they relied on the conceptual
concurrence of many colonists. They had to convince settlers that towns were going to

z: Ib1d., 28 7 , 296-7.
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become a reality so they could garner the investrnent and urban residents necessar) to make
them so. Even more than in Virginia, this strategy allo\\·ed room for alternative urban
visions, the seizure of urban identity, and a colony-Vv1de debate over pree1sely "'·hat a town
was, and the stakes in :Vfaryland were only heightened by religious differences and lingering
suspiCions about the legitimacy of the propnetary regime. 22
The Calvert's first problem was that St. Mary's City's cultural and political credentials
had been undennined by the Puntan regime. The assembly had been relocated, and evidence
even suggests that the saintly prefix was temporarily stnpped from its name. It is therefore
unsurprising that the colonial capital was a priority in

Re~toration

::\faryland. But recentering

the colonial landscape around St. ::\1ary's was not a straightforn·ard process of planning and
erecting a new set of structures. It required negotiation and considerable political will. The
issue of the capital, and the network of other "villages" which Philip Cal,·ert had hoped for,
becarne enmeshed in a nexus of other political clisputes. 23 Late in 1661 Charles Cah·ert, the
future Td Lord Baltimore arrived as a new governor, and there \Vas some speculation that a
new direct representative of the proprietor might establish a new provincial capital to draw a
line under the struggles of the previous decade. Members of the Lower House at Charles
Calvert's first assembly suggesti\·ely proposed that it \vas "necessary that some hawse be
built or purchased to keepe Courts in, or Assemblyes for the benefit of the Coumry," but
that they hoped the council might join them in "Considering of the place \\:here, and the
manner hmv such howse shall be built or purchased." Interestingly, having recently emerged
from a constitutional cris1s in which the legitimacy of the council had been challenged, the

22 Thomas Elobbes, I ,evtat.han, ur The lvfatter, ForJtle, & P01wr of a Commomm;/th Eccle,rzastira!! or Czvt/1, ed. Richard
f'lathman and Da,cidJohnston (New York, 1997), 162, 169; Thomas Hobbes, Behe111oth, or At1 bpzto!lle ofrhe em/
W7ars of EnglandJiwn 1640 to 1660 (London, 1679), 3; W!tlungton, "Two Renrussancc~." 24; Paul D. Halliday,
DzsliNl!JVmn._g The Borb' Pokflc Partisan Polzflcs IJI bngland's Tmms, 1650-1730 (Cambridge. 1908), 73-85.
2 1 Sutto, "Bmlt L"pon Smoke," 180.
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lmver chamber was prepared to solicit its input on any proposed capital move; it probably
reflected disagreement amongst the delegates, but it may also suggest confidence that the
new young goyernor \vould embrace a new capital city at a site more to t.heir liking.
Wnate\·er the Lower House's rationale, the council took the matter seriously and
conducted a st.ra\v poll of its members. Only two of the eight men declared unresen·edly for
St. ;\iary's. Two others, Edward Lloyd and Baker Brooke, suggested a site "At Patuxent
some where aboute Poyntc Patience.'' Lloyd, from the Prmlldcnce settlement, had

tic~ to

the

prev1ous puritan regim.e, and Brooke was the son of the d1sgraced Robert Brooke and thus
had strong links in the Patuxent region where his father's county had been. The remaining
four men, including Charles and Philip Calvert, were more circumspect. They were prepared
to countenance a new s1te at Patuxent, but 1t had to be "upon his Lordship's IV1annor" there,
and the construction "\vould have to include not only a statehouse but also a new Governor's
residence. The Calverts "\Vere prepared to listen to arguments about the greater convenience
and accessibility of Patuxent, pro\·ided that the link between proprietar~ authority and the
provincial capital was not broken. The capital was not to be moved to a neutral site, leaving
the proprietary family isolated and irrelevant at St. Mary's. TI1is conditional assent to a new
capital was communicated to the lower chamber as the council's considered opinion. 24
Evidently, this was not the answer that the lower house was hoping for, because the
next day they replied that "the place can not be readyly agreed upon." 'll1e pri,·ate interests
of the St. 1'1ary's County rcpresentath·es probably pushed them to oppose the removal of the
capital, which may explain the deadlock in the lower house. However, blocking a move to
Patuxent would have required opposition from more than the St. Mary's men, and it seems

24

Arrhzvts, 1:434; ror Uoyd and Brooke see: Edward C. Papcnfuse, i\lan F. Day, David \v'. Jordan, and
Gregor; A. Stiverson, eds .. A Biographzral Dictwnal)' oftbe Jfm;lcmd l~!!,islature, 1635-1789, 2 vols. (Baltimore,
1979-85) 168, 534.
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likel~

that at least a few representatives keen to unseat St. Mary's baulked at the conditions

that the counnl proposed and instead opted for a cheap stopgap measure of remaining there
at one of the desultory mns. 25 By the time the assembly's temporary housing arrangement fell
through a year later, the \:dndow of opportunity had pas~ed. \'7itb the assembly prorogued,
the provincial counol entered into a new twenty -one-year deal \Vith J arne<> Joily to oversee a
ne"\V statehouse at St."\hry's and a large tract of land was set astde for extensive development.
The counC1l acted umlaterally on the issue of the capital again in the spnng of 1664 when it
was becommg clear that Joily too "\vas not fulfilling his responsibilities. Another enterprising
colonist, \\itlliam Smith, came fotv.'ard to take on the repairs to what was nmv termed the
'"Country house." Srnith's role was more carefully circumscribed. He was to ensure that a
separate office was built for the clerk of the court and a separate lmild.tng erected for the
provincial records. Most im.portantl~', Smith was to work to the governor's schedule and ''the
whole Busines" was to be '\,,holly left to the Leiut Gralls [Charles Calvert's] discretion,
e) ther as to Repa~ ring the howse, or otherwise, as to him shall seeme Convenient." 26
Charles eYidently took this responsibility seriously. \-x;·ithin six months legislation for
an ornate new statehouse was pushed through the assembly. The act laid out an architectural
description, including a hipped roof and a cupola, representing a dramatic

st~·listic

departure

for the region's built environment, and it held Smith to a tight four-year schedule, with
targets tied to instalments of his fee. The new statehouse \Yas to be an impressive edifice, a
mark of the leadership's cosmopolitan taste, and an inscription of propnetary control m~er
the urban hierarchy. Just like Berkeley at Jamestown, Calvert saw the need to underscore the
way in which the colony's newly revitalised centre unified the province under hls leadership:
the legislation's title marked 1t as "the Cuntry's worck at S' -;\Jary's." Though it \vas the
2s
26

A rcl>m'.r, 1:436, 3:44 7-8.
.£1rchm.r, 1:538, 2: 50-1; 3: 44 7, 459, 465, 490-4, 532.
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proprietor's grand statement, it was vital, in a colony where not long before an opposition
group had refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of the existing capital and uprooted it, that
the new building appear to belong to the country in order for it to have the desired effect.

27

The "Cuntry's worck," though, was more than just a new statehouse. If the new
building was not to be an isolated folly, it would require a surrounding urban community to
reinforce the centrality of the proprietor's capital. The final prm1sions of the act '.vcrc:
that if any pson or psons will upon the Land hereby grauntcd to the sd Smith build a
framed house twenty foot square and two storys and a half high wth a brick chimney.
It shall bee lawfull for any such pson or psons to build upon the] .and aforesd And
shall hauc three acres of Land ... Layd out in such part of itt as the Govcrnmt and
Council! shall thinck fitt.
In effect, this clause offered free urban land to anyone

,,~ho

would help legitirnise the

provincial capital by developing an urban community. Tile obvious pragmatic concern was
for ordinary keepers to lodge visiting delegates, but previous deals '.vith the likes of Jolly
sugg·est these entrepreneurs already existed, and the clause made no mention of incentives
specifically for innkeeping. J\'or did the plan offer the trade restrictions or tax immunities
that would become common in later attempts to attract merchants to new towns. This
initiati\re was about generating an urban community to lend lef:,ritjmacy to the proprietor's
capital. A relatively generous plot of free urban land '.Vas on offer, but only to colonists
wealthy enough to build what equated to a substantial home by seventeenth-century
Chesapeake standards, and also only to those prepared to be overseen by the governor. The
objective was clearly the concentration of the colony's wealth and power in St. Ivfary's under

c" Timothy lliordan offers an architectural analysis of the statehouse plan and hypothesizes that Philip CalYert
was the primaty designer. The evidence from the council session of April1664 is unclear on this point; it state~
that the ''Lciu' Grails" usc lus &;crenon in the building process. \\lhile Philip Calvert was deputy governor he
was most frequently referred to by his other title of ''Chancellor'' and Charles Calvert was formally known as
Go1·ernor and Lieutenant General. The order was issued during a session at which Charles Calvert was present,
suggesting that he did take an interest in tl1e project. See lliordan, "Philip Calyert," 341; Archives, 1 :538~9; 3:492.
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the direct patronage of the proprietor. 28 Ne-vertheless, even with this enticing offer, few
colonists could be lured to St. ·Mary's and, most importantly, by the spring of 1666 it became
clear that Srnith had nor made the necessary progress on "the Great Stadt house." Howe-..-er,
because the statehouse plan was wrapped up with

tle\V

proprietary vision of the colony's

political order, rather than simply tailmg off into inaction, the issue of Smith's failure became
enmeshed in the confrontational politics of the assembly that met that April.
0>Trcrowded

ordinarie~

and contentious disputes about the pnce oflodgmgs made

it clear to the representatives who arri-..·ed in St. Mary's that the plan had gone a\vry -no
grand new statehouse greeted them. But \vhen the assembly met, it also faced a packed
agenda, headlined by renewed anxieues over the price of tobacco. 29 Philip Calvert opened
the session by urging a new plan for a tobacco cessation. The lower house dutifully chscussed
the plan, but voted that a cessation "\vas unnecessary. 3u The councll response \vas to couple
the tobacco issue \v:ith the problems at St. Mary's. \X'illiam Smith was sent before the lower
house with a petition: he was admitting failure on the statehouse project and requesting to be
released from the provisions of the act. However, his whole argument rested on the facts
that "no \Vorkmen can he procured ... they refusing to "\vork for Tobacco" due to its
depressed price and that the tobacco collected to meet his fees was deli"\ered by county
sheriffs so late 111 the year that he could not ship it profitably to England in the no\v glutted
market. These were legitimate problems for Smith, but they \vere also highly combustible
political fuel when the council was determined to impose a tobacco cessation. The lower
house refused to be provoked. They claimed to see "no Cause for the repealing the former
Ibid., 1:539.
EYer since Gmernor Berkclev proposeJ reJucing the Chesapeake tobacco crop in 1662, various plans had
been tahled in J'v1aryland to bait culuvanon at a certam point in the rear (termed a "srjm" 1!1 produc6on) or to
completely ban culuvation for a full year (a '·cessatlon" in production) in order to ra1se the weed's pnce. The
first major plan ncgouated between Vugmu and Maryland, 1n 1663, had been styrmed b) Balumore's
trusgiymgs about a tobacco stint apphed unllaterallY in both colomes (because of their climatJc differences).
'u Ib1d., 2:11, 63, 66.
cR
29
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Act about the State house" despite the fact that d1e construction schedule that the act laid
out 'Nas mocked by the still-empty field at St. "Mary's. They took no action on the issue of St.
:Mary's despite the council asking that ''both houses do think of some way to provide an
I louse merely to hold Courts of Assemblys." 31
Instead, before the end of that week the lower house members requested that the
Governor conclude the sess10n, having neither
ce~sation,

addre~sed

the statehom.e or the tobacco

clting the failure of Baltimore's chosen town to supply their needs. This enraged

the upper house, which saw it as grave intrusion on the proprietor's prerogative. The
session\ debate over tobacco prices had become \"\Tapped up in the rhetoric of "mterest,"
and the

lm>.~er

house's refusal to pass the cessation legislation, comb111ed with its request to

prorot,;ue the session, v;'as seen as clear evidence that the private interests of some selfish
planters in the lmver chamber \\:ere imperilling the wider public good. 32 However, 1t \-Yas
difficult to claim that the cessation was really in the common interest when 'vvealthy planters
could far more easily weather the lean year that would result. (Lord Baltimore in London
<lppreciated this point \\:hen, eventually, he overturned the legislation.) This \vas why the
shotgun marriage between the issues of cessation and the statehouse, was so important- it
had, after all, been termed the ''Cuntry's worck." Getting Smith to say that low tobacco
prices were sabotaging this grand design represented the council's attempt to strengthen
their case. A new statehouse and civic center- the very definition of public order and civitas
-was being sacrificed because of the delegates' failure to address tobacco prices. Howc\-er,
the status of St. Mary's was not enough to leverage action from the lower house on the

31
32

Ibid., 2: 27-29.
Ibid., 2:27-29, 34-5; Sutto, "Bmlt Cpon Smoke," 291.
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tobacco cessation. Assernbly members remained indifferent to the status of the provincial
capital- they d1d not feel compelled to bolster the Calverts' city at cost to themselves."'
It \Vas becoming clear to Charles and his uncle that the lower house would not
'\\rillingly embrace a new proprietary city as the symbolic heart of the prm-incial community.
\'\

ith enough angry speeches the council extracted tobacco cessation legislation and this

1

satisfied them for the moment, but the events had convinced the Cah-erts that the dream of
"cities and villages" could not be reallsed through the current assembly and \l'ould have to
be an executive matter. It also reinforced their belief that the space would ha\T to become a
v1able community capable of standing up to the assembly in order to gmn legitimacy.

**""
In the next few years development at St. :Mary's increased, but it took a very different
direction. The assembly \\'ere cut out of the urban development process resulting in fewer
surviving records, but fortunately archaeology at the site of the to\vn has helped to identify
the contours of dnTelopment. Amongst other things, they have sho\vn that in 1667 \vork \vas
begun on the grand brick chapel in St. Mary's and that this work coincided with the
development of a baroque plan for the settlement. The plan, as they em'lsion it, consisted of
four grand pubhc structures, each built at the terminus of straight lines, equidistant from tl1e
point where all these lines meet at a square

cros~roads

formed by ordinary town houses.

Seen as a product the Calvert's sophisticated European education, the baroque plan,
archaeologists argue, underscored proprietary prestige and, through the polarisation of the
chapel and the ne\V statehouse, represented the Calverts' distmct philosophy about the
separation of church and state. Tt certainly confirms that they harboured urban visions for

"Arcbll'es, 2:40-49, 50-51, 124, 127, 3:561.
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their colony that were far more ambitious than they had been able to negotiate with the
04

assembly.'

There are reasons to be cautious about this grand design at St. Mary's. Firstly,
viewing the town plan as a baroque exercise writ-large risks ignoring the ,-ery real political
and econom1c connotatJons of urbanisation, and reducing the Calverts to head-in-the-sand
tdealists, unaware of their delicate grasp on authority. If the design was de\·eloped in 1667,
then it came at a moment ,,.·hen baroque crty plannjng was inv1gorated in tl1e Anglo-Atlamic
world by the response to the ilre of London but it also followed close on the heels of the
frustrating experience of the 1666 assembly closer

tO

home. Secondly, because the public

structures that anchored the plan only appeared over the following decade the idea of a
single baroque plan risks condensing this turbulent period in

~1aryland's

history and

suggesting that the Calvert's were unresponsive to their constitutional and political troubles.
Planning certainly took place at St. _,\fary's dunng tht'se years but its purpose was not
rnerely about imprinting philosophical meaning on a landscape designed as a provincial
administrative space- akin to early \Vashington DC. For one thing, the apparent layout
curiously bigblighted the provincial prison but did not draw attention a governor's residence
(which had been a key part of the initial negotiations over monng the capital in the early

1660s). If the Calverts were looking for inspiration from the baroque replanning of London
after the Great Fire then they surely noted that although the \vestern outskirts got a new
grand makeover, the heart of the city was being rebuilt along its old med1eval street plan.
The king was forced to ackno'.vledge the men and women who quickly rebuilt their houses
on the old streets and allcrways. ~o one, even at the height of baroque planning enthusiasm,
could ignore this distinction between the urbs -the built environment of the city- and the
\-Iiller, "Baroque Cnics," pass1m.: Riordan. "Ph1lip Calvert," 341-8; Leone, "Seeing," 3.5-38; Krugkr, l:.ngluh
and Catholir, 226-9, 234.
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civis -the men and women \vhose social and economic interactions actually made the town
a unique space. \'Vben Philip Calvert spoke of "e1ties and villages" he spoke of the human
interactions of urbanisation -the civ-is -and thus when planning out redevelopment at St.
Mary's he and his nephe\\T were well aware of this balance. In th1s sense, interpretations of
the baroque plan as a step tm.vard abstract modern individualism, in which people were
divorced from community and forced to confront the proprietor's gmrcrnment philosophy
as isolated viewers overwhelmed by its scale, could not be further from the truth. Such an
ideal i1e\v in the face of Hammond's vaunted "good neighbourhood" in the Chesapeake.
The 1664 act, with its free distribution of land, had demonstrated the Calverts' belief that
legiumising St. Mary's would reqmre an actual community \\1.thin the planned spaces. The
setback of 1666 had reinforced this idea. Planning St. Mary's, then, was a difficult two-step:
strengthening the position of the proprietary seat at Sr.

~Iary's

atop Philip Cah-ert's network

of "cities and \rillages," but doing so by emphasizing the town's civic community. 35
Instead of reading the de\-elopment of the brick chapel and statehouse as structures
balanced against each other through their equidistance from the town centre, it is better to
stand at the crossroads and view these buildings as they slowly emerged over a decade. As
in&,·idual structures they were purposefully located, but they primarily interacted with the
civic heart of the town- a square or marketplace reminiscent of the space that had been so
sacred at James town from the earliest years of settlement and which had been redesigned in
many flourishing English corporations during the previous century. It was the v-iewers in the
town centre, the new urban residents, who \\rere intended to perceive their relationships to
the commonwealth and the church. Representing relationships between proprietor and

15 ~or

London';, rebuildmg, see Cyntlua \'Call, T!Jt Lzterary and Culruml .<;pares ofRtstoration Lzmdon (Cambndge,
1998), chap.2. For the indlVldualism of the St. ?vlary's plan, sec the cxplic1t statement that "There is no crowd
here" in Leone, "Seeing," 36-3"'.
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people, church and state, would mean little if the St. Mary's community at the heart of the
new city could not develop v.rithin the settlement hierarchy Philip Calvert had envisioned.
\\'e kno"\Y that these political conundrums of civic development were on the minds
of Philip and Charles Calvert because they have actually left us more than an archaeological
record of their mtentions. In 1668, Charles Calvert issued a corporate charter to the city.
Rather than opening up the urban space as a baroque allegory, the charter closed it off by
creating an independent corporate structure and a distinct community subject to alternativT
constitut10nal arrangement~. Scholars have dismissed the incorporation as a political ploy to
create a rotten borough electing proprietary loyalists to the assembly. But there "\\Tre more
straightforward ways to influence one assembly vote than establishing a whole ne\Y political
institution. Of course we cannot disassociate the St. ivlary's charter from the provincial
politics of the era, but rather than seeing it as a pragmatic trick on Charles Calvert's part, we
need to take it seriously as a constitutional innovation \\i.thin the context of contemporary
English corporations and their role \vi thin the state. 06
Though the tirst charter of St. Mary's \vas a new departure for the colony, it closely
resembled English borough charters. Its provisions contained four of the five fundamental
features of English urban charters.' 7 It made the people of St. Mary's and "ye Circuits &
prcmts and priv1ledged places of ye sd Citty" up to one square mile (a clear allusion to the
City of London) into "an Incorporated Citty" led by a mayor, a recorder, six aldermen, and
ten common councillors -each appointed for life; these men were to be "a body incorporate
& one Comunity for evr in right & name." The charter named the senior officers, including
J,, Arrhives, 51:56 7 -70; Jordan, Foundatzons, 87.

The charter was issued on Kovember 3, 1668. The kev prov1s1ons \vere: the right to perpetual succession, the
right to be sued as a body corporate, the nght to a common seal (all Archwr.r, 51 :56'7), and the right to issue bylaws (Arc!Jzves, 51 :568). Por features of English borough&, see Tlttler, The Rejom;atzon and t!Je Towns, 162. The only
nght T1ttlcr speofies tl1at was mi%ing was tl1e ability to hold lands 1n monmain, and tl11s omiss10n ret1ected the
troubles Baltimore had endured oyer mortmam m the early years of the settlement- see Riordan, P!tmrlmng
Tum, 68-SO.
3"
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Philip Calvert as mayor, and charged them \vith selecting the councillors. They had sole
jurisdiction for the square 1mle of the city and power to appoint constables, make b; -laws,
and bold markets and fairs.
There were no egahtarian features to the charter, such as the popular election of
common councilmen, but this did not make it a cynical pO\ver grab. Just like any cotporate
borough charter, it was styled as a grant of rights and privileges, and it was gi,-en to "our
beloved Inhabitants within ye Citty," establishing another personal connection between the
proprietor and a portion of his population. Provisions for markets and fairs, by-la\vs
speci:fically mandated

to

control trade, and references to the "public benefit of the said

Citty" suggest the aim of encouraging a commercial and e1vic community at St. Mary's,
cult1vating humanistic e1vic Yirtues that were the bedrock of English corporate 1dentity, and
loyalty to the proprietor predicated upon ci\·ility, order, and the public good. 38
Seventeenth-century English boroughs had a variety of corporate power structures
ranging from oligarchic to democratic. St. i-.1ary's City's charter was :firmly on the oligarchic
end of this scale, reflecting the Calvert's desire to retam control of the new corporation. This
tendency of the St. Mary's charter, however, mirrored an English trend favouring the
oligarchic model of incorporation. Some scholars locate the roots of th1s shift in English
boroughs to the Reforrnation and the opportumty it offered for urban elites to acquire
property and status. But the push

to

oligarchy accelerated during these same Restoration

years in which the Calverts were incorporating their tmvn through Charles H's rechartering
efforts. In England, new restricti\'e corporate entities became "extensions of crown
government" that were "created by the monarch to maintain the public \\'elfare and the

3"

T

1rchweJ, 51: 56 7 -70. \'V'lthington, Politic.r of CotJJtJJ0/7/J)ea/th, 53-66, 169-90.
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1

IZing's peace." 1' TI1e selection of senior provincial oft1cials, such as Philip Cal\ ert, as
corporation officers for St. Mary's City reflected the fact that they could be trusted to build
the kind of proactive loyal community expected of an inco11Jorated borough in this new era.
Thus the charter undermines the idea of St . .:Vfary's as a grand10se baroque folly. It
\vas a calculated plan to create a loyal cotporate centre, so that delegates staying 111 St. :\fat) 's,
instead of cramming mto run-down ordinaries and thinking about relocating the capital,
would be i:,YUCSts of a \'lbrant autonomous political commumty that ,,·as both loyal to the
proprietor and the natural choice for the cap1tal. The following year, 1669, Lord Baltimore's
wnt for assembly elections was adjusted to reflect thls point- prc.-ious calls to gather simply
-~
' s " 11ac.1 rnutatec.1 to " our
at "S t ..~nary

c·Itty o f st '1ary,s. " c 110wever, th e creauon
· o t- an
4

I

J.Y

incorporated borough within the province was intended

to

do more than

overa~·e

the

assembly; 1t threatened their posicion as sole representatives of the body politic. In this '';ay,
the charter fit. neatly within the frame\.vork of a larger constitutional during these years
between the Calverts and the lower house over the extent of proprietary powers. The root of
the dispute lay in whether the assembly was merel; a consultative body permitted to ex1st by
Lord Baltimore, or whether it had established procedures tlut the proprietor could not
trample on. This general disagreement was led to disputes ov-er Baltimore's right to re\·iew
and overturn legtslacion, his appointment of provincial officers, and his prerogati,Te to alter
the composition of the assernbly by calling fewer delegates from each count:y. 4 : But the
incorporation of St. Mary's was an important part of thls constitutional debate. It was not
simply a way to pack the assembly to win a few skirmishes; it was an extem.ion of the

39

\\"Ithington, Po!tttrs of Conm;onJJJfa!th, 66-7 5, 87 -99; Tltt ler, The Reformatzon and the Townr, Chp. 4 & 9, esp. 188193; Peter Clark, "The Cn·ic Leaders of Gloucester 1580-1800," 1n Peter Clark, ed. The Tran.rformation ojb'lgizsb
Provzncza! Towns. (London, 1984), 311-345; Halliday, Dzsmembemtg, 149-262. quote: 54.
40 .rirchll'eJ, 2:155.
41 Jordan, 1-<oundarzons, Chp. 4; Sutto, '·Bwlt Upon Smoke," Chp. 11.
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Calverts's plan to adjust the politlcal structure of the colony more generally. It represented
an attempt to undermine the assembly's pos1tion in tbe constitutional struggle by creating
legitimate alternatjve poll tical constituencies. The mitial incorporation of St. Mary's City,
followed by two tense assembly sessions and then a second corporate charter, demonstrates
the gradual heightening of tensions associated with this remvigorated proprietary plan.
The city of St. \1ary's had only existed as a formal legal entity for a few months \vhen
the Maryland assembly of 1669 gathered and immediately the geography of power in the
town was contested. Two of the new city officers, John Morecroft and Thomas 1:'\otley, were
n:presenring the county of St. Mary's, but on the first clay of deliberations they came to the
council with a complaint: that morning they had attended ''tl1.e meeting of the lower howse
of Assembly in the usuall place of meeting appoynted by the Gm-ernor,'' but found the
location en1pty and "were from thence warned to attend the lower howse in an other place
not appoynted by the Gov-ernor which they had refused to doe." The lo-wer house had Yoted
with their feet and moved to "a hourse nc·ere adjoyning to the ho\VSe of Assembly." But the
council found the move totally unacceptable and made clear that they "could not owne them
to be the lmver howse of Assembly without they \vere sitting in their usuall place \Vhich was
appoynted by the Governor." The lower house played along with these proprietary
pretensions but they had made their point- they pe6tioned requesting the move and Charles
Calvert granted permission. \Xbile they were attending the governor they also initiating
further constitutional confrontation by asking to consult a copy of Baltimore's patent in
order to formulate complaints. This first shO\vdown bjghlighted questions of the proprietor's
prerogatiye over the assembly and his personal control over the built env--ironment of the
newly founded city of St. Mary's. 42

42

Archn'e.r, 2: 158-9.
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John Morecroft remained at the heart of the assembly's business. Just 1:\vo day'> after
he had refused to sit ·w-ith the assembl) in its illegitimate home, he \-Vas again '\valking
abroad'' in the city. \-x;'ben the council demanded an explanation, he informed tbem that he
had been

"su~pended

by reason of an Impeachment." Morecroft had been accused of

misdemeanour<; in his deahngs as an attorney, but in a counterswt brought in Maryland he
had also accused his opponent,

~hip-captain

Robert ::VIorris, of defaming his character before

the proprietor in London. Morris convinced the assembly to impeach Morecroft,

111

part

because he was "strivmg to make good that the Junschction of this Prm'ince extends to \\"ild
Street in \'Vestminister terming Jt to [be in] the Clty of St. Marys in St. Mary's County to the
great d1shonour of our Sm·ereign Lord the l<Jng." Essentially, Morris was arguing that
statements made to Lord Baltimore in London could not be tried in the colony. ln the
context of the recent charter lt is significant that the case focused upon the city's jurisdiction
and involved 2'v1orecroft as the newly appointed recorder (senior lawyer) of the corporation;
it conte1'ted the extension of the fict1ve bounds of the city, not the colony more generall),
and lt betrayed an uneasiness about the relationship bet\veen the proprietor and the new
corporate entity. Ultimately, the council settled the issue by hacking Morecroft and
expla111ing that Morris should appeal to the court if he felt tl1e proceeding's legality \vas in
question.

~onetheless,

the question of assembly rights and proprietary prerogatiYes was

now closely tied to developments at St. Mary's City. 43
\'X'itl1 the 2'v1orecraft issue settled, the lower bouse tben produced a set of "publick
Grievances." Their primary frustration lay with the veto that Baltimore retained over laws,
but ilie remainder of the grie\'ances largely focused upon what the lower house saw as
proprietary efforts to bypass their jurisdiction through the appoint111ent of local officers and

+> Ib1d., 2:163-73, guotes: 163,167.
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agents; 11 these complamts mcluded anger at new regulations requiring attorneys to hold
proyincial licenses, annoyance at seizures of tobacco by sheriffs, frustration that "Officers
are Erected \.vhich do take Fees exceeding & contrary to the Acts of Assembly," and finally
suspicion that the colony contained ·'yexatious Infonners." 45 ~one of these concerns
explicitly referenced to the city charter- probably because Baltnnore's patent right \Vas
md1sputable on this point -but it was a cleat sub text. Firstly, the anger at restrictions on
attorneys reflected a fear that Baltlmore \vas narrowing the legal profess1on

to

a small group

of loyal men, somethmg that had also moti\'ated the lo'vver house's harassment of .:\forecroft,
as the new recorder. The complaint about new officers may also have related to the creation
of a mayor, recorder, and aldermen at St. Mary's - few other offices had been created
recently. Finally, the vague reference to "vexatious informers" \Vas likely at least reinforced
by Morecroft's tattling over the location of the assembly meetings and another of the city
aldermen reporting to the council about a sediuous sermon that had opened the assembly
session. The lower house was conYinced that corporation officers, with their inflated status
in the capital, would be a ti:ustrating coterie of Baltimore loyalists too well informed about
the actiYities of the city for their liking. In sum, their grievances exhibited an underlying fear
that Baltimore \vas using officers, sheriffs, and attorne) s to establish a rival administration
not under their control. As the upper house's response to the complaints would confirm, the
corporation of St. Mary's City represented precisely such a rival jurisd1ction. 46
Unsurprisingly, the Governor and his allies did not react kindly to the protestations.
Members of the lower house, they claimed, \vere "styling... his Lordships royal Jurisdictions
granted him by his Pattent a Grievance," which they considered "mutinous & seditious."
4L They \Yere concerned about d1e veto because Lord Baltimore had recently overrurncd a nmnber of laws,
mcluchng one tlut sought to streamline the process ofland transactions 111 the colony and secure title> to land.
15 Archn'e.r, 2: 168-9.
46 Papenfuse, 13wgraphzral DirtioHal)', 603; Archives, 2: 159, 176, 51.567.
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Thetr demand that the complaints be razed from the record met \lv·ith Hat refusal, and so they
called a conference of both houses to settle the tssue. "\t this meetmg they attempted to
restate the fundamental constitutJonal structure of the colony, as they understood it. Philip
Calvert told the lower chamber that "they are not to Concerve that the1r prn11cges run
paralell to the Commons in the Parharnent of England, for that they have no power to meet
but by Vtrtue of my Lords Cbarter, so that if they in any \vay mfringe that they destroy
themselves; for 1f no Charter there is no

A~sembly, ~o

Assembly no Priv-ileges." A better

rnodel would be ''the colTlmon Connell of the City of London which 1f they act Contrary or
to the O\Trthrow of the Charter of the City run mto Sedttion & the Person Questionable." It
was no comCidence that th1s comparison was made just a few months after the founding of
the colony's tixst urban corporation. 4"
Calvert's argument was pnmanly an attempt to negate compansons bet\veen the
1Jaryland assembly and the English Parhament, but mvokmg the corporatton of London as
an alternative created a tncky constltuttonal knot. lt was certamly \\:ell estabhshed that
Enghsh boroughs such as London could forfeit thetr charters, and thus thetr self-gm·ernmg
pri'i1.1eges, through acts of dJsloyalt; to the crown who had issued them - the use of the \vrit
of Ouo fVarranto agamst Engltsh boroughs to retract their independence became mcreasmgly
common during Charles II's retgn. Parliament's status, by contrast, rested upon a broad
net\vork of other constitutional structures that could not so eastly be \-virhdra\\·n. The
Maryland assembly wa~ s1mply an outgrowth of Balttmore's chatter snpulation that he seek
popular assent for his governance, and so in that sense Phthp Calvert was right to asserr that
had only one legal root- Baltimore's royal charter- that it could f0rfeit and thereby

collap~e

itself. He was nght to assert that the Maryland assembly had been created by the charter, not

4"

Ib1d., 2:173-9, quote': 174, 176, 178
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through an accretion of direct relationships with the sovereign, but the obvious problem

~was

that if the assemhl.y could violate the charter and render it 'Wid, it would thereby destroy the
whole basis for Lord Baltimore's authority in the process. Essentially, if Baltimore was just
the "mayor" to the assembly's "common council," their mutiny would drag him down too.
Talk of bringing Maryland under direct royal control was common in \vnitehall and the
colony, so laying out a simple constitutional method by '\Vhich the lower house could
undermine the whole basi5 of the proprietor's charter \vould hmcc been a bold move. 48
The context of the recent incorporation of St. .Mary's City, howeyer, makes clear that
this

~was

not the point that the council were makmg. Instead they were dividmg Baltimore's

charter into two distinct relationships - between the King and the proprietor, and bet\\"een
the proprietor and the colonists. T11e King delegated certain powers to Baltimore and la1d
out the yariom means of di.;;pensing that

authorit~·-

including the creation of manors and

corporations. The charter specified that Baltimore goyern with the "assent and approbation
of the Free-men of the said province," but only "in such soti and forme, as to him ... shall
seeme best." Accordmg to this interpretation, the freemen could signify their assent in a
variety of ways, just as the nobles, gentry, and urban citizens differed in their relationships to
the monarch. 19 The men who had recently been appointed to the corporation of St. -:\!fary's
had taken separate, and specitic, oaths of fidelity to the proprietor and had thus entered into
an alternative political relationship. So when the assembly questioned Baltimore's charter,
they could not bring down the whole editice of political relationships extending from the
crown to the colonists, but they could invalidate the section of the charter through which
their particular privilege of self-gmrernmcnt was defined. \\'hile the assembly was tbe only
formal political institution, this threat was benign because there were no viable alternative
48

49

For an c'Aplanation of qun wammto sec: Halliday, Di.rmembem{g. 26-7.
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sources for the '·approbation of the Free-men," no net\vorks of "cities and villages.'' But
now, m the council's terminology, Maryland had t\\'O common councils -the assembly and
the corporation of St. Mary's -each with a d1stinct relationship to Baltimore, hut the later
was proving itself far more respectful of proprietary rights than the former.

At face ,-alue the comparison between the lower house of assembly and the St. Mary's City
corporation may appear incongruous, since Its charter governed a single thinly settled square
mile of land. As a rn·al jurisdiction over the colony's capital, it \vas held disproportionate
significance, but by itself it did not threaten a wholesale remodelling of the colony's political
topography. But lt ,,·as not alone. ln June 1668, five months before the charter was issued to
St. .0¥1ary's, the governor had proclaimed a network of eleven port towns across the colony
1

(see fig. 7). 5l This was quickly followed by two further plans for port establishment, in 1669
and 1671, which adjusted the locations sllghtly. The key incentive for urban grmvth in these
locations \Vas to be, in the same vein as Virginia legislation, the restriction of all imports to
the appointed locations. The second plan, in 1669, also sought to restrict exports to the
named towns, but th1s was abandoned by 1671. These proclamations were the first efforts at
widespread town founding in Maryland. "1
The port plan and the St. JVIary's City charter have been treated separately by scholars
because study of the capital has focused on the proprietor's baroque pretension while the
other ports are normally seen as merely an economic project. Calvert's 1668 proclamation
was certainly described as a plan for "the appoin6ng of certeyne places for the unladeing &

so Charles and Philip Calvert m:1r haye been planning other towns almost as ~non as they re-e~tablished their
authority, but 1t wa;, only in 1668 that a comprehens!Ve plan began to take shape, see: ArchneJ·, 3:464.
51 For the text of the three proclamauons. sec 1bid., 5: 31-2, 4 7-8, 92-4. For a sun·ey of the leg1slauon and the
locations founded, sec John Reps, Tideu•a!er Towns: Czly Pk;mtl11J!. in Coloma/) !;:_2,inza and }vfary!and, (\X'il!Jamsburg,
Va., 1972) 92-4; Donald Shomette, Lmt Towns, 299-314.
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selling of all goods and mrchandizes," and the second proclan1ation explicitly explained that
the plan was "necessary for the good of Trade." There is no doubt that Baltimore \Vas
concerned about the economy, but his primary focus lay in maintaining control over its
output and the colonial revenue, and not in diversification. 5' Securing mercantile revenue
\vas especiall) pertinent to Baltimore during the constitutional disputes of these years too,
because many colonists were evading h1s collectors and even contesting his rigbt

to

tax them.

His economic control of the pro\rmce was also under threat from two directions. He was
being forced to respond to Berkeley's :1ggressive economic plans in Virginia, nnvs of wh1ch
wa& trickling back to England. 53 He also had to deal with the new mercantile zeal in
\V'hlte hall. It \-vas becoming common for those attemptmg to annul Baltimore's charter to
accuse him of lax enforcement of the Navigation Acts and consequent dam.age to the royal
revenue. Significantly, just a few months after the initial proclamation of 1668, Baltimore
received fresh \Varnings from \'(!hitehall about the proper enforcement of the Navigation
Acts. It seems likely that the establishment of ports ''>as partly intended to help him fulfill (or
at least <1ppear to fulfill) these requirements. 31
A closer look at the June 1668 proclamation, revealt, that these mercanule concerns
were also tied to Baltimore's goal of reorganising the political topography of the colony.
Although the sites were termed "Sea Ports'' and "Harbours," they were also to be granted
"such rights Jurisdiccons libt)'S & privildges vnto the said Ports belongmg as some shall

ArYhtvts, 2.202-4, 15:14-5. for CalYert's frustrations over tC\cnue 1n the 1669, ~o:e Jordan, Fo1111dations, 107
Berkeley's campaign 111 fa·mur of tmvn blllldmg was probably known to Baltimore by the mid-1660s.
Maryland councillors met \v1th Virginia deleganuns sev-eral t1mes dunng the 1660s regardmg tobacco
regulations, and Berkelcv's men likcl) also outline the Jevelopmcnts at Jamcswwn. Philip Cah crt's reference to
''Clues and ,-illages" came 1n the context of disparaging comments about V1rginia, ~o the J\1aryland propnetary
party \\'as probablv anx.1ous not to fall bchmJ the Old Dominion m this arena. Charles Calvert's June 1668
proclamation imphc~ that Balllmorc must have wrinen to ~uggc;t the plan no later than the end of 1667, and 11
·was 111 the closmg months of that year that \Xi11nchall called on Baltimore to jusnfy bls \Tto of tobacco
cessanon plans. It 1s ennrely poss1ble that Balnmore suggested the port plan at tlus pomt tu counter the 1mage
of h1m as an econom1c Ludclitc that Berkeley was culriYating in official correspondence. A1-r!mxs, 5: 5-9, 15-9,
'4A1Yhives, 5: 45-7.
>2
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seeme most expedient." The \'ery imprecision of th1::; grant of liberties and privileges imphed
that the places "\Vere expected to develop outside the current structures of local governance.
The promise of distmct privileges prefigured the St. Mary's City charter granted later that
year, and reflected the same vision of a distinct civic community; these groups of men, tied
to Balt1more through specific cl1arter relaTionships, would hmTe the pmver to make bye-la\VS
to

control trade and oversee the coilcction of proprietary revenue from recalcitrant county

leaders. The port proclamations therefore demomtrated the polttical all1es and loyal
mercantile power base that Baltimore might secure by replicating the St. Mary's City charter
as a constitutlonal innovation across the colony. 55 Tbe stakes mvolved were contlrmed by
the anxiety with which the Calverts resen-ed complete control of the town founcling process
for themselves. The second proclamation, issued, not coincidentally, on the same day in
.l\prill669 that the lower house brought the1r list of grievances, firmly stated that only the
sites listed, and "'none other unless by the particular appointment of his Lordship," could
claim urban privileges. This statement of absolute proprietary dominion over the colony's
political and economic topography doubtless spurred the lmver house on a'S they presented
their complaints about the multiplication of propnetary officers in their local communities.
The final vers1on of the plan in 1671 was even more exphcit- it noted that the ports were to
be "erected and Constituted according to the Pmver and Authority to him the said Lord
Proprietary by Letters Parrent of his Royal Majesty King Charles the first of England." There
was to be no misapprehension -the power to appoint ports and grant them liberties, and
thus to reshape the political topography of the colony, lay \vith the proprietor. 56

ss Ibid., 5:31, 47. It is worth nonng that this first :Maryland plan chffered comidcrably from V1rgirua's 1663 act
town act, wluch had lrud out complc:x details for constructmg houses but had not made reference to any form
of jurisd!Ctlon at all, sec l-IS, 2: 172-76.
o6 /lrchu•es, 5: 47, 92.
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The port proclamatiom \vere the vital second part of the Calvens' urban plans. The
development of a dozen ports across the colony, each with ill-defined privileges that lay
\\"ithin Baltirnore's gift, combined with the definitive new jurisdiction granted to the ":Vfayor,
Recorder, }ddermen & Comon CounceU of the Cirty of St. \hryes,'' represented an attempt

•
to fully realise the political potential of a system
of "oties and villages'' for controlling the
colony politically and economically. Between the lower house's lJst of t,>-r1evances and the
council's threatemng comparison between assembly and London's common counol, it \\'as
clear that this challenge had not go unnoticed during the heated 1669 session.

lf the assembly delegates were unhappy \V1th the balance of power across the colony 1vhen
the 1669 session ended, things were only to get worse. A year later, following a brief sojoum
in England, Charles Calvert returned to the colony and announced further re<;tnctions on the
county franchise- excluding colonists with less than fifty acres of land- further seeking to
reshape representatlun in the colony's go\'emment. \Xbcther any of tlus could become a
viable bulwark against assembly power was questionable; Berkeley's plans for an urban
Virginia were already faltering, and large-scale town growth would clearly require econom1c
changes. However, tl1e CahTrts were talking freely about establishing new jurisdictions, and
an alternate political topography, in order to finally establish a firm control over their colony,
and it was on this basis that Maryland's county elites began to fight back. 5County administrations, which had first flexed their muscles during the turbulent

1650s, were not powerless up to th1s point, but the events of 1669 appear to have inspired
the next two assemblies, which both gathered in 1671, to demand new administrative and
legal powers. It was clear from the very beginning of the spring 1671 assembly that tl1e lower

5"

Ardmoes, 5: 77-8. For further

dt~cussion

of this restncuon in the francluse, see: Jordan, Foundti!ionr, 82-4.
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house suspected the governor of manipulating local government 111 order to influence the
a~sembly.

They immediately challenged the fact that Kent, Dorchester, and Somerset

Counties only bad 1:\vo delegates each (instead of the usual four) and ·wrote to the council
that "of Right the '.vholc Number ofDdegates and Deputys so Chosen ought to have been
summoned." Charles Calvert had an Immediate ans\\Tr - l1e explamed that these counties,
having only recently been clh'Jded, had

reque~tecl

the reduction

lmver house was forced to accept thls ansv;cr, the

to

reduce costs. Though the

cli~pute fore~hadowed

the more senous

fights that \vould engulf Maryland when Charles attempted to permanently reduce all county
delegations to 1:\vo representatJves in the late 1670s. It also demonstrated that the new
assembly was mtent upon defending the colony's county structure and res1sting propnetary
attempts to mampulate it by reducmg or sidestepptng county representation. 58
i-.Iembers of the lower house spent the spnng and autumn sess1ons bolstenng the
authority and influence of the county structure. 1\mongst the adm1111strat1ve functions of
local court.;; rughlighted by Lois Carr's monumental study of coloma! .Maryland's county
governance, a remarkable number were establi<>hed or reinforced by the 16""'1 assemblies.
Counties gained cructal control over not only taxation and levies but also land conveyances,
weights and measures, road construction and maintenance, and orphans' estates. Obviously
this legislation required the counol's assent. Tbis was probably granted out of pragmauc

o8 /lrcbn•es, 2: 240 1. Because the count\' f.ttucture ultimately prevailed 1n i>far.~<land it'> records (partrill;) survive
and ha\T allowed scholars to recount the gradual accrenon of admmistranve and legal responsJb1lmes at the
county lev d. Thls deYolunon of pmver has appeared rather 111congruou;, when placed alongside the nanamT of
prov111Clal-lcvcl comntuuonal ~truggle between Balumore and hi~ assemblv. Scholars who have acknowledged
du<; chssonance have seen 1t as resolved by the 1689 revolt \\-hen now-expem.nced and competent countv ehtes
oyertbrew the propnetor because he hrmted the1r opporturuttes to nse mto the proYmnalleadership despite d1e
;,igruficant de facto pcm er they exercised on the localleYel out of sheer neces'>ity and cmwemence. i>fy account
here 1s Intended not to take a,,-a; from the ntal1mportance of thts vcrv real coum; -]eycl process but to
question, first, whether such a process wa<> mevitahlc, and second, whether, when embrmled in consutut!On:tl
batdes with rl1l: asf.embl), the council ,,-a, realh foohsh enough to unthmkmgly mcrea;,ed the1r control ov-er
local affa1rs. 'll1e defirum e study of county government 111 Maryland 1s Lo1s Green Carr, Count; G-ot•ermnmt m
,\J,Jry!and, !689-1709, 2 vols. (New York, 1987)- espccJally Chp.S. Carr am] Dand Jordan developed the thes1s
about county government and the revolunon of 1689 111 the1r study, Carr and Jordan, _\1aoland"r &l!Oiutlo/7.
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necessity in many cases, but it also represented a quid pro quo to win other ke; battles - the
council was able to extract a much-desired perpetuatal re\Tnue from their lower chamber
colleagues in exchange r()r these concessions, thus partially reducing the necessity of
independent port tmvns for mercantile oversight. The council's assent

to

addiLional county

powers also senTes as a reminder that the Calverts' interest 1n corporations did not represent
a complete rejection of the county system. As the expres&ion "cities and ·villages" suggests,
they sought a patchwork of jun~dJCtions they could play off against each other. Nonetheless,
the impetus for greater county control was detJ.mtely commg from the lm...-er house. 39
Fault lines remamed vrisiblc throughout these sessions, most obviously when the
council formulated a plan to found a college, v:hich prm-oked considerable misgivings in the
lower house. Cnsurprisingly, g.!Ven religious tensions in the colony, the delegates wanted
assurances that children would be educated by separate Catholic and Protest<mt tutors, but
they were also deeply concerned that "the place where the said College shall be Erected shall
be appointed by the Assembly most com·enient for the Country," and that they know "what
Privileges and Immunitys shall be Enjoyed b) the Schollars that shall be brought up or
taught at such School or College;" they were once again seeing shades of the governor's
efforts to establish alternate mdependent corporate communities in different parts of the
colony, and perhaps suspected him of wanting to use a school to further bolster his
inHuence O\Ter St. ::\1ary's City. Faced with these pointed questions, the council dropped their
plans for a school. The push to empower counties in 1671, when placed alongside disputes
such as these, cast the deYeloping structure of local gmTernment not as the product of slow
institutional maturity but as the negotiated outcome of tense battles between the Calv-erts

Ib1d., 2: 255,257-8, 260-1,265. The 1mporrance of the 1671 sessions to the adrmrustratiYe functwns of
county g:O\·ermnent 1s suggested by their repeated mvocanon in Carr, County Government, 321, 333, 359, 365,
423-4, 433. For the Importance of the 1671 proprietary revenue prov1s10ns, o;ee Jordan, Fotmdaflons, 110-111.
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and their subjects O\'er the distribution of power. At one extrerne the 10\ver house was
devolving as rnuch pmver as possible into the county system that appeared best able to limit
Baltimore's control, \vhilst at the other extreme the coune1l were working to establish towns,
ports, corporations, and schools, all directly tied to the proprietor through special priv-ileges,
111

order to create multiple jurisdictjons with vested interests in loyalty. 00
It was in this climate of confrontation that St. Mary's City recei\Td its second charter

in the autumn of 1671. OstcnsJbly the 11C\\ charter was 1ssued because "the said Pattcnt is
7

sithence become voyd ... by Reason of the nonusier Thereof by the then Inhabitants," but the
true motives arc rather complex. The new charter's differences from the pre\'i.ous vcrs10n,
though slight, were very s1gnificant: it reduced the number of common councihnen from ten
to

seven, \vent into more detail on the oaths of allegiance required of city officers, and

emphasized that the city be "Heretafter called and named by the narne of Saint Maries and
by noe other name," hmting perhaps at continued resistance to the proprietor's geographical
labels and their Catholic associations. :'\fost importantly, it ga\'e the "free citizens" of the c1ty
the right to elect t\vu representatives to the prm-mcial assembly. 61
Enfranchisement of the corporation was a drastic-and enigmatjc-move. Because
the men elected would ahnost mevitably be city officers, and all the officers were appointed
proprietary allies, this action has often been interpreted as a quick political expedient to pack
the assembly. 62 The successful candidates, selected by wbat was probably a v-ery small
electorate, were t\vo of tl1e corporation's senior figures, the prn'iously provocati,-e Thomas
::\"otley and John ::\forecroft. Almost a year later Charles Calvert wrote to his father that
Morccroft and Notley were "Chossen Burgesses for the City of St. Maries, And by that

Arrhwts, 2: 262-4.
For the 167 1 charter, sec: Ibid., 51: 383-90.
62 Jordan. Foundarzons, 87; Sutto, ·'Bmlt Upon Smoke," 369.
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::\feanes I gott them mto the assembl) ," and he \\ ent on to <>a\ that he "dur<>t not putt ltt

to

an Fleetlon m the Countves Butt tooke thu, ''a\ \\ hlch I Kne\\ \Hmld ( ertamh doe"' hat I
de<;tted ,,n 'l]w; ~eem'> to be a damnmg ach.no,:dedgement of cu1Jcal numpulat1on on the
gmetnor'~
~otb,

part However, the

~tatement

1'> ctyptlc for a few reasons

Fu~tl),

Morecroft and

had both been elected bv St ..'\Luv's Count\ 111 the past ,md had fa1led to Wln eleet1on

to the ;.pnng 1671

~e%1on,

so the time for mampulatmg the

1dealh ha\ c been bdote the fir;,t

~cs~1on

a~~u11hl; '~ compo~1t1on

would

of that 1 cal A ~Ide from the contmucd b'lttlc mer

conttol of the miliua, there 1s httle e\ 1dence that Charles antlclpated or prm oh.ed anv maJOi
conttov ct'>l m the autumn '>CO>'>lon (4 Sccondh, 1t 1~ not cutam p1 ecro,clv \Yhat Charle" meant
·when he sa1e.l he could have putt 1tt to an blect1on m the Count) es" became lt would ha\ e
n1.ade httle .:;ense to call provmce w1de elect1ons for the "econd t1me m a\ ear s1mpl; to
attempt to alter the delegation from one county

6

"

Th11dh, 1t ;,hould ha\ e come a.:; no

smpnse to Baltlmore that tl1.e cltv of St .:\1arv's "\Yas nm\ electmg delegates, becau.:;e the
ftanclw;e "'a<; not a re<;ult of an odd gubetn'1ton'11 proclamation but dra\l,n from a ne\v
charter l'><>ued 1n the ptopnetor's O\\n name
The mvsten deepens further became the letter 1mphes tlut Charles had substituted
Morecroft 1n pteference to "Doctor \Xbarton" \\ho \\a<;' an understandmge \Ian \ett Dt
.Morecroft 1'> much m01e our purpose" It appears, then, th,lt Baltimore had"' ntten
suggesting that \\11arton and

~otlev

be retutned to the ao,..,embh,, to -;ene a larger purpose,

and that the plan had not ongmatt.d w1th hl.:; <.on

111

\Ian land Cha1les was s1mplv o-.pla1rung

\:Vhv he had substituted ..'\forecroft and wb) he lud not called fre.,b election.:; aero'>S the

n Go\cxnor Charles Cahcn to CecJ.!Jm I ord Ralumorc 26'"' -\p1111672," m Calu11 Papers, I\umbcr011e,
Manland Hmonc:1l ')ocKn Fund Puhhcatwn '-.o 28 (Balumore, 1889) 252 T'), e~p 264 ()')
64 lJurnateh the SLS~lon \\a~ cut short b\ nn\ s ot the death of the gm c1nor's >J<;te1, but dunng the truncated
se~<;J.On thue v, a<. no K nmonv remoteh lhln to that ot 1669 - Arcl>zver, 2 311 321, Jordan, l:'wndu!tons, 111
c< tlsc-.\ here. m rhc lette1 Cahen explamcd that be had no mtenuon ot calhng another clecuon m the
tore~eeable tuture - l'alzat Pape~ r, 261
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colony when he added the new cotporate delegates. All of these factors complicate the
cynical political manipulation typically perceived in Charles's statement. T'he Calvert family
evidently intended this enfranchisement to influence the assembly, but it was not a knee-jerk
expedient dreamed up by Charles Calvert alone as much as an extension of the plan that
both father and son were developing to foster new channels of political authority.
The enfranchisement fit neatly "\Vithin the trend of English corporate parliamentary
boroughs that were coming increasingly under the control of local gentry oligarchs and royal
ofilcials in this period. and were being used by the monarch to shape parliamentary
composition. 66 T11at there was a considered political rationale behind the d~cision can be
seen from two letters appended to the new charter, informing residents of the forthcoming
assembly and requesting them to elect delegates so that '\vant of Sufficient Power or
Inconsiderate Elleccon" across the province might not hinder the proprietor's designs.
"Now l<now Yee," the corporation's officers were told, "that wee Reposeing Great Trust
and Confidence in Your ffidelitie & Prudence Circumspeccons have assigned you and by
Vertue of these presents doe Give unto you ffull Power and Authority." The Cakerts
portrayed these men as the "better sort'' who could be entrusted with authority to act in the
tradition of civitas for the good of their miniature commonwealth. The commission issued to
the new-minted assembly members from the city was also rich with the English language of

"civic aristocracy." The men were to serve in the assernbly in order "to Doe & consent to
those things which then by the fayour of God Shall there Happen to bee Ordained by us."
Civic order and loyalty was further demonstrated in the precise theatricality of the new oathtaking ceremony for corporate officers added to this second charter; Alderman \'\lilliam
CalYert was to administer the oath to Philip Calvert, who was designated mayor, and when
66

ln fact, St. ?viary's City's franchise to "ti·ec citizens'' was much broader than in many contemporary English
boroughs where only corporation officers ca<;t a vote. \X'ithington, Po!itirJ ofCommonJ/Jeaith, 40.
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Philip had returned the favour they were to "call and cause to come before you the other
Persons in the sd Lettrs Pattents named," 111 order for them to do hkew1se. The hierarchical
nature of the ceremony underscored the orderly community that 'vvas

em1~ioned.

Regardless

of the precise motives for the enfranchisement of the city, by contemporary standards there
was nothing underhand about callmg upon the '"better sort" of a co1porate body to act

111

the

interests of the pubhc good. Increasmgly m England, however, this common good \Vas bemg
defined by the monarch's \Vill and in Maryland Baltimore was asserting that the publJc
mterests naturally correlated \>.71th his own. By creating and enfranchising St.

~fary's

personally sitting on tts corporate bench, the Calverts made that pomt cxplicitlv.
Howe\Tr well it sat \Vith the most current v1s1on of ,~1rtuous

ci\~1c

City, md

67

corporations m

England though, the c1ty's enfrancl11sement was not entirely a victory for the Cah-erts' urban
visiOn. By sendlng urban delegates to the assembly the new charter partially undermmed
Philip Calvert's earlier argument that the provme1al assembly was not analogous to
Parhament. The second charter acknO\\'ledged that Baltimore's relat10nsh1p to the borough
was not parallel with, but subsurned withln, his relationship to the prov111e1al assembly. In
three years few additional people bad embraced the separate corporate relationship that the
charter offered, and although they restated these c1v1c ideals, the Cakerts also reahsed that 1t
would be many years before aldermen and common councillors would reahstic challenge the
assembly's position. By subordinating the corporat1on of St. :V1ary's City to the provmcial
assembly, the Maryland leadersh1p at least gained slightly more ability to challenge the
institut1on from \Vithin.

\~71thm

a couple of years, Charles Calvert also began a long battle to

reduce county rcprcsentatlon from four to two and bnng tl1e county delegations to parity

6 " A rchwe.r, 51: 390~4, \'V'1 thington, Poltlm of Col!lmonwralth, 53~ 75; Cathcnnc F. Patterson, [ Tr/?an Patronage m barlj
"\Judern nngla11d: Cotporate Boroughs, The Lauded Icltte, and The Crown, 1580-1640 (Stanford, C1\., 1999), chap. 1.
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with St. IVIary's City. 68 Ha,Ting proclaimed a netv.·ork of ports, Baltimore presumably hoped
that in time he could establish numerous enfranchised urban spaces that cultivated
aristocratic ci1>itas on a local level and bring this to bear on the troublesome assembly.

\\'hile the Calverts struggled to 1mpose an urban vision on Maryland's constitution and
fitfully attempted to build one on the colony's landscape, they \vere also engaged in an effort
to imcnbe t0\"\11S on the image of cl1eir colony. Lord Baltimore and Charles CahTrt
cultivated close relationships with two men "vho could translate their ideal of an organised
and well-go,.,-crned urban hierarcby into the print media of chorography and maps.
The first of these men was Augustine Herm1an, to whorn Philip Calvert had outlined
lus plans in the late 1650s. Herrman's mapmaking skills, combined with his experience m
Ne\\' Amsterdam attracted the Calverts's attention. 09 He was offered denizen status and a
large land grant if he ';muld produce a map of the colony, and by early 1661 the proprietor
was fulfilling his end of the bargain, suggesting that Herrman's first draft already

exi~ted,

but

his work continued throughout the 1660s wrnle the Calverts were battling to establish St.
Mary's City and the net\,vork of ports. This context influenced Herrman in two ways. Firstly,
the manorial land Herrman \Vas offered in Cecil County became subject to a further
condition; he was instructed to establish a town which was christened Cecilton. Petitiomng
the council in 1682, Herrman explained that the land for Cecilton was a key part of his grant
because "the proposeall to a Towne to his old Ldspp [the

2nd

Lord Baltimore] was onely by

m::self...to be erect and settled by me and my Associates." Philip Calvert, having discussed

Archn>e.r, 2:.507-8
Herrman had <>CtTed as a member of the important :\me Men who negotiated c1nc politic<; in Kcw
Amsterdam dunng the 1650s, sec ChnstianJ. Koot, "The Merchant, The Map, and Emp1rc: ;\ugustme
Herrman's Chesapeake and Interimpenal Trade 1644-73,'' lf:HQ, 3rd Scr., 67 no. 4 (2010): 610-11: EarlL. \X'.
Heck, Augu.rtzne 1Icmnan: B<:gtnllfr oj the Vn~zma Tobacco Trade, },iftrchant ofNeJJ' _-'itJJ.rterdalll, and Fi1st Lord oj'Bohemia
Jia11or in J,1aryland (Englewood, 0 H, 1941) 32-46.
68

69
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!\ie\\ \m..,terdaril''> net\\ork of "c1tleo;; and villageo;;" \\,lth Henman, no doubt felt he \\,ould be
tdealh ')U!ted to rephcatmg the to1 mula on the ( he-,apcake Ba;

u

F"tabho;;hmg a town wa~ not o;;n:nph another condition placed upon Herrman\
teward tot

h1~

cartogtaphlc efforts, though, 1t actual!\ tedounded on the map

1t~elf

Both the

earl!e1 nYmu-,cnpt verst on of the map and the fintshed \ e1 ston '>ent to I ondon pnnte1 s bv
16~0

tdent1ficd the tU\vn

locatlon~

The map noted c\er; tov.n named

111

BaltJmore\

ptoclamatJon.:; and abo mcluded Heuman's CeCJlton 111 the final pnntLd 1m age The to\\ ns
11H\

to

hwc been added after the 111111al compos1t1on 111 16'72 Charle ~ Cah ert noted 1n a letter

bJs rather that h1~ manors had been mat ked on the 1maf.Sc and crvptlcalh 'lddcd that he

would "observe

'\Or

LordshPP Comrnand about lnserung Vi hat

\OU

have dtrected 'PreCl'>el:y

when the towns "'ere added, ho\\lev er, mattets less than the tact that Balttmote "as e\ tdenth
deeply concerned to have ills ne\\ pohtJcal topograph\ delmeated on tht.:; ne\\ map
tvpolog~

llerrrn.an used a fourfold

of :Cnghsh places, wsungm<>h111g maJOr tO\\ ns

trom -.,mailer settlement-.,, manors, and plantations- and a number of recently founded
loc,ltlons shared the"' mbol for maJor tcmn \v1th :-,t Man 'o;; and the well de\ eloped tormer
Dutd1 settlement ot 1'\ew Castle,
empt\ field" ("ee figs ) & 4)

? (

Vi hen

e\tdence o;;ugge<>t<> tlut the:y wete not.hlng more than

hmtlan Knot has teeentl) do\Vnpla\ ed Baltimore's role 1n

the mapmakmg proce<><>, argmng that the project wa~ rooted

111

Herrman'o;; per<>onal destre to

o Arrhzv,s, 1- 84 I or the map Jtsclf and Hcrm1an's cattop;lapluc ,Jillls sec. Koot, "The. \fcrchant The 1\Iap
mel Empm.," 603 44, Edv; ard C P dpcnfu~e liN Hammond 1-Jmu_,ood House Alias of }listonral \1ap of \Jar; land
1608 1908 (B tlnmmc, 1982) 11, 18, Loms Do\\ So'>co, 'l\.otes on Augu>nnc Hcrmun' I\Iap \lll\133
~_19">8) )4 '3 )'i1, K-ucl kamk\ 'Augusuoe Hetrman The l.cadmg Carto'i1 apher ot the C)eventecotb (\.ntuf\ ,'
\iH.\1 ~., ~_19-8) '3')2 9 Fm Herm1an's blOfSraph) <;ee Phrhp Lee Pluhp,, The Rare \Iap ofVugmtu md Mao land
by Attl!,ll 'me Herrman (\\ a,Jnngton, D (., 1911) Thoma.; Capek, Au,.,Hsltne }Jen7nan oj Bohemza 'via,tor (Ptaha,
1930) Earl Heck detalls the corporate e:xpenence ot Heumanm Ne'' Am<;terd.lm but proclmms that Herrman
comooush reJected urban hft 111 t'lvour ot Balnrnme's manonal \Non (Heck +!;!,us!tne Herr!llan 32 46, 74 84)
Although rhe 1660~ m'lnmcnpt map doe<; not <;un.n e, Jeanette Black ba~ h\ porhe<;ued that Jt ''as the model
tor tv; o map' that ha\ e ~m-vn tel a~ part ot the Bldth\uH -\cia>, ,,Jucb also ma1k the lou nons of tl1e nev;
tcmm '>ee Jeanette D Bhck, Tbe BlatbJia)f Arias Vo/;ttlt< II Commentary (Prmrdence 19"'5) 109 1'l- e<;p 114 5
I 01 1efe1ence to the map m CahLrt's cpJ<;tle, sec Ca!~e~t Papm, 2""'2 3
72
The t\ pologv ~~outlined m kanskv, "Augu,une Herrman"
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Fig l Detml of ::.Iaf)land, from \ugu~tme Henman, Vngmtu and l\lm;land as zt zs Planted
the Tohn Carter Brown Llbr.uy at Brown Cnn er,lt)

(161'3) Courte'i\ of

F1g 4 Detail ot the towm 1r1 Calvert and Anne Arundel counne,, f10m J\ugu~tme Herrm.m, T t~J,tnta and
zt zs Planted (16"'1) Courte~y of the John Carter Bro\\ n L1bran at Bro\\rl Umver~ltv

.\fa~) land as
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make the Chesapeake reg10n an easily nav'lg<lble space for interimperial trade. If the map was
intended for a primarily mercantile audience then it is significant that the nascent towns are
emphasized. Equally, hc)\vn-er, it d1fficult to substantiate K.oot's celebration of the maps
accuracy or his statement that I Ierrman paid little heed to the land-based features of the
region, given that he pox marked the coastline 'vvith towns that really only

ex1~ted

in

3
Obj·ective accuracy_, was evidenth') not Herrman's onlv,/ aim. He
Baltimore's 1magmation."
c..

made distmctions between urban symbols and the squares that designated plantations and
rnanors, in order to portray the sense of orderly hierarchy, of "cities and villages,'' that he
knew to be the Calverts' ideal. The urban symbols themselves also underscored this pomt;
they consisted of several overlapping structures of various he1ghts with a steeple rising from
their midst, again emphasizing urban architectural hierarchy and appealing to a traditional
European pattern where that hierarchy \':as topped by a church (at a t1me when :!\far) land
colonists were lamenting the lack of actual Protestant churches in the colony). Finally,
perhaps reminded uf Philip Cal\'ert's disparaging comments about Virginia's settlement
structure, Hernnan placed no urban symbols

111

the Old Dominion's section of the map-

neglecting even the recently redeveloped James town. Herrman's finished map, then, was a
perfect representation of the propnetor's ne\v vision for the colon): towns were scattered
across the various counties, the plantations fanned out from them, and the towns themselves
emphasized the presence of hierarchical ch-ic space.
Lord Baltimore also found another outlet for the new town-centred v-ision of his
colony. The London publisher John Ogilby was engaged in an ambitious project to produce
"atlases" for each of the

'v\~orld's

continents. Unlike modern atlases, these volumes were

written compilations of the latest information and travel accounts. :;..fany sections of Og-ilby's

73

Koot, "The Merchant, The Map, and Empire," 619-30.
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work were copied from other sources, but when he brought his .Ail?elira volume to the

pres~

in 1671, he composed a completely new account of?vfaryland with Baltlmore's assistance and
supervision. The proprietor's concern that Maryland receive a favourable rendenng in such
an important new publication is unsurprising, but it is worth noting that this flattering
portrayal contained, amongst the predictable glowing description of the colony's climate and
assurances about its liberty of conse1ence, a detailed explanatlon of the recent town plans." 4
As a Londoner, and as a printer and poet, Ogilby \Vas thoroughly enmeshed m the
civic structures of English urban life. He ,,~as a citizen of London and a me1nber of one of
the city's larger guilds, and he shot to fame in the aftermath of the Restoration for his two
editions of The Relation

of His A1q;estie's Entertaimmnt Passing tbrot{_r;b tbe Cty ofLondon,

CoroNation: Jl'Z"th a DescriptioN
scenes and speeches made

~f the
b~·

To His

TriutJJphal Arches, and Solemnity. The volume described the

the city's leaders

111

celebration of the Restoration, marrymg

traditional ideas about civic identity \Vith renewed loyalty to the crmvn and the widening
context of English empire. Ogilb), then, \\"as probably particularly receptive to Baltimore's
urban ,·ision for Maryland. In fact, throughout the chorographic sections of .A!!Jerica, he paid
particular attention to the to"\vns founded by Europeans and by native peoples. 71
Despite the fact that Baltimore's proclamation described the new sites as ports,
Ogilby's descriptions of them did not appear amidst his account of the colony's economy.
Instead, they flowed out of his description of local gmTernment. He explained the county
court system, making cleat the proprietor\ influence through the appointment of sheriffs,
and then noted that there were also "Foundations Laid of Towns, more or less in each

"c Papcnfuse, Ha?Jlmolld-Harwood Hom·e, 9-11.
-s Por Ogilby's 1\rial7of1, see Kathennc S. Van Eerdc,John Qg!i~y a11d tbe Taste rfl-l!S Timts (Folkestone, 1976), 48~
62. Por Ogtlbv's descripuon of .t\e\v England, 111 which he lays a particular emphasls on urban charactenstics
and features, sec John Ogilby, Ammca: Bemg tbe Latest, and "'vfost A.curate De.r.-nption of the :-Jew IY7 orid... (London,
1671), 159-62.
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Fig. 5: John Ogilby's

Noz•a Terraf J\4ariaf Tab11la

(1671). Image courtesy of the Colonial \X1illiamsburg Foundation

Fig. 6: Detail of towns from John Ogilby's Nova Terrae Mariae Tabula (1671). Image courtesy of the Colonial
\Villiamsburg Foundation
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County, according to his Lordships Proclamation." Apparently work had already begun
"and Houses already built in them, all uniform, and pleasant with Streets, and Keys [sic] on
the \vater side." In addition, he offered a detailed description of St. :Mary's C1ty, noting that
it had been "erected into a City by that Name, where div-ers Houses are already built."
Amongst the other developments there that Ogilby (and presumably Baltimore) considered
significant were the residences of Ph1lip and Charles Calvert, the provision of a safe and
sturdy records oft1ce, and the plan to

e~tablish

a fort and prison that could guard the city

against piratical attacks. These statements in the context of the rest of Ogilby's .rlmerica
combined to portray urban development as pnmarily an issue of governance, designed to
foster civic community and good government in order

to

attract new colonists." 6

The final piece of the elaborate urban1mage that Baltin10re sought

to

fashion

through Ogilby and Herrman was another rnap. r\lthough Herrman's detailed cartographic
work \\·as already in London when America \\·em to press in 1671, Ogilby chose to produce
ills own accomp<m.Jing chart of the colony based upon Baltimore's much earlier map from
1635. Aside from changing the coats of arms, Ogilby's most sigmficant alteration to the 16:'\5
map \Vas to incorporate some of Baltimore's new tO\vns. Although he did not include all of
the towns that HerrtTlan marked on his map, the ones he did mark stood out e\·en more
because he did not clutter his image with the dense net\vork of plantation symbols that
Herrman used. Ogilby's map was far less accurate than Herrman's, and thus a lot less
nuanced in its depiction of the urban hierarchy, but the point remained the same: Baltimore
wanted readers to have confidence that Maryland was becoming a colony organised around a
net\vork of towns, with all the prosperity, civic order, and hierarchy that this implied. ' 7

Ibid., 189·90.
The .Yfaryland State ArchnTs copy of the Ogilby map emphasizes the towns e1·en more because they arc
p1cked out 111 red 111 the colour "Wash that tlu& copy receiyed. The colour may have been added at a much later
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**"'
To some extent the towns marked on the Herrman and Ogtlby maps \Vere more than just
Baltimore's wishful thinking. Sr. Mary's City's second charter bore some fruit. Delegates
from the city regularly attended assembly sesstons, and Thomas Notley \vas a particularly
useful ally of the proprietary faction, first serving as Speaker of the lower house and
eventually as Deputy Governor. The city :!'\otley represented abo saw its star rise during the
1670s. l'\ew buildings were erected around the central crossroads of the settlement, and the
c1ty's civic community began to exerc1se its influence. 78
The role of the capital's loyal corporation "\vas most visible when the assembly met in
~iary's

the spring of 167 4. The issue of the statehouse in St.

Smith had abandoned the work in 1666. But whilst they

had been left unresolved since

revie"\\~ed

the colony's legal codes,

led (probably not coincidentally) by city representati\ e Robert Carvile, the lower house
7

rt·examined the unresolved bargain with Smith. They "\Vtote to the council that they thought
it ''necessarie th' a State house Prison & Secretanes Offcie be Speedlly erected at the Pubhck
Charge in such Part or Place of the Pri\Tince as h1s Excelency shall thinke fitte.'' Given the
ties herween then-Speaker :!'\otley and the CahTert family. this request may ba\ C been
7

engineered by Charles and Philip as part of their baroque plan. However, Charles Calvert's
response belies this explanation: rather than immediately assenting and specifying St. Mary's,
he sent word that he would "make Choice either of St. :\iaries or Anne Arnmdel County''
and that he would leave the final dee1sion to the lower house, provided they would
undertake to build him a residence at ·whichever location they selected. Thls politic retort
date, but the level of preci-;JOn in this colour wash likely reflects earher colour-waslung techruques. Edward C.
P apcnfuse and Joseph :\f. Coale, The Hatm;;ond-liam•ood 1-Iollse Atlas of llistorira! .\1aps of Mru)la11d, 1608-1908
(Baltimore, :\1D, 1982), 7; for colour~washing techniques :,ee, Da,~Jd A. Cobh and Robert \V. Shoeherlem,
.Happing l\1aoiand: rhe IVzllard Hackerman CollectiOn (Baltimore, .:VID, 1998) 20.
78
For l'\otley, sec Papenfme, et. al .. Bzographzral Drdzonary, 616; for buildmg development in the 16/0s, see Silas
D. Hurry, "... ome the t!Jdropolzs of\1aoland": The 1Izstnry and Archaeology or'viary!and's r-mt Gpzta! (St. !11an•'s CJtv,
l\fd., 2001).
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probably reflects the fact that Calvert percei\~ed continued distrust of St. :Mary's City, but it
also may be rooted in a downturn in h1s tense relationship ,,,-ith h1s uncle, Philip, \vho \vas
firm!) entrenched in the city's corporate governance. \V'hatever Charles Calvert's motives, at
thJs point the city's civic community kicked into gear. "?\[embers of both Houses'' and
"others of the Countie of St Maries" petitloned the Governor and presented a "signed &
Scaled" commitment to undertake the building work for a new statehouse in the city. TI1e
corporate structure more than likely facil1tated this
and agreement for presentation

to

t,>toup'~

abilJty to quickly drafr a petition

the Governor, as it \vas to do twenty years later \vhen they

pctltioncd again, this time unsuccessfully, against the relocation of the capital.
Opponents of the city witlun the lower house \-vere clearly taken aback by the speed
and ruthlessness of the response; two days later, \vhen Philip Calvert had already begun the
process of designing the new statehouse, the lower house voted to approach the Governor
and asked "Whether it be not necessarie to Build the State house Prison & Offcie at the
Ridge," a location in Ann Arundel Count). There were, according to the plan's proponents,
"severall Persom of Qualitie" in the county who would be happy to undertake the ·work and
would "build a House for his Excelency at their owne Proper Costs & Charges." By this
point, however, Charles, swayed by his uncle and the other city officers, replied that he had
"allreadie declared his Choice" for St.

Man~'s

and so he did not "thmke fitte to take anie

further notice of the sd Paper." The lower house accepted Charles's decis10n, perhaps in
exchange for the approval of a new law allo,v1ng them to inscribe their county-based
authority on the landscape through the building of courthouses, and this time the elaborate
statehouse actually mm'ed from the pages of the assembly record to the physical world of
the city, being completed hy 1676. All of this wrangling may have been an elaborate charade
of consultation by the go\rernor, or it may have been a genuille moment of debate in which
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the city could have lost its gm,-ernmental functions to the hostility of the lower house. Either
way, hmvever, the week of discussion estabhshed t\vo important things: first, that Charles
Calvert was still not prepared to move the capital \'llthout safeguardmg his status as its
patron, and second, that any negotiation about the city now 111volved a powerful corporate
lobby spearheaded by h1s uncles in the council and Notley and Can-ile in the lower house.'

9

Beyond the corporate confines of St. Mary's, there is little evidence that the urban
vis1on took root. Fe\v of the port& named appear consistently in subsequent records. \Vhen
town legislation ,,-as resurrected in the 1680s, however, quite a few s1tes such as \X arnngton
1n Calvert County and Bush Creek in Baltimore County \vere specified as "the town land,"
suggestmg that the physical space had taken on urban connotations. 8ci One of the town sites,
Cah-erton, county seat of Cah-ert County, had apparently developed some semHance of
urbanity by the time its citizens identified themselves specitlcally with the town in a petition
to the 1682 assembly. Like Calverton, some other county seats may also have seen the
de,-elopment of courthouses or ordmaries, but these were hardly Ogilby's much-touted
"urufurm and pleasant" streets and there were certainly no further incorporations. 81
The reasons for the failure of the Calverts' town plans in tl1e late 1660s \vere
probabl) similar to the general difficulties that handicapped urban growth in the reg10n,
namely the dispersed nature of tobacco agriculture and the ready access to transportation
along the colony's many rivers. Ne'vv immigrants were still eager for land and no privileges or
liberties that Baltimore could offer \vould induce them to sacrifice this dream in order to
pioneer a corporate borough in the Chesapeake. Charles Calvert acknowledged as much
when he returned to England in 1678 following the death of his father. Quizzed by me
Arrhzvts, 2:370-9, 404--, 413-4. For CanJle ·s rok dunng tlus sess10n, see Jordan, Foundatzons, 112.
Anhms, 5:47. The 1683 act contained ten locanons that 1mplied preoustmg urbarut:y, sec Ibid., 7: 609-10. Pur
comparison of the 1660s and 1680s to\\'n s1res, sec fig. 5.
o! Ibid., 7:278.
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Lords of Trade about the "prmcipal TO\x.:ns" in Maryland, the ne\vly styled 3"' Lord
Baltimore was not1ceably defensive, stating:
Other places wee ha,-e none that are called or cann be called Tmn1es. The
people there not affecting to build nere each other but soe as to ha,-e their
houses nere the \"'\1 atters for conveniencye of trade and their ] .ands on each
s1de of and behynde their houses by which it happens that in most places
there ate not ffifty houses in the space of Thirty .:\fyles And for th1s Re,lson it
1s thar they hwe beene hitherto only able to diYide This Provmce mto
Countyes \Vithout being able to make any subdivision Into Parishes or
Precincts \X.:hich is a \Yorke not to be effected until it shall please God to
tncrease the number of the People and soc to alter their Trade as to make it
necessary to build more close and to Ly-'iT in To"vvnes. 82
Baltimore bad good reason to be cautious. Complaints of his mismanagement were
mounting on the desks of\X'hitehall officials, and Berkeley's removal had demonstrated a
new imperial vigour in the metropolis. However, it is worth noting a few other points about
Baltimore's assessment. First, his answer cont1ated two separate queries put to him by the
Lords of Trade, one about towns and trade and the other about subdivisions of local
government, suggesting that he still sa\v a correlation bet\veen the economic deYelopment of
towns and the cultivation of units of local government. The failure to urbanise was rooted in
private economic

intere~ts,

but politically, it made it 1mpossible for colonists to be effectiYely

governed. Th1s argument was rooted in Philip Calvert's concern for "c1ties and villages," but
it also bore a close resemblance to the argument Lord Culpeper was making for post-Bacon
Virginia at the same moment. 83 Second, Baltimore's response minimised his responsibility
for failures in Maryland by laying the blame upon obstinate colonists. It was the people of
the colony \Vho refused to "live nere each other." Colonists were actively rejecting the
strictures and

responsibilitie~

of corporate citizens. The political philosophy that underwrote

English urban identity in tl1e seventeenth century juxtaposed the honestas and civita.r that could

sz Archn,e.r, 5:265-6.
bo For the increasing scrutiny of Mat)hnd m Londnn dunng the late 1670s, see: ibid., 5:125- 32; 260-3.
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be cultivated in a community '1-Vlth the troubling private will that caused people to act against
the public good in <;ecret and private spaces. Scattered settlements buried deep 1n the
wooded interior of:\1aryland fit this mould perfectly. Lord Baltimore was makmg clear, in
the face of increasing imperial scrutiny after Bacon's Rebellion, that he had not failed to
offer the structures for such a political community- it was the private \Vlll of colonists that
had led them to resist such order and f1ee from the oversight of a civic community.
In many re&pccts, Baltimore's argument, minus its

1nvecti,~e,

aligns closely with the

modem scholarly consensus on this issue: ordinary colomsts' economic interests \vere not
served by towns, so they militated against large expcnchtures on urban development. The
probletn for both modern scholars and Lord Balumore, hmv-t''ver, is that the ordinary
colonists accused of res1sting the communal structures of towns were more than prepared to
tire right back. In fact, some disgruntled colonists had already made the1r positlon on towns
very clear, and they played an important role in drawmg \X'hitehall's attentions to Maryland
in the late 1670s. Whilst Bacon's Rebellion was at its height in late 1676, a group of
Maryland colonists-angry at the Calverts for a '1-vhole host of reasons, mcluding his
attempts to reduce the number of assembly delegates-had penned a polemic tract entitled

A Complaint}rom I -Jeat'en 1vith a llt!J and crye and a petition out of Virginia a11d ;liat]'land. \\'ritten in
stilted prose and filled with bitter diatribes against popish conspiracy, this text has attracted
attention from scholars who have fitted it com""incingly into the escalating politico-religious
struggle of the Exclusion Crisis in England, but it is also a \""ital source for information about
the reception of Baltimore's urban plans and projects. The Complaint is, in fact, one of the
only Maryland sources to offer a contemporary opinion on town-buildmg written by the
ordinary colonists and it suggests they were far from apathetic about urban de,-elopment." 4

0"

Por text of the Complaint, see tbid. 5:134-54. Jordan, Fomzdat10ns, 95-6; Sutto, "Built "Cpon Smoke," 393-406.
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The authors of the Complain! agreed with the proprietor that urbamsation \\:as
essential to the functioning of society, and therefore Baltimore's failure to urbanise the
colony from its inception "'ras a handy club to bludgeon him with. "\'>:;by," they asked, "did
I lee not primitivo tempore cause his

Sun~eyor

Gcnerall

to

have marked and laieth out, lands

for To"'rnes for his Lordship's and the publicq use?"' It had been a requirement of
Baltimore's Charter, they were quick to point out, that he "bee a good steward to the Reallm
of England wtth it [.Yfaryland] and to manage the affayrcs thereof for the common good,
establishing the Country from the beginning in Townes and Corporations." Crucially,
though, they made a distinction bet\vecn the "publlcq use" and the proprietor's interest that
ret1ected the assembly's

long~running

disagreement over whether the public good

automatically correlated with Baltimore's own interests. They claimed that the towns
founded

111

recent years reflected only the latter, saying that the proprietary factlon "have

made Merchandize of the lands and \\111 make Tmvnes on SO or 100 acres without comons
or possibility for poore people to li\'e in." In this way, "the Country is brought into a
confusion about 1t [and] the provintiall court men must further all errours, but the Country's
good welfare is thereby utterly interrupted." As far as sunriving sources suggest, the authors
of the Complain! "\vere right to point out that Baltimore had established St. 1Luy's City and his
other port towns without any common land, which was unusual by English standards, and
by the standards established in early Virginia and ~ ew England. 111ese colomsts were not
opposed to all urbanisation, but they were thoroughly aware of the aristocratic corporate
structure, becoming more common in Restoration England, which Baltimore was attempting

·
· new towns. 8Sto 1mpose
on 111s

8' _ 4rchms,

5:137, 140.
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Although the Calvert famil) 's plans were in keeping with the urban policies of the
Restoration court, those royal pohcies did not meet with universal acclaim across England,
and many corporations actively resisted royal control. The persistent belief that English
corporatlons were still miniature city commonwealths that cultivated independent citlzenship
and community provided an ideological taproot for the resistance of these distant :V1aryland
colonists to Baltimore's definition of urban development. Foremost among the English
corporatlons, and thus a natural leader in the battle for civ1c autonomy and in the cntique of
other royalist foibles (particularly James li's Catholicism) was the Corporation of London.
During the late 1670s, the city was enjoymg a brief period of mtense politlcal power, fuelled
by the corporation's role in the Exclusion Crisis and the urban crowd's dramatic engagement
\Vith the Popish Plot. The authors of the COmplaint mvoked the city's exarnple by claiming to
be its "off spring" and dedicating their "\Vork to "the Right Honoble the Lord Mayor and
~'\lldermen, with the llonoble Citti;~:ens and.:\1erchants 1n London."

86

Th1s 1s not to suggest that all Marylanders always thought 111 such high-minded terms
about Baltimore's urban plans; many obviousl) had a pecuniary interest. However, the

C'rJmplaint proves that town de\Telopment was not a strange anathema to ordinary colonists.
They understood their commercial connections to London's trading community, "to whom
our labour and industry affords in exchange for the merchandize many a thousand of
thousand~

of returnes," and they believed in channelling them through a neN:ork of towns,

with "New England ... a good pattern, to ha\Te 0.Iarybnd seated with the same felicity." They
also saw the economic aspects of urban development as wedded to the establishment of
"Townes and Corporations" for the "common good." But they understood quite \veil how

sc. Ibid., 5:148, 152; T1m Harm, London Crowds in t!Je Reign ~(Charles II: Proj1a_ganda attd Polztics jiw11 the l?.rstoratz'un
untzl the Exc!uszon Cmzs (Cambndgc, 1 <J87), Chap. 7; Garv S. De Krcy, I Alldon and the Restoratton, 16 )9-168),
(Cambridge, 2005), Chap. 3.
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the constitutional position of Enghsh corporations was being challenged and how
Baltimore's urban plam fit within this process. Already suspicious of tbe proprietor's private
"interests" in the Indian trade and taxation, the authors saw his resbapmg of the political and
social topograpby of the colony as another private enterprise. \\'hereas Baltimore believed
his own mterests to be the public interests and founded loyal oligarchical corporations on
rhis basis, the colontsts reached for the political discourse of ci\rlC c011'orations to suggest
that such plans \\Tre actually masquerades of ctvlc 1dentity that cloaked proprietary tyranny.

87

***
Threatened in Whitehall, lambasted in Maryland, and troubled by the bloody
rebellion that had recently consumed neighbouring Virginia, the

3rd

Lord Balumore was

unsurprisingly guarded when he returned to London in 1677. The deep political and religious
tenslons that had plagued h1s father's colony during the CIVil \\1ar and Interregnum years still
remained. \vorking closely with his uncle, Philip Calvert, he had attempted to redesign the
colony's political topogt<1phy to develop a system of"cities and villages'' that might anchor
his political and fiscal power over the colony. Towns were to be symbols of proprietary
authority, entrepots of provincial and proprietary revenue, and, most importantly, sites for
the development of c1vic communities whose loyalty could be rnore ea<>ily gamed and
presenred. In the physical and institutional structures of St. ::\fary's City, and the urban
expectations scratched on Herrman's map, the vision began to take shape. However, the
lower house of assembly and the de\rcloping county gentry from whom it was drawn were
dubious about Baltimore's claims to represent the public good; throughout the 1670s they
accused him of not protecting them from Indians or safeguard the.1r landholdings. Instead of
embracing the proprietors' narrow and oligarchical urban vision, these men worked to siO\vly

8"

_1rchiz•es, 5:148.
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strengthen the position of their county jurisdictions. -:\lot coincidentally, the few places
\Vhere a semblance of urbanity appeared in Maryland before 1680 were nascent county seats.
As Charles Calvert sat at his desk in London in 1678 to pen his responses to the

1.ords of Trade, be needed only to look out of the ·v:indow to sec the urban unrest of the
Popish Plot and the Exclusion crisis. He had grown d1sillusioned at his failure to use town
development to extend his local control across Maryland, and the

re~1stance

to the Duke of

York across the English boroughs probably made hun think twice about the plan's ·dabtlity
111

the first place. Nev-ertheless, despite his protests about the obstmate isolationism of his

:.\Iaryland colonists, Baltimore's struggles over tmvn bmlding were far from over. Lord
Culpeper was preparing to traYel to Virginia \vith a ne"v urban agenda, and Maryland would
not escape \Vhitehalrs increasing mt.erest in Chesapeake urbanisation."~ But when he
returned to town development m the 1680s, he faced an increasingly inHuential gaggle of
powerful Lnghsh tobacco merchants and a steady stream of imperial officials championing
another alternative urban ideal. Maryland town development became a three-sided debate.

t\8
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Fig. 7: Towns founded in Maryland, 1668-1708. Town names are given where the name appears (uncontested) in contemporary sources. Map drawn by Sarah Park.

Chapter Five
Civic Power and Atlantic Revolution in Maryland, 1678-1691
As the leaves turned from v1vid green to dappled orange and began to fill the streets of St.
Mary's City in the fall of 1()82, Charles Calvert, Third Lord Baltimore, \vas probably hoping
that the autumnal breeze might blow a\\'ay h1s troubles. Since he had returned from his
sojourn in England four years hefore, he h3d faced comtant problems. \'rith a new assembly
gmhered according to his new strict writ of election, he had reason to be parti3lly optimistic.
After welcoming the new session he embarked on an ambitious legislative agenda. Despite
the misgnTings he had aired 111 London, the centrepiece of this program \vas to be a renewed
effort at town building. R3ther than just issuing a proclamation as his father had done ten
) ears before, he dec1ded to t3ke the plan to the assembly and obtain legislative approval. 1
So, as Nm,ember d3\\Tned on Lord Baltimore's colony, the assembly got its first
opportunity to explicidy voice their opinion on the proprietor's urban <lgenda.

~\lthough the~'

were sceptical about his plam, they began by observing that the plan would "tend much to
the Honour Saefty and Security of the Province and Advancement of Trade." This was the
last thing the assembly and Charles Calvert ever fully agreed upon in regard to towns. It
demonstrated, however, that the assernbly grasped something about the plan that has eluded
historians. Despite being entitled "An ,\ct for the Advancement of Trade of Tobacco,"
economic oversight was just part of the plan- it also hoped to promote honour, safety, and
security, all of which Maryland had severely lacked during tbe last few tumultuous years. 2
Yet realising these potential benefits was no easier during the 1680s than it had been
in the pre\>lous two decades. Urban de\'elopment beyond St. Mary's City clearly required

1 Arcbzvfs, 5: 265T6, 7: 333T335.
z Ib1d., 7: 350.
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more than just a proprietary edict to breathe it into hfe; colonists would need to be drawn
into towns ,v:ith economic and political incentives, and they would ha,-e to exercise some
control over their developrnent. But where should the line between proprietary prerogative
and decentraliscd control lie, and what kind of urban culture might dc\Tlop in these new
entrepots? The questions were as much political as economic, and they played into the
heightening fears of Catholic tyranny that were grippmg the Anglo-Atlantic throughout the
decade. /\ rt,:rumcnts about the town plan broke out in practically every a&scmbJy session and
rd1ected an a\vareness of the central role civ1c politics \vas playing in England's parallel
struggle against Stuart ambitions. Because of Baltimore's position- assailed by both an
assembly and a developing 1mperial system - the anatomy of these disputes in Maryland
differed from Virgima in crucial respects. 3
The rene\ved efforts in the 1680s bore some fruit, and a few communities actually
materiali~ed.

As small and inconsequential as they may appear when contrasted with

eighteenth-century i\nnapolis (neYer mind revolutionary Philadelphia or contemporary
London), these young spaces were called towns, and by the end of the decade, as Mar) land
descended into ci\Til \var, control of them as civic and social spaces became vitally important.
Before dealing \Vith l'viaryland's new to,vns and the revolution, however, it is necessary to
glance back briefly to the experiences of Baltimore, and his council, since his return from
England in 1679 to understand why he was agam promoting towns when he had told the
Priv··y Council it was ''a \\'orke not to be effected'' w1.thout divine intervent10n. 4

**"'

For the Stuarts and tmms in England during tl1c 1680s. sec Stc,-e Pmcus, 1688: The Pmt l'viodern ReiJOII!tzon
()Jcv·; HaYen, Conn., .:2009), chap. 6. For Anti-Catholic Sentiment in Maryland and England, see )\.ntoinette
Sutto, ·'Built Upon Smoke: Pohncs and Pohtical Culture in Maryland. 1630-1690'' (Ph.D. d1ss., Pnnccron
Umvcrs11:y, 2008), chap. 13.
4 Iircbit•e.c, 5: 266; Jordan, J'oundutzon.c, 126.
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Baltimore had hoped to avoid an assembl) convening v."hilst he '.vas in England, but as his
affairs there dragged on late into 1678, the Sltuation in the colony became untenable.
Thomas Notley, the St. Mary's Ciry alderman who served as his deputy during thls absence,
was forced to call an assembly in October 1678. The sess1on '.vas as tense and troublesome
as Baltimore no doubt feared it might be. \'Vith the propnetor a\vay, and the governor
desperate

to

avert a full-blown conflict akin

to

Bacon's recent depredations in Virginia, the

sess1on veered mvay from the tacJt compromises prenousl:' reached. The delegates
challenged Baltimore's control of St. Mary's City by claiming that they owned the land
around the statehouse and could lease it to a contractor who '.vanted to attach an ordinarv to
the new building. Notley remmded them that they could not possibly O\Vn the land at St.
Mary's because they \'>'ere not "a boddy Politique capable of succession" (this was one of the
key charactenstics of an urban corpora non) and Baltimore himself was "lawfully invested
wth the land on wch the Ciity is buJilt." They also sought to reverse the plan to reduce each
county's assembly delegauon from four to t\vo and struck at the traglle consensus over local
government by bolstering county court jurisdiction and clipping the wings of Baltimore's
appointed officers in the counties -the sheriffs. The Calverts' unsuccessful urban plans in
the late 1660s had at least leveraged them a more limited county structure, but the events of
1678 rolled back these compromises. \\/hen Baltimore returned to the colony a few weeks
after the assembly had closed, he was hornfied by the new reality that confronted him. He
unravelled all of the legislative actions of the 1G78 session. He also decided to reintroduce
town de,Telopment - but the way in which he did so was conditioned by other realities. 1
Foremost among the colony's other troubles was the continuous threat of Indian
incursions on frontier plantations. ::\Jumerous attempts had been made to negotiate peace,

'Archn•e.r, '7: 60-63, 68-73; 15: 224-29; Jordan, f:otmdations, 121-22; Carr and Jordan. Maryla11d's Ret•olutzon, 22-26.
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but :\far) land v;as caught up in a much larger conflict stretching across the :!\Jortheast in
these years. In v:tew of this difficult diplomatic tangle, it made seme for Baltimore to cajole
his colonists into more defensible compact settlements; ha\"ing alread; reduced the headright
of land for new settlers, he decided m 1683

to

phase it out completely and simply sell land

grants. Developing rowns was a natural corollary of this land policy, with the poss1bility that
such urban spaces could be fortresses against Indian attack. "Our Defence" v;ould become
one of the most cited justifications for the town acts in the comrng decade. 6
The attacks themselves, hm\Tver, were just the beginning of Baltimore's problems.
Far more dangerous \\"as the culture of fear they created. I Ialf-garblcd rumours of Catholicand french-backed plots to murder all of J'viaryland's Protestants circled w1ldly around the
colony, and as they ''"ere repeated and supposedly corroborated by other fleeting whispers
they became as dangerous as genume attacks. Tales of Catholic plottmg were ammunition
for rebellion against the proprietor, and the council unsurprisingly tried to crush such
suspiCions, but town deYelopment became part of this effort because troubhng gossip was
understood as a rural phenomenon." The most infamous and threatening rumourmonger of
this period, Josiah Fend all, serves as a good example of the urban-rural dynamics at vmrk.
Fendall, who had sen-eel as governor in the late 1650s, had been barred fron1 office after his
betrayal of the proprietor in 1660. In early 1681 be began stoking opposition to Baltimore by
combining news of Indian attacks on the frontier Vllth accounts of the Popish Plot unfoldmg
in England. 8 Tensions \vith the local Indians had reached a crescendo by the middle of June
1681, and a group ofindians attacked colonists at Point Lookout, not more than ten miles

6 -"<'Y MissJOn~: ArchtVfJ, 15: 149-53, 17: 98-108. Headright system: lb1d., 17: 142-3, 239-41; Carr and Jordan,
"\ial)land's RnolutiOII, 36; 11lchael G. Kammen, "The Causes of the Maryland ReYolution of 1689," A11-L\i 55
(1960): 310. Towns and defence: Atrhil!fs, 7:350,36.5.
7 Sutto, "Built Upon Smoke," 371-3<)3; Anhmes, 5: 386-87.
o For the details of Fendall'o; rebellion, ,ee Jordan, roundatzotu, 119-21: Sutto, "Bmlr ~Upon Smoke," chap. 13.
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from the city of St. :.Yfary's - five men and women lost the1r lives. Reports of the attack
particularly noted that it had occurred "at the T,ower End of the tmvne." Fend all frequently
railed against Baltimore "and particularly about the fam1ly rhat was cut off neere Point looke
Out," claiming that because of the proximity of the attack to St. Mary's, the Calverts must
have sanctioned 1t. Three years earlier Fendall had also been perturbed by a potential threat
ro poiwn the assembly delegates while they met in the city, and when rumours spread that it
had not in fact been Indians who \vere

rc~pons1blc

for the murders at Point 1.nokout, but

rather "people of the1r owne Physl0):,'1Tiony or complexion dressed up in Indian habitt,"
tumour pointed toward a Catholic threat centred around the proprietary cap1tal.')
Even the act of spreading rmnour was conditioned by the scat1ered plantation
landscape. John Dent, a justice of St.

~lary's

County, testified against Fendall before the

council, and his testimony reveals hmv rnen like Fendall spread gossip and how they framed
it topographically. Dent explained that Fendall had intercepted

him~

when he was walking

home "upon the Road in the woods." and asked h1m "how he dld, and told him he was glad
to see him, wondred he had no scene him at his house at the Store.'' After these pleasantries,
"Capt ffendall asked him what news?" But Dent replied that "he h\red in the forrest, \vhere
they had little or noe news stirring." Fendall then began to ask leadlng questions, feigning
astonishment that "you heare noe news of the Indians, and of the Papists joineing with the
Sinniquo Indians?" He followed this \\>ith a series of anecdotes about Indian footpnnts in
the snow and about his persecution by the council. ''Doe you not heare said ffendall what

my I ,ord has done?" In Dent's version of the story, the interaction ended here, because he
rebuked Fendall and explained that what he spoke was "plain Rebellion." Other w-itnesses,
though, clauned to have heard Dent recount the story differently- Fendall had asked him

9

Archn•e.r, 15:246,355, 388-90; 17: 51.
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"ho\v the people in the fforest stood affected," and he replied that he would prefer Fendall
"said less and d1d more,'' because ''most part of the fforest where I li\Te will be at my
Command" in the e\Tent of a rebellion.

\~l1ich

of these stories represented Dent's true

intentions is as imposs1ble for historians to decipher as tt was for the council at the time such was the nature of communication across the colony. The confusion was explicitly tied
up with the local topography. Reports were contradtctory and threatening because
convcrs~ltlons

occurred along the roads that meandered through the

"ffore~t"

and,

111

the

council's eyes, plotters like Pendall deliberately targeted the inhabitants of these rural, dark
corners of the colony. In Dent's case, confrontation \Vith proprietary force in the city quickly
CO\\Ted him, but he apparently professed

to

lead a po\\'erful sylvan force. 10

Characterisations of the political opposition in Maryland as rural put fresh vigour
into the urban1sation plans for the colony. 11 .Although no town act was proposed during the
assembly session concurrent with Fendall's trial, there were clear signs that Dent's testimony
come1ded with the beginrungs of a new plan to regulate the rural colon). A few days before
he spoke at the trial, Dent subscribed to a proposal from the "Forresters" for "Building
houses Convenient by the \'\'ater Side" for storing their tobacco before it was loaded aboard
ships. In support of the plan, witnesses noted that current arrangements led to a confluence
of foresters and seamen on priyate plantations, causing damage

to

buildings and fences, and

also perhaps, by Fendall's example, the proprietor's reputation. The plan at this stage called
for only a collection of public tobacco barns -what later generations of Chesapeake planters
would call "rolling houses'' -but it newrtheless signified that the objective of Integrating the
"forest" into the colony was already being pursued. No further action was taken dunng the

IC Arrhzves, 17: 55-56, 118-19.
1; Charles Cah-ert explie1tly described Fendall and h1s supposed co-consp1rator John Coodc as "two rank
bacorusts": Arrhzves, 5: 280-82.
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1681 session, possibly because the council was unsure of the loyalty of "Porresters" like
Dent. Yet it demonstrated a renewed interest in the economic and political structures of the
colony, not simply as they related to tobacco prices but also in light of the knife edge
bet\J.Ten rebeLlion and order on \vhich Maryland teetered \Yhilst Josiah Fendall stood trial. 12
But the woods \Vere not the only part of the Maryland landscape that seemed out of
Baltimore's control. The wide expanse of the

Che~apeake

Bay was an equally d1fficult space

to govern. Tn the summer of 1682, there were serious fears that p1rates were planning an
attack on Baltimore's rural manor at Mattapony and the tnagazine of arms housed there.
/\longside the new to\vn legislation in October 1682, the counCJI also proposed a defence to
guard the manor and the magazine. The interest in town

de,~elopment

for "defence" may

have been preclicated as much upon fears of increasing piracy as upon the threat of IndJan
attacks. 13 But ultimately Baltimore's control of commerce and shipping on the bay was
actually most susceptible to encroaching imperial authority. Christopher Rousby, a royal
customs collector for the Patuxent region, was facing dO\vn the proprietor for oversight of
the mercancle business that criss-crossed the bay. Rousby was, with some royal justification,
assertmg that be should he the first and last person that ship captains consulted upon
entering and leavmg the colony with cargo. By 1681 Balt1111ore was frantically seeking to get
him replaced and calling him an "insolent and Knavish Collector who presumes dayly to
~ose

me and my Government." The English irnperial state was making its presence felt as

strongly in Maryland as in Virginia, and Rousby was a cog within this increasingly efficient
machine. By the spring of 1682, the king was threatening to deprive Baltimore of his charter
for obstructing Rousby in his duties. Historians have \Videly recot,mised this conflict between
1: Anhives, 7. 224. Dent '''as named as a town comn11~s10ncr ill 1683, but he resisted later efforts by Gon:rnor
francis ::\!ICholson to build a spa town on 111S land when a spnng was d!scoyercd. Sec: Ibid.,--:: 610:22. 279-80
319,383,398-99,405,418.
13 Ib1d., 7: 338, 365.
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Rousby's nev;; imperial role and proprietary authority but have failed to appreCiate how the
settlement system and Rousby's relat10nship with urban ::,pace and community conditioned
his run-ins with Baltimore, just as they did Fendall's during these same years.,.,
Topography "\vas central to customs collection. In England duries could eas1ly be
assessed at major port towns, and a network of customs houses in urban centres de,-eloped
through the se\Tnteenth century. L:mil now, however, :\Iaryland had relied on regional
cu~toms

officers, much like Virgmia. Ship captains were tcchnicallr required to clear with

these customs officials, and so a series of much-frequented private homes substituted for
urban sh1pping entrepots. But, before Rousby \vas appo111tcd, Charles Calvert himself had
serwd as the collector for the Patuxent region, ensuring that a loyal, St. J\-fary's-based official
oyersaw trade and turned a blind eye to dealings that smted the leadership." 1 \x; hen Calvert
gave up the office upon inheriting the proprietorship and Rousby took over as customs
collector, ship captains no longer came to the city; instead they congregated at Rousby's
home, distant from Baltimore's int1uence. Rousby's zeal for enforcing the :!\:a,·igation Acts
made him a danger, but it \\'as the rural nature of the

~1ar) land

collection system, the fact

that it took place a"\\'ay from proprietary oversight, that was particularly troubling. \v11en
Baltimore wrote to England in an effort to oust Rousby, he accused him of corruption,
pride, and favouritism, but he \vas particularly critical of the fact that Rousby warned ship
captains against reporting to proprietary officers, pre\-enting Baltimore from tracking
shipping. In essence, Baltimore's complaint was that Rousby was attempting to make the

1'· Archzves, 5:2'74, 344-46. For a thorough summary of Rousby's career in Maryland exploring the 1ncongruines
between l3alnmore's charter po·wers and the customs collection system, see: :\ntomette Sutto, ""You Dog ...
Gi\e Me Your Hand': Lord Baltimore and the Death of Christopher Roush\," A1IIJ1102 (2007): 240-257; see
also, Carr and Jordan, }vfal]·land's Re~;ollltion, 14(>-1 53; Land, Coloma! Jfai]land, 85-86.
IS For the customs collccnon system in Enghsh towns, see \X'-Jlliam Ashworth, Customs and bxercise: Tradt,
Prod11rtion, and Consumption 111 bngfand 16+0-1845 (Oxford, 2003), chaps. 1 & 2; for the development of a coloma!
customs s;stcm, sec Thomas C. Barrow, Trarlf and bmpzrc: Tbe Bntzsh Cusroltls Sen;he m Co!onia!A!JJmca, 16601775 (Cambridge, Mass., 1967), chap. 1.
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trade of the upper Chesapeake Bay revolve around himself. He went on to claim that "at
Rousbys house ... the Comanders of London ships are much treated," encouraged in
treasonous talk, and made party to rheir host's "lewd debaucht swearing." Unlike St. Mary's
City, Rousby's home was outside "CiYill society," and Baltimore's references to London
were intended to connect him with the disorderly \\lhig opposition in the capital. 16
Baltimore's protestations ag<linst Rousby suggest thar the county elites were no longer his
only competitors for control over Maryland's social topography. :\lavigation bonds and
customs reports were becoming the currency of the English Atlantic empire, and in the
absence of major port towns, men like Rousby were increasingly able to channel shipping
through their own parlors, thus determining how money, people, and power moYed across
the colonial landscape.
The first signs of tension between the crown's collector and Charles Calvert came
just a few months after the latter's return ti:om England in early 1679. Rousby confronted
the proprietor and "called his

L'PP

Trayto' to his face." Oddly, Baltimore appears to have

done nothing about this inflammatory accusation. There was no record of the altercation
until news began to filter into the rumour mills of the colony, at which point the council
intercepted the accounts and described them as "an aspersion cast upon Mr Christopher
Rousby" that also rended "to the Dishonor of his L'PP." 1" The explanation for Baltimore's
remarkable passivity may lie in Rousby's royal position -Baltimore may have chosen to
overlook the angry customs official's comments rather than pick a fight. 18 But the council
were quick to stamp out the rumours that began to circulate because they posed a far more
16 Arrhzvu, 5: 274-80 (quotes, 275-6). Baltimore emphasized the connection between Rousby and London's
W11igs. 1k fonvardcd to Whitehall two letters \\'tittcn by Rousby that praised \"Xlhig opposition in the city, sec
An-hive.r, 5: 302-4, 306-7. For popular protest in London in 1()81, see: Tm1 Hartis, London Crwds in tbe Rezgn of
Charles 11: Prvpaganda and Po!irirs }rom the R.e.rtumtton until the Exdusion Crisis (Cambridge, 1987), chaps. 5-6.
n Ibid., 15: 227.
18 One version of rhe e\-ent specifically said that '·if a poorc man'' had spoken to Baltimore in that ·wa;, "he
would certainly have been laid :\'eck and heeles, but Mr Rousby was not afraid to tell him soe." Arcbive.r 15: 230.
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troublmg threat to the proprietor's authority -rooted not in Rousby's wild accusation of
trea~on

but in his claim that Baltimore was a "Runnawm'."
In a colony filled with indentured servants and (increasingly) slaves, the connotations

of the term "mnaway'' were probably already derisory, but in the context of the tumour,
there appear to have been

t\x'O

specific accusations. First, Rousby was hkely referring to the

Popish Plot, a fabricated Catholic conspiracy to kill Charles II that gripped English polittcs
dunng the wmter of 1678. Baltimore was a Cathohc who had the misfortune to be returning
to

his

~'\n1erican

colony within \\'eeks of the supposed conspiracy being revealed. ln Rousby's

mind this probably appeared too perfect a coincidence, and he concluded that Baltimore was
running away to .:'l'larylancl because of his inyolvement in the failed plot. 1l) The second
accusation related to a crucial additional detail in the rumour: that "soone after [the
confrontationl his Lspps ::\legro Boy Peter was sent away in all haste to St i\faries who
seene to ride very hard being sent as

"'~as

wa~

supposed for his llonor the Chancellor that the

Chancellor was seene to goe back with the said negro and had been at [Baltimore's manorial
home1 Mattapony almost every Day since." The confrontation ,·dth Rousby had obviously
occurred not at St. Mary's City but at Baltimore's rural manor, and rather than confronting
the accusation he remained ensconced in the wilderness and used a sla\Te messenger to call
his allies to him. This second part of the rumour tit more neatly \vith the "!'Jew \\Torld
definition of a "runaway" as a servant or slave who h1d out in the countryside. Another
version of the story held that Rousby's showdown w1th Baltimore had occurred in St. :\Jary's
City, but that "the Lord Propry had thereupon taken his Negro Peter and was gone up to the
Governorrs house." 1t is impossible to knmv \Yhich \Trsion is true (if any), but the key

19 Ibid .. 15: 220~231. For a bncf summa1y of the Pop1sh Plot in England, sec: T1m Harris, Pobtu:r under the Later
Stuarts. Parry Conf!ut m a Dzvzded S"oczefJ' 1660-1715 (London, 1993) chap. 4.
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element was that when challenged, Baltimore abandoned the scrutiny of London and even
0

that of humble St. ?viary's- a sign of guilt and illegitimacy.Z

Rousby bad apparently forced Baltimore to flee his own c1ty and seek solace in a
rural manor while increasingly drawing the trade of the colony into orbit around his own
plantation. \'Y.ith the assistance of several merchant allies and concrete proof of Baltimore's
lax enforcement of the :1'\avigation Acts, he \\·as able to fight efforts

to

replace bim, and he

convinced \'ChitehaU that they needed to take a firmer line w-ith customs enforcement in
Maryland. ln December 1681 they "severely reprehended" Baltimore ior his treatrnent of
Rousby, and they threatened "that unless he do readily comply \Vith the

~~cts

of Trade and

:N'a\'1gation, llis ivlaj. \Vtll call him to a further account" or even rescind his charter. \\'ord of
this dec1s1on reached :\Iaryland in the early surnmer of 1682 and placed Baltimore in an even
trickier position. He could not risk further obstructing Rousby, but, for the reasons already
noted, he still sought to regam O\"ersight of trade and the social and mercantile topography
of :\1aryland. \'Y'hen the next assembly met, to\\·ns "vere at the top of the agenda. 21
Threats to his authont) frorn Fendall, Rousby, and the pnwincial assembly were by
far the most dramatic and troubling for Bal6more in 1681. Yet it would be a mistake to \rlew
them as the only causes of the return to urban development. :\1aryland's economy was as
shaken by the declining Yalue of tobacco as its proprietor was by the rise in imperial
amb1tions. The pnce of a pound ofl'vfaryland tobacco fell thirty percent, from 1.15 to 0.8
pence, benvcen 1678 and 1682. Baltimore wrote to London that "if some expedient be not
speedily found," then "the inhabitants will be reduced to great straights; they being at this
time Yery bare." The :0.1aryland assembly quickly began work on acts designed to encourage
diversification into leather and linen production, and Baltimore sensed that the moment was
zn _rl rchil'e.r, 5: 344-46, 15: 227, 230.
21 Archti•es, 15: 286-308 (quote, 304).
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ripe to gain assent for new town plans on the back of these fears over tobacco

price~.

The

1682 town act \vas described specifically as ''for the Advancement of Trade of Tobacco" and
clearly fell \Vithin the diver~ification agenda. 22
Baltimore's mothTes for town development in the 1660s had not been primarily to
raise tobacco prices. The fact that he now hoped to sell urbanisation as a means to alle,:iate
the depressed value of the weed probably owed much to recent events in Virginia. Charles
Calvert v;ras \Vell informed about developments further dmvn the bay, as evidenced by the
colTlments on Virginia legislation and the plant-cutters that he sent to London. furthermore,
customs commissioners in London were also concluding that any urbanisation in Yirgini3
would need to be mirrored in ~hryland, so by the summer of 1682, \X/hitehall explicitly
ordered BJltimore to observe the same de,-elopment plan that they h3d recently agreed with
Lord Culpeper for Virginia. The plan, they said, was "to promote the trade of His Subjects in
those p3rts, and to encourage their industry," and "to the end ... that so good a designe rnay
be speedily put in execution'' and "rendered most effectuall," he was to "advise and
deliberate ... and concur \v:ith His Lordship [Culpeper],'' particularly about the planting of
tobacco. The pressure was on Maryland, and Baltimore especially, to follow Virginia's lead,
and part of the Old Dominion's solution to the tobacco crisis W3S urban development. 2'

~'Russell R. :\knard, "Farm Prices of Marvland Tobacco, 1659, 171 0," MIL'vf 68 (1973): 80-85. For tobacco
agriculture in Maryland and its social and economic impact, see: Carr et al.. Rf)bert Cole's lf7or/d, pasoim; Allan
Kulikoff, Toba,Yo ,md Slaves: The Development ofS outhem C!t!t:ms in the Chesapeake, 1680-1800 (Chapel f-lill, ~C,
1986), chap. 1; Gloria L. Main, Tobacro Co!OII)': Lzje in Earfy lvlm]land, f 650-f 720 (Princeton, NJ, 1982), passim.
For diversification efforts in these years, see: .-irchi1•eJ, 7: 150-76, 268-78. 300-308. Quote: lbid., 5:352.
nCO 1/47: 252-3, 5/1355: 258-63; CS'P Colonial. 11: 1007. Tbc scholarly consensus is that falling tobacco
prices, and d1c example of Virginia's elite, were motivation enough for an equally parsimonious coterie of
Maryland councillors to pursue town development in 1682. Tbis interpretation ignores the other concerns of
the 'vlaryland elite and whitewashes considerable differences between the Virginia town acts and the plans
actually proposed in \1aryland. The assumption that the plan was an elite project began with Francis Edgar
Sparks, c:ai/SeS qf the "vim)'kmd RemlutiOJI off 689 (Baltimore, 1896) 91-92. '11ut assumption has been underlined
by later scholars, and although Lois Carr and David Jordan haYe rightly contended that the plan did not appeal
exclusi\clv to the elite, they maintcqin that urbanization was purely related to tobacco prices. Sec, Kammcn,
''Causes of tl1e Maryland Revolution,'' 311; Carr and Jordan, Alai)'land's Revolution, 19.
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Ho\vev·er, although Baltimore came under pressure to harmonise his econotTlic
policies \\rith Culpeper's 111 1682, by this point opinions in London about urban dewlopment
had changed some\vhat. The customs commissioners had expressed serious resetTations
about towns, and contrmTrsial attempts to enforce the Virginia legislation in the spring of

1682 had sparked the plant-cutter riots. Baltimore could not have failed to notice this
turbulence; he was well in formed about the plant -cutters, and (if Virginia critics of town
development arc to be believed) the attempted enforcement of the act h,1d caused numerous
ship captains to abandon Virginia in fa\'Our of Maryland. An exodus of shipping to Maryland
in the spring of 1682 may have inspired the Virginia leadcrshlp to nudge Baltimore toward
towns in order to re-le,-el the playing field, but no tYidence of such a plan survives. \\'hat is
clear, though, is that when the Maryland council broached it that autumn, the subject of
urban development was already controversial; it was well known that many colonists and
w·h1tt'hall officials had misgiymgs about it as a simple panacea for low tobacco pnces. 21
This transatlantic disquiet o\·er 'hrgmia's urbanisation, combined with Baltimore's
o\vn anxieties about his authority 0\'er the urban hierarchy, led to notable differences in the
new Maryland proposal. Firstly, the Maryland council's scheme was sent to the lmver house
with town locations already dictated by Baltimore, whereas the \'irgirua burgesses had long
claimed the right to appoint locations. Baltimore's desire to name the town sites would be a
persistent point of contention for the remainder of the decade. Secondly, the council hinted
at potential political enfranchisement for the new towns, reflecting previous proprietary
pretensions toward independent corporate boroughs- a point reinforced by the continued
presence of two St. Mary's City delegates in the assembly. The renewed interest in civic
communities may have also reflected a desire to generate a legitimate mercant1le leadership
CO 1/47: 252-3: 1/51: 316-8; the \'irgin1a assembly met at the same orne as the ,\Iaryland scsswn of
November 1682, but they were stalled from further action on towns by acung governor Clucheley. TJC, 1: 41.
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to combat the influence of men such as Rousby. \XIhitehall had alread) rejected incoporating
to"\•ms in Virginia for fear of precisely such mterference v;1th customs enforcement. The
third key distinction in the Maryland plan direcdy challenged the position of the crown's
customs collectors -it detailed the \Yay in which the proprietor's own collectors would
operate in the new towns \\lith out any mention of Rousby and his colleagues. 2 "
Taken rogether, these innovations by the Maryland council suggest an urban agenda
concerned \Vith tobacco prices and the structural problems of the economy but also shaped
by Baltimore's long-running battle to control the pohtical topography of his colony and his
intenstfying struggle against imperial control. Becau&e Baltimore's authorJty in Maryland was
fragile,

1t

was inn1table that concerns mrer the price of tobacco would be 111ten•;dned with

an amuous desire to maintain control of any new urban system. The Maryland assembly's
concern with econormc development was also bound up \\·ith concerns about representation
and local authority. ln fact, Maryland's council and its lower house danced a tricky t\vo-step
of economic stimulation and potential political power for the remamder of the decade.

The ramificauons of renewed town building were shaking the colony even before the council
proffered their plan in the autumn of 1682. Given the troubled implementation of Virginia's
urban plan earlier that year, the possibility of a Maryland town project was probably already
the subject of widespread gossip. The anticipation of imminent

de,Telopme~ts

on this front

was demonstrated by N.;o petitions that the government received that spring.
The first came from Augustine Herrman, the cartographer v;·ho had inked T.ord
Baltimore's towns onto his \veil-known map. Herrman \\Tote to the council in :March with
25

'l11e mittalupper house propo:;a]Js not extant, but using the lq:,>islatlon e\"entually passed in 1683 and the
complamts and reYJsions that the lm\·er house suggested m 1682, It 1~ po:;s1blc to loosely extrapolate v.ruch
parts of the final kgislauon \\ere first proposed br the upper house and wh1ch were addC'u or refined by the
lcrwer hou:;e. ~ 1rcbn>es, 7: 349-50. 368-72, 609-19; CO 5/1355: 258-63.
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concerns about his land patent. The grant was in error by "by leaving out To-wne Point in
my mapp called Caecilton, when lt is the very beginning and ending that comprehends
Bohemia },fanno'." He reminded the council that "the proposeall to a TmJ.'ne to his old

Ld'PP

was onely by myself (then hoped for) to be erected and settled by me and my Associates."
Herrman beg_ged that the land on which the (no6onal) town of Cecilton sat should be added
ro his patent. Perhaps he was just safeguardmg the scope of hls manorial grant, but in that
case it made little sense for him to remind the council of his failure

to

deliver a thnving

metropolis. The explicit reference to the tmvn land suggests that the I ierrman farruly were
suspicious of a renewed zeal for deYelopment that would enable other local leaders to gain a
share of th1s potenual urban site that they had staked out long before. 26
Two months later the council were assailed by another petition. But this time the
supplicants were not urban patrons looking to retain their grasp over a possible town site.
They were, in fact, quite the opposite--a collection of Calvert County colonists who had
settled at the town site on Battle Creek that had been designated in the original proclamation
of 1668. Their petition pnwides the only survidng account of how the earlier proclamations
were put into practice; the plea explained that the Battle Creek landmvner, \\'illiam Berry,
offered Baltirnore a parcel of twenty acres on which to establish a town "for the use of the
County." The petitioners went on to explain that they "did Build & Erect Several Dwelling
houses and Store houses upon the said Twenty Acres of Land," along \vith a courthouse and
a prison at the county's expense, "and from that time have continually Resided there." This
was the settlement that both John Ogilby and

Herrman~

had recognised as Calverton in their

maps (although it was also known as Battletown), and it was clearly less of a chimera than
most of the sites they marked. The problem, howeyer, was that the ostensibly generous

26

Archn•es, 1~: 83-84.
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Berry had been slower to convey the deeds to the property than he had been
idea of the town.

"~ow

to

promote the

finding the said Land to be much improved," the petitioners

complained, Berry ''doth utterly Deny ro make any Tittle or give any :\ssurance of the said
Land to the use aforesaid." Aware of the ne\v urban dtrection plans, Berry \\'aS likely hoping
to sell off the already developed land a second time for a tidy profit. 2 ' Nevertheless, the
petitioners never suggested that Berry bad made a dramatic move to reclaim the land; they
simply noted that they had failed to leverage a ride from lum. The decision to press the case
at tlus moment thus lay \vith the people of Cakenon, who were seeking to secure their
control over their protourban site. The tlming reflected a renewed confidence in the political
and economic potentlal of the town they had incubated. 28
The petitioners won their appeal: the colony's councillors insisted that a new survey
be made "in Presence of the Inhabitants of the To-\vn," intimating that the; represented a
distinct cornmuruty with econom1c and social interests at stake. That suryey has
unique depiction of a

seventeemh~century

survi,~ed

as a

Che"apeake town, with drawings of a number of

structures. Buildings were labelled as c1vic structures or private homes, and their relative
sizes offer a sense of sp,1t.ial hierarchy - Berry's home was overshadowed by those of other
residents. It is hard to knO\v if the sunrey included e\rery structure at the site (1t likely ignored
any structures just outside the twenty-acre plot), but the petition

sug_~ests

there may have

been other residents besides those whose homes were marked. The key point of the survey,
however, was to identify the bounds of the land and the prominent civic superstructure that
marked it as urban- namely, the public buildings and the homes of the leading residents.

29

r Arcim,e.r, 7: 278-80. Por CalYerton, see Donald G. Shomctte, Lost Tm!•ns ~(Tidm•ater J\1at__rland (Centrcnlle, Mel.,
2000), 35-44; \\'alter R. Cmdon, "Battlerown on the Patuxent," Cakcrl CoHntry I -<fe 1 (1980): 10-12.
28 Por Berry's Quakerism, see: Jordan, Foundatz011S, 112; David\\'. Jordan, '"Gods Canclle' w1thin Government:
Quakers and Pohucs in Early Colonial :\Iaryland,'' !FMQ, Jed scr., 39 (1982): 628-54 (particularly 643-44).
29 Arcbzw.r, 7:289. For an architectural anal~ sis of the map of Cakerton, sec: Dennis J. Pogue, "Calverton,
Calvert County, Maryland: 1668-1725," ~viH\I 80 (1985): 271-76.
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The Calverton petition and survey exemplify the way in which changing economic
circumstances could inspire colonists to reconsider their pohtical control m-er urban spaces
and "tcw;,-n land." Baltimore's renewed interest in town development could not be pursued in
a vacuum. Colonists such as Herrman, Berry, and the residents of Calverton had a selfconscious stake in hmv th1s ne\v era of urban development would play out. Despite their
anticipation, however, there was no further urban planning in Maryland dunng the summer
of 1682. 1t \Va& late October before the council unveiled their 11C\V urban project, and it
would be tnore than a year before the t'vo charnbers finally agreed on the legislation. In the
process the old rifts about proprietary control over urban space opened up again. 3''
The first version of the town plan was proposed within a few days of the session
opening. The lo\\·er house qmckly delegated the drafting of a response to a subcomn1ittee
that contained both Robert Carvile (a St. Mary's Ciq alderman) and John Rousby (brother of
the troublesome customs collector). The committee evtdemly met urgently

they presented

a list of queries and concerns the next clay. \'(,btle the committee worked on the to\\·n act, the
lower house began developing their critique of Baltimore's plan to reduce county delegations
at tbe assembly. From the very start of the session, tmvn development plans \Vere part of the
same nexus of political debate as the questions of provincial representation. 11
The committee's report signalled ten problems with the draft legislation. They were
uneasy about the short-term costs and restnctions that the act entailed. For example, they
suggested that the date of implementation should be pmhed back nine months, no doubt
mindful of the chaos caused by hasty enforcernent in \rirg-inia. They also asked "hO\v the
Planters Tobacco shall be brought to the Ports ... how the Same shall be Secured and that
10 Ostens1bl;, the reducuon m representation was a cost-SaYmg measure, but Balumore wa;, quick to emphasize
that it was also founded upon his charter nghts. Archives, 7:334, 17: 109-10.
3i Ibid., 7: 333-5. 406; for Carvtlc and Rousby. sec Ed\\ ard C. Papcnfusc ct al., A Bio,graphzral Dzrt10na1] of the
J1a!]iand LegiSlature, 1635-1789, 2 vols. (Baltimore, Md., 1985), 202, 705.
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the pnce of Storage may be Settled," all indicating that they suspected the council of tr; ing
to make expl01tati,Te profits from transport and storage charges. 32 But the other queries had a
decidedly different tone. 111ey revolv-ed around who would oversee the project and control
the physical and ci-v-i.c spaces it created. They asked that Baltunore, "take the Advice of this
house, or the Commissioners of the respective Counties, before the said Ports or places be
by his Lordship Appointed." The locations, after all, had to "Suit with the Conveniency of
the Inhabitants.'' Given the tradttion of proprietary prerogati\T 111 the previous town
proclamatlons, this was a bold assertion, but the committee chd not stop there. Their fourth
demand was that "Some Rule or Establishment" be included in the act to explain "how, by
whom, in "\Vhose Name, and for whose use such places shall be purchased." EY-idence from
the Calverton case suggests that the pre,-ious town land had been purchased and established
entirely under the proprietor's name. The committee were clearly reluctant to replicate th1s
system for fear of new corporations being hand-picked to hold the land in morttnain. In
adclit1on to these questions about patronage, the committee also asked ho-\v ''his Lordships
Rents, and publlck Lev; 's, and all the Officers ... shall be paid and Collected," belie\•ing that
the urban agenda might be a co,-er for expanding the proprietor's nenvork of appointed
oft1cials. In sum, the suspicions represented more tlun just pecumary concerns on:'r the
expensive incomTenience of transshipping tobacco. To borrow the committee's own words,
their questions arose as much over who \\Tould benefit from the "Honour Saefty and
Security" as they d1d over who "\vould profit from the promised "Advancement of Trade." 33
Lest anyone doubt the importance that the project had assumed for members of the
council, they hastened to respond to the report the very next day, conceding more than half

12 The lower house were not mhen.ntly opposed to chYerslfication projects, and another of their doubts about
the leg1slat1on related to the way Jt may Interfere wJth the leather and ]men ans they had already passed.
'' ~ 1rchzl'e.r, 7: 349-52.
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the points, including the nine-month delay in implementation. The broad concessions
underscored the v--ital importance attached to the legislation but also undenmned any shortterm economic gains that might boost tobacco prices in the following season.

~1orem-er,

what disquiet tbe council did express did not lie w1th pocketbook issues. They explained that
they anticipated gi\ring the a<;sembly a role in selecting the locations, but they made a subtle
adjustment to the committee's suggesuon that "this house" proffer the sites by advocating
''that both houses may ~arne the Ports." The issue that prov-oked tl1e strongest response
was how the town land was

to

be purchased and held. Asserung the proprietor's principles,

they argued that "us fittest the ] -and be Conveyed to his Lordship for the use of the
respectiv-e Counties," making him direct patron of all new town land. ·'If tills please not,"
they conceded, "let the two houses 1\:ame the Trustees," but even under this compromise
solution they would retain an influence m-er the selection of any urban trustees who could
potentially form embryonic corporations. The council \vas trea(_ung a fine line bet\\-een the
urgency of new urban development and the necessity of maintaining proprietary patronage.~ 1
\Vith these concessions agreed scarcely a \veek into the sess10n, the council
optimistically named two of their number to iron out any remaining sticking points in a joint
committee. However, the following weekend proved tense and testing. The lov,;er house had
expressed their displeasure at the reduction in counties' assembly delegations by drafting an
act to forever place electoral procedures under their control and Baltimore's response was
combative. He explained tl1at his charter powers gav-e him the right to gather whatever kmd
of assembly he thought fit. This riposte had an immediate impact upon the discussion of the
town legislation. The lower house made clear they would not discuss the town plan further
until Baltimore backed down m-er elections, and the council replied that the election issue

'4

Ib1d., 7:351-2.
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was irrele\Tant, "his Lordship having already Settled the

~umber

of the ::\Jembers to be

Elected in every County and City or Borough." 'TI1e reference to cities and boroughs here
\Vas not formulaic -it reminded the lower house about the equally high political stakes of
the tmvn legislation. In a tbinly ve1led pohtical gambit, the lower house then decided that the
tm>m plan was "Necessary to be Amended in Severall Particulars wh1ch

v.~ll

take long tlme in

doing." They were giving the first clear signs that they were prepared to delay the town act in
light of the constitutional issues mTer elections, but the ''great weight" they claimed to attach
to

the urbanising legislation suggested that they understood the stakes on both sides of the

deal and \Vere not simply playing realpolitik \vith the proprietor's economic stimulus plan. 3 '
Botl1 acts impinged upon the political constitution of the colony. The stakes in the
electoral procedure controversy were neatly sumn>ed up when, in the midst of the debate,
the council claimed they "Legally Represented the Freemen of this Province," and the lower
house immediately responded that they were "the only Representative Body of the Freemen
of this Province." It \vas on th1s principle that the delegates continued to pursue control over
elections, the size of county delegations, and the locations for towns. 36 If Marylanders were
searching for constitutional precedent in this battle, then the clearest example in 1680s
England lay in the use of qHo JJJarrcmto proceedings against corporate boroughs. Thus, the
anxiety over the colony's town act and its political connotations tlts neatly with the lo\ver
charnber's other constitutional concerns when seen in light of English civic politics. 37
As the session progressed, the divergence in civic expectations and language between
the two chambers widened. After the lower house claimed they could not spare the time for

35lbid., 7:351-64,417-20.
>6 Ibid., 7: 354, 373.
'' For :Y1aryland politics and English political culture, see Sutto, ''Bu:tlt Upon Smoke," 332-340. For English
corporate politics sec, Paul D. Hallitlay, Dmmmbem\g the Boc!y Poitt1c: Pmttsan Po!ttm m England's Tomt.r, 1650-1 7'30
(Cambndge, 1998), chap. 5-"'; Gary S. De Krey. London and the Restoration, 1659-1683 (Cambndge, 2005).
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the tO\vn plan, the council quickly replied, noting that the delegates had "agreed that it be
~ecessary

and Com:ement" and repeating the exact formula of ''honour Safety and Security"

that had opened the debate. They portrayed the lower house decision as a victory of private
interest over the public good that "ought to be our Chiefest care." The lower chamber had
already spent eight days in discussion, at public expense, only to abandon the plan. The
lanE,>uage of the cmmcil's rebuke, in effect, contrasted their opponents' ac6ons to the kind of
public spirit that \vould allow town building to :,bore up the honour and defence of the
colony against men like Fendall or an lndian \var party. l~
The delegates, though, were equally adept at deploymg ciYic discourse. At the heart
of their argument was the contention that they sought a bill with "terms as well respecting
The ease Commodity and BeneGtt of the Commonalty as the honour of the Province." lt
would be easy to interpret this statement as a trenchant argurnent against any form of urban
development, since the '·ease" of ordinary planters is the oft-cited handicap to any and all
tidewater towns. 39 However, the duality the lower house set up here was actually reminiscent
of English urban traditions- namely, the balance bet\veen towns serving the commonalty of
their citizens or those reflecting the honour of the crown. 'The lmver house statement was
starkly similar to the Complaintfromlleat'en si.x years earlier- civic institutions should reflect
the common good of the existing community as defined by them, not be politlcal nodes of
loyalty and honour for the proprietor. This was not an argument against urbanisation, but an
argument about the terms on which it would be pursued.
The idea that towns ought to reflect the common good as they envisioned it was
reflected in a new set of concerns that the lower house penned. They identified an apparent
mathematical error: "if the said fifty Acres be Divided mto one hundred Lotts of half Acre in
38
19

Archwe..-, 7: 365.
Ib1d., 7: 368.
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a Lott, then no Streets can be Admitted, if Streets flrst Laid out, then every Lott

""ill be too

small for rhe Building a Dwelling house, \l(;.arehouse and ).Jecessary Yard; \vhich must
certainly Discourage every Person Settling in the <;aid Towns." A superficially pedantic point,
this complaint actually revealed the kind of urban community delegates were imagining.
They anticipated a densely packed space in which all the lots were sold and none were
merged, and they also believed that a true urban space would be made up of owneroccupiers

\-"~.rith

yards and outbuildmgs. Ostenstbly the legislation a1med only to draw tobacco

into ports and thus streets were arguably a secondary issue, but the lmv-er house believed the
only way to achie,·e real honour and security with towns was by enticmg people into
crowded civic spaces. The council argued that swift action was needed in order for building
to

begin, but this appeal for more haste and less speed was predicated upon a community

vision of urban life which taught that e\·en if you built it, they still might not come. 40
The lower house was also concerned about an apparent loophole in the proposal sales of tobacco could continue on private plantations, provided the product ''he brought to
the Towns before any Sale or D1sposall." There was obvwusly potential for urban unloading
and reloading to become merely a formality, \vhich would do little but assist the proprietor in
the collection of his revenues. Rather than couching their complaint as

<1

suspiCion that the

urban plan would exploit ordinary colonists, they claimed the loophole was "Contrary to the
Design of this Act." Yet if the design of the act was just to consolidate reYenue collection,
then the

prm~sion

was perfectly consonant. The act also contained maximum rates for

warehousing in towns that limited the cost to poor planters who would be forced to store
tobacco before shipping, but the lmJ>·er house argued that this provision would actually force
40

Ibid., 7: 369-70. Publtc spaces had been unportant to civiC ideals of the tov.n from the ongins of Jamestown,
see chapter I abo-..-c. furthermore, :Vlichael Lucas has 1dennfied the Importance of public spaces in early
Maryland towns, sec MJChael T. Lucas, "Negotiating Pubbc Landscapes: HJStor;, ~i\.rchacology, and the ::\1atcrial
Culture of Colonial Chesapeake Towm, 1680-1720'" (Ph.D. d1ss., University of Maryland, 2008), chap. 6.
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some townsmen to accept other people's tobacco at a low rate and leave their O\vn to rot.
Such an arrangement was "Enough to sett the Inhabitants together by the Eares." Here the
relationsh1ps within towns, and between them and their hinterlands, came mto focus. A
town set together by the ears "\vas really no tm>m at all. These complaints arose from a
alternate vision of urbanity,

111

which trade and social interactions "\\Tere umted in towns. 41

:\ final problem, the lower house suggested, was the lack of consultation

O\Tf

locations. They could not "take upon them to advJse his Lordship to pitch upon any Certam
places for Towns & Ports" \v~ithout consulting county residents. This right was unknmvTn in
England, and unprecedented

ll1

Virginia's town act or Baltimore's prev1ous proclamations. In

the context of the debates during this assembly, though, the desire to consult the counties
can be understood as a natural extension of the1r earlier insistence that they alone could
dictate the sites. Facing Balumore's adamant as.:;ertion of his right to limit county delegations
and the counCil's claim to represent the people of the province, the lo\Yer chamber had
further hardened its opinions, asserting the1r right to consult their neighbours on an) maJor
change in the social, econornic, and political topography of their communities."12
A solution to the impasse seemed increasingly unlikely as November wore on.
MetTtbers of the council gamely asserted that the solutions to the problems were "easily
Added to the Bill," but Philemon Lloyd, the speaker of the lower house, promptly rejected
these appeals. They had "by Several! Messages," Lloyd said, "declared that they had for
Seyerall reasons thought fitt wholly to \\Ta\Te any further Debate on this Subject." Calvert
tried in vain to coax and cajole the lower house, offering them a further

forty~eight

hours to

produce an amended version of a bill "of so great Importance to this Prm1nce." But two

Arrhzves, 7: 369~"'0.
..rirchn,r.r, 7: 369~70. Parliament m England had no control over royal urban charters, wh1ch is why James II
was able to mampulate the cmporattons in t:he 1680<>, see Halhday, Dumemberzflg, chap. 7; Pmcus, 1688, 156~64.
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days came and went and no further acuon was forthcommg. The elections act was held
captnre by the counol, and the tov,;n act lay ignored on the table of the lower house.
\\'inding up the assembly on 1\:ovember 17, Balumore pomtedly noted that he had "fully
Complyed \>.nth what they had des1red of hlln this Sess1om." The unspoken rebuke was that
the lower house had fa1led to reciprocate on the honour-laden issue of towns. Members of
the upper house \Vere fully prepared to

compromi~e

on any financial issues and technical

concerns that were raised, but ultlffiately the poliucal ramificauons for all concerned "\vere
too significant to be overcome. Practicality necessitated that the Calverts bring the new town
plan

to

the assembly, and the struggling economy hkcly led them to bcheve

1t

would garner

some support, but it also exposed the legislation to a thorough criuque dra\vn from a very
rufferent urban ·v1s1on of tmvns as mdependent mercanule hubs and civic commuruues. 43

**"'
The assembly was scheduled to reconvene in the spnng of 1683, but Balumore "\Vas far fron1
eager to lock horns once agam. In December 1682 his uncle and political adv1sor, Pruhp
Calvert, passed av,;ay, probably makmg another confrontation even less appealing. Hmvev-er,
Phihp Calvert's death may also have cooled the ardour for urban development. Philip had
been central to the corporate efforts at St. Mary's Cit) and had spoken for the councilm
many of the debates over town development. 44 Nonetheless, urban de,-elopment was on the
agenda "''hen the assembly gathered in early October 1683, and Balumore greeted the lower
house with a forthnght account of the "great good and benefit, and the many Advantages
that might Accrue to thls prmrince by Erecting Townes, ports and places ofTrade.'' 45

Arrhzvts, ~. 3Ti, 379-80, 401.
Papenfuse, Bzographzca! Dzc!tona7J', 190-91. Por Ph.tllp Cah·crt's conncctwns to the tov. n bullchng, see T1mothy
B. H.10rdan, "Phtltp Calvert: Patron of St. Mal) 's Cu:y," ,IJH'vl, 99 (2004): 329-349.
45 .c1rth!1'er, 7: 523.
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In a dramatic move, though, Baltimore decided to call the delegates to meet at "the
house of John Larkin at the Ridge in Anne Arrundell County" rather than St. Mary's City,
and he offered to relocate the gov-ernment there permanently. Anne Arundel was closer to
the geographic centre of the colony (with settlements expanding rapidly up the bay) and was
thus more convenient for most delegates. But Baltirnore's decision was not based on the
assumption that delegates forced to travel one less day would arrive at the assembly more
amenable. Anne Arundel had served as Maryland's capital when the puritan faction had ruled
the colony in tl1e 1650s, ·whereas St.

~fary's

\Vas unquestionably the most Catholic county in

the province. The relocation, therefore, was a magnanimous concession in the generationold debate about the colony's topographical hierarchy; continued hostility to the prudnce's
only incorporated city flared again during this session when delegates refused to recognize
St. ivfary's charter. By relocating, Baltimore sought to demonstrate that new towns need not
follow the St. :'\1ary's model. He was chopping off the head of the urban hierarchy and
asking the assembly to build it anew. \Xlith a new capital city, the delegates 'Nould perhaps be
less suspicious of proprietary prerogative in the appointment of other towns. 46
This \Vas a clever way to change the complexion of the debate, but it is hard

to

know

·whether Baltimore ever genuinely meant it. (He rescinded his promise the following year.)
The timing of the tactic reflected the death of Philip Calwrt- Philip was more invested in St.
Mary's City, and his death probably gave Baltimore increased flexibility to sacrifice ilie city to
his broader plan. Genuine or not, the move to Anne Arundel presaged slmv progress on
urban development. Passing the town act remained an uphill challenge, but Baltimore had
committed

to

redesigning the urban hierarchy and winning over the lower house. 47

Ibid., 7: 448-49, 483, 5:23; Edward C. Papenfu5e, "Doing good ro postenry" : the l\Iovt of tbe Capital ofMarylandjiw11
St. Afary'.r Cz!y to_ -inn Anmde/1 Towne, now ,'a/led AnnafJo!is (Annapolis, Md., 1995), 2-5.
47 ~ 1rdm'es, 17: 144. 7: 447. For Philip Calvert's links to St. :\1ary's City, see Riordan, "Philip Calvert.''
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The scale of the challenge for the new town act was still considerable. The lower
chamber informed Baltimore that they could not "as yet come to any Result" about the issue
of towns. A \veek later the council impatiently prompted again, only to be confronted with
the same qmd pro quo that had hindered the prc>'lous session. "Cntill they have Ans\ver
concerning tbe B1ll of Elections," a messenger reported, ''they cannot well perfect the B1ll
for Tovms.'' They were not intending: to stonewall all legislation until the election issue had
been cleared up: they '\Vert.: holding up only the tovm act, since "there arc some things that
'\\rill

have relation to both Bills.'' Although they did not explain the all-important ties, the

implication was that both issues touched upon proprietary prerogativ-e and that potential
towns, as political entities, "'·ere as much a part of the .:\laryland constitution as the means of
electing delegates. The upper house accused them of neglecting an issue "so earnestly
Desired by the Generallity of the Inhabitants," but the delegates remamed convinced that
towns were a proprietary plan, "so nmch desired by his Lordship and Upper house." 18
Despite the terse debate benveen the assembly chambers, the first '\Veek of the
session had seen action over towns in the lower house. Suspicious uf the council's moti-ves,
they had chosen to keep their debate secret and avoid any joint committees that might have
compromised their control, and they were clearly unprepared to act decisi\·ely \\·hilst they
a\vaited the decision on the election act. Hm\Tever, by the time they renewed their quid pro quo
ultimatum to the council, they had settled upon a list of locations. They proposed as many as
four towns in some counties, in contrast to the contemporary Virginia plans that proposed a
maximum of one. This \vas hkely the result of less cohesive county elites in ::\1aryland who
may have been unable to settle on single locations, or possibly continued apprehension that
Baltimore could more easily control a smaller nwnber of towns. The general principle,

48 ~

1rchm.r, 7: 449, 459-63.
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however, was that these locations should be under de facto assembly control. The lower
house simply requested Baltimore's "Approbation" of the sites they had selected. 49
Baltimore, though, had no intention of backing down on the election issue, nor did
he intend to surrender complete control mrer site selection. The list of "places for Tmvns
~ominated

by his Lordship and Upper house'' that wa<> returned to the lower chamber,

identified town sites far more specifically, by landowner's name or by the particular bank of
a creek. Balumore's specific :;elections reasserted his ideal of urban patronage- at least half
the landowners spee1fied on this second list were proprietary allies, council members, or
Baltimore himself. The list highlighted the personal connection between these landowners
and the proprietor with phrases such as "Coil Burgess Land by gtft of Coil Burgess" or
"Major \~"illiam Coursey having Assured Land." Furthennore, the council also added six
references to "Town Land" or "the old Town Land," harking back to the previous
proprietary town proclamations. In total, Baltimore and the upper house made significant
alterations to more than a third of the locations, ,md refused to approve the lists of town
commissioners for each county until they knew the extent of their pO\vers. Although
Baltimore recognised the need for assembly assent to the town act and was prepared to
concede points of procedure in their development and structure, he still intended to build
the civic community through a web of personal associations.

10

The response from the lower house was unenthusiastic. They demanded a joint
conference the following day to further discuss the election issue, but they appointed the
rnembers of the town-planning committee to "mannage the Conference," indicating that
they still sa\v the issues as connected. The conferees would discuss the issue of electoral
procedures, but it would also prov-ide a venue for raising concerns about the new list of
lbid., 7: 460-61, 526, 532.
'" Ib1d., 465-66.
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town locations that Baltimore had passed down. "At the End of the Conference." the house
unilaterally decided, "Any member ofThis house shall have liberty to make any Objection to
Any of the places Appoynted for Townes."

11

The only man to take full advantage of this

liberty ·was James Fnsby, a delegate from Cecil County. Fnsby was a merchant \Vith strong
commercial connections in England and few qualms \Vith the proprietor's authority. Keen to
exploit the economic potential of a town, he persuaded the council to reinstate the tovm s1te
on his land, which had been cut from their hst. 52 Frisby apparently persuaded the council of
his loyalty and trustworthiness because his experience was not shared by other petitioners in
the days to come. Delegates from Somerset and .\nne Arundel countles approached
Baltimore \Vith alternative proposals for towns, and elther through

div~ision

or perceived

disloyalty, were not able to conYince the proprietor to relocate them. \Vhatever the reasons,
rnost returned reporting that "the Appoynting places for Townes &c is Affirm 'd by the upp·
house to be the prerogati\·e of the Lord Proprietary." The council underlined the point by
insisting that a clause be added to the act giving Baltimore sole nght "at any time hereafter to
~ominate

any new place or Places where the People are in \X!ant of Town or Townes." The

proprietor was retaining his pov.'er to sculpt the urban system, and consciously constructing
this power as a response to ''the people" and their earnest desires. 13
Practicality also dictated that Baltimore keep a close relationship with the potential
burghers of new tmvns. Baltim.ore had to be sure that the new cornmercial communities
would be loyal to him and keep tax and duty income under his influence. Wilen the lmver
house proposed an addition to the town act reorganising rhe collection system to give county
leaders power to oversee the taxation in the towns, he baulked, 111sisting that appointing

s: Ibid., 466.
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465~66,
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officers should "be left to his Lordship as formerly" because the positions were "of very
great Concern not only to his Lordship but to the King also." The unproved assumption
here (which Rousby vYould have undoubtedly contested) was that \X11itehall could trust
Baltimore to protect their interests more than the prcn'lncial assembly. The council insisted
that if towns were to be a useful guard against both Rousby and the legion of illegal traders,
they had to be under the sway of men the proprietor could trust, and "it may happen that
such Pcrsom may not be found Seated Conveniently for tl1at purpose in e\rery County.'' 54
\'\7ith

Baltimore and his allies unprepared to compromise on assembly representation

or their prerogative control of urbanization, tl1e 10\ver house finally decided to explicitly
vo1ce the anXIety that bndged the gap bet\veen these two issues. They debated "whether any
of the places aforesd appoynted for ports &c. Ought to be l:nabled to send Burgesses to the
Assembly Till there be a Sufficient number of Inhabitants to bear the Charge of such Their
Burgesses," and concluded that they should not. Their response to the proprietor's assertion
of rights over towns was not economic but political; they neutered the potential political
threat of enfranchised urban places under the patronage of Baltimore's allies. They claimed
that the towns could "prove Burthensome to the Publique by Increasing the number of
Burgesses in Assemblyes," but this explanation rings hollo\v, considering that the lower
house had been fighting against the reduction of county representation from four members
to

two. The quid pro quo they had established the year before suggested a fear of establishing

towns before gaining control of electoral procedures precisely because tl1ey believed
Baltimore might quickly enfranchise the towns and overpower an assembly reduced to two
delegates from each county. They still intended to fight for electoral controls, but restricting
urban enfranchisement would safeguard against the spectre of a mass invasion of proprietary

o4
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urban placemen in the assembl) .' 5 Limitat10ns on urban enfranchisement, couched in the
language of public cost, were a shrewd move because Balrimore could not reabstically
oppose this safet,>uard w1thout contradic6ng his much-touted frugal1ty with the public purse,
and so the constraints on urban representation made it into the Enished act. But this was still
not enough to resolve the fundamental issue and the stalemate continued.""
\ \1

ith other issues deadlocked the lm:<.·er house decided to take action to cement in

legislation Baltimore\ offer to move the colonial capital to Anne Arundel County. They may
have heard through the political grapevine that Baltimore was frustrated by the impasse on
other issues and was likely to rescind the offer of permanently relocating the assembly. To
curry favour they drafted an address to Baltimore from "Your Lorsps most humble and
obedient Sen·ants" and termed the capital relocation "a cornplement" to them. They cited
the offer as evidence of Baltimore's ''great Love and Affection: to the good people of this
provmce,'' and asked for conilrmation of the move's permanence in order to "make
provision of buildings fitt for the reception" of the assembly and court. Dating back to their
replanning of St. Mary's City, the Calverts had al"\va) s hoped that civic developments "\\·ould
foster "love and affection" between them and their favoured new urban subjects, so the
assembly ob\·iously knew what chord to strike. However, this did not change the fact that
relocating the capital was part of a larger urban plan that the lower house was still stalling.
Baltimore and the council replied that they could not possibly name a new capital "till such
time as the Bill for Advancement of Trade be first Settled and past."5"

ss Ibid., 7: 551-52.
5(• Ibid., 7: 473-74, 552-53.
57 Ib1d., 7: 487, 567-9. Por the importance of "affection" m Enghsh pohocal culture, see Alexander B. Haskell,
·"The Affections of the People': 1Jcolog; and the Politics of State Bllildmg m Coloma! V1rgmia, 1607-17 54''
(Ph.D. dw,., Johns Hopkins Universit:y, 2004), chap. 1.
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By the end of the session's fourth week, Baltimore planned to wind up the assembly
just as he had done when negotJations stalled the previous year. On Monday, October 29,
Baltimore made one final effort to push through the tmYn legislation. "The matter of
Towns,'' he lectured the lower house, "was the ftrst and principaU Business I recommended
to you," and three '.veeks of deliberations had already gone into the plan. The attempted quid

pro quo to extract a concession over assembly elections was, he claimed, "without a President
[sic]." These political dealings allmved Baltimore to accuse the assembly of putting private
interests ahead of the public good:
You \vill all of you take it unkindly at my hands should I question whether
you Come here for the publick Good, and yet it plainly appears by the
Proceedings of the Lower House, That without I will purchase a General
Good for the Inhabitants of my Prm1.nce l must not Expect it from Mr
Speaker and the Lower house; I lad I at the first Meeting of this Assembly
proposed to you any Particular Advantage to my Self, you then might have
had some pretence for the making a Bargain for the People; But since
~othing of that Nature "\Yas Moved to You, \vhy must a general Good be had
at so Dear a Rate as you would Impose upon me.
In a fmal bold gambit, he wagered the urban project on what he sa\v as sufficient public
support across the colony by challenging the lower house, if they genuinely opposed the
plan, to "go

to

your house and accordingly Vote it so, That so it may be known where and at

whose Doores it Lyeth." Knowing that there was a general sense of foreboding about the
state of the colon) 's economy, Baltimore decided that the lower house could not risk being
seen as inactive. Since he was not politically naiYe, Balnmore's challenge here raises senous
doubts about the opinion of contemporary commentators that ordinary planters universally
opposed the urbanisation. \\'ith this mm'e he also justified his insistence on personal
oversight of the towns, on the basis that he was most attuned to the popular interest in
urbanization. Of course, assembly members' decades of anxiety about the town issue rested
on their comi.ction that the proprietor was not dev-eloping these civic spaces selflessly to
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satiate ordinary planters, but

~ince

their general statement of opposiuon in the 1682 session

they had not successfully ernployed the language of independent 6v1c identity. ss
All the lower house was able to muster in response to Baltimore's stern rebuke \vas
their com-iction that the two bills being

~tailed

by the council "would Equally gi\re as great

Content, and satisfaccon, and settle the peace of the prov-ince.'' Their efforts to force a qmd

pro quo \.Vere slipping a\vay and they desperately approved a huge grant of one hundred
thousand pounds of tobacco tmvard the cost of rdocatmg tl1e capital to Anne Arundel
County, but the only response from the council was a request that they prepare for the end
of the sess1on. The game was up: the lower chamber immediately approved the town act." 9
_More than a year of legislati,:e wrangling had ended in a frantic vote. Unsurprisingly,
the armral of the approved town act inspired Baltimore to delay the end of the session a
couple rnore days in order to wrap up other business, foremost amongst \vhich was his
implied agreement to relocate the capital. Henceforth they would gather at '"what Place in
Ann Arundell County there shall be Comeniency<> built." This imprecise commitment made
a mockery of his supposed rationale just a few days before, when Baltimore had delayed the
capital decision until he knew where the towns \Vere to be appointed. -;\!onetheless, the lower
house readliy approved d1e vast quantities of tobacco required for the project and set to
work planning their new provincial capital. In this flurry of activity, let,>-islation on electoral
procedures was quietly forgotten, as the lower house must surely ha\re realised it would be. 60
\"X1len the session concluded, Baltimore finally had his town act. The finished
legislation bore the shape of the crucible of debate in \vhich it had been forged. Almost all

ss lb1d., 7: 492. For contemporary comments about a general lack of interest in tm\·n building amongst ordinary
Chesapeake colorusts, sec James Blair, Henry Harn,·ell, and Edward Chtlton, The Presmt Stat. ofVn:gZilia, and the
College, eel. Hunter D1ckinson fansh (\X'illiamsburg, Ya., 1940), 4.
59 Archl!Jes, 7: 493-96, 583-84.
6u Ib1d., 7: 499, 505, S15, 600.
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the locations \vere those dictated by the proprietor, and the lists of commissioners for each
county "\vere headlined by metTlbers of the prcwincial council. At the same time, however, he
had to accede to the appointment of twenty-four commissioners in each county, diluting his
control of the urban planning process. Restrictions also limited tov.;n lot sales to residents of
the surrounding county for a period of four months, granted local residents fuJI trading and
market rights in the towns, and evTn provided that re\-cnue from fines earmarked for the
good of the town should be O\Trseen by the local county bench. Finally, the plan gave local
merchants a monopoly on carrying tobacco to the towns and trading it within the colony,
with the ob\·ious intention ofhdping to build up not only a transatlantic economy but also
an intra-Chesapeake mercantile network. In these respects the Maryland assembly members
shared a county-centred urban vision \.\·ith the Virginia elite.
The act also emphasized that towns were to be more than econmnic entrepots. They
were explicitly mandated to have "a Church or Chappell, & Marckett house or other publick
buildings." Given the religious divisions in Maryland, erecting churches in new towns
immediately made them contested public spaces. Moreover, the '·Convenient streets Laines
& Allies" had to be carefully planned out as equitable civic spaces ''to the benifitt of each

Respective Lott." Fmally, the act barred separate urban representation in the assembl) until
towns could support their own delegates, but inherent in this proviso was the assumpt1on of
gradual politicisation without Baltimore even issuing new corporate charters. 61
Mutual suspicion between Baltimore and the lower house, combined with anxieties
about transportation costs and convenience, had resulted in as many as five towns being
appointed in some counties. Even in good times, the Chesapeake tobacco economy could
not have incubated so many urban spaces simultaneously. And these were not good times.

61

Ib1d., 609-19.
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As winter arrived in 1683 and the delegates made their weary way home, the task in front of
them might have been politically piv-otal, but it \vas also economically onerous. For the rest
of rhe decade, they and other ::\farylanders would lay claim to urban projects or actively resist
them.

~ever

able to realise orgamc growth, the ncnvork of towns would be manipulated as a

political tool because the question of urban authority remained unresolved.

It dtd not take long for tbe fault lines ernanating from the assembly to open again. The
questions of urban authonty reappeared in the provincial council charnber less than two
months after the assembly "\Vas prorogued. T,iberally lubricated \\rlth liquor, prominent
assembly member Robert Carvile had fallen into discourse with some justices from St.
1<1ary's County and had outlined his interpretation of the town act. \X.hat he had to say that
evening earned hm1 a summonf; before the council.
Carv:ile's troubles began when he was confronted for not paying fees he owed to the
provincial secretary. 62 He began personally insulting the council, saying that :0-licholas Sewall
and John Darnall were ''but Boyes" and asking "what was ColllHenryl Darnall or Coli
[\X'illiam] Digges?" \Xl1en told they were "his betters," he promptly scoffed that "my Lord
[Baltimorel putt none in Office but knaves and fooles," a particularly prO\-ocative statement
when addressed to Joshua Doyne, Baltimore's appointed sheriff for St. Mary's County. As
offensive as these statements were, the council, investigating the fracas, were far more
troubled by what Carvile had to say about towns. Carvile had gone on to "discourse about
the TO\vne at Choptico," one of the foundations the town act stipulated for St. Mary's
County. This location was on Baltimore's own manor, and the inebriated Can-ile claimed
that "his L'hr in the Assembly had promised to give soe much land as should be allotted for a
62 Fees charged by the proYincial secretanes to record land patents had apparently doubled around this time.
wluch created controversy 1n the next assembly ~4rchwe.r, 13: 68).
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Towne." \X<ben a disagreement ensued over whether Baltimore had freely gifted the land to
the assembly, a frustrated Carvile claimed that "if My Lord poles us \vee must pole him,''
implying that be \Vas 'Nithholding his fees to "pole" (attack or provoke) Baltimore for
deliberately and maliciously \\·ithholding the urban freedom he had promised. Evidently
chafing under the potential urban patronage of the proprietor, be grumbled that it was ''a
brave way of v;ryer drawing, to make fair promises to work their own Ends, and not
performe."c'l He a\-owed that his own lineage \Vas just as honourable as the Calverts', and he
concluded that Baltimore was ".:\1y Lord a ffart," because "there is little difference betweene
him and a ffart." 64
Carvile was clearly very drunk that evening - he admitted as much himselF: 1-lo\\T\Tr,
the rum punch revealed some of the implicit assumptions from the previous assembly, in
which he had played a key role. It was essential to Carvile that Baltimore freely surrender the
town land to the commissioners. Combined with his resentment at proprietary placemen,
this accusation suggests that Carvile envisioned independent ci\·ic meritocracies, at odds w.tth
the proprietor's plans. His outburst was a fitting start to the practical business of town
building that would be marred by disputes 0\·er the pace and direction of urban development
and framed in conflicting languages of "interest" and invocations of the public good. 65
Carvile was not alone in disputing the terms of the town act. Baltimore had to call
anotber assembly session the following April to address a general lethargy amongst the town
commissioners. 66 He alerted his councillors that "the several! CommissJonrs ... had instead of

The O},Jorc.l Enghsh Dictlonary ddioes '·wire-dra\V"ing" as ''The forcing or stretching of words or meaning
by ~ubtle argument; (also) excessiYe prolonging or over-refinement of something," ·www.oed.com.
ol Archit'e.f, 17: 181-84.
65 lbld., 184.
66 'l11e assembly session of 1684 was 111structed to gather at St. Mary's Clty once agam, desp1te the negouations
of the prenou~ sess10n to move the cap1tal. Tlus was ostens1bly for Balumore "s com-enience, smce he was
planning to leave shortly aftenvard for England and wanted the session nearer to h1s res1Jence. Yet it mav have
also under~cored his frustranon w1th the early progre~s of tl1e town act, smce he was rene~:,rmg on the promised
u3
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promoteing [the townsJ by their forwardness in putting the said Act in Execution, been very
remiss and negligent therein.'' The only extant evidence of such stalling- Carvile's drunk
outburst - suggests that the neglect may have been rooted in distrust of the proprietor's
interpretation of the act rather than of urbanization in general. Baltimore's pronouncement:,
on the process oyer tlMt "'inter emphasized the personal political aspects of the act that were
most likely to irk commissioners. I fe warned not that they might run the colony's economy
into the ground but that they risked "incurring his hea\'Y displeasure," and were "running the
hazard of being excluded and exempt from any future or further benefit or advantage to be
obtained of us'' for the to'\vns in question.l'\ot since the town proclamations of the late
1660s had the proprietor made so clear the exchange of responsibilities and civic prh-ileges
that he cons1dered inherent to urban foundation. He sought to convince imli.,1.dual town
commissioner~

to env-ision themselves as urban clients in personal relationship with hlm, just

as Charles I1 in England was enticmg townspeople to voluntarily surrender their corporate
governance in hopes of securing increased privileges under a ne'-\' charter. 67
In the month between Baltimore's new proclamation reaching the counties and the
assembly opening on April 1, there was no time to arrange meetings of the commissioners,
never mind actu<11ly acquiring, surveying, plotting, staking, advertising, and auctioning off the
town lots. Baltimore had, however, sent a shot across the bow. \X11en the assembly met they
squirreled themselves away in committee rooms for two \\,.eeks thrashing out a resolution to
the many temporary laws that Baltimore wanted reorganised and recodified before his
departure. But questions about the town act lingered. On April 17 the lower house revealed
relocation that had been so closely l11terrv;med with its passage. 1\lternatiYely, it may sugge&t that Baltimore
always saw the relocation to Anne AmnJcl as a political ploy and never intended to follow through with his
comm1tment to a new capital. For a smvey of the capital move, see: Papenfuse, "Doing good," 2-S;. _4.n-hm:.r,
17: 195-96. Balumore's urgency in addressing the town issue ma\" haYe been inspired by lus fight ·with \'Cilliam
Penn; evidence of urban development \nmld suggest he was making producuve use of lus land, espeoally when
the pan of the Penn grant he most coYeted was the town of ~cw Castle. Arcbzves, 17: 230-36. esp. 235.
6' Balumore did not mal.;:e clear what these mystenous additional urban pnvlieges rrnght be. Ibid., 17: 218-20.
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that instead of ·waiting for Baltimore to act they \vere preparing a supplement to the tov.;'n act
themselves. They \Vondered whether the council might "have any peticons or other matters"
to contribute. Pandemonium broke out in the council chamber, forcing the speaker to order
that "but One person at a time Speake." Anyone interjecting or interrupting was to be fined,
but each man was to "speake his opinion distinctly" on the subject. 68
\\'hatever tense art,>uments gripped the council that morning were apparently not
considered "\VOtth recording, but by the followmg day they had resolved upon a number of
alterations to the act. They advocated new town foundations in Calvert County at Battle
Towne (alias Calverton) and either J'vfount Calvert or Muffs Shell Bank, sites that shared a
key feature -a local patron loyal to the proprietor. 69 ln tl1e case of Calverton, Michael Taney,
a prorn.inent town resident who had been involved in the previous disputes over the town,
had attended the sess1on and reassured the council that he, rather than the troublesome
Quaker \'Villiam Berry, was in control."° Further up the Patuxent, the sites of Muffs Shell
Bank and Mount Calvert were both convenient to the estates of council member Henry
Darnall. The incentive for naming these locations was certainly mercenary on the part of the
council -establishment of tl1e towns would bring them 111creased mercantile income -but
wh) had they waited until now to stake their claims? The answer lies in Baltimore's gro"\ving
annoyance \Vith men such as Carvile, who were stalling and qmbbling in order to extract
more power and independence and ultimately "pole" the proprietor. Darnall and Taney
sensed the opportunity to take the initiative in their commumties. 'l

r,R Arrhzves, 13: 4-5,21-22. For the lengthy discussions about recocbfication of the law code, see ibid .. 13: 53-94.

Ibid., 13: 22.
Taney may have already made the point when he hosted the provincial council meeting at Calverton a few
months before. See ib1d., 17: 186, 189, 193.
"' Arrhzves, 13:22; for Taney see: Papenfuse et. al., Bzographtca! Dictiona~"), 798; Carr et. al., Ma~")land's &vo!utwn, 34,
63-4; Tanner mss., Bodleian Library, O:xford Umversit:y (copy in L1bran, of Congress, \\'ashington, D.C.), ff.
137-40; for D:1rnall's involvement in ~fount Calvert, see Lucas, ".:'\legotiattng Pubhc Landscapes," 94-97.
69
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The assembly eventually agreed on fourteen changes in addition to the two that the
council had suggested. The sheer number of petitions suggests that, far from being ignored,
the legislation had unleashed debate across the colony. Although most petitions requested
town relocations, the lower house mainly resoh-ed to add the suggested sites instead of
sacrificing locations they had preYiously lobbied for. The "Inhabitants of Pocomoke" in
Somerset County, tor example, requested that the town on "BarrU\VS ridge" (near modernday Snow Hill, 1\Tcl.) be removed to the seaboard side of the county; the lmver house
approved a new town, but the Barrov;s site was to remain unchsturbed. These additional
town sites obv-iously reduced the inconvenience and transportation costs for planters forced
to ship the1r tobacco to towns (while also making the whole plan mcreasingly unrealistic). Yet
1t \\-ould be \vrong to suggest that unenthusiastic planters deliberately shoehorned in new
locations to dilute the effectiveness of the legislation. The fact that most petitions that
requested substitutions rather than additions suggests that colonists understood the
difficulties involved in establishmg a limitless number of to\vns and that they were thinking
practically about the project, but ultimately they were hindered by preexisting interests
amongst <lSsembly delegates \vho refused to sacrifice the preYiously named locations to
realignment. Ultimately, the multiplication of town sites arose because a truncated and
preoccupied assembly was seeking a quick and uncontroYersial fix to the town problem that
would prevent Baltimore from once again sei;cing prerogati,-e control over the process.- 2
The rhetoric of these discussions reflected the challenge oflegitim1sing control m-er
the urbanising process. ::\Jost petitions claimed to originate from the "inhabitants" of a
county or preexisting town (in the case of Calverton)- none came addressed from just the
tmvn commissioners or county justices. \'Vben the lower house rejected a proposed site, they

72

Archwes, 13: 22-25, 83-85, 89-91.
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consCiously fBmed it with the language of pnvate interest. A plan to relocate one of the
towns in Cecil County to Augustine Herrman's site at Cecilton "\vas characterised as "a
private peticon" that was ''inconvenient" to the county community. rThroughout these
discussion:;, then, the lower hou:;c "\v·as clruming to be the arbiter of private versus public
interest. The assembly was constructing the amendments to the act as an outgrowth of their
popular mandate. They also increased the town commissioners' pmvcr, enabling them to act
\"VJth a quorum of just fhre men and allmving them to div1de up responsibility for the towns
in each county in order to ernbed the planning process more fully within local communities.
It should come as little surprise that the leading delegate cl1arged with drafting the new

empmvering leg1slat1on was Robert Can1le, who had drunkenly asserted local authority m·er
.

-,

the town-bmlding agenda a few months before. ·

Deep division relTlained at the county level m·er control of the town-founding
process. The council groomed new locations for its allies while the lower house acceded to
local demands and delegated more responsibility to the counties. Baltimore approved the
supplementary act that spring, out of a desperate desire for action, but uncertainty over
potential urban authority remained -and would only increase as political tensions rose
through the decade. Doubtless the trading restrictions of the act troubled many colonists,
but the inconvenience and cost of shipping tobacco to to\vns was accentuated by persistent
questions about Baltimore's influence in tl1e new civic spaces or the role of county leaders in
the building process. Although the assembly had agreed to most of tl1e petitions and had
eased the restrictions on county commissioners, trepidation remained m·er actually taking
the sunTeying chains into the fields or erecting those first warehouses and homes.

**"'
The council minutes assiduously distmguishcd between new locations proposed b:y the "inhabitants'' of a
region and those proposed by a particular county's assembly delegates. Ibid., 13: 25 27, 8.5-86, 111-20.
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Baltimore left Maryland a fe\\' weeks after the session concluded and, as circumstances
unfolded, he never returned. His absence, however, did not ease the tensions of the townbuilding process. Controversies and disputes continued to hinder the fitful attempts to put
the acts into executlon across the colony. In these contl1cts the difficulties of urbanisation
continued to be rehearsed through civic language whilst ref1ccung the heightening political
divisions

111

the colony. \Xfhile the council attempted to weather showers of criticism from

within the colony, they were abo buffeted by transatlantic political forces that laid claim to
the young provincial towns. Batiling for Baltimore's urban vision on two fronts, the council
lost control of the embryomc town plan and, in the process, of his colony entirely. -4
The first n1ajor incident occurred in Somerset County during the summer of 1684. It
probably did not surprise the cound, since disagreements over tl1e towns in Somerset had
occurred in both previous sessions. The lower house had elected to retain the proposed
location at "Barrows Ridge" on the upper Pocomoke River despite agreeing to another town
on the oceanside. No more was ever heard of the newly mandated saltwater site, but
"Barrows" came in for another assault. In early October provincial councillor William
Stevens, Somerset resident and enthusiastic town commissioner, brought his council
colleagues a report from the county's town commissioners. That summer the commissioners
had met at an alternate location near "Barrows," called Snow Hill, accompanied by "a
considerable number of the most ablest of the Inhabitants of the Sea Side" who requested
that they "take a view of the ComTeniency" of the place. I la-v-ing assessed the site, the
commissioners moved on to the "Barrows'' site, where they received a sut"Yeyor's plot but
also a further harangue from "the Inhabitants aforesaid," who "earnestly request" that they
"look into the conveniency and IncomTeniency of the sd place." The browbeaten

"4

Baltimore left the colony in late :\fay 1684. Arrhwes, 17: 268- 70; Jordan, Fotmdattons, 129.
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commissioners ultimately recommended the relocation of the budding town at '·Barro\\:s" to
the alternate site of Snow H1ll, a change that the council agreed could be mstituted at the
next assembly. It is impossible to kno\\T how big the crowd of concerned citizens was, but
the story suggests two possibiEties. Interest in the town amongst resJdents of eastern
Somerset County may have been sufficient for tbem to turn out en rnasse and escort the
comm1ssioners across the countryside purely to get a town relocated (not supplemented) by
a fe'\V miles. Alternatively, just as in the previous assembly, the town comm1ssioncrs may
have felt

1t

essent1al to legitimise a relocation plan they supported with reference to mass

public appeal even if it had not materialised as dramatically as they described. Either way, the
events demonstrated how debates over the pohtical control of urban foundations were
rei1ected in the public life of regions far fron> the proprietor's gaze. "s
Manufacturing a yeneer of popular support also prO\·ed vital in Calvert County.
From the beginning of the town-planning process, it had been clear that Calvert County
would need a town on the upper Patuxent River. The lower house had at first suggested a
location on "Coxes Creek" in 1683, but Baltimore overruled this nomination and selected a
site "att John BowEngs Land neere Gaunts Land."- 6 In the spring of 1684 the council
dictated two new locations - the resurrected Calverton, downstream, and ::\fount Calvert,
upstream -and as a result they were tben prepared to accede to the selection of Coxes
Creek.o- The lower chamber, however, were apparently less attuned to the public mood than
Baltimore himself, since the decision elicited a vitriolic response. Ratl1er than lobbying their
town commissioners, as Somerset residents had done, the inbabitants of Calvert County
drew up a petition to the council that they eventually presented in the autumn of 1685. Fifty-

75

A1rhzves, 13: 25; 17: 284-87.

Scholars have &trugglcd to pinpomt the&<.' precise locations on a modern map, but d1ey were ncar each other
on the Patuxent, see Reps, Ttdcwater Towns, 99: Shomettc, Lost Tou-ns, 299; Archzves, 7: 460-61, 465-66.
~" Ib1d., 13: 26.
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eight men signed, clain1ing that the switch had been made at the ''malitious suggestions" of
an unknown person and that the new location was "altogether to us inconvenient.'' The
dispute bet:\veen the t:\vo sites was about relative commercial convenience and economic
ad,~antagc,

but it is notable that, just hke the Somerset town commissioners, these colonists

wanted to justify urban development with a popular mandate. Instead of simply ignoring the
town act's provisions and organically coalescing at the site of their choice, they engaged in
mass political petitioning and demonstrated that they saw urban development as a direct
political relationship between a comrnunity of colonists and the proprietor." 8 \\ben political
troubles in Maryland finally sparked
and

anti~proprietary

re,~olution

against Baltimore just four years later,

pro~

factions in various counties compiled mass petitions in order to claim

legitimacy, drawing on the precedent of collectiv-e actiYism over towns in Somerset and
Cal\'ert Counties.

~or

was it merely the form of petitiorung that '"as common; at least half a

dozen of the petitioners against Coxes Creek in CahTrt County went on to sign the county's
pro~ Baltimore

petition. The process of town building, and its legitimation through a popular

mandate, fostered the political culture of petitioning that would be central to the deepening
factional divide in the colony through the 1680s. -9
In Charles County, just across the Patuxent River from Calvert County, the

politico~

religious factionalism was even more tightly intemvined \\rith questions about control over
urban development. By the \\rinter of 1684~85 the lack of action on towns in Charles County
had attracted the council's particular attention. The council's concern suggests either that
Charles County's inaction stood out against a backdrop of other counties' pursuit of an
At least nine of the signatories were illiterate, sugge;ting that the petition was not simply an ehte preteme of
populism. Archn,es. ]7: 408-9. Intcrcsnngly, the petJtions fits ·withm the tradition of English urban petitioning,
cspcc1ally during the Restoration when burghers collecnvely supplicate for new charters or nval urban pol!tical
facuons generated lists of subscnbcrs. For the history of Restoration era pctJtiorung, see Tnn Harr1s, L.ondon
Croznls, chap. 7; :'\Iark Krughts, Po!itzcs a11d Opinion in Guts, 1678-1681 (Cambndge, 1994),chaps. 8-9.
7 9 Lirci>!W.i, 8: 110-11. For anal} sts of the names 111 the 168lJ petitions 10 Maryland, sec Lois Green Can: and
Dav1d \'C Jordan, Afa~)land's fuvolutio11 of Government, 1689-1692 (J.thaca, 1974), chap. 3.
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urban agenda or that the council perceived some threatening political strain in their inaction.
Either way, by early March 1685, council members were digesting reports that "several
malitious and ill affected persons to the good and well fare of this Province have raised and
spread abroad scandalous speeches and discourses concerning" the town plans. A faction
\\ri.thin the county had even succeeded in thrusting out the deputy surveyor, Randolph
Brandt, "before he could finish" plotting the towns. Understandably frustrated, tbe council
issued a fresh proclamation specit[cally for the recalcitrant county, "requiring the speedy and
vigorous prosecution" of the town act under Brandt's supervision and "awan:ling punishm'
on all such as shall endeavour to obstruct impede or prevent" him from doing his dut:y." 0
Charles County ,,-as the poorest and least fertile part of Maryland's lower western
shore, with more small planters than any other county, so it is tempting to see this obstinacy
as evidence of opposition to tov.n building amongst poor colonists. The council, however,
believed that the "Inhabitants of [Charles] County ... were willing to build and promote soe
good a \vorke." Although no petition from Charles County sun-rires to support the council's
clairn, we cannot discount it as wholly fallacious;

earl~-

eV1dence sug_g;ests that disorganised

settlement nucleation may already have been occurring in at least one county site. So we
must look elsewhere to understand why some Charles County leaders v.-ere vociferous!;
hindering urban development there. 8:

so Ibid., 17: 358
st Jbid., 17: 358. For tl1e economic c1rcumstances of Charles County, see Lorena \X1alsh, "Charles County,
Maryland, 1658-1705: A Study of Chesapeake Soual and Political Structure" (Ph.D. ru;s., ;\l!chlg:an State
Umversity, 1977), 388-454. Local rustorians in Charles County haYe a tradltlon of tracing the origms of the later
town of Port Tobacco back to the establishment nf Chandler's Town in the 1650s. But there 1s little firm
evtdence of a nucleated settlement at Chandler's To-wn, and lt also remains unclear 'What relauonsh1p thls earlv
v1llage ~Jte had ro the locauon on Port Tohacco Creek named in Baltimore's tmvn proclamations of 1668 and
1671 and marked on Augustine Hernnan's map as Bristol. Sec Ethel Roby Hayden, ''Port Tobacco, Lost Town
of 1\Iaryland," }\,1]-J.Ai 40 (1945): 261-76; Shomette. Lo.rt Tonws, 195-202; Morris L. Radoff, The C'uunty Comthouses
and Rerords ~! hia~-yland (Annapolts, Mel., 1960), 2: 61-3; Margaret Bro-wn Klapthor and Paul Dennts Bro'vvn, The
Hzstory ojCharle.r County, Aiu!]'land (La Plata, :'vfd., 1958), 31-33.
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Other dynamics at work in Charles County hindered the implementation of town
plans. The county had been a hotbed of dissatisfaction w1th proprietary authority -it had
elected proprietary opponent Josiah Fend all to the assembly a few years before and had
pro\"'ided a base for his abortive 1681 rebellion. Town budding in Charles County thus
inn-.itably acqmred a factional dimension. \v11en Balnmore selected the county's town sites in
1683, he appointed one on land belonging to tbe Catholic Church on Port Tobacco Creek.
He \Vould have struggled to find a more di\ris1ve site an}''"here in the county, and it \vas
quietly abandoned in 1684. But the factional dimensions persisted. Atop the list of Charles
County tmvn commis&ioners (c\Tn, extraordinarily, above provincial councillor Edward Pye)
was then-sheriff \\filliam Chandler, a loyal proprietary ally \vith London mercantile
connections. The location selected to replace the site on Catholic property was at the head of
Port Tobacco Creek, where Chandler's family already held property. In adchtion Randolph
Brandt, the unseated suryeyor who had been initially charged "\vith enacting the county's
urban plan, was a Catholic with experience serving as a proprietary appointee. For suspicious
Protestant leaders in the county who had backed Fendall, the triumv1rate of Brandt,
Chandler, and the Catholic Church probably made urban development seem too threatening
a spectre. Faced with this factional deadlock, the council responded with an equally
confrontational proclamation, bypassing the local town commissioners, citing the supposed
popular mandate, and ordering Brandt to resume work at the sites, and "returne his
proceedings therein to his L'l'' Councill at the City of St. ~1aries."" 2
These methods prayed insufficient. In autumn 1685 the council received a fresh
report from the county's new sheriff, Robert Dop1e, that towns had still not been laid out.
8 ~ A1Yhives, 7:465, 611, 13:20, 112; Papenfuse, 13io,graphzral Dictionary, 160, 209; Shomettc, Lost Towns, 195-96, 200201. The council had already appointed N1ruan Beale a:; the new surveyor for Charles County, which makes this
order to Randolph Brandt more curious. They !Jkcl; wanted Brandt to finish the work he started, but the; may
also have been taking a polincal stand against those who om ted him oyer the town Issue.
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This time there was a more thoroughly worked-out excuse. The new council-appointed
surveyor, Ninian Beale, actually resided across the Patu.'{ent in Calvert County, and the town
commissioners claimed they could not summon him from outside the1r jurisdiction. 'l11is
argument held little \Vater, since Beale must have visitied the county regularly- othenvise no
land of any kind could have been patented. The council certainly thought little of it: they
immediately ordered that Beale carry out the work. However, the resistance directed
specifically against another appointed surveyor suggests a continued suspicion of proprietary
authority. Although Beale became a prominent rebel during the 1689 overthrow of
Baltimore's power, at this point be was apparently an active proponent of town planning and
had the council's trust. Latent levels of resistance to urbanisation "\Yere likely no higher in
Charles County than elsewhere in Maryland, but because they apparently became politicised,
they attracted the attention of the pro\rincial council. 83
Nonetheless, internal political factionalism was only half the problem. Baltimore's
decision to revive town-building at the start of the decade had been partly due to his
confrontations with Christopher Rousby, one of the royal customs collectors. In the middle
of the decade, dealings with Rousby and the entire English imperial machine turned fatal.
Late on the evening of October 31, 1684, aboard the royal patrol ship Qlfaker, Baltimore's
cousin and councillor George Talbot thrust a dagger into Rousby's chest. \v'ithin thirty
minutes the royal customs collector was dead -murdered by Maryland's proprietary
authorities. The contest between proprietary and royal authorities that had partly inspired tl1e
urban project had now taken on a darker aspect.

~ot

waiting for royal approval, the council

immediately appointed three of their number to act in Rousby's stead and began a tense
83 Beale was involved in the establishment of :\fount Calvert m Cal\-ert County. His mterest in land specula non
led him to see potennalm urban development proJects, see Carr et al., J1ao'land'.r &:volutwn, 234-35; Lucas,
·'Negotianng Public Landscapes," 39, 96-97; Anhit'e.r, 8: 89, 17: 319, 406-7; Torrence, Old Somer.ret on r/Je Easrem
Shon: ojjtJaryland: A Stucfy m Foundations and F'o11nder.r (Rlchmond, Va., 1935), 211.
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transatlantic war of \vords ;,vith the surviving customs collectors and Captain Thornas _Allen,
commander of the royal patrol ship on which the murder had been committed. Just as
Rousby's complaints had inspired the new push toward urbanisation, his death spurred
further change. The ensuing battle bet\veen proprietary and impenal authorities revoh·ed
partly around the control of urban space, and the struggle forced Bal6more- still ensconced
in l.ondon -to renegotiate his urban plans v:ith the city's merchant community,
undermining the promises his councillors had made

to

the ci-v-ic petitioners in Maryland.

84

The provincial council's initial problem "\Yas that George Talbot was being held in
custody by Thomas Allen, who intended to use the attack as a pretext to extend royal control
0\'er the colony. Allen confidently proclaimed that once news of the attack reached England,
Baltimore's charter would be "not worth a pm." In the immediate context, this statement
tTleant that he had no intention of giving Talbot over to stand trial amongst his fellow
councillors, and he sailed off down the bay to present his prisoner to Governor Effingham
in Virginia. The contest for control of Talbot's body became one over the location of
legitimate authority bet\\'een Baltimore's counctl and the royal representatives, and
unsurprisingly, urban authority was quickly invoked. Councillors Henry Darnall and
~icholas

Sewall visited the Quaker to attempt to reclaim Talbot, but they chose two

members of the St. Mary's corporation to accompany them, despite the fact that the crime
had occurred at the rnouth of the Patuxent, within the jurisdiction of Calvert County. Allen's
refusal to hand over his capti\'e became an affront not only to the proprietary authority of
the councillors but also to the physical authority of St. Mary's as a capital with a fully
functioning provincial court and ci\-i.c structure. 85

84

Antoinette Sutto, "'You Dog ... Gt\·c Me Your Hand': Lord Baltimore and the Death of Chnstopher
Rousby," MI-Hf 102 (2007): 240-57. Archives, 5: 436-41, 17: 298-300, 326-28, 339-43; CSP Colonial, 11: 1963.
"' Archu,es, 17: 298-330, 302-3, 305-6, 324, 329-34 (quote, 334).
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Less than a month later, with Talbot still a prisoner in Virginia, the council tned
another ship captain, \X'1lliam \'Vl1eeler, in a case that emphasized the urban dimension of
Allen's actions. \Xlheeler had backed :\lien's position in a lively debate over the murder. 'The
council claimed that Allen should have reported to proprietary authorities in St. Mary's City
immediately upon bis arrival in the colony, \vhich '.-vould have averted the contest of
authorities tbat led to Rousby's death. \'\Vl'leeler took umbrage at this Jdea, asking
sardonically, ''must he come to the City of St. Maries" and "make report to every Chimney
Sweep." The provincial council investigated whether \\'heeler had been companng them to
chimney sweeps, but one of the witnesses reast-ured them that he had "meant the people of
St. ivlanes & not any others." This was less offensive than disparaging the council itself, but
it still demonstrated that a central part of undermining Baltin10re's authority was to make a
mockery of the city where that authority \\;as located. "6
\XIheeler's opinion not\Yithstanding, Allen had, in fact, come to St. .:\hry's City before
the fateful night of Rousby's murder. His '-isit, though, was far from respectful; it was a
physical assault that demonstrated all the contempt indicated by Wheeler. Prominent
alderman Garrett Van Sweringen complained that the Quaker had moored at the city nearly a
week before and .Allen had wreaked havoc. His men had paraded through the streets "with
musketts upon their shoulders" and rudely rebuffed any queries that Van S\veringen put to
them. Furthermore, they had broken into his garden and stolen vegetables and then
commandeered the kitchen of another alderman,

~Iark

Cordea, to prepare a bearty supper.

The sailors had done little more than uproot some cabbages and bruise a few egos, but tbey
asserted royal authonty o\Ter the proprietor's urban hub and rode roughshod over two of the

86

Ibid., 17: 307-11.
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city's long-serving aldermen. It was no coincidence that less than a year later the city
corporation codified a lengthy list of bylaws to reassert its authority. ·P
Tbe challenge tbat Allen posed extended beyond St. l\'Iary's City. After Rousby's
death, he asserted that he alone possessed the authority to appoint a replacement customs
collector, whereas the council had already named three of their number to fill the role. Allen
sailed the upper Chesapeake Bay enforcing his pmv-er and discounting any papers issued by
the proprietary patty. The town act, as we have seen, had partly been an effort to wrest
mercantile control away from collectors such as Rousby, so Allen's peregrinations across the
bay enforcing the Navigat1on Acts were exactly the opposite of what proprietary officials had
hoped to achiev-e. By February 1685 the council were \Vriting frantically to Baltimore in
London that Allen had "openly declared malice to tills Province" and was "continually
infesting the severall Ports here." \X'here tuwns had been inaugurated, merchant and trading
communities were being terrorised by the Ouaket;s crew "Lording it over them, in a most
insufferable manner." The council told Baltimore that by undermining the young towns, not
only would the trade of the prov-ince be ruined but also "you Governm' here [vmuld beJ
rendred ridiculous and ineffectual]." 1\o doubt Allen's conduct was acutely challenging to
the councillors personally, but rather than focus upon this threat, d1ey framed him as a tyrant
persecuting port communities and thus upsetting the economic and political constitution
they had been busily erecting over the past five years. 88
Both Allen's zealous enforcement of d1e trade laws and events in Charles County
came to a bead in the spring of 1685. In the first week of March the councillors took action

7

lbld., 17: 300-301, 323,418-23.
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to retain control of the town-building process. They postponed the upcoming assembly
session for six months, expanded the powers of councillors Henry Darnall and \\'illiam
Digges to oversee admiralty courts, and issued a general proclamation about the state of the
urbanisation effort. It chastised opponents of town building, who they claimed had been
"led away either by ignorance or ill affection to the publick good & welfare." These men had
taken occasion to raise to themselves and broach severalJ seeming difficulties,
which they pretend may be grounded upon the designe of Townes, and
endeavour to amuse & pswade tbe vulgar that the Townes aforesaid \vill not
goe fonvard to the great prejudice of the good people of this Pro\-ince, and
others tradeing hither from other parts, and also to the manifest hinderance
of Seateing the said To\vnes.
Such charges \Yere familiar- disaffected people, inspired by private interests, were us111g
persuasive speech and political wrangling to act against the public good. The proclamation
also implied that detractors were impugning governmental commitment to the scheme. Since
the urbanising agenda \Vould require the active engagement of ordinary colonists (such as
those who petitioned in Cal,Tert and Somerset Counties) in actually building the urban
community, these seeds of doubt about the good faith of the council in the endeavour were
particularly dangerous. This was essentially a battle not for buildings and v;Tharfs but for
hearts and minds. 89
The council's proclamation attempted to play their two opponents off against each
other by emphasising the economic empowennent of urban places in the face of officials
like Allen. The council offered ci\-ic authority to anyone prepared to assert themselves in
trade and take on tl1eir own regulation against imperial officers. "Daily experience tells us,"
they 111sisted, that without towns "trademg cannot be duely managed or \vith any advantage

o9
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or certainty continued.'' 90 Trade had already "continued" for half a century in 11aryland with
almost no urbanisation, but the observation reflected a new reality as English merchants
were becoming better organised and customs officials were cracking down. In this new
reality the appealing part of the council's pitch lay in the idea of "managing" the colony's
trade, just as the citizens of English corporations were able to manage and oversee the
exchange of goods within their dvic spaces. Baltimore had long been keen to gain this
control but sceptical about \vhom he delegated such \vide-ranging commercial selfdetermination to. Even now the council never explicitly mentioned \Yho would wield this
potential urban power to manage trade. But with Allen hovering in the bay and the very real
threat that Rousby's murder could cost Baltirnnre his charter, they \Vere certainly pushed into
a more generous reframing of the offer of urban control. Overzealous imperial officials had
become the greater of two evils. The council calculated their appeal to portra_} themselves as
public-minded leaders who were prepared to devolve managerial authority 0\'er mercantile
exchange to civic-minded townsmen. The problem, of course, was that colonists like those
in Charles County still trusted the Catholic proprietor's council less than royal authority, or
English merchants, to serve their best commercial or political interests.

**"'
The

\~ew

from London, where Baltimore sat in his chambers scanning dispatches, was quite

different. He sporadically tra\'elled to ·whitehall to squirm under increasingly intense
scrutiny. But he \vas also well placed to consistently assess mercantile opinion in the
metropolis. London tobacco merchants had already helped a nix Virginia's town legislation
in the early 1680s and they remained suspicious of any commercial inconvenience in the
urbanising agenda. During the summer of 1 685, while Baltimore tried to pit his charter
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claims against \villiam Penn's in the halls of power, he probably rubbed shoulders with these
same men as they petitioned W11itehall for more changes in mercantile policy. 9 ' He was also
confronted with a barrage of new queries and instructions from the Commissioners of
Customs, specifically targeted at .:\-hryland in the \\'ake of the Rousby scandal. 92 But none of
this probably came as a surprise by the time he reached the metropolis. Before he embarked
on his transatlantic voyage he had sojourned in Virginia, meaning he had been an eye,vitness
to Gmrcrnor Effingham's yain attempts to amend the Virginia town plan to better suit the
interests of merchants and customs officers. lt seen1s highly probable that while Baltimore
shared drinks in the parlour of Effingham's Jamestown residence he received a thorough
education in the kind of town development \"X'hitehall had in mind and the difficulties of
persuading planters to support those plans. 93
As Baltimore read dispatches from .:\faryland in the summer of 1685, including the
new trenchant appeal for urbanisation the council had issued that spring, he ·was forced to
view them in a ne'\v light. He responded v;rith new instructions and advice for his deputies in
the colony. This bundle of papers reached Maryland in mid-November and it immediately
inspired the council to amend the provisions of the town act to allo'\v merchants and ship
captains from outside the colony "to lade transport and carry to such Townes and Ports"
any tobacco produced at outlying plantations. 94 In effect this proposal neutered the town act.
Though hogsheads of sotweed were still supposed

to

be brought to the towns, if Atlantic

merchants had already agreed an exchange at the various plantations and were doing the
carrying themselves, they would inevitably allow the barrels to barely touch the quayside

CSP Colonial, 12: 317, 320,332, 347, 385.
n AnviiJC.r, 17: 392-98; CSP Colonial, 12: 284.
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93 Effingham's assembly session in May 1684 is described above, p.203-07. For ev--idence of Lord Baltimore's
presence in Jamestown during this session see \\1illiam Byrd, The Comspondmce ~(the Three William B)'rds if
U/'estot't~; Virgi11ia, 1684-1776, ed. Marion Tinling (Charlottesville, \'a., 1977), 17.
94 _ 'irchitJes, 17: 4 24-3 7.
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before rolling then1 back up the plank and makmg for the mouth of the bay. It completely
undermmed the local control of the trade that the council had promised

111

the spnng.

Equally, though, the proclamation neatly mooted the internal arguments over the
convenience of particular locattons and addressed the tobacco merchants' fears about a lack
of faCllities in the port towns. 9 ' Although it was ostensibly from the counc1l, it bore the
marks of Baltimore's London experience. Retaining fnendly relations with the merchant
community on both sides of d1e Atlantic

\Va~

becoming the propnetor's highest pnorit:y.

During the followmg year, however, the situation did not improve. By spring 1686
rumours abounded that Baltimore's charter wa:; void and Maryland \\'as under direct royal
control- a fate parallel to that recently meted out to the 1\:ew England colomes. 96 The
relaxation of to"\\"11 tracl!ng rules had produced little activ1ty. The extended deadhne for the
construction of houses passed

111

December 1685. In Charles County, where the town

let,l1slation had caused the most disquiet, conflict bet\\Yen the sheriff and leading res1dents
rumbled on.''" On the mercantlle front, the sprmg of 1686 brought) et another dispute. A
~ew

England merchant bound for Jamaica was apprehended and threatened by Captam

John Croft, commander of the new

tO) al

patrol ship Deptford. \'{'hen the council reassembled

in September 1686, this case, amongst others, dernonstrated that Maryland's commerce was
still at the mercy of royal appointees like Croft, who were determined to undermine them. In
response the council returned to the town act and once again extensl\-ely reworked its
provisions, breaking somewhat wiili Baltimore's recent advice and attempting to
outrnanoeuvre boili the1r opponents within the colony and the irksome Captain Croft. 98

95

The; had already euended d1e deadlme after ,vluch undeveloped lots would reyertcd to the comm1ssloners
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In another lengthy prelude, they explained that they had only waived the shipping
rules the previous year in order to facilitate the colonists' purchase of ships and sloops for
future use and promptly reinstated the provisions. 'l11e.y again cited tbe pri>-ate interests of
those "\Vho spoke against towns and explained that they were a definitive public good
because no colony had been known to "thrive" \Vithout them. Yet despite these repeated
invocations of the common Interests of ordinary colonists, their intention was to

reas~ert

firmly their control over the tmvn development process and the mercantile oversight that
went \Vith it.; in many respects this proclamation represented a retrenchm.ent of the council's
·vision back to the directly controlled proprietary corporations that had inaugurated debate
again in 1682, if not the even earlier vision of Cecil Calvert's proclamation ports in the
1660s. The key innovation was that they "nominated appointed and particularly ordered
meet and fitt persons living convenient to the respective Townes that they take especiall care
to see the said Acts observed" and inform on anyone who resisted. The primary

responsibility of these new officers was to track all trade \vithin their particular tovms, noting
all imports and exports as well as the names, phlces of origin, and destinations of all ships
that docked there. They would also issue ship captains certification that all their tobacco had
been loaded at a town site, which could then be passed on to "his Ldps. Collectors." Such a
system, successfully implemented, would have given the provincial authorities access to a far
greater store of mercantile information than the royal collectors. Appointing officers also
gave the council direct executive representati\rcs, wielding considerable local economic (and
probably indirect political) power, in each of the towns they hoped would grow into bustling
metropolises. The council later increased its control further by enabling indhridual
councillors to appoint and dismiss the town officers at will. In England the state was
gradually acquiring considerable control over pro\r.incial
344

to\\"DS

through directly appointed

officers and customs officials, and

Maryland'~

ne\v town officers were an astute copy, apart

from the fact that they were to be proprietary officers precisely intended to frustrate the
extension of a similar imperial system in the colony.''9
:\ glance at the names of the new town offinals tends to confirm this conclusion.
Less than half of the appomtees had been selected as town commissioners by the assembly
111

1683, suggesting that the council preferred to empower men who were independent of the

county delegations. They were clearly also selected for their loyalty to Baltimore. A number
were drawn directly from the council's ranks. 11 '0 Of the others, only four later seJTed in the
revolutionary government in 1689, a scant 12 percent of tl1eir number, and at least thirteen
can be verified as opponents of the uprising.lLl: Although this is a crude test for assessing
loyalty to Baltimore three years before the rebellion tl1at overthrew him, it likely
underestimates the trustworthiness of the selected men at that time -one of the four
appointed as town officers in 1686 who later joined the rebellion against Baltimore, Ninian
Beale, had been working with the council to promote towns in Charles County for a year
before his selection as a town officer and only later became disaffected. :oz Detailed study of
the revolution in Maryland has suggested that a kind of glass ceiling for county officeholders
during the 1680s contributed to the resentment that boiled over in 1689, and the fact that
the >rast majority of those who benefited from the only significant patronage office created

Jbid., 5: 495-9R, 527-29.
These included \X'J..lliam Digges, Vincent Lowe, Edward Pye, and \~'illiam SteYens.
101 The men who serveJ in the rebel assembly \\'ere Ninian Beale, Robert Smith, George Robotham, and John
Brookes. 111e 1dentified opponents include all the counol members noted above as well as Joseph Plies,
fuchard Hill, Thomas Knighton, :\Iichael Taney, Richard Smith, :JYilchael Turbett, fucharJ Boughton, Thomas
Taylor, and \X'Illiam :\lowell. The loyalties of these men were determined usmg the pro- and anti-)\ssociator
petitions (Arc!Jzves, 8: 110-11, 128-47) with the help of tables 1n Carr, i\!Iarrland's fumlution, and the notes Lois
Green Carr used 111 compiling that volume, which arc stored in the ~Iardand State Archive and ~ere generously
supplied to me by Jcan Russo.
102 Archit'es, 17: 406-7; Lucas, ''l'\egotiating Public Land>capes," 96-97.
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during these years remained loyal to Baltimore seems to bear this out. 103 But these were not
merely passive placemen whose nests were suHiciently \\·ell feathered for them to keep a low
profile when the colony's politics heated up. Their loyalty to Baltimore coupled \Vith their
close connection to the colony's embryonic towns helped to make urban sites key venues for
proto-Clvic politics once the revolt began.
The tmvn officers became an immedtate topic of controversy. Told to report to the
council on the opening day of the 1686 assembly, just a month after being appointed, the
ofilcers, perhaps ine\-itably, caused a confrontation between the houses of assembly. Only
the acts of this assembly sun'tve, but they include another extcnshre amendment of the tmvn
act, \v-hich signals the contours of the discussion. Delegates arrived in St. Mary's with more
suggestions for relocating towns, and thirteen sites were added while only four were
rernoved, but the contest bet\veen the original town commissioners (mostly county justices),
and the council's newly appointed town officers was also at the heart of the debate. The new
act emphasized that the town commissioners appointed in the previous acts were to "have
As full & ample Authority" as they had previously held for buying and sun-eying the land in
addition to a new broad remit "as to the doeing & performeing of all and e\'ery other things
& things \vhatsoever relateing to the new Townes." At first glance tlus expansion of the

commissioners' powers may appear a blow to tbe council and its town officers, but in reality
it probably represented a tradeoff. The remainder of the act laid out the trade restrictions
tl1at would require all goods to be shipped v-ia to'>vns, effecti\'e immediately, and that would
necessitate storage of all tobacco in towns beginning in 1688, and the council's town officers
were empowered to enforce this. The two parts of the 1686 act sit uncomfortably togetheronere-empowering the county leaders to erect urban communities according to a popular
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mandate of convenience and the other reinforcing the direct financial control of the
council's appointed officers. This bifurcation represented the political tensions between the
colony's elite and its county leaders as well as the increasing pressure that Baltimore's
deputies felt to seize firm control of the mercantile system. 1114
?\1uch to tbe council's frustration, not e\ en this stndent new proposal could reshape
7

the colony's economy overnight. They issued two more proclamations harant,:ruing colonists
for their tardy response and threatening them with Balt1more's i1l opinion upon his return. 105
ln reality the proprietor was still embroiled

111

metropolitan disputes and could not think of

returning to Maryland, but he "\vas grmvi.ng increasingly frustrated with the confrontational
attitude of his council toward English merchants and traders. He sent a new governor,
\1\lilliam Joseph, durmg that summer, armed with a new list of instructions .. no Joseph was told
'"to dispence with the penalties" in the act and allow full trading rights for the foreseeable
future to all "vessells belonging to the port of London" and "such as shall come from other
ports of England." He justified his decision by explaining that he was "satisfied that tbe
planters there are not in a condicon as yet to bring tbeir Tobaccoes to Townes," and even if
they could, he bad been told there were still no urban facilities for storage. This information
had been thoughtfully supplied by "tbe traders and dealers to my Country," who had also
offered to cut him a deal \Vhereby tbey would still call at the appointed places to certify their
cargo provided they had free rein in collecting it from tbe plantations. London's merchants
had been careful to emphasize tbat "they were very much for Townes tbemselves, but the
want of tbose conveniences ... rendred the \vay prescribed by tbe Act as yet utterly
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unpracticable." Furthermore, Baltirnore noted 'i-vith surprising candour, "the like des1gns not
haveing met v;rith any successe in Virginia makes me apprehend that should this Act be
pressed too hard upon the Traders it might prove a fit Subject of Complaint for my Enemies
to the King against me and my Government there."<

07

Baltimore was nmv beholden to a new

set of imperial cond1tjons. If this deal \vith the merchant community would ensure that ship
captains still reported their cargoes to his personal revenue collectors, did not try to play
them off against the local royal officials, and did not lobby against his charter, then he would
have to be satisfied. The message was clearly received and understood within some sections
of the coloma! commw11ty- \Vithin a \veek one of the royal customs collectors petitJOned the
council for a to\\'n officer's position. lle evidently understood that Baltimore's edict did not
represent the end of the town act per se but might presage the end of the face-off bet'.wen
royal and proprietary collectors in the proto-urban spaces. The problem for Baltimore,
howe,·er, was that in what v;·as now a bitterly clh--ided colony, he could not strip his towns of
their local control and political significance and make them naked nodes of proprietary
economic oversight without attracting indignation. 100
In six month's time indignation would become outright rebellion, and the first signs
of further trouble came in November 1688 when Joseph gathered a new assembly in St.
Mary's. He greeted the delegates "mth a candid discourse on proprietary rights and absolute
royal authority, which finally sat comfortably together, but still sat uncomfortably with his
audience. Though he instructed them to concentrate on outlawing bulk tobacco and passing
new public morality la\vs, the lower house quickly asked to study a copy of his recent town
proclamation. 109 The follmving day they produced a lengthy enumeration of grievances, in

w- Archives, 8: 42-43, 45-46.
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which the changes to the town plans factored considerably. They complained about the
changes on two levels. Firstly, on a constitutional level, they claimed that \vhile Baltimore
might overturn their legislation completely, he had no right to pick and chose sections of
their acts to enforce on a whim without first obtaining their assent. Here they \vere making
direct reference to his intention to

maint~un

the town act but \vaive its shipping conditions.

Secondly, beneath thts procedural question lay a pragmatic economic concern about the
control of towns and trade. They asked why Baltimore had not fulfilled his 1685 promise to
appoint naval officers in various regions of the colony and simultaneously quesuoned why
his town oHicers should be allowed to collect their fees if tobacco no longer had to be
unloaded in towns. Implied in these complaints was the assembly's perception that the town
acts were being subtly transmuted from urban development plans into an alternative
proprietary revenue collection system without their input or assent. These changes were a
'·great Greivance to the People" and also "of fatall Consequence to their Posterit:y." 110
.Although the council did not support such vitriol, they felt a sense of betrayal over
Baltimore's decision too. They attempted to reanimate the economic development agenda by
promoting diversification and trying to attract tradespeople and craftsmen to the towns. If
the urban spaces could be made to thrive, it might minimise the delegates' objections over
the proprietor's fees and charges. Also, as the councillors later explained to Baltimore, they
were seeking an alternative means of "bringing in of money and tradesmen of all sorts to
follow their callings and inhabit the Townes" and thus eventually countering the misgivings
of the metropolitan merchant community. On this level the upper chamber saw a measure
of success. The assembly not only approved the economic programs during the session but
also passed yet another amended town act, adding se\'en more locations to the list of towns
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(some of "\vhich were resurrections of sites that had preyiously been moved). Such endless
additions were, as previously noted, scarcely practical, but in this case they are particularly
odd given the lower house's pessimism about Baltimore's recent changes to the town plan.
The additions suggest either that despite the setbacks there was still enthusiasm for
urbanisation among some in the lower house, or that now the sites were just for Baltimore's
revenue collcctJon they saw little reason to inconvenience themselves by limiting them. 111
The question of ,,·bether Baltimore had the right to amend legislation without
assembly assent persisted. The council were unable

to

grasp the nature of this problem; they

informed the lower house that Baltimore "does not intend to disanull the Law but only to
dispense with the present Performance of some part of it." 1 : 2 They were undeniably correct,
but tl>at was precisely ·what angered the lower house most. The constitutional ramifications
of Baltimore's deal \vith tl1e London tobacco merchants could not easily be dismissed and
became one of the key complaints of ilie Protestant rebels against his charter. The rebels
carefully outlined the whole saga in their formal list of justifications:
The Execucon of [the town] Act \Vas soon after by Proclamacon from his Lordshipp
out of England suspended the last year, and all officers Military and Civil severely
prohibited executing and inflicting the penaltys of the same. Notwithstanding which
suspension being in effect a dissolution and abrogateing of the whole Act, the
income of three pence per hoggshead to the government (by tl1e said Act payable for
every hogshead of tobacco exported is carefully exacted & collected. How fa tall and
of what pernicious consequence that unlimited and arbitary pretended authority may
be to the Inhabitants, is too apparent, but by considering that by the same reason all
the use of the laws whereby our liberties and properties subsiste are subject to the
same arbitary disposition, and if timely remedy be not had must stand or fall
according to his Lordshipps good will and pleasure. 113
This is not to suggest that the changes in the town act alone were the spark that ignited
revolution in Maryland - there was a complex web of economic, diplomatic, and politico-

111 Ibid., 8:62-65, 13: 169-70,217-23.
11Zlbid., 13: 203
l!o Ib1d., 8: 103.
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religious causes. However, the long-m·erlooked dispute over the political and economic
control of new towns greatly helped the rebels in their effort to portray Baltimore as an
arbitrary, unconstitutional ruler in the rnould of James II.
\\lith precious fnv houses and oft-reluctant commissioners, it may seem surprismg
that the colony's towns played any role in the rebellion beyond these constitutional niceties.
But however scant tmvns might have been overall, by 1689 a number of them had developed
one of t\vo key sites: a county courthouse or an ordmary. The fonner was ob-v-iously a site of
politics and conversation, and the latter v:as an equally ·v1tal (if informal) locale for news and
gossip. During the \vinter of 1688-89, these spaces \\·ere filled with people d1scoursing on the
revolution in England and plotting Baltirnore's ouster. But because towns were such an
ambiguous source of political authority in Maryland and .Cngland by this point,
contemporaries often located these courts and taverns within an explicitly named town.
Before the rebellion began in earnest, men gathered at the town sites to discuss
rumours of Indian attacks and popish conspiracies. In ::\farch, the council heard from John
Atkey who had overheard "at the house of Mr John Broome in Calverton" that Henry
Darnall had hired the "Indians of the Easterne shoare ... to fight against the English." 1 >~
Some months later, strident Baltimore loyalist Richard Hill had an altercation at the August
court session in Ann Arundel County, and witness accounts of the incident particularly
noted that the events had played out "at London Tmvne," one of the new towns founded in
the county. 115 Being at the heart of tl1ese information nenvorks made towns and
townspeople vitally important to political mobilisation throughout 1689. In Dorchester
County one of the representatives in the rebel assembly of 1689 was Thomas Cooke, an
Ibid., 8 :'7L
'TI1e courd1ouse for Ann i\rundel had recendy been moyed to London Towne following a period of
peregrinatwn arising from the literal collapse of tbe previous courd1ouse in 1683. Sec :\forris L. Radoff, The
County Courlhouses and Rerords ofMa~yland, Parl One: The Courlhou.res (Annapolls, Mel., 1960), 9-11; ArchiveJ, 8: 196.
114
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ordinary keeper. and merchant who lived in the new town of Cambridge. Cooke had never
held any pubhc office before the revolution, but he had probably ho~ted political d1scussions
at his proto-urban hostelr-y and was well placed to win public support. 116
But Maryland's to\vns were more than just communication hubs. Some began to
adopt the civ"'".ic role that had made their planmng so contentious. Angry colonists in several
counties purposefully gathered in these towns to express their poliucal opinions through
cro\·cd actJon. In :\farch of 1689, the sheriff of Charles County, Robert Doyne, \vas met by
'"much Company" \vho had gathered at the "head ofPortobucco," where Charles Tmvn had
been laid out. The company publicly presented an epistle to Doyne, which he dutifully
forwarded to the council. Later that year, \\-hen the proprietor's men had lost control of the
colony and the Protestant Associators began sending \Vord out to the counties about the
successful usurpation, crowds again gathered in the colony's new towns. In Talbot County,
proprietary loyalist Peter Sayer \Vitnessed such a gathering at the newly appointed courthouse
town of York, describing it as a "poor silly mobile." .A few '.Yeeks later, Sayer rode down to
Oxford, at the southern end of the county, to meet "our Burgesf;es," who had been called to
the Associators' Convention at St . .:\hry's City and were "just then takeing boat." Crowded
along the quayside of the young town was "a great Company of people" who had gathered
to see them off?' ::--Jot all the colony's civic spaces fell under rebel control, though. In
Somerset County opposition to Baltimore's usurpation was voiced

111

Snow Hill, where

\"l<V-illiam \'v'hlttington, the former county sheriff, publicly read letters from the deposed
council. There were undoubtedly many meetings and musters at private plantations across
Cambridge may have been particularly divided, because the town ofticer, Thomas Taylor, was remoyed
from all county offices when the rebels took control. Tlus probably created a political opening for Cooke. Sec
Carr, ;v!ai)'land's Revo!Htzon, 249; Loi;; Carr re~earch notes. Maryland f lalJ of Records, Annapolis, Md.
l l ' Archzves, 8: 76, 158-62. Oxford ·was already a den:loping port community by d1e nme of the revolution and
nearly half of the tmvn lots d1ere had been sold during the previous four years, see Joseph Brown Thomas,
·'Small-Scale Settlement Development on Maryland's Eastern Shore. 1680s-1730s." (M.A. Thesis, l'ruvcrsity of
Maryland, 1990).
116
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the colony, but the new tO\x:ns whose civic status had been contested over the past decade
quickly became key sites of public political action when the rebelhon began. 118
By the time the Protestant faction had taken control of the colony, some towns had
become centres of power for either pro- or anti-Baltimore leaders in the community. In the
late summer of 1689, after calling a colony-wide convention, the Associators began tackling
opponents, taking a particularly hard line v.1th three proprietary loyalists in Calvert County,
.Michael Taney, Rtchard Smith, and Cccibus Butler (two of whom '.verc town ofticers for the
county). They arrested these rnen and handed them 0\Tr to Philip Lynes, a leading rebel
from Charles County. It made sense to move prominent opponents away from their home
county, where they might have garnered support, but it was a cunous dec1sion to house them
in Charles County rather than St. Mary's, where the rebels were now firmly in control. The
letters that the pnsoners penned from custody shed some light on the situation. They
identified their prison not only as "the house of Philip Lynes'' but also as ''Charles Towne."
In other words they defined their captivity not by a private residence but by a public civ1c
space under rebel control. Lynes ran the ordinary next to the Charles County courthouse,
and although this landlocked site had not been designated an official town, it was probably
the location to which the prisoners were referring. 119 He had long struggled with Charles
Cmmty sheriff Robert Doyne and may have been partially responsible for the previously
noted opposition to town building in that county, and he had taken over the ordinary v.1th
the help of the county justices after a bitter contest with the previous innkeeper. 120 In the
context of the revolution, then, Lynes took full control of the courthouse site and embraced

:s Carr, J\!faT)'fand's Rei'O!tltzon, 96.
Ibid., 8: 114-15, 118-21. Por a concise but somewhat confused summary of Lynes's takeoYer of the Charles
County courthouse complex and 1ts relationship to the to\\·n site on the Port Tobacco fuyer, see Shomette, Lost
Toll'm, 196-201. Sec also Klapthor and Brown, 1Izstory of Char!e.r County, 20-23.
120 Arrhiws, 5:474-75.
1
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the ci\'ic regalia of "Charles Towne" for a place that had not even won that right during the
recent urbanisation debates. It was fitting that 1:\vo men who played a prominent role in
proprietary tO\vn establishments in wealthier Calvert County were held in captivity under
Lynes's quasi-urban authority, and were even prepared to identify the site as a tO\vn in
rebellion when writing to London. Political actiYity was gi'·en an urban locus even if the site
1tself consisted of a couple of '\Vooden shacks huddled in a forest clearing. 121
On the opposite extreme of ?\1aryland's political divide lay the town of Oxford, in
Talbot County on the Eastern Shore, which had seen some of the most impressive urban
developments in tbe entire colony in response to the foregoing legislation. Although Peter
Sayer had encountered a crowd of Protestant supporters ''·ho were there to see off the
county's delegation to St.

~hry's

in 1689, within a couple of years a nucleus of Baltimore

loyalists- sm1:1e with Irish Catholic backgrounds- had taken control of the infant tO\vn.
Sayer came and went from Oxford frequently during these years, and when he rode into
to\vn in the spring of 1693 he left another mark on the historical record. During a gathering
in the town at the house of John Pope, Sayer and his friends questioned ~·illiam and

~1ary's

claim to the English throne, royal governor Lionel Copley's right to rule in Maryland, and
the trustworthiness of members of the Church of England ''who were the worst of all the
Seperatists from the Church of Rome" and "heretick Dogs" more offensive to God than
"the Turkish Religion." The bitter divisions of the revolution had evidently made Oxford a
site \vhere such opinions could be expressed. Immediately upon Governor Copley's arrival in
the colony in 1692, the residents of Oxford had petitioned for a ci·vic charter to cut
tl1emselves off from the rest of Talbot County, which had supported the revolution. The
dispute over Oxford's status would continue for nearly a decade and become entangled in
121

A map of the Charles County courthouse sJte that ,,·as produced in 1697 1s reproduced in Shomette, I £Jst

Towns, 199.
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Francis :t\icholsun's plans for the colony's towns, but it was rooted in the politici'>ation of
urban space that had emerged in the 1680s and hardened during the revolutionary years. 122

In 1678 l.ord Baltimore, having just inherited the proprietorship, had written off the chance
of cajoling his colonists into towns. Less than fifteen years later, the citizens of Oxford were
appeabng for powers as a sclf-gmTerning corporation. That amounted to considerable urban
development for Maryland in the 1680s. But by sheer economic mctrics towns had failed to
gain any kind of momentum, and the persistently depressed tobacco trade still flmved
through private plantation wharfs. The key to understanding this curious contradiction is not
to

judge the town-building effort simply by counting houses, lot sales, or commodity prices.

Baltimore and his council were attempting to foster urban communities in a context of
divisive internal tensions and dramatic imperial developments. Though the plans began as an
economic stimulus, they could not help but become so much more.
The urban project in the 1680s was undeniably more economically driyen than the
earlier developments at St. Mary's City. The proprietor's council had proclaimed that tmvns
could help to "manage" the trade. But this inev-itably begged the question of who was going
to "manage'' the towns. In England the control of trade through towns had traditionally
been under tbe aegis of civic corporations, but increasingly the Restoration monarchs, with
the help of the Commissioners of Customs, were infringing on that power.m \X11ich model
would .:\faryland follow if towns really were to take on this managerial role? The lower house
advocated communities largely outside Baltimore's direct control and beholden to the
interests of the county communities. The proprietor and his council sought communities
more closely tied to them -particularly after they established the network of town officers.
122
120

_--Jrdm•e.r, 8: 560-61, 13: 343-44; for the development of Oxford, sec Thomas, "Small-Scale Settlement."
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These transatlantic questions played into both a nexus of anxieties that local county leaders
harboured about the proprietor's prerogatiye powers and Baltimore's own concern about the
rise of over-mighty irnperial bureaucrats. As a result the legislatiYe debates and standoffs that
ensued ·whenever urbanisation was discussed did not simply reflect colonists' Iuddite
mentality about economic innovation or their short-term interest in securing economic
advantage. They ·were symptoms of the fact that control of towns fit neatly \;dthin the
discourse of political authority in Baltimore's Maryland, into the tug-of-war between county
elites claiming the rights of Englishrnen and a proprietor defending his charter privileges.
The proliferation of town sites in the colony -which '\vas far more extensive than in
Virginia- was largely the result of a tradeoff solution to this economic and constitutional
dispute. Although increasing the number of sites diluted the project's economic efficacy, the
lists of new locations and assembly input over the selection of sites were essential to
encourage participation and calm fears of proprietary monopoly. Towns were framed as
natural outgrowths oflocal communities, founded for the public good, and as a result
Maryland's council never had the political justification that \\?h.itehall imperialists did for
dismissing the wanton increase in sites. The metropolitan world of mercantile controls and
economic calculations, though, could not be held at bay. Baltimore had

to

address tobacco

merchants' concerns and perpetually justify his charter rights in the capital whilst h.is town
plans in the colony attempted to sideline imperial oversight. Ultimately, in an effort to retain
personal control over the revenue potential of urban spaces, he was forced to make
adjustments to the carefully negotiated colonial compromise from his desk in London. This
could only hurt his rapidly declining relationship with colonial leaders who were still
suspicious of the political power of towns. But the seemingly endless disputes meant that
to'\vns had become ernblematic of the battle mTr local authority in Maryland, and therefore
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they became contested sites of conversations, confrontations, and crmvds during the ensuing
upheaval. Their economic role may still have been marginal, but their political importance
resounded into the coming era of royal administration.
Local colonial leaders fami]jar with fighting Baltimore for control of the townbuilding agenda would tlnd direct 1mperial authority to be a very different beast. They had
been able ro contest the proprietor's prerogative powers over urban development, play him
off agamst merchants and cmtoms collectors, or simply ignore the political pretensions of
his urban design at St. Mary's. TI1ese were never luxuries that Virginians had enjoyed. \X'ith
the arrhTal of Francis J\'icholson, Maryland colonists would encounter a determined and
coherent urban '.'ision, dra\vn from the most recent experiences of the mother country.
Under royal authonty .:\1aryland would share the trials of its southern neighbour, negotiating
an urban landscape in an expanding system of empire and commerce.
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Part Three
Empire, Community, and the City in the Chesapeake, 1689-1710
Standing in the midclie of the recently laid out Duke of Gloucester Street, in the ne\vly
christened city of\\'11liamsburg, during the summer of 1703, the Crown's Surveyor General
of Customs, Robert Quarry, could look to hls left and his right and see a handful of newly
marked town lots being cleared. The sounds of wood being sawn and frames being nailed
together marked the beginnings of a grand new urban design. Before hirn stood the catalyst
for these busy construction efforts: the mighty brick edifice of Virginia's new Capitol. It was
an assembly chamber and government office rolled into one fine new structure, and the
deosion to build it at ;'vliddle Plantation, halfway bet\,~een tl1e James and York rivers, and
just over a mile from the College of William and Mary, had mspircd the birth of this new
capital city. Quarry paused for a moment, contemplating the new structure, and began to
think about the ,vbole of English America- the extent and control of crown dominion in a
new century and the governance of this now-disparate population. He wrote to his superiors
in London to reassure them that the building was practically complete and that:
I never saw a better structure for ye bigness of it in my life, both in respect of
ye materials, ye beauty and prospect of it, tbe design and contrl\rance of it,
which ""W111 effectually answer all ye ends proposed by it, the Courts of
Judicature, the sitting of ye Council and Assembly, and all of publick Offices
of the Governmt. Tbe People are extremly pleased \Vith it as being an ornamt
and honr to ye Country. 1
Tbree dungs bear noting about Quarry's assessment. First, a grand and imposing public
building was to be the heart of this new city -it was the only part of it that Quarry bothered
to

report to London about. Second, he laid particular emphasis on how the new structure

would assist with tl1e further organization and administration of the colony, whlch had long
1

co 323; 5, f. 50~56.
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been a dream of \Vbitehall officials. Finally, Quarry also made a particular point of
emphasizing how popular the building "\vas. To achieve its full potential, the new city must
ev"idently Vv'in the approval and appreciation of the colonial population.
Quarry's effusive acclaim for \Xlilliamsburg was rooted in the political philosophy he
shared with the city's architect, Francis

~icholson.

His praise reflected the kind of city that

Nicholson hoped to create -a grand capital that would centralize imperial administration but
also cement the loyalty of ordinary planters toward tbe empire. \\'7illiamsburg was not alone.
During the 1690s Nicholson established two other such cities, at Annapolis and \Xlilliamstadt
in Maryland. Together these cities represented a dramatic new interjection in the debate
about urban form and function in the Chesapeake and within the empire more generally.
Because \Villiamsburg and Annapolis later became centres of polite gentry sociability,
it is ternpting to see them as a new urban form, designed in that way from tl1e very outset.
Nicholson appears

to

have been working with the Chesapeake elite in developing grand

plans, drawing on baroque ideals and the reflecting the new gentry-inspired provincial towns
of England. In this \Tersion of the story, the new governor merely provided the specific ideas
and energy to articulate an increasingly unified elite \1.sion of urbanity in the colonies. 2
But that is not how the new cities appeared to all who looked upon them at the time.
Robert Beverley, writing his history of Virginia within a few months of Quarry's letter, called
\X'illiamsburg an "imaginary city" and poked fun at Nicholson's urbanity. In fact, Quarry's

This interpretacion is prevalent in the secondary literature, see Jenrufer Agee Jones, "'The Very Heart and
Centre of the Country': From Middle Plantation to Williamsburg,'' in Robert P. McCubbin, ed., lr7illiatJJJbur:g,
[ ~irginia: A Cit} Befort the State, 1699-1999 (\X'illiamsburg, Va., 2000), 15-24; John W. Reps, Tide1mler Towns: City
Planninp, in Colonial Virginia and l-.1arylallcl (Charlottesville, Va., 1972), chaps. 7-8; James D. Kornwolf, " 'Doing
Good for Postetity': Francis Nicholson, First Patron of Architecture, Landscape Design, and Town Planning in
Virginia, Maryland, and South Carolina, 1688-1726'' Vl\11-IB 101 (1993): 333-74; Glenn Patton, "The College of
\Villiam and 1\Jary, Williamsburg, and the Enlightenment,'' Jo:mta! ofthe Societ)' ofArc!Jitedura/ Hi.rtonat?J 29, no. 1
(1970): 24-32; Carv Carson et al., ";..Jew \\/orld, Real World: Improvising English Culture in SeventeenthCentury Virginia,'' Journal ofSouthem Histor)', 74 (2008): 84-85; Mark Leone and Silas Hurry, ''Seeing: 'l11e Power
of Town Planning in the Chesapeake," Hzstorict2/Archaeology 32 (1998): 34-62; Leone, The Archaeology of Liberty i11
t2n American Capital.· Excavations in Annapolis (Berkeley, Ca., 2005), 83-99.
2
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florid praise for \villiamsburg was an attempt to defend Nicholson from a range uf similar
criticisms levelled at him by members of the Virginia elite. 3 Opinion about Nicholson's cities
\vas a product of the politics of the age. Far from being a halcyon moment of urban design,
the late 1690s and early 1700s saw ~v1rulent political dh1sion, both in the Chesapeake and in
\\'hitehall, over the future of the colonies. In London, 111 the aftermath of the Glorious
Revolution, officials set to work dismantling the absolutist imperial system James II had
established, but they could not agree on what to replace it with. As a result, \X:nitehaU could
offer no definitive instructions on urban development. Leadership in the colonies prayed
unable to capitalize on thls opportunity, though, because of increasing divisions amongst the
county elites. Chapter six \v1ll chart how, in th1s moment of indecision on both sides of the
Atlantic, l\:icholson took the initiatiye and radically reframed the debate, using his political
will and his mvn money to christen three new imperial tmvns. In the process, however, he
worsened the divides ·within Chesapeake society and made \X/illiamsburg and Annapolis
locales of political contlict.
::\iicholson's efforts ensured that town building remained a key part of the political
conflict in the Chesapeake during this era. In the shape of his ne\.v cities, Nicholson posed a
very different challenge to the colonial elite than Effmgham and Baltimore had done during
the 1680s because he consciously used money and architecture to create concrete civic
spaces and actively sought to utilize them. The political connotations of his actions were not
subtle, and he never sought to balance the interests of planters, leadership, and merchants he simply pulled the colonies along by the strength of his will. Through a series of alliances
he sold a range of colonists on his urban projects, but he only gradually revealed the broader
implications of his baroque streets and public buildings - a ne\-v populism that tied ordinary
3 Robert Beverley, The llzstory and Present Sratc ofT 'zrginia, cd. Louis B. Wright (Chapel Hill, ::--JC., 1947), 104; CO
323! 5, f. 50-56, 58-61.
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colonists to the machinery of empire directly through hin1. Throughout his tenure in both
colonies he remained convinced that the region suffered under a debilitating "looseness"
that rendered it less easily goyerned and less useful to the crown. 4
These bold attempts to impose himself on the local political structure meant that the
debate over towns, empire, and political authority remained Yirulent, when local div-isions in
the Chesapeake, and imperial misgivings in London, might othenvise have eclipsed the
project. The changing nature of elite authority in Virginia, which has been the focus of
scholarly debate, was shaped in reaction to

~icholson's

policies and particularly to his urban

designs. 5 Chapter seven will consider how renewed tmvn legislation after Nicholson's
departure from the region, ·which called for numerous new urban foundations and the most
complex corporate structures ever proposed, was a direct response to his imperial urban
ideals, and a crucial step for the tidewater elite in negotiating their place within the empire.

For the best example of:\icholson's rhetoric of "'loosenes~," see Archives, 23: 491.
For the changing nature of political relationships in Virginia, sec Bernard Bailyn, ·'Politics and Social Structure
in Virginia," in SnJenteenth-CentU1]' A!llerica: E.r.rays in Colonial Hisfol)', cd. James Monon Smith (Chapel Hill, KC.,
1959), 90-115; Martin H. Quitt, "Immigrant Orif.,rins of the Virginia Gentry: A Study of Cultural Transmission
and 1nnovation," WMQ, 3rd Scr., 45 (1 Sl88): 630-55; Carole Shammas, "English-Born and Creole Elites in
Turn-of-the-Century Virginia," in Tbe Che.rapeake in the Sevmteenth Centuo•: E.rs~y.r on Anglo-American Society, cd.
11ud W. Tate and David L. ./unmcnnan (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1979), 274-96:John C. Rainbolt, "The llltcration
in the Relationship between Leadership and Constituents in Virginia, 1660 to 1720," U'/f\.fQ1 3rd Ser., 27 (1970):
411-34; Kevin R. Hardwick, "Narratives of Villainy and Vinuc:Governor Francis :\icholson and the Character
of the Good Ruler in Early Virginia," Journal of Southern History 72 (2006): 39-74.
4
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Chapter Six
Building the Imperial City:
Francis Nicholson and Chesapeake Urbanity, 1690-1705
The Glorious Rev-olu6on reverberated around the English Atlantic world. Its tremors were
felt more severely in .:Vfaryland than its cousin

to

the south, but the imperial disjunction had

consequences for both colonies. In Maryland, rhe "Protestant Associators" held sway until

1692, when the colony's first crown governor, Lionel Copley, arri\Td. Virginia rernained
"rithout a govemor for a shorter spell; Eft1ngham left for England 1n the spring of 1689 and
authorities dispatched Francis Nicholson as his deputy by ~'\pril 1690. In this ne'v context,
with :\licholson and Copley at the helms, both colonies contemplated rene\ved town
development ·with new aspirations and expectations, but also new problems and constraints. 1
Upheayal in England allowed both colonies to seize back some of the authority they
had lost over the preceding decade. In Virginia Effingham's dismissive attitude toward townbuilding during his final years had angered local leaders, and his departure offered a new
opportunity. As soon as

~icholson

called an assembly, the burgesses proposed a new urban

plan. The council wrote to 'X'hitehall celebrating the fact that under Nicholson they had
been able to renew town-building that (they felt) served the interests of both crown and
colony in a new imperial era. 2 In :Maryland new opportunities seemed even more significant
because the ouster of Lord Baltimore promised a more radical change in local government.
The men who had risen to dominance as Protestant Associators hoped to consolidate their
positions, but proprietary loyalists were also actively seeking to "win the peace" by 1692. The
situation was particularly stark in Talbot County. In the autumn of 1692 riots broke out at
For the revolution 111 Maryland, see Lo1s Green Carr and Dav1d \v. Jordan, l'vfar:J'land's Revo!Htion ofGovemment,
1689-1692 (Ithaca, 19'74), pass1m. For Effingham's departure from Virgmu, see Warren M. Billings, Virginia's
Vireroy: Thezr Mq;esties GM'emur Gweral 1-ranas li.on'ard. Baron Holl'ard of Effingham (Pairfax, Va., 1991), chap. 9.
2 \"X"arren Billings, john Selby, and Thad Tate, Coloma! Vzrgima: A Hzsto~11 (\XIrute Plams, ::'\l.Y., 1986), 141-43.
For the ~tart of the 1691 se&sion, see JHB, 2: 341; for the council's re~ponse, see LJC, 1: 531.
1
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the courthouse and at the small port tO\vn of Oxford, a network of merchants previously
loyal to Baltimore sought to separate themselves from county authorities by petitioning for
an independent corporation. Across both colonies these protests bore witness to the new
sense of opportunity; the revolution had demonstrated the role of political topography and
towns, and a new royal government promised the chance to petition once again for urban
charters and changes in boundary lines that might tip the balance of power 111 one's favour. 3
The Glorious Revolution also inspired new imperial motives for urban development
in the Chesapeake. ln the first place, the revolution thrust England into a major European
\var. The threat of attacks on the Chesapeake during the early 1690s concentrated the minds
of oHicials on the questions of defence. Upon his arrival in Virginia,

~icholson

sunTyed the

colony's fortifications and concluded that Virginians \-Vere especially vulnerable, "not living
together in Towns as other places doe." Once imperial officials took over in Maryland, they
came to the same conclusion, fearing not only attacks from the bay but also French activity
in the Ohio region. 4 The lack of towns also exposed the tobacco fleet to more danger than
most of England's other commercial connections. As early as 1689 the Virginia council
instituted convoy plans for the tobacco fleet to minimize the chances of attack at sea; all the
shipping in the lmver bay was to sail as a convoy under armed escort from Point Comfort.
The convoy system took hold of the tobacco trade for the next two decades and the fact that
ships had to amble up the ri\rers stopping to collect odd hogsheads at e\-ery private wharf
was distinctly unhelpful, and centralizing trade in towns seemed even more vital. 5 Finally,

3

Archit•es, 8:331-33,341-43,371-74, 443-44; 13:343-44.
CO 5/1305, f. 158; CO 5/713, f. 304-05. 'Wnen negotiatmg with the burges~es m-er the town act of 1691,
Nicholson insisted that shipping be restricted only to s1tes that could be heavily fortified. See 1:fC, 1: 138-40.
5 EJC, 1: 103. Por the conmy system, see Douglas Bradburn, "The visible Pist: The Chesapeake Tobacco
Trade in War and the Purpme of Empire, 1690-1715," IVMQ, 3d ~er., 68, no. 3 (July 2011): 361-86. A number
of council members \vere advocates of urban development and the com-oy system, and clearly saw connecnons
between these two innovations, but Bradburn's valorisation of the council discounts the fact that Nicholson
took a parncular Interest in the convoy system, the speed of its turnaround, and its safety whilst 111 the bay.
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there was also increased danger of piracy for both ships and settlements. Pirates had been a
problem during the 1680s, but the 169Us saw authorities in England attempt to clamp down
with renewed zeal, which also helped to focus attention on how shipping was organized and
ordered through ports across the Atlantic world.

~icholson

believed that pirates operated in

the bay because there were "no places to secure shipps." Towns might offer a base for the
naval officers he saw as vital to solving the piracy problem. Crbanizing the Chesapeake also
promised to diminish the grmving inf1uence of Philadelphia - a colonial town seen as
thoroughly under the control of pirates. Nicholson and Robert Quarry wrote repeatedly
about piratical activity in Philadelphia, suggesting that the city provided an unsavouty model
of urbanity to Chesapeake planters. Quarry noted that colonists, "observ-ing the Advantages
Whiladelphians] reap by their :Manufacturing handycrafts and illegall way of trading are
encouraged to doe the same in their Prov-inces." The war thus forced impenal officials to
think again about the need for, and purpose of, Chesapeake urban development. 6
The fiscal burdens of major contlict in Europe also made the new administration just
as eager to secure revenue as its predecessors. W11itehall officials quickly began investigating
the customs collection system in IVIaryland after bringing it under royal control. They also
concluded that bulk tobacco (leaves not packaged in hogshead barrels) was driv-:ing down
prices and revenue, and saw towns as a means of policing a han on bulk exports. Officials
were certainly conscious of the fiscal advantages renewed urbanization might offer the
empire.' Finally, \,Varfare also led \\'bitehall to look anew at diversification in the Chesapeake.
Leaders in both colonies were particularly asked to investigate the production of naval
6 E}C. 1: 107, 112, 115, 384-90, 422-23. Archives, 20: 279, 25: 116; CO 5/713, f. 304-5; CO 5/714, f. 120. For
p1racy in Phlladclphia and \'(,bitchall's changing attitude to piracy, sec forthcoming work by Mark G. Hanna.
~ Steve Pmcus bas recently demonstrated that the Glonous Re,-oluuon reinforced state building m England. see
Steve Pincus, 1688: The rzrst 1'viodern Rez;ofution ()Jew Ha\ en, Conn., 2009), chap. 12; Blatbwayt's letters to
l'vfaryland m 1692 can be found in \\'illiam Blathwayt Papers, Colorual \X"llliamsburg, vol. 18, folder 6; CO
5/1306, f. 384-9"7; CO 324/24, f. 19-20; Archwe.r, 23: 86. For the fight over bulk tobacco in the 1680s, see
Billings, Vzrgima's Virerf!Y, 88-92;]HB, 2: 296-330.
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stores, but they rarely connected this plan with town building. Shipbuilding, particularly in
Maryland, did spur to"\vn development, but again it was never explicitly seen as urban by the
imperial officials who nudged shipwrights into business. 8 Other kinds of di\'ersification were
treated more cautiously. Although England's mercantilist economic policy was partly relaxed
in the early 1690s, a full scale reevaluation remained on hold until the middle of the decade.
In 1692 new Virginia governor Sir Edmund Andros was told to encourage diversification,
but Francis

~icholson

evidently picked up a very different mood during his brief sojourns in

England in the early 1690s because he launched a concerted campaign against linen and
woollen manufactures. This uncertainty about diversification complicated and confused, but
also sustained, the town-builcling debate on both sides of the Atlantic. 9
Francis Nicholson's ideas and attitudes were a testament

to

the new realities of the

1690s and the place of town de\·elopment within them. He understood the new military and
political challenges the English empire faced. He opposed diversification and secured control
of shipping, but he also spent more money and energy than any governor- past or futurepromoting urban development. The rest of this chapter explores how the new challenges of
empire and the concerns of Chesapeake colonists gave rise to 1\'icholson's new urban plans,
why he was so

~uccessful

at winning provincial approval for his plans, and why he ultimately

failed to build the political and economic consensus that he sought.

Arcbit'eJ, 19: 149; CO 5/714, f. 215. The concern for both shipbuilding and naval stores fell away during the
brief peace between the \X'ar of the Grand Alliance and the War of the Spanish Succession, but it returned in
1702; sec CO 5/715; CO 391/17, f. 32-33, 60-63. f'or the shipbuilding indusu-v on the Eastern Shore of
Maryland, ~ee Joseph B. Thomas, '·Small-Scale Settlement Development on :Maryland's Eastern Shore, 1()80s1730s," (master's thesis, Cnivcrsity ofiv1aryland, 1990); Thomas, "Settlement, Community, and Economy: The
Development of Towns on MarylanJ's Lower Eastern Shore, 1660-1775" (Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland,
1994), chap. 5.
9 The increasingly negative view of diversification in the Chesapeake during James Jl's reign can be attributed
to the increased duties on tobacco in England, which made it even more profitable to the crown. See CO
5/1357, f. 142-43. For Andros's instructions, see CO 5/1358, f. 120-39. for ~icholson's war on diYersification
and his criticism of Andros, see ·'Edmund Andros to \\Tilliam Blathwayt, 20<h July 1694," in William Blathwayt
Papers, vol. 5; CO 5/713, f. 300-303, 304-5; E}C, 1: 156, 214. For protectionist demands of England's woollen
industry in these years, see a forthcoming article in the U7i/liam and M~ary Qumter!J' by Jonathan Eacott.
8
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**"
The d1ssonance between unperial objectives and coloma! aspirations in the \vake of the
Glonous Revolution was ev1dent from the moment the ne\\' wave of crown officials sailed
mto the Chesapeake 13ay. The wave consisted of four new appointees: L10ncl Copley as
governor of Maryland; Thomas Lawrence, secretary of Maryland; Francis Nicholson, who
arnved initially as lieutenant governor ofV1rginia and became governor of Maryland after
Copley's death; and Edmund Andros, appomted governor ofVrrgmJa. Three of the four
were military men \Yith extensiv-e experience dealing with incorporated urban communities,
but 111 the i1rst few years of the 1690s, they were all forced to confront the existing structure
of county government. l\:1cholson and Lawrence's attitudes toward the Chesapeake elite and
their 1mperial vision was dramatically different from that of Andros and Copley. To be sure,
all four men were obedient sen ants of the state, but Lawrence and N1cholson took a
personal interest 111 the local organization of colonial society - they sought to become
creators and not merely controllers of the Chesapeake landscape and urban agenda.
~icholson

wrote lengthy treatises to London with grand plans and detalled observations,

whereas Andros penned cautionary notes explaining why he was not able even to fulfil the
requests of Whitehall officials. Through the new Virginia wwn leg1slat1on of 1691 and the
battJes over county courts and towns in Maryland after 1692, we can follow these men as
they laid the groundwork for a new impenal urban \--ision. 10
~icholson

was the first of the four to arrive in the Chesapeake, in the summer of

1690. Forced to flee h1s post in

~ ew

York when Jacob Leisler rose in rebellion in 1689,

10

For the backgrounds of these men, see Stephen Saunders \\'ebb, ·'Tile Strange Career ofFranc1s ::\;icholson"
lr'l\{Q, 3rd Ser., 23 (1966): 514-20, fuchard R.Johnson, "'i\ndros, S1r Edmund," 111 Oxford Dzcftolta~-r of;-.Jat;ona/
Btography, '>NWW oxforddnb.com; Stephen Saunders \X"ebb, Tht Got'ermm General.· The Englzsh A1~y and tht
Dejimtton ofl:.mpzre, 1569-1681 (Chapel Hill, XC., 1987), 491; Edward C. Papenfusc ct al., A Bzo._graphzml
Du:ttonary ofthe Mao land J.-e,gzslature, 1635-1789, 2 vols. (Balumore, Md., 1985), 234, 519.
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~1cholson

had tarried in England only briefly before being appointed as lieutenant governor

of Virginia w1.der the new English crown. His troubles in Ne\v York, where he was ousted
by an alliance of middling craftsmen and merchants angered by restrictions on traditional
urban privileges, probably made him keenly aware of the dangers implicit in ch"'ic politics. He
had also \vitnessed the bitter politics of Boston under the Dominion of New England and
had served in the garrisons of English towns (primarily Portsmouth) when James H was
attemptmg to use the anny to overpower tradition:o1.l corporate authority. 11 Equally, however,
he was dispatched ,,~ith practically the same instructions Effingham had received five years
before- to control sh1pping and encourage towns- accentuated by the wartime concerns
already discussed and the earnest desires of Virginians. He set to "\vork immediately crafting a
program of reform. \Vi thin t\vo months of his arrh·al, he had tra\Telled across the colony supervising the tobacco fleet, touring the Eastern Shore counties, and viewing the contested
boundary "~ith ::'-Jorth Carolina. He also gathered detailed reports from all of the colony's
sheriffs in order to get a better picture of the entire region. Even before he met the
assembly, then, it was clear that ~icholson intended to take a hands-on approach to the
supervision of local govemment. 12
At the same time, local interest in urban development was evoking in Virginia.
Although Effingham had stymied efforts to resurrect town legislation in the late 1680s, some
local initiatives had continued. At least eight of the locations planned out in the 1680s had
"severall d"\velling houses and warehouses built" before 1691. In the summer of 1690, just as

11 For Lcislcr's Rebellion anc.l urban citizenship, sec Simon 'Nilc.lcllcton, From Privileges to H.ights: Work and Politzcs
in Colonia/NeJJ' York City (Philadelphia, 2006), chap. 2; Donna Men>1ck, '·Being Dutch: "\n Interpretation of
\x;'hy Jacob Lc1slcr Dlcc.l,'' :Yew} ~ork [-flstoo· 70 (October 1989): 373-404. For Boston's assertion of corporate
identity in thi~ period, sec Mark Petersen, "Boswn Pays Tribute: Autonomy and Empire in the },t!antic \X'orld,
1630~1714," in Shaping the St11art rForld, 1603-1714: Thr Atlantic Connerhons, cd. Allan I. Macinnes and .1\rthur H.
Williamson (Lndcn, 2005), 311-36. For James II's garrison control over English towns, sec Pincus, 1688, 1 5""'61; \\'ebb, "Strange Career,'' 518~20.
12 For :\licholson's imtrucrions, sec \x;'cbb, "Strange Career," 524, n. 18. For his acriom, sec E]C, 1: 126, 156.
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:t\licholson arrived, the Middlesex County bench resumed their efforts to relocate the county
courthouse to the nascent site of the county's town against Ralph \X1ormeley's \Vishes- albeit
with little success. The justices of Lower Norfolk County appear to have entertained similar
aspirations \vith considerably more success. By Nfay 1691 the justices reported that the
"usual place for holding Courts'' \vas "in the Towne of the said County," and the House of
Burgesses received complaints and grievances from "ye Inbabitants of ye Towne in Eliza
River." Colonists had taken advantage of the brief hiatus in imperial control to reignite urban
development and bring it squarely to the attention of the provincial government. 13
It \vas not a surprise, therefore, that when

~icholson

called the assembly into session

in April 1691, the delegates quickly rev"'.ived urban dewlopment plans. The committee for
grievances, chaired by l'vfiddlesex County town booster Christopher Robinson, surveyed the
legislation that had been abandoned in 1688, and quickly recommended that the town act be
resurrected.: 1 The plan was essentially the same as those from the 1680s: it named locations
in each county through which all trade would be channelled and laid out how fifty acres at
the site should be surveyed, divided up, and sold by selected feoffees. The plan was clearly
intended to take advantage of the perceived relaxation of imperial authority under \X7illiam
and Mary and

to

help county leaders such as Robinson and the men who called themselves

"Inhabitants" of Norfolk ret,rain control of their communities. Alongside t.he new plan for
port towns, the burgesses introduced new di\'ersification legislation, suggesting that tobacco
prices and economic development were still high on the agenda.

15

The stakes involved meant

tl1at reviving the town plan \l-.·as not effortless. \vith the plan drafted, the burgesses engaged
in an unusually lengthy and raucous debate, reflecting tbe financial and political interest that
HS, 3: 58-60; J\liddlesex County Court Order Book, vol. 2 (1680-94), f. 474; b]C, 1: 179-80;.fHB, 2:342.
Ib1d., 2: 337, 341. Robinson had hosted the first meenng about the deYelopment of a town m :Middlesex
County. See ~fiddlesex County Court Order Book, vol. 2, f. 49, 509.
15 H.\', 3: 53-69 (esp. 55-57, 59); for other divers1ficat10n mea~ures passed 1n this ses~ion, 1b1d., 3: 50-51, 75-81.
13
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many burgesses had m the plan. It 1s 1mposs1ble to knm\T "\Yhat part of the plan the burgesses
fought over, but tbe amendments they eventually approved imply they were concerned
about persistent issues: the ram1fications of the act for Jamestown and the loyalty and
independence of the officials charged with enforcing restnctions on trade through tmvns.
Thus far, then, the House of Burgesses apparently sought to resurrect the town plan m mucb
the same form that had frustrated and bedevilled Effingham a few years before. 16
The senom changes came when the

legi~lauon

moved to the upper chamber. There

the plan was adjusted and remodelled in ways that retlected the new constraints of the era
and the 1mpenal philosophy of Francis

:-Jichol~on.

Under the same pressure as Effingham to

reduce the number of locations, NICholson searched for a comprom1se. Pleading wartlme
necess1ty, he argued that some sites did not allow for "sh1ps and goods ... lto! be Secured at
by £fortifications." To satiate the interests of county leaders 1n these areas, they inverted the
semantic hierarchy and suggested these places could be JJJere!J· "towns" for buying and selling
goods, \vhile thirteen supposedly defensible sites would serve as ports. \X:.ormeley, who
served on the cOtmcil, saw to it that the site m :;\1lddlesex that he had refused to sell to the
county leaders, was quietly demoted to "town" status. Nonetheless, th1s compromise
recognized tl1e importance of town building to the politlcal economy of local communities
in Virginia, whilst attempting to safeguard the defensrve and mercantile mterests of the
empire. It was apparently suffie1ent for the burgesses, since they accepted the N,;o-tier plan
for urban development (albeit with the town for Middlesex returned to the rank of "port").;Nicholson also sought to strengthen the posit1on of the port collectors who \vould
be under his direct appointment. Considering how much difficulty Effingham encountered
in trying to establish a net\vork of town officers, this proposal m1ght have seemed overly
16

The debate was so unrulv thatone delegate "as forced later apologise for h1s conduct, see JHB. 2:

1-

IJC. 1: 138-39; HY, 3: 60.
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34~-49.

ambitious, but it offered something Effingham had not been at liberty to -concrete plans to
plough the collected revenue back into the colony to fund defence, support tbe Anglican
cburch, and pay for the establishment of a college. Educational, military, and ecclesiastical
projects \vere to become a ballmark of Nicholson's tenure in the Chesapeake, so this 1dea
bears his unmistakable fingerprints, but 1t is vital to appreciate that these projects werefrom this very early stage in his career- tied closely \\'ith urban development. Ports and
towns were no longer simply to serve the private ends of planters or English merchants, or
to line the king's pockets; they were to be anchors for civic institutions and bastions for the
defence of the reahn. Nicholson made sure he \Vas still responsible for collecting fees and
dispersing funds, while allowing the county leaders to administer the sites, thus balancing
local and provincial power. In this proposal, which also won the burgesses' approval, towns
would provide the basis for wedding the public good of the colony with the financial good
of the imperial state. 18
The tradeoff \vent beyond this single piece of legi,lation too. Dunng this session
Nicholson agreed to a slew of diversification acts, even as he wrote to Engbnd outlining the
dangers of such production for the empire. He gambled that allowing the measures, "only to
please them att present," would enable him to pass the town act, and he was well aware that
tbe most dangerous measures would be vetoed in London. Scholars have suggested that the
town plan itself was also part of ~icholson's pragmatic move to win popularity, but his
subsequent actions belie this interpretation. I Ie genuinely felt he had solved the crown's
revenue and defence problems. "The Act for Ports is agreeable to his Maties Instructions,"
~icholson

wrote; "itt \Vill bee for their Matys Interest, & ye great Good of this Country, If

any of ye Merchants oppose itt, I humbly move, as in Duty bound, in their Most Sacred

1s

I.JC 1: 139; HS, 3:61-64,66-6 7 .
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Majnes behalf, yt wee may bee heard about itt." The following year, to ensure such a hearing,
~1cholson

and the burgesses (with only lukewarm support from the wealthiest planters)

decided to pay the arch-colonial administrator \v-illiam Blathwayt to advocate the1r cause in
London, send111g him a letter laden "\Vith royalist rhetonc explaimng that the act "v-111 Tend to
the advancement of Religion & Learning, their Mats Interest, the Countreys great advantage
& increase of Trade." Years later, looking back on these events, l\'icholson \vas adamant that

he was personally responsible for these de\Telopmcnts. They rcpre~ented his emerging "\-i~ion
of ho"\v urbani...:at1on could generate loyalty across a broad S"\Yath of colonial society. 19
~icholson's

will, however, could not overcome the lingering local

tension~

that tO\vn

building laid bare. TI'le burgesses had already spent t"\vo days debatmg the details of the plan
(and one delegate felt strongly enough to 1ns1st on his dissent being recorded in the minutes).
\v'hen 1t came to putting the act mto effect, the problems onl) became worse?J In some
places there \,Yas rapid development, betitting the enthusiasm that had resurrected the issue.
Yorktown wa" surveyed and laid out over the summer of 1691, and thirty-s1x lots were sold,
including three to Nicholson and one each to Councillors Edmund Jennings, w·ilham Cole,
and even Ralph \vormeley, the stalwart opponent of tmYn buildmg in 2\fiddlesex. A number
of smaller planters and tradesmen also bought lots, and, all told, sixty-one were sold w1thin a
year. In Elizabeth City County, \"~/Ork to lay out Hampton commenced -lots were sold and
labour was expended to bmld a town ditch to symbolically set the new port off from the
surrounding farmland. Stafford County justices also jumped into action, laying out a tuwn
and selling twenty-seven lots. The residents ofl\'orfolk who had petitioned the burgesses to

19 CO 5/1306, f. 298-99,JHR, 2: 396, 400-402; CO 5/714, f. 46-51. For dr\·ersification measures. see JHB, 3:
50-51, 75-81; for scholarly mterpretauon of the tO\vn act as part of this tradeoff, see John C. Rambolt, h·om
Prercrzptzon to Pm-uaszon: The lviampu!atzon of the l'.l)!,hteenth Cmtu':J' Vn:gmta brof!o~y (Port \X:'aslungton, N.Y., 1974),
151-54.
2u ]HJ3, 2: 351.
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nudge along new town legislation already had the beginnings of a town, but they also got a
bn'y of new neighbours, '.v1th twenty-nine lots sold in the tmvn m'er the next few years. 21
Elsewhere enthusiasm \Vas stalled by local rivalries. A group of men described as
"local freeholders" in the ne'.vly created King and Queen County were the most dramatic
when they reported that the act had been "obstructed in that Countie through the meanes of
some eviU minded persons." King and Queen, as a ne\v county, had not even been allocated
a tmvn in the 1691 act but had evidently attempted to establish one. After some investigation
the follmdng year, the burgesses discovered that after laying out the tO\\'n for the county (at
modern-day \Vest Point), construction had been stalled by a battle over the deed to the land
ben,-een the trustees and the landholder, Col. John 'vi/est. Considering \\lest Point's
strategically and commercially important location, at the juncture of the Pamunkey and
1-1att<1poni Rivers, it is unsurprising that \W"est was not anxious to part \vith it but these
scenes were repeated in other places around the colony too. 22
The issues over town land in Middlesex, which had ·warranted special emphasis in the
act itself, did not go a"\Yay. Scarcely two months after the legislation was signed, the
Middlesex justices met at the town site on the banks of Rosegill Creek; they required Ralph
\XIormeley to attend so that he could sign over the deed to the site. As one of the colony's
wealthiest planters, \X'ormeley was disinclined to be ordered about in this fashion; he failed
to

appear, preferring instead to have the justices come to him. The justices reported that they

had visited him and learned that he had no intention of signing the deed. 23

Edward M. Riley, "The Founding and Development of Yorktown, Ytrginia 1691-1781" (Ph.D. cliss.,
Uni,·ersity of Southern California, 1942), chap. 3;John Reps, Tidfwatfr Town.r, 71-78; Hank Lutton "':-.Jo Towns
of consequence': Comextuali7ing and Recon~idering Urban Places in the Chesapeake." a conference paper
presented at The Early Chesapeake: Reflecoons and Projections, Solomon's Island, l\Id., l'\oY. 2009 (fhanks to
Hank Lutton for allowmg me to c1tc this paper).
22JJ-IB, 2: 386, 397; Reps, Tidewater Towns, 79-81.
2> ~fiddlesex County Court Order Books, ,·ol. 2, f. 508-16.
2'
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Even in places where the landholder \vas more amenable, such as York County, the
site could still engender resentment and conflict. From 1695 onward rival portions of the
York County population petitioned the burgesses over the plan to relocate the courthouse to
Y orktuwn and the burgesses were forced to pass an act specifically mandating the holding of
court in Yorktown. In Accomack County, where the courthouse had been located at the
town of Onancock, established in 1681, protests by residents distant from town got it
relocated. There were also divisions in Isle of\Xlight County in 1693 because the new town
of Patesfield was considered so inconvenient. 24
All of these concerns were reflected in the debates of the House of Burgesses over
the next few years. Less than a year after the legislation was initially drafted, in April 169 2,
the burgesses "\\Tre searching for a ·'meanes to dishearten & put a Stop to the discouragers''
who spoke against the plan. They sought ~icholson's assistance in promoting the plan and
securing its approval in London, clearly recognizing that without confirmation of the law,
doubters could continue to undermine its force. There were even doubters amongst the
colony's council because they initially rejected the burgesses' appeal to Wbitehall about the
act; some councillors \vho had bought town lots in Yorktown were also defaulted on their
purchases for failing to build on their lots. Their misgiYings were ultimately oYerpowered by
Nicholson's continued commitment to urban development- he wrote to London in the
spring of 1692, confident that tovms were to be built and anxious for official assistance in
his efforts to break the monopoly of the wealthiest planters who were restricting the tobacco

24 JHB, 2: 429, 3: 72, 149; 1-lS, 3: 146-4""'. Reps, TideJI'afer Towns, 84. for Accomack County, see ~ora .tvfiller
Turman, The Eastern Shore ofVzrgmza, 1603-1964 (Onancock. Va., 1964), 83-84; Ralph \\Tlutclaw, Virgmza's
Ea.rtem Shore: A Hzstot)" ofNmthampton and Acromack Counties (Gloucester, :\1ass., 1968), 2: 904-6.
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trade. The changing mood of the colony did not reflect a decline in ::\iicholson's enthusiasm
so much as fears amongst the local elite about the political and economic impact of tcw,:ns. 25
Unbeknownsr to the burgesses, officials in the metropolis had already studied and
debated the new legislation. The London merchants who dominated the tobacco trade and
convoy systems during these years had made clear their objections to the plan, implying to
officials that httle work bad been done to develop the sites despite news from the colony of
rapid land sales and construction. The Customs Commission advised that while "a more
Regular settlement & Cohabitation, is a very desireable work, And fit to be Encouraged ... it
seems to us unreasonable

to

Compel the Inhabitants & Planters to bring dmvne their

Goods, before there are places Com'enient for their Reception and Security." They decided
that restrictions on all buying and selling of goods would be harmful to the commercial
flexibility of merchants but that a revised act forcing imports and exports to be registered at
specified wharves was \'ital to crown interest. They advised that the colony's "Principal
Inhabitants," in collusion \Vith merchant interests, should be pushed to rework the act to
these mercantile ends. Despite other changes in London, the customs office and the
merchant community remained tightly bound together, and their vision of a commercial
urban plan still held sway. It was a blO\v to ::\rich olson's civic \'ision of learning, faith, and
defence, and be knew as much; be wrote to London in July 1692, saying that reports "by
Severall Persons Resideing or Inhabiting in ye Citty of London ... pretend great Creditt is
given to them by ye Comissioners of their Maties Customes & others. That the Acts Of ye
Assembly of this Country are of noe force above one year after ye Date." 26

JHB, 2: 396-407 (quote, 396); CO 5/1306. f. 387 -82; 5/1358, f. 152-55. For the escheating of the counCillors'
town lots 1n Yorktown, see Rtley, "The Foundmg and DeYelopment ofYorktown," 40-43,49-51.
2" CO 5/1306, f. 384-97; CO 391/7. f. 63-65, 104-6. Leadmg London merchandviicajah Perry's opiruon of the
act is cited in B1llings, Selby, and Tate., Coloma! T -zrgznta, 147. For news of rap1d house construction, sec b]C, 1:
212. For Nichohon's angry response, see CO 5/1306, f. 445-48.
25
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These reports played into the hands of the act's opponents in the colony. especially
after K1cholson was replaced in the autumn of 1692. His successor, Sir Edmund Andros,
arrived \1-·ith a clear sense of the commissioners' ~vision. During the Glorious Revolution
~\ndros

had struggled against the colonial city of Boston, and during his time in New York

he had been respons1ble for narrowing the city's leadership. He therefore had no qualms
about a mercantile alliance \Vith the "Pnncipal Inhabitants." As soon as he arrived in the
colony, he wrote to Blathwayt that little had been done to develop towns and that all the
men of "good repute" hoped the act would be ov-erturned. By January he \Vas able to send
more details about a ship that had arri\red in the Rappahannock River but "the Act for
Towns and Ports being in force she intends for Maryland." Unsurprisingly, such negatiw
details had been strategically passed on to him by none other than Ralph Wormeley.z\vben Andros gathered his first assembly the following spring, opponents of the
leg:tslation (which \vas to have gone into effect in October 1692) claimed it \v·as "a generall
Grievance." lt was suspended in anticipation of the royal rejection, though it took a further
six months for official confirmation to arrive. \\'hen Andros then recalled the burgesses, in
hopes of passing a new narrower version of the act, he met with flat refusal. The burgesses
claimed that it was "very burthensome & inconvenient." Tellingly, the wealthy councillors
wbo had expressed doubts about renewing the appeal for tcw;;ns under ~icholson were now
mTid supporters of a trimmed-down plan for wharves and warehousing facilities that might
cement the ties between themselves and the leading merchants; they again employed royalist

CO 5/1306, f. 509; ''Sir Edmund Andro~ to \X'illiam Blathwavt. NoY. 3rd 1692," Blathwayt Papers, vol. 2,
Coloma! \X'illiamsburg; '·Sir Edmund Andros to William Blathwayt,Jan. 16'h 1692/3," Ibid. The customs
commission had adnsed that Andros be informed of their dec1s1on before he satlcd for Virgmia. See CO
5/1306, f. 384-97. For :\ndros in New York, sec Middleton, From Priz~/~gf.r to fughtr, chap. 2; Robert C. Richtic,
The Duke's Prozinre: A Sttt11 ifNew 1-ork Pobtzcs a11d Soriet} 1664-1691 (Chapel Hill, .\!.C., 1977), chap~. 4-5.
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language, cla1ming that rejection of an act that the crown had largely approyed of would
"defeat us of the kindness mtended by his ~1aity," hut their entreaties were to no avail. 28
Ostens1bly Andros and the council remamed in favour of towns for customs and
trade purposes, but they

refu~ed

to prod the burgest,es as Effingham had done during the

1680s. The governor merely relayed the burgesses' objectlons to London and opmed that he
was powerless to change their minds. He C\Ten c1tcd his reluctance to force the tu\vn bill on
them

a~

e\-i.dence of royal generosity. Both he and the council made clear they \\'ere only

concerned with the preventlon of illegal trade- the language of learning, defence, and
governance that Nicholson had woven mto the 1691 plan had been totally stripped ,n,~ay. 29
The ne\\" regime in England, the increasmg orgaruzation of the tobacco trade, and
~icholson's

promise of royal support for a grand civK endeavour convinced some planters

that investing in town land \Yas a good idea. J\fore people spent more time, energy, and
tobacco responding to the 1691 act than they had done
grew wider as

~icholson

111

the 1680s. However, fault lines

placed more emphasis on the governmental and c1vic purposes of

town de,•elopment, encouraging the construction of courthouses and churches as well as
tobacco barns. Those unprepared to see the tlow of political and economic power pass them
by \\'ere \'ocal in their opposition, stpnieing further development. The division was lrud bare
in 1695 when the Pnncess Anne County delegation proposed another town act and the
chamber declared that "in as much as Several Counties desired the Contrary, no debate or
proceedings be had therein." Yet, even though debate in Virginia reached a stalemate under
Andros, !\licholson was on the mm•e to his new government 111 Maryland. He took stock of
political realities and what he saw as the narrow self-interest of factions within local colonial

]1-lB, 2: 423,450, 456~57, 470-71, 481; b]C, 1: 296~97, 306,
"S1r Edmund Andros to \\'Jliiam Blathwayt, Oct. 23rct 1693," Blathwayt Papers, Yo!. 3, Colorual
\X'Illiamsburg; ''S1r Edmund 1\ndro~ to \X'1lliam 13lathwayt,Jan. 5'h 1693/4," 1h1d.;]HB, 3: 93; E]C, 1:385.
2
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communities. From his new province, he wrote despairingly about the attitudes ofVirginians
and adapted his ideas about urbanity while reapplying them to the northern end of the bay. 30

***
Political and economic circumstances in Maryland in the early 1690s differed from those in
Virginia in important ways. Firstly, the colony remained bitterly divided over the recent
revolution. Many of Lord Baltimore's former supporters were sidelined. Secondly, :VIaryland
was more economically handicapped by the new era of ,,~ar and empire. Lying further from
the mouth of the bay, the colony could not control the organization of the shipping convoys
that became central to the trade- Maryland trading vessels were simply told when to report
to

Virginia for departures to England. These troubles were accentuated by "\Vartime changes

in tobacco pnces. \Vhile the sweet-scented tobacco grown in parts of Virginia was consumed
in England, Maryland's Oronoco tobacco was mostly reexported to Continental rnarkets that
were shut down by war. The 1690s thus saw a widening gap between the profit margins on
the two varieties of tobacco. Though Virginia hardly t1ourished in the 1690s, Maryland's
economic problems \.vere far \.\'orse. 31 \\lhitehall, howe\'er, \vas increasingly eager to construct
a uniform policy for the t\vo colonies. The instructions issued to Maryland's first royal
governor, Lionel Copley, ret1ected these intentions through strict details about the fees to be
collected, as well as orders that he appoint ports for the loading and unloading of goods. ' 2
Copley bad extensive urban experience, having commanded the military garrison in
tl1e English city of Hull during the 1680s, and he had been instrumental in delivering Hull

.JHB, 3: 11; CO 5/714. f. 46~51.
For Maryland's dlsadYantages in the convoy system, see Bradburn, "The Visible Flst.'' For the trade to
Philadelphia, sec 1\:icholson's account of Eastern Shore trade in CO 5/714, f. 46-51. For the regional variations
in tobacco pr1ces, see Lorena S. \X;alsh, "Summing the Parts: Implications for Estimating Chesapeake Output
and Income Subre~,'-ionally," W:\1Q, 3d Ser., 56 (1999): 53-94.
>2 Archives, 8: 271-78; Ed\vard Randolph, newly rccommisswned as surveyor of customs for the Amencan
colorues, was to ensure that these plans were put into action in 211aryland, sec Michael G. Hall, bdward P-.andolph
and the American Colonie.•, 1676-1703 (Chapel Hill, ~.C., 1960), chap. 6 (esp. 138).
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safely to \villiam and Mary at the Glorious Revolution. But, when he arrived in Maryland it
quickly became clear that he had no intention of reorganizing the colony's institutional
structure along the lines \"Xihitehall intended. Almost immediately he began violating his
instructions, cultivating ties with prominent leaders of the rebellion, and trying to maximize
his own profit. He therefore proved less than eager to unseat county justices or customs
officers who would agree to his f:lnanoal demands. Most local officials kept their positions
whiJe supporters of Lord Baltimore were rooted out. \\-hen Copley gathered a new assembly
in May 1692, they graoously voted him increased f:lnancial emolum.ents (some of which
belonged to other officials), but in return they secured increased independence and authority
and limited the tenure of appmnted officials. They capped off their efforts to reinforce the
power of their positions on local county benches by suggesting that in return for their loyalty
to \\'illiam and ::\1ary, they might "have an Escutcheon & Seal with his .:'v1ajestys Coat of
Arms thereon belonging to it" to directly tie them to royal sanction. ' 3
Town development \-vas not neglected during the session though. In fact, redsion of
the colony's legal code, which was undertaken to establish royal control, threw the issue up
for debate. The lower chamber sought simply to continue the broad and locally controlled
provisions of Lord Baltimore's rnost recent town act minus his subsequent imposition of
town off-1cers. Copley and his allies on the council quickly rejected this idea. Although happy
to

violate other royal orders, they may have thought that continuing pieces of proprietary

legislation would arouse anger in Whitehall, especially given Copley's orders about ports.
However, they also likely distrusted the town plan from the 1680s because of the threat it

3o Archn·e.r, 13: 290. For Copley's background, see Papenfuse et al., Bzographical Dzdzona~), 1: 234; Stephen
Saunders Webb, The Governors-Geneml: Tbe English Ani!)' and the Definttwll ~fbmpirt 1569-1681 (Chapel Hill, :\r.C.,
198'7), 491. for a thorough survey of Copley's dealings ·with the 1692 assembly and his alliance v;rith the
Revolut10narv chte, see David \X!Il!Jam Jordan, ''The Royal Period of Colonial _\{a ryland, 1689-1715" (Ph.D.
diss., Princeton uniyenit:y, 1966), 76-80, 88-97.
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posed to their control of the trade and reyenue. In some counties Copley and his ne\v allies
had a tenuous grip on power and embarking on reorganization and town building at this
stage risked rocking the boat. If they needed any further confirmation of this, they need only
have looked to the petition from the pro-Baltimore merchants of the town of Oxford during
the same session, requesting that it be made an independent corporarion. 34
But questions of local control and empire did not dissipate for Copley. He was
challenged by two other imperial officials who brought very different ideas about hmv the
ne\v imperial system was to deal with the disparate communities of the upper Chesapeake.
The first was the Surveyor General of Customs, Ed\\'atd Randolph, who arrived in ::VIaryland
during the summer of 1692. A friend of \villiam Blathv,;ayt and fellow ,-eteran of James ll's
imperial administration, he brought the same vetTe to his first post-revolution position.
~oting

the illegal dealings, corruption, and mismanagetTlent of Copley's first few months in

pm;ver, he wrote to \X'hitehalllambasting the new governor. Disparaging the administration
of the local elites in whom Copley had placed his trust, Randolph recommended that men be
sent from England to oversee trade in :\faryland, and that they be placed under his control.
In the meantime he toured the colony and dropped in unannounced on the collectors of the
various regions, demanding to see thetr paperwork and quizzing ship captains. During the
autumn of 1692, Copley began putting together a case against Randolph, resting on his
supposed Jacobite leanings and the folluwing spring he had him arrested. Randolph fled to
Virginia, where he remained long enough to peruse the Customs Commission's report
ad,-ocating new imperial town de\'elopment in both colonies; he became frustrated by

'4
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Andros's inability to get a new town plan passed in Virginia and no doubt appreciated its
potential to break Copley's power further up the bay. ' 5
Copley's more persistent rival in the colony was Sir Thomas Lawrence, an English
gentleman who had secured the profitable position of colonial secretary at the same time
Copley \-\'On the governorship. The two men were supposed to leave England together in the
autumn of 1691, but persistent quarrelling bct\-veen them O\'er their rights tn various fees and
government incomes led Lawrence to delay his departure rather than spend months with
Copley in the bowels of a ship. By the time Lawrence arrived in the late summer of 1692,
Copley had already taken the initiati,-e in reinforcing local political relationships and securing
revenue. The goyernor blocked all Lawrence's attempts to take up the responsibilities of his
office and searched for grounds to arrest him. Lawrence did not pose a threat to commercial
deals in the way that Randolph did, but his office as secretary entitled him to appoint the
clerks of county courts, offices which could be sold or used as patronage to shape the
political landscape of counties. Having been deprived by Copley of other revenue sources,
La\vrence set about rephcing county clerks in order to extract fees from the ne\v placemen. 36
This impolitic move, which infuriate Copley and his allies further, \vas grounded in avarice,
but it also reflected an alternate vision of how local government \vas to interact v;rith the new
imperial system. Lawrence intended to place county courts under closer scrutiny; he noted to
\vnitehall that a number of the men he turned out lacked the education to provide accurate
records. Tellingly, one of his first actions (and the one that led to Copley's case against him)
was refusing to issue the royal seals that the assembly had decided to endow each county

35

Ed\vard Randolph, EdJPard Randolph; Including Ht.r I .Etters am! Offtaal Papers fi·otil the New England, ,\Iirkl!e, and

J outhmt Co!omes m _4.t!1ftica, lr7it!J Other Docrmmtts Relatmg Cbirf!_y to the Vacatif'{_i', ofthe Rqyal Cbartfr of the Colofl) of
Massachusetu Bq;•, 1676-1703. p;ew York, 1898-1909), 5: 77-104,7:353-84, 39""'-98, 448-49, 451-53;Archll'cs, 8:
432-33, 43 7. Por a narrative of the chspute between Randolph and Copley, sec Jordan, "Royal Period," 97-1 04;
Mtchacl G. Hall, Ed1mrd Eando!pb and the Ame1ican Colomes, 1676-1703 (Chapel Hill, KC., 1960), 143-47.
36 Jordan, "Royal Penod," 69-73, 1(17-114.
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with. Although his opinions left him languishing in jail, the new secretary '''as not far wrong
in his assessments either; some colonists had also begun to complain about Copley and his
allies -particularly in the town of Oxford, which had recently petitioned for selfgovernment. It was not his role to push for new town-building legislation, but Lawrence saw
himself as a lynchpin between local government and the imperial state, and his plight during

1693 remained a nagging reminder that all was not right \Vith that relationship.-'"
\X1ith ] _awrence safely ensconced in jail and Randolph having fled tl1e colony, Copley

had ,. ,-on the battle of wills with his fellow impenal officials. A few short months later,
however, tl1e ailing gmTrnor lost his most serious battle: against the oppressive Chesapeake
pathogens. He died in September 1693, and his leading ally Nehemiah Blakiston follmved
him to the grave a month later. For nine months the colony limped along in dtre financial
straits and without firm leadership as Cople; 's former allies fought with Lawrence and
Virginia governor Edmund Andros. The hiatus exacerbated the problems of local authority.
The council could not agree with Randolph on new customs collectors, or with Lawrence on
new sheriffs. L:nder these circumstances, less than a year removed from his stint in Virginia,
Francis J'\:'1cholson returned to the Chesapeake as governor of:\Jaryland in July 1694. 38
~icholson

immediately regained control of the confused local government structure.

He approved new shreival appointments, and within a few days he began a comprehensive
effort to ascertain the "State of the constitution of tl1e Government of~faryland" in all
"Ecclesiastical, Civill & ::Vfilitary Affairs." He demanded that each newly appointed sheriff
gather, collate, and return details about their county's military strength, local government,

for Lawrence's assessment, sec CO 5/713, f. 295-99; "Thomas Lawrence to \X'1lham Blathwayt, 20'11 June
1694,'' Blathwayt Papers, vol. 18, Colonial Williamsburg. For the accusatlons against him, see Archives, 8: 34885, 443-44, 503-4, 546-48, 560, 20: 43. David W. Jordan, "S1r Thomas Lawrence. Secretary of Ma1yland: A
Ro) a! Placeman's Fortunes m :\merica," ;vn-lM 76 (1981 ): 22-44.
3~ Jordan, "Royal Penod," 122;/lrchive.r, 20:65,75-77.
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parish structures, and population. It made sense to attempt to impose this kind of oversight
on a colony that had been in turmoil for the last decade, but this was no temporary measure:
it represented a concerted policy to involve the imperial state in local affairs and keep track
of details of local demographiCs, economics, and defence. Rather than declining through
~icholson's

tenure in 1\hryland, the demands for information expanded to encompass the

finer points of the parish church-building process and a mote finely grained demographic
analysis. He ordered that county courts begin meeting on a regular

~cbedule,

that county

militias form organized units, and that the colony be quickly diYided into parishes. 39 \\lriting
to \'\'hitehall soon after his arrival,

~icholson

echoed l.a\vrcncc and Randolph's complaints

about the leading colonists who ·were restricting the tobacco trade, thus ·worsening the
depression and driving poor colonists

to

either emigrate or diwrsify into linens and woollens

that would compete with England. \X'ithin days of arriving, he had been forced to confront a
Somerset County petition claiming that the local justices were restructuring the geographic
order of the county by shifting the courthouse, and a few months later he recei,·ed similar
complaints from Baltimore County. l'\icholson believed better m·ers1ght \Vould address such
local mismanagement in the interests of the crown and also the many middling planters. 40
There \vas, however, a crucial second part to Nicholson's new regime. \Xrithin weeks
of arriYing, he began touring the colony like no governor before him. Over the next four
years, he made frequent visits to every corner of the region, not only inspecting courts and
churches but also prying into ordinary farms, noting what planters were growing, and talking
to

them about the state of the colony. This itinerancy was partly in order to inspect defences

Archit;e.r, 20: 106, 113, 130, 133. For later de,·elopment~ of these reporrs and local organization, ibid., 20: 283,
4-:'1, 538,23: 104; CO 5/714, f. 56. Sec also_Tordan,hNttM!?On.r, 190-93.
4 CO 5/713, f. 300-303; Arrhit·es, 20: 132. for N1eholson thts local reorganization also meant rcmrroducing
some of the local leaders who had backed Baltimore during the revolution and had consequently been excluded
from power for a number of yean,. See Jordan, Fo11ndations, 192-93.
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in wartime and to ensure his administrative changes were being put into practice, but it was
also about making royal government visible locally.

~icholson

explained to crown officials

that "I often visit ye County that I may keep up their drooping Spints, and incourage them
in planting, assuring them of his :Nfat]' Royal Intentions for their Good & \Xiellfair & of your
Lordr' to them likewise." At face value, his lengthy traYels and bureaucratic reforms appear
to have had httle in common 'W1th the region's town-building debates, but in reality they
shared a common concern for questions of local economic and political control, overs1ght of
trade and manufacturing, and the structure of local hierarchy. :0licholson and La"\vrence \Vere
expliotly conscious that tl1is whole process of reform was necessitated by the scattered and
"loose" rnanner of settlement. Drawing from the diftl.cult experiences that both he and
:;yfaryland had had in tl1e past few years, Nicholson was hoping to reshape the way that
localities were defined and integrated within the empire through a new complex bureaucracy,
and he sought to find a new place for urbanization at the apex of this structure. 41
~icholson

began his travels and

tr~l'irails

with local government during the summer

heat of 1694, and as fall approached he embarked on the second phase of his Maryland
realignment. He gathered an assembly for the first time in more than two years and informed
them of his instructions, including a letter ''concerning Ports with a paper Superscribed."

42

His brief spell in London had been sufficient for him to assess the reception of his Virginia
town plan which was still being debated in Whitehall, and he fully understood which parts
officials had approved and where re-v1sion had been requested. He also understood that
\X:bitehall felt any town plan for Virginia should be replicated in l\1aryland. It is impossible to
know what advice was contained in the papers from the queen that Nicholson handed over
41

CO 5/713, f. 300-03; CO 5/714, 46-Sl;Arr/Jives, 20:584.
A1rhivu, 19: 33. Because of ::\!icholson's qmck efforts to restore harmony to Maryland's counues dunng the
summer, the returns for the 1694 assembly reflected a greater balance between supporters of the revolution and
former Baltimore loyahsts. See Jordan, Foundations, 193.
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to the assembly that autumn afternoon, but they likely contained the same cautious approval
of town building that had been sent to Virginia, along ·with customs reports from the last
decade that spelt out the vision of import/ export ports under direct imperial supervision. -u
Before the debacle of Copley's tenure in ;\faryland, the first postrevolution assembly
had suggested continuing the town plan and although Copley bad rejected the idea, evidence
suggests that the town sites that had been appointed in the 1680s retained their cultural
significance; for example, when the counties were asked to lay out parishes during Copley's
era, a number of them elected to place churches in the now technically defunct towns. 44 lt
made sense, then, that the assembly members should embrace the new prompt to establisb
ports and towns. They drafting a plan, and

t\VO

weeks later had produced a new proposal

that replicated their stance on towns during the 1680s -it proposed multiple locations in
each county and restricted all marketing of domestic goods to these sites as well as the
loading and unloading of ships.

~icholson

was familiar with some of these provisions -

particularly those restricting buying and selling of goods - because they had been the rocks
on which his earlier Virginia proposal had floundered while sailing through the corridors of
power in London. He was not about to repeat his mistakes. The council tersely suggested a
number of revisions to the plan, reducing the number of locales and removing the marketing
provisions and sundry other measures that had been tacked onto the legislation. They also
pushed for the appointment of naval officers and collectors in each port and demanded that
churches and prisons should be built in the towns to provide civic structures. Although only
scant evidence of the lower chamber's deliberations during this session survives, it appears

Although ~icholson did not return w England until after the initial debate in \'V'hitehall about the Virginia
town act, the principle that .:Vfa1yland and Virginia would be treated the same had clearly been established. See
co 5/1358, f. 167-73; co 391/7, f. 104-6.
44 Archit'es, 8: 472-74.
43
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that its members did not care to heed

~icholson's

adv-ice. They pushed on with the act

stipulating more than one town in each county and provoked the governor into action. 45
He immediately and deliberately overshadowed the debate by introducing a dramatic
proposal to relocate the capital to Ann Arundelton, one of the small hamlets designated in
the 1680s town plans. There had been anxiety and frustration over the inconvenient location
of St. Mary's City (practically at the southern tip of the entire colony) for more than three
decade~.

In the 1680s Lord Baltimore had held out the proposal of relocating the cap1tal up

the bay in exchange for passing his town bill but had quickly reneged on the promise. In
Copley's first assembly session in 1692, relocation \vas raised again and sp,1rked bitter debate
w1thin the chamber. \1\!ith Baltirnore's power in the colony neutered, it should have been
easy to relocate the capital away from his city, but the revolution had actually complicated
the decision. In the prev-ious decade, the membership of the St. Mary's City corporation and
the county bench had shifted decisively away from Balumore's control. Copley's close allies
were largely based in St. Mary's County and many also now served on the corporation of St.
Mary's City. 46 These men had made an enem) out ofThomas Lawrence, who was now
~icholson's

trusted ally. In these circumstances it is hardly surprising that Nicholson was

more than happy to reconsider moving the capital frorn this troubling centre of political
strife. It would also have the salutary effect of redirecting the assembly's energies from the
port plan to the building of a city more in line with Nicholson's ideals of empire. The
decision, then, was based on the new governor's vision of centralized administration,

Arcbzz'e.r, 19: 59, 83.
For the offer of relocation in the 1680s, see above, p. 331-38. for the debate in 1692, see Archn;e.r, 8: 356,
369, 400. for Copley's main alhcs around St. ::-fary's, sec Jordan, "Royal Pe11od," 104-7; for hi& allies in the
corporanon (Kenelm Cheseldyn,John Llewellin, Philip Lynes, and Robert Mason), see Papenfuse, Bzograpbual
Dzcflollal)", 137-38, 216-17, 558, 580, 802-3; Archzvcs, 19:75. St. :'vfary's C1ty's appeal agamst monng the capital
laid parncular emphasis on the arrangement they had reached w1th Copley, ib1d., 19:73-74.
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geographically at the heart of the colony but also free from what he viewed as a corrupt
proYincial elite. r
This assessment, however, was far from universal. The plan met fierce opposition
from the citizens of St. Mary's, who produced a treatise in opposition to the moYe that was
signed by the mayor, the full membership of the city's corporate bench, and more than ilfty
other men. The signatories represented the full political spectrum in :\faryland, including
arch-rebel John Coode as well as Baltimore ally William Digges. The most interesting feature
of their petition was the extent to which it rested on seventeenth-century English ideas
about civic rights and corporate identity. Rather than appealing to the assembly that w-as
debating the move, the petitioners addressed their concerns to

~icholson,

and rather than

just asking that the capital not be moved they pleaded for his "grace and ffavour in granting
and Continuing to them their ancient £franchises rights & priviledges granted them by their
Charter with such other benefitts and advantages as hath been accustorned and usually
allowed and from time to time conilrmed." They clearly belie\-ed that their greatest political
leverage in these circumstances was rooted in their charter and the personal relationship it
implied between themselves and the governor. Of course the status of Baltimore's urban
charter was questionable in light of the revolution, and the city aldermen simultaneously
sought

~icholson's

approval for a new mayor in a clear effort to legitimise the charter. 111e

signatories built a case around their perceiYed corporate rights, citing the heritage of their
charter, which had gifted them "immunityes rights benefitts and priviledges ... above and
beyond all other parts and places of the province." They claimed that these endowments bad
spurred precisely the kind of civic-minded public action that they were intended to generate

4 7 John

Scharf erroneously claimed the capital was relocated to move it away from the Catholic areas of the
colony, sec John Scharf, Histot;' ofMa~)'laud, (Baltimore, Md., 1879), 1: 344-45. David Jordan disagreed with
Scharf, but entirely dismisses a factional interpretation for the decision. See Jordan, "Royal Period," 148-49.
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in English corporate ideology: the citizens had invested in "meane indifferent lands" and
erected public buildings, a governor's residence, and a civic commumty. They even offered
to expand this civic spending by paying for public transportation to the city from across the
colony. The ine\-itable contrast, of course, lay in those "particular persons" who proposed
the

. al ·,, tort
- h e1r
. owne pnvate
.
I nterest an d 1\dvantage. " 4 "
p1an to move th e caplt
The appeal of the St. Mary's corporation may appear the desperate response of the

few men with a pri\·ate stake in the old capital, but it '>vas a coherent political statement
signifying a thorough understanding of the ciYic corporation in English political life. The
petitwners aped the language of English burgesses pleading for a charter when they "htm1bly
cast our selves [at ::\Jicholson's feet] for Releife and Support agt the Calamitys & ru111
wherewith wee are threatned wholly relying upon your Exncies grace & favour therein.''
Ironically, these men, many of whom had fought against Baltimore's political pretensions,
appealed to "the prerogative Royal invested in your Exncie as their ~1ajties Lieuetenant,'' and
followed up on their petition with a note emphasizing that the power to appoint corporate
boroughs "is a peculiar prerogative of the Crmvne, & that the upholding &

~1aintaineing

the

Kings progative is as Essentiall, & undoubted a part of the I .aws of England, as the liberty &
property of the Subject is, and that when ... the forrn.er is intrenched upon by the Subjects ...
the State is in a Convulsion." This powerful political language asserted the essential
connections between corporate rights and the political structure of the English state. 49
Unfortunately for the seventy men who signed, :;-..Jicbolson's -.,-ision of political
economy and the state, as his careful oversight and regular tours demonstrated, rested not on
a relationship of trust and charter citizenship but on direct supervision and personal control.
4 8 Arrhiv·es,

19: 71-7 5, 20: 147.
Ibid., 73, 76. for scholarly asse,smem of the petition, see Edward C. Papenfuse, 'Don~g Good To Postent/': The
Afon of the Capzta! ~(.Vlmy!and From St. lvfary ~r Ctty to Ann Amnde/1 Towne, Xo11• Ca!kdLi11napolis (Annapolts, Md.,
1995), 12.
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:!\licholson's passed the

complaint~

along to the assembly, immediately undermining the

special relationship that the petitioners claimed bertveen themselves and the governor. The
delegates' response was bitter, sarcastic, and angry, but it demonstrated that they understood
the civic logic of the address. Firstly they contested the signatories' claims to be a true urban
citizenry, claiming that they were merely "calling themselves" by such titles. Then they
quickly identified the major constitutional flaw in the argument, dismissing the majority of
the citizens' points by claiming that they pertained to the prerevolutionary government.
Finally, they contested the idea that the city's population had contributed to the public
welfare through building projects, suggesting instead that public money had been poured
into the city tl1at was akin to "Pharoah's Kine" in showing no sign of growtl1 or health. They
turned the corporation's argument on its head by claiming that the public good necessitated
a new capital in Ann Arundel County; mocking tl1e idea of a coach service to the city, they
joked that "the Genll welfare of the
the Mayors Coaches whoe

a~

Prm~ince

ought to take place of that sugar plum & of all

yet has not one." By passing the petition along to tl1e assembly

and then concurnng in their scathing critique of the corporations civic privileges, Nicholson
was explicitly rejecting a devolved vision of ci·vic government and fawmring a city that tied
the empire to tl1e whole body politic of Mar; land represented in the assembly chamber. 5°
During the remainder of the session, the assembly came to appreciate precisely what
Nicholson's dismissal of these corporate pretensions

to

self-government might mean for any

new town-building efforts. Although the new plan for towns across the colony was returned
to the council, it subsequently disappeared from the assembly records sometime in early
October as 1'-Jicholson began "\vork on the new capital. By October 17 the lower house had
been persuaded to advocate for two port towns for the whole colony - one at Ann Arundel

'0
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to serve the \Vestem shore, and another at Oxford, in Talbot County, to serve the eastern
shore. The inclusion of Oxford meant the decision was not just about relocating the capital;
it \vas a direct replacement for the pre,·ious town-building plans and it shatply restricted
urban development in precisely the way that \i\lhitehall officials had cm·isioned. It also
emphasized the new governor's power by granting him the tlrst choice of up to three lots in
each town. The following year, when delegates proposed another plan to establish multiple
towns, I'Jicholson again managed to replace the legislation \.vith a proposal to further develop
only the Oxford site, under the new name of \V'illiarnstadt - he was determined that these
twin cities would replace the wider town plans of the previous era. 51
Even the choice of these locations was telling. 1'\icholson esche\\'ed London town,
the port that Baltimore had pretended to offer as a new capital in the 1680s and that had
hosted a number of council meetings since the revolution, and favoured Arundelton, which
was owned by prominent proprietary loyalist Richard Hill. }{e also selected Oxford, the
would-be incorporated town where frustrated colonists had gathered in 1693 to lambast
Copley and foretell Nicholson's own appointment. The legislation also rejected market
restrictions or manufacturing incentives in favour of public buildings for the centralization
of administration. The two locations represented a new urban ideal for the Chesapeake:
centralized, administrative spaces with 1'\"icholson at the heart of developments. 52
Over the next few years, as Nicholson designed the city that be quickly renamed
Annapolis, the ramifications of this nnv vision would become clear for Maryland and for the
s· Ibid., 19: 83, 88, 110-13, 1~8-80, 190. D~&cusswns about the to\\·n plan for other sites cononued mto 1696,
but the assembly then vetoed the plan, possibly because they did not \\'ant further urban centers under the
strJct gubernatonal control that N1cholson had 111 mind. Ibid., 19: 290, 301. Evidence from Mount Cal,·ert,
designated as the county scat of Prince George's County when it was founded under ~icholson's tenure,
suggests that Nteholson brought the same kind of order and authority to courthouse towns. :\lichael Lucas has
revealed that the lots for the new courthouse and church bwlt there featured the same precise 3:2 ratio as in
Annapo!Js. See, Lucas, "::\:egotiating Public Landscapes: Hlstory, i\rchaeology, and the Material Culture of
Colonial Chcasapcakc Towns, 1680 to 1720." (Ph.D. dissertation, L'nivcrsit:y ofMarrland, 2008), 109-10.
oz Papenfuse, "Dmng Good," 10, 14; Arcbwe.r, 8: 560, 13: 343-44, 19: 110-13.
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f1g. 8: Street plan of Annapolis, drawn hy author, based upon 1 718 plan of the city.

wider emp1re. The governor acted with his usual ,~erve to see that the capital move was swift
and efficient, but also to ensure 1t was personally under his command. 53 \X!ithin three months
he had drafted the radial baroque plan for the city that was to become so famous. It took
advantage of two natural hillocks at the site, which were to be capped ''rith the new
statehouse and pansh church as symbols of the temporal and spiritual government of the
colony. 111ese building ·were enc1rcled by a roadway from which radial streets fanned out to
ensure that all parts of the new town had clear sight lines and perspectives on the organs of

"Archu•es, 20: 192-93.
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the state. Archaeologist l\hrk Leone has shown how the design created tricks of perspecti\-e
to make the public buildings appear larger and more imposing than they actually were in
order to reinforce h1erarch} on the landscape. However, the order being emphasized was not
simply that of a new prm-incial elite; it was as a product of a contested moment in the
history of colonial politics and English Atlantic empire. Nicholson was emphasizing the
centrality of the state and the church, but he was doing so to all Marylanders equally (just as
Nicholson's provincial tours visited farms of vanous different colonists). This was not the
hierarchy of St. Mary's corporation or Copley's coterie. lt was a perspectiv-e intended to
emphasize the ,,-,·onder and order but also the accessibility of the state. As buildings began to
appear on the landscape, the governor worked to nuke sure not only that the state \vas
centralized and ordered within the limits of the statehouse and the city but also that he
directly interacted \vith the public that these spaces created. One tina!, less appreciated
aspect of the plan underscored the \vay that it \\'as intended to reinforce his position as the
O\'erseer of this administrative centre; a large square lot in the jaws of the town's harbour
was reserved for

~icholson

himself, so that people sailing into the colony's new capital

would have their eyes drawn to the t\v1n peaks of church and state, but they would
themselves be subject to tl1e gaze of the ever-vigilant governor. 54
Nicholson's vision for Annapolis was v-isible through more than just the elaborate
plan that he penned that winter. It was also revealed through the ways that he sought to use
the new space. His biggest priority for the new city was that it be a hub for the colony's
administration in a way that St. Mary's had never been. During his tenure be promoted a
group of able young la'-";-ers and administrators as efficient managers of the state, but he was

54 for a clear copy of the earhest survrnng plat of Annapolis, see Papcnfuse, 'Vomg Good." 15. For scholarly
dJscusswn of the plan, sec Reps, Jidflvatcr ToJrn.r, chap. 6; Leone and Hurry, "Sccmg," 34-62; Leone, The
Archaeology ofLzberty, 83-99.
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careful to insist that they, and their records, remain
stint in Virginia,

~icholson

re~ident

in Annapolis. Since his earlier

had been complaining about the dispersed homes of officials and

the difficulty of gathering them for meetings. By establishing an administrati\re centre he
hoped to alleviate these problems.

~1cholson

and Thomas Lawrence immediately relocated

to the new site along with the clerks of the respective courts. Councillors could not so easily
abandon their plantations, but the logic of the city st1ll held sway a couple of years later when
l.awrence wrote to \X:nitehall assessing potentialne\v councillors by the distance of their
homes from Annapolis. :1\:icholson and the council even turned on his old ally 1Ienry .Jowles,
\Vho was the keeper of the colony's broad seal, because he had failed to move to town. And
it \\~as not only provincial officials who \vere to be centralized. -:\licholson quickly acted

to

have the Ann Arundel County courthouse moved to Annapolis and insisted that the sheriffs
of Ann Arundel and Talbot counties reside in Annapolis and \villiamstadt respectively, and
when Baltimore's collectors in the colony complained that ship captains were avoiding
pa) ing the separate proprietary fees,

Nichol~on

merely advised them to establish themselve<>

at the twin cities or forfeit the revenue. He also saw to it that the post-stage route for the
new colonial post office should run through both ne\v tmvns. ' 5
Bringing all of the major officials 1nto town only had value, though,

if~icholson

could oversee and control them there. It \vas therefore unsurprising that he took a special
interest in the process of building the town and observing its comings and goings.

~The

plan

itself was certainly ~icholson's design, and although the assembly appointed committees to
oversee the the building of the new statehouse, Nicholson kept himself fully informed.
\'\11en Casparus Herrman, who was contracted to build the statehouse, began missing h1s
deadlines, :1\:icholson quickly noted the delays to the council and took action. He pushed the

" Archn•es, 20: 388, 19: 383
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assembly to\vard constructing other public buildings on designated land in the new town (a
public school, parish church, and market house), contributing considerable sums of money
to the work, and he even dictated the construction of a series of roads across Ann Arundel
County that \vou.ld channel all the land traffic of the western shore through the city.' 6 In a
highly unusual move, when Annapolis \x.·as first given a measure of self-government in 1696
(although not a full charter) the governor went so far as to make himself and Thomas
]-awrcnce two of seven ovcrseetng ofticers. Even when Charles II had recalled the charter of
the city of London, he had never appointed himself mayor. ln August 1696 :t\:icholson e\·en
ordered that all tavern keepers should personally bring him an account of any \1.sitors to the
town who supped at their table. Ostensibly tbis was to enable the governor to send notes or
letters with any travellers on their omvard journey, but it also theoretically gav-e him
unprecedented oversight of the town's public spaces. S'
}Jl of tbis personal supenrision, however, just like

~icholson's

tours of the colony,

was couched in a populist framework. Nicholson saw his position in a centralized imperial
city as more accessible and he was anxious to use the space to interact with the body politic
of the colony. Ha·ving drawn up the town plan over the winter of 1694-95, he called the
assembly together in February 1695 (only

~ix

months after the previous session) primarily to

show them the plan and gaining their approval. The next autumn he did the same for the
new town of \Villiamstadt, consulting the assembly for explicit approval and displaying maps
of the tmvn. And he repeated the process \vi.th the statehouse structure itself; he personally
brought the delegates to the site and requested that they formally report on their opinions.
Finally, the following year, when the plats and surveys of the towns were completed in detail,
sc. Arrhzvts, 19: 111, 189, 224, 292, 20: 554-55, 589. CO 5/714, f. 40-41. for cliscuss10n of N1cholson's

supervision of the statehouse building project, see iviorns Radoff, Em !ding uj the State ujJ1a':yiand at AnnapuilS
(Annapohs, Md.,1954), 1-11.
57 Archzve.r, 19: 498, 20: 47 8.
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~icholson

insisted that the delegates all gather to witness the images and see him place his

personal seal in a number of places on the parchment that was then to be displayed in the
courthouse. It is crucial to appreciate here that Nicholson's method was never to simply ask
the opinion of the assembly about the shape of the town, but rather to produce images or
gather them in specific spaces and demand their formal assent to what was already a fait
accompli of urban design. It was important that he maintain control but equally important
that that control be acknowledged. 58
The other means by vduch Ivlarylanders more generally could show their assent to
hi~

urban control came through public ev-ents and ccrcmorues. For example, in the autumn

of 1695, when the assembly gathered for the third time in the new

tov;~n, ~icholson

the session by inviting the delegates to "walk down towards the Dusk of the
Dnnk his ivfa"' health at which time he would

cau~e

opened

E\~ening

for to

a bone fire to be made for the Joyfull

ne\vs of his ma"' Success ag'the £french." It is difticult to interpret hmY much of Annapolis's
street layout was \risible by this point Gust a year after the capital was moved) but it was clear
that ~icholson had a space amidst the staked-out streets and lots \vhere he hoped to treat
the delegates and celebrate the empire. He was turning the future city streets into an
extension of his own home, where he might invite guests and host ceremorues. He also
expected the streets and circles of the Annapolis plan to provide spaces where he could meet
and address the people. In December 1696, when he began encountering concerted political
opposition in the colony, he again turned to the town's public spaces: he ordered that the
sheriff gather "all prsons about town that they be forth\\·ith and Appear at the Court house,"
and when the courthouse was full to bursting Nicholson challenged his opponents to
publicly v-oice their opposition to his gmTernance. The the bonflre and the public address

"" .1rchwes, 19: 123, 22 7 , 285, 293, 470, 501-2, 551.

3<)4

demonstrated the ways that J\'ichol~on felt the city could pro\'ide a site for direct relationship
between his royal authority and the body politic at large. 59
That J\'icholson "\vas forced to make use of the civic space to defend his government,
though, implies that h1s control over a centralized imperial cJty was not uncontested. In fact,
it was quickly apparent that delegates and ordinary citizens had concerns about Annapolis's
pohtical structure. The first misgivings appeared in October 1695 when the assembly
blocked Nicholson's proposals for separate town courts on the basis that tl1e populations of
Annapolis and \X 1lliamstadt were not high enough to ensure a fair allocation of justices. The
following spring the concerns became greater. As soon as the assembly gathered in .1\fay

1696, Nicholson pressed them to take action on a whole slew of ne\v measures he had
developed for promoting Annapolis including plans for legal immunity for town res1dents,
market~

and craft incentives, and the allocation of a common, a ditch marking the town

boundaries, and a gatehouse. The delegates took exception to the new controls Nicholson
was proposing, and to make matters worse they also took offence because in the cramped
conditions of the temporary statehouse the governor's official clerks kept "\valking through
their chamber as they deliberated on the proposals - serving as a reminder of who really
controlled the public political space of tl1e city. The delegates decided to block the clerks'
passage through their chamber, and they also drafted a response to :!'Jicholson, frankly
stating rhat if he \\'an ted further changes at Annapolis he should extend the privileges of selfgovernment to the city through a charter. Nicholson refused to be cowed. The follmving day
he posted a notice on the assembly chamber door ordering that the clerks be allowed to walk
through, and when the delegates again demurred be prorogued them overnight to underline
his power over proceedings and over space within the new capital. Chastised, the delegates

59

Ibid., 19: 226, 20: 564.
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returned to 'Work the following day and approved some of ~icholson's measures, but they
still refused to draft the new plans for the c1ty. It took a further two sess1ons of wranglmg
before the delegates agreed to "An Act for Keeping Good Rules and Orders
Annapoli~."

111

the Port of

The act included the previous proposals for craftsmen, markets, and bylaws and

also confirmed Nicholson and Lawrence as beads of the corporation. It even made provision
for Nicholson to take a port1nn of the common as a personal estate (not connected to the
governorsh1p) on which to build "a garden, Vmeard or Somcrhouse." 60
Other complaints and objections, hmvev-er, proved harder to silence. The goyernor's
plans for \\-ilbam~tadt as a compamon city to Annapolis \>.Tre particularly \-ulnerable. By May

1695 :t\:icholson was already anxious about Willlamstadt because surveying and building had
not proceeded at the same pace as

~'\nnapolis.

Although the council insisted that action be

taken to spur development, little ev-idently came of this decree, because N1cholson returned
to the assembly 111 the autumn 1695 session still appealing for public buildings in the
colony's new second c1ty. \Vith the same
Annapolis,

~icholson

C) e

for natural features that had led to the circles m

had spotted the small island at the tip of tl1e pemnsula on which

\iCilliamstadt was built and he proposed that all the public buildings be erected there with a
commanding view of the harbor. Constructing such buildmgs, however, required the
cooperation of landholders and local c1tizens, and ~icholson could get neither. N1cbolas
Luv;'e, a proprietary ally who had recently returned to the Talbot County bench, owned some
of the land for the to"\vn and the designated common. He challenged the price offered for
the land and took his case to the assembly, but Nicholson unilaterally dismissed it. More
problematic '\vas the building of the church in \\'11liamstadt; part of the county tithe was to

6l' Ib1d., 19: 224,228,288-92, 301-8, 320-25, 498-504 (quote, 501). Por a more detailed account of the dispute
o\ cr the clerks and the asscmblv chamber, sec Papcnfusc, "Doing Good," 16-18. ] t took one further scss1on to
fully resolve the Js&ues wlth room allocation in the statehome. See Archn•e.r, 19: 512, 517, 536, 594.
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be put aside for the construction of the new building, but the sheriff complained that the
parish vestry had forbidden it. N"icholson demanded that the county officials take action, but
no e\'ldence surv-iYes to suggest that they complied. He never succeeded in getting officers
and government functions relocated

to

\-x;'illiamstadt as he did with Annapolis, and a few

years later, after be left the colony, a faction \Vithin Talbot County blocked a plan to move
the county courthouse to the tuwn. W'ith such internal wrangling in Talbot, it was hardly
surprising that the council also heard cases of commercial fraud in which ship captains
rnerely shrugged their shoulders and churned they did not know about the requirement to
register their vessels in \X'illiamstadt. 61
The biggest challenge to ::\licholson's leadership, however, still remained on the
western shore of the colony. Having won the battle for control of Annapolis during the
summer of 1696, Nicholson faced a rising tide of opposition in St. Mary's County. Events in
the southern tip of 1\Iaryland had been unsettled ever since the capital had been relocated.
\"{bile Nicholson was putting the frnishing touches to the plan for Annapolis in the early
months of 1695, the county court in St. Mary's failed to meet for its usual quarterly session
and thus dissolved its institutional identity, necessitating an assembly act to revive its
jurisdiction. 62 The following year rumors surfaced in the county about Nicholson and his
tenure as governor, propagated by former revolutionary leader John Coode. The rumors
gathered strength when repeated by fellow St. Mary's residents Philip Clarke, Robert Mason,
and Gerard Slye in response to confrontations with the governor in the assemblies of 1696.
Although the rumors mainly pertained to crimes and moral lapses Nicholson had supposedly

6:

A.rchmr, 19: 163, 224, 355, 20: 363, 378, 387, 419-20, 426-28, 44fl. For a narrative of rhc survcymg and
dcYdopmem of \'{/illiamstadt, sec Oswald Ttlghman, Flistul) ofTalbot County J1al)·land, 1661-1861 (Baltimore,
Md., 1915), 2: 342-49. Por the later fights over Talbot courthouse, see Morris Radoff, The Coun(y Cottrtbouse.r and
Records ofMaryland, Part One: The Courthouses (Annapolis, Md., 1960), 143-51.
62. 'lrchzz•es, 19: 119-21, 136-37, 20: 189·91.
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committed, the g(wernor's position at .Annapolis and his abandonment of St. Mary's City
also played a central role. His opponents fully understood the implications of the city he had
built on the banks of the Severn and how it reflected his ideas about leadership, local
. 63
government, an d emp1re. In the autumn of 1696 :t'\icholson gathered depositions about Coode's allegedly
blasphemous statements in an effort to discred1t him, but \Vi.tnesses also included another
odd detail- Coode had made aU his remarks in two locations, namely the cities of St. l\fary's
and Armapolis, during the relocation process. Coode had been a signatory to the St.

~1aty's

corporation's plea to retain its status in 1694, and the fact that he launched his outbursts at
St. ?vlary's just as the records were being shipped out and in Annapolis soon after the
transition was complete suggests that he was observing the capital translation
disapprovingly. 64 After Coode fled to Virginia, his allies in St. Mary's stepped up their
campaign against the governor- delegate Philip Clarke, who was an alderman of St. ivla1y's
City, began to spearhead the dissatisfaction . .:\. forn1.allist of complaints against Nicholson in
1697 confirmed the anger over Annapolis. lt noted that:
He hath Erected a To\vn in a very ill remote place of the Province which he
hath named Annapolis where he holds the Prm~incial Court, enjoyned all
Officers to live there, hath put the Countrey to an unreasonable charge
thereby to no purpose - and to add to the charge an ill conveninence,
Ordered all manner of persons that hath business at common law or
Chancery to come there on aU occasions, and also summoned all manner of
person, bearing any sort of Office to attend to no purpose but to expence &
trouble.
~\!though ~icholson

refutated these charges, the problems did not go away. In fact,

resentment of~icholson's urban authority became even more pronounced. 65

63 Ibid., 23: 436. For a detalled account of ::-.<icholson's troubles in these )Cars, see Jordan, "Royal Period," 17696.
M Archn,e.r, 20: 490-92, 564.
6 ' Ibid., 23: 375-78;Jordan, roundatzons, 200.
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\"X'hen -;\licholson called new assernbly elections in the spring of 1698, St. Mary's City,
which was still sending delegates to the assembly, became a particular locus of protest: on
election day in the city Clarke threatened to burn recent royal instructions under the city's
gallows. 66 \vhen the session began a ne\J.." series of complaints \vere levelled against
~icholson,

and the governor notably chose to react by reinforcing his control over the city.

He took issue with the way the assembly delegates used the town; on their arrival for the
session he had personally guided them around the now completed statehouse, but be soon
got word that the delegates had abandoned the bullding in favour of meeting in a local
tavern. Given ::\!icholson's personal interest in controlling the space of Annapolis,
particularly the statehouse, the delegates' decision can be seen as a very visible attempt to
escape his overs1ght. Nicholson "acquainted the Speaker that [the statehouse] \Vas the the
place to doe business therefore does not know by ·what authority they Adjourn'd themselves
again to an Ale House." He even included these complaints in a proclamation transmitted
across the colony. These trying experiences in the spring of 1698 demonstrated that the
tensions between St. .Mary's and Annapolis lay at the heart of the political battle within the
colony, but they also underline that ::\!icholson was not about to back do,vn in his efforts to
centralize imperial authority in his new capital. He closed out the session by ordering the
m.ap of .:\nnapolis to be brought out yet again and making the delegates watch as he placed
his personal seal in all four corners. 67
During the summer of 1698, Nicholson unearthed more resentment over Annapolis.
Though there "\vere a plethora of complaints, the new city and

~icholson's

actiye efforts to

shape it as a political statement "\vere key. When he questioned Gerard Slye, an accomplice of
Coode and Clarke, he was again told that the resentful colonists felt the move to Annapolis
66

6"

Archtt'e.f, 23: 412.
Ibid., 22: 11, 69-70, 23: 411.
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had been expensive and unnecessary, but also that they suspected ::\licholson of being a
Jacobite who had named the city after Anne as an O\Tert snub to King \X1illiam and who was
planning to build a Catholic chapel in the city. Slye summed up the perceptions of the
disgruntled colonists when he described the governor as "Nic of .'\nnapolis." 68
Ultimately, "Nic of /\nnapohs" manipulated the provincial court in his city to
convict alJ his opponents and s1dclined them triumphantly just a few weeks relocatmg to the
gm·c:rnorship of Virginia. Though Coode and hjs allies had been unable to repeat their 1689
feat of unseating the governor, their antics had alerted \X'hitehall to the signitlcance of
~icholson's

efforts at Annapolis. In October 1698, with

~icholson

preparing to leave,

Secretary La\vrence was ordered by the Board of Trade to dispatch copies of all legislation
related to Annapolis and \Xiilliamstadt. Although they paid little attention to the accusations
against Nicholson, the problems \Vith Annapolis had piqued the interest of\X'hitehall
officials because they were concerned about authority and urbanity in the Chesapeake. More
than three years after the . Annapolis legislation had been irutially passed and sent to London,
~icholson's ci\·ic ideas tin ally attracted attention in tl1e capital.
~onetbeless,

69

the bureaucrats at the Board of Trade did not request a copy of the plat

for the new towns, \lv·hich should remind modern scholars that their interest did not lie in the
niceties of Nicholson's baroque design. To be sure, Annapolis was a uniquely elaborate
des1gn for the Chesapeake in this period, but this attention to detail was all in the service of a
larger political goal. During his time in Maryland,

~icholson

bad developed a distinct

philosophy about urban development and empire. He sought to create an imperial city,
where he could be visible and accessible to the people and from which he could use a
Ibid., 23: 436-41,446-53: CO 5/714, f. 302.
CO 5/714, f. 331. For the reforrrung zeal in the Board of Trade in Jts first two years, see below as well as
Michael G. Kammen, "VIrginia at the Close of the Seventeenth Century: An Appraisal by James Blair and john
Locke," V:HHB 74 (1966): 141-53.

68
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centralized bureaucracy and periodic tours to connect ordinary colonists to the crown. He
frequently wrote to London about the pervasive looseness of Maryland's political and
geographic landscape, and it is perhaps useful to see the streets of Annapolis and
\\!illiamstadt not as imaginative baroque designs but as knots that :-.Jicholson hoped would
tighten the strings of empire."0

::\iicholson's work in Annapolis was just a small part of a much broader refashioning of
empire during the mid-1690s. By mid-decade England's military commitments had created
an economic crisis. The nation's coinage was devalued, gmTernmcnt credit was almost
exhausted, and the ramshackle edifice of committees and clerks that constituted the English
state '>vas beginning to creak under the weight of '.var. This crisis inspired proposals for a
new ad\Tisory committee of experts on trade and statecraft to attend the mounting business
of the empire. The new Board of Trade came into existence in May 1696. In this context
urban development in Virginia became a hot topic once again, and the link between urbanity
and political authority once again supplanted the purely mercantilist vision of ports and
customs collectors. It was because of 1'-Jicholson's experience with this kind of colonial
urban development at Annapolis, that officials and colonial lobbyists concluded he was the
right person to take over in Virginia with a mandate to redesign its political topography and
urban structure.

71

The dramatic changes in Wbitehall in 1696 immediately raised the issue of colonial
political economy. The impact of the new Board of Trade was felt particularly by Sir

For ::--.licholson's 1698 assessment of i\Jatyland's ''atheistical, loose, and vitious way ofliving," sec CO 5/714,
f. 238-57.
7 ~ 111e best sumrnaty of the circumstances surrounding the estabhshment of the Board of Trade can be found
in I. K. Steele, Polirics oJColunia! Po/;g: Tbe Bom·d of Trade in Colonial Adminutmtion, 1696-1720 (Oh.ford, 1968),
chap. 1; an alternative account is Peter Laslctt, '~John Locke, the Great Recoinage, and the Origins of the Board
of Trade: 1695-1698," !Y"l\1Q, 3rd Ser., 14 (1957): 370-402.
70
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Edmund Andros, '\vho, as '\Ye have seen, had grown lethargic and pessimistic about genuine
refotm in Virginia. 72 The board was not simply more zealous than its predecessor- it was
also more ambitious in the scope of its reforms. King William filled most of its seats with
men of intellect and experience but also men ·with strong \'Vnig credentials. The most
notable of these new appointees was philosopher John T.ocke, who during the follo-wing four
years took a particular and \\1de-ranging interest in colonial reform- including the place of
towns w:itbin the English empire. However, the Board of Trade became a fcr61c E,>-round for
debating such issues because \X'illiam's also appointed, \Villiam Blathwayt, the arch colonial
administrator. Blathwayt brought to the board a smgle-minded dedication to imperial
revenue and mercantilism, and extensive experience of blocking Chesapeake town
legislation, to balance the ambitious innovations of Locke. \Vhen the Chesapeake's problems
were discussed at length at the board over the next few years, urban development- its
encouragement, pmpose, and \1.ability - \\"as at the very heart of discussion and formed the
crux of these men's disagreements.-'
\vbile the summer sun bathed London in 1696, the members of the Board of Trade
sat huddled in their committee room surveying papers from across the Atlantic \vorld, but
the state of Virginia weighed heavy on their minds. 74 Edward Randolph, who had returned
from his tour of the colonies, fed them a diet of reports about customs evasion in the
Chesapeake, illegal traders on the Eastern Shore, the monopolization of land grants by a
narrow elite, and the potential for diversified products from the region that might help the
war effort.

~one

of these problems specifically related to town development, but it lay at the

-2 For the Board's activities in these early years, see Steele, Poktics ofCo!otlial Po!iry, chap. 2. For ito harassment of
Andros, see Ca!mdar of State Paper, Colonial Series, 15: no. 256, 660, esp. 1295.
-3 For the \\'hig credentials of the membership of the Board of Trade, see forthcommg work by Holly Brewer;
for Blathwayt's long ties to 1mpenal adrmnistration, see Stephen Saunders Webb, "\X'ill1am Blathwayt, Impenal
F1xer: From Pop1sh Plot to Glorious Revolution," w:'VIQ 3ra Ser., 25 no. 1 Oan. 1968): 4-21.
74 Sec the contrasting attitudes of the Hoard to recent letters by Andros and N1cholson respectively in CSP
Coloma!, no. 1295 & 1296. A number ofNichobon's encyclopedic letters can be found in CO 5/714.
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intersection of them all. It still promised a wa) to police trade and collect revenue, while also
spurring the development of new products and partly alleviating the poverty caused by a
shortage of available farmland. The anger of officials like Randolph and T..ocke's wh1ggish
ideals encouraged the board to think about the opportunities towns offered for poor
colonists and for economic diversificadon. Once the board had digested this plethora of
reports they fired off a list of queries to Andros, pardcularly enquiring about the wwn
lc.§,'1Slation of 1691 that he had been asked to amend. It was clear that they "\Vere not going to
allmY ~A..ndros to quietly sideline Virginia urban development.- 5
The Board of Trade did not idly awmt Andros's reply. They continued their
investigations through the spring and summer of 1697 by questioning Virginians who were
sojourning in London that year, including two lawyers, Edward Chilton and Henry Hartwell,
and the Rev. James Blair, leader of the Anglican church in Virginia and founder of the
College of\v'illiam and Mary. Blair was a skilful lobbyist (as demonstrated by his success in
winning a charter for the college earlier in the decade) and quickly appraised the situation in
\Vbitehall, establishing that he could utilize the board's interest to disparage and topple
Andros and to channel the reforming zeal in tbe interests of his friends in the colony. 76
In late August the board questioned the three Virginians collectively about the
colony and their testimony confirmed suspicions in \\'hitehall. Chilton and Blair concurred
that land distribution was out of control and all three lamented the confused and arbitrary
constitutional arrangements in the colony. \\lhen asked about towns, they all made a
particular point of emphasizing the lack of urban development and the way that ports might

-s Ibid., 15: no. 46, 108, 120, 149, 176; for the Board's response to Randolph, see 1hid., 15: no. 300; for their
enquines to Andros, oee the utles of his responses in 1b1d., 15: no. 956.
-6 Henry Hartwell, James Bla1r, and Edward Chtlron, The Presettf State of Virginia and the College, ed. Hunter
Dickinson Farish (\X'illlamsburg, Va., 1940), xxil-xxxv; Kammen, "Vuginia at the Close of the Seyenteentl1
Century," 141-153.
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assist in raising the price of tobacco. Blair alone mentioned markets and craftsmen.
However, the three men misjudged the opinions of the new reforming faction at the Board
of Trade. Their argument for urban de,-elopment was essentially a copy of the ideas of the
1680s -namely, that it would restrict trade, drive up prices, and make tbe collection of duties
more straightforward; they leaned heavily on Wbitehall's former policy by advocating a very
limited number of sites. They attempted to marry the interests of imperial finance \vith tbe
private pro tit of leading planters and London merchants. 1t ret1ected a fundamentally
mercantilist vision of urban development within empire that would probably have pleased
William Blathwayt if he had not been absent from 1nndon at the time. Blair specifically
warned the board that pushing ahead with town development as he envisioned it would
incur ·'great opposition and difficulty" from ordinary colonists who did not share the
interests of leading planters. The men were also ill-prepared for the board's knowledge about
the issue. Board members cornered Blair by neatly summanzing the nub of the problem \Vi.th
tO\vn legislation for the previous thirty years: "the difficulty ... on one side about the
incom·enience of forcmg goods

to

be brought to a place \vhere no provision was made for

the receiving of them; And, on the otherside, about the Expence of building Houses and
\\i'arehouses, before goods were Ordered to be brought thither." Faced with this chickenand-egg problem, Blair, as the minutes simply note, '\vas not prepared to solve it." As this
early set of bearings made clear, renewed interest in London and the colonial envoys'
enthusiasm for limited refonns did not mean that the town debate had been resolved.

77

Over the next six months, t\vo documents served to ensure a renewed push for
urban development in Virginia. The first was \vritten by Blair, Chilton, and Hartwell as a
77

CO 391/10, f. 209-31, 263-67 (quotes, f. 222); CSJ> Colonial, 15: no. 1320. Locke and Blathwayt almost never
attended the Board of Trade s1multaneously. Locke fled d1e polluted c1ty in the winter and spring, while
Blathwayt spent the summer aod autumo on the Continent with the kiog; hence Blathwayt's absence dunng
these dlscussion'i. For a chart of the two men's attendance patterns, see Steele, Pu!trirs of Coloma! J>ollf!J', 24.
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longer testimony to the board, which was published thirty years later as Tbe Present State

of

Virginia and tbe College. The second was composed by Locke in early 1698, in response to the
investigation, and as a precursor to drafting new instructions for Francis

~icholson,

who

had been selected to replace the disgraced Andros in the governorship. There are numerous
similarities benveen the texts, and these parallels probably conceal considerable private
discussion and debate amongst the men over Virginia's land policy, gubernatorial powers,
and ecclesiastical structure. Both documents made explicit reference to the need to cultivate
towns, but the reasoning and vision were subtly different.

7
K

For Blair and his colleagues the lack of ''well built Towns," was the first of the
colony's shortcomings, and from that failing they expanded to the shortage of "convenient
Ports and Markets ... Ships and Seamen ... well irnprov'd Trades and Manufactures" and e\·en
educated and industrious people. The authors then immediately ascribed blame for the lack
of urban development that had rendered Virgirua "the poorest, miserablest, and worst"
colony in America; they made their target unmistakably clear- "the narro"r, selfish Ends of
most" colonial governors were to blame for not pushing the measure, compounded by "the
Obstinacy of the People," who "having never seen a Town ... cannot therefore imagine the
Benefit of it, and are afraid of e"\ ery Innovation that will put them to a present Charge.'' This
was a theme they returned to later in the text, warning that the people "are daily more and
more averse to Cohabitation." The only answer, the authors claimed, was to have the
legislation forced through in London or to appoint a governor such as
woo the people

to

~icholson

pursue such projects. In reality, no gov-ernor since the Civil

who might

\~-ar

had been

"8 Cnril recently Locke's plan ,,-as assumed to be Blair's draft fom1 of the Presmt State qfT Tirginia (thus predating
that account). See Kammen, "\-lrg:trua at the Close of the Seventeenth Century," 141-53. However, Holly
Brewer has demonstrated ~n forthcoming work) that the document (wh!ch is part of Locke's private collection,
now housed at the Bodleian Library, ()}.ford) was in fact a later composition, based on Locke's more extensive
investigations.
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hostile to urban development, and many, such as Effingham, had been confronted '-'V1th local
opposition. But the writers' only real target with these accusations was the sluggish Andros,
\Vhom Blair \vas desperately trying to unseat. The comment about the Virginia population at
large was more revealmg. The writers painted ordinary planters as ignorant, when, as we
have obsenTed, many were fully aware of the political and economic ramifications of
urbanization. The burgesses had refused to remodel the 1691 act when Andros had pushed
them, but thls, as we have noted, \\Tas the result of changes to the legislation and internal
divisions, not their inherent parochialism:

111

fact, the chamber still regularly dealt with pleas

from across the colony to resurrect the legislation. \l(;l1at \\Tas notably absent from the
account of Blair, Chilton, and Hartwell was any reference to the lethargy of Andros's
advisors on the council (Bla1r and I lartwell included). After all, 1t was Ralph \X:ormeley who
fed Andros the tales of failure and confusion resulting from the 1691 act and who had
blocked the developments in ~Iiddlesex. There was a grain of truth in the authors' stinging
cntique, but their assessment obscured as much as it enlightened about the town debate
within the colony and the empire. TI1e authors clearly laid out a philosophy of urban
development suited to Virginia's wealthiest planters and their commercial allies in England. 79
The details of this alliance can be glimpsed "vithin the authors' concrete proposals
for encouraging urban de,Telopment. They assessed the qualities of common planters and
found them lazy and disinterested in diversification because of a lack of towns to sell their
goods. Craftsmen, they explained, were forced to travel across the colony because of
insufficient demand in any particular place and they were forced to farm part-time because
the region lacked a domestic market in subsistence crops. The emphasis was placed on the
failures of the existing population and the need to force them into urban structures that

-9

Hartwell, Blair, and Chilton, Presmt State, 4-5, 12-14.
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might lirnit such desultory tendencies. However, the authors then returned to the stereotype
that "they ahvays appointed too many Towns ... for every Man desiring the Town to be as
near as is possible to his own Door, and the Burgesses setting up e-v-ery one of them for his
own County." They advocated for the selection of only two or three towns in aU.
Furthermore, they argued against limiting all domestic trade to towns, claiming that only
import and export restrictions, coupled with strong leadership, were necessary. This
confusing mass of arguments can be boiled dO\vn to one inherem contradiction. The authors
saw towns as a means to cultivate trade and rnend the vices of ordinary planters, but they
refused to surrender any merchant-planter control over the tobacco trade. By limiting the
number of towns, they secured control of d1e trade and appealed to mercantilist interests in
England but made it far less likely that ordmary planters in rural Ne\x.· Kent or Accomack
County would be able to convert their farms to supply a local town; by ru:xing domestic
trading rules they also neutered the advantages of the town as a base for craftsmen. In sum,
Blair, Hartwell, and Chilton advocated a particular, narrow form of urban development that
would secure the mercantile position of the planter elite and force their neighbours into
economic and social roles that they could oversee. "0
This lengthy proposal reached the Board of Trade in late October 1697, just as
Locke left the city tor the winter. The members read and approved it, but Locke also took
the winter to mull over the proposals and plan a new strategy for Virginia. In the spring,
after the decision had been made to replace Andros \vith

~icholson

at the helm of Virginia

government, Locke produced a new report suggesting instructions for the new governor. In
many respects the report reflected the contribution of Blair, Hartwell, and Chilton, but its
treatment of Virginia's urban problem was distinct. Rather than focusing on the fmancial

"(' Ib1d., 9-14. For\\'bitehall's response to the 1691 act, see CO 5/1306, f. 384-97.
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costs of limited urbanization, Locke viewed the issue in a larger imperial context, explaining
that it made Virginia vulnerable to attack and prevented it producing useful manufactures for
the empire. Instead of separating the elite's monopolization of land from the failure of
towns, Locke suggested that these two issues combined to create a disjointed social structure
that lacked "the great Company of Citizens and Tradesmen that are in other Countrys."
Leading planters could not lament the short-sighted attitudes of ordinary colonists when
their avaricious demand for cheap servants had led them to not import the skilled craftsmen
or foreign tradesn1en who might inhabit towns. 81
Locke's solution '\Vas to put a stop to the headright system that had been abused to
acquire vast acreages and to address the town problem. Restrictions on loading and
unloading ships \vere again suggested, but Locke did not share the envoys' contldence that
this would be sufficient to stimulate urbanization. In direct contradiction to the Virginians'
report, Locke suggested granting new towns "the Privileges of weekly markets and some few
fairs in a year (with such other privileges as used to be granted to Corporations)." He
su~e;ested

free passage for craftsmen who would travel to Virginia, "upon Condition that

they follow their Trades in some of these townes" and a mass transportation of the English
urban poor. To balance new immigrant craftsmen communities, he suggested (probably
reflecting ~icholson's actions in Maryland) that "the Governour, and other principal officers
of the Government ... reside at the chief of these Towns." These plans to create an urban
citizenry were central to Locke's larger ·vision of reducing the po'>vcr of both the elite and
remodelling Virginia as a land of small farmers and craftsmen. The differences between

s: Kammen, "Virginia at the Close of the Seventeenth Century," 153-56 (guote, 155). These statements about
importing the \Vtong kinds of labour may also have been a veiled critique of increasing slave imports during
this period. Ongoing research by Holly Brewer has demonstrated that Locke and his radical friends in King
\'Villiam's goyemment were working to undennine and dismantle the slaving system during this brief v.i.ndow at
the turn of the century.
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Locke's ideals and the plans of Blair, Hart\vell, and Chilton \vere subtle but significant. While
the Virginians saw urban de,Telopment as a means of securing the mercantilist alliance
benveen planters and merchants, Locke looked to it as a source for a new class of citizen
colonists "\Yho might be more reliable, useful, and loyal to the empire's wider goals. 82
Locke proposals, though, were not translated seamlessly into policy. Blathwayt
fought him over ~icholson's instructions through the t.pring of 1698. The potential for
Locke's plan to encourage colonial manufacturing was of particular concern in ] .on don.
Domestic linen and woollen producers were becoming extremely sensitive to the threat of
competition from imported fabrics. The possibility of shipping tndigcnt English and Irish
peasants to the Chesapeake and establishing them in manufacturing towns was hardly going
to soothe these concerns. Over the summer of 1698, the instructions for l\:1cholson \Vere
drafted and many of Locke's suggestions were adopted, including limits on land grants,
restrictions on gubernatorial power, and a ban on plural office holding by the colonial
council. However, the plan for towns, which had been the centrepiece of Locke's proposals
and the Virginians' report, \vas all but ignored. The board sirnply pasted in the old
instructions about town building that had been included in gubernatorial orders dating back
to Lord Culpeper, mandating the rebuilding of James town and the appointment of an
indeterminate number of ports wherever colonists thought best. 111e absence of new
instructions on this debated issue vnidly illustrates that it was the most controversial and
troubling part of Atlantic political economy in this era. Urbanization was at the heart of the
debate over "\Yhat kind of empire England was attempting to build in the plantation colonies,
and it was also directly responsible for tl1e appointment of the Francis

~icholson

-already

the Chesapeake's arch town builder- to the post of Virginia governor. The energy and ideas

82

Kammen, '·Virginia at the Close of the Seventeenth Century," 156-59 (quote, 157, 158).
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unleashed by the \\,bitehall debate and the inevitable rumours and epistles that surrounded it
in the Atlantic merchant community, were enough to reignite interest in the colony. 83

**"'
In Annapolis Francis Nicholson received only episodic accounts of this metropolitan
wranghng. At this point he was in close contact '.Yith James Blair (with whom he had
partnered m the project to found the College of\v-illiam and Mary) and had connections to
both Locke and Blatlw;-ayt. Officials in London were well aware of his efforts in Annapolis
and \v-illiamstadt, and Nicholson had also been part of the chorus of \'Oices lamenting the
region's liberal land-granting policy. The twin tmvn plan that he had inaugurated inl\faryland
had been praised by Blair, Chilton, and I iart\vell as a model for the kind of limited
mercantilist urban development they advocated, but, equally, .l',;icholson's efforts to entrench
ordinary planters' relationship to the crown through urban space was at the heart of Locke's
ne\-Y vision of empire. \X11en

~icholson's

instructions for his new post in Virginia finally

arrived in late 1698, their noticeable ambiguity and studied neglect on the issue of tmvn
building effectively gave the governor a free rein to replicate his Maryland model. A fire that
enveloped the Virginia statehouse ahnost simultaneously also offered an even more
compelling case for moving the capital than Nicholson had in Maryland.

~icholson's

return

appeared to breathe new life into Virginia's defunct town plans of 1691, but, as in Maryland,
he now concentrated on establishing a new capital city, which he christened \v-illiamsburg.
~icholson

\-vas able to achieve this dramatic move '-Yithin a year of being transferred to

Virginia precisely because of tbe interest that the debate in London had whipped up and the
sheer imprecision of the instructions it had produced; he knew that he could count on the
support of the Rev. James Blair and his friends on the council to help coordinate the
CO 324/25, f. 26-80 (esp. 68); Kammen, ''Virgmia at the close of the Seventeenth Century," 150; Steele,
Pohtzcs of Coloma! Polzo·, 24.
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relocation of the capital, but the instructions also freed him to craft a nev,; capital city to
appeal to all sect1ons of Virginia society while retaining his trademark personal control and
oversight. However, as the city began to take shape over the first fnv years of the eighteenth
century, the tensions underlying this compromise- and the compromises made in Londonbecame increasingly clear. ::'-Jicholson's actions and attitudes in regard to \\'illiamsburg as an
imperial city were some of the most important and least appreciated factors in the
breakdmvn of his relationship \Vith the council and his ouster from the colony. 84
Scholars have generally concluded that the bwlcling of \\/illiamsburg represented a
brief moment of consensus between

~icholson

and Virginia's provinciallcadersh1p Jn the

royal council and House of Burgesses. Despite their bitter disputes with a string of pre\'ious
crm\·n deputies, particularly Sir Edmund Andros, these men quickly consented to
Nicholson's plan to construct a ne\v capital city. Although -;\ficholson hirnsdf sketched out
the new tmvn plan, historians hmre given almost as much credit to men such as John Page
and Otho Thorpe, who had already erected brick homes 111 the area, and \\lilliam and ::\Iary
President James Blair, who perceived the benefits the college could reap from relocating the
capital city to its doorstep. It has been seen as enougb that all tbese men shared an
appreciation of the grand designs and fine architecture that were coming to characterize
polite gentry life in English to\\·ns. The colony, according to one group of scholars, had
finally settled on an urban "prescription that worked." Amidst this perceived consensus, the
only voice of opposition, belonging to Robert Beverley Jr., can be explained away by tbe
financial and political capital he had invested in James town. It has thus traditionally been
seen as in spite of, rather than because of, the founding of \~'illiamsburg that the Virginia
Council later turned against Nicholson and conspired to have him driven from the colony.
s• ''BenJamin Harrison Jr. to FrancJs ~Jcholson, Sept. 1st·1698,'' J"'NP; CO 5/714, f. 46-51; Ha1iwcll, Blair. and
Chtlton, Present Srate ofVzrginia, 12. For the fire at the Jamestown statehouse, see h]C~ 1: 392-93, 397.
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Two or three generations of wealthy Virginia planters were supposedly more than happy to
enjoy ~icholson's legacy of a gentry resort town during the colony's ''public times."%
In reaEty, hO\vever, the momentous decision to move Virginia's capital in 1699 did
not arise just from the lure of abstract cultural appeals to urban refinement. It was the
product of the political wrangling that had g-ripped the entire Chesapeake and the imperial
capital over the past few years. \'V'ben

~icholson

arrived in Virginia in December 1698, he

immediately encountered a number of urban problems. The fire at the Jamestown statehouse
less than two months before had scattered the public records across the muddy streets of the
little town. Since then the council had been meeting once again in the grand hall of\Villiam
Sherwood's residence that Effingham had used to hold court back in the 1680s, but \-Yith
Sherwood now dead and gone, his "vidow playing host, and the "great Hall" also doubling as
a storage closet for the colony's surviving records, it is unsurprising that the leadership
described their circumstances as "reduced to so mean a condition." Labouring under this
disadvantage in the autumn of 1698, the council W<lS forced to respond to the Board of
Trade's chastening questions about the continued lack of urban development under Andros
tenure, and they consequently wrote a new assessment of the 1691 town act and its
aftermatl1. They affirmed once again that they approved of limited port developm.ent to
centralize trade, but only if that the king met the expense of constructing tl1e necessary
warehouses and wharves. If these circumstances were not trying enough,

~icholson

was also

85 Jennifer Agee Jones, "'The Very Heart and Centre of the Country': From Middle Plantation to
Williamsburg," in 1//zlliamsburg. Virginia: A Cif'y Before the State, 1699-1999, ed. Robert P. :vicCu bbin
(Williamsburg, Va., 2000), 15-24;John W. Reps, Tidewater Tou-ns: City Planning m Colonial Vi~g,inia and Afm)'lanrl
(Charlottes,-ille, Va., 1972), chap. 7;James D. Komwolf," 'Doing Good for Posterity': Francis :\icholson, First
Patron of Architecture, Landscape Design, anJ Town Planning in Virginia, \iaryland, and South Carolina 16881726," f/fHHB 101 (1993): 333-74; Glenn Patton, "The College of William and Marv, \X!illiamsburg, and the
Enhghtenment," Journal of tht Socid)' ofArrhitertuml I-JiJtorians 29, no. 1 (197U): 24-32; Cary Carson ct aL, "New
World, Real World: Improvising English Culture in Seventeenth-Century Vir~;,>inia," Joumal ofSoHt!Jern 1:-listory 74
(2008): 84-85 (quote, 85); Robert Beverley, The 1-Ii.rto:J and Pre.rmt State of Vi~g,im;1, eeL Louis B. Wright (Chapel
Hill, XC., 1947), xxix.
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confronted with new instructions to reorganize the colony's land grants and political
structure hut only vaguely gestured toward rene,ving urban de\Telopment. Along with tl1e
instructions, however, James Blair bad al::,o sailed back to Virginia, and he likely greeted
~icholson,

V<'"ith considerable gossip about the rival opinions of Blatbwayt and Locke and

the ideas he had aired in the report to the Board ofTrade. 8''
~icholson

quickly seized on this confused situation. During the first few months of

1699, he felt out the provincial leadership of Vir.s>inia and established that Blair and other
members of the council V<rould support moving the capital to !''111ddle Plantation, where the
College of \v.illiam and Mary already stood. I Icnry HarnvTll had already told the Board of
Trade that Middle Plantation would make a good site for a new capital. Blair "\Vas no doubt
delighted at the idea of the capital mO\'lng to the site of the college, closer to his influence.~"
Less than six months after arriving the colony, Nicholson gathered his first assembly
and greeted the new delegates with a carefully orchestrated ceremony. I Ie gathered them on
April27 so that they would ha-v-e enough time to fomully organize themselves but not begin
debaung before ~fay Day, \vhen he and Blair combined to invite them to travel to ::\fiddle
Plantation to celebrate the traditional festival at the college. \'Ve have no way of knoV<'"ing
what events took place that day. .:\ll that has survived is the text of five speeches given by
scholars at tl1e college, praising learning and advocating the relocation of the capital to
:Middle Plantation. It would be a heady testament to the quality of education at the college if
the students themselves wrote the speeches that they gave, because the vocabulary, classical
allusions, and wordcraft were of a high order. It seems far more likely that Blair had a heavy
band in their composition; he later described the event as "scholastick exercises," and he
likely worked with the students to develop the texts. Although they were almost certainly
86

o"

bfC, 1: 392, 395-98,409. For She1wood's hall, sec abo\T, p. 227
CSP Colonial, 15: 1320.
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preappro\'ed by Nicholson, the speeches, especially their tone and arguments, resembled
Blair's report to the Board of Trade two years before. 8s
The speeches have never been comprehensively analp:ed as treatises on tbe nature
and purpose of urbanization, but the particular ideas they contained were distinct from
~icholson's

philosophy. Scholars who have considered the speeches in relation to the

relocation of the capital have tended to concentrate on the third speech as a pitch for a new
capital city, but in fact all fke orations '\\Tere heard together and combined to form a
particular picture of colonial culture and its relationship to urbanity. The primary focus was
on education in Virginia, advocating for the college as a place where the colony could
produce gentlemen and aristocrats to compensate for their lack of an ·'old stock of English
Gent." Sending sons to be educated in England, the speakers argued, meant exposing them
to the "Flesh potts of Egypt, the good eating & drinking, fme playes & Jovial Cornpany." If
a new town was built at \'fiddle Plantation, by contrast, the college's students would be
surrounded by "good company and conversation." The speeches emphasized that the new
site in tl1e middle of the peninsula would be spared the rank multitudes of common sailors
and the "ftlth and nastiness of a City" and \vould benefit instead from a "select" population.
Although they advocated for markets, the commercial space was supposed to be a place
where the \vealthy men who frequented both the college and the capitol might "joyn our
heads and purses together" into "Companys and Societies" to provide the basis for a "seat
of polite Literature & the Liberal arts." This new urbane culture created by the nexus of
college and capital city '.vas intended to appeal to a sense of colonial identity amongst the
province's leading planters. The speeches explicitly suggested that the city might "equal if
not outdo Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Charlestown, and Annapolis." They \vere also
ss ]HE, 3: 130-35, 165; "Speeches of Students of the College of\X'1lliam and :\fary Delivered Mav 1, 1699."
WMQ, 2nd Ser., 10 (1930): 323-37.
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careful to underscore the potential for the colony's elite to inscribe legacy and
memorialisation within a new urban sphere by dedicating the entire fourth speech to
celebration of the college's benefactors and suggesting that civil learning "makes our names
to

LiYe when "\Ve our Selves are dead."x 9
Many of these ideas reflected changes in the way the English gentry were coming to

think about cities and tmvns in this period. Beginning in the late seventeenth century,
provincial towns (particularly shire towns) across England, which had prev--iously asserted
their corporate independence and identity, began to welcome neighbouring gentlemen into
the institutional structure of city life. Peter Borsay has mapped the way in which local
landholders e1nbraced a new urban identity and sparked what he tenns an "urban
renaissance'' in provincial towns. County grandees spent part of their year in regional towns,
founded new social instit.utions, and expended considerable amounts of money refining the
urban emi.ronment. In effect, these provincial gentry sought to create, in county towns and
resort towns such as Bath and Tunbridge \Veils, the cosmopolitan culture of London
without the pollution, corruption, and overpopulation associated with the capital. In the May
Day exhortations that opened the debate about a new capital for Virginia, Blair projected
precisely such a vision of urban renaissance and encouraged the colony's leading planters to
partake in it. It is hardly a surprise that such an elite formula came from the same pen that
had, two years before, argued that ordinary colonists would not support town building
because "havring never seen a Town, [they] cannot therefore imat,>ine the Benefit of it." 90

"Speeches of the Students," 326-29, 331-33, 336-37.
Blair, Hartwell, and Chilton, Present State, 5 (guote). For various analyses of the renaissance in England's
provincial and resort towns, sec Peter Borsay, The English Urban Renaissance: Culture and Society in the Pro/Jlttcial
Town, I 660-1770 (Oxford, 1991 ), pa~sim; Joanna Innes and ~icbolas Rogers "Politics and Government, 17001840,'' in Cambndgt Urballl-listory ofBntain: Volume ll, 1540-1840, ed. Peter Clark (Carnbridgc, 2000), 529-74;
Joyce Ellis, '·Regional and County Centres 1700-1840,'' in Clark. Cambridge Urban History. 673-704. An
alternative account of the relationship bet\vccn to\Vn and country Jn cightC'entb-cC'ntury England can be found
in Carl Estabrook, Urbane and Rustic England: CHlt!lral Ties and Soria! Spheres itt tbe Pmvinces, 1660-1780
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After \VatchingJames Blair's students complete their "scholastick exercises," the
burgesses rode back to James town to get down to the serious business of legislating a fresh
start for Virg-inia's capital. Nicholson immediately produced sections of his ne,,- Lockemspired instructions and they spent some days reading and digesting the ramifications of the
suggested reforms. Although hearty commendation of urban development had been excised
from the document, recent letters from London and the council's renewed investigat1on of
the tm.-n issue kept it fresh in the minds of prcnrincial polit1cians . ..'\foreovcr, another county
- this time Accomack -had prepared a plea for urban development that was delivered to the
delegates. This, combined with \fay Day speeches,

ga\T

the burgesses much to think about,

and they spent the entirety of May 9 debating urban plans and econornic developments as a
committee of the '.-vhole. The result \vas a new plan

to

resurrect the town act of 1691 by

confirming the legal titles of anyone who had bought town lots before the act was suspended
and opening new lots for sale again. This was a compromise intended to encourage further
building at the tmvn sites before restrictions on irnports and exports could be reemployed. It
was clear, however, that there was scepticism about resurrecting all the mercantile controls
that colonial and imperial leaders had been pushing for. 91
~icholson,

though, was not interested in seriously debating the resurrection of the

tmvn plan that he had championed in 1691, and two days later he wrote to nudge the
burgesses again on the location of the capital. He told them that locating the new statehouse
at ?viiddle Plantation would "tend to Gods Glory, his :Majesties Sen'ice, and the welfare and
Prosperity of yor Country in General! and of the Colledge in patticular." This was ostensibly

(.:\1anchcstcr, 1998), chaps. 1-3. For a challenge to the importance of the urban renaissance, sec John Langston,
"Urban Growth and Economic Change: From the Late Sc,-cnteenth Century to 1841," in Clark, CatJtbtu/._f!.e
Urban Flt.rtOI)', 453-9Ll. For resort towns, seeR. S. r-.:ealc, ·'Bath: Ideology and Utopia, 1700-1760," 1n The
J!.,tgbtemth Centu~-y Toum: A Reader in btg!tsb Urbanl-iistory 1688-1820, ed. Borsay (Longman Press, 1990), 223-42;
Borsay, "Health and Leisure Resorts, 1700-1840," in Clark. Cambridge Urban Hutory, 775-804.
9: ]HB, 3: 136-38, 149-52.
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the same argument that Blair had voiced through the May Day speeches, but there was a
subtle difference in order -the \"\·elfare of the country and the college now took their rightful
place behind the glory of God and service of the imperial crown. The distinction presaged
considerable differences to come, but it did not stall the mitial decision to move the capitalthe burgesses approved the relocation

to

M1ddle Plantation the followmg day. From that

point omvard the session followed a pattern predictable to anyone "\Ybo bad followed
~icholson's

career in Maryland. I fc quickly dispatched SUlTeyors to create land plats of the

tO\vn adjacent to the capitol building that he planned, he publically led a group of delegates
and council members to ,-iew and approve the precise site for the new building, and he made "
sure to iron out in careful detail the specifications for tl1e grand new building that would
house the colony's government. 92
However, the legislation tl1at eventually created the town under the new name of
\'\i"illiamsburg represented a compromise between Governor ".'\Jicholson's dreams of personal
imperial control (akin to his ne:Aus of power at "·\nnapolis) and the elites' determination to
have a polite public space under their authority. 1\:icholson and the majority of the provincial
leadership evidently agreed on many things, including an architectural form for the capitol
that both sides could boast to be the finest in English America. It served both interests to
create a \vide baroque street and imposing public edifices, either as spaces for civic discourse
or as symbols of imperial authority. Yet friction remained. The legislation cited the layout of
the tmvn, which had come largely from Nicholson's pen, but it also described the whole
town site as existing purely to serye the needs of the relocating assembly and made a point of
noting that the town plat no"\v resided in the offices of t:be assembly rather than the
governor's personal possession. Crucially, the legislation lacked provision for a gubernatorial
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Ib1d, 3: 161, 167-70, 177-78, 180, 193; Ii]C, 1: 440.
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residence in the tO\vn, \vluch had been explicitly dernanded in \v11itehall and pushed for by
Nicholson -the burgesses clearly believed tbat the new city's sole priority should be the
capitol building. Tbe question of urban governance also remained unresoh·ed. TI1e assembly
appointed a committee of trustees to hold and distribute the town land and provided for the
city's eventual incorporation with aldermen and a counCJI, but the trustees would ultimately
come under ~icholson's control because he was given personal power to replace any \vho
died or displaced themselves 1nto the "remote" parts of the countty.
Pursuing this popular relocation did not mean that

03

~icholson

had abandoned his

autocratic vision of imperial city building (it bears remembering tl1at the move to Annapolis
had initially been a popular decision). ln fact, on July 1, 1699, having just secured the
assembly's assent to move the capital, Nicholson wrote a treatise to the Board of Trade on
the art of governing a colonial society by balancing cities and hinterlands. He said that it was
tmperative that "Con1manders in Chief, may each live where ye seat of Government is" so
that they were ah\'ays available in the colony's nerve centre at a moment's notice. It was vital
for the colony to have a central symbol of imperial power.

"~ot

that I propose," l'\icholson

added, "that they shall never stir from thence,'' for in Virginia it was vital that the governor
'·go into sev-eral parts of ye Country, and at least once a year visit ye several Countys." He
mused that the Roman emperor Severns may have believed he could govern his empire from
his sickbed in York, but such a conclusion "will not hold good here." He went on to recount
for his London audience the story of Bacon's Rebellion, blaming the unrest on Governor Sir
\v-illiam Berkeley for his failure to appreciate the concerns of ordinary colonists. In keeping
·with these principles, ).Jicholson began to put Locke's proposals into practice, prying local
power from the control of the wealthy elites and touring the counties to ensure that his

9>

HS, 3: 419-32.
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efforts were successful. In sum, ~icholson believed that the governor must be '"esteerned by
ye people ... to be a lover of them and their country" through a complicated balance between
a strong central capital city and a prevailing popul1st air about his gmrernance. 94
During the next year

~icholson

put this philosophy into action. I Ie took personal

control of tbe building projects in \villiamsburg. Although tbe assembly bad appointed a
committee to m-ersee tbe work, it was the governor who, in July 1699, issued a proclamation
calling for craftsmen and undertakers to build the new capital. By the autumn

~icholson

was

suggesting ne''T ideas to speed up development: be Gxed on a date the following spring when
the provincial court would translate to \XTiJJiamsburg and issued a passive-aggressive
proclamation announcing the new capital so that ''all people intending to provide for the
reception and Entertaimnent of all such persons as shall attend the sd General Courts and
As~embl)

s may have timely notice" to move their businesses from J arnestown. Just as in

Annapolis a few years before, he insisted that the colony's lead.ing officers relocate to the
new city too. He even deliberately delayed the meeting of a ne\v assernbly for eighteenth
rnonths because he did not want to risk then1 gathering at Jamestown again and retrenching
on their commitment to the relocation. 95
~icholson

\,;as doing more than facilitating. He was imprinting his presence, and that

of the empire, on the new city, something he achieved partly through public philanthropy.
Technically, as governor, he was entitled to one-third of any confiscated property taken from
illegal traders and pirates, but he made very overt gestures out of donating his portion to

CO 5/1310, f. 12-31. For an exploration of the perccwed importance of popular affections in Vugin1a
political culture, especially as It related to FranCis :\!icholson. see Alexander 13. Haskell, "'The Affectwm of the
People': Ideology and the Politics of State Bwlchng in Colon1al Virgmia. 1607 -1754" (Ph.D. diss., Johns
Hopbns Univemty. 2005), chap. 7. Nicholson had toured the Virginia counues to address perceiYed
"melancholy" during his first tenn as lieutenant governor in the colony in 1691-92. See EJC: 1: 531.
95 EJC 2: 1-2, 29. See also Cathy Hellier, ''The Character and Direction oCCrban Expanswn rn \X'llliamsburg,"
111 "Crbamzatlon in the T1dewater South, Part 11: The Growth and Development ofW1lliamsburg and
Yorktown- Final Report to the :;\;auonal Endowment for the Humanities, Project #R0-20869-85," 1-7.
9'•
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fund the college and the construction of the cit) 's ne"\v creekside '.vharfs. These gifts not only
tied him to the grand project of urban development but also symbolically positioned him as
a senra.nt converting the strict rules of empire into funding sources for the public good. 96
During this eighteen-month period,

~icholson

also elaborated on the basic town

plan of 1699. The initial outline had contained only one main street linkmg the new capitol
\Vith the college. That street (whlcb became Duke of Gloucester Street) represented the tie
bct\>.'een tbe provincial political elite and the scholarly community that Blair had outlined in
the J'viay Day speeches. \X'hen Nicholson expanded on this framework, however, he added
elements that made starkly different political points. First he planned for the governor's
residence. which the asse1-r1bly had refused to countenance in 1699. He put the issue on the
assembly agenda in

~\ugust

1701 and selected a site abutting the north side of the tmvn land;

to reinforce the governor's presence in the cityscape, and he then connected this site with
Duke of Gloucester Street usmg a wide avenue that later became known as the Palace
Green. The move forcefully shoehorned a gubernatorial presence into the cit) plan and
n1ade it an object of baroque perspective that rivalled the capitol and the college. Secondly,
various sources suggest tbat the governor had the streets in the new tu\\rn form a cipher of
the letters \X' and .Min honour of the king and his late queen. Urban-planning scholar John
Reps has reconstructed a number of different possible locations for these letters in the city
plan using the surviving maps from the later eighteenth century, and he suggests that the
most likely location for the letters lay in a diamond pattern cutting across the large open
space at the heart of the city, now know as Market Square. If this was in fact the location of
the alphabetic streets, then it would have clearly and deliberately broken up the straight
baroque sightline from college to Capitol, in the service of marking a symbolic royal

96
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presence on the city. The combined effect of these moves by :t\iicholson can be identified 1n
one of the first thorough descriptions of the new town, in Robert Beverley's HZ:rfOIJ' and

Present Staff of Virginia, produced in 1704. Bewrley vociferously disapproved of the relocated
capital, and he was the first person to mention the \X7 and M street layouts. He identified the
entire project with what he saw as :-Jicholson's pretensions toward "being the founder of a
great city.'' Although he had agreed to work alongside the pro-vincial council to get the capital
moved to \\/illiamsburg, it was clear that Nicholson intended to recreate the pattern of
political topography and imperial urban order that he had first trialled in ::\laryland. 'n
In keeping'>vith the

vi~ion

he had laid out to the Board of Trade in 1699,

::\iicholson also connected efforts at \\'illiamsburg with a plan to reorganize local political
order in the hinterland. Despite the debate at the Board of Trade and the partial resurrection
of the 1691 town act, the governor did little to encourage further development at the various
smaller town sites. Locke's plan for towns had called for the shipment of artisans and
citizens, and in their absence ::\iicholson decided to pursue the course that had brought him
success in Maryland- focusing on an imperial administrative centre and distracting attention
from potential commercial power bases for the wealthiest leaders in the colony. As part of
this plan he personally appointed county clerks and sheriffs without tl1e customary advice of
the provincial council, just as he bad done in Maryland. He also attempted to reduce the
number of large land grants as Locke had suggested, but he was unable to force through the
key reforms of the headright system. Even more ambitiously, he proposed a plan to reshape
the colony's entire county structure; he suggested "that some speedy care be taken to make
all the Countyes in this Colony and Especially those between James River and York River
from head to the ::\fouths thereof more Compact then now they are by Devideing and
9"

Ibid., 3: 128, 136-37; Reps. Ttdewater Towns, 154-70, 174-7 7 ; Hellier, "Character and DuectJon," 7-12;
Beyerley, Histo~) and Present State, 100-105.
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colony'~

98

landscape

In this context it was inevitable that relations between Nicholson and the local elite
\Vcmld decline. A powerful faction y,;ithin the council grew suspicious of the fervour with
which he meddled in the colony's land sales and local militia structure, and they "'·ere also
insulted by the ham-fisted way that he attempted to court Lucy Bun:<;ell, daughter of wealthy
planter Lewis Burwell. 99 By the spring of 1702 the tensions reached boiling point.
\\?illiamsburg was taking shape amidst this tense backdrop- the Capitol was incomplete, but
all government functions had been relocated from Jamestm.,-n and were temporarily housed
in the college. Then news arrived of King \V'illiam's unexpected demise earlier that year and
the subsequent ascension of Queen :\nne to the throne. It had long been a tradition to
proclaim the new sovereign in the colonies, but J\'icholson seized on the event as a means to
promote his ne\v provincial capital in a way that befitted his particular vision of its role
within the state. (The year before, he had attempted to organize a grand event for the town
only to decide that it was unseemly in light of news of n1.ilitary setbacks in Europe.) The
coronation was to be marked by 1:\x•o days of events in 'W'illiamsburg at the start of the ne\v
assembly session in June, the first memorializing the late king and the second proclaiming
Queen Anne. TI1e proclamation ceremony was to feature the "Council!, Burgeses, Clergy,
Rector, Trustees, Governrs, Prsidt, Masters, and Scholars of\vm & Mary Colledge ... also
Commanding ye \Jelitia of York & James City, Troop of New Kent County, horse &
dragoons of Charles City on ye North side James River, and of Warwick & Eli:t:th City."

00

The oHicial documents are short on details, but "-isiting Swiss Protestant leader
Francis Louis Michel left a thorough description of the event. Memorial sermons were
preached, along \vith a number of pastoral poems that :Nicholson composed. The militia
9" for details of the decline in this relationship, see KeYin R. Hard'W1ck, "::\!arraUYes ofVillamy and Yirrue:
Governor Prancis Nicholson and the Character of the Good Ruler in Earl} Virgtrua," juurnal ufSouthmz HisfOI)'
12 (2006): 39-7 4; Webb, "Strange Career." 535-42; Billings, Selby. and Tate, Coloma/ Vir;r;mra, 163-69.
wo E]C, 2: 250-55: Mcilwame,Journal uj the Hou.re if Burgesses, 3: 369-70.
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marched repeatedly up and dmvn Duke of Gloucester Street, led by 1\:icholson, who was
dressed in a changing wardrobe of fine fashions and sat atop a series of different horses, and
accompanied by the sounds of bugles, oboes, and violins. After ceremonies had been held at
both the college and the Capitol, the crowd of 2,000 settled down to camp under the stars
and were treated to more punch and an excessively expensive fireworks display. The v;?!ves
of the gentry \Vere seated in a special grandstand, but the whole performance was clearly
mtended to

"\VOW

the assembled masses of ordinary militiamen. The governor also made a

point of distributing copies of the addresses honouring the ne\-v- queen that had been issued
by various English to\vns and cities in order to underscore the loyalty and order that political
communities within the state were supposed to manifest and that he hoped to emulate
through ceremonial \Villian1sburg. He made arrangements for his new capital city's e\-ent to
receiv-e similar recognition in the London Gazette. The whole ceremony

W<lS

designed to utilize

the strengths of his new city: to draw in the surrounding population of ordinary colonists in
order to inscribe meaning on tl1e streets and to tie them to the imperial system directly rather
than through their respective local grandees. 101
Events, however, did not go entirely according to plan. Even before the revelry
began, some burgesses and militiamen complained because Nicholson had drawn them to
town at the height of the trading season, when merchant ships were busily loading up and
down the bay. Then, on the e\-ening before the main festi\-ities, in commemoration of King
\iV'illiam,James Blair gave a pointed sermon that lambasted the deposed James II and made
some thinly veiled comparisons to l'\icholson's own style of leadership. \iV11en Blair refused
to hand over a copy of the address, Nicholson's temper t:,rot the better of him and the two
ll'l "Peregrine Cony to d1e B1shop of London, 22nd July 1702," Pulham Palace Papers, yo]. 15, no. 45 Qn
Virgm1a Coloma! Records Project); CO 5/1355, f. 19-24: \\-illiam]. Hinke, ed., "Report of ilie Journey of
Fraoos Louis \hchel from Berne, Switzerland, to V1rgmia, October 2, 1701-December 1, 1102, Part 11,"
T ?.IHB 24 (April1916): 125-29.
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men exchanged bitter \Vords. The following day, with the militia regiments in attendance,
~icholson

had h1s personal chaplain, Peregrine Cony, giYe a sermon more to his liking, in

praise of the new queen, ·which a number of his opponents described as sycophantic. The
rival speecl1es articulated a disagreement over leadership \J.'ithin the empire -Blair celebrated
the liberalizing \\'big credentials of King \\-"illiam, while :Kichohon celebrated the rise of a
. 11t support greater 1mpena
.
. j ord cr. l<JZ
new monarch w h o m1g

Ha·dng regaled the militias with Royalist sentiment, ~icholson then did the same
\Vith the libations, explaining later that "according to my duty I neither spared Cost nor
Pains." The lavish expense that the governor went to in treating the militia and honoring his
ne\v capital city drew considerable anger. Reports of his extra\·agance quickly reached
England, and a friend wrote to tell him that the people "Cursed you for it, with the Meal and
Drink you entertained then1 with all in their :Mouths." Nicholson's enernies concluded that
he was corrupting the manners of the whole country, with one w-itness S\\'earing that "he saw
five hundred drunk for one sober." His friend ad·i'ised that '"the Common People are never
rnore innocent and useful! than when asunder, & when assembled in a Mob, are wicked and
Mad." E\Ten colonial officials in London, having beard these reports, cautioned that he
ought to concentrate on n1ore weighty affairs and "matters of Sumptuosity and Show rnay
follow afterwards as you find you self able.'' 103 The follmJv-ing spring the council wrote to
London that :Kicholson \\Tas "endeawmring not only to regain the good opinion of the
Common people" but also to set them against the provincial leadership. This was also how it
appeared to the governor's defenders; colonial customs official Robert Quarry wrote to

1nz Fulham Palace Papers, vol14, no. 95, vol. 15, no. 45, 78, 103.
103 CO 5/1312 (pt. 2), f. 196-98; "Anonymous of 'Chelsey' to Franc1s :\Kbolson, Dec. 8th 1702," 1'1\i'P; CO
5/1355, f. 19-24. Scholars have ably pointed out the ways in which complamts such as these reflected illsqmet
about l'\1cholwn's perceived mavility, but they also spoke to his cnen11es' anXIety rcgarillng ills use of the town
to muster, treat, and 1mprcss the ordmary men \d1o made up tbe m1liria rcp::tments, sec Hardwick, '':\laJTatJvcs
of Villainy and Virtue," 51-53.
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\\rutehall that anger over the ceremony was rooted in

~icholson's

opponents' jealousy of

his appeal to the ordinary planters. Despite the claims that the milit1a cursed as they sw11led
their punch, the burgesses addressed a note of thanks for t.he celebrations during their next
meeting, suggesting that some did drink liberally from Nicholson's cup. \ve cannot be sure if
the festiv-ities could be counted a success for

~icholson,

but they \vere dearly recogni7-ed as

a distinct1Ve populist use of the new imperial city plan. 1114
Another illustration that the figbt between ~icholson and the V1rginia elite was not
only about civility was the counteraccusations that Nicholson le\Tlled at his opponents,
particularly James Bla1r. The governor \Vas riled by the \vay Blair sought to usc his chambers
at the college as a kind of hub for polite political society, gathering certain select councillors
and burgesses "to drink Chocolate in the .:\1orning, and may be Sometimes in the afternoon
a Glass of wine." Blair's residence at the college came in for increasing scrutiny, eventually
leading to speculation that ilie fire there in 1705 started in an ill-tended grate in his
chambers. 105 Furthermore, Nicholson became embroiled in the print culture developing
around \X"illiamsburg.

~'\s

early as the summer of 1703, he \vas rooting out gossip about him

that was spread through unattributed letters that had been "mistakenly" dropped in the
streets of the young town. The following year the paper on the streets multiplied as
intlammatory poems by Blair and his colleagues were discmTered nailed to trees and
buildings around the town. This time

~icholson

responded in kind with other poems and

broadsides, creating a tmvnscape that could, at least temporarily, be read as a political debate.
The contrast to the ceremonial c1ty of the coronation could not be greater -

~icholson

intended the town to be a city of imperial spectacle, but Blair and his allies who had helped

JOl

co 323/5, f. 50-56; co 5/1314, f. 20-25.
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to engineer the mov-e then created a crvic space of words and conversation, just as they had
implied in the ::VIay Day speeches. 10 ('
Ultimately, ;\;icholson proved unable to sustain his vision of the new colonial capital.
Less than a year after the coronation, disquiet coalesced into outright opposition to his
leadership. Rumours began to be cultivated in the colony that

~1cholson's

plans for

\ \1

illiamsburg had been vetoed by officials in London. Leading planters utilised their

merchant connections to foster such rumours. \\'hen the governor's rene\\Td instructions
(which had to be resent due to the change of monarchs) arrived in July 1703, the suspicions
\vere confirmed; '\Yv'bitehall officials expressed no misgivings about the new capital, but they
had simply copied the prmis10ns of previous gubernatonal instructions, including the now
twenty-year-old order that ::\licholson rebuild Jamestown. Nicholson pushed the council to
fire off a response explaining the cost of the work already completed, and he hitTlself wrote
to

London singing the praises of the new Capitol, but the damage was done. In May 1703 six

councillors had f'igned the first formal protest against Nicholson and dispatched Blair to
London as a veteran lobbyist with

<1

proven track record of unseating governors. During the

next e1ghteen months, he used every tactic and tale that he could muster to paint an
unceasing!; negativ-e picture of ~icholson, emphasizing his intemperate personality as well as
his agg;ressive attempts to centralize control over county government and woo the mass of
ordinary planters, which Blair likened to the demagoguery of Nathaniel Bacon. Crucially,
however, Blair let slip his own discomfort with the way the go,-ernor had sought to take over
the \X'illiamsburg project, which he had assumed would fall under his O\vn watchful eye. He
cited the egregious demands that ~icholson had made about the building work, explaining
that the governor had forced the hasty completion of the college building so that council
lOG E:.JC, 2: 324; a number of the poems "·ritten by Blair, :\icholson, and their respective allies can be found in
the Franci<> Nicholson Papers, Colonial \'\'illiam,burg.
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meetings could be temporarily held there but then criticised the building's shortcomings.
~icholson

himself apparently kept an untidy and unfitting home in the new town, which

Blair did not fail to berate. Despite having been a leading advocate of the initial translation
of the capital, Blatt also made political hay out of ~1cholson's attempts to deprive
Jamestown of its customary separare burgesses in the assembly, citing it as further evidence
of the governor's meddling in local affairs in the name of centralization. Finally, and most
dramatically, Blair connected Nicholson's efforts at \X'illiamsburg wl.th his supposed plan to
woo the class of ordinary planters and turn them agamst the provincial leadership. He told
the Board of Trade than

~icholson

had threatened to "take all the Scrvts as Crom\vell took

the Apprentices of London into his Army." The choice of analogy here should not be
merely dismissed as overdramatic: Blair was

emphasi~ing

l'\icholson's relationship "'vvith a

particular definition of the city as a space where mobs could be formed and political
powerbases could be built, no doubt remembering the scenes of Nicholson parading the
drunken militia up and down Duke of Gloucester Street less than t\vo years before. 107
Nicholson had an answer to almost all of these salacious aspersions, and he had the
sworn support of the colony's clergy and a good portion of its burgesses. But be "\vas no
match for Blair's industrious tattling. By the spring of 1705, the Board of Trade realized that
even if the rurnours were all false, Nicholson's position in the colony was untenable. They
recalled him with the assurance that he was still a valued servant of the imperial state. During
the follo\ving twenty years, he would prove them right in Nova Scotia and Carolina, but his
tenure in the Chesapeake had come to an end. 108
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w I:]C~ 1: 323, 330; CO 5/1314, f. 20-25, 87-98; "James Blair to the Archbi~hop of Canterbury, Oct/).;ov
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Nicholson's legac; across both colonies was arguably n1ore significant than any of his
predecessors. His name has certainly become synonymous with the grand new urban
developments at \X1illiamsburg and Annapolis (partially because of the naming of Francis and
~icholson

Streets in \X'iDiamsburg). However, because scholars have failed to appreciate

fully the poll tical and social ramifications of urban development in the region, they have
overlooked the radicalism and impottance of l'\icholson's \vork at these two sites and
completely ignored his equal ambitions for WiUiamstadt. The governor '''ould have been
aghast to think that his urban projects had been reduced to a series of geometric puales and
artistic expressions, because to him they were the product of a very particular imperial
rnoment in the English Atlantic. During the 1690s the legacy of the Glorious Revolution "vas
\Vorked out and the in£luence of English merchants and imperial officials on the tobacco
colonies was tested by war and economic uncertainty. In this context everyone from the
justices of Princess Anne County to John Locke discussed and advocated for a particular
kind of urban dev-elopment in the region in an effort to address the pen'asive instability. It is
little surprise, then, that ~icholson understood the potential political power of a flourishing
city. Through \-x;-illiamsburg, Annapolis, and \\'illiamstadt, he articulated a particular vision of
a centralized, orderly imperial framework, seeking not only to address some of the concerns
of reformers such as Locke by creating a space for ordinary planters to interact "vith empire
but also to appeal to councillors who dreamed of an urban space of civility in the colony.
But in both :.\'laryland and VirE,tinia colonists came to see his project as too ccntta]jzed and
too focused on strengthening his own position. As he pushed to reform the counties around
\Villiamsburg and oversaw raucous parties from astride a white horse in the middle of Duke
of Gloucester Street, he became

~ic

of \v':illiamsburg as much as "Nic of Annapolis," and

the sidelined council began to plan his ouster.

429

Nicholson himself was frank about the nature of the situation: in the midst of
planning \X!illiamshurg, be wrote to London merchant Micaiah Perry that "'you know it is
morally impossible to please everybody, or to satisfy their desires.'' Nicholson had
unfortunately found a formidable enemy in James Blair, but he still had allies in the colony.
After he left, a rump of the clergy continued to resist Blair's authority. The people ofl'\ew
Kent County- many of whom probably toasted the new queen with 1'\icbolson in 1702also took their councillors to task, rejecting all of the complaints agrunst
questioning what right men such as Blair had

to

~icholson

and

represent them in London. These events

demonstrated tl1at Nicholson's tenure had altered the structure of local and provincial
leadership in the church, the state, and tl1.e economy. Before he e-..·er left Virginia, officials
and colonial representati-v-es in the metropolis resumed the debate over Chesapeake to-v...-ns.
In this sense, the frame'vvork for the Chesapeake's eighteenth-century urban development
was forged in the fierce battle against ::\iicholson's vision. 109

1l"' "francis :\:rcholson to Perry, Date L:nknown [1699-1700]," ".0.1mutes of the :\1eeting of the Vtrginia Clergy,
Aug. 29th 1705," ·'Documents related to the meeting of the clergy, Aug 2911- Sept. 21" 1705." F1'JP;]HB, 3:
147. See also \\'ebb, "'Strange Career," 542.
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Chapter Seven
"all customs and libertys belonging to a free burgh":
Rejecting the Imperial City, 1705-1710
On April 12, 1705, Secretary of State Sir Charles Hedges reluctantly sat down at his desk to
pen an awhvard letter on behalf of his queen. He had to inform Francis ::\Ticholson that the
weight of scandal and accusatlon against him 1n London had become too beayy to be borne
by a nation preoccupied by global war. This letter ended more than a year of vicious rum ourmongering by 1'\icholson's opponents in the capital. However, as we have already seen,
~1cholson's

dovmfall \Yas not entirely rooted in lewd stories of his improprieties -it was

also predicated on the Virginia elite's distaste for his centralizing \-ision for imperial
governance, embedded in the streets of \villiamsburg. It is no coincidence, then, that
simultaneously with

~icholson's

ouster, the Virginia lobby in London began once again

lamenting the lack of true urban development in the region, and the Board of Trade
discussed yet another new tmvn plan for the Chesapeake. 1
Resentlnent of Nicholson and the return of war to England had united provincial
leaders and English merchants to inaugurate what \vuuld be the final attempt at wholesale
urban establishment in Virginia and Maryland. The coincidence of circumstances that drew
these men together, however, could not secure a viable solution to tl1e problems that had
plagued town development for two generations. In fact, the era of empire had pushed
officials and colonial leaders further apart. The final flurry of urban planning that ensued in
both colonies unmasked these differences in contests over provincial ports and colonial
capitals. Local leaders grasped for control and articulated a new populist urbanization of
participatory boroughs, reacting against Nicholson's use of urban spectacle to appeal to the

I

CQ 324/29, f. 322.
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colony's middling sort. :Meanwhile, English officials, entangled in an international conflict
that was sapping the nation's financial and mercantile resources, concluded that provincial
elites would never buy into the kind of imperial towns they were prepared to countenance,
and made alternative arrangements to secure imperial interests. This final transatlantic
contest over urban ideals eventually led the Chesapeake gentry to fully articulate a distinctly
rural vision of political topography for their region in the decades to come and brought an
end to a century of concerted town-founding endeavours.
Prom the outset of this final town plan, officials in London were determined that
\vhatcver legislation was proposed for Virginia should be mirrored in Maryland, and both
colonies produced new urban plans in this era. 2 Yet the two provinces' distinct economies
and different social fabrics at the turn of the eighteenth century meant that their schemes
and plans differed in detail; the Virginia plan boasted unprecedented corporate complexity,
while the Maryland proposals sought to create an unparalleled nurnber of towns. Although
scholarship on both colonies during this period has focused on the emergence of a nativeborn elite, the common economic and imperial problem of town building that engendered
subtly differing responses can help to demarcate the distinctions between this process in the
two provinces. From the Susquehanna River to the Elizabeth River, colonial leaders rejected
::'\icholson's imperial city and struggled ·with \Vl1itehall to establish in its place the varied
political topography of the eighteenth-century Chesapeake.'

c CO 5/1337, f. 54-55;ArchilieJ, 27:70-71,92
3 A general seme of the economic and social distinctions among the northern, southern, and ea,tern parts of
the Chesapeake Bay in tl1is period can be found in Lorena S. Walsh, "Summing the Parts: Implications for
Estimating Chesapeake Output and Income Subregionally," !I:J\'ZQ. 3rd Ser., 56 (1999): 53-94; Paul Clemens,
The Atlantic Econom__y and lvLz~ylaml's bastmz Shore: From Tobacco to Grain (Ithaca, :\i.Y., 1980). for the emergence
of a native-born elite, sec Martin H. Quitt, "Immigrant Origins of the Virginia Gentry: A Study of Cultural
Transmission and Innovation," fr?;\,lQ, 3rd Ser .. 45 (1988): 630-55; Carole Shammas, "English-Born and Creole
Elites in Turn-of-the-Century Virginia,'' in The C7:Jesupeake in the Sel'entemtb Cmtm)!: HssqyJ 011 Anglo-American
Society, eel. ThaJ W. Tate and David L. Ammerman (Chapel Hill, );.C., 1979), 274-96;John C. Rainbolt, ''The
Alteration in the Relationship between Leadership and Constituents in Virginia, 1660 to 1720," !riHQ 27
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**"'
To understand why the Chesapeake colonies embarked on renewed urbanizationle_g1slation
in 1706, it is necessary to look back at London during the autumn of 1704. Three
Chesapeake residents, who were all ,,;siting the metropolis helped to resurrect provincial
town plans for the tidn,·ater. Edmund Jenings, the president of the Virginia Council, had
come to the city on business, but because of his high status in tbe colony the Board of Trade
consulted hlm on a range of issue~. Dunng the autumn of 1704, he worked \vith his London
merchant allies to propose a new plan for ports in Virginia. 4 Elsewhere in \~'estrninster,
Robert Beverley Jr. (son of Governor Effingham's erstwhile opponent over towns) was
pressing a legal suit that had been appealed to the Privy Council. While he waited for the
machinery of royal justice, he penned his Hi.rtory and Present State

~(Virginia.

Bewrley, a"\\·are

of his father's vociferous town-building efforts in the 1680s, also had brothers still embroiled
in the ongoing battle for urban dewlopment in :'\hcldlesex County. CrbaniL:ation and its
explicitl] political implications were at the \'ery heart of his History when it emerged from the
London press rooms in 1705. 5 Finally, 111 another corner of the metropolis, a Presbyterian
clergyman named Francis "\fakemie was also paying a brief visit. Makemie's purposes in
London are less clear, but during his stay he wrote a lively missive to his fellow colonists
entirely focused on the virtues of urbanization, which was published in 1705. Because he
lived near the Virginia-Maryland border on the Eastern Shore of the Chesapeake, Makemie's

Plain and Ftiend!J· Pemvasir•e was addressed to both colonies and underlined the commonalities
(1970): 411-34: Dav1d \V. Jordan, Foundatzons oflV-_,iJreSentarit•e Govemment in L\1a~}la11d, 1632-1715 (Cambndge,
1987), chap. 5.
4 For Jenings's vh1t to London, see Warren M. Billings, John E. Selby. and Tbad \\i. Tate, Colonial Virginia: A
IfutOI)' (\'C11Jtc Plains, N.Y .. 1986),169; for his involvement in the new tm\n proposals, see CO .S/1314, f. 31719.
5 Por Beverley's \'lsit to London, see Brent Tarter and John ~I. Hemphill II, '·Beverley, Robert," in Dictional]' of
Vi1gmia 13zograp~y (Richmond, Va., 1998), 1: 472- ~3. Por the acuviues of Beverley's younger brother Harry, see
bclo\\ p. 469-71. For a modern cu!Uon of Beverlc\·'s 1-Iistol), sec Robert Beverley, The lhsto() and Present State of
~ ztgima, ed. Louio B. Wright (Chapel Hill, :\l.C.. 1947).
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in the debate across the region. 6 To understand -..,vhy town-building reawakened in Virginia
and

~faryland

in 1706, it is essential to appreciate the very different economic and political

motives of these three men in London. It was on the complementary yet contradictory basis
of their joint activism that this final project flourished and tloundered.
The immediate context for the renewed zeal for town development was 1:\\·ofold.
~lost

obYiously, the change in Virginia's go\Ttnorship, which was successfully engineered by

James Blair (also in 1.ondon) during the summer and autumn of 1704, promised the chance
to

craft new instructions for his replacement. :::-..;icholson had been a prolific urban planner,

but as \ve have seen, the ne\V colonial capitals he built came at the expense of renewed
efforts elsewhere in the colonies. A fresh imperial order for provincial urbanization in the
Chesapeake might offer an opportunity to loosen the centralizing strings of pmver that
:::-..;icholson had pulled so taut and return a measure of rnercantile control to provincial elites. 7
Secondly, and more importantly for officials and merchants, after a five-year peace, the
empire was at war again b; 1702. England enjoyed early success in battle, but this came with
a hefty price tag- much higher, in fact, than the previous European conflict. The English
state was under renewed pressure to expand revenue. Seeking to enlarge the nation's naval
capacity, officials also faced less pecuniary challenges. \\lith a limited number of seamen,
they had to make efficient use of these resources by restricting the size of mercantile
'' For ivlakcmic's life and career, sec Boyd S. Schlcnther, The I ift anrl!:VritiJ:\t;.r of1-'ra;zci.r ;Vfakemie Whiladclphia,
Pa., 1971), 13-21. Makem.ie's presence in London during tllis ctucial year is less well documented tlun the other
characters im·olved in this story, but on Apr. 5, 1705, he signed a suggested list of town locations for Virginia
that was submitted to the Board of Trade, and the range of London merchants who also signed the document
makes it unlikely that it was sent from the colony. See CO 5/1314, f. 330-31. For iv!akcmie's pamphlet, sec
Francis ::Vfakcmie, A Plain and Frimd!y PemJ'asit'e to the lnbabitant.r of Virginia and Mm:;iand h1r Promoting Toum.r and
Cohabitatioll (London, 1705).
7 It is worth noting tl1at during his tenure Nicholson had also deprived leading colonists of their profitable and
powerful positions as collectors anJ naval ofticers, and the diversion of trade back to regional to-wns likely
appeared a step toward regaining the oversight of trade. The places the London merchants explicitly suggested
for ports included the likes of Corotoman, the plantation of Robert "K.ing" Carter, who had been forced to
resign his naYal commission in 1699. For a general survey of::-.Jicholson's ouster, see Billings, Colonial [ ~irginia,
160-69. For his efforts to sidetrack Maryland town legislation in 1694-95 and the foundation of Williamstadt,
see above, p. 410-11.
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convoys and speeding up turnaround times in the colonies. Expanding naval capacity also
invoh·ed securing cheap and plentiful supplies of naval stores such as pitch, tar, and cordage.
For these goods England normally relied upon Scandinav'ia and Russia, but northern Europe
\vas caught up in its

(Wm

conflict- the Great Northern \'X.?ar. The Board of Trade

investigated the possibility of producing these goods in the colonies and questioned
Maryland and Virginia representatives -including Edmund Jenings- about the colonies'
capacities for naval stores. Rencvved war thus placed a vanety of pret-sures on Englit-h
oft1cials, pointing once again towards reengineering Chesapeake t1:ade and society. Revenues
had to be mamtained, but tobacco ships had to be turned around more eft1ciently, and
colonial diversification, which always prm·oked an1bivalence in the off:ices of\"l{:hitehall, once
again offered concrete advantages for the nation at war. Officials were predisposed to hear
ne"\\' proposals, and our three Virginians promoted urbanization as key to the provinces'
wartime contribution. 8
The men most attuned to these realities were metropolitan merchants who regularly
discussed colonial policy \vith the Board of Trade. EdmundJenings was \veil connected with
these men, and when he came to the city they doubtless spent many long evenings discussing
the tobacco business and wartime trade. \v"hen it became clear that l'\icholson was going to
be ousted from office in Virginia and, consequently, that new instructions would be drawn
8

CO 3/5, f. 27-28, 33-35, 7 5-16. For the interests of the Board of Trade and the conyoy system at the outbreak
of the war, see Ian K. Steele, The Polztus of Co/onza! I'ohry: The Board ofTrade w Colonial Admzmstration, 1686-1720
(Oxford, 1968), chap. 5 (esp. 100-1 08). Douglas Bradburn has also recently thscussed the importance of the
convoy system to planter-merchant alliances during this era, but my mterprctatlon of the renewed 1nteresr in
town development partially seeks to challenge the idea that the colonists saw tbe conroy system as the primary
means of rcorgaruzing trade and profiting from tbe war. Sec Bradburn, wl11e VlSlblc Fist: The Chesapeake
Tobacco Trade in War and the Purpose of Emp1re, 1690-1715," W:\IQ, 3d scr., 68, no. 3 Qulr 2011): 361-86.
For a summary of the war from the English perspective, see Jeremy Black, Eighteentb-Cmtury Britam. 1688-1783,
2nd ed. (Basmgstokc, 2008), 235. For more general studies of the increasing role of Parliament and the state in
the funding and organization of the \)(/at of the Spamsh Succession, sec John Brewer, Tf,e Sznen'S o{P01nr: Ul{u;
,\1oi7~)' and rhe Hnglzsh State, 1688-1783 C"ew York, 1989), chap. 2 & 4 (csp. 34-37, 114-26); 1Ilchael]. Braddlck,
State Formatzon in Earl}" Modem England r. 1550-1700 (Cambridge, 2000), 265-70; D. W. Jones, War and l:.conon!J' m
the "·!{ge of!F?!Iza!lz Ill and Afar/borough (Oxford, 1988), chaps. 4-6; J<:rcmy Black, Par!iammt and Fore~gn Pobo· in the
Ezghteentb Cetttuo· (Cambridge, 2004), 30-33.
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up for his replacement, Jenings and the merchants went to work lobb)ing for a fresh urban
plan for the colony. Jenings presented a petition to the board alongside London merchants
:0.1lcajah Perry and Thomas Lane, of the prestigious Perry & Lane trading house, and
Thomas Corbin. The petition reflect the weight of their

legislati,~e

and mercantile experience;

they knew that past plans accepted by the Board of Trade had been nixed at the Customs
office, so they took their appeal directly to Lord Treasurer Sidney Godolpbin, rather than
relymg on the board to secure the

~upport

of customs. This sav\'Y move was backed up with

an appeal pitched to \Yin support amongst harassed officials desperate for war revenues.
Their petition never mentioned "towns" and only suggested the appointment of "potts"
through which all incoming and outgoing trade would be channelled, which "will be greatly
for the advantage and security of the Queen's Revenue, and of Trade, and \\'ill be of
adv~antage

to the said Plantacons." The eight distinct advantages of their plan they then

enumerated reinforced the idea that the needs of Virginia were an afterthought. Ports, they
claimed, \\'ould make it easier for crown officials to inspect and tax cargos, and by extension
to limit poor-quality tobacco; they also claimed that it \vould cut down on illegal trade and
speed up loading and unloading of ships, which would cut freight costs, increase tobacco
output, and free up sailors for the navy. Advantages to Virginia were purely incidental, and
Jenings and his allies noted that they opposed more ambitious plan, so that "no hardship be
put on any [on account of the plan], beyond the shiping and unshiping of goods." This
meant no provisions for craftsmen, public civic spaces, or restrictions on tobacco exports.
These arguments were tailored to the interests of the large London trading houses and the
top tier of Virginia planters - such as J enmgs - and also

repre~ented

the aspects of previous

town-founding efforts that had received the warmest reception in \X·bjtehall. It was hardly
surpnsing, then, that the customs commissioners forwarded the plan to the Board of Trade
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suggesting it would ·'be for the benefit of the Revenue." They left the board to decide "how
far this Settlement may be for the Advantage of Trade in General!, Or '\Vhether any Objecon

. 1t
. upon t1at
1 Account. " 9
1yes agrunst
London merchants had the ear of the customs office, but they were not the only
voices advocating colonial urban development. Robert Beverley Jr. was also in London
composing his History. That urban development played a part in his narrative is hardly
surprising. A Jamestown landowner, he deeply resented

~ichobon's

relocation ofVirgima's

capital to \Xrilliamsburg; he had been the burgess for Jamestovm at the 1699 assembly when
the new capital was appro,red, and pointedly ,,-alkcd out of the session moments after tbe
vote. 10 ln his History Be,rerley argued that ~icholson ·was dri,-en by "d1e fond lmagmation, of
being the Founder of a new City." But the Jameswwn-Williamsburg battle was not
Beverley's only provocation for addressing towns; he also had an mterest in the plans for
provincial towns in the colony's counties. During the summer of 1704 \vhile Robert was in
London, his younger brother Harry was pleading \Vith the ?\1iddlesex court to reinvigorate
the stalled county town on Rosegill Creek. Although Robert likely did not kno\v the details
of these events while he wrote the HistOI)', he had likely conversed \Vith Harry about the
plans before he set off across the Atlantic. Beverley's I-Iistol)' was pockmarked '''.ith
references to urbanization. To,vns "well executed," he confidently proclaimed, "would have
answer'd all [Virginia's] Desires." The failure to urbanize formed the heart ofh1s critique of
tl1c colony's governance ·within the empire. 11

CO 5/1314, f. 315-18. Jemngs had a wealth of commercial connections. but hi~ links to the Corbin trading
family arc the clearest- Thomas Corbin had been born in Virgmia and was the brother ofJcnings's wife. Sec
Darrett B. Rutman and Anita H. Rum1an, A Place m Tzme: ,'yfiJdluex Cottn(y, Vtrgmia, 1650-1750 (New York,
1984), 266-67 n. 47.
IV jl-JB, 3: 196.
II Rutman and Rutman, Place in Tulle, 218; Beverley, fhrtory and Pre.rmt State, 72. For the town-planning activ1ties
of Robert Be,-erley Sr., see above, chap. 3.
9
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Beverley's concerns, ho\-vever, were certainly not the same as those of the London
merchants. In fact, \vhen his History recounted the failures of urbanization it imTariably
pinned the blame on English merchants or imperial officials. He noted, for example, that the
1680 act bad been "brought to nothing by the Opposition of the Merchants of London" and
that the 1691 to\vn plan failed because Nicholson "tack'd about" on the issue and stirred up
opposition to towns, mving to his fickle personality and mercantile corruption. 1 ' The extent
of his divergence from the merchants' proposals can actually be starkly observed in tl1e
courtroom of Middlesex County. \'>V11en Harry Beverley presented the proposal for
reestablishing the county's town (which he had likely discussed with his brother), it ,,-as
actively opposed by two of his fellow county justices, \Villiam Churchill and Gawen Corbin.
Churchill was a pruv:incial councillor \Vith commercial connections to many of London's
largest merchant houses, and Corbin \-Yas none other than the brother of Thomas Corbin,
who was just then formulating the new petition for Virginia ports with Jenings. Different
definitions of urbanity were at work in these transatlantic confrontations. Both Robert
Beverley and Thomas Corbin were advocating tmvn development in London, but their
brothers were squaring off over the very same topic in Virginia. 13
Robert Beverley Jr.'s own vision for an urban Virginia emerges throughout his

History. Beverley did emphasize the defensive capacities of tmvns and cities, arguing that
urbanization under Berkeley in the 1660s had come about because "About this Time they
sustain'd some Damage by the Dutch \\:-ar." But his far more pressing concern was \-vith
towns as locations for trade and manufacturing. His narrative clearly reflected his father's
Beverley, Hzsto~--v and Present State, 67, 72, 88, 100-101.
Rutman and Rutman, Place in Tittle, 218, 266-67. Alexander Haskell has pomtcd out the ·way in which
Be\-erley's narrari,~e turns after 1676, and the way 111 v.·hich he seeks to portray the failure of state buildmg in
general as a result of imperial pohcy, but it is \\'orth noting that Beverley re&ervcs as much scorn for selfmtercsred London merchants as for sen-ants of emp1rc. See i\lexander B. Haskell, "'The Affections of the
People': 1dcologv and the Po\mcs of State BUJldmg m Colonial V1rgmia, 1607 -1754" (Ph.D. diss., Johns
Hopkms University, 2005), 364-65.
12

13
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belief that towns would generate crafts and raise the e\'er-dwindling price of tobacco. \X'hen
discussing his father's town plans of tbe 1680s, he made a particular point of using the full
title of the legislation: "An Act for Cohabitation, and Encouraging of Trade and
Manufactures." According to the HistO!)', efforts toward manufactunng and div-ersification
were what made Sir \l?illiam Berkeley "industrious for the Good of the Country," but
imperial interests led 1\'icholson to shut down all doth manufacturing so "that the Planters
shall go naked.'' Be\Trley saw the limits on manufacturing as pan of an effort to impovensh
the colony and subject it to metropolitan authority, and thus he explicitly rejected the view
of Jenings and the merchants that imperial interests automatically took precedence over

. . 1concerns. 14
prov1nc1a
But scholars have been wrong to attribute Be,·erley's v-iews entirely to a burgeoning
creole pride. In fact commercial and artisanal towns were part uf his particular political
vision, drawn from the English civic tradition, of hmv to assert local authority and address
problems that he perceiYed with his poorer neighbours in the colony. 15 Beverley was
fascinated by the "\Yild and fertile V1rginia landscape, but he was also ambiv-alent about its
effect on colonists; abundance, he suggested, had made colonists contented with "a supply
of Food frorn hand to mouth," and "by reason of the unfortunate Method of Settlement,
and want of Cohabitation, they cannot make beneficial use" of their resources and instead
live in ''slothful Indolence." 16 erban craft markets, then, would not simply raise the v-alue of

14

Beverley, Hzstory altd Present State, 68, 72, 88, 102, 104. For Beverley's anxieues about tobacco prices, ibid., ":"0,
4-75, 92. For a survey of the scholarship on Beverley's History, see Anne Margaret Darnel and Jon Kukla,
"Robert BC\-erlcy (167 3-1 722) ,'' in J-<lfly S outhem IFnlm before 1900: .L1 Bzo-Bzbliographira! Sourcebook, eeL Robert
Bam and Joseph M. Flora ()Jew York, 198"'), 38-43.
15 I !ere 1 take issue w1th the reading of Beverley to be found 1n .J. A. I.co Lemay, "Robert Beverley's History
and Presem Srate ofVirg1nia and the Emerging Amen can Poliucal Ideology," in Amcrzcazz I _elfers and the
Hzstoriral Consciousness: bssay 111 Honor ofLm'tS P. Stmpson, ed. J. Gerald Kennedy and Darnel Mark Pogel (Baron
Rouge, La., 1987), 67-111; Haskell, "Affectwns of the People," 364-65.
16 Beverley, I Iistor)' a11d Present St,;te, 319. For anal; ses that emphasize the connection ber..\"een Beverley's
ambivalent attitude toward Virgirna's landscape and h1s interest 111 town development, see Leo ~1arx, The
7
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the colony's exports or assert its economic rights (a process that John Rainbolt termed
"provincial mercantilism"); they would also provide a moti,ration for poor planters to try
new crops or learn new skills. Towns filled with craftsmen would stimulate economic
demand and supply, altering the relationship between colonists and their env-iromnent, even
for those who remained in agricultural pursuits, and forcing everyone in Virginia to become
more industrious. 17
This urban formula might also adjust the political order w-ithin the colony that
Beverley felt had been out of kilter for the past t\venty years (and especially since
~icholson's

return in 1699). He claimed that the dispersed population had recently been

corrupted by imperial officials and London merchants. Nicholson, for example, had
capriciously changed his mind about town development and whipped up popular opposition
that ultimately doomed the plan. Beverley explained how the governor always sought to
drive a '"edge between the provincial leadership and the people. For dus reason, despite its
indisputably being a new city, Beverley resented what he called the "inuginary city" of
\~-illiamsburg-

as discussed in chapter 6, it lacked the social and economic functions of a

local community centre and was orientated purely around Nicholson and the link between
the crown and the people. By contrast, Beverley emphasized the paternalistic care that
county leaders pnwided for the poor in their communities. In provincial tmvns they might
be able to safely oversee civic institutions that could draw poorer colonists away from the

.\Iachine and thf Garden: Technology and tbe Pastoral Ideal in America (Oxford, 1964), 75-f\8; James L. l\Iachor,
Pastoral Citiu: Urban ldtals and the .\)mbolic Landscape ofAmerica (tviadison. \X'is., 1987), 74-81. Mach or advances
an interesting argument about the dialetic between early modem and Enlightenment urban ideals within the
Histo~)', but his contention that Beverley saw English urban fom1s as inherently corrupt and was seeking a more
pastoral urbanity for Virginia is Jifficult to reconcile with rhe content of the Virginia tO\vn legislation tl1at
Beverley was 'Try familiar with and that he lauded. Beverley saw the potendal civic relationships between
classes and people \Vithin the town as more important than the relationship between the nascent city and
surrounding environment.
1" John C. Rainbolt. From Pre.rcnj;tion to Pn:ruasion: l\ifanipul.1tion ofEightemth CentUI~J! Virginia Eronom_y (Porr
\Vashington, N.Y., 1974), chap. 7.
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soporific landscape not only economically but also culturally, and in the process finnly
. th e co Iony ' s socl'.al classes. 18
reumte
Beverley's dream of manufacturing tO\vns was rooted in the same desire for local
control that had compelled his father during the 1680s. Thts was not simply a desire for
financ1al gain or a search for symbols of the colony's nuturity; it '\Vas rooted in a fear that the
bonds of prov-incial society \vere breaking down as the distinctions between elite planters
and poor colonists widened and the slave labour force increasingly cut big planters off from
their poor \vhite neighbours. Both Be,~erleys were attempting to reestablish gentry influence
after it had been tested and stratned, first by Nathaniel Bacon and then by Francis
~icholson.

Despite some commonalities, this was a distinct strand of urbanizauon from the

one embraced by the other Virginia gentlemen who travelled to London in the early
eighteenth centul:) to consult about the colony.
~or

was everyone '\vho ''"~as talking about tidewater towns necessarily a member of

the upper echelons of colonial society like Beverley and Jenings. Francis Makemie, had

li,~ed

on the Eastern Shore (intennittently relocating back and forth across the Maryland-Virginia
border) for nearly two decades and had establish Virginia's first Presbyterian church there,
and he also had extensive missionary and mercantile connections with Barbados. Although a
clergyman, he was by no means poor or unacquainted with the pressures of Atlantic
commerce- he had inherited a considerable fortune from his father-in-law, including lots in
the town of Onancock, which had been laid out during the 1680s. I {owever, being one of
the few dissenting clergymen in an Anglican prov-ince, from a non-tobacco region of tl1e
colony and without family connections to the planter elite, he was still in a different social

lB

Beverley,

Ht.>tO~)'

and Pre.rettt State, 100,

104~6.
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and cultural class to the likes ofJenings and Beverley. 19 ~onetheless, when he reached
London in the summer of 1704, on a mission to recruit Presbyterian clergy for the colony,
he too became aware of the ne"\v urban plans afoot. He was even asked by the merchant
community to join their entreaties to the crmvn. But in the early months of 1705, after
Edward Nott's appointment as lieutenant gmTernor, he penned a pamphlet -A Plain and

Frie11d/y Per.mktsiJJe- that laid out his own vision for urban development in both Virginia and
:;\'faryland. Like Beverley's Histot)', it relied more heavily on civic ideals than the merchants'
petition, but it was also notably distinct from the arguments advanced by Beverley's work. 21 '
1:fakemie's PersJJiasive was unique in several ways. It was addressed "to the Inhabitants
of Virginia and Maryland," while the merchants had written purely for the Board ofTrade.
Beverley's HistOl]' was an expensive volume to compete with weighty tomes such as
Oldmixon's British Empire in Amnica, but Maken1ie's text was brief (a rnere fifteen pages),
simply and evocatively written, using pejoratiw labels such as "stupid," and intended
explicitly for anyone \>,:ho inhabited either colony. Makemie, having commissioned a private
printing of his epistle, clearly envisioned distributing it across the Chesapeake region. 21 This
is not

to

suggest, however, that no copies of the pamphlet reached English merchants or

oft1cials or senior colonial figures. In fact, the question of audience remains mutable
throughout the text, with Makemie initially dedicating his work to the new Virginia
lieutenant governor,
!Y

~ott,

then specifically addressing colonial assembly members about the

Schlcnthcr, I _;.fo and U7ritin,gJ, 15-19. For evidence of Makcmic's ·wealth, sec "The \Viii of Francis .Y1akcmie,''

]oHma! ofPres~yterianliiJto~y 4 (1908): 125-30; for his inheritance of Onancock town lots, sec Ralph W'hirelaw,
Virginia's Ea.rtem Shore: A Hi.rtory ofNotthmnpton and Accoll/ack Cormtir.r (Gloucester, Mass., 1968), 2: 907.
Z<l Francis Makemie, "A Plain and Friendly Pers\vasive w the Inhabitants of Virgi111a and Ma1yland For
Promoting Towns and Cohabitation,'' reprinted in I ?vJHB 4 (1896): 255-71. For Makcmie's signature on the
merchant plan, see CO 5/1314, f. 330-31. His pamphlet also demonstrates that he knew about the efforts of
London merchants to secure urbanization and that he saw his own proposal as complimentary. Sec i\1akcmic,
"Plain and Friendly," 258.
2' The tract was printed by John Humfreys of Bartholomew Lane in London (1-fakemie, "Plain and Friendly,"
255, 268). An example of .ivfakcmie's wit can be seen in his concluding paragraph, where he lambasts ·'son;,"
laments their foolishness, and advocates placing them in "Stacks in Town" as a further urban argument. Ibid.,
271.
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ideal form of town legislation, and finally responding to specific concerns about urbanization
that bore the volCe of both English merchants and common planters. Even in these cases,
howe\Ter, the tract redirects emphasis to the popular audience and seeks to remind officials
of their respons1bi!Jties to the body poliuc; for example, Makemie reminded legislators that
they were culpable for ''that Trust reposed in you, as Representatives of the People" and
emphasized to Nott the kind of public fame be might gain by assisting with the foundation
of towns. Though Makemie clearly mtended to influence all sections of the urban debate, he
did so '-Vith a voice consciously constructed to appeal to a popular audience. 2'
I I is decision to emphasize the political power of common planters reflected
1hkemie's message about urbanization throughout the PersJJJaJil'e. He believed towns would
enhance the opportunities and rights of ordinary men and women and help them to reali2e a
civ1c identity. Rather than totting up the financial gains for particular planters, he appealed to
colonists' "Publick Spirit" in pursuit of what he termed the "Uni,Tersal Benefits" of towns.
True to the ideal of urban dv7"taJ rooted in the close communion of urban neighbourhoods,
he asserted that the ''Example of a severe and Virtuous conversation" in tovm would reform
the morals in the region ''from Highest to Lowest." He was also fully cognizant of the recent
divisions bet\veen :\licholson's supporters and opponents and the tensions between social
classes in the Chesapeake, warning all men to ".Arm yourselves against such dividing
debates" through an urban plan that might appeal to all men regardless of standing.

23

:Yfakemie's concrete advice on the tmvn development process underscored this
populist \cision. He suggested that initially the leading planters \\Tould have to invest and
build homes, "complying with your own la\vs," so that "the poorer sort of Inhabitants be
left to follow the example of those of greater ab1lity, and not imposed upon beyond their
22
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vlakcmic, "Plain and Friendly," 255-56, 260.
lb!d., 256. 258-60.
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Strength."24 He was subtly referencing the trade restrictions and expensive lot prices and
building costs that some common planters had resented. Cltimately, hmvever, the new towns
-:\hkemie envisioned were not to be dominated by the colonial gentry. Firstly, the colony was
to \>.Tlcome "Traders and Strangers" in order to promote a mixed economy. He saw nascent
colonial towns as magnets that would draw in small independent English immigrants to
balance the recent influ.x of slaves. Secondly, :VIakemie hoped to attract a range of poorer
men and women who currently farmed marginal land in the colony and convert them into
townspeople or market traders. Towns not only offered the potential for craft
apprenticeships to men '\Vho farmed '\vastcs" not capable of productng high-quailty tobacco
but also promised a "ready Market" for "all Provisions that we can spare, and make no use
of ourselves" and a viable demand to encourage expans10n of the colonies' fishing industry.
In short,

~fakemie

believed that "if Towns were promoted many poor People v.;ould

produce more'' and gain prosperity and security. He emphasized that urban property
ownership was within reach for anyone in the Chesapeake who chose to pursue it: towns
were to be built not by capital and mercantilism but rather by the land that many men
owned, by the lumber that was abundant on e\·ery estate, and by the bricks that could ''be
n1ade at everv tnan's Door." 25
Once poor and middling planters relocated to new towns, Makemie believed they
would discover a distinctive political and cultural identity. Being a clergyman, he naturally
noted the capacity of towns to promote access to centrali;;:ed religious teacbing and worsbip.
Hmvever, his vision of the urban church was vastly dtfferent to that of the Re,·. Roger
Green, tl1e ally of Sir \-x;"illiam Berkeley who was the only oilier clergyman to wnte about
urbanization in the region. Where Green had emphasized towns' capacity to police the
24

z1

Lbid .. 261.
Ib1d., 25 7 ,261-63.
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population, to root out doctrinal error, and to force church attendance, Makemie focused on
empowering ordinary men and women to make their own religious decisions and not to be
constrained by the Anglican ecclesiology of Virginia. He described religious services as
"Privileges and Opportunities" rather than obligations and argued that urban congregations
would be better able to catechise "children and servants" who were ignorant of Christianity.
Towns \vould serve to craft an informed, civic-mmded, and engaged populace through better
scbooling and the opportunities for apprenticeships and craft guilds. 26
Of course :Ylakemie was not ignorant of the wider audience to ·whom bis pamphlet
would be distributed, and so amongst his appeals to common planters, he did detrul tbe
mercantile and imperial advantages towns would offer. Nonetheless, even here 1takemie's
case rested on a particular kind of populous, ciYic town '.\'ith a middling population. For
example, like the merchants and Beverley, he imagined towns and cities as bulwarks to
defend the Chesapeake from military assault, but instead of highlightmg fortified harbours,
he pointed to the fact that urban centres would draw additional immigration to increase the
region's population, fill in its empt) acreage, and "so add to our strength, and render us
more formidable against all Enimies." 2 ' Likewise, Makemie highlighted the capacity of towns
to regulate the tobacco trade, but not by providing an urban base for a multipl]ing arrny of
customs officials and merchants factors. Rather, he believed that tbe ciYic qu<llities of urban
life - the public marketplace and tbe supervision of a commercial community -would
ensure fairness and equity: "many who now carry on Fraud against Strangers, by trading in a
corner, at private Plantations, would soon be ashamed of such things at a publick .Market.''
He was suspicious of the local elites' dreams of using towns to control the tobacco market;
for Makemie urban spaces should be open markets for tobacco that contrasted \Xrlili the
2

61bid., 264-65,267. For more on Roger Green's Vil:rz,mia's Cure, sec aboYc, p.117-19.
::\fakemie, ·'Plain and Fnendly," 262.
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monopoly that large planters currently exercised by buymg up local tobacco at their priv·ate
plantations. Towns would also be a location from \l.:hich middling colonists could initiate a
rival intracolonial trade to New England and the Caribbean. The Pemva.ri!Jt addressed all the
same advantages of towns at the turn of tl1e century, but it did so in a rachcally different way
from lie other town advocates. Like the merchants, Makemie sought a more regulated trade,
but aimed to achieve it dwough the traditional machinery of urban corporate overs1ght, not
the controlling hand of the state. Like Beverley, he advocated a diversified economy, but he
did so '>Vithout the elite's concern for their tobacco prices, their burgeoning plantations, and
their control over local political economy. 28
Makemie's assessment of the state of England's Chesapeake provinces and their need
for urbanization was rooted in anxiety not only about lie impositions of empire in the
region, but also the itnpact of lie increasingly dominant slaYeholding elite. At one point he
noted how "greedily" certain members of colonial society expanded the workforce of
sen·ants and slaves. In this respect the Per.rn,a.rive resembles John Locke's plans in the late
1690s to promote emigration and attack the dominance of the slaYeholding elite. Makemie,
however, went into far more detail in connecting urban development v.1th lie cultural,
economic, and ciYic role of middling colonists in Chesapeake society. His distinctiveness is
most striking when compared to Roger Green's proclaimed goal of "reducing" colorusts to
towns. The Per.rwasive actually refers to rurality as lie "fetter" that must be shaken off, and
tl1e town as the space where freedom could be realized within the Atlantic world. 29
Jenings, BeYerley, and Makemie were all part of the busy throng going about their
pri,·ate business in wartime London. Each had an interest in the Chesapeake's de,·elopmcnt

28

Ib1d., 263-66.
Ibid., 266, 269; R. G., Virgima's Cure, or, An adi'iSZZ'e nmratil'e conceming I ·zry,zma (1662), in Peter Force, eel.,
Tracts and Other PajJm . .. (\X'ashington, D.C., 1844), 3, no. 15, 15.
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and each came to realize that with Nicholson's dismissal and the chaos of war, the) could
promote renewed efforts to urbanize tl1e region. \X1e cannot be sure if all three men rubbed
shoulders while they composed their respective plans, but they \\'ere all part of a lobbying
campaif,:rn that bore considerable fruit. 30 Nott's new Instructions tasked him with makmg a
dramatic effort towards urbanization in Virginia. The fingerprints of all three men were
evrident. The Board of Trade abrreed that the primary concern ought to be Engllsh trade, they
limited the number of loca6ons to fourteen, and they suggested that the plan be drafted V\rith
the cooperation of Chesapeake customs officials. ln deference to Be\·erley's perspecth·e,
hov,vever, tl1ey explained that "care ought to be taken that the Planters as well as Merchants
may be satisfied therein" and that the assembly be allowed to draV\· up the plan. Equally,
borrowing from Makemie, they expressed anxiety about common planters deserting Virginia,
and also advocated expanding the urbanizing effort to ?\1aryland, which only he had
suggested. Despite contradictions, then, these three perspectives had been able to birth a
consensus and a set of firm instructions. Yet as

~ott

and the three urban advocates Yoyaged

back to the Chesapeake in 1705, it was inevitable that, amid such contradictions, the

t:e"''

lieutenant governor faced a herculean task to com•eti: his general instructions for towns into
a plan that would take root on the banks of the bay and \Yin apprO\·al in the offices and
trading houses of the metropolis. 31

**'"'
Lieutenant Governor

~ott

arrived in Virginia in the late summer of 1705. The order about

urbanization was also dispatched on the san1e convoy to Jobn Seymour, who had become

30 This assertion i~ based on the fact that Makemie ~1gned one of the merchams' petiuons and that Beverley
was '>.Yell connected enough \\1th officials m \XTbltehall to get access to pnnte letters sem by customs officer
Robert Quart). :t\o endence eXIsts that definitively places them allm a smgle meeting. See CO 5/1314, f. 33031; Bilhngs, Coloma!Vir:z,znza, 168-69.
'L CO 5/1337, f. 54-55; CO 5,/1361, f. 104-7.
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the new governor of Maryland the ) ear before. Over the next fe\-v months, both men
attempted to forge town plans for the Chesapeake that \\'ould serve the wider empire.
Howe\'er, they quickly came to appreciate the stakes invoh'ed. Even before Nott arrived in
~\ut,:ru~t,

Robert Beverley's brother Harry had brought an angry protest O\Tr the town in

M1ddlesex County to the spring assembly. Equally important, Vlrgima and Maryland's county
communities \vere coming ever more securely under the control of local el1tcs, which
promised to complicate the practicalities of enforcing whatever legislation was
~onetheless,

pa~sed.

the Virginia Central Assembly began dlscussion for a new town plan dunng

the \:v'inter of 1705-G and the follO\ving spring Maryland embarked on a three-year battle to
do likewise. Both colonies saw the beginmngs of some genuine urban settlements, but the
political and commercial compromises of these negotiations ultlmately tried the patience of
\vn1tehall offie1als and led them to annul the legislatlon and finally quash the whole concept
of a provmce-wide tovm act.

Despite the furious lobbying m London, the final years ofl\"1cholson's tenure had been
relatively quiet 111 Virginia itself. Yet, concerns and quest1ons that were raised pomted toward
the trouble O\'er towns that lay ahead. Nicholson had proposed new plans for restructunng
the colony's parishes, based on a small collecuon of complamts about inconvenient church
locations. The burgesses consented to a number of specific requests for drv1sion of parishes
that were submitted

to

them by local communities, but they flatly dismissed the idea of

allov-:dng ~icholson free rem to meddle in the ecclesiastical structure. The issue of parish
structures would play a role in Nott's subsequent efforts to legislate towns. 32 Furthermore, in
the spring of 1705, the "Inhabitants of Kmg and Queen County," on the western frontier of
32 {l--IB, 4: 44--45, 48, 55, 58, 87--88, 106--7, 110. For :\I!Cholson's cxpenencc \\lth church Jssucs Jn :MarylaoJ, sec
DavJd W'. Jordan, Fotmdatzonsr!fRepmellfatm: Got'Crn!Jletzt m Jia1]'kmd, 1632--1715 (Cambndge, 198...,), 195-97, 209.
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settlement, petitioned the assembly requesting permission to buy fifty acres of land "for a
Town in The said County." The burgesses clearly found nothing objectionable, because they
quickly assented, but 1:\vo things about the proposal are worth noting. Firstly, the petir.ioners
resurrected the concept of the count:y-tmvn by suggesting that the county be empov.·ered to
take on the work, rejecting Nicholson's desire to overshadow the county-town formula with
his grand projects for capital-city buildtng. Secondly, the fact that the pian issued from King
and Queen is significant because one of its leadmg landholders \Vas none other than Robert
Beverley, who \Vas currently finalizing the details of his

I-Iisto~J'

in a London print shop.

Because local records from the county are lost, it is impossible to assay the importance of
these factors, but the King and Queen appeal hmted at the turf on which the coming battle
would be fought. 31
During the spring 1705 sess10n, the burgesses also dealt with a more complicated
and bitter local urban debate. TI1e town commiss10ners from Middlesex County, Harry
Be\·erley and Christopher and John Robinson, had brought a complaint about the
construction of a new county courthouse that had begun near the centre of the county. As
sons of 1:\vo of the leading town founders in 1680s Middlesex County and newly appointed
ffeoffees for the town land, they resented the fact that the courthouse \vas not being built in
the perpetually controversial town site that had been repeatedly planned for Roseg1ll Creek.
They were facing off against new county elites, including councillor \\'illiam Churchill (who
had succeeded to the \X'ormeley fortune) and Gawen Corbin (brother of London merchant
Thomas Corbin), who had grown sceptical about deYeloping a vibrant market centre under
the leadership of ambitious rivals such as Beverley and the Robinsons. Harry Beverley and
the Robinson brothers had attempted to erect a courthouse at the town site on Rosegill
33 Ibid., 4: n, 109-10, 119. For Beverley's connections to Kmg and Queen County, sec Tarter, ''Beverley,
Robert Jr.'"
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Creek in the sumlTler of 1704, just after Robert Be\Terley Jr. had left for London, but the
county court blocked them and initiated work on a new structure in the m1ddle of the county
near the home of George \\'ortham, \vhere the court currently met. TI1e snubbed young men
took a series of appeals to the provincial council during the follO\ving si.x months. The tight
escalated in intensity through the winter, \Vith Harry Beverley eyen assaulting one of his
opponents. \\ben the assembly reconvened in April 1705, they were confronted with two
implacable lobbies from ::Vfiddlesex, one pushing for the development of a courthouse town
and the other insisting that the court remain where it was. Eventually the burgesses
attempted a compromise, agreeing to build a road to the new town, lea\Ting the courthouse at
"Worthams plantation \Xbere Some of The Materials for Building the Same already Lys
prepared." That was neYer going to satisfy the town boosters in the county, and so even
though a new courthouse was quicldy erected at the old site, the dispute rumbled on for
most of the rest of the decade. 34
Two crucial features of the Midcliesex dispute affected the development of provincial
town legislation the following year. Firstly, the town advocates in :\Iiddlesex were not
actually acting to enhance their commercial position in Atlantic trade through urban
shipping restrictions because until

~ott

arrived in 1705 nobody could be sure that a ne"\Y

to\vn act would be drafted with restrictions on the tobacco trade; the whole campaign over
the prnrious wmter in Middlesex focused on the location of the courthouse as a poll tical
centre of the community as well as on the building of a road to link the town to the county's
primary internal transport arteries. Beverley and the Robinson brothers were thus focused
on making the proto-urban space over which they had su%erainty into the hub for ordinary
men and women in the community to seek justice, barter goods, and exchange news. They
34 bfC, 2: 391,403. 432-33;]1-IB, 4: 94, 96, 100. J\IJddlcscx County Coun Order Rooks, 3: 570, 578, 6U2-3, 62728. For extensive cliscus-;wn of this chspute, see Rutman and Rutman, Place m Tune, 217-25.
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had an expansive vision of the town, in keeping with the ideals that Robert Beverley and
Francis Makem1e were articulating in London. The issues of roads and county courts would
both become bound up "Yv1th the new town act later in 1705. Secondly, in fighting for the
development of the town these men crafted a justification of popular support. In October
1704, they had presented a petition to the provincial council ''signed by the Major pan of the
Freeholders of the said County." Beverley's fad1er had used petitioning as a technique to stir
up revolt in the county in the 1680s (a point opponents of the younger Beverley and the
Robinsons were not slow to make), and they replicated this technique in an effort

to

portray

themselves as selfless leaders of the middling sort and representattves of a civic commumty
that already existed but lacked the physical form of an urban space. Their actions exhibited
vi\'id parallels

to

the ideal of towns as spaces for gentry patronage of common planters that

was emerging from. Robert Be\'erley's
into the plans for

ci\~c

Histo~y.

This strain of thinking translated unmistakably

political structures in the ne-yv provincial town legislation in 1706; that

translation was partly due to the fact that the popularity of the town within Middlesex
county (e\·.inced by the petitions) S\vept Harry Beverley and Christopher Robinson into the
House of Burgesses when ~ott called new elections in the autumn of 1705. 31
This complex context greeted Nott when took up the lieutenant governorship,
armed

\V~th

instructions to establish a limited number of tobacco-trading tO\vns to ease

Atlantic comrnerce. In his opening address to the assembly on October 24, 1705, he noted
the proposal as one of his priorities, explaining that he "\vas "Comanded by her Majesty to
propose to Your Most Serious Consideration The ::-v1aking a Law for Erecting Towns
Warehouses \Varfs and Keys in Convenient places [because] the advantages naturally
15 Darrctt and ~~ta Rutman ~crutiruzcd the d1spute in "il1iddlesex County in cons1derable detail and suggested
that 1t reprc;,entcd a battle for commerCial influence amongst \"anous farnilies and generations of the county
elite, but thcv mcrlookcd the importance of civiC polincal discourse m the debate, sec Rutman and Rutman,
Place m Time, chap. 7; for the petitwn, see E]C, 403; for the electlon results, see JHB, 4: 134, 139.
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proceeding frorn Such things are Innumerable and So Much \'V'anted That I Think There is
no Occasion of any .\rgument to Convince Reasonable Men." Nott's confidence, however,
rested on the alliance of interests forged in London between the merchant-planter nexus,
Robert Beverley, and Francis 1-Iakemie. In preparation for the session, he had agreed ·with
the council to reestablish the electoral privilege of the now practically deserted Jamestown
(which ;\;icholson had removed) in order to engineer Robert Beverley\ election as a burgess
for the old capital and an ally m tbe chamber. Makemie attended the session to distribute his

PemJ.Jasiz'e, which the burgesses reviewed alongside }\;ott's instructions. They sent the whole
package of materials to the Committee for Propositions and Grievances, on which Robert
Be,·erley and Christopher Robinson had both been able to wrangle seats. 36
\Vi thin a couple of weeks, hov:ever, :\I ott likely realized that it ,,-as going to be hard
to extract a plan that fit m.etropolitan n..pectations. It was almost a month before the
committee reported on the town issue. Meanwhile the assembly was preoccupied with the
major task of recodifying the province's statutes, the culmination of quite a few) ears of
committee work, but also a means to begin chipping a>,Ya) at the imperial authority
~1cholson

had established. They spent long bow-s debating plans to prevent governors from

unilaterally appointing county sheriffs (an innovation Nicholson had introduced), to
reinforce their own control over the administration of elections, and to regulate the colony's
clergy and democratise its parish vestries through regular elections. }\;ott eventually \'etoed
the attempt to revoke his power ov-er shrieval appointments, and the council and burgesses
squared off over the plan to institute regular vestry elections.

17

All of these innovations

demonstrated that the burgesses bad no intention of surrendering further local control to
>c, b}C, 3: 30, JHB, 4: 130.
>7 JHB, 4: 137-45, 153-54, 157; LJC, 438-42. For discuss10n of the vestry dispute, see Haskell, "Affections of

the People," 335-38; for d1scuss1on of Nott's atutude toward the issue of countY courts, see B1llings, Coloma!
Vn;gznta, 170-72.

irnperial officials and were minded to regain much of \vhat they had lost. They also
demonstrated this point when they ruthlessly suppressed what they described as "Mutinous
Seditious & Scandalous" peritions from the populace ofNe"'T Kent and Kmg Wlilliam
counues. The petitions had called for a range of land reforms and diversification efforts in
support of small planters and had cnticised the assembly and council's treatment of former
governor ;\"icholson. 1\Jonc of the burgesses for these counties were chastised, hmvever,
reinforcing their position as the legitimate spokesmen for their communities, unconnected
with the subversive petitions of their fellow county residents. Nott had been tasked with
calmmg the tensions in the divided colony, and in large measure he succeeded by
countenancing these assertions of assembly power. In the process, though, he made it far
harder to fult11 the key instruction about tovms that he had been gi\Ten by \X'hitehall. 3 K
Finally, on l\Jovember 22, the Committee for Propositions and Griev,mces roeturned
their opinion that ~ott's proposals about tmvns, ports, and wharves would be
··advantageous to The Country." Hmvever, instead of consulting with the new lieutenant
governor and the crown's customs officials, as \\7hitehall had envisioned, the burges:;es
agreed that a subcommittee ought to draft the proposal. The identities of those appointed
were hardly a surprise: amongst the fjye were both Beverly brothers (Harry and Robert) and
Christopher Robinson. Obviously these men had already demonstrated an interest in the
town-building project and so they v/ere natural choices, but their selection also carried the
disputes about local community politics and the civic potential of towns from the banks of
Rosegill Creek to the committee rooms of the Capitol. To add to this mix, the burgesses also
assigned the subcommittee two further appeals to consider, both arising from Makemie's
Accomack County community: for the promotion of "Linen and Woolen Manufacturies,''
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(which the burgesses concluded would be easily accomplished by the town act) and "for The
Encouraging Trade and Rendering The Transporting of all goods to Towns More Easy for
The poorer Sort \Xiho Live at a great Distance from Them." The first of these plans
explicitly connected towns with manufacturing, running counter to the imperial priority of
discouraging diversification in the direction of fabrics that would compete "'rith Enghsh
woolens. The latter bore all the hallmarks of Makcmie 's conccm for the "poorer Sort" whilst
also being palatable to Beverley and Robmson, who \Vcre still fighting hard for a road to
their new town in :.\liddlesex. 3 ~
The subcommittee had ample time

to

digest these proposals and cogltatc on a radical

new plan for town buildmg because a week after 1ts members recehred their assignment l'\ott
agreed to a winter recess in the session in light of worsening weather in \XIilliamsburg. \Vhen
the assembly reconvened the following May, l'\ott mildly chastised them for their tardiness
during their previous meeting and their continued factional strife, but this still did not speed
proceedings in the tU\\ns committee, which spent a further two weeks carefully crafting a
plan before bringmg it to the burgesses on May 11. The burgesses took no action on the
plan for four days as they hammered out legislation to reorganize parishes and county courts.
;\Jot until these issues were nearing settlement did the men of the lower chamber feel
comfortable considering a plan for towns that v;rould both reinforce and rival the county
benches. During the final two weeks in May, the members spent many hours assembled as a
committee of the whole debating the nrious points of the plan, but unfortunately tl1e details
of their discussions do not survive. \vnatever changes v;rere made, combined with the
distraction of tl1e other controversies that lingered, were sufficient to secure approval for the
finished legislation, but the council later confessed that "it was v.rith no little difficulty that
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this Bill recerved its passage." The Beverley brothers had escorted the finished paper
between the two houses, introduced it to both sets of legislators, and made whatever
changes were necessary, with the deft political touch that was the hallmark of their father
before them. 40
The result was the most amb1tious urban plan ever developed for the tidewater
region. It wat. unmistakeably a product of e\-cnts in London and Middlesex and the parallel
debates over county and parish powers in the chamber. Imperial officials' adv--ice to .!'\ott had
been ,-ague, and the preamble to the act made it clear that the burgesses had chosen to
interpret the lieutenant governor's instructions in a particular 'vvay. The act opened by noung
Queen ~\nne's "princely care of this her colony" and the fact that she had "been pleased to
take notice that the building of towns" should be a priority. However, instead of explaining
the wartime needs of the empire and the concerns of the customs office that Edmund
Jenings himself (who had approved the act as a council member) had born w1tness to in
London, it explained the act as "particuarly usefull ... to her majesty, in bringing our people
to a more regular settlement and of great advantage to trade." 41
The remainder of the plan expanded upon this Yision, taking what the crown had
suggested and remodelling it according to the vision laid out in Beverley's I Iistory and
:Makemie's Pemvasiw. It began with provisions restricting the import and export of alrnost all
goods to the named locations, in keeping with all previous tmvn plans, but then noted that
there would be an "absolute necessity" for "convenient buildings for reception of all sorts of
goods and persons" and so ordered that "a township or burgh be established at each of the
places." Town development was unmistakably separated from the interest in ports and
40

Por the passage of the town act through both houses and the interrupuons caused by the od1er legislatwn,
see JHB, 190-218; ~Icilwame, Legzslatiw Journal of the Counrt!, 475-78; for the council's comment, sec EJC, 3: 111.
For ~ott's op1nions on the delays, sec CO 5/1340, f. 95-96.
41 HS', 3: 404-19 (quotes, 404).
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economic controls, and the innovative use of the urban term "burgh" implied the
development of a civic corporation and distinct political identity. 42 The designation \\ as not
7

merely a semantic embellishment, e1ther, because the act went on to lay out a complex civic
structure for the new

to\\Tn~.

Once they reached thirty famihes they were to be governed by a

popularly elected corporate body of eight "benchers of the guild hall," overseen by a
"Director," a structure that resembled an English alderman's court and mayor, and once the
town reached sixty families it would gain a common council of t1fteen "brethren assistants of
the guild hall" and its mm independent representation in the house of burgesses. The act
also made clear that the tmvns \\Tould be expected to develop "a merchant guild and
community \\l-ith all customs and libertys belonging to a free burgh" and that they would be
empowered to maintain a court system, a militia regiment, a treasury, and a corpus of bylaws,
all distinct from the surrounding county structure. The emphasis on popular elections and
on community identity and collectiv-e governance demonstrated an interest in cultivating
civic virtues within the potential towns and harnessing them as potential political tools.
There \vere also dearly parallels between the fight over popular election of vestrymen and
the decision to make these relatively small urban communities into complex elected bodies. 4 '
The act was also designed to draw together a middling population and stimulate a
secondary economy for Virginia below the elite class of tobacco planters. Despite the fact
that the act called for all tobacco to be exported through the towns, it made few additional
references to the colony's primary staple, and it also lacked the extenshTe plans for
diversification into other export commodities that had characterized former town legislation.
Instead, it focused on the development of markets and fairs at each of the enumerated
42

Ibid., 3: 405. By the seYenteenth century, the word "burgh" or "borough" had taken on a narrow definition
that implied a murucipal corporation of lesser status than "city" See Oxford Eng!zsh Dzaional)',
http:/ i \\'W\\ .oed.com, s.Y. "borough," dcfirunons 2-3.
4) HS, 3: 407-14.
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locales, which were intended to facilitate a domestic trade in produce and local products and
to draw the economy of each part of the colony into an orbit around the town. Rules
stipulated that no trade of any kind could be carried on \Vlthin a five-mile radius of each
town, to encourage the development of coml?ercial property at the site, but also to ensure
that \vhatever exchange \vas carried on occurred under the eyes of the new town's benchers
and its open market. The act also sought to shape the potential urban population by
rewarding the construction of permanent residences and whan-es \Vith

sub~tantial

tax breaks;

at the same time it spee1fically excluded any sla,·es owned by a town resident from these
reduced taxes, hinting that tbose who drafted it did not foresee urban sla\-e indut.tries or
wealthy absentee planters becoming established in the town. ln essence the plan laid down a
more organized frame\\-ork for the control and oversight of the domestic economy and
created new opportunities for the emergence of a class of aspiring petty merchants and for
their eyentual involvement in the body poll tic. 44
ln many respects this agenda of political and economic identity for small towns
resembled that of Makemie's Pemoasive. It seems fair to conclude that the committee that
drafted the plan drev,- on his urban vision and sought to stimulate popular ch-ic virtues
through a middling community governed by a corporate constitution. They articulated
through the act an older English tradition of the independent corporate borough that did
not tit \v:ith the centrally controlled order of customs houses and warehouses that \Xlhitehall
had em:1sioned. 45 This is not to suggest, however, that the act represented a radical attempt
to overthto'vv the county structure and hierarchy. The plan was, after all, approved by the
leading planters from across the colony. Burgesses were ev-idently still envisioning these
44

Ibid., 3: 406, 408, 416-17.
Por the English tradition of ci\"ic corporations, see \>;;ltlungton, Po!itzcs q{Commumnafth;Jonathan Barry,
·'Bourgeois Collecm'ism? Crban Associatmns and the Middle Sort.'' in The MzddltJ{£, Sott of People: Gdttire, Somf)
and Pdriu lll E1?gland 1550-1800, ed. Jonathan Barry and Coltn Brooks, (London, 1994), 84-112.
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locations as county-towns, since they expanded the number of locations beyond the royally
sanctioned number of two per river; the finalized act named sixteen sites, but the council
later intimated to l\;ott, when he expressed misgivings, that they had reached that tally by
argumg the burgesses down from a previously higher number (likely one per county). True
to tl1is design by the burgesses, the act initially empowered the county courts to select

ffeofees and purchase the land (if it had not already been acquired by a former to"\vn act),
and it left them in effective control until the town reached the requtsitc size to break away. 46
Purthermore, the act offered no dirC'ct assistance to craftsmen or poor colonists

to

cover the

cost of purchasing town lots and building the requisite property. Evidence of the initial
implementation of the act is sparse, but at Yorktov;n (one of the most successful new towns)
the legislation did attract an infltLx of small planters and craftsmen alongside a number of
wealth\' local in\restors. 47
This mixture of middling and elite invE'stment as a result of the plan smted mC'n like
Harry Beverley, Christopher Robinson, and Francis Makemie. They possessed the wealth to
mvest and develop the towns, to stimulate the market and draw in small planters, and,
eyentually, to reap the rewards of leadership within these potentially pO\verful politicoeconomic hubs. Beverley and Robinson, of course, already held seats on the county bench,
but the events of the previous two years had demonstrated that local dominance through the
county court system was not straightforward, and the role of mayor \vithin an independent
corporation at the heart of Middlesex County might offer them a chance to redraw the
structure of local hierarchy. The rise

46

to

prominence of the Nelson family in eighteenth-

HS, 3: 416-19; E.fC~ 3: 111.

r Edward Riley discovered that when Yorktown wa<; resurveved after the passage of the 11(16 act, the lots were

purchased by a narrower c1rcle of the local (rather than provincial) kadershlp than dunng the first sale in the
1690s. He also dlscovercd that more middhng colonists and craftsmen mvested m the town. See Edward ~I.
Rikv, '"The Foundtng and Development of Yorktown, Yirginia, 1691-1781," (Ph.D. dissenaaon, UruversitY of
Southern California, 1942), 64-68.
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century Virginia was perhaps a rare example of this path to po\-Yer proving successful- the
revolutionary-era -:\!elsons \-Vho led the colony had inherited a mercantile power base at
Yorktown from their fatl1er Thomas Nelson Sr., wbo first bought into the town following
the 1706 act. In the new town of Middlesex County, which the 1706 act christened Urbanna,
as well as in Yorktown, Hampton, Norfolk, Onancock, and Tappahannock, this
combinauon of leadership by a small section of the local elite and the support of
considerable interest amongst the middling population secured enough development to
ensure that the young towns would withstand the ultimate annulment of the act. 48
Of course not every burgess \-vho discussed the proposal - and certainly not every
councillor - had as much to gain as the men who drafted it. For many it may have been
appealing as a rneans of reducing the output of poor-quality tobacco from poor farmers and
of securing a position for the middling sort in a world where the rich were rapidly
transitioning to slavery. The fact that the act did stimulate development at a number of
locations across the spectrum of Virginia's agricultural zones- from marginal areas f;uch as
Accomack to prime S'-'\'eet-scented tobacco countles such as :Middlesex- suggests that it
offered different advantages to leaders and inwstors in different regions. Jenings and his
fellow councillors, who had initially raised the whole question along \vith the London
merchants, apparently realized from the other efforts to democratize vestries and reempower county courts, what the mood amongst the burgesses was, and concluded that if
Chnstopber Robinson mo\·ed his residence into Urbanna soon after the kgislauon rook effect (sec Rutman
and Rutman, Place m Time, 225-26. francis J\fakerrue, interesungly, also owned a tO\'I'n lot m Urbanna in
adchtion to a number of lot~ in Onancock, Accomack County. Sec "Tbe \X'ill of Francis Makemic." For the
Nelson famli:, sec Rtley, 'Tounding and Development ofYorktown,'' 66-68, 81-91. Por the development
during the eighteenth cenrury at these other locations, see (for Yorktown) 1bid., 69-192; (for Urbanna) Rutman
and Rutman, Place in Ttme, 225-33; (for 1'\orfolk) Thomas J. Wertenbaker, Norfolk: Hzstoric S011thern Port, 2nd ed.
(Durham, N.C., 1962), chap. 1; (for Onancock) \Xlhitelaw, T/IIJ!,tnia:r bas/ern Shore, 2: 904-26; (for
Tappahannock) John\\'. Reps, TzdcJI'ater Ton'!l.r: Clf!r Planmng in the Coloma! Vn;gzma and Afm:Jhnd, (\Villiamsburg,
Va., 19""~2), 67-70. ~Iy assertions about the development of Han1pton here are drawn from many \Try
enlightcrung co1wersations with Hank Lutton, Boston l'nivers1ty, and also Hank Lutton" '.1'\:o Tm,~ns of
consequence': Conte:&tualo:ing and Reconsidering Urban Places in !he Chesapeake" (conference paper, "The
Early Chesapeake: Reflecuons and Projections,'' St. Mary\ and Solomons, Md., Knv. 2009).
4"
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the crown wanted urbanization in V1rginia, this was the only realistic way it was going to 'vin
the burgesses' support. They said as much to ='Jott when, after the session concluded, he
threatened not to send the town act to London. Nott was faced \vith this difficult decision
because his orders had arisen from the apparently complimentary but ultimately cont1icting
visions ofl'vfakemie, Beverley, and the London merchants. Each had advocated for towns
but had meant very cl1fferent things, and now Nott was forced to determine if the towns he
had agreed to would be acceptable in the metropolis. On a personal level, Nott's conundrum
proved unimportant, as he died before the news could have reached London any'W-ay, but ior
the colony the contradictions rcmamed unresolved as \vorkshops and warehouses were
erected on the banks of the bay and the proposal sat in an oft1ce in \X11itehall. 4'1

Just days after \Xbitehall finalized Nott's instructions about town buildmg, they rushed off a
strikingly similar proposal to John Seymour, governor of Maryland, advocating three towns
on the Potomac, three on the Patuxent, and two on the Eastern Shore. A new centralizing
scheme for imperial trade

~mel

governance sat \veil """ith Governor Seymour who, since his

arrival in the colony, had laboured to impose greater order and structure. In the process,
however, he had rrused the ire of Maryland's local leadership to such a pitch that instituting
the proposals proyed far harder than it was in Virginia. Like that of its larger neighbour to
the south, the assembly in Maryland quickly seized on the prospect of a new tmvn plan as a
means to undo some of tl1c centralizing work that

~icholson

and Seymour had

accomplished. Hmvever, lacking the Virginia burgesses' confidence in the ch-ic apparatus of
English corporations, they chose instead to multiply the number of locations designated for
H]C. 3: 111, 128. Governor :\:ott rued on August 23, 1706. ~-\fter d1at the council and Jerungs (as Pres1dent)
'.note numerous letters to \\"hiteha!L but they barely mentioned the town plan. See CSP Cu!onial, 23: 476-78,
484, 537, 555, 584-85. For the conclusiOn of the saga in Middlesex County, see Rutman and Rutman, Place in
Tulle, 225-33.
49
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to,Nns and sought to weave them into the existing patterns of local trade. Unlike Nott,
Seymour lived on to challenge his lower house over the issue repeatedly through the
remainder of the decade and thus extended the debate over local jurisdiction and the
meaning of the tmvn in the English empire in a series of tense debates.
\Vbitehall's new urbanization proposal \Vas actually dropped into more rpmultuous
circumstances in Maryland than it was in Virginia. \X'hereas Nicholson had already been
pushed as1de in Virginia, leaving Nott to restore harmony, Seymour was sull in the throes of
instituting his imperial agenda when the suggestion arrived from London. Seymour's efforts
had already involved increasing intrusion into the way that local communit1cs were organized
1n the colony and a number of affronts to the men who had emerged from the revolution in
:\hryland as community leaders.
~icholson's

replacement in Mar) land in 1699, ::\iathaniel Blakiston, had spent the

first t\vo years of the new century struggling to finalize the establishment of the Anglican
Church in :'Vfaryland. The plan that he and commissary Thomas Bray got through the
assembly in 1700 floundered in \1\!'hitehall primarily because of the restrictive oligarchic
wstries that it stipulated. In a debate akin to that which would engage the Virginia burgesses
and council in 1706, the opponents of Maryland establishment complained that the act
allO\,\'ed vestries to co-opt their members and limit the rotation of offices in order to form a
local oligarchy. Restrictive vestries had been a controversial issue in England during the
previous decade, and \vhen the complaints were brought to the Board of Trade, it was still
under the sway of rnen such as John Locke who had made clear their determination to
undermine colonial elites and reconnect with ordinary colonists. TI1e board particularly
objected to the incorporation of the vestries, which offered their narrmv membership
considerable local power to o'vvn property and organize local schools, hospitals, and
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highways. Board members went through the legislation in detail removing references to
incorporation and «avoiding as far as possible the Erecting of a Body Pohtic." Bray and
English church officials worked out an alternati\'e bill ·with some democratic features for the
Tviaryland parish system, and Blakiston was able to push it through the assembly in 1702. ' 0
.:\ssembly members in Maryland may have accepted that dilution of local leadership,
but they \vere far less inclined to consent to Seymour's radical moves upon his arrival in the
colony.

~oting

the inefficiencies and failings of the local legal system, Seymour immediately

began formulating plans to restructure it, tlrstly by restricting the hearing of major county
court cases to a narrower group of men he felt were trustwortl1y, secondly, by replacing the
twelve-man prm'incial court wlth a five-man circmt court akm to an English assize court,
and finally by restricting the legal profession

to

those who could boast an education at tl1e

English Inns of Court. The unmistakeable object of this reform was to centralize and control
legal order in the colony and limit the authority oflocalleadership. \\1hen he could not \v:in
approval for these plans in the 1705 and 1707 assemblies respectively, Seymour s1mply
implemented them using executive authority and appeals to royal prerogative.

~onetheless,

successive assemblies throughout his tenure \vorked hard to reverse the moves and
resentment against the governor rose steadily, ensuring that the issue of county gm·ernment
was still contentious at the time debates over urbanization commenced. 51
\Xnitehall's rene\ved zeal for urbanization and the centralization of trade thus fit
neatly \¥'ithin Seymour's plans. He had already embarked on an agenda to reorganize local
government, but he had not been able to address the problems with the dispersed mercantile
system. Because of ongoing \var be had consistently been forced to deal with the problems

so CO 5/715, II, no. 28, 33 (quote, 33); Dav1d \'>C'illiam Jordan, "'The Royal Pcnod of Colonial :\Iaryland, 16891";"15" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton l'mvcrsity, 1966), 274-79.
51 Jordan, 1-'oundations, 217 -25; Archiz•es, 25: 262-70.
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of organizing

convo~"S

and securing the colony from privateers. The convoy systen1 in

Maryland was complicated because it was largely beholden to decisions about timing and
organizarjon that \vere made in Virginia, from whence all comToys ultimately departed.
Seymour and his council were perpetually struggling to decide whether to release shipping
and seeking to know the minds of their southern counterparts. The lack of ports worsened
the problem, since it deprived Seymour of the ability to quickly receive information about
the state of the fleet in particular parts of the colony or dispatch orders for the ships to
depart. \V'ith the threat of privateers ever present, he was also worried that a dispersed fleet
would prove easy pickings for rogue sailors while the ships awaited news from Virginia. In
May 1706, a month after the t1rst town plan was approved in Maryland, but prior to its
implementation, Seymour held a discussion with "Masters of Divers Shipps now in this
Province" to decide the most appropriate location for them to safely rendezvous in light of
the lack of ports. Most importantly of all, Seymour was concerned that the chaos of \Yar was
making it even easier for Marylanders to engage in illegal trade and evade customs officials.
In the summer of 1705, \v:ithout any apparent knowledge of the urban plans being drafted in
\X'hitehall, he had written to the Board of Trade to suggest the restriction of all Ma1;·land
trade to only five ports "which would hinder all clandestine Trade (everybody here having a
landing place) and shipps might loade in 5 weeks tyme, H.M. seamen be soone at home
againe to serve on boarde the Fleete." He had expressed grave reservations about ever
getting the assembly to consent to such a plan and advocated that the crown migbt impose it
directly. The governor was tbus well aware of the difficulty of enforcing naval and mercantile
authority, and \vhen the town plan arrived he could easily see its utility. 52

sz Arcbit'e.f, 25: 1'76-7, 179, 186, 190, 202-03, 225, 227 (quote, 202); CSP Colonial, 22:1210. The 1704 and 1705
assemblies re-enacted the :\Jicholson-era act for \X'illiamstadt and .r\nnapolis, which had established the two
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\\'hen Seymour called the council together in Februar; 1706. the new instructions
about towns were at the top of the agenda. He informed the council that he wanted a quick
response and asked them for advice about calling an assembly to formulate an act in tirne to
dispatch it wi.th the convoy expected for early summer. \'V11en the delegates gathered in
.\nnapolis in April, he welcomed them with a strident statement of tl1e queen's ·'unwearied
tenderness" for all ber impenal subjects, rehearsing royal efforts to open foreign markets for
tobacco and encourage the production of naval store and insisting that tbese kindnesses
"must e\·er Sincke deepe in the Memorys of all loyal good Subjects." I laving laid this
groundwork, he then exphined that the delegates bad been called together by the queen's
special command to enact vital legislation, the tirst and foremost of which was "the Erecting
Towns and Ports \.vhich must certainly render You considerable in a very Shorte tyme."
Even Seymour, with all his irnperial blu~ter, however, was not insensitive to the subtly
different lTleanings attached

to

urbanization; while he had assured \\i"hitehall that he

concurred that towns would benefit speedy and efficient trade, he ren1inded the delegates
that a few wealthy English merchants had made "your Land & Industrye a sure Monoplie to
themselves, whereby You can never let the m1ddle and lower Sorte of People reap any things
from a very hard labour." He worked hard in this opening address to portray the queen as a
generous benefactor who was seeking to establish towns for the good of her subjects, but his
official correspondence demonstrates that his fundamental objectives had not changed- any
advantage accruing to the colony was a useful aside that might lure local leaders to align 'i.Vitb
imperial interests. 5

1

towns and made them the colony's only ports of entry, but judgmg by Seymour's reactiOn to the town plan two
\·cars later, the mle \\"as rarely observed, sec 1b1d., 26: 433, 516.
5o CSP Co/onia/22: 1065, 23: 160, 4"'0. Arrhit•es, 25: 200, 26: 521-23.
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Initially the response of the lo\ver house was extremely positive. They acted on the
governor's town-building suggestion m two days- much faster than the Virginia burgesses'
three-week delay- and promised to debate a bill wirh "all the Speed and Dispatch" that the
issue deserved. Desptte Seymour's intimation that the assembly would resist a port act, the
response should not hmTe been a surprise. Maryland's economy, like that of the Oronocogrowing regions of Virginia, ·was enduring a prolonged recession, and planters bad already
been seatchmg for any means to address the problem. They had made plans to establish a
colonial coinage

111

an effort to limit the drain of specie from the colony, to improve "tillage"

and the production of domestic supplies to reduce imports from other colonies, and to
increase the size of ~1aryland tobacco hogsheads to raise their value. ln 1704, \Vhen the
assembly had revised the entlre legal code, they were careful to pass an act to

~ecure

the titles

to town lots dating back to Baltimore's 1680s urbanization efforts that were still held,
suggesting that a number of the locations still contained

~taluable

property that colonists did

not intend to lose. Furthermore, during the same session, the delegates considered petitions
from "the back plantacons" complaimng about poor infrastructure and suggesting the
development of public "rolbng houses" where their tobacco could be collected to reduce
costs. \X111en Seymour suggested town development, the delegates were thus primed to
pursue the scheme in a manner that might help resurrect their economic fortunes. In
addition, the delegates' enthusiasm may have been further spurred by the presence in
Annapolis of Francis Makemie, wbo had come to the capital to challenge a ruling Seymour
had made about his Presbyterian congregation in Somerset County. Though be did not
petition the assembly on the town issue, as he had done in Virginia, it seems likely that he
was aware of Seymour's instructions to pursue urbanization. Considering that his PersJJ/asitJe
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had been addressed to 1-far) land as well as Virgirua, he likely also brought copies of the
pamphlet for the legislators. "4
True to their initial statement, the lower house drafted a plan in a little less than a
week and amended it in only a matter of days. Yet in the process they adjusted the entire
definition of urbanity that Seymour bad suggested and augmented the plan v,i.th numerous
details that reHected the ongoing anxieties and concerns of local leaders across the colony.
~-\!though

their debates on the issue were rclath'ely calm, it was clear that they appreciated

the rachcalism of their proposal. Just after they debated the plan and before they sent the
amended Yersion to the council for consideration, they took the highly unusual step of
crafting a brief note of thanks and tribute to Seymour in acknowledgment of Ius "kindnesses
and generous gratitudes shew'd to us.'' Seymour was far fron1 a popular goyernor, and this
statement, timed as it \vas

to

perfectly coincide with the passage of the town act, seems to

have been intended as a piece of politic hyperbole to persuade the governor to approve what
they knew to be a far from imperial plan. \Xnen the act was ready to be presented to tl1e
council, they sent an unusually large delegation of eight men to accompany it and make a
grand and united show of delegate support for their plan. Seymour was apparently not
convinced by the theatrics, but he did ultimately agree to sign the bill, rationalizing to
\Xnitehall officials that while it was far from perfect, it did offer the chance to secure
shipping and might be the first step to\vard more centralizing royal objectives. 55
I I o-w had the lower house deviated from imperial objecti\'es, and in \vhat respects
were their definitions of urbanity similar to those of their Virginia neighbours? TI1e answers
' 4 Atrhzvej, 26: 525, 569. For the economic depre,sion in the Oronoco regions of the Chesapeake dunng the'e
years, sec Lorena S. Walsh, "Summing the Parts: 1mphcations for J..::stimating Chesapeake Output and Income
Subregionally," lf:\1Q, 3rd Ser., 56 (1999): 53-94. For efforts regardmg coinage, see Archtw.r, 24: 41, 54, 149,
1"'2, 25: 530, 551-52. Por effort& to improve "tillage,'' 1bid., 26: 36-39, 123; for a summary of the fight oyer the
size of tobacco hogsheads, see Jordan, "Royal Penod," 30"'-8. ror plans regardmg towns before 1706, 'ee
Ar,hit•e.r, 26: 146-47, 314-15; for Makcm1e's presence at the scsston, 1bid., 25: 212, 26: 528.
'' "1rchms, 26: 543-48, 593, 598, 601, 605-6; CSP Coloma!, 22: 470.
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to these questions draw us into not only the different economic visions of empire on both
sides of the Atlantic but also the distinctive political divergences \vithin each colony. Like the
Virginia plan, the 1hryland assembly's act placed considerable emphasis on economic
diversification and downplayed the importance of mercanule controls. As previous acts in
both colonies bad done, it sought to restrict shipping to appointed places, but, much to
Seymour's

fru~tration,

the ·Maryland plan only controlled the unloading of European goods

and slav-es and did not force the loading of tobacco to be carried out in towns. It \\·ent on to
promote diversification by offering all "trademen and Artificers" who would settle in the
locations a four-year exception from all county lcv1es, prm-1ded that they were "Actually
living and residing with their families" in the towns. It also offered any foreign craftsmen
who would come to the tm\·ns a fast track to achieving the full colonial rights of a
"Denizon" and - even more radically than the Virginia plan - specified that all male orphans
who came under county protection would be offered as apprentices to urban craftsmen, thus
transforming tl1e skills of poor colonists and shifting the economic base of the colony. To
provide a market for this new class of men, the act also proposed restnctions incentivising
the exchange of goods in towns, but it did not go as far as Virginia's plan in specifying
market days and banning trade within a certain radius of the town. These plans fit neatly
\V:ithin the session's broader economic reform agenda: the lower chamber also passed a new
act to promote the production of hemp and flax. The town act was clearly intended to
develop the colonial economy and address continued poverty by creating new urban roles
for poor and middling people as producers not of other exportable staple goods but rather
of domestic commodities and crafts. The act made clear that it ·was targeted at the colony's
poor with the orphan provision and also by stipulating that people could buy no more than
one lot in the initial sale (to prevent speculation) and that the lots were to be laid out as
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evenl) and equally as physically possible (whiCh was why so many of the towns were laid out
1n simple grids). This emphasis on tradesmen and the poor rather than the efficiency of
Atlantic mercantile commerce was similar to Virginia's town act and equally rooted in the
vis10n Makemie bad la1d out in bis Pemvrt.rive. 56
For all the econom1c incentives offered to the poor and middlmg classes in tbe
?v!aryland plan, hmvever, it lacked one central feature of the Virgm1a proposal: the elaborate
corporate structure of benchers and brethren ass1stants. The act contained none of the
demarcations bet\veen urban and county authonty that \'Irg:Jruans worked mto thur
leg~slation.

In fact, it was careful to retain, as far as possible, the power of the counties over

their tO"\\rns. Plrstly, the

tO"\\~ns

designated were listed by county, and the commissioners who

were appointed ·were also divided by county. SeconJly, although the act allowed space 111
tmvns for pubhc buildmgs, lt was clear that

111

many cases the.;;e public buildmgs ought to be

county courthouses and that the county oHicers (rather than separate corporate officers)
were to reside in the towns. Thirdly, the count) courts ·were to administer the new urban
spaces by providing a surveyor, appointing the town clerk, and hearing <llllegal dlspute'> in
and about the town. Fmally, 'vYlthout a corporate structure the town could not gather and
distribute fines and fees to assist with expansion and upkeep, so all of these functions were
left in the power of the county court. To some extent these limitations on urban power and
identity may have been a product of a less sophisticated understanding of English crvic
corporate constitutions amongst the Maryland assembly, but as the forthcommg dispute with
Seymour over the 1\nnapohs charter was to prove, 1\farylanders knew enough about urban
self-government to have drafted a rudimentary plan if they had so \VJshed. That they chose
not to was a product of their ongoing dispute with Seymour over counties' powers. Dunng
' 5 Arch1l'e.r, 26:
chap. 5.

636~45.

For the s1mple gnd town plans that were a product of the act, sec Reps, Tzdrwattr I oiJ'ns,
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this same 1706 assembl) session they protested to the governor about the dirninution of
county courts, to no avail, and so it is hardly surprising that they were unwilling to let
potential towns and communities of middling craftsman slip from the grasp of their local
counties. The only sizable town

111

Maryland at thit- point was Annapolis, and it \vas home

to

a number of Seymour's allies (whom he would soon appoint as its aldennen). It was a
legitimate concern of the assembly that any corporate structure might easily become
dominated by gubernatorial appointees and Atlantic merchants; it 1s worth remembering
that, dating back to Lord Baltimore's incorporation of St. .:\lary's City and his appointment
of officers at other towns, Maryland had a fraught relationship v;;ith corporate c1vic bodies. If
anythmg, the building of courthouses and the residence of sheriffs and county clerks in
towns were designed to elevate their local prestige and authority, and the act also made
provision that town lots could only be sold to residents of the county in which it sat. It was
not the strength, then, but the comparative \\'eakness of Maryland's counties Yis-a-v-is its
executive, that prevented the establishment of urban self-governance. 5 7
The realities of the battle over authority in Maryland counties also dictated one other
distinctive feature of the colony's urban plans, namely the much larger number of locations
specified in the 1706 act: nearly forty, with up to five in some of Maryland's counties. The
act also made a particular point of listing up to twelve men as town commissioners in each
county. To placate Seymour's desire for imperial order and shipping controls, the delegates
appointed only six of the locations as '"pons," including Annapolis, St. Mary's, and Oxford
(formerly \'Cilliamstadt), where collectors for regions that contained a number of different
small towns would reside - ships would be required to clear at these leading ports before
proceeding to the mmor centres. This structure demonstrated an understanding of the
s·' Archil'e.r, 26: 636-45. For Seymour's :\nnapolis allies and his battle over the cJtv charter, see below 506-13; for
the conte<;t over the St. Mary's Clty charter, see abm'e, chap. 4.
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hierarchy of English towns and ports, where collectors \Vould operate in certain head ports
and administer a collection of lesser sites. 58 However, in many respects the multiplicity of
locations was a function of colonists' hesitancy and self-interest, as contemporary
commentators noted. Seymour had previously written that colonists were determined not

to

be inconvenienced regarding their trade, and Robert Quarry, the surveyor of customs, had
seconded his judgment when he concluded that "these Gentlernen prefer their 0"\vn Interest
& comTeniency before yt of her :Majesty or the publicke good of ye province , for tho they

know & are Satisfy'd that it woulde be more for a publicke good to ha\T a flxt port in each
River yet unless each m;m's Own Plantation be appointed that place, they never will agree
that it Shall be any where else." These statements echoed assessments such as that of
Virginia clergyman John Clayton from the 1680s.This oft-repeated idiom, however, fails to
explain why Virginia's burgesses in the 1700s, who faced the same geographic features and
transport concerns, were "\Yilling to limit themselves to less than half as many towns spread
O\'er a larger colony. 59
Part of the explanation lies in the greater size of ~faryland counties. It was harder to
select a single location for a town in Anne Arundel County, Maryland, w:ith a land area of
more than four hundred square rniles, than to identify a single site for York County, Virginia,
which encompassed only a little over one hundred. 60 Yet there were also more complex
political factors at work. The number of locations "\vas partly another reaction against
Seymour's centralizing goals for the colony's administration; more towns meant imperial
ss Archiz,u, 26: 636-37. for the structure of English port hierarchies, sec R. C. Jarvis, "The Appoinm1ent of
Ports," The Hconomir History Revim' 11 (1959): 455-66.
59 C5P Colot~ial, 22: 1210; ·'Robert Quarry to the Board of Trade, Aug 4th 1703," CO 5/1262, III, f. 156-57;A
Letter jiw;z ,'virfohn Clayton ... to thf Roval S odetv Mt~y 12. 1688, 11, in Peter Force, ed., Tract.r and Other Papers
RdatiJ{f!, Principally to the Origin, Settlement, and Pm,J!,rt'SS of the Colonie.r it1 1\'mth Ame~ica (~cw York, 1836), 4: 11.
60 These arc the current sizes of the rwo counties, bur I have selected them as examples of a wider trend
because they have undergone only minor boundary changes since the turn of the eighteenth century. For my
figures, sec ''.'vfaryland," and ·'Virginia," in Mcrriam-\'i?ebster's Geographical Dictionary, 3rd ed., (Springfield,
Mass., 1997), 713, 1269.
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officials could only have limited oversight of the trade (a fact Seymour himself noted to
\'\lhitehall despite haYing signed the act). 61 Furthermore, more locations enabled the assembly
to

Justify naming so many men to the town commission m eacb county, an unmistakable

challenge

to

Seymour's efforts to reduce the number of county justices. But it is vital to note

that the greater number of sites \vas also likely a product of more serious political divisions
\\~thin

J\hryland counties. During the 1700s the assembly was forced to deal "'~ith a number

of peutlons from d1ssatisfied colonists for the erection of new breakaway count1es, which
culminated, during the same 1706 session, in the creation of Queen Anne County. They also
had to decide on the location of new courthouses for other counties when local populations
were bitterly di\rided over the rnost appropriate locauon. By the time the act passed, they had
already dealt with such contests in Sornerset and St. Mary's counues, and a particularly
contentious and long-running dispute o\-er the location of Talbot County courthouse \Yas
just developing. Such divisions did occur in Virginia- the tight over J\iiddlesex County's
courthouse that had partly inspired the town act was a case in point- but in that case the
political and economic position of town opponent \\'illiam Churchill was sufficiently well
established - especially after he secured the location of the courthouse away from the town that he had less to fear. It is vital to appreciate, then, that the shape of the town legislation
in both colonies was rooted in similar economic anxieties about the nature of the tobacco
economy, the Chesapeake's mercanule position within the Atlantic empire, and the rising
number of poor and middling white colonists in developing plantation s]a;re societies, but
the distinct political situations in Virginia and :Maryland bred subtly different town
legislation, reflecting different parts of English civic tradition. 62

61
62

CSP Colonial, 23: 470.
Archn•es, 19: 288, 301, 311, 24: 25, 170, 26: 162, 27: 24, 239, 291 ~93,
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308~9.

The implementation of 1vfaryland's 1706 act reflected the distinctive features of the
legislation itself. Right across the colony the legislat1on received a rapid response from
county communiries. Although few of the detailed records local leaders were instructed to
keep have survived, county records of land sales for urban lots and a notable number of
plats and surveys of town layouts attest to a flurry of interest. 63 The clearest evidence of the
acts popularity comes from the as:;embly session called the following year, during ·which the
delegates \J:ere deluged \\"ith appeals and petitions to remove, relocate, or merely add to the
list of locatlons they had specified tl1e year before. There were eighteen different proposals
to establish new towns or relocate pre\"iously specified locatlons. In some cases the concern
was merely with convenience and tl1e relocation suggested was minor, but in others particularly those involving Somerset County - the assembly \vas forced to decide between
contradictory :>ets of petmons, pitting local leaders against one another. These disputes
emphasized local struggles that had led to the naming of nearly forty towns in the 1706 act,
but they also demonstrated that Maryland communities were taking the act's implications
very seriously, even though it had not even restricted the loading of tobacco to towns. In a
number of cases the petitions objected to new surveys that had already been carried out or
appealed for the relocation of county courthouses to particular sites where ''Tork on the town
had already begun. In the case of Kent County, the town commissioners had already
purchased and su1veyed alternati\Te sites, making the relocation a fait accompli before it
reached the assembly, but also demonstrating their eagerness to pursue the project.
Governor Seymour's reaction to the mass of new proposals was to assure the assembly he
was already "well Satisfied \Vith what the representatives of the severall Countys ba,re already
63

Scholars han: used these source:; v.rith some success to develop mterpretations of the nghteenth-century
development of Chesapeake towns. For land records see Joseph B. 'l11omas, "Settlement, Conunuruty,
Economy: The Development of Towns on :VIaryland's Lower Eastern Shore, 1660-1 TiS'' (Ph.D. diss.,
Univers11:y of Maryland, 1994), 108-246 pa%im .. For maps and surveys, &ee Reps, Tidell/a!cr ToJJms, chap. 5.
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done as to the appointment of To\-\'nes.'' It was clearly evident that the new proposals arose
out of interest and investment in the to\vn plan, not out of a stubborn effort to dissemble
and delay the plan. 61
The implementation of the 1706 act in Dorchester County is uniquely well recorded
because of the survival of the tmm record book. Eight of the eleven men specified in the act
as Dorchester town commissioners gathered for their first meeting only two months after
the legislation received Seymour's assent. \X'ithin a "\Veek the county sutYeyor was measuring
out the one hundred acres specified for the first of four towns, and the commissioners were
deciding on a street layout and agreeing on a price at wh1ch to purchase the land from its
current owner. The whole process took only a couple of days, and the commissioners moved
on to lay out the other tmvns in Dorchester County, leaving a wooden sign to mark the first
site with the name they had chosen for the new town: Vienna.
Several things stand out about this process. Pirstly, given W11itehall's imtial purposes
in suggesting the plan, it 1s worth noting that the commissioners made no provision for a
customs office or public warehouses. Secondly, the choice of the grandiloquent name, aping
one of Europe's grand imperial capitals, combined with the desi.srnation of the riverside
thoroughfare as "Tharnes Street," to reference London, and the designation of fifteen acres
of open ground for the construc6on of public buildings all suggests a larger poli6cal and
civic vision. The other towns in Dorchester bore recognizable, if not equally prestigious,
names: Cambridge (named in the 1680s), Islington, and Plymouth. Thirdly, the sale price of
the town lots was set at the relatively low cost of one hundred and tifty pounds of tobacco,
and lots farther from the rhTr were

to

be sold for a third of that. This decision demonstrated

an intention to make urban lot ownership viable for middling colonists. The commissioners

64 "1rchn'eJ,

27: 9-33,69-96 (quote, 9); for Kent County, ibid., 27:69, 160.
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also loosely abided by the rules the act had set down limiting purchaser!' to only one lot and
restricting the sale to Dorchester County residents; the only outsiders among the initial
thlrty-one land purchasers were 1:\vo men from the neighbouring county of Somerset, and
most of the initial sales were mdivi.duallots. A perfect example of the kind of local
tradespeople the act was designed to attract to tmvn was ''Thomas Taylor, Butcher of
Dorchet:>tcr County," who bought a lot. The town commissioners were also careful

to

note

that all lot sales to "he she or they" were to be recorded, clearly appreciatmg that
enterprising "'Tomen could potentially expand the economic and artisanal base of the town as
well as men. The subsequent records did show both purchase and sale of tmm

lot~

by local

women but unfortunately did not specify their occupauons. During the following year
patents for a further thirteen lots were recorded in the book, and a number of lot
transaction!' also began to be noted. Records in the book stop in 1710 when the Maryland
town acts were overturned by the crown, but although the book ceased being updated, the
settlement itself continued to act as a port throughout the colonial period. In sum, the tO'-'v·n
book for Vienna, whilst representing only one of many such efforts to realize the town
legislation during this period, can serve as an example of the way in which towns did attract
local interest from across the class spectrum of colonial Maryland, and did reflect a broader
political and social vision of the town, as well as a strictly economic one. 65
Local town development across Maryland's counties was also paralleled by ongoing
disputes in Annapolis between the assembly and Governor Seymour over the nature of the
urban plan. In Vlrg:tnia, the 1706 act was quickly followed by

~ott's

death, and because no

immediate replacement was dispatched, the burgesses were not called together for another
Proceedings of the Comrrussioners of Towns m Dorchester County, l'viD, 1706-09, Maryland Hall of
Records, il..nnapolis, 50-65. Admittedly, other Dorchester towns had lm,·er numbers of lot sales to middhng
and poor colonists. For Vienna's later de\ clopment and the contrasting expenence of other Dorchester towns,
see Thomas, "Settlement, Community, Economy," 184-210.
65
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four years, which served to stifle further debate on their town act.

~faryland's

politics chd not

fall into the same slumber. In the spring of 1707, Seymour called the assembly together once
again in a further effort to impose greater imperial order upon the colony. He hoped to force
the delegates to accept his plan for an itinerant assize court and he also wanted to reconsider
the town act, "which seems" he explained, "not to be SuffiCiently coercive, in some of the
most matenal Branches." The assembly were d1sinclincd to appro\re Seymour's new
provmCJal court structure, and in this combative atmosphere they also remained resistant to
adopting the "coerciv-e" imperial urban \i.sion that Seymour hoped to add to the existing
town act. Seymour passed along

to

the assembly an anonymous letter in favour of town

development that he had received, along with a copy of the Virginia town act from the
pre\rious year, in the hope that it might inspire them to reduce the number of locations. 66
Instead, they spent the majority of their session discussing the many petitions and proposals
to relocate towns or appoint new ones, and their finished legislation eventually led to a net
gain of nine .;;ites. After reachng the Virt,rinia legislation, the assembly resohred "not to be out
done by that Government," but it is unclear 111 \vhat respects they intended to match the
Virginia act. They agreed to draft a new act, much

to

Seymour's relief, to restrict tobacco

exports to the designated towns and to lay out in more detail the requirements for ships to
stop at one of the six rnain ports to clear v,'ith naval and customs officials before proceeding
to the lesser towns. However, they also matched this concession with a slew of ne\v
proposals of their own. They ordered that all internal trade in small ,-essels was not

to

be

harassed by naval officers and also empowered counties to appoint as many additional public
landings for the loading of tobacco as they saw fit, completely undermining the restrictions
on the export of tobacco through towns. Furthermore, they approved various proposals for

66

Archzt•es, 27: 4-6, 11, 19.
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the erection of courthouses in the appointed tm1v·ns and reaffirmed their determination that
all county officers should reside in a town. It \vas clear that despite Seymour's best efforts,
?\'Iaryland's local leaders on the town commissions and delegates in the assembly had no
intention of constructing an urban system akin to that which the London merchant

. h ad proposed .67
commumty
Desp1te the mitial rusl1 of planning and surveying in most counties, the construction
of warehouses and workshops at so many locations took considerably more time and money,
and only a few months after the passage of the 1707 act Seymour and the council began
receiving complaints about trading conditions from merchants and ship captains. A third act
relating to tmvns was passed the following year, but it only served to reinforce county
control over the urbanizing process, and by that point, as we shall see, Seymour had more
serious urban troubles to deal with in Annapolis.

~\

flurry of urbanizing energy had

succeeded in founding a range of places, from Vienna to Baltimore, ·which ·would eventually
grow into villages, small towns, or even major cities, but the town acts themselves had
become entangled in the political firesturm over Seymour's constitutional reforms. They
encapsulated the vital questions that Seymour's administration was raising about the
maturation of Maryland society and its place within the empire. c.s

~ott

and Seymour experienced the difficulty of implementing \X'hitehall's new vision for

urban development. The fundamental di\'ergences among the

idea~

about towns espoused

by ..\fakemie, Beverley, and the merchant community in 1704 inevitably came to the fore

6" Ibid., 27: 27. For the debates over relocations and additions, ibid., T: 69-96. For the text of the 1707 act,
lbld., 27: 159-68.
68 Ibid., 25: 234, 27: 247, 298-99, 304, 346-49. for details on rbe later success or failure of mdnndual towns
founded m this penod, see Reps, 'Tidewater Tmms, chap. 5; Thomas, "Settlement, Community, Economy," 108226; Donald G. Shomette, Lost Towns ofTideJ/'ater Mm_)'!and (CentreYille, :Vfd., 2000).
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when colonial leaders attempted to draft legislation. The differences were not just rnercantile
disputes about the production, sale, and price of tobacco. They were part of larger political
debates about "\vho defined the "public good" within the empire, about the problem of class
divisions \\"'lthin a slave society, and about the more precise ddinition of leadership within
tidewater communities. The fact that towns rrused both internal and Atlantic questions
explains why :-Jott and Seymour did not flatly refuse proposals that went abm-e and beyond
their initialmstructJons; both men appreciated that only by allowmg their respective
assemblies to debate town-founding as a tool to shape their local social orders could they
hope to provide \\7hitehall with the infrastructure lt had requested to control trade within the
empire. The range of political questions raised by urban development also explains why the
tmvn legislation in Virginia and l'vlaryland differed so markedly when both sets of delegates
studied the same royal instructions and likely pondered the same arguments in Makemie's

Pemvasit'e. Because of Seymour's aggressive efforts to centralize J'vfaryland's administrati"\-e
machinery, delegates in Annapolis were rnore defensive about the prerogatives of county
courts. Equally, because of the greater economic hardship in Maryland and the less solidified
status of the county elites, it pro,-ed much harder to force local communities to accept the
cost and the uneven opportunities of designating one or two towns. Virginia leaders such as
the Beverley brothers were happy to extend the promise of corporate self-government to a
rniddling sort in new towns because they had the power, over both the governor and the
middling colonists themselves, to dectde where those places would be and how they would
be laid out. The acts that were drafted in both colonies between 1706 and 1708 represented
the most comprehensive effort to outline the purpose and nature of towns in the plantation
colonies of the English Atlantic, an effort that drew together the tensions of economic,
social, cultural, and political evolution in Chesapeake society.
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If the Maryland gentry thougbt that the issues of urbanization and political authority bad
been setrled by 1708, they \vere soon to realize \vhat a chasm remained bet\\'een them and
their governor. \'01ile Seymour had largely been prepared to acquiesce to the assembly's
plans for provincial town development, hoping that any development might be turned

to

the

empire's commercial advantage, the political stakes of urban form and governance at the
colony's capital, Annapolis, were significantly higher. Francis Nicholson had bwlt Annapohs
as a visual and adrninistrati\re hub for I:nglish empire in .:VIaryland and kept it under his
oversight. He had imbued Jt with commercial, cultural, and political signiticance for the
whole colony, but, keen to maintain hts personal authority, he had still not fully settled the
issue of the city's governance when he \vas called away to Virginia in 1698, lea\ring an
ambiguous gap in its administration and oversight. As Annapolis grew, the question of its
constitutional status remained contested between the governor and the pro,'incial assembly
who both called it home. During Seymour's tenure the tensions over Annapolis ft1rced the
assembly and governor to debate the place of the independent civic cornmunity within
colonial society.

~1aryland's

assembly directly challenged Seymour's right to issue a distinct

urban charter and tl1us alter an urban community's relationship \Yith the empire. In the
process they asserted bold and unique claims about their authority over civic commw1ities
\Vith1n the colony and their relationship to the broader provincial body politic. Although
their town acts had been a circumspect reaction to Seymour's aggressive intrusion into
county government, their determinacion to remodel city government in Annapolis to senre a
more comprehensive public interest demonstrated an innovative and assertive new approach
to the question of cities and imperial political order within the English Atlantic.

69

69

For early Annapohs, see Nancy T. Baker, "Annapohs, :\Iaryland 1695-1 "'30," "\IH\ii 81 (1986): 191-209.
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Sicholson had resisted calls to incorporate _c\nnapolis and instead had coerced the
assembly to pass an "Act for Keeping Good Rules & Orders in the Porte of Annapolis,"
\vhich had named himself and Secretarv Thomas Lawrence at the head of a seven-man
committee with extensive powers over the city. There "\v-aS provision in the act to elect their
successors, but when Nicholson left tbe colony, and Lawrence departed shortly thereafter,
no one could match the stature and authoritv of the men lost. At least a& far as the
construction of the capital's church was concerned, Nicholson retained his authonty and
personally retained the building funds wlule he governed Virginia. -o
Between 1699 and 1704 1t remained unclear "\vho ,,-as supposed to administer
Annapolis. The members of the lower house were keen to take over supervision of the city,
and as soon as Nicholson departed they began to take action. ln 1699 they tined one of the
remaining town commissioners, Edward Dorsey, the excessive sum of £200 (against the
advice of new gowrnor Nathaniel Blakiston) for his failure to complete the church. They
eventually offered Dorsey a deal in which tl1ey agreed to forgi\·e the fine in exchange fur the
deed to a townhouse he had built 111 ~A.nnapolis, which lower house members were eyeing as
the location for an provincial armoury, and in the process they got to demonstrate their
authority over the men Nicholson had selected as town commissioners. During the next few
years, they went further in their efforts to assert control wble Blakiston exercised lacklustre
authority. In 1702 they heard an appeal by tawrnkeeper Dinah Deavaver, who complained
that Secretary Lawrence had charged her the higher Annapolis rate for maintammg her
ordinary despite the fact that it lay across the river to the north of the town. In overturning
Lawrence's ruling, delegates asserted their right to determine the boundaries of Annapolis'
civic space. The lower house also began to register complaints about the use of tl1e town

-,, Archms 19: 303, 391, 445,452,498-504. For the church money, 1bid., 24: 23.
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common, "vhich

~icholson

had insisted on including in the original Annapohs plan;

delegates complained that it was overburdened with the townspeople's animals "to tbe
prejudice of the publiq," suggesting that they saw the common as tbe property of the wbole
colony rather than a corporate right. Finally, the lower cbamber also held power over the city
in tbe form of the appointment of the assembly's doorkeeper and mace bearer, because
rhese offices came ned to tbe corollary office of "gatekeeper'' for Annapolis. The gatekeeper
maintained the fence and ditch that designated the city boundary and policed the city's
streets, so ha,Ting the office controlled by an assembly appointrnent rather than by the town
commissioners helped the delegates maintain conH·ol of the capital's day-to-day affairs.- 1
Desp1te his appeals, Gm-ernor Blakiston had not been able to move the delegates to
pay for a governor's residence in the to'i>:n -they told him he could '·Li,-e at Annapolis or
Elsewhere." \'V'hile he attempted to persuade the assembly to buy fourteen guns for the city
to

assist with royal ceremonies, days of public fasting or thanksgiving declined during his

tenure.- 2 All of this changed, however, when Governor Se) mour arrived in 1704 w1th his
extensiYe agenda of imperial reforms. He greeted the delegates \vho gathered in September
with a list of proposals including his plans to streamline county courts, but also the desperate
need for a governor's residence in Annapolis and the odd rule that still allowed St.

~fat) 's

City two elected officials while Annapolis had none. From the first, then, 1t was clear that
Seymour's vision for addressing the structure of county government also involved settling
the status of cities and corporations. Howe,-er, assembly members did not meekly surrender
the authority over the capital that they had accrued. They delayed consideration of the
electoral status of Annapolis until the next session, and \vben they debated '\vhithcr the

-· Ib1d., 22: 29'7, 319, 385-88, 24: 19, 29, 52, 62, 68, 199, 259, 338, 378, 26: 100-101.
72 Ibid. 22: 356, 454, 24: 210. For the decline of days of ccremonv dunng Blaklston's tenure, see 1b1d., 25: 51122.
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Countrey is at present in A Capacity of building a house for her :\Iajts Governor," they
simply concluded it "\Vas not. Yet later in the session they decided to write to the council
requesting that the "Pews appointed for the Delegates of Assembly [at St. Anne's Church in
Annapolis] may be built at the publick Charge." Admittedly the cost of wooden pews and
the flagstone floor they also requested was not equal to the price tag of a gubernatorial
residence, but the principal was unmistakable -public money could be expended to mark
the delegates' status on the urban landscape through designated pe\vs in the capttal church,
but funds did not exist to reinforce Seymour's position in the town.
The dynamics of the

strug_~lc

7

l

over Annapolis were changed later that year by a fire

that engulfed the statehouse. The conflagration prm""ided Seymour "\Vlth opportunities to
dernonstrate his control over and concern ±or the city. He acted quickly in response

to

the

fire, not only in addressing immediate problems such as ±illding a home from the sun'iving
records but also in establishing a city office specifically charged "to go about the Towne ...
every Ntght in the \\linter to \\!arne people to have a care of their £fires and to take into his
Custody and bring before a Magistrate any Disorderly persons." Wben the assembl) met a
month later, William Bladen, an ally of Seymour and a provincial official who held se,·eral
posts in the colony, was already primed to offer his services in rebuJlding the statehouse. The
assembly accepted his offer, although in the midst of this crisis they also found time to
return to the issue of their church pews. Tbe conflagration had also destroyed a number of
provincial records, including the map and plat of Annapolis that
such ceremonial fashion during bjs tenure.

\~·ithout

~icholson

had scaled in

the plat, city land transactions would

prove considerably more dtfficult to validate and organize. Howe,·er, despite their repeated
claims to control the urban space as public property of the entire colony, the lower house

"3

Ib1d., 26: 39, 70,72-73, 134, 137-38.
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refused to commission a new town sun·ey and opined that townspeople ought to "lay out
their Lots at their own proper Charge." The delegates were likely mindful of the ceremonial
use to which Nicholson had put the original map, and they also resented the goyernor's
allies, such as Bladen, whose property in the town would be secured by the survey. "4
By 1707, Seymour had already reduced the size of the county courts and prompted
the first tm;,·n act, but he v.·as meeting mcreased resistance on both counts. The 1707
assembly session \vas to be dominated by his new plan for itinerant assi:ze courts and his
effort to strengthen the town legislation, but he also made clear that he \\·as no longer going
to

brook opposition to his influence in :\nnapolis. He complained to the lower house a fe\V

days into the session tl1at the city had not been surveyed correctly under the terms of the

1706 town act and that property had been '·Ingrossed into three or four Peoples hands to
the great Discouragement of the neighbours who \Vould have built and Inhabitt therein."
That Seymour would approve such a message appears odd, considering that most of the
major investors in the tmvn during these years were mernbers of the governor's trusted

coterie of attorneys and merchants. \Xlho exactly Seymour was targetmg remains unclear, but
his complaint did sug_gest that he objected to any uncontrolled distribution of power and
influence within the capital. Later in the same session, however, the lower house responded
with their own renewed effort to police the city. They commissioned a report about the state
of the town and subsequently renewed their complaint about urban residents' excessi,·e
liyestock. Tbey drafted new rules and regulations in the city that would be enforced by the
gatekeeper whom they appointed. llsing their power of legislation, they were effectively

" 4 Ibid., 25: 179-81,26:399,427-28,524,569. For William Bladen, :-ee C. Ashley Ellefson, ''\\1lliam Bladen of
Annapolts, 1673?-1718: 'd1e most capable in all Respects' or 'Blockhead Booby'?'" 1n Arc/Jires ojJiao•land Online,
\\'\\·w.,tomol.mt (}umapolts, I\Id., 2007). 111e delegates' rencence over the new town plat might ha\T been
owing w the fact that Bladen was currently trying to usc such records to stake claims for wwn lots (Arrhn;cs.,
26: 587-89).
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seeking to manipulate the city's population in the interests of what they saw as a more
general provincial public good. Seymour and the council, hu\vever, responded by demanding
a series of amendments the delegates were not prepared to accept, causing the legislation to
flounder. These contests to shape urban policy in Annapolis were only a minor part of the
struggle between Seymour and the lmver house during the 1707 assembly, but they
demonstrated that the grmmng city had problems that needed to be addressed; they also
suggested that the governor and the delegates each felt they had a better understanding than
the other of hnw to mould and use the space to the public interest - whether that be
Seymour's imperial seat or the assembly's provincial capital.' 5
Seymour came away from the 1707 session disappointed. The lower chamber had
refused to accept his amendments to the bill for city administration and rejected his plan for
an itinerant assize court, and they had only minimally strengthen the restrictions of the town
act. In the summer of 1707 he took direct action to establish the narrower itinerant
provincial court that had been rejected by the assembly, and he also issued a proclamation
preventing attorneys from practicing in the colony \'Vithout experience at London's Inns of
Court or a special dispensatlon from himself.- 6 These reforms were paired v,l.tb important
ne\-\' steps to bring the very heart of the colony under closer supervision. In the spring of

1708, Seymour staged a sbmv of strength in the city by executing Richard Clarke, a longtime
rebel who had been suspected of arson in connection with the statehouse fire. By July he had
receh,ed news of the Act of Cnion between Scotland and England and decided it would also
make a tltting occasion for a public ceremony akin to those

of~icholson's

time- he called

together a number of county militia regiments for a parade and proclamation in Annapolis. 77

-s Arrhzves, 27: 16, 55, 124, 127.
76Jbid., 25:210,216,220,223-27,236.
-- Ib1d., 25: 240-41,243-44.
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Fin<lliy, on August 16, 1708, he made the dramatic decision to incorporate the capital ctty. In
keeping with his desire for control and order, be fa·nJured an extremely narrow cotporate
structure. He appointed a mayor, a recorder, six aldermen, and a common council of ten and
gave them authority over the city's pubhc life as well as its public property and legal
jurisdiction akin to county justices. He extended to thern alone the right to elect their
78

replacement& officers and two delegates to the legislature. The men he appointed were
primarily drawn from among the largest landholders in the c11:y and from the class of wealthy
la\V}"ers and merchants who had developed careers sen-ing the imperial administrauon and
acting as agents for London interests. They were natural choices to fill the scats of an urban
corporation, but the lack of popular elections and the oligarchic basis of their power were
very reminiscent of Lord Baltimore's charter for St. Mary's City or the restrictive corporate
hierarchies d1at Charle:; II and James II had imposed in England during the 1680s. Despite
what the lower house \\"ould later claim, hmvever, Seymour was well \Yithin the boundaries
of English urban corporate precedent. In many respects he was rnerely resurrecting the
direct control that Nicholson had enjoyed, albeit through a more institutional form. He was
treating the capital city as a special kind of urban community that required a narrow elite
leadership worthy of its direct political ties to d1e impenal system. -9
True to this definition of strict loyalty, when Seymour called a new assembly a mont11
later, he opened the session with a combat1ve speech in which he complained that they
differed from the qucen's other dominions "'vvhere '\vith open loyal Hearts [subjects] run to
Chancery Records 2, 590-94, Maryland State Archives, Annapol!s, Md. Por a general narramT of the charter
controversy, sec C. Ashley Ellefson, "Go\·crnor John Seymour and the Charters of Annapolls," m Archn·es of
.\1m)iand Online, '""''''.aomol net (Annapolis, ~fd., 2008).
79 The aldermen appointed by the first charter were Amos Garrett, \X ornell Hum, \\'1lliam Bladen, John
freeman, Benjamm Fordham, E\-an Jones, Thomas Boardley, and jos1ah \Villson. for a discus~1on of the
largest urban landholders 111 this era, 'cc Baker, "},nnapolis," 195. Por a discus,ion of the poliucal structures of
English corporations and the 1mpact of the Restoration era, see Plul \X'ithington, The Poli!zcs of CommOtJwealth
(Cambridge, 2005), chap. 2; Paul D. Halliday, Dismembemzg The Borfy Polztic: Parttsan Politic.r m }:.;;gland's Towns,
1650-1730 (Cambridge, 1998), chaps. 5-7.
78
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obey and serve her Sacred :\1ajesty." He also attacked the efficacy of local magistrates who
"grow careless" in the regulation of morality and social order. It is no surprise that Seymour
chose to emphas12e this point, having instituted the new provincial court and the Annapolis
charter. The corporate community and the assize court \vere both English inst:itutJons, \Vith
restrictive oligarchies, that vvere thought to achieve these virtues of loyalty and civic
responsibility. As the new delegates arrived 1n the city they vvould doubtless have learned of
the ne\>.' cotporate structure the go\Ternor had :instJtuted and could not fail to appreciate that
it was an attempt to tighten control over the capital city space, which they had pre\·iously
claimed as the public property of the whole colony. However, the governor's opening
speech also underlined that, like the assize court, tl1e charter was an innovation designed to
redefine political relationships :in the colony and assert a special relatlonship bet\veen the city
and the empire that might eventually extend to tie the provine1al towns, which they were
currently erecting under county control, n1ore closely into the imperial orbit. 8rJ
Signs of trouble <1ppeared immediately, when the committee for elections spent three
days debating the vanous electoral returns of all counties and corporations. \\'hen they
delivered their report, they noted that they had received complaints about the new
arrangements in Annapolis and \vere contesting the validity of the elections of \X:"illiam
Bladen and \X'ornell Hunt, the two men who had been selected to represent the city by its
corporate officers. On October 1 the delegates examined the city's new charter and
concluded that the two men had no right to sit in the assembly. Later that day they heard a
fresh petition by two town residents, Thomas

2\Iac~emara

and Thomas Doc\vra, who

complained not just about the election but about the whole concept of the city cbarter. The
following morning the lower chamber took tbe far bolder step of unanimously declaring the

<>u "1rchiz'es,

27: 182-84.
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entire city charter invalid, on the basis that Seymour lacked royal sancuon to incorporate
urban communities.~:
Desp1te their provocati,-e decision

to

not eyen inform Seymour of their vote against

the charter, the governor quickly learned the news. Palpably furious, he called the delegates
into his presence and accused them of an "ill grounded heat and Rashness not at all
becoming the Station you fill." Then he made his constitutional posit1on clear by declanng
that they had no right to reject the charter and invalidate the city delegates because the city
delegates' "commiss10n for sitting in your house is derived from the same fountain of
Authority which admits you thereto." In essence, Seymour was asserting that the county
communities who elected most delegates \Yere no less dependent on English imperial wlll
than the new Annapolis corporation. \"X"ith crown authority, the governor \vas clain>ing the
right to create and dismantle the various political communities that made up tl>e body politic
of ~1aryland. The recent incorporation, in Seymour's mind, was merely an example of him
adjusting this balance to achieve the virtues he had identified as lacking where it mattered
most- in the prm·ineial capital. His opinions echoed the logic that the Calvert family had
used in drav;ing up tbe charter for St. l\fary's City back in the late 1660s, but nmv the stakes
were eYen h1gher because the authority to incorporate was far more closely tied to royal
prerogati,Te, and most of the men appointed were not merely friends and allies of the
governor, but officers and agents of English empire and mercantilism. 82
In their response the lower chamber articulated a new ddinition of urbanity and of
their capital city, which reflected a different vie\v of Maryland's place within the empire.

,; lb1d., 27: 207-10. Macl';'emara in particular wa~ an imemperate troublemaker whom Seymour considered the
yery antithesis of the v1rtuous civ1c ideal. As an attorney he had "Contemned and Affronted the Justices as well
as abused ills Clyants"; he had also insulted the governor's authority in a public forum as well as mi~trcating his
v.1fe and refusmg to pay for her separate support. lbid., 25: 226-40.
o2 Ib1d., 27: 191,218.
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The) claimed to have acted "upon Complaint of Sev-eral of the Freeholders and Inhabitants
of Annapolis \Vho conceived themsehres under some hardships by the srud Charter" because
they considered themselves "the proper center to wb1ch all Aggrie1·ed may apply t.hemseh-es
for Redress." Such an assertion staked out their position as defenders of the entire common
good of the whole population and subsumed the interests of the imperial capital city to the
needs of the larger provincial community. They then went on to claim that the charter
deprived the body politic of Maryland of a range of basic rights. These included the right of
ordinary townsmen to vote in elections (because the city delegates would be selected
exclusively by members of the corporation), the right

to

ha\-e petty legal cases heard by a

single county justice (because the aldermen were empowered to sit as a court to hear any
type of case in the city), and the right of the public to hold and control the pruvme1al offices
and buildings in Annapolis that had been handed oyer to corporate oversight. These were
ambitious claims, since it was extremely difficult to prm·e that any of them were
unquestionably "Rights and pri\·iledges \\·hich the La,vs of England" guaranteed, as the
delegates

su~g;ested.

There were certainly examples of English boroughs where only

corporate officers voted for members of Parhament. The principle, however, was that the
lov.·er house claimed to represent the entire colonial community, and they did not recognize
the empire's right to erect new political units outside their control. They expanded their
rather illogical position by clairning that they knew of no explicit authorization to Seymour
that would allow him to issue cha11:ers but then concedmg tint if "all the Inhabitants and
Freeholders of Annapolis request the same," they would "readily concur" with a charter.
Essenually, they ,,-ere asserting that it lay entirely within the power of the colonial body
politic, and the assembly as their representatiyes, to create and define civic power. 8 '

o'l Ib1d., 27: 220-21.
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Seymour's response \vas swift. The following day he dissolved the assembly and
issued a proclamation for fresh elections throughout the colony as soon as possible. It is a
mark of the significance of this battle over urban incorporation that this proved to be the
only occasion throughout Seymour's tumultuous five-year term as governor that he took the
dramatic step of completely dissolvmg an assernbly. But the move did not have the desired
effect. \"Vnen the new election returns began filtering into the city six weeks later, it was clear
rhat voters had not ousted Seymour's opponents. I fc was forced to compromise, but, rather
than waiting for the new assembly to dictate reforms, the governor made changes using
procedures he bclie\red to be more fitting. I 1e had the AnnapoDs corporation and other
townsmen petition him "to enlarge the Charter" to allow freemen of the community the
right to vote for the city's delegates and members of the common council. This procedure
rnaintained the legal formula in which he dealt directly with the civic community rather than
involving the assembly. After formally receiYing the petition, he requested that the
corporation itself prepare revisions of the charter and then agreed to the new charter. Tlut
new charter, crucially, made no changes other than expanding tl1e franchise of the towncontrols over trade, law, and public property in the city remained untouched." 4
\Xnen the ne\v assembly gathered, Seymour was able to take advantage of another
convenient English military v-ictory in tl1e ongoing war- at the Battle of Oudenarde- as an
excuse to begin the new session with a show of military strength, firing off the cannon in
Annapohs in celebration. But neither the smell of gunpowder nor tl1e ne\v city charter
impressed the delegates. 'They immediately asked the goyernor again what royal authority he
had for issuing the charter. In reply he insisted that he had "ample Authority from her most
sacred Majesty to erect Citys & Boroughs as well as Castles & Forts & that the first are
CSP Colnnzal, 24: 290; Elihu S. Riley. "l'he Anrzen! Ct~y'~· HIStory ofAmtapo!i.r, in .\1m; land, 1649-1887
(/\nnapolis, l\fd., 1887), 86-91. for the text of both charter,, see Ellefson, "Gm-ernor John Seymour.''
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to

be

Erect by Privileges & Grants from the Crcr\vn nelther are Boroughs Seldom or Ever 'Nailed
or fortified." Royal commis.;;ions dating back decades had contained the right to establish
urban co1porations alongside fortifications and castles, but the lower house was ev-idently
taklng issue v;1th the idea that the

gm~ernor's

right to "erect" referred to anything more than

the physical building of defences. Seymour told them that he was ans"\verable only to the
queen for matters of incorporauon and that they ought to ghT up their fallacious opinion:
"her Majesty has Impmvered his Exccll to Erect Citys & Boroughs [and] It is not the Walls
. mak·es th em so. "" 1
b ut 1ncorportmg
Ultimately, however, Seymour lost the energy to fight further 1n this issue. He was
becoming ill and had lost patience with the delegates. \V'hen the lower chamber requested a
conference about the charter, he agreed, and the men who met were able to work out a
compromise to settle the dispute. The charter would stand as Seymour had issued it, but the
assembly insisted on passing '·An Act Confirming and Explaining the Charter of Annapolis."
Through this legislation they effectively annulled numerous parts of the charter, including
the corporation's right to make bylaws binding on nonresidents, its right to exact tolls on
markets and fairs, and its right to control ch'"ic property, including the city's common. The
whole exerci!'e \Vas constitutionally anomalous, as the Mat) land assembly effectively clairned
the right to "Explain and Restrain" parts of a charter issued in the queen's name on the basis
of safeguarding the "Libertys and Prh-iledges of the publick." The lower house of assembly
had \\'On tl1e right to redefine incorporation as a process intended purely to serve the
common good of the prov-ince and through which the influence of an administrative and
mercantile elite 111 the colony's capital could be restrained rather ilian rcinforced. 86

85

Li rchn'e.r, 27: 229.
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Ib1d., 27: 229-32,358-59.
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The assembly's conceit of "explaining" a royal charter represented the apogee of a
debate about the relationship henveen imperial authority and the colonial body politic that
had been played out through the status of the prcn-1ncial capital since Nicholson's departure.
For nearly a decade Maryland's elected delegates had attempted

to

claim control over the

capital city, and after a fierce strug__rsle the) had won recognition of the fact that the city was
part of a politJcal structure of "\vbich they themseh-cs defined the limits. Seymour v..Tas never
completely restgned to the defeat he suffered. As he neared death, he wrote his final letter to
\Xihitehall with his most stinging critique of the colony's local leaders, who, he claimed,
styled themselves "country-born.'' He accused them of being corrupt as "\Veil as "ignorant
and raw in busieness, and naturally proude and obstinate." But, most damningly, he
explained that they ·'allmost belieYe themselves independent of the Queen's Governour''
and ''would have all things under their JurisclJction." To tlus VItriolic letter he attached a
copy of the ne"\v charter of Annapolis. The dispute over the city had done more than any
other crisis of Seymour's tenure to demonstrate that the assembly claimed a dangerously
expansh e (and almost independent) authority over the province.&"

**'"'
The debates in Virginia and Maryland during the period 1706-8 had resulted in five pieces of
town legislation. Each acts was distinct, ranging from a VIrginia plan that established a slew
of "Free Burghs''

to

the Annapolis act that placed ttght restrictions on a ovic corporate

entity, and each was rooted in the complexities of colonial legislative debate. Despite the
variations, hov..Tever, they were all responses to the economic and political problems that
different sections of Chesapeake society faced at the start of the eighteenth century. They
represented the difficulties of forging unity in local county communities, of defending those

"- CSP Colonial, 24: 410.
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same communities from the centralizing impulse of the imperial state, and of asserting
colonial economic influence in an Atlantic market affected bv warfare and custorns
restrictions. Lawmakers in both colonies sought to reclaim control over the definition of
urbanization and, by extension, their community and its place \\'lthin the empire. However,
the initial metropolitan debate in 17 04 had demonstrated that those definitions were not
stable v.ithin the Atlantic world, and even though both Seymour and )Jott eventually
consented to the legislation that was drafted, getting the plans approved in \X'h1tehall was
another matter entirely.
\Xben the tmvn plans reached the metropolis late in the \Vinter of 1706-7, the Board
of Trade immediately dispatched them to the customs office. The burgesses' other plans for
Jimitmg the governor's control of county courts were immediately rejected, hinting that the
board would have little truck \Vith assertions oflocal political culture. Thereafter discussions
of the town proposals \Yere extrernely limited.

}Jl

of the board's energy for Chesapeake

affrurs was taken up in dealing \vith warring factions of English merchants who could not
agree on how to manage the tobacco trade and the convoy system. The) received the
adjustments to the Maryland act and letters from Seymour asserting that the revised plan
rna) yet assist with managing trade, but they also learned of the governor's increasing
frustrations with the colony's local leadership

111

general, and this likely tainted their reading

of the legislation. Jenings and the Virginia councillors who governed after N"ott's death did
absolutely nothmg to further the town plan, which had never matched.Jenings's initial
ambitions of 1704. These factors, likely combined \Vith the fact that none of the acts took
immediate effect, delayed any decision on tbe legislation for many months. 88

os CSP Colonial, 23:

160,476- 7 8,484,537,555, 584-85, 824; Arc/Jbes, 25:262.
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Finally, in the spring of 1709, fresh reports about the state of the tobacco and slave
trades from Jenings spurred the board into action. They enquired of the customs office
'''hether a decision had been made on the wwn acts, and in July they received a response.
The customs office noted that "tl1o we arc Still of tl1c same Opinion" about the usefulness
of towns to customs collection, the "Establishment of Townes and Incorporating the
Planters and others there with the Priviledges" would only serve to stimulate the
manufacture of linens and woolens, and would undermlnc royal revenue. Planters in both
colonies ought inste<1d to concentrate on producing tobacco on as much

,,~aste

ground as

possible. This report appear& to be a classic restatement of the narrov.' mercantile vision of
English offie1als, but the politics behind it were somewhat more confused. Virginia Cound
members had done little to promote towns in recent years and had ·written complaints about
linen and woolen production in the colony, but they had ne\·er e\Ten hinted that such
diversification was occurring in towns -in fact, they had pinpointed the southside of the
James River as the main lmen-producmg region, where only one town G'Jorfolk) had
Hourished. Cloth production was nut an industry that required urban infrastructure, and the
town acts in both colonies had made no explicit provision for developing a woollen industry.
Furthermore, the idea of encouraging even greater production of tobacco by small farmers
as well as big plantation owners did not jive v;rith the interests of elite Virginians or the
advice of royal customs chief Robert Quarry. 89
A fev;r months after the customs office report reached the Board of Trade, leading
tobacco merchant Micajah Perry, who had initially been a staunch advocate of the town act,
appeared before the Board of Trade to urge that the negative report be immediately

3" CO 5/1362, f. 252, 383; CO 5/1316, f. 105-10; CO 391/2. f. "'6; C\'P Coloma!, 24: 215, 216. for d1e Virginia
council's statements about ]mens and woolens, see C"'SP Coloma!, 23: 476-78, 484, 537, 555, 584-85; for Quarry,
r,ee C\'P Colonial, 23: 483.
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forwarded to Queen Anne so that she could annul the legislation for both colonies. Perry
and his fellow merchants also arranged for a delegate to the ;\hryland assembly, John
Bradford of Prince George's County, to appear before the board and testify that practically
no building work had been carried out at the tovm sites. Bradford explained that ten towns
had been laid out on the Patuxent River (w1th \vhich he was clearly mmt familiar) but that
there were "but fe,v

house~

built" because "% of those Built \\'ere \\'arehouses for Lodging

of Tobacco." As far as Virginia was concerned, be "understood that nothing at all had been
clone there towards the Building of Towns." This report did not seem to agree with the
cu~toms

commissions' conclusions; Bradford was suggesting that the tovms were not the

feared woolen-manufacturing centres but merely tobacco ports with numerous warehouses.
Equally, he appeared woefully uninformed about circurnstances in \'irgmia, passing on
hearsay and rum.our d1at od1er evidence suggests was far from accurate. These contradictions
are explained, hmvever, by understanding a little more about Bradford. Although he "\Yas a
relati,·ely new immigrant to .Maryland, he had served in the confrontational assemblies of late

1708 and had been an active opponent of Governor Seymour during d1e Annapolis charter
controversy, suggesting that he \VaS resistant to the imposition of imperial corrlorate
structures on the colony. He also served as a merchant factor for John H) de, another of the
major tobacco traders in London, who escorted him to the Board ofTrade to give the
testimony. The influence of Bradford, Hyde, and Perry in the process of annulling the town
legislation and the Virginia council's reticence on the issue, dcsptte the inherent
contradictions in their collective testimony, suggest that a small coterie of English merchants
were deeply concerned by the political and mercantile potential of the new towns that were
developing during these years. They used the spectre of linen and woolen production and
the glittering promise of increasing royal tobacco revenues to overturn legislation that
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governors and officials in the colony did not see as a threat to the crown but that was
problematic for the ughtly bound commercial interests of the Atlantic rnercantile elite. 90
The Board of Trade's final report on the issue sug_r;ested that there was more to their
opposition than concerns about linen manufacturing. In recommending the annulment of
the both colomes' acts, they specifically targeted the Virginia plan, which they claimed
"extends much further tl1an was intended by your Majesty's foresaid Instructions; For it is
thereby Enacted That each Place therein Mentioned for Ports be Establish'd 111to a
Township or Free Burgh- That they have a Market at least t\\Tice a week and a fair once a
year- That the same shall have a Merchant Guild and Community, V~rith all Customes and
Liberties belongmg to a Free Burgh." They went on to list all of the other urban privileges
granted by the act and clairned tl1at, "the ''Thole Act being designed to incourage by great
Prh·iledges the Settling in Towmhips," it would encourage manufactures, reduce the market
for English goods, and cut tobacco output. These fears were clearly rooted in mercantilist
concerns about maintaining the colonies' dependence on England, but the primary emphasis
placed on the corporate structures in the legislation demonstrated that they were the most
alarming aspect of the proposal, despite the fact that they had no inherent tie to
manufacturing. The Maryland acts established more locations than the Virginia one, long
one of\v'bitehall's greatest complaints about Chesapeake town plans, and tl1ey also explicitly
instituted trade apprenticeships, but although the Maryland acts were also targeted for
1

annulment, the board spent far less time enumerating their dangers. "

All of these conclusions appear to contradict the orders the board had issued to Nott
and Seymour in 1705. The merchants had suggested a limited plan for "ports," but Beverley

9
°CO 391/2, f. 257, 283-85. for Bradford, see Edward C. Papenfuse et al., A Bzogmpliical Dzctzonary ofthe
},faryland Legzslat11re, 1635-1789 (Balttmorc, Mel., 1985), 158.
9 • co 5/1362, f. 438-42.
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and J'vfaketTlie had convinced them to expand it into a proposal for "towns," and the board's
instructions had signalled that they \vere aware of the necessity of "bringing the People to a
more regular Settlement'' as well as collecting tobacco revenue. The radical nature of the
colonial plans, and their impact on the pobtical economy and soc1al order of the region,
clearly worried both rhe merchant community and \Xlhitehali officials.

~After

their decision to

annul tl1e town plans, the Board of Trade broke with the convention of recommending that
the colomes draft new ones. Instead, they concentrated on trying to enforce refom1s to
reduce the si»:e of land grants, as a more straightforward means of encouraging "regular
Settlement" and imperial supervision. By contrast, though, the board completel:· ignored
Seymour's protests about the Annapolis charter, which arrived just as the town acts were
being reviewed- they did not e\·en debate overturning the act explaining the charter, despite
the fact that it also set a precedent for provincial legislatures to control the local economy
and social order. This was likely owing to the int1uence of men such as John Bradford, who
testified against the town act but had helped to frustrate Seymour oYer Annapolis. 92
These mixed signals of approval and disapproval for colonial urban government
were part of an emerging compromise over tO\vns in the Chesapeake. \\'hitehall officials had
finally concluded that tO\vns in the plantation colonies were potentiall) troublesome
institutJons that did not suit the empire's needs. Allmving local leaders to craft urban
communities (even ·within strict limits set in the metropolis) offered them too much control
of not only the tobacco supply and price but also the whole political economy of the
Chesapeake. Equally, boweyer, Seymour's experience (and that of Nicholson in
\'{Tilliamsburg some years before) had demonstrated tl1at it was practically impossible to
maintain a closed imperial corporation, tied directly to the crown, because it posed too great
92

For ::--.lott's onginal instructions, sec CO 5/1337, f. 54-55. For the official rcJCCtton of the to\,\n acts, sec CO
5/1316, f. 128; for the mteresrinland reform, see CS'J' Coloma!, 24: 216; CO 5/1316, f. 160-63,235-38,426-28.
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a threat to colonial leaders whose investment and influence \vould be required. The Board of
Trade had come to appreciate fully the ratmfications of the dh-ergent opinions that Beverley,
Makemie, and the merchant community had laid out five year before. Towns would never be
able to simultaneously sohTe the colonies' economic 'NOes, address their growing social
divisions, secure the crown's tobacco revenue, and increase imperial oversight of local
government. The political, social, and economic potentJal of urbanization simply made it an
umv:icldy tool for empire.
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Epilogue
Putting Down Pens and Picking Up Tools
Royal rejection of the Virginia and Maryland plans of 1706-1708 spelt the end for ambitious
tovm-founding legislation in the Chesapeake.

N~ws

of the annulment sparked new proposals

in Virginia for a less ambitious port act. The delegates of Robert Beverley's King and Queen
County were in favour of this plan, as were a majonty of the council, but the new lieutenant
gm·ernor Alexander Spots,-.;·ood had recet\-cd no instructions about towns and did not
encourage the plan. The \v·acered dm>;n commercial proposal offered little to tempt middling
planters and never gained enough support amongst the burgesses. \vhitehall, \X1illiamsburg,
and Virginia's county justices were now all too wary of fresh town development. Both
colonies continued to wrestle \vith the problen1s of an unstable tobacco market, the dangers
of Atlantic war, and the pretensions of the English imperial state. Yet they began to do so
\\rlthout invoking tl1e political, economic, and cultural pmver of towns. 1
Botl1 colonies actually saw considerable urbanization in the eighteenth century; some
of the places founded b) tmvn acts developed, new locations such as Fredericksburg and
Joppa received legislative approval, and some very successful cities dev-eloped, most notably
~orfolk,

Richmond, and Baltimore. Some successful towns eventually prompted provincial

legislation to recognize tl1eir importance, endowing them with political independence.
~orfolk

was formally incorporated in 1736. However, this civic development was distinct

from the plans and projects before 1710- it generally marked urban development rather
tl1an seeking to manufacture it. The abrupt end to forced town-building in the Chesapeake
may appear odd -especially given the very recent radicalism and complexity of Virginia's

1706 plan -but when the political and cultural history of urbanizing efforts over the
1

]HB, 4: 251,166-67, 271,198,308-10, 321-24, 518-22.
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prev1ous century 1s sun·e} ed, the sudden conclusion makes sense. TI1e social and political
uncertainty of life 1n the seventeenth-century colmues had allowed the potential of dramatic
urban grovnh to appear useful or beneficial to vanous groups w1thin the Atlantic world, but
urbanization in the c1ghteenth-century Chesapeake lost much of its rad1eal political edge. 7
The change in d1scourse can be observed by companng the decision to mcorporate
\\1illiamsburg

in 1722 with the

Annapoli~

charter contro....-ersy. \'{'illiamsburg undet\\Tnt

cons1dcrable development in the 1710s, under the gUJd,1t1ce of new lieutenant governor
i\lexander Spotswood, the burgesses approved funds for rebmldmg Bruton Parish Church,
and they prud for Spotswood's mcreasingly elaborate work on what came to be knmvn,
because of its opulence, as the Gov-ernor's "Palace.'' The burgesses also established a
subcommittee, at Spotswood's suggestion, to resun·ey the town lots and 1mprove the streets.
Such expense was notable because tobacco prices rem,uned depres<>ed and successi\·e
assemblies were resistmg many of Spotsvvood's otl1er schemes, including projects for
colonial defence, on the bas1s of cost. By 1718, when relations between Spots\\·ood and the
local ehte had become strained and the gm ernor had few allies in the assembly, the
burgesses attempted to inspect the Governor's Palace and rescind some of the funding that
had been granted for lt, but the governor wa<> able to rebuff their efforts.' City projects did

For );orfolk, see 'l11omas J. \X c:ttenbaker, ~'\Joljolk: I-ltJtomaf jouthmt l'ort, ed. ?\fanm \V. Schlegel (Durham,
N.C., 1962), chap. 1 (csp. 7-9). For R1chmond. see Mane Tyler-McGraw, At the raiL-.· Kchmonrl, Vngmza, and Its
People (Chapel Hlll, ~.C., 1994), chap 2. For Baltimore, ">ee Charle<> G. Steffen, From Ge,ztle!lle11 to Tmz•n.rtJ!t:lt: The
Gmtry of Baltimore Coun!J, :\larvland, 1660-1776 (Lexmgron, Ky., 1993); John \X'. Reps, Tldf~ater Towns: Cz~y
Plannmg zn Coloma/ Vu;gmza and .Vfa1Jiand (Charlotte~Yille, Va., 1972), chap. 11. for urbaruzanon 1n the eighteenth
century, see Carville Earle and Ron Hoffman, "Staple Crops and Lrban Development Jn the EighteenthCentury South,'' Pmpectzves zn _"-imencan Hz.rtO!) 10 (1976 ): 7 -78; Robert D. l\litchell, "Mctropohtan Chesapeake:
Reflections on Town Formanon m Colomal Yrrgm1a and Maryland,'' 1!1 Loz.r Green Carr: The Chesapeake and
B~yond- A CelebratiOn: A Col!ectwn of Dzsrumon Papcr.r Presented at a Conference JI;Jqy 22-23, 1992 ... (Crowns\'ille,
Mel., 1992), 105-25.
3 JHB, 6: 213-1"', T7. 283. For ~potswood's tenure, <>ee \rarren .J\f. B1llmg<>,john E. Selby, and Thad \X. Tate,
Coloma! Vngznw: A I-lt.rtoo (\Xrute Plams, ~.Y., 1986), chap. 8. For the GoYernor's Palace, see Graham Hood,
The Gut'emul 's Palare tit U/zllzamsbmg: A Cultural Study (\'\hlliamsburg, Va., 1991 ), chap. 3 (esp. s~ -60); V!rgtma B.
Pnce, "Construcnng to Command: Rl\·alnes beNeen Green Spnng and the Governor's Palace, 1677 -1722,"
T MHB 113 (2005): 2-45.
2
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not engender the same competition and resentlnent between sections of the colonial
government as previous puhlic work 1n the \rarious colonial capitals, and the governor's
residence actually proved the only point of contention. This v:as in large patt because tbe
burgesses and councillors themselves enjoyed the trappings of the to\\Tn, with refined
entertainments such as the theatre and the bowling green appearing during these years. 4
There was less debate over the politJcal status of \X/illiamsburg during Spots\vood's
tenure. Some of the governor's fiercest critics were based in \l7illiamsburg, mcluding the
merchant-storekeepers Archibald Blair and John Parke Custis, and at the start of the 1718
session they hosted a private bonfire to rival the governor's own party in honour of the
king's birthday. Hmveyer, control of the city's public spaces Jid not impinge upon political
debate as it had done ten years before in i\nnapolis. The General Assembly approved a
trickle of mone} for upkeep of the town's streets but neither chamber attempted to exert any
direct influence over the work. Equally, ,-,-hen Spotswood was prompted by the townspeople
in 1717 to grant a charter, he appears to haYe taken no action either; his reluctance to
personally craft an enfranchised borough was surprising given that he was repeatedly unable
to get his supporters elected to the House of Burgesses during these years and that his close

ally Peter Beverley was denied the right to represent \\"illiam and ::'Yfary in 1715.'
Despite this apolitical attitude toward the city, by 1720 the burgesses were receiying
appeals from petitioners who styled themselves the "Freeholders and Inhabitants of the City
Contemporary accounts noted the urban cntcrt.aJOmcms in this pcnod; sec Hugh Jones, The premzt state of
ViJ;gmia: ~From wbwce is mftmd a short JWJ' ofJ1ao·land and }\!orr/! Carolma, ed. Richard L. Morton (Chapel Hill,
N.C., 1956), 66-71; Stati'itical analys1s of\X"tlliam Bvrd's clJarJes also enables us ro obseJTe the expansion of
urban soc1abil1t). Comparing Byrd's visits to \Xl1lliarnsburg between 1709-1112 \llltb those between 1120-21
reveals an increase in his daily social1ntcractions (from 3.75 per day to 5.23 per day), h1s v1s1ts to mns and
taverns (from 0.3 per day to 0.51 per day), and Ius recreational walks and carriage ride-; (from 0.34 per day to
0.6 per Jay). Statistics from personal database- Byrd's diaries can bc found in Lows B. Wright and :rv1arion
Tinlmg, eds., The SeoTet Dzary ofU7zllwm By·d ofiFe.rtuvcr, 1709-1712 ~ew York, 1972); Lows B. \X'nght and
Marion Tulling, eds. The umdon D~a:y and Orher Wntn~-~· Wzllia171 Bjld of Virgima (Oxford, 19 58). Por Annapolis,
see Leone, The A1rhaeolqg)" ofLibnty ill an Amencan Captta~· Icxraz'aftot/J m Annapolis (Berkel e), Call£., 2005). chap.
3: Paul Shackcl, Pmo11al Dzsctplme ,md J,faten'al Culture (Knoxville, Tenn. 1993), chps. 2-3.
5 Billings, Selby, and Tate, Coirmial Virgima, 190; }HB, 6: 47-48, 60; E}C: 3: 457-58.
4
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of \'V'ilhamsburgh," requesting funds for a market house, the one thing the burgesses had
declined to approve at Spotswood's suggestion in 17 13. It is impossible to kl"low if these
petitioners had a partisan leaning in the political struggles of the era, but the burgesses were
sceptical about expendmg additional funds. They dismissed appeals for further expenditure
on the capital until finally, during the 1722 session, agreeing to petition Spotsvmod to
incorporate the ciry and give the residents the pm,,,er to levy fees to pay for the needed urban
improvements. The message the burgesses sent to the gov-ernor differed decidedly in tone
from the Annapolis debate of 1708. lt noted the success and expansion of the capital city
and the practical need for swifter justice and a reliable market for citi7ens, but practically no
reference '-Yas made to the city's jurisdiction or enfranchisement, and they emphasized that
Spotswood was free to organize the details of the plan "in Such maner as you m your great
wtsdom shall think fit.'' -:\for did the go\·ernor seek to use the charter as a political tool; he
a~:,rreed

to incorporate the city along uncontrov-ersiallines, with a mayor, recorder, aldermen,

councillors, and one elected burgess. Despite bitter polit1cal di\risions within the colony that
equalled those of the ::\licholson era, \V'illiamsburg's charter had a far less tempestuous birth
than that of Annapolis. The city had become a centre of sociability, '-Yhere Spotswood's
grand residence did not seem a space apart from the rest of the colon; and the aspirations of
leading planters, and thus its creation as a distinct political, social, and economic entity was
less threatening to the "Thole structure of the body politic. In eighteenth-century
\X'tlliamsburg and Annapolis, an urban culture assuredly developed, typit1ed by the famous
Tuesday Club in the latter, but it reflected the contemporary shift in England from civic
communities to a new polite urban public sphere of clubs and coffeehouscs. 6

6 }1-JB, 6: 269, 273-74, 283, 29~, 327, 33L 336, 341-48, 3-5, 382, 390-95. for \\'illiamsburg's charter and rts
c}.pansion 111 1-23, sec liS, 4: 138-39. For the c\ cntual development of a market mfrasrructurc in the tovm, sec
Carl Loumbury, The W///;amJ·burg ""'viarket Hottse: Jdxre's the beef?, Colorual \\'llliamsburg Foundation Llbrary
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Interest in developmg other towns had not evaporated. A considerable number of
the Sites appomted by the

t0\.\'11

acts began to develop as trading centres for the tobacco

economy dunng the first half of the eighteenth century, including Norfolk, Yorktown, and
Urbanna. Many new urban foundations were aho laid m both VIrgmia and Maryland after

1730. The most notable was on the Patapsco RJVer, "\Yhere the city of Baltimore was initially
appointed

1n

1729 and thnved as a major port. Apart ti·om Baltimore, hown·er, most ne\v

towm were inland at the falb of the major rivers or in the Shenandoah Valley. All of these
urban centres tapped into the ne\vly comtnerCialized piedmont regton that developed an
economy ba~ed around grain rather than tobacco.

~one,

bowe\·er, were organized as p,1rt of

a colony-w1de effort to alter the economic or political structure of the region; most were the
"\vork of mcliv1dualland owners who sa\v- commercial potentialm their land.

0

One of the first such n1en wa'3 Governor Alexander Spotswood, who had brought
the news of the royal reject1on of the 1706 act. Spotswood designed a private town, named
Germanna, to accommodate German immtgrants on the upper Rappahannock River; it was
intended to protect the front1er and de\·elup an 1ron mdustry. Another of etghteenth-century
V1rginia's ambitious urban planners was \X;1lham Byrd II. In 1733 he laid the groundwork for
the cities of Richmond and Petersburg on h1s land near the falls of the James and
Appomattox rivers respecn,·ely. In his Joumr:;• to thf Land ofBdm, Byrd wrote eloquently of
founding the cltJes; having >'lsited the sires, he mused that "the truth of it is, these two place,
Research Report Scncs, RR-245 (1986); Colorual Wllhamsburg FoundatJon, J\Jarkds and }c;an·.r, Coloma!
\'rllhamsburg Foundanon Lbrar) Research Report Serres, RR-112; for the Tuesday Club and analogous
development 1n England, 'ee Wilson S<,merv!lle. The Tuesdfl_)' Cillh of.rlmzapolzr (174 5-56) ar Cultural Performance
(Athens, Ga, 1996); Peter Clark, Bntzsh Clubs and 5oaefzeJ, 1580-1800: i'he On;gms of mz As.roczatwnal !f7orld
(Oxford, 2000); for Enghsh urban change m the ctghtccnth century, sec Peter Borsay, I 'he En~~lzsh Urban
Rmazssance: Cultwe and SoczeiJ' m the Protwczal Town, 1660-1770 (Oxford, 1991 ).
7 For urban17atwn on tbc fronucr, sec Chnstopher E. [ lcndncks, The Backcountry Towns of Coloma! Vzrgmza
Q<noxv!lle, Tenn., 2006); for the Shenandoah Valley, see Robert D. M!tcbell, Co111memahsm and tmlitzer.
Pmprctzves on the barfy 5hmanr1Mh Val!~y (Charlottcmlle, Ya, 19~7); Warren R. Hofstra and 1f1tchtll, '·Tm\ n
and Country 1n Backcouotry \."1rg1n1a: \X'mchester and the Shenandoah Valley, 1730-1800," Journal ofSout!Jem
I-Jz.rtot) 59 (1993): 619-46 For the cxpanswn of Sites appointed 1n the seventeenth century, sec James O':Vfara,
-<1tz Huror,ra/ Gcograp~y ofUrbatl .~)'rtem Dewlop;;;mt: Ttde~mter f lr;gzma til the 18" Cet:tmy (Downsv1ew, Om 1983).
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being the uppermost landing of James and Appomattox ri\·ers, are naturally intended for
marts \Vhere the traffic of the outer inhabitants must center. Thus we did not build castles
only, but also cities in the air." There was a clear tension in Byrd's comment: it demonstrated
a frank awareness of the commercial potential of the land around the falllme, but the
ethereal final sentence reflected Byrd's appreciation of the cultural significance of being an
urban founder. A description of Norfolk in Byrd's earlier

Histo~y

ofthe Dividing Ii11e

demonstrates the same tension; it first focuses on the city's economic capacity but then in
the next paragraph explores the character of the distinct "townsmen" and their culture. In
reality,

Byrd'~

tm\·n buildmg was not as poetic as he made 1t sound; he was being pressured

by the assembly to establish the towns and the designs he drafted \Vere basic grids without
the baroque flair of the \X'illiamsburg or London streets he so enjoyed strolling along. 8
Byrd was one among many ambitious urban speculators of the eighteenth century,
and his survh-ing writings allow us a better glirn.pse into the new imperative of urbanization;
he was clearly well a\vare of the potential cultural and political connotations of city buildmg
that had been debated by the men of lus father's generation, but he pursued towns as private
endeavours to serve particular economic interests. \\'illiam Merri\vether, a member of the
House of Burgesses, who attempted to repeat Byrd's success by estabhshing a town adjacent
to his land in Hamwer County, was so eager to sell lots (all of which

h~

apparently ,-ended

'\Vithin a fev.r month) that he neglected to leave room for streets and was forced to advertise
his mistake in the T Tirginia Gazette. Nonetheless he did not promise to correct the error by
also allowing land for public buildings or a common; he was doing the minimum necessary

" For Spotswood's efforts and Byrd'~ other failed town of Swiss colonists. see I :lend ricks. Backcottnfl]' Towns, 2637, 58-64; for Byrd's accounts of l11s plans, see Lou1s B. \'{'right, ed., The Prose [f/orks uf !Y7tffzamJ?yrd ~~ Wes/(JlJtr:
Narratzves of a Colonial Vu,-gmian (Cambridge, ~Iass., 1966), 172-74, 388; for the circumstances surroundmg
Byrd's dccts1oo to la~ out the tovms, see Tyler-McGraw, At the F'alls, 44-45; for the plans of Richmond and
Petersburg, see Reps, Tzdell'afer Towns, 221-25, 26 7-81.
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to ensure the site's commercial Yiability. The pattern was also repeated in

~1aryland,

'vvhere

leading provincial politician Daniel Dulany established the tmvn of Frederick in 1745 on a
large tract of frontier land tl1at he O\vned.9
There had, of course, been naked economic interest at work In pre>-.ious urbanization
efforts, but it had been bound up with the potential to reconceptualise the political and
social order. By the 1730s, though, Byrd, Dulany, and their fellow gentry, had little use for
the crvic aspects of tmvn foundmg. Their position atop Chesapeake society, and w1thin the
Atlantic world, was more secure than their fathers' had been. The' planter elite had shifted to
a slave labour economy and acquired vast acreages of land, so that ,-..~hen,

lt1

the late 171 Os,

tobacco prices began rising, they were in position to take ad,·antage. A coterie of leading
families was able to gain a ughter grip on the political and social order, finnly establishing
patterns of deference. Scholars have noted how this elite gentry class reinforced itself using
rituals at local churches, county courthouses, and ilie increasingly elaborate mansions they
constructed for tl1emselves. \V'illiamsburg and Annapolis flourished

<1S

sites to gather and

express this culture of refinement, in much the same way that these leading planters had
hoped when they approved the relocation of the capitals. The relationship among the
pre.;;cigious homes, the courthouse, the church, and the distant prov-incial capital created a
spatial order across the wealthy tidewater regions of the colonies. This nexus was predicated
upon physical display by community leaders and their oversight of both the slaves on their
plantations, and the structures of local authority. Once this order was fully established, they
had little to gain by dra,·ving upon the contractual and communal ci1•itas of an urban
corporation. Thus, where they did develop, commercial towns were a space apart, occupied
"Por Mcrnwcather\ town, see [ ~zr;ginia Gazette, Sept. 14, 1~39, 4. i\nother of the backcounu:y towns founded in
the ughteenth century- Peytonsburg, m Hal1fax County- was laid out wid1 only two streets, mcarung that 154
of the 208 lots lacked any street frontage, sec f lcndricks, Barkcou11try ToJPns, 76-"7(). For FrcJcnck, see Aubrey C.
Land, The Du!anp ojJ1ar)'iand (Baltimore, Md., 1955), chap. 11 (esp. 179-81).
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by Scottif;h merchant factors. petty craftsrnen, or foreign immigrants who came streaming
down the Shenandoah Valley from Pennsylvania. For gentlemen such as Byrd and Dulany,
settling these men and women in towns could be a source of revenue, but they did not need
or "<vvant to imbue them with the political and social power of corporate status.:o
The hardened spatial and economic order "\Yas best articulated in the development of
the tobacco inspection system. Another reaction to the continued instab1lity of the price of
tobacco, the system was initially proposed by Spotswood but finally realized by lieutenant
governor \Xrilliam Gooch 1n 1730, and lt was only adopted in ivlaryland in the 1740s. It
mandated the appointment of numerous warehouse locations where all tobacco had to be
sent for inspection by locally appointed officials; poor quality leaf was to be burned in order
to maintain high standards, hm.it exports, and hopefully inflate the

,~alue

of the weed. By

raising pnces and lirniting illegal trade, the plan worked to the advantage of both pro\·incial
planters and Enghsh officials. In some respects it bore striking similarities to the earlier town
proposals that had sought to centralize and restrict trade; now, though, all pretensions to
urbanity had been stripped away, disconnecting the warehouses from the political and
cultural life of local comrnunities, and leading planters \vere given the positions as inspectors,
entitled to gather fees and safeguard the price of their product. Riots broke out anwngst
poor and middling colonists in some areas, and warehouses were burned, but the plan "\VOn
over enough burgesses to become la\v. It allowed for greater control over the tobacco trade,

lu Por the planter cl1te and their culture, see Rhys Isaac, Thr> 1 ransjormatio11 of Vttgznia, 1J.l-0~1790 (Chapel Hill,
N.C., 1980); Allan Kulhkoff. Tobarco and Slat•es: Thr Developmmt oj S outhcm C11!tures m the Chesapeake, 1680-1800
(Chapel Hill, ~.C., 1986). T. H. Breen, Tobacro Culture: The 1'vientalit;• of the Great Tzde/1/ater Planters on the Eve ~!the
Rel'Oiulion (Princeton, ).;j., 198"'); Em or; G. E> aos, A 'Toppzng People'': The l{z.re and Dec/me ofVirgznia's Old
Pohtical E!tte, 1680~1790 (Charlortcs,~ilJe, Va., 2009); A G. Rocher, "Authority, La>~·, and Custom: The Ritual~
of Court Day 10 Tide"\Yatcr, Virg1111a, 1";"20 to 1150," U?:HQ, 3rd Ser., 37 (1980): 29~52. Pot Scotnsh merchants m
small udewater trachng centres, see Jacob M. Price, "The Ri>c of Glasgow 1n the Chesapeake Tobacco Trade,"
l/:\HQ, 3rd Ser., 11 (1954): 179~09. Por merchants m Cigbtccnth~ccmury Y1rgima, sec Peter V. Bergstrom,
"Harkets and .Hercbmzts: Economzc Dzvmificatzonm Cdrmial Vi!J!;znza, 1700-1775 G'few York, 1985), esp. 213~20.
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and over the colony's position within the .:\tlantic economy, without endangering the
balance of political culture on the locallevel. 1 :
These developments in county courts, tobacco warehouses, and refine homes,
hm,vever, emerged out of the gradual evolutlon of provincial thinking about the relationships
among the planter, the local community, and the empire, which the town debate had
facilitated, Contemplating v-arious plans for urban dc\'clopment enabled the emerging elite to
challenge the shape of English imperial oversight, to debate class relationships within an
increasingly slaveholding society, and to define the contours of local government in the
county court structure. Only in the 171 Os, after a century of uncertainty, did \\'hitcball
officials, Atlantic merchants, and Chesapeake elites stop debating urbanization; tl1ey all
began to appreciate that the potential power of civic communities might do more harm than
good to the economic and political positions they had carved out. The b11siness of tmvn
building in the Chesapeake \Yas just gaining steam, but the discourse of tmv-n building that has
been traced in this study was coming to an end. The whole process of projecting and
planning towns and cities in tl1e region during the previous century had been more than an
expression of economic interest!>: it had been a means of articulating what kind of social,
cultural, and political order Chesapeake society should develop. It had ret1ected the differing
opinions on this subject emerging from a tumultuous English political scene, captured the
distinct political and econom1c circumstances of Maryland and Virginia, and paralleled the
emergence of plantation slavery in the region. The civic debate had helped to craft the space
and society of the Chesapeake.

11 B1llings, Sclb), and Tate, Colonial Virgzma, 178, 236-42; for the tobacco mspection acts and the rclatJOnship
between gentry and yeomen in the Chesapeake, see Kullkoff, Tobaro-o and S!az•er, 105-16, 207-31. Gooch
composed a pamphlet to persuade m1ddling planters to back Ius plan, and it clearly articulated the ideal of the
deferential relauonship between local leadership and ordinary colorusts 111 Virgima counties that had replaced
anv concept of CJVJC communih'. Sec \X'illiam Gooch, A Dia~!!,/Je Bet1veen Tboma.r Su;eet-Sm7ted, Wt!liam Onnoco,
Planters, both men ~/'good Understandzng, a11d}ustm: Lot•e-Countr_y, who can rpeakfor himself (\XIilliamsburg, Va., 1732).
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